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Foreword

One need look no further than the subjects of several recent AGARD meetings: High Lift Aerodynamics (Banff, Fall 1992),
Hypersonic Flow (Torino, Spring 1992), Manoeuvring Aerodynamics (Toulouse, Spring 1991), to recognize that AGARD has a
strong interest in technology areas in which the basic problem of a jet-in-crossflow plays a role. Yet to find a meeting where the
jet-in-crossflow is a primary theme one has to go back to the Lisbon Conference of 1981, "Fluid Dynamics of Jets with
Application to V/STOL', AGARD CP-308. In the summary remarks by Dr I.R. Spee of the NLR two conclusions stand out: (i)
That there is a need for improved prediction methods and (ii) That the future interest in V/STOL applications is unclear. With
the recent ending of the cold war and the realignment of defense needs the future of V/STOL applications is perhaps even more
unclear now than it was in 1981.

However, in the past decade the breadth of applications involving the jet-in-crossflow configuration has increased greatly with
the renewed interest in hypersonics, the growing demand for increased manoeuvring capability of high performance aircraft and
the need for better understanding of problems of mixing in subsonic and supersonic flows. At the same time V/STOL
applications have continued to be of interest. Our capability to predict the basic flowfield has grown dramatically and we are now

* beginning to see computations of jets-in-crossflow interacting with complex configurations of aerodynamic interest. The
purpose of this Symposium is to evaluate advances in the field that have occurred since 1981.

In selecting the terms of reference of the conference it was our goal to cast a wide net emphasizing the breadth of jet-in-crossflow
applications. This was largely achieved with one exception in the area of thrust vectoring. While there were sufficient papers for
one session on thrust vectoring the Programme Committee did not receive any papers on specific applications to thrust
vectoring nozzles. One reason appears to be that there are a number of ongoing efforts in this area and results are not ready for
public presentation. It may well be that this topic could form the basis of a future symposium. More on this issue can be found in
the General Discussion at the end of this volume. The final program was as follows:

"* Fundamental Flow Structure (7 papers)
"* Experimental Methods (3 papers)
"* Thrust Vectoring (3 papers)
"* Jet Impingement, Exhaust Gas Reingestion (5 papers)
"* Hypersonic Crossflow (3 papers)
"* Numerics, Turbulence Modeling (4 papers)
"* Vehicle Control (9 papers)
"* Internal Flows, Turbine Cooling (4 papers)

The Symposium concluded with general remarks by the Technical Evaluator, Professor Leonard Roberts of Stanford University.
This was followed by a lively open discussion during which a number of the issues raised during the Symposium were
considered.

The Programme Committee would like to extend thanks to David and Mrs Woodward, the U.K. National Coordinator, Mrs
Sheila Martin and all the local organizers as well as the authors for their hard work in preparing for this meeting in one of

* England's most historic cities.

B. Cantwell, C. (ciray and J. Jimenez
Programme Committee Co-Chairmen

v



Avant-Propos

11 suffit de lire la liste des th~mes des niunions ricentes du Panel FDP, a savoir "IA6rodynamique des syst~mes
hypersustentateurs" (Banff, automne 1992), "Les 6coulements hypersoniques" (Toiino, printenaps 1992), "l'A~odynamique
dans la manoeuvrabilit6" (Toulouse, printemps 1991) pour se rendre compte du vif int~r~t t~moign6 par 1AGARD pour les
technologies otiý le probl~me de base d'un jet a 6coulement transverse joue un r6le.

Pourtant, Hl faut remonter a I'ann~e 1981 pour trouver une riunion oix les jets a 6coulement transverse repr6sente le sujet
principal ("La dynamique des fluides des jets et les applications V/STOL AGARD CP-308). Deux conclusions ressortent des
observations finales du Dr I.R. Spee: i) les mithodes de pr~liction doivent ktre am6liories. ii) il est tr~s difficile de privoir

It 'int&r& qui sera manifest6 pour les applications V/STOL A l'avenir. Avec la cessation ricente de la guerre froide et le

r~ajustement des besoins de defense, l'avenir des applications V/STOL est peut-atre plus incertain aujourd'hui qu'en 198 1.

i Cependant, au cours de la derni~re d~cennie, le nombre d'applications mettant en jeu la configuration du jet A 6coulement
transverse a augmentes consid6rablement suite au regain d'int&r& pour l'hypersonique, A la demande croissante d'une meilleure
manoeuvrabflit6 des avions de combat A hautes performances et At la recherche d'une meilleure comprehension des probl~mes
du melange dans les 6coulements subsoniques et supersoniques. En m~me temps, les applications V/STOL continuent A
susciter beaucoup d'int~r~t. Notrm' capacit6 de pridire le champ d'6coulement de base s'est d~velopp~e de fagon fulgurante et
nous constatons les prerni~res inter.2ctions entre des calculs de jets a 6coulement transverse et des configurations complexes qui
int~ressent l'a6rodynamique. L'objet de ce symposium est d'6valuer les progr~s rialis~s dans ce domaine depuis 1981.

En d~finissant les termes de rnifrence de Ia conf~rence nous avons voulu faire un grand tour d'horizon afin de souligner
l'tendue des applications du jet A 6coulement transverse. Ce pani a 6t6 tenu ý une exception pr~s, dans le domaine de
l'orientation de la pouss6e, car quoiqu'un nombre suffisant de communications alt 6t soumis, permettant d'organiser une
session sur l'orientation de la pouss6e, le comitd du programme n'a re~u aucune communication traitant d'applications
sp~cifiques aux tuy~res d'orientation de la pouss6e. Ceci s'explique en partie par le fait que la plupart des travaux entrepris dans
ce domaine sont actuellement inachev~s et que par cons6quent les risultats ne sont pas disponibles sous une forme pr6sentable
au public.

Cependant, ce sujet pourrait bien servir de base ý un futur symposium. Le texte des discussions g~n~rales qui se trouve A la fin du
present volume traite d'autres aspects de cette question. Le programme d~finitif a 6t6 t6tabli comme suit:

* les structures d'6coulement fondamentales (7 communications)
a les m6thodes exp6rimentales (3 communications)
* l'orientation de Ia pouss~e (3 communications)
* l'impact des jets, la ri-ingestion des gaz 6ject~s (5 communications)
* les 6coulements transverses hypersoniques (3 communications)
* Ics caract~res num~riques, Ia mod~lisation de Ia turbulence (4 communications)
a le c..ntr6le des v~hicules (9 communications)
* les 6coulements internes, le refroidissement des turbines (4 communications)

Des remarques; d'ordre g~ndral de Ia part de N'valuatcur technique, le professeur Leonard Roberts de I'Universit6 de Stanford
ont cl6tur6 le symposium. Ces remarques ont 6t suivies d'un d~bat tr~s anim6 et tr~s ouvert qui a permis de discuter d'un certain
nombre de questions soulev~es lots du symposium.

L~e comit6 du programme tient A remercier David Woodward, le coordonnateur national pour In Grande- Bretagne, ainsi que
Mine Woodward, Mmne Sheila Martin et l'ensemble du personnel local pour les efforts qu'ils ont bien voulu consacrer ai Ia
prdparation de cette rdunion organis~c dans I'une des villes les plus rcnonim6es de I'histoire de lAngleterre.

B. Cantwell, C. (ýiray et J. Jimenez
Co-Prisidents du Comit6 de Programme
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AtCHNICAL EVALUATION;ZEPORF

by

L. Roberts,
Stanford Lhweirsity
StaforClfrnia 94305

...... ....... U nied.t.te.

,1. t s. ' o"u. "i , . . . In view.of their historical involvement in the development
and deployment. of the Harrier aircraft and its derivatives

I The symposiumconsisted of 37 papers which have bee ' apreponderance of papers from the UK and the USA wasA .-. •h ypsu ossedo 7ppr hc aebe found, with some p•apers from GE, FR, BE and T-U and
. grouped for the purpose of this review, following thGen- fnoud w om papers from oh countries in NATO. ,

r:ea Observations, ahoso daling with: no ae f ohr nte in NAO
:, ' " i •'Flow Structure "... " .FoSrtr3. Flow Structure

Experimental and Computational Methods, Turbu- The Sessions on Flow Structure (Sessions II, V and XII)
"lece :comprised 7 papers (papers 3-5, 12, 14 and 39, 40) cover-f Thrust Vectoring, JetImpingement, Exhaust, Gas In. : ing both experimental and computational studies of sub-
jection -. . sonic and supersonic jets in a crossfiow. In paper 3 the
Vehicle Control (including . unsteady pressure was meE iured at high Reynolds number

... pe• .. - for a supersonic jet, including the effects of the oncoming
Internal Flows boundary layer, to identify variations in the sound pres-

' These topics are reviewed in a different order from that sure level with jet pressure ratio and the jet mode (sub-
presented to retain continuity of subject matter and are sonic, under-andoverexpanded) giving multiple mode sur-
followed by Conclusions and Recommendations. face pressure fields. The effects of the oncoming turbulent
This Technical Evaluation is limited to a brief overall anil- boundary layer were not large.
ysis and a summary of the Conclusions-and Recommen- Paper 4 is concerned with the unsteady generation and
dations. cnnvection of vorticity in the wake, using a fluorescent dye

and laser cross sectioning techniques, allowing the concen-
tration field in the wake to be reconstructed. The study

2. General Observations confirmed and elaborated earlier conclusions that the vor-
The Sympo&itun included papers whic;h ranged from an ticity emanates from the wall boundary layer. In paper 5I Th Syposum ncldedpaprs hic ragedfro an the oeparated flow structure caused by a rectangular jet

understanding of the basic etructure of the jet in a cross- the ieptiated elwsructaleycausedyranguarajetS~flow, through those concerned with experimental and corn- was investigated experimentally for several p~arameters offl o , t ro u h t os co cer ed ith ex eri e nt l a d c m - th e jet (Re y n o lds n u m b er , M a ch n u m b er, v ecto r a n g le ,
putational methods for determining the interaction, to thetret ( olds number, anu vecto angle,
papers which treated the more practical aspects such as upstream boundary conditions) and results axe displayed
thrust vectoring, impingement and exhaust gas injection, for the separated wake behind the jet, when the jet was
vehicle control including hypersonics, and internal flows, pointed upstream and downstream, giving different fre-
A review of the history of jets in crossfiow was given in quencies for. the flow.
the opening paper (paper 1), which traces the research In paper 12, two studies were reported; a visualization
on this interaction over the past fifty years, including its study, using colored dye, in a water tunnel, and a flying
applications to such diverse fields as plume dispersion, hot wire study using a low speed tunnel, to investigate
combustion fuel injection, reaction control of missiles and the counter-rotating vortex pair that results from the in-
aircraft, to its most celebrated application, V/STOL air- teraction of the jet with the cross-flow. They show the
craft in transition flight. Primary emphasis was placed on importance of the separation position in the jet exit tube
tracing our evolving understanding, both experimentally to the subsequent development of the vortex flows.
and computationally, of the flowfield structure. In paper 14 a completely different application is inves-
Many of the papers, particularly those on flow structure tigated (the creation and diffusion of a phytoplankton
and on experimental and computational methods, and on plume by large populations of filter feeding animals in
turbulence, were from Universities while imuortant con- estuary regions). The effect of bed clams was simulated
tributions from the National Laboratories and Industry by large numbers of siphon pairs which alter the mixing
were made on themore practical problems associated with characteristics of the phytoplankton-depleted fluid. Vari-
vehicle development, While substautial progress was re- ations in concentration were found as a function of siphon
ýported on both experimental and computational aspects height (changing the effective surface roughiess) and re-
of steady flows less was reported on unsteady problerrs sults were explained in terms of jet stream velocity ratio.
and More tffort must be applied to this latter suhject be- In paper 39 an experimental study of a heated su i  onic
fore a full understanding of fut-ure V/S!1OL vehicles or of jet flowing crosswise to a supersonic stream was under-
the control by jet flows cun be claimed. Although much taken in the S5 ONERA wind tunnel. The shock and
of the conference was Inherently oriented toward military vorticity structure was sbown at M = 2, with emphasis

*cirarft application it should be realize that the needs on the effects of heating and turbulence.
of-civil aickraft will involve such subjects as seroacous-
tics in the. future -1d they. my influence the direction of

Flow' i i ••IIu,
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S"seo air jets to supress shock-induced separation on based =odel as opposed to, the simpler k - s. model. The
a.rcraft.wings and empanages- was explored in paper 40. comparison shows that useofthe former turbulenne model
!-wherea comparison is made-with vane typevortex gen-" . produces a, g•ound vortex in better agreement with exper-

o: ":Irat It:.tas found:that the air jet approach allows iment. Results are presented for several fundamentally
a greaterpressure rise through the Shock which now pro- different 8-d geometries to underscore the importance of
gresses continualy over the surface and al!'ws an increase 'the choic of tbulence model c e. -

"-,.in the. downreAmp e recovery at ligh ange ofat-, -Similar conclusions regarding the importance of cWoice of
.itack. "urbulenc= model were shown in paper 24 which was mo-

In attempting to summarize the Sessions on Flow Struc- tivated by the behavior of jets in gas 'turbine combus-
tures it should be said that the comparison of CFD and tors. While agreement with experiment was not partic-

experimental measurement shows good agreement when ..-ularly good it appears that some improvement was oh-

':the flow is dominated by inviscid- effects; however when tained when the second moment closure model was used

. turbulence plays anrimportant part agreement depends :for turbulence. The effects of grid geometry and bournd-

-on the turbulence m odel chosen and this canw effect some , ary conditions were investigated in paper 25 where 2-d and

of.the inviscid features (cg. theposition ofa horse shoe 3-d jets were considered. Results are compared using al-

..vortex in the impingement of jets against a flat plate). gebraic turbulence models with previous experiments ,rnd

Nevertheless, our understanding of the flowstracture for good agreement is claimed for th• gross features.
steady flows has progressed to the point of application to To summarize these Sessions, it is clear that we now have
several problems in aerodynamics in addition to the tradi- -gocd techniques to both measure and compute flows, cei-
tional V/STOL application. Furthermore, our progress in tainly external flows; these are important tools (non-invasive
"understanding unsteady phenomena continues and should ,experimental techniques used with good computational 3
be further Puu rtcularY in'the• -ntex~t o°f enncd U- .techniques). The long pole in the tent is still turbulence
mixing, modelling and I suspect this will still hold up final progreft

toward getting full agreement between theory and exper-
luft erimental andComputational Methods, iment. " "- - etr u nce. "'. .

The Sessions on Experimental and Computational Meth- 5. Thrust Vectoring, Jet Impingement and E.-
ods and on Turbulence (Sessions III and VIII) comprised haust rGas Re ingestIon

.7 papers (papers 6-8 and 22-25) and also covered the sub-

ject of jet, in a crossflow but concentrated on techniques, Sessions )n the practical applications to military aircraft
both experimental and computational and on turbulence (Sessions IV and VI) comprised 7 papers (papers 9-11 and
modelling required for a good.description of the interac- 15-18) and concemmed Thrust Vectoring, Jet Impingement
tion. and Exhaust Gas Reingestion. The empirical modelling

In paper 6, experiments were conducted in a wind tunnel, of the interaction between a thrust reverser jet and an

with Planar Laser Induced Flourescence using acetone as external flow was undertaken in paper 9 where the effi-

a tracer, giving the scalar mixing of the jet concentration ciency of the thrust reverser was determined as a function
and showing images of the structure not previously re- of door design inclu&ng its opening angle; the influence
ported. The use of smoke illuminated by a laser beam, to of the door and side plates on the penetration of the jet

visualize in real time and measure the twin jets flowing and the vortex strength were determined. In paper 10,

normally into the crossfiow was reported in paper 7. Dif- the jets were represented by a distribution of doublets,

ferences were found in the widely spaced twin jet config- sources and sinks, and the vortex path was described em-

uration (compared to the single jet configuration). Mea- pirically; the model was then incorporated into a pan-

surement variations were found of the probability density, eoling method to give the interference forces and moments

energy spectra and interface location. The measurement on wings and tails as functions of the jet placement, jet

gave a detailed mapping of the single lid twin jet cases velocity (v') and wing aspect ratio, in the low speed
(tandem and in-line). Notably absent in the measured (transitional) phase of flight.

:spectra was evidence of 'periodic vortex shedding" as re- The control of thrust vectoring by injection was investi-
ported by earlier works. Paper 8 gave good examples of gated in paper 11 for a hypersonic aircraft. Two-dimensional
using LDV in a water channel to investigate the behav- Euler calculations were carried out to investigate subsonic
ior of twin jets. This research concentrated on turbulence and supersonic injection of the aircraft forebody bound-
measurements required for the validation of CFD codes. ary layer into the nozzle flow. This allows a determina-

On the computational side paper 22 reported a numeri- tion of the effects of injection on the thrust vector due to
cal investigation using different boundary conditions and changes in pressure and temperature in the nozzle. Stabil-
two turbulence models (Baldwin Lomax and Baldwin- ity of the aircraft with a is improved by injection. Paper
Barth) with the thin layer Navier Stokes results showing 15 reviewed past and current experimental studies of the
good agreement with pressure measurements. The calcu- ground vortex produced by jet impingement using fixed
lation used two grids.(a Cartesian and a cylindrical grid ground boards, moving ground belts and moving model
for the far and near fields respectively) and successfully tests to give the gross effects of the ground vortex on
showed the presence of a horseshoe vwrtex near the wall the aerodynamics for a ,eneric wing-body configuration.
and its -influence on the pressure. distribution as well as Large influences on forces and moments of ground effects
the usual dominant fetures , the contra-rotating vortices .-were observed. Paper 16 performed experiments to deter-
and downstream circulation, mine the scaling parameters for exhaust gas reingestion

-:'.In paper 23 computational results were obtained for a sin- for STOVL aircraft and in particular addressed the ques-
.. :gle jet and multiple jets with emphasis on the influence tion of bouyancy or Mach No. scaling verses pressure
"of the turbulence model closure on the results. It was ratio in this context. It was concluded that for the de-
..claimed8that the rests are in better agreement with ex- scent mode of a whole aircraft model the differences in
claudrim ued th iph ojunct on with.t a allglw tos hscnimn h cln aaeesoiial'",periment if the ynolds0& stress model given by Gibson and flow field do not appreciably change engine face condi-

,-:u ,,. ne.w audr wallelogve bw tions, thus confirming the scaling parameters originally" ' '.": i " i~i ":"- ''":( :;": .' .derived by Cox and Abbott.



P-In) p.'er 17 the'subject of hot gas reingestion was fur-: ýý~nu o to the lower Mach Numb, r flows (Sessions
~theT pursudanad the influence ofthe directionof head-E ,Xand XI) pper26 Sav smm a~ry inthe formof a
wind on engine performiance degradation WAS addressed. historical review of the use of spanwise blowing to produce
The effects of benyancy and pressure ratio were both mon- improvement in the post stall aerodynwaniiperformance
~dered fo :arrier type --and ASTOVL (supersonic ex-- -and the stbility-and control of wings. 'The conclusions

~has1)engneswith the conclusion that hot gas reinges- - are bhsed on an empirical analysis and the use of spanwise
>ti' ý i headwind-deedt for some-conf~iurations and _blowing technques on current and past aircraft.l.increases witfi nozzle presr rioI otatly for ful

scal/moel cmpaiawi ineston a stchasic ~ -The blunting of the forebody of an ogive cylinder at high
and equrestheuse atstialnethos i it~iy -agle of attack in low speed flow suppresses the tendency

si. In paper 18 for ASTOVLaircraft us ead antes -of -to develop spurious forces and moments. Proportional
eigsinwere considered and the use of statistical tech- -ieoc a rdcd pietlyb lwn hogniquts was made to describe the -presence of large scl sml oejt o h ups fcntro npae 7

uinsteady streaks of hot asentering the intake. The ana "whert was shown that such blowing controls the vortex
Isishas been applied -to reingestiori with under-fiselage beair Results were given foi laminar separation for

eiverteT arrangements and also provided ixWt into flholnewoniuaini trso as-lwn of
o&~cmiiiou atnozle resurea- entand turbulent resultawer piresented using bound-

tiesy layer tripping techniques showing greater blowing ef-tiosdi~tentfro fifi~scle hilemaitaing d-nalu~-f-ectiveness for this case and particularly for forward blow-
mg Jts.Thi paeralthough not presented, ilapaffSessions MV and VI underscored the importance of g6od in the Proceedings.

experimental testing in such practical problems as comn-
bustion mixing or hot gas reingestion (as evidenced nin A somewhat similar approach was used in paper 28 where

* - iape I-1 and. 18) in conjunytion with adequate analysis a delta-wing rathier than a blunted cone is used with blow-
-of the unsteady effects-of such phenomena on engine and --ing at the leading edges of the wing (ie, blowin' tangen-
vehicle performance. 'Although zubstantial progress ha tially around the blunted leading edge).' It was shown ex-
been made in the numerical analysis -of telaively-simple periMentally that blown is simia ahih nge oattack
geometries for the purpose of conceptual design, exper- to a reduction in angle of attack and a reductiion in sweep
iniental testing and the use of appropriate scaling laws -angle 1n thtbt ed eue h fet fvre
together vith eneineerl t:& analysis, will continue Wo be im. bursting on loss of lift. Computation of vortex bursting

porantto he velopment of full-scale-aircraft. was carried out using the thin layer Navier-Stokes equa-
tions and the effects of blowing ats well as angles of attack

Vehile ou~rl Icludai~and yaw on the flow over the delta wing were given. The6. Veil olo nldu YPersoniCs experimental arid computationul work show that control,
9esions or -the ý-se of jets -to control vehicle motion, in., by producing a rolling moment, is effected so that wing
.-,ud-ug hyperoic vehicles, (Sessions ' 1.1, IX, X and XT) rock can be eliminated.
consisted of 12 pap es: papert 19-21 (on hypersonic flow) I ae 9agnrlnmrclsmlto a sdan pprs2I-4(nteppcaino jets to subsonic i ae 9agnrlnmrclsmlto a sdand supersoc ve3-4(o hices) eapplicateieation of je with Navier Stokes codes, to describe how jet interac-
flowsuwt ahpersoniveicest.regami thets trato of jee~eildta tions can play a dominant part in the control of m-issiles
flors vtraiin hedge j temets on,ý eia adatdetaig n or~ss and propulsion devices. A computational scheme was pre-
verstalng-de jets in a cone dluaelt giening paper 1.for thens seated which accounts for the presence of heavily-laden

delt wi~ epermen tw jet, smmericllypl~i ~ particulates in the transverse jet; a compressible dissipa-
the wing, weie used andi thie efficiency of "he jets, which tieI- tublneodlCk-e)wssdnad-tion the numerical simulation of helicopter plume interac-depends on the interaction with the hypersonic fib"', at to ihtedwws a osdrduigLgaga

M = 8 ~ w elas deemie nterm of attakt Anmenhance vortex tracking procedures combined with Euler/I'avierand jet position 4swl sageo tak A nacd Stokes methodology.
normal force anid rolling moment were produced. For
the corner flow at M = 20 the induced wall .pressurcs In paper 30 the aerodynamics of lateral control jets on
that result from interaction with tbe co~ntrol phimes were a missile were determined numerically, for both subsonic
found by varying the stagnation pressure of the contrui and supet~onic flow, using overlapping grids to conduct

*jet. These induced pre!ssures reult from separation of the the N-S computation with generally good agreement with
corner flow. The investigation of interactions between ttic experimental results.
jet an'A a hypersonic stream wcre continued in paper 20 I ae 1eprmna eut eepeetdo i
whiich. wied a flat plate approxim~ately 20cm. long i sain ao pa er t 31 experimental resu rlt weet pore thed ofEv-
isentrolic light -piston tunnel at -., = 6.69 and Reynolds Msuacio esrats ofmulthen uased oconto jetAs for te E-
nuxnbex)f 4.27x 1051/metre. Results in 3-d for diffturent in- turS slxpacerafeter Simul scofiuation based oNSAscaion-
Jectant kases show a detpeudauce tmr upstream se-paration trluxs parivetefrsofo thi HTTEspacecgraftration uescalng
(and on lcxial flow structure, generally) rind on the ratio Of lawsyderive ddifrom al t exSpTlEosacecraf prsuremactiorco-
sp.ecific heats for the gas. Comparison of these features for rol syetem.d Adtional dexplrabethonryl prestr mnerasuio-t ~~~~~the 3-d flowfield were made with 2-d results previously -e- mwits whereurfade.t ecietecntoeneato
poried, In paper.21. a unique model mounting support for wihtesrae
the LFrench-German Research Institute shook tunnel was Returning to tho subject of Vehicle Control a' low speed,

Sdescribed which allows Mach Number, Reynolds Number paper 32 gives a numerical simulation of a powered lift
Vand velocity of the hyrpersonic. flow to be produced for flight of a simplified V/STOL configuration including the

~mlliseoadforc mesurment Tyica intracion~f. lift loss that occurs during descent and its dependence
`J ' iets, in excess of, 2 were messured depending on the on the behavior of the ground vortex that appears under

location and nube ofthee sd rdth b the vehicle. Time accurate simulations, using the CRAY
scWitli wYiM uejPtrc. . su~percomputerof both straight and level flight, and

desendng ligt, represented.
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A i-f aqppsing gaid was used (g1n e n eta inents was found when simultaneous calculation of the
Jing gad.) requked snuppadmgOf omakmniation be-L, fi ndteItr~ flows we carried 'out. Paper 38

I ~ t--to -gids. smt aei was found that a num.- -computed the effect of swirl on the jet wsing- algebraic
~br jfow --gwcould ceause tcaiora v&Wia~m& in ~trusihhti-aeIair.tokesequa-

ground surfa mpure (poessure waves) innd oscillstiamn 5-

inm fift be te isin .it I ondpproximity. -These
I Include vortex s1ledding from the jet Uip, ca~usingjet *"ai- -. Conclusion* and Recommendations

ltosbot laerally and streamnwise, oscillations inthe
- - 'Leoun vortexdh~neieco~amnotxhd. 1 It- -scnlddthat today's techmolocv adequately

T -~ti tu~t~meets the- need for successful dem~opmsint of miliitary
--~-~isiate theaui oflifiscilatoes~ p~~y eing~ sbsoic ehaut VSTO aircraft; that additol

so taled ationstatndigfrou' he lip of the jet. technoog is required for the application to aircraft
S with~ the ptvoildeemre control1 by solely pneumatic means; and that other

-expesieta lift coefficient, vdth th rnayeot~applications (e.g. environmentallyclacobsin
ý,'to understand the unsteady flow structures. miiay bie-equally-important in the future.
Thet practical problem 6f r sucn landing piound slzd 2- Agreement between experiment and computation in
the P-lO fighter was reported in paper 33 which anlye, 2

nal the use of thrust revrene orthsssr describing flow structure is generally good for mostf ~ The eec npthnmoetwsepoe -grs nisd)features of simplefiows but agreement
'ticularly and it was found that a la~rg nse-up pitching 0n the finer details depends upon the choice among
moment was experienced on the wind tunnel model at for various turbulence models. The unsteady interaction

war dflctin f helowr hrst evrsrane. -This ef. of a jet with n~eigh~boring surfaces including periodic

:feet, together with the results using a short ground boardcfesadthmingpce ncobtoned
in the tunnel influenced the diesign of the control system -- reach

kused in Rlight. Subsequet* flight test resuilts showed that 3.There reently have been major improvements in the
-a nose-down rotation was produced during landing - a ueOLD (ndnnoinaie~"qcmr

reutof jet jground forces Very' different from those pr~e-- gnrly n infcn pors nteueo F)
Control las ar updated to reflect these effects -eeal)adsgiiatpo=i-h-s fCD

pariculard. a the lawsc h hutreesroeain Detailed agreement may not aiways be necessary, de-
partculrly s te~v ffetertthepending on the application, and further development

The experimental and computational methods used in a of both techniques should be encouraged.
`STOVL takeoff study, based on a cropped delta wing with
tantiem jets, were reported in paperp4. Experimentally. 41. In practical applications (such as exhaust gas reinges-

- t micnijnfee-tra MahNme- f. n ' tion) there is a good understanding of the primary
ianum nozzle pressure ratio of 3, forces and moments, and effects on current vehicles but their impact on future
steady and unsteady model pressures together with sur- - vehicles is not as well understood.
veys near the tunnel walls, were measured to verify the' .Teueo esfr eil oto per rmsn* boundary conditions used in the computations. Compar- 5 h s fjt o eil oto per rmsn
ison was made for a particular set of flow conditions and at all speeds when conventional aerodynamic forces
with choked jets. Gross features such as the coefficients of are not available. The interaction of the aerodynam-
lift and pitching moment were found and the computation ics and the control laws is particularly important to
evaluated through more detailed comparisons including the pneumatic control of vehicles and further atten-
the pressure distribution; LDV and ScWeren photographs tion must be given to a proper understanding of this
were also used. interaction.

The papers in the Vehicle Control Sessions indicate that 6. Further improvement in the understanding of internal
the use of jets is promising for increased vehicle control flows, particularly the mixing process is needed and
and maneuvering at all speeds but that near the ground can bring about gains in propixlsive efficiency of air-
thruot vectoring involves more complex aerodynamic phle- craft engines, but can also be applied in other ways.
nomena than was first realized, (despite the success of the. Blade cooling seems to be modelled well if adequateI- Harer in operating partly in this regime). care is taken.

7. Undoubtedly, major changes are taking place in the7. Internal Flows, Turbine Cooling application of fluid mechanics and, unfortunately, the
Finally -Session X, devoted-to Internal Flows including applications of greatest importance can not be easily
Turbine Cooling, comprised pape , s 35-38 and was con- identified; nevertheless continued progress in experi-
cearned with experimental and computational approaches mental, particularly non-invasive, measurement and
'to the effects of free-stream turbulence, space averaging in CFD will together give insight into the. basic phe-
ýof multiple jets, flow inside coolant' chnelni swirling nomena that will be encountered.
jets.- Paper 36 on-tht effects of free-stream turbulence in.
ve~stigated, primartly experimentally, Ito influence on en- References
trainment and mean -path of the slightly heated: jet at low ~MraoP. Ffyyaso e ncosfo e
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Fifty Years of Jet in Cross Flow Research

Richard J. Margason
Mail Stop 247-2, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035- 1000, USA

SUMMARY h height or center of vorticity for diffuse
vortex model, ho/[erf(pho)]

The jet in cross flow (JICF) is a basic flow field which ho half spacing of vortex centers for diffuse
is relevant to a wide variety of applications which are vortex model, 2.04[ 1-e'(Ves/D)]
described to provide context for JICF investigations. la analytically determined plume length,
This paper summarizes material consistent with the
scope of topics presented at the 72nd AGARD Fluid 1 0755p
Dynamics Panel Meeting and Symposium on D
Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in
Cross Flow on 19-22 April 1993 in Winchester, U.K. m, n exponents used in jet trajectory equationM Mach number
To focus the pregent paper, the JICF research was M Mach number
divided into three time periods: (a) early research - up to MR ratio of freestream Mach no. to jet Mach
1970, (b) research during the 1970's, and (c) research no.
since 1980. The following areas of experimental P pressure
activity are discussed: the definition of an effective q dynamic pressure, 1/2 p V2

correlation parameter; the jet flowfield including the jet Qmom jet-to-freestream dynamic-pressure ratio,
trajectories, cross-section shape, and jet induced q/q-
pressures; the effects of jet deflection angle, nozzle rO,z cylindrical coordinates
shape, pressure ratio, velocity decay, and temperature; R,O,Z cylindrical axes
and the effect of confined flowfield, ground effects, R jet radius or effective velocity ratio,
multiple jets, and adjacent surface geometry. In
addition, computational methods are discussed including pV .2
both potential flow based methods, some with empirical pV•
and semi-analytical extensions, and Navier-Stokes based
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) investigations. Re Reynolds number, poVD/p.
Currently modern CFD methods have been able to RV jet velocity to freestream velocity ratio
compute many of the mean flow characteristics of the s distance along jet patli from the jet exit;
JICF. Existing CFD methods have not resolved the lateral or circumferential distance.
separated flow region in the near wake of the jet exit. S plate or planform area
There is also a need for high quality, extensive St Strouhal number, fDiV.
experimental data which will enable the verification of f B
current and future CFD results and to define unsteady Stg Effective Strouhli number, --

flow characteristics. V00+V

t time
LIST, OF SYMBOS T temperature or t'hust

u,v,w Cartesian velocity components
a speed of sound V velocity
A I
a,b,c constants used in empirical equation Ve effective velocity ratio,

for the vortex curve (ref. 97) raq
B width of two-dimensional jet x,y,z Cartesian coordinates
c chord X,Y,Z Cartesian axes
Cp pressure coefficient based on either a angle-of-attack

freestream or jet dynamic pressure diffusion constant for diffuse vortex model,
Cpt Pressure coefficient based on jet total 2.11 (s/D)- 1/2

pressure dimensionless vorticity, 0.72[erf(fpho)l/Ve

CR Callaghan-Ruggeri ratio, PJV r effective strength of each diffuse vortex,
p-•" 2DVy

CT thrust coefficient, T/(q,0 S) AL jet induced lift loss increment

D jet diameter 1,4 characteristic coordinates

f fiequency e jet temperature to freestream temperature

F, G coefficients used in jet trajectory equation ratio
PA coefficient of viscosity

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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p density f flap
a standard deviation j jet

angle between Z axis and the normal to max maximum
the vortex curve min minimum

0) vorticity o initial
p.c. potential core

subscripts: t total
00 ftream

B refers to pressure probe
c vortex core superscripts:
CL centerline
e effective unsteady

1, INTRODUCTION 2. JET FLOW

The jet in cross fow (JICF) iF a basic flowfield which Before discussing the JICF, it is useful to review the
is relevant to a wide variety of applications. The JICF flo, characteristics of a jet exhausting in an ambient
consists a jet exhausting at a large angle into a region and in a coflowing stream. The free jet I ow is
freestream flow. Variations of the JICF include the jet sometimes used as a starting condition for JICF
in a crossflow in-ground effect (JIGE) and cases where analysis. Often, these analyses have used free jet
there is no freestream velocity: hover out-of-ground entrainment characteristics as empirical constants.
effect (HOGE) and hover in-ground effect (HIGE).
Specific applications where the JICF represents the 2.1 FrL Je
primary flowfield feature are described in an effort to
provide context for its investigations through the years A few sketches and flow visualization photographs
to obtain its experimental definition and computational illustrate the well known features of the jet exhausting
solution. Applications include plume dispersion, gas into an ambient surrounding. A picture of a nozzle in a
turbine combustor cooling, turbofan thrust reversers, water tunnel1 with some colored milk introduced just
turbojet thrust vectoring, reaction control for missiles upstream of the nozzle is presented in figure 1. The
and aircraft, and most frequently, the many variants milk is entrained into the jet and mixes in a turbulent
associated with vertical and/or short takeoff/landing mixing region. This flow is illustrated schematically in
(V/STOL) aircraft in transition flight both in- and out- figure 2 to show the decay and spread as the jet efflux
of-ground effect. This paper describes the progress of flows away from the nozzle. At the exit plane fnr a
JICF research and identifies the contributions achieved simple, subcritical, convergent nozzle, there is a
since a chimney plume study in 1932 and an analytical uniform distribution of both velocity Vj and dynamic
paper which was written in 1942. The present paper ressure near the *et centerline. Two diameters
emphasizes the evolution of the understanding of the prestre qjenerainmentetfcnterline.mTwoedametflofied pysis i th cntet o boh epermenal downstream, entrainment of fluid from the ambient
flowfield physics in the context of both experimental surroundings and subsequent mixing is apparent as the
and computational investigations, profile spreads like an error distribution curve with

This paper summarizes material consistent with the reduced V and q at the edges of the jet. The jet plume
Thispapr smmaizesmatria cosistnt iththe includes a series of transverse ring vortices which

scope of many of the topics presented at the 72nd influd .a s a res e ross-sectionalwareaAGAR Flid ynamcs ane Meeingand entrain fluid. As a result, the cross-sectional area
AGARD Fluid Dy nanmics Panel Meeting and inraewthd nsemdsac.
Symposium on Computational and Experimental increases withdownstreamdistance.
Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow on 19-22 April 1993 The precise location of the outer edge of this mixing
in Winchester, U.K. After this introduction (section I), regioncis l tcto ocate exper becof th e•he paper includes the following sections: (2) the flow rgion is difficult to locate experimentally because the

t: lo flow is usually turbulent and unsteady as shown in
of a jet exhausting into a quiescent region (HOGE)I" 12; figure 1. At a some distance downstream (typically
(3) JICF research 13 -284 which is divided into three between 4 and 6 diameters), the peak value on the
periods: (a) the early work up to 1970; (b) experimental centerline has dropped below the nozzle exit value. The
mean flowfield investigations and refinement of conically shaped region with undiminished Vj and qj is
empiricism in potential flow based methods of known as the potential core. At further increases in
calculation through about 1980; and (c) recent downstream distance, the profile assumes the shape of
experimental investigations which begin to provide an error distribution curve whose peak value decays
more detailed data needed to validate contemporary inversely with distance. It is difficult to measure with
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) calculations as well pressure probes beyond about 30 diameters. Another
as CFD studies; (4) the flow of a jet exhausting normal photographI (figure 3) also shows the jet flow
to the ground in a quiescent region (HIGE); and (5) the exhausting into still water. The air bubbles being
flow of a jet exhausting normal to the ground in a cross entrained into the jet show the flow induction from the
flow (JIGE)285 333 . The paper concludes with section quiescent surroundings. This has been called the
6 which assesses the current understanding of these "douche" (shower) effect. This is another view of the
flowfields and suggests future research needs. flow illustrated in figures 1 and 2 and shows the nearly

radial flow entrainment.
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approach required experimental data to quantify the axial
One of the earliest analyses of jet flow was done by sink distribution. Finding the rate of flow entrainment
Tollnien2. This study applied Prandtl's mixing length was a difficult experimental measurement. Most often,
theory to a homogeneous air jet with adjacent still air assuming radial symmetry, experimentalists have
for both two-dimensional and axisymmetric jets. There measured the radial distribution of mean velocity,
were three assumptions: (1) the tangential shear force assumed constant density and then integrated
was expressed in terms of the lateral momentum of the numerically to get the local mass flow. At large radial
mixing process; (2) since the width of the jet mixing and large axial distances the jet velocity and pressure
region increases linearly with downstream distance x, becomes too low to measure accurately. To overcome
the mixing length I was assumed to be proportional to this difficulty, measurements near the jet centerline were
x (the constant of proportionality c was determined used to define an analytical form for the overall velocity
from experimental .data); and (3) the turbulence velocity variation. The difficulty has been finding the most
was proportional to the product of the mixing length appropriate analytical profile.
and the mean velocity gradient. While this analysis
provided a good approximation of the mean flow in the A unique technique was developed by Ricou and
fully developed turbulent mixing region, there was no Spalding7 for measuring the axial mass flow rate in the
assumption concerning the distribution of turbulence. turbulent jet. The jet was surrounded by a porous-

walled cylindrical chamber, and air was injected through
Tollhnien's analysis was extended by Kuethe 3 to account the wall until the pressure in the chamber was uniform
for two parallel streams of different velocities and to and atmospheric. This was interpreted as the condition
represent the initial turbulent mixing adjacent to the where the jet entrainment was balanced by the injected
potential core region of the jet with a still fluid. Both fluid. Mass flow rate measurements of the injected gas
tangential and normal velocities in the mixing region provided the magnitude of entrained flow. Subsequently
were obtained. The mixing length I was again an entrainment law was found relating the mass flow
assumed to be proportional to the radius of the mixing rate, jet momentum, axial distance, and fluid density.
region: I = cx. Experimental measurements were Several different gases were injected into a jet of air.
obtained to evaluate this analysis. The initial region These effects as well as buoyancy were accounted for in
(0<x<4 to 6 diameters) results were faired into the final results. When the fluid density is uniform,
Tollmien's solution for large x and shown to provide Reynolds number is high, and the distance z is greater
good agreement with the experimental data. It was than the nozzle diameter, the mass flow is proportional
found that the sensitivity of the mean velocity- to the distance z
distribution function to the type of turbulence structure
assumed was not great. Further work by Liepmann and m 03
Laufer4 demonstrated a considerable discrepancy between mn D0 ,p L)
the assumed mixing characteristics and their detailed The entrainment constant was found from the
measurements of the turbulence within the jet. experimental data to be 0.32. This result was used later

In an effort to overcome the above discrepancy, by many authors to quantify the magnitude of jetIn a efort o oercme te aovediscepacy, enrainment.
Albertson et a15 extended the analysis assuming a

Gaussian normal probability distribution of velocity in Bradbury 8 derived simple expressions for predicting the
the fully developed region and a modified version in the spread of turbulent jets exhausting into a parallel
initial mixing region. A single experimental constant stream. Reasonable agreement with experimental data
was used throughout the length of the jet efflux. Then g
using a variety of round and rectangular jets, was demonstrated. Viets 9 modified the Prandtl eddy

experiments determined the radial and longitudinal viscosity model for jets exhausting both in ambient
velocity distributions which were used to evaluate the conditions and in a co-flowing stream. The modified
experimental constant. Algebraic expressions and model showed improved comparisons with data up to 70curvewerepreselgdefr ai thedisribut ions ofaeoitd iaeesto h e xt aaaoe l
curves were presented for the distributions of velocity, diameters from the jet exit. Catalano et al 0
volume flux, and energy flux for each of the jet experimentally investigated an axisymmetric jet in a
geometries. In addition, the qualitative representation of coflowing steamn using a laser velociieter and obtained
the variations of mixing characteristics and a generalized both mean and unsteady measurements. While many
diagram r of the mean flow pattern is presented in figure additional papers could be cited for similar work, it is
4. The top portion of the figure shows the streamlines felt that the sample of papers presented above provides
for a two-dimensional jet and the bottom shows the an indication of the type research which has been
streamlines for a circular jet. The most apparent conducted and the current understanding of free jet flow.
difference between the two cases is the different half
angles of the nominal jet boundaries: (1) 14.0' for the 2.2 Jet Exiting From a Plate
two-dimensional jet; and (2) 11.30 for the circular jet.

The approach taken by Taylor 6 was extended by
In an alternate approach, G. I. Tayior6 established the Wygnanski1 1 to the case where the jet emerges at a
streamline pattern for a variety of jets by replacing the right angle to an infinite surface. The radial distribution
jet with a continous sink distribution of varying of pressure coefficient Cp on the infinite surface was
strength along the jet centerline. Validation of this then computed. These analytical results were compared
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with experimental measurements 12 and are presented in environmental pollution. Typically the Jjet' represents a
figure 5. The measured Cp show a reduction in the pipe or stream flowing into a large lake or river. The
magnitude of suction pressure coefficients with research emphasis is diffusion of the 'jet'. The goal is
increased jet pressure ratio. The analysis predicted the identification of the polluted region and the pollutant
shape of the curve but underestimates the magnitude of concentrations. Another application of this group deals
the measured pressures. with jets of oil and gas entering the flow in oil wells.

For the case where the jet emerges at a right angle to a (3) In jet engine combustors, turbines, and others

finite surface, a water tunnel flow visualization1 is applications, a hot stream of gas can be cooled by

presented in figure 6. The jet is shown entraining fluid, injecting jets of cool gas. Injection of fuel is another

some of which is coming from behind the plate. The interest. Since uniform mixing is desired for both

swirling air bubbles near the edge of the plate indicate applications, it is necessary to study jet penetration and

that this fluid separates as it flows from behind the plate blending of the two streams.

around its edge into the jet efflux. The pressure (4) Reaction control jets have been used on rockets and
distribution induced radially on the plate 12 is presented missiles where the jet pressure ratio tends to be very
in figure 7. Near the edge of the plate, the separation large. There is usually an j nderexpanded plume which

region is indicated by an increased suction pressure ilcreases the jet induced effect when compared with a

coefficient. As the separation is relieved inboard of the sonic, fully expanded jet. Additional applications

edge of the plate, the suction pressure coefficient is include control jets on either underwater vehicles or
reduced. The suction pressure coefficient increases again aircraft to produce control moments. In all of these
as the induced flow approaches and is entrained into the control applications, the jet induced aero-propulsion
jet efflux. It is interesting to note that the analytical interactions and their effect on the net control moment
curve is close to the experimental data inboard of the are of primary interest.
separation at the plate edge. This shows that the finite
plate has a lower induced suction force near the jet when (5) Perhaps the largest application over the last thirty
compared with the infinite plate. The experimental to forty years is related to V/STOL aircraft and the
data 12 also showed that the magnitude of the integrated recent variant, short takeoff/vertical landing (STOVL)
suction pressures or lift loss was strongly influenced by aircraft. Many configurations of these vehicles use jets
the rate of decay of jet dynamic pressure with increasing for take-off and landing with varying forward velocities.
distance from the jet exit. It was shown that minimum During the transition between hover and wing borne
losses in lift (less than 1% of thrust) were obtained flight the jets usually induce a loss in lift force and a
from jets which maintain their maximum dynamic nose-up pitching moment. The design challenge is to
pressure for the largest distance (up to 6 jet diameters) locate the jets to minimize these effects and still balance
away from the nozzle exit. The highest lift loss (up to the aircraft for trimmed flight. In ground-effect there are
4% of thrust) was found with jets which have a additional complications: (a) damaging the ground; (b)
potential core less than one diameter in length. generating ground wall jets and upwash fountains which

modify the ae.rodynam~ic fr.cs and ,noments; and (c)
3 J Iingesting recirculated hot, exhaust gas in engine inlets.t •,3 JlET IN CRO)SS ELOW

A jet exhausting into a crossflow generates a complex
The JICF has received considerable attention because it flowfield with severa, distinguishable features. When
is the kernel problem for many practical situations. For the jet efflux exits the nozzle it is deflected by the
each case there may be a different emphasis in the freestream to follow a curved path downstream while its
flowfield investigation. The main applications can be cross section changes. For the case of a circular jet,
summarized in the following list: near the nozzle exit, consider the pressure distribution

due to potential flow around a rigid circular cylinder
(1) Initially there were sume JICF studies related to (figure 8) where Cp=l-4sin 20. There are stagnation
plume dispersal from smoke stacks and, more recently. points (Cp=l) upstream (0=-0°) and downstream (0=180')
volcanos. Mount Pinatubo in the Phillipines has and minimum pressures (Cp=-3) at the lateral edges
spread sufficient ash to put a red hue in the sky at
sunset in the northern hemisphere. The 'smoke' exits (0=90l and 27in ). As a consequence, the flow spreads
with an upward momentum due to buoyancy into either laterally into an oval shape. At the same time the
a stagnation air mass or preferably a cross wind for crossflow shears the jet fluid along the lateral edges
dispersal. Smoke distribution at both the ground level downstream to form a kidney shaped cross-section. At
and downwind are important. This is a pollution increasing distances along the jet path this shearing
problem where smoke concentration is of primary folds the downstream face over itself to form a vortex
interest. It is customary to evaluate the upward pair which dominates the flow as shown in figure 9.
momentum until buoyancy becomes negligibile and Associated with the vortex pair is the flow induced into
then to apply a suitable diffusion formulation, the wake region of the jet from the freestream. This

(2) A second application has been effluent dispersal for entrainment has been the subject of many

liquid disposal in streams. This relates to some investigations. When the locus of maximum vorticity
manufacturing and thle current interest in reducing is projected to the symmetry plane the resultant line is

called the vortex path. There is also a locus of
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F maximum velocities in the symmetry plane which is ranging from smoke stack plumes to an air screen
called the jet centerline path. Also shown on figure 9 blowing across a door opening to keep warmth in a
are the secondary vortices: (2) the horseshoe vortex; (3) building. The book's 16 emphasis was furnaces: fuel
the wake vortex street. Some investigators include the mixing, fuel injection, air jets to improve combustion,
vestiges of the free jet ring vortices as a fourth vortex and other related topics. There were 168 references to
system. Recent investigations which have studied these related work done primarily in the U.S.S.R., U.S.A.,
secondary vortex systems will be discussed in section and Germany during the period from 1922 to 1957. In
3.3.4, "Secondary JICF vortices." V/STOL applications, the Yakovlev Design Bureau

developed the subsonic YAK-38 in the 1960's and is
There has been a great amount of research done to currently demonstrating the supersonic YAK-141. The
characterize the structure of the JICF. Two water tunnel existence of these aircraft stiggests Jhat there has been a
flow visualization photographs from a film by Werl61 large research program in tleir support during the last
are presented in figure 10 to provide an appreciation for thirty to forty years.
the complex jet/crossflow interaction. The velocity
ratio R for this figure is unknown. These In a textbook, Kuchemann & Weber 17 described mid-
photographs were produced by emitting nine filaments 1940's research in Germany for jet induced effects on a
of dye from ports located upstream of the jet exit. As jet powered aircraft at high angles-of-attack or with
shown in figure 10, the row of ports located laterally deflected thrust. In 1944 Germany built the first
upstream of the jet exit was perpendicular to the vertical takeoff/landing (VTOL) aircraft, Aihe Bachem Ba
freestream. Three dye colors were used. The blue dye 349 Natter. This was a semi-expendable interceptor
filament on the centerline flowed to the leading edge of powered by four solid-fuel rockets for the vertical launch
the jet and then divided around both sides of the jet and and by a throttleable liquid-fuel sustainer engine for the
both parts were entrained into the jet plume on the lee operational part of the flight. For landing the aircraft
side. Outboard of the centerline the green and red was dismantled in flight, and the several sections
filaments flowed away from the flat plate in the area descended with their own parachutes. After an
beside the jet and were also entrained into the lee side. unsuccessful first flight, the aircraft program was
Finally, furthest from the centerline were a second set of terminated. A second 1940's VTOL concept considered
green and red filaments which flowed into a saddle point ramjets on rotating wing tips but was not built.
located a few diameters downstream of the jet. The However, it was a concept similar to the VJ-101C
green filament divided into two parts: one part flowed which was built and flown in the 1960's.
upstream and was entrained into the jet, and the second
part flowed downstream near the centerline plane. The Starting in the late 1940's in the U.S.A. at the NACA
most outboard red filament flowed toward the saddle and Lewis Research Center, Callaghan et al. 18-22 conducted
then downstream to form a wake region. The movie I a series of experimental investigations oriented toward
from which these photographs were taken show the injection in a jet engine combustor. A primary focus of
three vortex systems (sketched in figure 9) due to the this work was a description of the penetration of the jet
crossiow interaction: (1) the dominant rolled-up into the freestream and the downstream mixing
longitudinal vortex pair,(2) the horseshoe vortex around including temperature effects and effect of the jet orifice
the jet exit;(3) and the unsteady wake vortex street shape. Initial interest in V/STOL aircraft provided the
shedding immediately downstream of the jet exit. In impetus for much of the very extensive JICF research
addition, the free jet ring vortices represent a fourth investigations conducted in the U.S.A. and Europe
vortex system. during the fifties and sixties23 "93. This research was

primarily related to the following features of the JICF:
A particularly complete discussion of the features of jet cross section shape, jet path, and jet induced forces
JICF was presented by Smy and Ransom 13 . The paper and moments on V/STOL aircraft configurations.
summarized empirical correlations of many of the JICF Specific reviews of V/STOL aircraft jet interactions
flow features. In an attempt to focus the present paper were presented in references 23 through 26 and will not
the research13- 284 was divided into three time periods: be discussed in the present paper. The most complete
(a) early research - up to 1970, (b) research during the computational model during this period was developed
1970's, and (c) research since 1980. Within each period by Wooler 39 ,4 0 ,55 ; it used doublets and sinks to
there were primary foci of the research which are used to represent the JICF. Several empirical constants were
organize this discussion. It should be noted that employed to account for entrainment.
selection of these foci do not imply that these were the
only areas studied during each period or that later work In 1969, a JICF symposium48 was held where fifteen
did not contribute further advances in understanding. papers fairly completely summarized the experittntal

and computational research conducted during this initial
3.1 Early L..ech: 1932 to 1970 period. At this point, a detailed quantitative description

of the flowfield was not available either experimentally
During the last sixty years JICF applications have been or anaytically. However, there was broad agreement
studied extensively in many nations. Systematic about the jet cross section shape, appropriate conelation
investigations began in the 1930's with studies of parameter, and jet path.
chimney plumesl4, 15. in the former U.S.S.R., a
variety of applications were identified by Ivanov 16

_____A
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3.1.1 Jet cross section shape: The formation of a between hover and wing borne flight. It was desirable
vortex pair from a surface of discontinuity in a to have a parameter that ranged from zero at hover tosepaation region was discussed and analyzed by two finite values with increasing velocity as flight speed

British papers 90 ,9 1 in the 1930's in relation to lift increased. This desire lead to the use of the reciprocal of
generated by low aspect wings. These ideas were used RV. Another formulation used by Soullier 70,7 1 was
in a 1942 analytical study by Chang92 . This study was Mach number ratio, MR=ModMj
concerned with a circular jet of fluid injected normal to a
very deep, broad stream and the subsequent jet deflection Williams and Wood23 observed that jet induced forces
and shape change of the separation boundary between and moments were primarily but not solely a function
the jet fluid and the freestreamn fluid. A potential flow of velocity ratio RV. The effects of either Reynolds
analysis of a deforming fluid circular cylinder was used number based on jet exit conditions or Reynolds
to describe the roll-up of effluent into a vortex pair. It number based on wing chord and freestream velocity
extended an analytic method90 for the vortex wake roll- were secondary. They showed that a better parameter to
up of a low aspect ratio wing. The problem was treated account for the effects of temperature and
as a two-dimensional one which develops timewise compressibility was the 'effective speed ratio'
along the jet path to represent a steady state three- (Ve/Vj)e=(Vo /Vj)(p./pj) 1/2 The reciprocal
dimensional flow. The solutions were found to be (Vj/Vo)e is defined as R. These parameters follow
appropriate only for the initial development of the jet from classical arguments that for a prescribed geometry,
injection. The vortex strengths were consistent with the jet path and jet induced flows tend to depend mainly
those generated by potential flow past a circular the j e ntu c f low t en to d epnmal
cylinder, on the momentum flux ratio .Vo 2/pjVj 2 . Pressure

distributions measured on a flat plate (figure 13) which
Chang computed (figure 11) the deformation of the include either a hot jet (300* C) or a cold jet confirm the
boundary. Only one-half of the jet circumference is suitablity of this form of the correlation parameter.
shown. From t--0, where the circumference is circular,
the time interval was advanced in steps of 0.10. In the early 1970's, Harms94 conducted measurements
Contours are shown for t at 6, 9, 11, and 14 time steps. of the velocity distributions for cold (0=1) and heated
The tick marks on the Y axis show the points where the (E=2) jets both with and without a cross flow. Without
boundaries cross the axis at each time step. These a cross flow, it was found that in the fully developed
results were duplicated and extended in 1969 by region the hot jet spread more and the potential core was
Margason 93 (figure 12). Selected cross sections were about a diameter shorter when compared with the cold
scaled to the distance traveled using jet velocity ,are jet results. With a cross flow, velocity distributions
shown on the second part of the figure for a distance of were measured at several distances downstrcam from the
seven diameters. The roll-up of the jet efflux into a jet exit. At RV=8, the vortex curve for the cold jet
vortex pair which is deflected downstream by the penetrates to a larger distance into the freestream than
freestream flow is the primary contribution of this the heated jet. At R=8, the jet path and the vortex curve
calculation. An empirically determined jet path34 was are consistent for both the cold and heated jets.
used to locate the-jet efflux cross sections at varying Kamotani and GreberI 0 8 "11 0 also showed that the
(time marched) distances downstream as shown velocity centerline locations for both a cold jet and a
qualitatively on the left side of figure 12. The paper heated jet coincide as long as the momentum ratio is
identified the major solution deficiencies as the lack of kept constant. These results further support the use of
flow entrainment into the jet wake and incorrect induced effective velocity ratio as an appropriate correlation
pressures in the plane of the jet exit. paraneter.

There were very limited experimental measurements of In recent years the nomenclature for the most frequently
the jet cross section shape. Jordinson 27 made total used correlation parameter for aircraft, effective velocity
pressure measurements to document the flow induced by ratio, has been shortened to Ve. Its reciprical R is
a jet deflected perpendicular to the frecstream. The most often used in basic fluid flow investigations. The
measured data included the jet path and several jet wake following equations relate the various forms of
cross-sections normal to the freestream. Other sources correlation parameters:
of pie-1970 data include Ivanov's book on furnaces16 ,
Shandorov30 ,,and Keeffer and Baines 33. Ve=•1 M .P---

3.1.2 Correlation parameter, effective velocity ratio: R ¢R - a

Early JICF investigations usually characterized the test For a cold jet where pj = p., it can be seen that the
condition by the ratio of jet velocity divided by simp le ve t r atio is appropri at ihe
freestream velocity RV=Vj/V. It wassoon recognized simple velocity ratio is appropriate, i.e.
that this ratio was not appropriate for hot jets. V=MR=l/RIIRV=/CR"
Callaghan et al.18-2 2 used the product of density ratio For V/STOL applications the magnitude of Ve for
• and velocity ratio CR to accunt for temperature ransition to wing borne flight depends on the pressure
effects in combustors. In addition, V/STOL aircraft ratio of die lifting propulsion device. For high pressure
investigations were concerned with transition flight
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ratio jet engines, transition will occur with Ve<0.2; for
the Harrier, transition will occur with Ve<0.3; and for This equation was improved by taking the Z origin at
lift fans with pressure ratio less than 1.4, transition will the end of the jet potential core. For comparison in the
occur with Ve<0.5. At hover (i.e.no cross flow), Ve is present review a series expansion for the hyperbolic
always zero. While most investigators now use either cosine was used to put the above equation into the form
R or Ve, some researchers use momentum flux ratios used by most of the empirical correlations and shown
which are equal to either of these parameters squared. below:

3.1.3 Jet traiectjjgu Another property of JICF which x )
received early attention was determination of the jet - =FVnz +- Gcot 8j
trajectory. The path of the jet is associated with the D ej) D \J
locus of the maximum velocity. Later studies also
defined the path of maximum vorticity projected to the This form of the equation is convenient for the case
symmetry plane (shown on figure 9). Fearn and where bj>90° because the equation is single valued.
Weston97 showed that while the jet centerline may be Some authors have used z/D=f(x/D,Ve,8j). This form
measured up to 15 jet diameters along its path, the gives the penetration distance directly but it can have a
contrarotating vortices can be detected as far as 45 jet two z values when Sj>90° and x<0. Fearn99 presented
diameters downstream along its path. Margason 34  a discussion to guide interpretation of double z/D
compared empirical expressions obtained by nine values. The reader is refurred to the original report99 for
investigators for the path of maximum velocity for the details. Comparisons of the coefficients (F and G)
variable jet deflection angle and variable effective and exponents (n and m) used in the above equation by
velocity ratio and identified the best correlation. Smy various investigators were presented in reference 34 and
and Ransom13 updated the list in 1976. There are a have been updated for the present paper. They are
variety of forms used for the analytically derived presented in table I for a jet perpendicular to the.
expressions. Since many of the analytical equations are freestream where G=0 and in table II for a jet at an
either very complex or are not closed form only one arbitrary deflection angle to the freestream where G is
will be discussed in the present paper. The Wooler40  usually one. These tables show that the F term tends to
analytically derived equation was found by Smy and be either a numerical constant or variable involving a
Ransom to agree well with experimental data: density ratio or sin 8j. The n amd m exponents tend to

v,ay from 2 to 3. Again, as shown in reference 34, the
[09 Vz 1vanormost robust empirical expression seems to be that by

X= 019 cosh -ie - lvanovl 03.
D 0.19D j

Table I. Jet trajectory equation terms for 8j = 90g

Author(ref) F n In

Jordinson 27  2.3 3 3
Callajhan et alt2 0  0.1 18p 00/pi 2 3.3

Chassaing et al.4 1 (2.35 l+4Ve)0. 385  2.6 2.6
Storms 3 1 0.195 2 3
Patrick 3 7  constant 0.85 2.86

Schetz&Billig 38  Pi/P_ 2 2.3
Wooler 3 9  2.645 2.5 2.5
Wooler40  2.63 2 ""2

Kamotani & Greberl0OW- 10  1.21 1.64 1.58
Fearn 97  1.07 3.18 2.99
Snel133 1.86 2.01 3.01
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Table II. Jet trajectory equation terms for arbitrary 8j

Author(re) F n m G

IvanovI 03  1 2.6 3 1
Margason34  Q1(4 sin2ai) 2 3 1
Shandorov30  1 2 2.55 l+Ve2

"Vakhlamov35  1/sin 8i 2 see below* 1
Vizel&Mostinski36  5/(4 sin 8i) 2 2 1

* m = 2.53 C +1.59 C2 +0.143 ý3 where C= z/D
Generally, the Cp contour locations become less defi-

3.2 Research During n nite as the Cp gradient approaches zero which is where
Cp tends to zero away from the jet. These errors are

In the 1969 JICF symposium 48 the need for detailed caused by measurement limitations and by uncertainty
flowfield surveys was identified as the highest priority in fairing the sparse data. For example, if the pressure
research area. As a result, Fearn et al.9 5"10 1 conducted transl.ucer has an error equal to 0.5 percent of full-scale
a series of investigations during the 1970's at both then there is an uncertainty which is shown in figure 14
NASA Langley and NASA Ames to measure the (a) by the shaded areas. While these bands are small for
flowfield and the pressures induced in the plane adjacent Cp < -0.4, they car. be large for Cp > -0.1.
to the jet exit for a range of jet deflection angles and
several ratios of jet velocity to freestream velocity. A comparison among three investigators69 ,96,&102
Additional investigators94 4110,117-180 measured other (fig. 14(b)) reflects this measurement uncertainty.
effects: rectangular, elliptic, and more complicated jet Another difference is shown in the wake where
exit geometries 52,66,132, 139 ; varying jet deflection Fearn's 96 data tends to be more negative at a given
angle 98 ,99 ,127 ,14 2,14 3; jet dynamic pressure decay radius for approximately 135' < 0 < 180'. This may

profile 80,104-107; jet temperature 94 ,102,10 8-110,118- due to the increased Reynolds number due to a larget jet

underexpanded, supercritical jet pressure ratio 148- diameter. Fearn used 10.2 cm dialmeter jet and the
123; others used 2.5 cm diameter. Comparisons by Fearn in151: and several multiple (usually two jets) jet reference 96 with Soullier 70 .71 who used a 12 cm

geometries 80'130'1 35 ,164"166,207,224-227. In the diameter jet show fewer differences.
1970's, an extensive database was obtained which has
provided a basis for understanding the mean velocity There are generally three regions on the pressure
fiowfield and pressure distributions, distributions whose details depend on the effective

velocity ratio R. Upstream of the jet exit, there is a
This period was driven by the military interest positive pressure region which is due to blockage of the

in rocket reacdion control and in V/STOL aircraft where freestream by the jet efflux. The second region,
there was a need for pragmatic solutions of jet induced generally to the side of the jet exit, exhibits negative
interference effects in the transition flight regime both pressures which are due to acceleration of flow around
in- and out-of-ground effect. Many V/STOL aircraft the jet and due to jet entrainnment. The pxosition of the
configurations were experimentally tested. The potential minimum pressure point moved upstream from about
flow based computational concepts of Wooler were 110* for R = 2.2 to about 75' for R = 10. The value of
extended and improved by Adler and Baron 173 (figure the minimum pressure coefficient measured by Fearn96

4). There were some reviews 196 "197 and proceedings was a function of R and appeared to reach its lowest
of several conferences on V/STOL1 11-116 include value of about -4.7 at R = 6. These data contrast with
many papers which illustrate progress achieved during po!tential flow over a circular cylinder where the
this period towarf understanding the overall V/STOL minimum pressure coefficient of -3 occurs at 900. The
aircraft interference effects. third region, tie wake downsiream of the jet exit, seems

to depend on R and Re for its shape and extent as
32,1 Induced pressures: One well documented aspect discussed previously.
of the JICF is the pressure distribution induced on an
adjacent flat surface. This has been measured by many The following changes in the pressure distributions as
investigators (ref 23, 52, 66-71, 78-80, 96, 102, 107- R increases (Ve reduces) are noted. Below R - 5 the
110, and 142-143). In most of the reports tile jet-off plots have tile shape of a snail where the Cp = 0
pressures auesubtractedf'rom the jet-on pressures to give contour is analogous to tile antenna, the positive
the increment due to the jet as the pressure coefficient contours represent the head, and the negative contours
Cp. While contour plots are probably the most represent the shell. At greater R values (fig. 15) the
convenient form for data comparisons. there are some ll grows and theantenna droops to the groundas the
errors which affect the interpretation of these plots. heiad becomes smaller. In the JICF world 'snail' plots

have their own mystic.
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3.2.4 Multiple lets: The effect of dual lifting jets has
3.22 Jetck IL One factor that affects the shape been investigated by Wooler et al. 80,164"166 and by
-4 the 'snail' plot is the shape and orientation of the jet Schetz et al.22 4 "22 6 to evaluate their effects on jet
exit as shown in figure i6 where R = 4. This has been interference. Both sets of investigations included in-line
investigated by McMahon and Mosher 52,6 6 and by jet configurations and side-by-side jet configurations.
Weston and Thames1 39. The data for a circular jet96  An example of Wooler's in-line jet results are presented
(fig 16(a)) and the aspect ratio 4 rectangular jet data 139  in figure 17 where contours of constant total pressure
are shown for both :treamwLse (fig 16(b)) and blunt (fig coefficients are shown for a jet spacing of 7 5 diameters
16(c)) orientations. The blunt jet is characterized by a at R = 8. For this configuration, the downstream jet
large low pressure region which spreads laterally and decays less rapidly than the upstream jet. This

- downstream; as well as a region of positive pressure difference in decay rates decreases as the jet spacing
which extends relatively far upstream. The pressures increases. The deflection in the streamwise direction
induced by the streamwise jet were quite different. The and the decay of the leading jet appears to be
primary effect was a low pressure region which spread independent of the spacing over the range tested80 (2.5
laterally with almost no wake region and a small to 7.5 diameters). Surface pressure data indicate that the
positive pressure region. The circular jet induced negative pressures increase with increased spacing
pressure distributions are seen to be bracketed by those between the jets. This result is similar to that generated
from the blunt and streamwise jets. The paths of the jet by a stream wise jet. The combined result is a decreased
centerline and the vortex curve show the greatest lift loss when compared with a single jet which has the
pentration into the freestream for the streamwise jet and same total thrust as the pair of jets.
the least for the blunt jet. The circular jet paths are
between those for the two rectangular jets. For a given Side-by-side jet configuration results from Schetz et
jet deflection angle and effective velocity ratio R , the al.224 "22 6 show that the gross interaction features are
vorticity strength is greater for the streamwise jet than characterized by two interrelated effects, (1) significantly
for the blunt jet. enhanced flow velocity (reduced surface pressures)

between the jets because of the "channeling" of flow
3.2.3 Jet deflection angle: The effect of jet deflection between the jets, and (2) increased (when compared with
angle Sj on the jet centerline path has already been the single jet) blocking of the crossflow and spillover to

"" discussed (section 3.1.3). The effect of bj on the surface the sides which results in increased flow velocities
pressure distribution was investigated by Taylor142- (lower pressures) on the free sides of the jets. The
143where the angle was varied from 15' to 900. The combined fesult is an increased lift loss when compared

decay of the total pressure coefficient Cpt on the jet with a single jet which has the same total thrust as the

centerline increased with increased deflection angle. As pair of jets.

the deflection angle was reduced the negative pressures 3.2.5 Surface geometry effects: Most of the
along thc zero degree azimuth approached zero. The- -alosgtive preroregregionzimm ath apsrohedm zeo. the t investigations have concentrated on the pressure induced
positive pressure region immediately upstream of tejt on a flat plate. Realistic aircraft have the jets mountedwas not well defined; apparently because, of a reduced in a bfa pla te R sti aircaf haved hae , j To
number of pressure ports near the jet exit at lower in a body of finite size ad a rounded shape. Two*deflection angles. The 'snail' plot showed a shift experimental programs which evaluated jet induced

defectonanges.Th 'sail pot howd shft effects on a circular body were reported by
downstream of the negative pressure region and an e sc ar e t
increase in its extent as the deflection angle was Ousterhout117,202 and Aoyagi 2 15. The Ousterhout
decreased. The wake region showed a rapid pressure investigation used the same 0.95 cm diameter jet in a
recovery for deflection angles of 300 or more. Below a flat plate model and in a 10.2 cm diameter circular body
6j of 300, the jet wake appeared to attach to the surface model. it should be noted that the jet diameter is less
and generate a positive pressure region adjacent to the than 10% of the circular body model diameter which is
downstream edge of the jet. The size of this region much smaller than that for a V/STOL aircraft. As a
increased as the effective velocity ratio R increased result these data probably are not representative of a
from 6 to 12. Further downstretam (x/D>7) the realistic aircraft. The results in figure 18 compare the
pressures were nogative; this indicates the jet is no induced pressures along four streamwise rows. The
longer impinging on the surface and that the high local lateral locations of the rows measured along the surface
velocities were probably due to flow entrainment into are the same for the flat plate and the circular cylinder.
the jet. The data show the following trends: (1) the most

negative pressure coefficient peak is found on the flat

Aoyagi and Snyder2 17 obtaincd surface pressure data for plate, (2) the rate of longitudinal pressure coefficient

jet (deflection anbies which ranged from 901 to 451. The decay with increasing lateral distance is similar for the

results were consistent with Tayloers data, the pressure two surfaces, (3) the pressure coefficient profiles for the

field shifted downstream and the entrainment effect cylindrical body extend further in the streartwise

decreased with decreasing jet deflection angle. Fearn99  direction than the corresponding profiles on the flat

presented data showing the changes in the plate.

velocity/vorticity flow field which are discussed iin The investigation by Aoyagi 2 15 used a 1.94 cm
section 3.2.8, "VeWocity/vorticity profile." diameter jet exiting from a 10.16 cm diameter

cylindrical body with an ogive shape nose. This jet to



body diameter ratio, 0. 19, is still not representative of Spalding7 found that increasing jet temperature causes

an aircraft. Comparison of the pressure distribution more entrainment. A similar effect is noted for the
obtained with the body of revolution and a flat plate for JICF where the increasing jet temperature causes more
bj=90W and R=8 was limited. However, it showed a entrainment and activates the vortex motion. It should
smaller difference between the flat and cylindrical be noted that there is no JICF data available for jet
configurations than Ousterhout showed. temperatures as hot as modern high pressure ratio

3.2.6 Velocity (dynamic pressure) decyL The decay turbojet engines.

characterics of a jet exhausting into ambient conditions 3.2.8 Velocity/vorticity profiles: An example of the
are well documented2 -12. Typical measurements for measured velocity field 97 for one location normal to the
hover are presented in figure 19 as the faired curve jet path for an effective velocity ratio of R = 8 is
which show a potential core region about 6 diameters presented in figure 21. The data are presented for the
long and a power law decay at increased distances. This entire right half of the cross section and for a portion of
figure from Fearn and Weston99 also shows the effect the left half of the plane. In figure 21(a), the measured
of jet deflection angle on the velocity decay for two velocities are presented as contours of the velocity
effective velocity ratios. In all cases the jet decay is component perpendicular to the cross section which are
faster with a crossflow and have a modest further decay superimposed with a vector plot of the in-plane
increase as the deflection angle increases to velocities. In figure 21(b), the in-plane velocities have
perpendicular. been integrated to obtain contours of vorticity non-

dimensionalized by the maximum vorticity in the plane.
At hover it was shown by Gentry and Margason 12 that In both parts of figure 21 the centerline location and the
changes in the nozzle internal geometry upstream of ttfe vortex curve location are noted. It is clearly shown that
jet exit can change the potential core from 6 diameters the maximum upwash velocity occurs at the vortex
down to nearly zero and that the induced lift loss on a curve location. These figures also show that, unlike
plate can increase from one to four percent. For JICF, some of the earlier computational procedures (section
similar investigations by Fricke et al. 80 and by 3.1.1), there is not a clearly defined boundary between

Kuhlman et al. 104- 107 showed that more rapid jet decay the jet and the freestream.
did not cause a significant effect on the induced The vortex pair generated by the JICF appears to be the
pressures. A review was conducted by Perkins and major flowfield feature. From Fearn and Weston97 the
Mendenhal120 3 of the effects of jet exit profile, exit
Mach number, swirl, and turbulence level on jet-induced path of the vortex curve relative to the jet centerline

ocorrelations; curve is presented in figure 22 for two values of thepressures. Attempts were made to develop ceffective velocity ratio Ve. Initially the vortex paths
no consistent patterns were apparent from the available
data. Later, the effects of swirl and increased were obtained by integrating extensive velocity

measurements made at selected planes perpendicular totemperature were studied experimentally by Kavsaoglu the jet path. These data are presented as the square
and Schetz 268 . It was found that a high turbulence jet symbols near the vortex curve shown in figure 22.
(u'/Vj>0. 10) does not have the potential core structure Since the upwash velocity in the symmetry plane
present in a low turbulence jet (u'/Vj<0.03) and has a peaked at the vertical location of the vortex curve, a
reduced penetration jet trajectory and reduced induced diffuse vortex model was developed 9 5 and used to
surface pressures. Swirl was found to have chacteristics extract the location and strength of the vortex pair
similar to the high turbulence jet and to also induce (shown in fig. 22 by triangle symbols). Then theselarge asymmetries in the induced pressure distributions, vortex path data were fit using an empirical power

equation of the same form as that used for the jet
3.2.7 Temperature: The velocity decay for temperature centerline. This is the vortex curve shown on figure
ratios 0 of I and 2 were found by Harms 94 to be 22. Consistent with the discussion in the previous
similar; however, there was a slight reduction in the section the vortex curve location is very similar to the
potential core lerngth for the warmer jet (0=2). temperature centerline.
Flowfield velocity surveys indicate little effect of
temperature for a given effective velocity ratio. The Fearn and Weston9 5 ,9 7 uniquely described the
path of maximum temperature when compared by contrarotating vortex pair strength, location, and a
Kamotani and Greber 10 8 1 10 with the path of measure of their diffuseness. The vortex pair is formed
maximum velocity is shown in figure 20. Here the at the jet exit within the jet flow as relatively
effective velocity ratio R seems to collapse the concentrated vortices whose initial strength is inversely
maximum temperature centerline for two jet proportional to the effective velocity ratio:
temperatures to one curve. However, for a given R this yo=0.72/Ve. The vortices are deflected by the cross
maximum temperature path penetrates the freestream flow and they diffuse at a rate which is a function of the
less than the maximum velocity trajectory. It was arc length along the vortex curve, but which is a weak
found that when the jet temperature increased, the function of the effective velocity ratio. The vortices
strength and size of the vortex motion increased. As a gradually weaken each other by the diffusion of vorticity
result, more heat is transferred to the vortex region and across the symmetry plane.
the maximum temperature path appears to correspond to
the vortex path. For the free jet case, Ricou and
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From Smy and Ransom's13 discussion, the vorticity independently of the wing at the 25% semispan station.
data from Feam and Weston95,97 are presented in figure The jet exits were positioned at each of the various
23 in non-dimensional form to show the correlations longitudinal and vertical locations shown by the plus
within the data for effective velocity ratios Ve ranging marks on figure 25. The results of the investigation are
from 0.10 to 0.25. These vorticity data were taken presented as the increment of interference lift induced by
from the downstream region where the jet curvature islocations. The
small. In figure 23 (a), the non-dimensional lateral results show that negative lift increments were measured
location term of the center of diffuse vorticity is plotted en the jet exits were located ahead of the wingmidchord and positive lift increments were measured

sa function of Ve 2s/D and is compared with the when the jet exits were located aft of the wing
correlation given by Veho/D=0.21. In figure 23 (b), midchord. The fact that the interference effects are most
the non-dimensional vorticity term YVe is also favorable for locations closest to the flap indicates that
presented as a function of Ve2s/D and is compared the jet is helping the wing and flap achieve their full lift
with the correlation given by YoVe=0.72. While there potential much like a part span jet flap.
is data scatter, the trend of the data is consistent for both
correlations. Vortex diffusion was correlated by 3.2.11 Potential flow based computational methods:
P3D=2.I1/(4(s/D)). In figure 23 (c), the vortex core Several potential-flow, vortex-lattice, or panel-method
radius rcpD at which the maximum tangential speed based schemes 163,164,173-177,204-206,208 have been
occurs is used to characterize the vortex core size; it is developed which account for jet-induced interactions. A
correlated by rc/D=l .121/(OD). The data for the vortex comparison 169 of five production surface panel methods
core size is shown to agree with this correlation and one vortex-lattice method1 7 0 demonstrated that
parameter. good agreement for conventional aircraft aerodynamics

can be achieved between any of these methods and
3.2.9 Underexpanded jets: The induced pressure experimental data. Several
distributions due to an underexpanded sonic jet exiting investigators55,59,1 33,163,164,1 73-175 have extended
normal to a flat plate in a subsonic freestream have been potential flow based methods to develop approximate
inve. tigated148 "150 . An example of these data, from predictive JICF methods. One of the earliest :nd most
Shaw and Margason 148, is presented in figure 24 (a) for complete calculation methods for jet induced effects was
momentum ratios (R2 or Qmom) which range f'rom 0 developed by Wooler et al55 ,164. Thnis model used a
to 300. The data for the 170 azimuth show that for a double lifting line to represent a simple wing and a
selected radial location r/D the pressure coefficient tends sink-doublet model to represent the jet.
to a more negative value as Qmom increases. These
distributions indicate a significant loss in jet reaction The Wooler method later incorporated the vortex lattice
force and reduced control moment. It was desired to with the sink-doublet jet model to provide a more
correlate the data for a design method which could comprehensive, modular procedure 17 1. For the first
account for this loss. The Riemann shock plume module, the incompressible jet model neglects viscous
geometry was used to identify an appropriate length. effects other than the entrainment caused by potential
Several plume dimensions were tried. The best flow sinks or doublets The entrainment of freestream
correlation was achieved using an analytically flow into the jet a A the pressure force on the jet

boundary govern the two equations of motion of the jet.
determined plumelength ---0.755 - instead of The entrainment parameters were obtained from

D P_ experimental data such as Ricou and Spalding 7 .
the jet diameter to non-dimensionalize the radial distance Yen 197 presents a complete discussion of the various
as shown in figure 24(b). This correlation permits entrainment parameters used by Wooler and other
scaling of the data at a given azimuth to a desired value investigators. The jet cross section was varied from a
of momentum ratio. circle at the exit to an ellipse as the jet is deflected by

the freestream. The induced velocity flow field due to
3.2.10 Effect of lifting Jet location relative to a wing: the jet is obtained from two singularities: (a) a uniform
Many experimental investigations of specificV/STOL sink distribution on axes normal to the freestream at
aircraft have been conducted during the last forty years. discrete locations along the jet centerline represent the
A few examples of this research are cited in references entrained flow, and (b) a doublet distribution along the
72 through 89. The magnitude of the aero/propulsion jet centerline represents the blockage and jet-induced
interference effects is shown to be dependent on the circulation effects. Additional procedures were
details of the aircraft configuration. An illustration is developed to represent nonaxisymmetric jets, jet pairs,
provided by the results of a classic investigation by and ajet in a nonuniform freestreamn.
Carter 82 of the effect of the jet exit location relative to
a simple wing. The model had a simple fuselage, an A second module evaluates the jet induced forces and
unswept, untapered, aspect ratio 6 wing which used a moments using the vortex-lattice method 17 0 to
NACA 4415 airfoil section for both the wing and a represent lifting planforms. The method can give good
30% chord slotted Fowler-type flap. The model was agreement with experimental data for wing-body
mounted on a sting using a strain-gauge balance. Two combinations by including the plauform of the body in
jets, one on each side of the fuselage, were mounted addition to the wing. Power induced aerodynamic
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characteristics were evaluated by .sing a propulsion- with the dissolution of the USSR. Interestingly,
induced camber distribution on the planform to satisfy Russia has the only supersonic V/STOL combat
the flow-tangency condition at the three-quarter chord of aircraft, existing at the present time. It is, apparently,
the horseshoe vortices of the lattice representation, available for flight research and for sale. There has been
This vortex lattice program was used to improve the continuing interest in turbojet engine applications (such
method of ref 164 which o.ily represented the wing by a as combustor fuel injection, combustor wall cooling,
double lifting line. and injection cooled turbine blades) and increased

interest in deflected thrust for combat aircraft
Experimental data 167, 168 were used to evaluate these maneuverablity. There was an increased interest in the
methods. The model had a simple body shape and two ground-effect interaction285- 286 for STOL and STOVL.•:•iwing mounted nacelles mounted inboard on a unswept, There were applications202,204,206,208-214,223 oftapered wing. Mineck 172 applied Woolers method 17 1 potential flowv panel methods which represented major

and obtained good agreement with experimental data extensions of the Wooler and Adler-Baron
from the configuration with the nozzles deflected 901 in computational methods. However, these efforts
the aft position near the wing trailing edge (figure 26). provided only modest improvements in numerical
For this case the jet-induced increase in wing lift (i.e., solutions. The research emphasis has shifted to the
jet-flap effect) dominated and the flow on the wing was application of modern computational fluid dynamics
attached. In contrast, poor agreement was obtained with (CFD) methods to JICF and to experimental
the nozzles deflected 900 in the forward position at investigations to obtain specific data for use in CFD
x/c=0.1I. This result illustrated the inability of the verification. Several experiments 2 15 -222 were
method to account for separated flow on the wing aft of conducted which used laser velocimetry to measure the
the forward mounted engine nacelle. Other investigators JICF flowfield velocities in finer detail.
with simii r methods, such as Sne1133, have found that
the agreement is not good in the wake region. For 3.3.1 Extended potential flow computational methods:
some cases, an empirical model of the separated wake An empirical correlation method to predict the surface
improved the correlation of computed results with pressure distribution was developed by Perkins and
experimental data Mendenhal1202 "204 for application to a JICF in a flat

plate or to a JICF in a body of revolution. The methodAdler and Baron 173 improved the Wooler-type method includes a blockage model, an entrainment model, and
to predit the inner structure of the deflected jet more viscous correction factors. For the flat plate, where
accurawely. Two features of the jet were changed. there were adequate experimental data to define the
First, the Chang 92 method for determining jet cross needed correlation parameters, a reasonable comparison
section shape was incorporated and, second, a method was demonstrated. For the body of revolution, there
was developed to more adequately represent the non- were inadequate data to properly define the correlation
similar velocity profile within-the jet cross section. An parameters.
entrainment model coupled with velocity decay and
cross section shape change and area growth were In an attempt to improve the potential flow based
developed. The ideas of Keffer and Baines 33 where the methods, panel methods were coup!ed with various
entrainment is composed of straight jet entrainment and higher order models for the jet. An investigation by
vortical entrainment were used. The vortical Maskew ct al.206 used the VSAERO panel method205

entrainment was represented by a vortex pair with local with an iterative panel procedure for wake shape and
jet growth using a suggestion from Schwartz and entrainment for the jet and a source transpiration
Tulin 187 ,188. An example of two jet cross sections technique for boundary layers. A separated wake model
are preser.ted in figure 27 for two contrasting conditions was attached vertically along the solid potential core of
of Ve and downstream distance. In both cases, the the jet at 0= 130'. Limited results for the JICF flat plate
computed cross section (on the left) compared quite well case were presented and were consistent with Wooler'swipted crosspserimentale (on the l areuigte wl results when a wake separation model was used. More
with experimental results (on the right) from copeeomainswt t2OfrajtinabdKaomotani and Greber 10 8. Similar agreement was complete comparisons with data207 for ajet in a body
shown for conditions which include 4<R<12 and of revolution were also presented. Here there is a
20°<8j<90*. Application of this method to pressure discrepancy downstream of the jet because there was no
distributions on a flat plate or for aircraft configurations separated wake model developed for this type of
were not shown. configuration.

3.3 Research Since 1980 In one example Yoo and Strash 2 13 coupled VSAERO
to represent the aircraft with a jet model using either

In the early 1980's, the Harrier dramatically ARC3D 250 or APPL25 1, a parabolized Navier-Stokes
demonstrated the value of V/STOL capability in the code developed by Roberts, Overlapping boundaries
Falkland Islands conflict. However, with the exceptions were used to couple the two methods. The model
of a US/UK STOVL configuration study effort in the configuration 167,18 consisted of a simple wing-body
late 1980's and the current US STOVL strike fighter with a single lifting jet in the fuselage lower surface.
(SSF) effort, there has been a slackening of interest in The results were very sensitive to the radial grid density
military STOVL applications. This trend has increased used to represent the jet. Comparisons were made with
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pressure data from the model show poor agreement in the weak vortex pair near the flat plate immediately
the jet near field wake region. Away from the jet on the downstream of the jet exit. This result demonstrates the
high wing, the computed pressure distributions were ability of laser velocimetry to resolve the fine flow
similar with and without the jet model. features in this complex flowfield. In addition, a

procedure was developed to follow mean streamlines in
A similar approach was taken by Howell2 11,2 12. The the flow while measuring the three velocity
PANAIR panel method209 with the Neumann boundary components. The raw data also included turbulence
condition was used to represent the aircraft and a information, but these data-were not analyzed.
parabolized Navier-Stokes solution with an entrainment
boundary condition was used to represent the lifting jet. 3.3.3 CFD computations: The biggest advance since
The jet shape and entrainment were determined using the 1980 has come from the many CFD investigations 24 0 "•': 275
Adler-Baron method 173 and unpublished data acquired undertaken to obtain finite difference numerical
by Adler. The method was applied to a simple high- solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations (NS) for the
wing aircraft configuration with a single lifting jet JICF. Several examolcs of recent results are examined
mounted in the fuselage6 8. A comparison between with an emphasis on their comparisons with

experiment and theory of jet induced lift as a function of experimental data. It was shown by several
t thrust coefficient is presented in figure 28 for the investigators (ref 191, 194, 241, 261-263, 266, 269,

configuration at 10' angle-of-attack. The propulsion 273, 275) that NS solutions can adequately represent
induced lift loss is underestimated by about 20% of the most of the flowfield. The first example 194 of a
thrust. This method extension is unable to account for Navier-Stokes equations finite difference solution for a
the separated wake caused by the lifting jet. turbulent jet is presented in figure 29 at an effective

velocity ratio R of 4 where the velocities computed in
A simple solution procedure was developed by Katz and the centerline plane are shown. This computation used
Kern2 14 for a delta wing with a jet blowing through a a small (24x22x22) nonuniform grid (11,616 grid
hole near the 0.5 root chord location to represent an points) to represent the right half of the flowfield. The
ejector. A vortex lattice code with a separated rolled-up left half was accounted for by the use of a symmetry
wake for the wing was developed. The jet was modeled boundary condition. This symmetry approach has been
by specifying a jet velocity normal to the wing in the used in most of the computations presented below. The
ejector opening. It should be noted that the three-dimensional recirculating region and large wake
experimental model had a space around the jet where the region downstream of the jet are shown as well as the
separation effects could not physically occur. As a jet spreading and entrainment of surrounding fluid. The
consequence the problem of modeling a separation jet centerline path compares closely with Keffer and
region is greatly reduced. The computed results for the Baines3 3 experimenta! data. Similar agreement wi~th
thrust induced lift and drag increments for a range of the jet path was shown in computations by Patankar,
thrust coefficients at an angle-of-attack of 200 was Basu, and Alpay 19 1. However, the jet decay and wake
surprisingly good. region were not adequately represented by either

computation.
To date, coupled panel method/ higher order jet
solutions have demonstrated reasonable comparisons In another NS computation, Oh and Schetz266 used ,t

with experimental data upstream and beside the jet exit. penalty method finite element method (FEM) where the
These methods have not demonstrated useful results NS equations were solved using a generalized Galerkin
downstream of the jet without an empirical wake technique. A simple eddy-viscosity turbulence model
separation model. As a result, they appear to offer no was used. The finite element mesh was small
improvement ovet earlier potential flow aircraft /jet 30x12x12 (4,320 grid points) and is not directly
methods. comparable with grid sizes used for finite difference

methods. An example of the induced pressure
3.3.2 Velocity/turbulence [Aield: Several experimental distribution for an effective velocity ratio R of 4 is
investigations of the JICF flowfield have been presented in figure 30 as a double 'snail' plot.conducted using laser velocimeters 137,2 15"22 2. The Experimental data26 8 are shown on the left and the

first investigations demonstrated the feasibilty of this FEM solution26 6 is shown on the right. The positive
device for measuring this flowfield. Later pressure regions compare closely. Beside the jet exit,
investigations produced some useful data which tended the experimental negative pressure contours are larger in
to be limited in scope. For example, several area than the FEM resuits. The largest difference is in
reports2 1'7 2 2 1 present different parts of the data the wake region. The FEM solution has a positive
obtained during a series of NASA Ames Research region which is much like that obtained from a simple
Center tests in the 7- by 10-Foot Tunnel. A 5.08 cm potential flow solution. This is not a satisfactory
diameter jet mounted in a flat plate was used with a solution for estimating induced effects on a V/STOL
three-component laser velocimeter. Fearn et al.2 18  aircraft. In other FEM parabolized NS computations,
discussed the limitations of these data. This report Baker et al244-247 also obtained reasonable jet path and
presented four planes of measurements near the jet exit. cross section shape results but inadequate results in the
Snyder and Orloff2 19 presented several additional survey wake region.
planes. The data included a quantitative measurement of
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A NS computation by Kavsaoglu et al 269 used a three 300,000 grid points), more appropriate turbulence
dimensional, compressible Navier-Stokes code, models both in and near the jet, or other unidentified
LANS3D 27 0 . The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence improvements is not clear and provide the rational for
model27 1 was used within 5 diameters of the flat plate continued research.

and the turbulence model of Oh and Schetz266 was used 3 Secondary JICF vortices: The JICF vortex
in the jet region. A rectangular grid 59x21x45 (55,755 systems are sketched in figure 9. They include the
grid points) was used for a circular jet computation. horseshoe vortex. This vortex is analogous to the
Along the symmetry plane the jet diameter was vortex generated at the wing-body juncture of an
represented by 14 grid lines. The jet Mach number was airplane. It is much smaller and weaker than the jet
0.4. The non-uniform jet exit velocity profile was vortex pair. The third vortex system is the weakest and
obtained from the characteristic boundary conditions needs improved experimental definition. One analogy
(be). The inflow (xmin) and outflow (xmax) used relates it to the Karman-Benard vortex street. Another
characteristic bc; the top boundary (zmax) used Moo of concept describes it as an unsteady flow separation
0.1; and the bottom solid walls used the no slip region.

condition. The surface pressure distribution obtained is
compared in figure 31 with experimental data 268. The Using a laser velocimeter, Snyder and Orloff2 2 1

negative pressure region beside the jet is represented measured the velocities in two wake cross section
well. Although the overall results are reasonably planes which were within 0.6 jet diameter vertically of
predicted, there are limitations. The computational the flat plate, ±10 jet diameters laterally, and located I
results do not capture the positive pressure region ahead and 2 jet diameters downstream of the exit of a circular
of the jet and the wake solution. jet. Weak wake vortex structures were found in both

cross sections. At two diameters downstream the
The previous solutions, which used up to 60,000 grid vortices were more clearly developed and were centered
points, found that the flows especially near the jet exit less than 0.20 diameters above the plate and laterally at
and in the wake were not adequately resolved. Other about a jet radius from the centerline plane. These
computations have used up to 300,000 grid points in an results demonstrate the existence of the wake vortices in
attempt to improve the solutions near the jet exit and time averaged measurements.
on the flat plate surface. Roth 26 1"263 used a 55x55x50
(151,250 grid points) Cartesian grid. Chiu et a12 7 5  The vortex structure of the JICF as sketched in figure 9
used the Chimera grid embedding technique 27 6 with has been the subject of more rigorous investigation
two overlapping grids; (1) a 79x33x66 Cartesian grid during the last five years and an improved understanding
(172,062 grid points) for the surrounding freestream and has been obtained. In an experimental investigation,
flat plate boundary layer and (2) a 51x33x66 cylindrical Fric and Roshko 2T  photographed the four types of
grid (111,078 grid points) for the jet which was located vortical structures which exist in the JICF near field and
along the jet vortex curve. The plate pressure identified their sources. They suggest that: (1) the free
coefficient distributions along three azimuthal rays (00, jet shear layer lateral ring vortices on the jet
90°, and 1800) are presented in figure 32 for both circumference evolve from the boundary layer in the
computations and are compared with Fearn and nozzle and become distorted as the jet is deflected; (2)
Weston 96 experimental data. Along the zero degree ray the dominant longitudinal countrarotating vortex pair

(fig. 32(a)) the increased grid size used by Chiu et a275 evolves from the shear layer vorticity of the jet; (3) the
horseshoe vorticity is due to the adverse pressuregreatly improves the agreement with experiment. Chiu gradient just ahead of the jet on the crossflow wall; and

showed that this is probably due to the increased gridSdenitynea th ede o th jet Alng he 0° nd 80° (4) the wake vortices, which have been related by some
densityto the vorticity from a solid cylinder, were the least
rays (fig. 32 (b) and (c)), the benefit of increased grid understood and may persist far downstream from the jet
density is less apparent. While there are differences near exit.
the jet within two diameters of the exit, there is little to
suggest that either increased grid density or the
turbulence models used produced improvements in the McMahon et a1278 found that the Strouhal numbers for
solutions. Particularly disappointing is the positive flow past a jet are in qualitative ageement with those for
pressure computed in the wake along the 1800 ray at a solid body, provided that the width of the spreading jet
large distances from the jet, some distance from the surface is used rather than the jet

exit diameter. Fric and Roshko 281 used smoke from
To date, these computational investigations have shown different sources to mark the vortices and to track the
that the flow near the jet exit and on the surface fluid within the vortex cores. They found that the wake
downstream of the jet exit has not been resolved. This vorticity comes from the boundary layer on the wall
is ,an area of current activity where both improved from which the jet issues and not from the jet fluid.
experimental understanding of the flowfield and recent The crossflow boundary layer separates on the
advances in computer hardware and algorithms have downstream side of the jet because it cannot negotiate
enabled more elaborate numerical solutions. At this the adverse pressure gradient which is imposed on it by
time, comparisons with experimental data demonstrate the flow around the jet. They found that its vorticity is
that there is a need for improved solutions. Whether incorporated into the wake vortices, which extend from
these results show a need for larger grids (more than the wall to the bending jet. As a consequence, they
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state that the system of vortices in the wake of a JICF entrainment induces a download on the vehicle. These
is distinctly different in origin and formation from the phenomena have been studied by many
vortices which are shed from a solid cylinder. Broadwell investigators285- 333 . For many years, the Wyatt 30 1

and Breidentha12 83 note that the JICF appears to mix data have been the standard of comparison for single jet
better than a free jet. The Fric and Roshko28 1 results in ground effect lift loss. In recent years many
imply that the wake may not contribute to the enhanced investigators 322,326 have obtained lower values of lift
mixing. Their results suggest that it may be possible loss. Investigations of these discrepancies have shown
to efficiently mix fluid in the crossflow boundary layer consistent differences Recently Ing and Zhang 3 26

with the mean crossflow by taking advantage of the identified reasons for these differences and accounted for
wake formation dynamics. half of the difference between the results of Wyatt and

Corsiglia et ai.322.

Moussa, Trischka, and Eskinazi124 studied the near

field in the mixing of a round JICF. They pointed out The flowfield for the multiple-jet case are mocý complex
that the presence or absence of a wall in the plane of the as shown in figure 33 where the flow characteristics of
jet exit is crucial to the behaviour of the entire the single jet are contrasted with the flow of the
flowfield. That is, the mixing of a uniform stream with multiple jet. The primary difference is the fountain of
a flow from a hole in a wall is different from with the hot gas between the two jets. This upflow between the
mixing of a uniform stream with flow from a pipe. jets causes large positive pressures on the lower surface
The wall separates the JICF wake vortex from the jet of the fuselage. There is also a circulatory flow
pipe wake vortex. Trischka279 measured the shedding between the jets and the fountain.
frequencies to evaluate these effects for the pipe alone
case over a range of vertical locations. Four different As illustrations of the fountain effect, the results of two
but overlapping modes were identified for Ve<l: (1) jet investigations of the upflow are presented. The results
mode; (2) pipe mode; (3) lip mode which extends for a by Hertel28 8 are presented in figure 34. The sketch
few diameters below the nozzle; and (4) base mode near shows the two nozzles exhausting near the ground with
the region where the pipe intersects the tunnel floor, an upflow. Starting at the centerline between the jets,
The pipe mode frequencies were higher than that of the the velocity of the upflow was measured with both jets
other modes. While the Strouhal number for an operating; these results are indicated by the circles.
infinitely long circular cylinder is 0.21, lower values for There is a gradual dropoff in the upflow velocity as
the pipe mode were measured for the finite length pipe distance from the line of symmetry increases. Then a
tested, St--0.20 to 0.19 depending on Ve. There was a reflection plane was placed at the plane of symmetry.
clearly measurable difference between the jet and pipe The velocities were measured and plotted as the
mode for 0.067<Ve<0.200. triangles. There is a large upflow velocity at the line of

symmetry which drops off sharply as distance from the
In an experimental investigation, Krothapalli et al. 2 37  line of symmetry increases. This shows that the use of
studied the recirculation region upstream of a rectangular a vertical reflection plane is not appropriate for
jet with an aspect ratio 10 using flow visualization measuring or computing the flow due to jet pairs in
techniques. The variation of the separation distance of ground effect. Further, the results show that there is
the horseshoe vortex upstream of the jet due to effective not a true line of symmetry; instead, there is quite a lot
velocity ratio change revealed the existence of two of mixing and interaction between the upflows from the
different flow regimes. When Ve>0.20, the wake two jets.
vortex was symmetric and formed a closed region.
When Ve<0.20, there was a Karman-Benard vortex The reflection plane also has an effect on the inlet
street. When the following Strouhal number definition temperature rise. Data obtained by Ryan et a1289 with
was used a small-scale hot-gas ingestion model show this effect

f B (figure 35). The two jets, impinging on the ground
st, = - • with a fountain between them, are moved from a height

V 0 v2 of 2 diameters from the ground to a height of 10
and the variation of Strouhal number with effective diameters above the ground. When no reflection plane

s - 25 The ho e is located between the two jets, the inlet temperature
velocity ratio was t.=.1 8 Ve1.2.Te horseshoe rise is large at a height-diameter ratio of 2. It drops off
vortex was found to form periodically with a frequency sharply and approaches zero at a height-diameter ratio
comparable to that of the wake vortex shedding behind above ten diameters. In contrast, with the reflection
the jet. plane, there is a temperature rise of about 30° F (170 C)

close to the ground, which increases steadily as the4. JET IN HOVER IN GROUND EFFECT inlets move away from the ground. When the nozzles

are close to the ground, high velocities on the reflection
Before considering the JICF in ground effect, it is plane carry the gases up above the inlet and disperse
helpful to examine the propulsion-induced effects when them away from the inlet. Consequently, inlets near
a jet-lift aircraft is hovering in ground effect. Figure 33 the ground are not influenced by the hot gases when the
shows schematically how the ambient air is entrained reflection plane is in place. As the exits of the jets are
around the lower surface of a vehicle into the jet; it then moved away from the ground, the inlets gradually move
strikes the ground and flows outward as a wall jet. The into the region where these hot gases are carried up,
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furnishing results in sharp contrast to the data without location moves upstream from the jet as Ve decreases.
the re-flection plane. Figures 34 and 35 illustrate the These data were for a fixed ground plane. Bray and
importance of the modeling technique used in Knowles 28 7 showed that a moving ground plane
investigating these problems either experimentally or reduced the penetration distance about 23%. Jet
computationally. temperature effects are accounted for by the use of Ve as

(the correlation parameter.
The fountain effect on a hovering aircraft is generally
expected to increase the vehicle lift. However, the
magnitude is not always as large as that expected. The The JIGE was studied numerically by van Dalsem292

probable cause for this lift reduction is shown by the using the Forted Navier-Stokes (ENS) scheme 293. An
data in figure 36. Vortex-like flows are formed between example of the results are shown in figure 39. At least
the fountain and each of the adjacent jets. The pressure 140,000 grid points were required to resolve the

-distributions on a round plate located in the jet exit numerouR high-gradient regions such as the ground

plane show that, as expected, the impingement of the boundary layer, the jet/freestream shear layer, and the
fountain flow produces high lifting pressures on the ground vortex. This mixing was reasonably modeled
center region of the plate between the jets, but the with modified algebraic turbulence models. A number
vortex-like flows between the fountain and the jets of interesting characteristics of the flow were observed
induce equally strong suction pressures. Thus, both the through comparison of the computational results and
lifting pressure and the additional suckdown pressures experimental data, and through the variation of the
are much greater than the pressures induced on a single- turbulent flow parameters in the calculations. The
jet configuration. The question of whether there is a net numerical simulation predicted the characteristic jet
gain or loss in lift depends on which predominates, the footprint observed experimentally and provided
fountain pressures or the suction pressures. additional insight into the deformation of the jet by the

freestream. For example, it appears that the forward
5. JET IN A CROSS FLOW IN GROUND penetration of the ground vortex is a strong inverse

"EFFECT function of the level of mixing in the ground vortex.
The results showed that more work will be required to,• accurately compute more sensitive low effective

There are applications where the JICF is restricted locity ratio e flows.
geometrically which are generally called the jet in a
crossflow in-ground effect (JIGE). Examples include
the combustor problem and the STOVL aircraft near the 6. FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS
ground during take-off or landing. In 1985 and 1987 the
NASA Ames Research Center sponsored workshops on With the end of the Cold War there is a reduced interest

JICF in ground effect285 ,286. Recent review articles in military applications of V/STOL aircraft. Even

by Bray and Knowles2 8 7 '3 29 present detailed though there are a few civil STOVL transport research
programs, the present civil aircraft market does not

discussions of JIGE research. These papers gather appear to be financially ready for a V/STOL airplane.
together the more revelant results, especially from the There is considerable uncertainty concerning JICF
U. K., to provide a summary of JIGE research with an research directions in the near future. JICF does provide
emphasis on computational methods. A key factor in a good model problem for the advancement of
the JIGE problem is the location and strength of the experimental methods and CFD applications. In the
ground vortex as illustrated in figure 37. This ground U.S. there is an interest in military aircraft applications
vortex is similar to the horseshoe vortex for the JICF (STOVL strike fighter (SSF) or combat aircraft with
flat plate problem. The ground vortex is formed where vortex control, reaction control, or thrust vectoring) and
the forward flowing wall jet is opposed by the aircraft engine applications. Perhaps there will be new
freestream flow and turned back on itself. Flow interest in other military applications, in civil aircraft
visualization and dynamic measurements have shown applications (such as interaction between commericial
that this flow is very unsteady. aircraft wings and thrust reversers, executive STOVL

transport or short haul transport). environmental needs
The ground vortex induces suction pressures on the (liquid effluent disposal in streams or smoke stack
ground (and on the lower surface of an aircraft) as shown (volcanic) effluent dispersal), or as yet undetermined
on the top of figure 38. An empirical correlation of the research needs which could be supported by future JICF
location of the ground vortex separation was developed research activity.
by Stewart and Kuhn 29 1 and is shown on the figure as
- which coincides with the location where the pressure Coupled panel method/ higher order jet solutions have
is zero. Bray and Knowles 287'3 29 identify this point demonstrated reasonable comparisons with experimental
as the ground vortex separation point. The minimum data upstream and beside a JICF. These methods have
pressure location is defined as the ground vortex core not demonstrated useful results downstream of the jet
position and the maximum pressure location is defined without an empirical wake separation model. As a
as the ground vortex penetration point. Curves are result, they appear to offer no improvement over earlier
presented in figure 38 for two values of effective potential flow aircraft /jet methods. Currently modern
velocity ratio Ve which show the separation location CFD methods have been able to compute many of the
(where the pressure equals zero on the ground) as a mean flow characteristics of the JICF. However,
function of height. It is seen that the separation existing CFD investigations have shown that the flow
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very near the jet exit and on the surface downstream of understanding of the flowfield physics in the context of
the jet exit has not been resolved. This is an area of both experimental and computational investigations.
current activity where both improved experimental Over 300 references are cited to identify only part of the
understanding of the flowfield and recent advances in extensive research conducted over the last sixty years.
computer hardware and algorithms have enabled more
elaborate numerical solutions. At this time, A large body of qualitative experimental data provides a
comparisons with experimental data demonstrate that fairly complete description of the jet in a crossflow.
there is a need for improved solutions. 'Whether these Detailed mean flow pressure and velocity experiments
results show a need for larger grids (more than 300,000 have provided sufficient data for development of several
grid points), more appropriate turbulence models both potential flow computations whcih provide useful
in and near the jet, or other unidentified improvements preliminary design methods for V/STOL aircraft.
is not clear and provide the rationale for continued
research. In addition, there have only been limited Recent computational fluid dynamics computational
efforts to resolve the unsteady flow features. efforts were reviewed and their results seem to provide

improvements in the estimation of flow field features
There is a need for high quality, extensive experimental when compared with earlier potential flow based
JICF data which will be suitable for the verification of methods. However, these computational investigations
current and future CFD results. At this time only have shown that the flow near the jet exit and on the
limited laser velocimeter measurements have been made. surface downstream of the jet exit has not been resolved
These results demonstrate the ability of this instrument numerically. Whether these results show a need for
to greatly improve the quality and precision of steady larger grids (more than 300,000 grid points), more
flow field data. Both steady and unsteady measurements appropriate turbulence models both in and near the jet,
are needed. The effects of nozzle shape, co-annular jets or other improvements is not clear. This is an area of
with different temperatures, exit louvers, and swirl current activity where recent advances in computer
typical of lift fans on the jet flowfield and on induced hardware and algorithms have enabled more elaborate
lift need to be investigated to support concepts currently numerical solutions. At this time, comparisons with
being considered for the STOVL strike fighter (SSF). experimental data demonstrate that there is a need for
There is also a need for experimental investigation of both higher fidelity steady and unsteady experimental
the effect of temperatures as high as those developed by data and improved numerical solutions.
modern high pressure ratio turbojet engines.
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Figure 1.- Photograph 1 of a jet exiting into Figure 4.- Curves by Albertson et a15 showing the
quiesur roundngs ho wofajetexiting theindisture pattern of mean motion in both the zone ofquiescent surroundings showing the undisturbed establishment and the zone of established flow for

r mixing both flow from a jet and a two-dimensional nozzle.
region.
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Figure 2.- Schematic of the decay and spread of r/Ri
the jet efflux with distance downstream of the
nozzle exit. Figure 5.- Radial distribution of pressure induced

by a circular jet on an infinite surface 12.

Figure 3.- Photograph1 of a jet in a water tunnel Figure 6.- Photograph1 of a jet in a water tunnel
illustrating with air bublles the "douche" effect - exiting through a circular flat to illustrate the
entrainment of air from quiescent surroundings. entrainment from quiescent surroundings around

the edge of the plate.
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Figure 7.- Radial distribution of pressure inducedby a circular jet on a circular plate surface(rjIRp=8.35, Ap/Aj=69.5)12
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Figure 8- Pressure distribution around a right X
circular cylinder in an inviscid, uniform crossflow.
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Figure 9.- Sketch of the three vortex systems Figure 11.- Chang92 results for the rolling up of
associated with the jet In a crossf low, the vortex flow by a cross flow for half of the jet

circumference.
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Representation of a Jet wake with
a changing cross section

Section A-A Section B-B

B B V0 .
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Figure 12. - Selected cross sections for the rollup of a jet in a crossf low into a vortex pair obtained from aChang potential flow calculation 93 .
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Figure 13.- Williams and Wood23 correlation of surface pressure distributions induced by cold and hot
jets.
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TRANSIENT FLOW FEATURES OF A SUPERSONIC JET IN A LOW SPEED
CROSS FLOW

by

X. Zhang*, D.W. Hurstt and G.M. Lilieyt

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Southampton University
Southampton S09 5NH

United Kingdom
Summary flows4,'. In all these experiments the jet exhausts

from a flat plate in a direction normal to the cross
The transient features of a supersonic jet ex- flow. For the subsonic jet exhausting into a low

hausting into a low speed cross flow were studied speed cross flow, a prominent feature is the pres-
experimentally. The experiments were conducted ence of a pair of contra-rotating longitudinal vor-
in the Southampton University's 3.5 m x 2.6 m tices, resulting from the momentum exchange be-t

low speed wind tunnel. Three supersonic jets at tween the jet and the cross flow, and producing
ambient temperatures were used, one being a con- a strong secondary flow field superimposed on the

vergent nozzle and the other two being convergent- primary jet flow. The vortices are present at sub
divergent nozzles having respectively design Mach and supersonic flows and play an important role in
numbers, Md=1.4 and 1.7. Each jet issued in the defining the jet trajectory. The jet trajectory and
normal direction to a flat plate mounted at ze'ro in- time-mean surface pressure distribution on the flat
cidence in the centre of the wind tunnel. The jet plate surface have been extensively studied. For

pressure ratio varied between 1.2 and 5.0 and the a supersonic jet exhausting into a supersonic cross
cross flow velocity between 14m/s and 38m/s. Both flow, a barrel shock forms around the jet which is
over-expanded and under-expanded jets were used. usually followed by a Mach disc. These shocks af-
The low speed cross flow was found to introduce fect the penetration of the jet into the cross flow.
complex multiple narrow band tones. Changes in Apart from a few cases, the time-dependent surface
the transient flow modes and the levels of the tones pressure characteristics have not received much at-
were observed from time resolved pressure measure- tention.

ments at various positions on the flat plate.

1. Introduction In contrast with experiments on low speed jets,
there have been relatively few studies of a super-

Jet/cross flow interaction has applications in sonic jet in a low speed cross flow7'8 '9 . In Shaw

many areas of aerospace such as heat transfer, and Margason 7 , the time-mean surface flow on a

combustion engineering, environmental engineer- flat plate induced by a supersonic jet in a cross

ing, V/STOL aircraft, missile and flow control, etc. flow was investigated. The effects of the cross flow

Research in this area has mainly concentrated on and the jet pressure ratio were addressed. Again,
low speed or subsonic jets in a low speed cross the time-dependent features of the flow were not

flow1 '2'3 and supersonic jets in supersonic cross studied. However the time-dependent flow field in-
duced by a supersonic jet is caused by different

'Research Fellow, now Lecturer, Department of Mechan- mechanisms fromrthose due to aasubsonicdjetrand

ical Engineering and Aeronautics, City University, London.
tTechnical Manager, Wind Tunnel Facilities. moreover these can have important structural and
t Professor aerodynamic implications. For an axisymmetric

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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supersonic jet. pressure fluctuations inside the jet trate an oncoming turbulent boundary layer before

and its near f.ld consist of components due to tur- exhausting and interacting with the low speed cross

bulent mixing, shock associated noise and narrow flow.
band tonts where the latter do not exist in a low
speed or subnonic jet. Pressure fluctuations due to 2. Description of Experiment

&tese three aechanisms have quite different char-
Sacteribtics. The, noise due to the turbulent mixing

actei~tis. ue t th turulet miing The tests were conducted in the 3.5 mx2.6
is highly directional10 , with its peak intensity lying
between 250 to 450 from the jet direction which is a m low speed, closed circuit, wind tunnel in

function of jet Mach number and jet temperature. the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
* When the jet is not operating at the nozzle design Southampton University, U.K. The maximum wind

Mach number shock cells appear in the jet. The in- tunnel working section speed was 55m/s. To study

teraction between the shock cells and the large scale the effect of the cross flow, the wind tunnel speedwas varied between 0m/s and 38m/s. Two tun-
regular turbulent structures observed in the jet
mixing layer produces broad band noise and narrow nel speeds (25.6m/s and 34.4m/s) were used ex-

* band tones, e.g. screech. Unlike the noise due to tensively to test the effects of jet pressure ratio.
turbulent mixing, the shock associated broad band The Reynolds number, Re, based on the freestream

noise is at its strongest in the upstream direction of cross flow velocity, density and viscosity and the

the jet. The peak frequency of the noise spectrum nozzle exit diameter varied between 2.4x 10
4 and

is a function of the observation angle'1 and due 6.5xi04. In a full length run lasting about 20 to

to the Doppler effect its dominant lower frequency 25 minutes, the air temperature in the wind tun-

components are in the upstream direction of the nel rose slightly but was taken as a constant value

jet. Apart from the broad band tones, which are when the data were processed.

observed for both over- and under-expanded jets,
screech tones of toroidal (axisymmetrical) and he- Detailed descriptions of the experiment are
lical (azimuthal) modes12 are frequently observed, given in Zhang and Hurst8 ,9 . A schematic of the
It is noted that the screech tone is at its strongest test set-up is shown in Fig. 1. A cartesian co-
in the upstream direction of the jet and its fre- ordinate system is used to define the measurement
quency is bounded by the lowest frequency corn- space, where the positive x-axis refers to the down-
ponent of the broad band noise mentioned above, stream cross flow direction along the flat plate cen-

The screech tone exhibits some distinguishing fea- tre line, the y-axis is the spanwise direction and
tures, such as a stepped behaviour13,14'15, random- the positive z-axis is the jet exit direction. The flat
ness in the direction of the helical mode, mode plate is 1219 mm long, 914 mm wide, and 12.7 mm
modulation16 and a standing wave like nearfield dy- thick. The nozzle exit diameter, D, is 25.4 mm and
namic pressure distribution'", its centre is located 559 mm from the leading edge

of the plate. The plate is supported by a steel frame
above the tunnel floor in the tunnel working section

In this paper, results of the time-dependent to ensure a clear view of the flat plate and the jet
pressure measurements on the surface of a flat plate from the side windows of the tunnel so that flow
which are induced by a supersonic jet/low speed visualization could be performed. The distance be-

cross flow interaction are presented and discussed. tween the plate and the tunnel roof is 1549 mm.

Particular attention is given to the generation of Three nozzles were used in the test. They include
narrow band tones on the flat plate. The jets em- a convergent nozzle, a con-di nozzle (Md=1.4) and
ployed include choked, over- and under-expanded a con-di nozzle (Md=1.7). They are all made from

jets of high Reynolds number and ambient temper- duralumin. The length of the nozzle is 152 mm.

ature. In all these experiments, the jet has to pene- The convergent nozzle geometry was based on the
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I
nozzle contour used in the experiments of Seiner transducer power supplies. The amplified signals
and Norum 19,'°. The jet pressure r-tio between the were then low pass filtered by four Barr &Stroud
stagnation pressure in the nozzle plenum chamber EF5-02 filters at 20 kHz before being recorded onto
and the ambient pressure, Pr(=Po/P,), varies from tape using a Racal 7D type recorder. The one sig-

1.2 to 5. nal left was amplified 500 times by a Barr & Stroud
FE-351-UA amplifier. This transducer's power sup-
ply was a Farnell stablized power supply unit. ThisApart from pressure tappings, a total of I1I pres-
signal was filtered by a Rockland Mode 432 LP/HP

sure transducer ports were installed (Fig. 2). Since filtere re a forkusng t ane wasfilter. The reason for using this arrangement was
the flow was assumed to be symmetrical about that there were only four Barr &• Stroud EF5-02 fil-
the x-axis, only one half of the plate was heav-

ters available. The tape recorder had a bandwidth
ily instrumented by the pressure tappings with the0 of 20 kHz. AMPEX tapes (12.4 ram) were used as
other half reserved for the transducers". All the the storage media. Care was taken to ensure good
instrumentation including pressure tappings, pres-
sure transducers, thermocouples and their connec-
tions were located underneath the flat plate. These

To analyze the pressure data, the analogue sig-
items along with the nozzle block were shielded by a! streamlined 'airing. A flap was attached to the flat nals were digitized at 40 or 50 kHz by a MASS-
plate at the trailing edge (Fig. 1) to offset the block- COMP computer and then calibrated. The band

a widths of the spectrum analysis were 19.53 Hz and
age effect of the fairing. Oil flow experiments were
carried out to ensure a satisfactory surface flow field spect ively .using ren ts of

without the presence of the jet flow by setting the spectral analysis using data segments of differentJ lengths, it was decided that a one second data
correct angle for the trailing edge flap. To achieve a len t was decided th aioe send ata
satisfactory flow along the leading edge of the plate segment was long enough to give sufficient accu-
boundary layer transition was fixed using a 38mm racy in the analysis. The analyses carried out

wide sand strip applied to the upper surface of the on the pressure data included auto-correlation and
Sfcross-correlation analyses, etc. When the cross-

edge. icorrelation analysis was undertaken, care was takenedge.
to correct phase errors introduced by the small

mis-alignment in the play-back head of the tape
Two series of time-dependent surface pressure recorder.

tests were conducted. The first test used four trans-
ducers positioned along the positive x-axis (X=2, Data are presented here in the form of sound

4, 6 and 8D). The second test used five transducers pressure level (SPL), power spectral density (PSD),
on an R=6D half circle (k=1800, 2250, 2700, 315' etc., where SPL is defined as
and 00). In the time-dependent surface pressure
measurements, five Kulite XCQ-62-A-100 minia- SPL DB = 20log( PlO s (1)
ture pressure transducers were employed. The pres- 2 x 10 5 Pa)

sure transducers were mounted flush to the plate where Prms is the root-mean-square value of the
surface using specially built plugs. Because of the surface pressure. The power spectrum is given as
weak signal (about 125 mv full scale deflection) and sound power level in DB in a frequency band of

the long distance between the test rig and data width 1 Hz. The reference value of the power spec-
recording unit (10 in), the signals were amplified tral density is 2 x 10- 5 Pa. The length scale used
and filtered to ensure better signal quality and to to correlate the experimental data is the fully ex-
avoid common mode riding. The signals from four panded jet diameter, Di, as defined by Tam and
of the five transducers were amplified 1000 times Tanna21.

by four FE-359-TA amplifiers, which also served as
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In order to study the possible interference of the In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it is possible to identify some
wind tunnel roof on the time-dependent flow char- of the changes in CF and SPL to the appearance of
acteristics, a foam sheet was placed on the tunnel shock cells.
roof and the surface pressure fluctuation character-
istics were measured using jets from the Md=1.4
con-di nozzle operating at P 7,=1.2-5.0 without the The effect of the cross flow is also illustrated in
cross flow. The results were compared with data Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 where it is seen. the SPL experi-cross flowhn T heeresults werecompasrem d. Gei -d ences relatively small changes when the jet is super-taken when the foam sheet was removed. Gener-

ally, the major jet modes were still observed and sonic. On the other hand CF becomes less negative
as the cross flow velocity is increased. This is thethe changes in SPL were negligible.
result of the decrease in pressure in the wake region
following the jet exit'.

3. Results and Discussion

The jets generated by the Md=1.4 con-di noz-
3ljet ze cover all the jet modes of interest (subsonic,

over-expanded, and under-expanded). Changes in
Transient flow characteristics of a supersonic jet PSD with P, at a downstream location are shown

in a low speed cross flow are closely related to the in Fig. 5 for a constant cross flow velocity. When
appearance of shock cells in the jet. In our experi- the subsonic jets are exhausted into the cross flow
ments the jet flow was subsonic, transonic, over- or no narrow band tones are observwd on the flat plate.
under-expanded, or fully expanded depending on The noise, as detected on the flat plate, comes from
the jet pressure ratio and nozzle geometry. The cor- the turbulent mixing in the the jet and the pressure
responding case of the noise radiated from super- fluctuation in the boundary layer on the flat plate.
sonic con-di jets exhausting into ambient air is de- A screech tone at 8310 Hz first was observed on
scribed by Tam and Tann21 . In the present exper- the flat plate at Pr= 2 .3 6 , which is associated with
iment, time resolved surface pressures downstream an unsteady mode in the jet. At this jet pressure
of the jet are measured together with time-mean ratio, the jet is over-expanded. As P, is increased,
surface pressures, from which the normal force co- the shock cell length is increased and it is seen the
efficient, CF, is evaluated8 . Fig. 3 gives the varia- frequency of the tone drops. At higher pressure ra-
tion in the SPL at one position on the flat plate, tios, instead of a single peak in the PSD, multiple
and in Fig. 4, the variation in the normal force peaks were observed, indicating that the transient
coefficient for the Md=1.4 con-di nozzle, run un- flow field is now dominated by more than one mode.

* der subsonic, over-expanded and under-expanded At Pr= 2.52 , two peaks at 6553 Hz and 7588 Hz ap-
conditions. The apparent scatter of data in Fig. 3 pear in the PSD. While the 7588 Hz tone is in the
near the sonic condition could be caused by insuffi- same mode as the one reported early, the 6553 Hz
cient pressure tappings downstream of the jet exit'. one is new. The appearance of multiple modes is in-
When the jet is subsonic, the SPL increases with duced by the presence of the cross flow (see section
Pr while CF decreases. When the jet is supersonic, 3.5). Tests using the Md=1.7 con-di nozzle indi-
the changes in SPL and CF indicate close correla- cate the same phenomenon. When the jet pressure
tion between the appearance of the shock cells and ratio approaches the design value the screech tones
time-mean flow characteristics. In Fig. 3, the SPL gradually disappear. After the jet pressure ratio is
drops near P,=3.1 as the jet approaches the per- increased above the nozzle design pressure ratio the
fectly expanded state, and levels off when Pr >4 jet becomes under-expanded. Again, the tone fre-
where Mach discs appear. Generally, CF follows quency decreases with Pr as the shock cell length
the unsteady flow characteristics closely and in- increases and the surface pressure fluctuations be-
creases along with SPL in the supersonic regime. come stronger until Mach discs begin to form in the
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jet. The PSD at P,-=3.52 shows a single peak at helical mode.
5195 Hz.

Another method of determining the jet struc-
The appearance of multiple modes for a given tural modes is through the measured SPL. The

T cross flow is not confined to the over-expanded jets toroidal mode is found when nearly the same SPL
only. Tests using the convergent nozzle and the values are observed on the R=6D circle, while the
Md=1.4 con-di nozzle show that, when an under- helical mode is found when a substantially higher
expanded jet is operated near the nozzle design SPL value is observed in one direction. In Fig. 6 the
condition, multiple modes are also present. These changes of SPL at 0=01, 1800 and 2700 are given
tones are also affected by the cross flow. at a constant cross flow velocity. When the jet is

subsonic (Pr <: 2.0), the SPL values at 0=180°

3.2 Relationship between jet unsteady and 2700 are nearly the same. These two posi-
Smode and jet operating condition tions are located outside the footprint of the wake

downstream of the jet exit. The 0=0' transducer
is located in the wake and the SPL value there is

In addition to the fall in the frequency of the subsequently highe- 1han thlose taken outside the
observed tone on the flat plate with rise in Pr as wake region. When the jet is over-expanded, the
the jet operating condition changes, the mode of SPL changes with the shock strength. In this case
the transient flow field also changes. In the present the dominant mode is toroidal. However, the ap-
study, the presence of the flat plate provides a re- pearance of the new helical mode results in an in-
flection surface for the disturbances, which could crease of the SPL upstrearm of the Jet exit (0= 1800).
enhance the excitation of the unsteady modes in the In the present experimental study the SPL val-
jet. When the jet is over-expanded, the dominant ues measured up and downstream of the jet exit
mode is normally toroidal (axisymmetrical). When are significantly higher than those measured in
the jet is under-expanded, the dominant mode is the direction to the side of the jet exit at ¢=900 .
usually helical (azimuthal), with the disturbances This phenomenon points to the existence of excited
travelling clockwise or anticlockwise when viewed left- and right-hand helical disturbances in the jet
in the downstream direction. The mode of the direction 22. As the jet approaches the perfectly ex-
transient flow field is determined through cross- panded state, the tones disappear and the higher
correlation analyses of data taken at the five equal SPL value downstream of the jet exit is again due

* spaced pressure transducer ports on a R=6D half to the wake following the jet. The development
circle on the flat plate (Fig. 2). When the mode of the SPL after the jet becomes under-expanded

* is toroidal, the phase shift between two samples shows that the dominant mode is helical and that
is nearly zero without the cross flow and varies the direction of the flapping mode is fixed by the
linearly according to the streamwise distance be- cross flow. The SPL values at the upstream posi-
tween the transducers with the cross flow. When tion (0= 1800) and the downstream position (0=0')
the mode is helical, the phase shift varies in both are significantly higher than those measured to the
the cases of zero cross flow and cross flow. In the side of the jet exit (0=270').
present experiment, time resolved measurements on
the flat plate indicate the presence of a so-called
flapping mode 22, where the left- and right-band he- 3.3 Wavelength of the screech tone

lical disturbances are excited simultaneously in the
jet. The above properties can be used to determine An important parameter in characterizing the
this mode. In Fig. 5, two peaks are observed in transient features of the flow is the wavelength, A,
PSD at P7 =2.52, the dominant tone at 7588 lHz is of the narrow band tone. In Fig. 7, the wavelengths
of toroidal mode and the new one at 6553 Hz is of are presented at a constant cross flow speed for the
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three nozzles tested. Apart from the toroidal and value was based on tests using a con-di nozzle. The
helical modes, there are other weak modes in the second shock cell length L2 was given by Pack2" as
flow field. The dominant modes, though, are al- 1.22D3. However, the value 1.22 was calculated

ways toroidal or helical. A is plotted against the jet without considering the jet plume size change with
Mach number parameter, 3(= M" - 1). A linear a change in the jet modes. In the present study,
relation exists between the two parameters, A and the fully expanded jet diameter, Dj, was used.
/6, which is consistent with the observation made
with supersonic jets in ambient air. At a tunnel speed of Ve=25.7m/s, predictions of

the screech tone wavelength are compared with the
As the helical mode is the frequently observed experimental data (Fig. 7(b)). The predictions are

mode, attempts have been made in the past to pre- based on V,=0.7Vj. The wavelength of the narrow
dict its wavelength. Certain useful semi-empirical band tone of helical mode is predicted rather well
formulae have been based on the existence of feed- for all the test cases. Predictions for other cases in
back mechanisms13'14 . If the temperature differ- the present test show a similar result. The wave-
ence between the jet and the external environment length of the screech tone is seen to increase linearly
is taken into account, the wavelength, A, of the he- with the fully expanded jet Mach number parame-
lical mode of an axisymmetrical supersonic jet is ter, 3. Also included in Fig. 7(b) is the measured
given by23  wavelength of the helical mode of an axisymmet-

rical jet produced by an Md=1.41 con-di nozzle23 .A L V,
- - (1 + -c), (2) It seems that the presence of the flat plate in the

D 10current study does not alter the basic excited un-

where L is the averaged shock cell length and is steady mode.
given as

3.4 Mode switch
L = 0.87 x 1.2203Dj, (3)

k
ioIn performancing the time-series analysis, thea . is t h e a m b ie n t s p e e d o f s o u n d a n d V , t h e d is - e n m b e a r g i g et o w s u e d o c l u a e

turbance convective speed. The fully expanded jet
the power spectrum densities. For the flow fieldtemperature and the external air temperature are

taken into account in equation(2). The cross flow where multiple modes exist, an analysis was perfor-
manced whereby a one second data segment was di-velo city is, h o w ev er, n o t tak en in to a cco u n t. I .n i e i n o d t bl c s E a h a a b o k c n a n d

equation (2), a, is calculated from the ambient air
te.V, varies between .65V to 0.75VI, 512 data points. A Fourier transform analysis was

applied to each of the data blocks. Results of the
where V1 is the local flow speed. The most coin-
monly used value is 0.7. In the present study, three analysis show that the multiple modes do not nor-
values, 0.65, 0.7 and 0.75, are used. The local flow mally co-exist at the same time. A mode switch

speed is taken as the fully expanded jet speed, Vj occurs in a very short time interval and apparently
at random. Fig. 8 shows the switch of dominant

which is calculated using the jet pressure ratio and

the stagnation temperature of the jet. In calculat- modes for an over-expanded jet at P, =3.4 produced

ing Vj, the total pressure loss due to the appearance by the Md=1.7 con-di nozzle. The mode at either

of the shock in the jet plume is taken into consid- 5449 Hz or 6728 Iz could be the only one present

eration. The averaged shock cell length was not in a finite time duration.

directly measured in the experiment. Instead, pre-
vious experimental data were used. The value of 3.5 Effect of cross flow

L was given by Abdel-Fattah24 as 0.87L 2, where
L2 is the second shock cell length. Abdel-Fattah's In studying the effect of the cross flow the jet
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pressure ratio, Pr, was kept constant and the cross vergent nozzlh are shown. A toroidal mode at 6279
flow velocity was varied between Om/s and 38m/s. 1Hz is observed at the lower cross flow velocities in
Analyses of the surface pressure data show that the addition to the dominant helical mode at 5527 Hz.
cross flow exercises a considerable influence on both In the present test the multiple modes dominated
the mode and the level of the transient surface pres- by the transient flow are rarely observed when the
sure. jet is under-expanded. When they do occur the

jet pressure ratio is usually low or near the nozzle

design pressure ratio. When the multiple modesWhen the surface flow is induced by an over-
expanded jet in a low speed cross flow, the effects appear a rise of the cross flow velocity makes the

expnde je ina lw seedcros fowtheeffcts mode weaker. Moreover, the observed narrow band

of the cross flow differ according to the jet struc-

tural modes involved. When the transient flow is tone associated with the toroidal mode gradually

dominated by a single toroidal mode, a rise of the becomes broader and disappears.

cross flow speed generally changes the narrow band The effect of the cross flow on the transient sur-
tone observed on the flat plate into a broad band face pressure is shown in Fig. 11. The effect of the
one. The narrow band tone is probably damped by ttone mode switch is particularly important when
the increased level of turbulent mixing in the jet the jet is over-expanded. The SPL measured when
and the cross flow. The cross flow also introduces the jet is subsonic (Fig. 1a) and in the near per-
fundamental changes in the dominant mode. These fectly expanded state (Fig. 11c) demonstrates that

changes are demonstrated in Fig. 9. The over- there are no screech modes and the noise arises from
expanded jets were generated from the Md=l1.7.. the turbulent mixing. This increases with cross flow
con-di nozzle. At the lower cross flow velocities velocity. The SPL values measured downstream of
a narrow band tone at 5361 Hz is observed. Mi- the jet exit are higher than those outside of the
nor changes appear with a change in the cross flow wake region and it follows that the increased level
velocity. The harmonic at 10684 Hz disappears at
Ve=34.5m/s. Finally, a broad band tone centred of turbulent mixing in the wake region contributes
around 6180 Hz begins to appear. With a fur- to the higher SPL. When the jet is over-expanded
ther increase of the cross flow speed, the frequency (Fig. adb) the mode switch between the toroidal
composition is changed fundamentally. Two modes modean he me brings ahsuden is iSP
(6142 Hz and 6728 Hz) now exist. At Ve=34.5m/s, upstream of the jet exit. This phenomenon is ob-
the screech mode at 5449 Hz is still the dominant served for nearly all the over-expanded jets tested.
the. screvehmode dominat t 59 is stithe d t When the jet is under-expanded (Fig. lid), the
one. However, the dominant mode is switched to dominant tone is of helical mode and the direc-
the high frequency modes, which is indicated by tion is fixed by the cross flow. As a result, the

the two peaks at 6142 Hz and 6728 Hz at the high SPL values measured upstream and downstream

cross flow velocity of 38.2m/s. The reason for the of the j etxo he fplte and 180 sran

appearance of these modes is considered to be the

result of the changes in the circular jet cross-section are higher than those measured in the spanwise di-

into a kidney shaped crosb-section after the end of rection to the side of the jet exit (k=270'). The
sudden rise in the SPL value at the upstream po-the shock cells as a result of the cross flow. The sition (0=180') is further illustrated by the mode

modal structure of the jet cl.anges and this intro- changes shown in Fig. 12. The jets in this case
duces new megaes.chneshw inFg12Thjesntisaeare produced by the Md=1.7 con-di nozzle and are

also over-expanded. The dominant tones change
The response of an tinder-expanded jet to the with the cross flow from a single mode to multiple

changes in the cross flow velocity is different from modes, and this introduces a rise in the SPL value.

those described above. In Fig. 10 results of a
slightly under-expanded jet produced by the con-
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SUMMARY Subsequent examination of the flow visualization
photographs obtained by Fric & Roshko (ref. 7) suggest

The unsteady vortex structures in the wake of a transverse that the wake vortex orientation may change from one
jet were studied using a new laser scanning apparatus to pattern to another. Whereas Figure 1(a) resembles a von
obtain three-dimensional images of fluorescent dyes in a Karman vortex street, as do most of their patterns, Figure
"water channel flow. By scanning the laser at high 1(b) suggests a significantly different wake flow pattern.
repetition rates and by using a high-speed video camera to Note that Fric & Roshko did not comment on the different
record the images, the three-dimensional, time-evolving appearance of this pattern, which consists of mushroom-
concentration field in the wake cat be obtained and later like structures, where the vortices appear to be grouped

reconstructed. Using this system, the separation and roll- into pairs of opposite circulation.
up of the flat plate boundary layer and the subsequent
convection of that vorticity away from the wall can be Recent water channel visualization studies by Kelso (ref. 7)
visualized. The relationship between the separation and and Perry, Kelso & Lim (ref. 8) provide further evidence to
roll-up on one side of the wake with the separation and suggest that different wake flow patterns may occur. They
roll-up on the other side of the wake can also be studied, observed that, under similar flow conditions to those
On the basis of the reconstructed concentration fields, an described by Fric & Roshko, when the wake vortices were
attempt is made to describe the mechanisms of wake vortex marked with red and blue dye according to the side of their
formation and explain the results of some previous origin, two characteristic patterns became apparent. In the
authors. most commonly occurring pattern, alternating red and blue

vortices were observed in the wake whereas in the less
1T Tcommon pattern, alternating pairs of like-colored vortices
1, INTRODUCTION were seen. Unfortunately, the connection between these

results and those of Fric & Roshko was not concluive,
The study of transverse jets is of great relevance to many although they were suggestive of more than one vortex
applications, such as gas turbine engines, V/STOL aircraft shedding regime in the wake.
exhaust flows and chimney flows just to name a few. An
understanding of the structure of these flows is vital if The aim of the present study is to investigate how vorticity
technological developments and accurate predictions of the is generated and convocted in the wake region and how the
flow characteristics are to be made. To this end, transverse different wake structures come into being. The study was
jets have been studied intensively for many years. carried out using a new laser scanning apparatus for 3-

dimensional imaging of fluorescent dyes in multiple
Until recently, however, the unsteady motions in the wake sectional planes in a water channel flow, By scanning the
downstream of transverse jets were very poorly understood. laser at high repetition rates and by using a high-speed
Most of the work so far has been concerned with studies of video camera to record the images, the three-dimensional,
the wake frequencies and the general character of the wake time-evolving concentration field in the wake can be
(refs 1 - 4). Despite this work, the actual source of the

wakevoriciy ws nt ientfied Hoeve, rcen smke- obtained and later reconstructed. Vortex skeletonwake vorticity was not identified. However, recent smoke- interpretations of the visualized flow pattern can then be
wire studies reported by Fric & Roshko (ref. 5) and Fric inferred and the wake structures explained.
(ref. 6) have provided conclusive evidence that the wake
vorticity originates in the flat plate boundary layer. They
pointed out that, in a fluid of uniform density, vorticity can 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
only be created at the surface of the flat plate and the jet
no:tzle. Their flow visualization studies confirmed that the This study was carried out in the 12" x 18" water channel at
flat plate boundary layer separates on the downstream side the Gas Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton University.
of the jet due to the imposed adverse pressure gradient, and Figure 3 shows the geometry of the transverse jet
its vorticity is incorporated into the wake vortices which apparatus. The pipe is very short with the fluid entering it
extend from the flat wall to the jet itself. This roll-up from a 5:1 contraction, thus giving a top-hat velocity
process can be seen in Figure 1(a). The arrow indicates a profile in the case of no cross-flow. The jet discharges

* "separation event", a transient boundary layer separation from the surface of a horizontal flat plate mounted above
leading to a wake vortex. Note that the wake vortices the channel floor.
appear to alternate in circulation in a pattern resembling a
von Karman vortex street. Figure 2 shows a streamsurface The water channel is equipped with a laser scanning
representation of the unsteady separation and roll-up apparatus for 3-dimensional imaging of dyes in multiple
process. Fric & Roshko suggested that the portions of the sectional planes as described by Delo & Snaits (ref. 9).
wake vortices (separating boundary layer) closest to the jet This apparatus, which is shown in Figure 4, incorporates a
are entrained and convected by the jet. helical array of 450 mirrors, fixed to twenty faceted faces of

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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a)

b)

Figure 1. a) Smoke wire visualization of a "separation event* and the accompanying near wall flow.
The smoke wire is located adjacent to the flat wall. The arrow indicates a separation event. The
overall pattern resembles a von Karman vortex street. R-4 and Re -3,800. After FrIC (1990)
b) Smoke wire visualization of the wake region. The wire is locatnd at y/D - 0.5. The pattern
consists of mushroom-like structures, where the vortices appear to be grouped into pairs of
opposite circulation. R -4 and Re -11,400. After Fric & Roshko (1989)

Figure 2. Streamsurtace representation of the
unsteady separation and roll-up process as
interpreted by Fric (1,990). It was suggested
that the portions of the wake vortices
(separating bo'undary layer) closest to the jet

f ....-sare entrained and convected by the jet.
separation event

'j1et A

horseshoe separation
x
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R=VJ
U0

Spanwh dye #4

-Flat Plate

Channe FloorDrawving not to scale

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the jet apparatus.

Laser Beam

Laser Sheet Rotating Drum

Camera

Volume scanned by
laser "hets

Dye I IonSlot(b)

Figure 4. a) Laser scanning apparatus. b) Experimental arrangement.
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a rotating drum. When used with a continuous light source occur over a wide range of length-scales. An interesting
such as the Lexel Model 95 argon ion laser used here, the wake vortex can be seen in the centre of each image. The
focused laser beam is directed along the axis of the drum, source of this vorticity can be traced by following the
and reflects off each mirror as the drumn rotates. The motion vortex from the top sheets to the bottom. This vortex
of the flat mirnor face causes the beam to sweep through an appears to contain vorticity (of the same sign) from either
angle of 180, creating a laser sheet of uniform intensity. side of the wake which has lifted away from the flat wall
The image is recorded by keeping the shutter of the video and merged to form a single wake vortex. The main vortex
camera open during the sweep. As the drum continues to structures in this pattern are described using a series of
turn, the beam reflects off the next mirror forming another vortex skeletons in Figure 7. The pattern, which was
sheet at a different height. Because the location of the constructed aftei careful examination of several preceding
sheet is determined by the height of the corresponding time-steps, consists of strands of vortical fluid which
mirror, the sheet locations are exactly repeatable and they convect away from the wall ana wrap around a partner of
can be accurately determined by a single calibration, like circulation from the other side of the wake.

The experiments were pwformed with a water depth of 205
mm and a free-stream velocity of 150 rans"1, providing a 4. DISCUSSION
laminar upstream boundary layer of about 13 mm
thickness. The Reynolds number was 3,800 based on the In all, 1700 consecutive time steps were viewed in slow
free-stream velocity in the channel and the diameter of the motion to allow the behaviour of the wake to be
jet. The velocity ratio R, as defined in Figure 3, was 4.3 interpreted. This was not an easy task as the flow is
based on the average jet velocity. The jet exit was located extremely complicated and the presence of dye traces will
1.1 m from the leading edge of the plate. Fluoresceine dye not always indicate the presence of vorticity. Figure 8
(500 ppm concentration) was injected into the boundary shows the authors' interpretation of the wake vortex roll-
layer of the plae from spanwise slots located 216 mun and up process leading to the von Karman vortex street as
890mm upstream of the jet. The imaged volume measured shown in Figure l(a). The pattern consists of a series of

t 96 mm in the streamwise direction by 120 umm in the vortex loops which are lifted away from the flat wall as the
spanwise direction. There were 20 horizontal laser sheets, boundary layer separates. Our observations suggest that
spaced 2 mnm apart with the lowest sheet at I mm, above the the downstream side of each loop tends to grow much more
flat plate and the highest 39 mnm above the plate. rapidly than the upstream side of the loop, probabiy due to

boundary layer vorticity being continually fed into the
SThe sheets were imaged using a Kodak Ektapro 1000 structures from both sides of the wake as they convectI downstream. The upstream side of each loop appears to

Motion Analyzer (high-speed video system) fitted with a de
12.5 - 75 nun fl.8 zoom lens. The camera operation was "merge" or "pair" with the downstream side of the
synchronized with the motion of the mirrors at all times. analogous loop from the opposite side of the wake This
The framing rate of the camera was 250 frames per second, may explain the helical app.arance of many structures
corresponding to 12.3 time steps (drum rotations) per visualized by us and Fric & Roshko. This merging process
second. The two-dimensional images were recorded onto typically occurs within one diameter of the jet exit,
video tape, then transferred to a Personal Iris workstation making it difficult to distinguish by any of the more
using a Panasonic AG-6500 editing video cassette recorder common flow visualization methods. Note that the top
and an Imaging Technology Series 151 frame grabber. portion of the loop may become "entwined" with the shear
Wyndham Hannaway image processing software was used layer vorticity of the jet itself. The mechanism described
to control the frame grabber and to enhance the images. here contrasts with the mechanism proposed by Fric &
Reconstruction of the images into three-dimensional Roshko who suggested that the portions of the wake
volumetric images was achieved using software written by vortices closest to the jet are entrained and convected by
a colleague, Jonathan Poggie. :he jet, meaning that the upstream side of each loop would

merge with the shear layer of the jet. In Figure 8, vortex
tubes are shown as continuous strands. It is possible that

3. RESULTS breaks may occur at the locations shown.

The primary output from this investigation is a video Figure 9 shows a possible interpretation of the wake
showing the time-evolving three-dimensional dye vortex roll-up process which leads to the mushroom-like
concentration field. To this end, 25 time steps, pattern shown in Figure 1(b). Again, this pattern consists
comprising 500 individual images, were collected on of a series of vortex loops, but these loops do not appear
videotape and digitized. These images were reconstructed to merge with loops generated on the opposite side of the
into three-dimensional volumes which show the evolution wake. The resulting pattern forms mushroom-like
of the wake over a period of 2 seconds. Only the most structures when viewed in cross-section. This is, in fact,
basic image processing was required prior to just one possible scenario leading to this type of structure.
reconstruction, namely smoothing, noise thresholding and
grey-scale stretching. Figure 5 shows a three-dimensional
reconstruction of one representative time-step. No S. ACKNOWLEDGU .ENITS
correction has been made for the convection of the vortex
structures between successive slices (less than 0.6 nun R, M. Kelso acknowledges tho support of the CSIRO
between slices). This will lead to minor distortion of the Postdoctoral Fellowship scheme. C. Delo received
reconstructed pattern but will not alter the topology or graduate fellowship support from the Fannie and John
connectivity of the pattern. Note that the pattern shows Hertz Foundation, and from the National Science
that a considerable degree of fine-scale motion is present Foundation. Thanks are due to R. B. Miles for the use of
in the flow despite the laminar upstream conditions. Some the laser and F. V. Bracco for the use of dte Motion
individual images used in the reconstruction of this pattern Analyzer. Thanks are also due to J. P. Poggie for the use of
are shown in Figure 6. These can be used to trace the hIs three-dimensional reconstruction software.
connection between the vortex structures in the imaged
volume. These images also indicate that the wake motions

|A
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Figure 5. Three-imensional reconstruction of one representative time-step, shown as an
isometric view. Flow is towards the far left. The flat plate and rear side of the jet are outlined. The
image is constructed from twenty parallel cross-sections of the wake. No correction has been
made for convection of the vortex structures between successive slices.

~ a) y=39mtm C)Y=31 mm

b) y35 M~jd) y 27ru

Figure 6. See caption next page.
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!I

I

191 'y15MM h) y=11 mm

Figure 6 Ton of the twenty laser cross-sections used for reconstructed Image shown In Figure 5.
The images are parallel to the wall and flow Is from bottom to top. The flat plate and rear side of the
let are outlined. The field of view Is about 120 mm by 96 mm and the jet diameter Is 25 rmm,
Images a - I show every second cross-section from y= 39 mm down to y.- 3 tn.
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Mean separation line

Figure 7. Vortex skeleton representation of the main vortex structures in Figure 7. The skeletons
represent only those parts of the wake vortices which were imaged.

Loops entrained intounderside of jet

Pairing" "

Mean separation line

Possible breaks

Figure 8. Vortex skeleton representation of the Inferred roll-up process leading to the formation of
a von Karman vortex street pattern as depicted in Figure 1 (a).
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Loopsenrained into
unde ide of jet

Mean separation line

Possible breaks

Figure 9. Vortex skeleton representation of the inferred roll-up process leaoing to the formation of
a mushroom-like wake pattern as depicted in Figure l(b).
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Separated Flow Generated by a Vectored Jet in a Crossflow

A. Krothapalli and C. Shih
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Florida A&M University and Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32316-2175

The classical jet in a cross flow problem
has been well researched and several review
articles describing the jet structure and its induced

I. Abstract pressures on the body fror• which it is issuing
have appeared in the literature2,3. A more in

Results of an experimental investigation depth study of the flow structure in the nea, hield
to determine the characteristics of the separated of an axisymmetric jet in a cross flow has been
flow region generated by a subsonic vectored conducted by Fric4. This study convincingly
rectangular jet in a subsonic crossflow is demonstrated that the vorticity within the system
presented. Using surface visualization of vortices in the near wake of the jet is as-
techniques, it was found that the upstream sociated with the separated wall boundary layer.
separated flow consist of horseshoe vortices that Hence, the flow structure associated with the
ate formed periodically with a frequency upstream horseshoe vortex system is important
corresponding to that of the vortex shedding in determining the near wake characteristics. An
behind the jet. The size of the recirculation attempt i. made in this study to observe changes
region around the jet is found to decrease with br)ught about by the vector angle of the jet on
increasing jet vector angle. The variation of the both the upstream flow structure and the
mean primary separation distance upstream of the associated near wake.
jet, with velocity ratio revealed the existence two
different flow regimes. The change from one to The main parameters of the problem
the other depends on the velocity ratio and the jet and their respective ranges considered in this
vector angle. It is shown that the Strouhal experiment are as follows: The jet exit Reynolds
number, based on the vortex shedding frequency number, based on the nozzle exit width, was var-
and a combination of jet exit and freestream ied from 1.3 x 104 to 8 x I0. A tophat mean
velocities, varies uniquely with velocity ratio. velocity profile with laminar boundary layer was

maintained at the nozzle exit. The undisturbed
boundary layer on the flat plate upstream of the

II. Introductlion nozzle exit was turbulent. The corresponding free
stream Reynolds number, based on the distance

The experimental investigation from the leading edge of the plate to the nozzle
presented in this paper was originally motivated exit, was varied from 3 x 105 to 5 x 106. The
by an interest in short takeoff and vertical landing aspect ratio of the jet was 10 The jet vector
(STOVL) aircraft configurations that utilize angle with respect to the freestream was varied
rectangular jets for powered lift. Recently,
vectored rectangular jets have been used to
improve post stall maneuverability/agility of
fighter aircraft. There have been only a lew 11. Apparatus, Instrumentation and
experimental studies which have directly Procedures
examined the separated flow structure upstream of The experiment was carried out in two
a jet in a cross flow. In an earlier paper, different facilities. Experiments at high
Krothapalli et.all described the separated flow freestream and jet Reynolds nwnbers were carried
structure upstream of a subsonic rectangular jet out earlier (1986) in a close return wind tunnet
issuing normally from a flat plate into an on-comning subsonic freestream. In continuation of facility which has a test section 0.6 m wide, 0.6
this work, we address here the effect of the jet in high and 1.5 m long. Its free stream velocity

can be varied from 5 mn/sec to 70 in/sec. Current
vector angle, with respect to the freestream, on experiments were carried out in a closed return
whe separated flow structure and the associated wind tunnel facility which has a test section 0.35
wake flow field. in wide, .a5 in high and 1.0 m long. Its free
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stream vwlocity can be varied from 5mlsec to exit velocity. Boundary layer trips were used at
45m/sec. For the range of free stream velocities the leading edge of the plate to ensure that the
considered, the freestream turbulence level, in undisturbed boundary layer just ahead of the
both wind tunnels, was less than 0.5%. The nozzle exit is turbulent. The mean temperatures
details of the experimental arrangement and the of the jet and the freestream were kept constant at
nozzle assembly for earlier studies were given in 300K.
reference 1, hence they will not be repeated here.
For the current experiment, a new nozzle IV. Results and Discussion
assembly was designed and built as shown in
figure 1. This facility has the flexibility of Typical time averaged oil flow vi-
providing variable jet angles with respect to thi. sualization pictures of the surface flow near the
freestream from 300 to 1500. The nozzle nozzle exit are shown in figure 2. The
assembly was mounted on the top wall of the corresponding mean freestream and jet exit
wind tunnel test section. The nozzle exit was velocities are 40 m/sec and 120 m/sec
positioned in the center of the wall, 50cm respectively. The freestream Reynolds number
downstream of the leading edge of the test based on the jet disposition length of 1.17 in
section. The breadth and width of the nozzle exit was 3.12 x 106 and the jet Reynolds number
are 10 cm and 1cm respectively. The entire jet based on the nozzle width was 0.8 x 105 The
assembly was rotated with appropriate undisturbed boundary layer just ahead of the
modifications to the nozzle exit to provide nozzle exit was found to be turbulent with a
variable jet angles. A tripping element, thickness, based on 0.99 Vo, of about 2 cm.
consisting of a 2.5 cm wide sand paper, was The surface flow patlern shows two well defined
placed at the beginning of the wind tunnel test regions ahead of th nozzle exit, the region ofrein ahaection.zl ei, h rgono
section. attached flow and tLe region of separated flow

marked by the primary separation line. A
Two different flow visualization secondary separation line is observed between the

techniques were used to obtain the main features nozzle exit and the pi inary separation line. These
of the separated flow field: surface oil flow separation lines are ,dhe signature of a horseshoe-
technique using Tit 2 and minitufts in the wake type vortex system with two separate vortices
region. The unsteady nature of the separated re- rotating in the clockwise direction in the central
gion was investigated using hot-wire plane normal to the jet (see reference 1 for
anemometry. The overall phenomenon described details). The formation and rollup of these
in this paper may be considered free of any direct vortices was found to be a time-dependent
influence from the blockage of the test section by periodic phenomenon with the frequency
the jet. corresponding to the vortex shedding behind the

jet. A further discussion on this will be presented
later, A similar structure is also observed at other

Sres,, .From Air'Pump velocity ratios and jet angles, except that the
Cotrction Hom Flow Distribtor distinction between primary and secondary

separation lines becomes less discernible at low (
< 1.5) and high (> 8 ) velocity ratios and at jet
angles greater than about 1200.

The surface oil flow patterns in the near
wake region show strong dependence on the jet

s So vector angle. For example, in the case of a jet
issuing normally into the cross stream, the
surface line signature representing horseshoe
vortices come together into twin tornado-like

Figure 1. Schematic of the wind tunnel test vortices that rise up from the surface. When the
section with the jet facility, tornado-like vortices behind the jet are strong,

they create a relatively low pressure region
The test conditions established during immediately behind the jet . The surrounding

these experiments and their corresponding fluid is then drawn into this region leading to the
nondimensiona! parameters are as follows: 5 formation of a narrower wake footprint on the
nm/sec < Vo < 40 mn/sec ; 20 rn/sec < Vj< 120 solid wall. The distance of the jet column from
rn/see; 1.0 < Vj / Vo < 10; where Vo is the the wall, a strong function of the velocity ratio,
mean freestream velocity and Vj is the mean jet will influence the axial flow velocity of the



tornado-like vortices. In the case of a vectored jet
ht 0 = 450, the surface lines associated with
horseshoe vortices on the surface move away
from the jet forming a much wider footprint on

Figure 2b. Surface oil flow picture of the
separated flOW region. Vj I V0 = 3.0, 0 =450

Figure 2a. Surface oil flow picture of the

separated region. Vj / Vo = 3.0, 0 = 900

the surface as shown in figure 2b. For example,
the width of the surface wake signature at a
downstream distance of 1.75L is about 3.36L as
compared to a value of about 1.7L for the case of
a jet exiting normally from the plate. Further
away from the nozzle exit, the separation region
continues to expand as shown in figure 2b. The
tornado-like vortices appear to be relatively weak
and move away from the centerline. The nature
of the flow behind the jet may be largely de-
termined by the magnitude of the surface pressure
in this region. A similar surface oil flow pattern
was also observed for a flow past a rectangular
plate ( width = 8cm; height = 25cm) at Vo = 40
m/sec, as shown in figure 3. Further experiments
need to be carried out to obtain the detailed
characteristics of such a wake flow field. For jet
vector angles greater than 900, the separated flow
structure looks very similar to the one shown in
figure 2a, except the size of the separated region
is much smaller.

The ialia interest in this problem is Figure 3. Surface oil flow picture of the separated
the determination of the extent of the separated region generated by a solid rectangular plate
flow region surrounding the nozzle exit. Since ( 8cm x lcm) placed at 900 to the free stream.
there is a plane of symmetry in the flow, the Plate height = 24cm.
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distance from the leading edge of the nozzle exit randomly selected photographs of the tuft pattern
to the primary separation line in the central plane for a velocity ratio of 3 (Vj = 120 m/s; Vo = 40
can be used as an estimate of the extent of the m/sec) and 0 = 900. A symmetric pattern
upstream separated region. The primary representing a pair of counterrotating vortices is
separation line can be easily determined from observed. However, a different pattern of tufts is
surface oil flow pictures like those shown in observed when the velocity ratio is increased to
figure 2. This distance from the nozzle exit to the about 10 (Vj = 120 m/s; Vo = 10 m/sec) as
primary separation line is denoted here by S. For shown in figure 6. These photographs suggest
the conditions tested, the magnitude of S is the presence of asymmetric vortices similar to
insensitive to either the freestream Reynolds those found in a bluff body wake at a corre-
number or the jet Reynolds number. Figure 4 sponding Reynolds number. The two examples
shows the variation of S/L, where L is the shown in figure 5 and 6 are representative of
breadth or long dimension of the nozzle, with the wake flow for a weak jet and a strong jet. The
velocity ratio for different jet vector angles (0). velocity ratio at which the tufts pattern changes
The trend of the data plotted in this manner from one to the other is a function of th, jet
shows two distinct regimes. The change from vector angle. For example, at 0 = 450, the
one to the other depends on the velocity ratio and symmetric flow structure is observed up to a
vector angle. In the first regime, the separation velocity ratio of about 7, while at 0 = 900 an
distance increases monotonically with increasing asymmetric vortex pattern occurs for velocity
velocity ratio, which is indicative of the ratios greater than about five. As suggested in
blockage effect of the freestream by the jet. The reference 1, it is believed that the strength of the
• second regime is characterized by the derease of tornado-like vortices that are identified in figure 2
the separation distance with increasing velocity will determine the near wake flow field.
ratio. Such a behavior may be related to increased
entrainment of the jet at high velocity ratios,
which in turn reduces the extent of adverse
pressure gradient region upstream of the nozzle
exit. However, for 0 > 1200 and Vj /Vo > 4, the
effect of the entrainment seems to be minimal
and as a result the separation distance does not
vary significantly with velocity ratio.

- I I I -
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Figure 4. The variation of the nondimensional
separation distance with velocity ratio, for -
different jet vector angles.

The unsteady surface flow structure was Figure 5. The tufts pattern in the near wake of a
obtained using tufts placed on the plate around jet. Vj / Vo = 3.0, 0 = 900
the nozzle exit as shown in figure 5.
Photographs of the tufts were taken with an To further explore the unsteady behavior
exposure time of 8 ins at different velocity ratios, of the flow, hot-wire aneinometry was used
Examination of the photographs revealed the primarily for the measurement of frequency
presence of two different types of flow structure spectra of the velocity fluctuations both upstream
in the near wake region. Figure 5 presents two and downstream of the nozzle exit. It is found by
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observation that the location of the strongest hot- 450. However, for 0_ 1200 the spectra ahead of
wire signal depends on the velocity ratio and jet the jet and in the near wake do not clearly show
vector angle. The strongest hot-wire signal is prominent peaks (Figure 9), suggesting that the
defined as the one that gives rise to a well defined unsteadiness in the upstream recirculation zone
peak in its frequency spectrum. Figures 7a and 7b may be weakly coupled to the vortex shedding
show frequency spectra of the velocity behind the jet. .
fluctuations at selected positions upstream and
downstream of the jet exit. The velocity ratio The vortex shedding frequencies in the
corresponding to these spectra is 3 ( Vj = 44.7 near wake are obtained from the spectra of hot-
m/s, Vo = 14.9 m/s), and 0 = 900. A prominent wire signals similar to those shown in figures 7
peak at 24 Hz is apparent in the spectra obtained and 8. The amplitude dominant frequency is
ahead of the jet (figure 7a) while the peak in the referred to as the shedding frequency and is used
spectra at 24.75 Hz, shown in figure 7b, in the calculation of the Strouhal number.
corresponds to the vortex shedding frequency in Although some variation of the frequency is
the near wake of the jet. The proximity of the observed when the hot wire is moved away fromvalues of these frequencies confirms the earlier the plate, it will not alter the major conclusions

observation -by Krothapalli et. al.I that the drawn from the data. In order to relate the
unsteadiness observed in the recirculation zone variation of shedding frequency with the changes
upstream of the jet has a frequency close to the in velocity ratio, a conventional Strouhal number
vortex shedding frequency behind the jet. Similar .... ............
observation is made in the entire range of a-
velocity ratios

too.

0 to to so 40 so G0 o o0 s o too

a 10 o 0 40 s o g o 0 so so

f (Hz)
Figure 7. Typical spectra of hot-wire signals
upstream (a) and downstream (b) of the jet exit.
Vj/ Vo =3.0, 0 =900

Iu ___
o to 0o 30 4o so Go 7 6o Go t0oo
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Figure 6. The tufts pattern in the near wake of a o . .'
jet. Vj I Vo = 3.0, 0 = 900 a* t0 o so A 0 so .o Ho Ho *0*

considered for 0 < 900. In order to confirm this f (liz)
finding, figure 8 shows the spectra obtained ahead Figure 8. Typical spectra of hot-wire signals
of the jet and in the near wake at a velocity ratio upstream (a) and downstream (b) of the jet exit.
of 7.5 (Vj = 43.1 mI/s, Vo = 5.75 ins) for 0= Vj / Vo = 7.5, 0 = 450
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s' ,-_ Using such a definition, a significant reduction in
\___the scatter of the data can be obtained. Figure 11

shows such a plot with the data covering a broad
,, range of velocity ratios. Also included in this

*1 plot are the data obtained by Fric4 using an
a a SO , a , to axisymmetric jet . The data plotted in this

S.......... h_ fashion may provide some guidance in
developing a theoretical model. The solid

A L. A line shown in the figure corresponds to a
" V, functional relationship of the form

f So. .. Go - . So So St=0.18(Vj /V o) -1.25if f (Hz)

Figure 9. Typical spectra of hot-wire signals which seems to represent the data well; The
upstream (a) and downstream (b) of the jet exit. effect of the jet vector angle on the Strouhal
Vj / Vo= 5.3, 0 = 1200 number is shown in figure 12. At a given

velocity ratio, it is observed that the magnitude
is defined based on the freestream velocity and the of the St increases with decreasing angle. An
nozzle breadth or nozzle exit diameter for a
circular jet. Figure 10 shows the variation of this
Stroubal number (St) with velocity ratio for a jet
exiting normally into the cross stream. The 0.08 1 ,_ ! _ _ _ !
earlier data of Krothapalli etal.I are also included . ... ... , Stuy -
in this figure. For the data shown, the freestrem 0.\ • K0ot0ap,,,6 .t. ,1 (1990

Reynolds number (Vo L/v) varied from lx 104 & o ... .\ - Jet) lot)

to 2.7 x 105. It is found that the variation of St 0.04 .....
with velocity ratio shows significant scatter 0 o.
beyond the experimental uncertainty. For exam- - 0.02 -

ple, at a velocity ratio of 4, the magnitude of the 0.01 ,
Strouhal number varies from 0.11 to 0.16. With 0 --- -- ,
increasing velocity ratio, the scatter appears to be 0 2 4 6 a u 12

smaller. Krothapalli et. all have shown that by
using a combination of jet exit velocity and free
stream velocity the Strouhal number can be
redefined as Figure 11. The variation of the modified Strouhal

number with the velocity ratio.
St =f L /(Vj 2 + Vo2 )0 .5 .

0.08 - : ---- ----- ---

0.07 0 .2W

I - 0.04 0 45'
A Present study -.

ko -t (190) 0.00 I ' .

tC-
S0.02 t

O L I- -•'• " " 3 4 5 6 7

0 2 4 6 10 12 14 V I V,
V V

Figure 12. 'Iie variation of the modified Stwuhal
Figure 10. The variation of the near wake number with velocity ratio for different jet vector
Strouhal number with velocity ratio. angles.
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attempt to collapse the data into a single curve Crossflow", AlAA Journal, Vol 28, NO. 3,
was fo-dnd to be unsuccessful. As described 1990, pp. 414 -420.
above, for 0 >- 1200, no significant peaks in the
spectrum of the velocity fluctuations were 2. Kuhn, R. E., "The Induced Aerodynamics of
noticed. Hence the Strouhal number data for this Jet and Fan Powered V/STOL Aircraft" Recent
case is not included in the figure. Advances in Aerodynamics, Springer Verlag,

New York, 1986, pp. 337 - 373.
V. Conclusions

3. Margason, R.J., "Review of Propulsion
Induced Effects on Aerodynamics of Jet V/STOLIn the present work an attempt is made Aircraft", NASA TN D-5617, 1970.

to describe the basic flow structure of the
separated recirculation region around subsonic 4. Fric, T. F., " Structure in the Near Field of
vectored rectangular jet into an oncoming the Transverse Jet", Ph.D Thesis, California
subsonic freestream. Using surface flow
visualization, it is observed that horseshoe Institute of Tecbnolo-y, 1990.

vortices are formed ahead of the jet. These
vortices are unsteady in nature with a dominant
frequency that corresponds to the vortex shedding
frequency in the near wake &lý the jet. The mean
primary separation distance ahead of the jet is
found to be a function of velocity ratio and vector
angle. The functional dependence depict two
distinct regimes, one dominated by the blockage
effect of the freestream by the jet and the other by
the entrainment process of the jet. The size of the
separation region both upstream and downstream
of the nozzle exit decreases with increasing jet
vector angle.

The surface tufts visualization indicates
that the recirculation zone in the near wake has
two different vortical structures. The first
consists of a symmetric counterrotating vortex
pair forming a closed region. The other consists
of vortices shedding alternately from each side of
the jet quite similar to the flow past a solid bluff
body. This type of flow structure occurs in the
case of a strong jet . A unique functional
relationship exists between the nondimensional
shedding frequency (Stroahal number) and the ve-
locity ratio. The relationship St = 0.18 ( Vj /
Vo) -1.25 was found to fit experimental data of
rectangular and axisymmetric jets issuing
normally into crossflow.
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1. SUMMARY use passive scalars have reported time averaged
Results are presented on the structure and mixing of quantities with fluctuating quantities only being very
subsonic jets in crossflow. These results are obtained by recently reported [11]. In this work, we attempt to
using planar laser-induced fluorescence of acetone vapor provide instantaneous measures of the passive scalar field
which is carried as a marker of the jet fluid. In addition using the latest in non-intrusive diagnostics and to
to providing instantaneous realizations of the jet combine the interpretation of these with the detailed
structure, the data is quantitative in providing picture initiated by Fric & Roshko. Our results should be
instantaneous measures of the jet mixture fraction. We viewed as work in progress, as we are in a relatively early
examine jet to crossflow velocity ratios ranging from 6 to stage of our investigations.
14, corresponding to momentum ratios of 36 to 196. It is
found that the instantaneous structure is quite complex, Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) has become an
dominated by large-scale motions, and bear little attractive technique for concentration measurements in
resemblance to ensemble-averaged field. Jet fluid is seen liquid and gaseous flows [17-19] because it is non-
in the wake structure in the curved portion of the jet, intrusive, effectively instantaneous and provides
even though the amounts are small. Mean and rms concentration information in a whole plane without
concentration fluctuations are presented for select cases. integration along the line of sight. Its use of molecular

markers allows high spatial resolution measurements
2. INTRODUCTION with minimal alteration of the flow conditions. There are
The jet in crossflow is widely used in many technical a large variety of potential tracers for use in liquid flows,
applications. In several of these, mixing of the jet with but the selection is somewhat reduced when working
the crossflow is of primary importance such as in with gases, and most chemicals currently used in gaseous
applications involving gas turbines, fuel injection. PLIF concentration measurements (nitric oxide, iodine,
SCRAMJETS, VTOL aerodynamics and waste disposal. biacetyl or acetaldehyde) are not ideal from the viewpoint
Compared to other free shear flows (e.g. mixing layers, of toxicity, corrosion, disposal, and cacinogenicity.
free jets), the jet in crossflow displays considerably more Recently however, Lozano [20], and Lozano et al. [211
complexity ranging from jet-like behavior in the near- demonstrated the use of acetone as a concentration tracer
field to a counter-rotating vortex pair in the far-field and in a small free air jet. Acetone was shown to be a
includes the issue of curvature as the flow progresses convenient fluorescent marker when working in air
downstream. Fric & Roshko [1, 2], have provided many flows, capable of providing high signal-to-noise ratios
detailed visualizations of the near-field and have (SNR). In the present work, acetone is therefore used to
identified four main vortical structures which comprise obtain concentration images in a subsonic transverse air
the flow: the jet shear layer vortices which evolve on the jet. Detection with a highly sensitive charged coupled
jet column; the necklace (horseshoe) vortices due to the device (CCD) camera has improved the data quality,
wall boundary layer whic:h wrap around the jet column; decreasing the minimum detectable signal, increasing the
the wake structure which appears downstream of the jet SNR, and enabling the successful instantaneous imaging
column, connecting the jet to the wall; and finally, the of large fields of view (17 x 22 cm). Further details on
counter-rotating vortex pair which forms downstream in the use of acetone will be provided below.
the bent over jet. 'tic and Roshko have conclude, that,
for flush mounted jets, the wake vortices are due to the 3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
wall boundary layer fluid, and are in no way related to
vortex shedding from the jet column. 3.1 Wind Tunnel

To perform the experiments described here, a small wind
Many earlier studies [e.g. 3-71 have provided tunnel was designed and built. The tunnel, Fig. 1, is a
visualizations and measuremento on the velocity field vertical structure 220 cm high with a 54 x 54 cm square
associated with the jet in crossflow. Other studies have cross-section. it is suspended from the ceiling of the
dealt with mixing of a passive scalar [8-11] as well as laboratory and is composed of three parts: the inlet, the
theoretical models (12-16]. Most of the studies which test section and the exhaust. The crossflow travels

Presented at an AGA RD Mee:ting on 'Computazional and Experimental Assessmnent of Jets in (Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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vertically upward, while the jet is injected horizontally. phosphoresces with a spectrum similar to the
The 91.5 cm high exhaust section, made of 0.635 cm fluorescence emission (but extending to longer
(1/4") aluminum plate connects to the 5 hp blower that wavelengths), with a lifetime of 200 ms and efficiency of
induces the crossflow from the ambient room air. The 1.8%. Phosphorescence intensity depends on temperature
test section, 91.5 cm tall, is formed by an aluminum and is strongly quenched by oxygen, so possible
frame to which the walls are attached. Two opposite side interferences by the temperature-dependent
walls are 0.635 cm (1/4") glass panes, which provide phosphorescence are completely negligible when air is
optical access for image acquisition. Note that as acetone used as the carrier gas; this is the case with the current
fluorescence peaks in the blue, this glass is not required jet in crossflow. The fluorescence, however, is
to transmit in the u.v. The third wall, made of independent of temperature, and insensitive to quenching
aluminum, has a 7.6 cm (3") circular hole for the nozzle. by air. Acetone toxicity is very mild, and its cost is
The front aluminum wall is a rectangular frame which economical. A more detailed description of acetone
can be covered by different combinations of rectangular photophysics can be found in Refs. 20 and 21.
filler plates of various lengths. One of them contains a
24 x 6.3 cm quartz window to transmit the u.v. excitation Acetone was seeded by bubbling the carrier air into a
laser sheet. This plate can be rotated to allow the laser sequence of three bottles containing the liquid, in order
sheet to cut the flow axially or transversely, and to fully saturate the carrier air. To filter acetone droplets,
displaced vertically to image different downstream a 40gm micropore filter was attached at the container
regions of the flow. exit. To avoid fluctuations in the acetone seeding density

due to the temperature decrease caused by evaporation,
The tunnel inlet has a contraction of elliptical profile, the bottles were immersed in a thermostatic bath.
One honeycomb plate and four wire-mesh screens are
used to homogenize and condition the crossflow. The A Questek Series 2000 Excimer Laser, containing a
crossflow velocity is constant, set by the blower to be 7.7 xenon chloride mix, was used to excite the acetone. This
m/s, with a 1% turbulence intensity and less than a 5% laser produces a square beam 2cm wide by 1 cm high
velocity variation. The jet/crossflow velocity ratio is tuned to 308nm. The Questek has a maximum energy of
modified by varying the jet velocity. The jet inlet, 470 mJ/pulse, and it was operated at 400 mJ/pulse for the
attached to the side wall of the tunnel consists of a present set of experiments.
cylindrical 16.5 x 25.4 cm settling chamber containing
one perforated plate and two honeycomb screens equally The image collection system was comprised of a
spaced, with a 0.5 cm diameter contoured nozzle at the Photometrics AT 200 controller (16 bit A/D converter), a
end of the chamber that communicates with the tunnel thermoelectrically cooled (-40'C) CH250 camera head
test section. The jet emerges directly from the tunnel with a Tektronix TEK 512CB/MPP CCD array, and a
sidewall into the crossflow and its associated boundary Nikon 50 mm F#1.2 lens. This array is a 512x512 pixels,
layer. At the injection point, the boundary layer is 20.32 thinned, backside illuminated CCD detector, with a pixel
cm (8 inches) downstream of the last screen leading to a size of 27 mm, and was operated in MPP (multiphase
boundary layer thickness of 0.6 cm (1/4 inch). pinned) mode to reduce the dark current. Thinned,

backside-illuminated detectors have a much higher
3.2. PLIF Diagnostics quantum efficiency than similar thick, frontside-
Acetone was the tracer of choice for the experiments illuminated arrays. This difference is especially
reported here based on imaging of fluorescence emission. significant for blue light, where efficiencies increase
Acetone is a very attractive tracer for PLIF concentration from !0-15% in frontside-illuminated devices to values
measurements in gaseous flows, owing to its physical and as high as -50% at 450 nm and -55% at 400 nm. The
photophysical characteristics. It has a high vapor Photometrics 200 system has a reported total noise of 13
pressure (-180 Torr at 20'C), which allows for high e- with a reported gain factor of 4 e -/ADU (analog to
seeding densities, and its absorption band is broad (225- digital units).
320nm) with a maximum between 279 and 280 nm.
Acetone can, consequently, be excited using different 4. RUN CONDITIONS
commercially available lasers; the choice for this The images to be presented below were acquired by
expxriment is a XeCl excimer laser (308nm). Upon illuminating the acetone-seeded jet with the laser sheet in
excitation, acetone fluoresces over a broad band in the three different ways: (1) side views obtained by slicing
blue (350 to 550 nm), with a peak at 435 nm, an the flow axially through the nozzle centerline; (2) plan
emission efficiency f = 0.2%, and a short lifetime of views obtained by orienting the laser sheet, at a fixed
-4ns, which enables high temporal resolution imaging height, parallel to the injection wall; and (3) end views
without the need for gated cameras. Furthermore, as fast obtained by orienting the laser sheet normal to the
shuttering is not required, images can be obtained with injection wall at a fixed downstream distance such that
higher SNR, dynamic range and spatial resolution than the flow travels through the laser sheet.
those attainable with intensified cameras. Acetone also
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The large field of view (17 x 22 cm) meant that the laser side, end and plan views. The side views are planar
sheet could not be recollimated, so in order to minimize slices through the jet nozzle centerline and are used as a
divergence and to increase the thinned region of the reference. The end views are located 26 jet diameters
focus, the optics were kept as far from the tunnel as downstream, and the top views are 28 jet diameters away
possible. To this end, a 2 m focal length spherical lens from the wall; these values are constant for all jet velocity
was combined with either a 75 mm cylindrical lens (side ratios. Unless otherwise noted, the images are displayed
views and top views) or a 300mm cylindrical lens (end with a 2.0 gamma exponential color table of the form
views). The 2 m spherical lens allowed the focal point to I I1fY
be in the center of the imaged area, while the cylindrical on the acetone concentration, and I is the intensity

lescetdthe sheet. The sheet thickness for all views onteaeoecnetain n cof steinest
lens created emapped through the color table, to better distinghish the
was approximately 1.5 mm. For side views and top details of the flowfield.
views the sheet was approximately 25 cm high in the test
section, and for end views the sheet was approximately Six instantaneous side views ranging from a velocity
15 cm high. rati-b of 6:1 to 14:1 are presented in Fig. 3. These views

are iminiscent of previous smoke visualizations [3, 5, 9,
For each of the three run conditions, background and 10] but differ in two aspects: namely they represent a thin
laser sheet profiles were taken, in addition to the jet slice through the flow, and they are quantitative. Several
images. The background images were taken with the features are immediately apparent. (1) The jet
laser triggered, but with no acetone present in the tunnel. penetration increases as the the velocity ratio increases.

The laser sheet images were taken by isolating the test (2) The spreading or width of the jet increases with

section with plastic seals and filling it with acetone; the velocity ratio. (3) Significant intrusions of freestream

laser and camera were then triggered to obtain the laser fluid occurs along the upper jet boundary, associated with

sheet. To correct each flowfield image, ten background the presence of large-scale motions. (4) Of particular

images were averaged. This background average was interest in these images is the presence of jet fluid in the

subtracted from ten laser sheet profiles, and they were wake structures, which begins to appear, most clearly, in

averaged to create an averaged laser sheet. Finally, for the 13:1 case.

each flowfield image, the averaged background was first

subtracted, and then divided by the laser average to Although eddies of crossflow fluid penetrating the jet
create the corrected images. have been previously observed [1,2] the opposite case,

which is found in our images (jet fluid entering the
The number of images acquired are presented in Table wake), has to our knowledge not been reported until the
1, below. (Note that select images are presented present experiments were initiated [22]. Closer
section 5, and that the crossflow is kept constant at examination of each image suggests however that in the
7.7m/s.) portion of the (low where the jet is most curved, the wake

fluid is most apparent, while in the regions of the jet that
Table 1: Velocity Ratio, Jet Reynolds Number, are bent over and less curved, that little jet fluid is

and Number of Images Acquiredl. apparent. The 13:1 and 14:1 cases are those for which
the curved region is best imaged with the present setup.

Velocity Reynolds Future studies using larger jet diameters and close-up
Ratio Number side end Plan views will be able to resolve this question.
6tol 16000 100 100 0
10 to 1 27600 100 100 10() The absence of this jet/crossflow interaction was
11 to 1 30400 3 3 3 interpreted by Fric and Roshko as evidence that the jet
12 to 1 33100 3 3 100 vorticity does not contribute to the wake vorticity. It is

13 to 1 35900 3 3 -3 possible, however, that they were not able to detect these
14 to 1 38640 100 100 100 structures due to a lack of sensitivity in their experiments

(smoke-wire visualization), It is alsa possible that some

For the images shown below, each pixel imaged jet fluid may flow axially into the cores of the wake

approximately 0.5 mm of physical space. This is to be vortices once they have formed as has been observed in
compared with a Kolmogorov scale of 0.7 mm at 26 other wake flows [23]. It is also possible that such axial

diameters downstream for the 14:1 case, and using a flow may only occur during the tines that the jet is

Kolmogorov constant of 25. curving and stretching the wz"e vortiris, and this may
not be the case when the jet is bent over and the

5. RESULTS stretching is considerably less. Thus our present findings
show that jet fluid does indeed enter the wake flow, but

5.1 Jet Structure that the amounts are small, and that furthermore the

Three different fixed planes are imaged, and Fig. 2 effect is most pronounced in the curved regions of the jet.
orients the relationship between each tqane to obtain the

!A
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Figure 4 presents the averaged 14:1 side view next to where both legs are fairly equal, the jet most clearly
three independent instantaneous side views. Here the shows a distinct wiggling motion as it moves
•wake occurs in the most orderly fashion that we have downstream. Combining these observations with the end
observed to date. It appears that the jet fluid in the wake views, we conclude that the wiggling motion of the
o;curs at an angle of about 50 degrees to the wall with a counter-rotating pair extends for considerable axial
spacing that is approximately two jet diameters in extent. distances and is of a wavelength that is of te order of the
For the velocity ratios shown in Fig. 3, it does not appear local jet diameter. The concentration of fluid can also be
that the wake angle is significantly changed. dominant in one leg, compared to the other, for distances

as large as our viewing area.
The end views also show the wake structure. Figure 5
shows five instantaneous 14:1 images next to a 100 As the jet velocity is decreased, the jet moves farther out
ensemble averaged image. Notice that the (feint) wake is of the plane imaged in the top view. This allows the
often present on the jet centerline and rarely strays off of opportunity to see the shapes of the jet protrusions as they
it. Thus the jet fluid is detected in the centerline cuts enter the imaged plane. In particular Fig. 8 shows four
shown earlier, but it is unlikely that they would be seen 12:1 images in the standard format. Notice the character
in regions away from the centerline. This figure also of the jet as it enters the plane. The protrusions are fairly
shows some common features seen in these end views for straight and banded. The concentration of each band is
this case. There are deep fluid penetrations associated fairly uniform. Combining this information with the side
with the counter rotating vortex pair, and a large views seen earlier suggests that the upper edge large-
assymetry in both vortex size and fluid concentration. In scale intrusions are distributed around the jet periphery
these end views either the left or right vortex and are not localized intrusions.
momentarily dominates (see the middle column of three,
Fig. 5), or they can be approximately the same (lower left In summary, the instantaneous images shown here
image) The vortex pair also can be quite flattened or suggest a jet structure which is highly three-dimensional.
elongated in comparison to the ensemble average As the jet curves, jet fluid is brought into the wake
(rightmost column). In all cases however, the wake vortices and remains fairly close to the jet centerline.
remains close to the centerline suggesting that its Large-scale freestream intrusions occur on the edge of
dynamics might be independent of the counter-rotating the jet and are radial in extent. As the counter rotating
vortex pair. vortices develop, the legs can be of different strengths as

well as of equal strengths. The legs also oscillate
Figure 6 shows similar views for the 10:1 case. These (wiggle) at a wavelength comparable to the local jet
are shown to highlight some features which are different diameter. The higher velocity ratio cases show larger
from the previous 14:1 case. First, no wake fluid is variations in the strengths of the counter rotating
apparent, consistent with the side views seen earlier at vortices, with the lower velocity ratio cases tending to be
this axial station. Second, the intrusion of freestream more similar to the average in shape and extent. This
fluid into the counterrotating pair is much better defined structural picture is generally consistent with earlier
in this case as is the general observation that the views, but adds new features not previously reported.
instantaneous and ensemble average seem to bear a closer Since our data is quantitative, comparisons with previous
resemblance to each other, a feature not common in the measurements will be presented next.
14:1 case. In fact examination of other cases of lower
speed ratio suggests that such cases are more benign in 5.2 Quantitative Measures
appearance in comparison to the higher speed ratio cases. The averaged side views for boh the 10:1 and 14:1 cases
The third column of Fig. 6 shows the most deviant have been compared to Pratte and Baines' [81 jet
images found. trajectory curve fits for the top edge, bottom edge, and jet

centerline, Fig. 9. Each of the three curves has the form
The 14:1 end views showed that one vortex in the
counter rotating vortex pair may occasionally dominate,
and this is supported by the top views. Figure 7 presents o0.28
three instantaneous 14:1 top views next to their 100 A *
image average. When viewing these images, it is helpful rdo rd.
to remember that the jet is curving into a horizontal laser
sheet. As the jet proceeds from left to right, the images
display the jet's top, middle and then bottom. In dhe where r is the jet-to-crossflow ratio and do is the source
bottom part the counter-rotating vortices appear, to be diameter, for r ranging between 5 and 35. The letter A is
referred to here as legs. These views have been chosen to a constant set by Pratte and Baines to 2.63 for the top
present three specific cases. In one case the bottom leg is profile, 2.05 for the centerline profile, and 1.35 for the
dominanw; in another case the top leg is dominant, and bottom edge profile. The averaged results agree with
lastly, both logs are nearly equal. In the last image, Pratte and Baines relationship, which serves to confirm
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our approach. It might appear that the jets do not freestream fluid around the jet periphery. The counter
penetrate as deeply as the Pratte and Baines relationship rotating vortex pair develops in a non-symmetric manner
might suggest, but each image shows a slightly with significant undulations in the streamwise direction.
downward sloping horizontal reflection near their bottom We have also found that jet fluid is likely to appear in the
which is the true horizontal; thus this slight rotation wake vortices in the region of the jet that is undergoing
between the camera and jet can account for the reduced curvature. We have been able to acquire data which
penetration, confirm and extend previous measures of scalar mixing

in this flow. While our work is in an early stage, we plan
The centerline concentration profile of the end views are to extend these results by varying the x/d and y/d laser
compared to the contours of Kamotani and Greber [10]. locations to provide further information and to acquire
They found the centerline scalar profile in the end views larger datasets for statistical analysis. We also plan to
formed a self-similar Gaussian profile when the investigate the jet/wake interaction in further detail and
transverse distance is stretched by a characteristic length to clarify its physics.
taken as the half width at half maximum. Their
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Figure 1: Schematic of the- wind tunnel.

t Figure 2: Illustration of side, end and plan views. Line marks position of
laser sheet.
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Figure 4: Instantaneous and ensemble averaged-,side. views-of 14:1 case
showing wake structure.
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Figure 5: instanitaneous and ensemble averaged end views of 14:1 case.
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Figure 6, Instantaneous and ensemble averaged end views-of 10: 1 case.
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Figure 7: Instantaneous and ensemble averaged plan views of 14:1 case.
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Figure 8: Instantaneous and ensunble averaged plan views of 12:1 case.

I,

Figure 9: Comparison of 14:1 (left) and 12:1 (right) ensemble averaged side
views with Pratte & Baines relationships [81.
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S1. SUMMARY Uj Jet velocity
The present work is an experimental investigation of the VAR Variance of interface fluctuation amplitude
interaction between twin jets and a normal crossflow using VEL Projected velocity vector in YZ plane
real-time, quantitative, video image analysis of smoke- W1  Mean half width of the jet
seeded jets to yield infcrmation concerning overall jet x Arbitrary point located in the flow field
growth rates, the widths of the interface regions, X Cartesian coordinate in crossflow direction, with
intermittel,&.ie., p.d.f.s and spectra of the interface origin at geometrical centre of any given nozzle
fluctuations. The cases covered are side-by-side and in-line arrangement
jets, with a nozzle spacing of 5 nozzle .dt diameters and a Y Cartesian coordinate in lateral direction
jet velocity /crossflow velocity ratio of 8, together with the Z Cartesian coordinate normal to ground plane
single jet case. Additional data, in the form of velocity a Jet velocity / crossflow velocity ratio (UJ/UR)
vector distributions from five-hole pressure probe 17, R.m.s. of lateral fluctuation of interface
measurements, have been obtained forcomparison with the location about the mean value
intermittency profiles in planes across the jets for the case G Angle of twin jet nozzle arrangement to the
of side-by-side jets with a nozzle spacing of 5 diameters and crossflow direction
a jet ratio of 6. Finally, a parametric study of the effect on
the overall jet penetration of velocity ratio (from 4 to 10), 3. INTRODUCTION
nozzle spacing (from 1 to 5 diameters) and nozzle The classical configuration of a single jet issuing into a
orientation to the crossflow (from in-line to side-by-side, crossflow has been investigated by numerous workers and
but with normal injection angle) has been carried out using the main features of the interaction have been established.
a new d`gitvl image processing system. The velocity data for In contrast, the cases of twin side-by-side, in-line or
the side-by-side case shows that the deflected jets are staggered jets have received relatively little attention (refs
dominated by one single vortex pair such that the inner 1-5). The present authors carried out an earlier
vortex of each jet pair are not evident. The video analysis investigation of twin side-by-side jets issuing into a
of the three main configurations, side-by-side. in-line and crossflow (ref 6). The eftects of nozzle spacing (S/D), which
single jet, shows that in all eases the width of the mixing was varied from 1 to 5, and jet velocity / crossflow velocity
region at any downstream location is similar in magnitude ratio (a), varied from 6 to 10, were examined using a novel
to the jet half-width (as defined by the mean interface technique for real-time video analysis of smoke '"ualised
location). The interface widths are similar for the side-by- jets (refs 7,8). The experimental data were given in the
side and in-line jets but these are greater than the single jet form of intermittency contour m.aps in YZ planes across
case. There is some evidence that similarity profiles exist the jets from which the development of the jets in the
for the intermittency distributions across the interface downstream direction and the overall penetrations and
regions which will enable correlation between the different widths were assessed. It was found that the development o.
jet configurations. The parametric study shows that, for a the widely spaced jets (such as S/D=5, where the crossflow
given jet ratio, the in-line jets (00 angle) penetrate further passes around both sides of each jet) is noticeably different
than those set at other angles to the crossflow and that from that of closely spaced jets (such as S/D= 1, where no
changes of angle between 30* and 600 have less effect upon crossflow penetration between the jets occurs). In all the
the overall penetration. For the in-line case it is the second cases the inner vortices of the two counter-rotating pairs
jet, issuing into the lower static pressure region downstream rapidly disappeared within the fist few jet diameters
of the first jet, that penetrates furthest into the crossflow. downstream from the nozzles, indicating that the two jets

combined to form one large jet displaying single jet
2. LIST OF SYMBOLS characteristics, as noted previously (refs 4, 5).
D Jet nozzle diameter
E(F) Energy associated with interface frequency, F The present work extends this study by examining a number
I(x,t) Intermittency function of aspects of the jet / crossflow interaction. Firstly, some
k Wave number ( = 2WF/UR), m1" comparative measurements of the velocity field in planes
P Probability density function normal to the crossflow have been conducted, using a
Re Reynolds number (= UR.D/u) calibrated five-hole pressure probe, for one particular
S Spacing between nozzle centres configuration, namely side-by-side jets with S/D=5 and
UR Crossflow velocity a-=6 . This was carried out in order to ascertain the nature

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and ExperimentalAssessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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I • of the vortex structure wthin the twin jets. Secondly, one The position of the camera and laser were fixed relative to
jet nozzle spacing. SID=5. and one typical velocity ratio, each other with each digitised pixel representing a flow

S•.a=8, has been investigated for three different area of approximately 0.58mm x 0.58mm (that is, 0.04D x
configurations, namely the single jet, twin side-by-side jets 0.04D). Video digitisation and analysis were undertaken by
and in-line jets. The quantitative image processing a PDP-11173 minicomputer-based system using Imaging
apparatus used in ref 6 has been utilised but in the present Technology boards for analogue processing (AP-512),
study time-histories of the jet/crossflow interface location, arithmetic logic operations (ALU-512), histogram
or mixing region, have been obtained at different locations computations (HF-512) and frame buffer storage (FB-512).
to permit determination of the interface statistics, notably Previous work has shown that the video analysis system can
intermittency, probability density functions and power be used to obtain quantitative data, including interface
spectra. Finally, a parametric study has been carried out to statistics, by utilising the smoke as a turbuient/non-
examine the effects upon the overall jet penetration of; jet turbulent discriminator (refs 7, 8). In the present
velocity ratio, jet nozzle spacing and orientation of the experiments the fully turbulent jets were seeded with
nozzles to the crossflow (from in-line to side-by-side, with smoke, whilst the crossflow, which was non-turbulent
a normal jet injection angle in all cases). The next section (outside the wall boundary layer) was unseeded. Hence,
describes the experimental approaches that were adopted when the interaction region was viewed by the camera the
in this work. white portions of each laser illuminated line (smoke

present) represented regions of turbulent flow and the
4. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS black regions (no smoke) represented non-turbulent flow

regions.
4.1 Smoke tunnel facility
The experiments were carried out in a purpose built, open- Up/down
circuit, smoke tunnel facility, illustrated in figure 1, which
has working section dimensions of 0.75m height x 0.62m Counterweight
width x 3.6m length and a turbulence level of 0.2%. High Tunnel
efficiency filters are installed at the outlet to remove Jet

practically all the smoke particles. A Concept Genie
generator was used to produce the smoke in which all of e

the particles were less than 5pm in diameter, with 90% .ser

being less than 1 pm. The smoke was introduced into the 1 .mnae
"tunnel, via a small centrifugal fan, and the jets issued from
13.5mm diameter copper nozzles inserted into a common Unislides

plenum chamber. The generator and plenums were line
mounted on the tunnel roof in an arrangement which2 line

allowed variation in the orientation of the jets to the / Us. Mds.

crossflow direction. motor

Working section 15 kW centrifugal"x ~~fan •_

Smoke filters Camera

Fig 2 Camera and laser traversing mechanism
90 Contraction/

Tests were carried out at each location to determine the
time history of the position of the interface between the jet

Fig I Diagrammatic layout of the smoke tunnel and the crossflow (that is, the edge of the smoke seeded
region). In each case a time series of 50000 points was

4.2 Quantitative analysis of jet /crossflow Interface region obtained and five 10000 point, 250 lag autocorrelations
Details of the jet/crossflow interface structure were were then computed and summed. A cosine transform was
obtained at each location by illuminating the flow field at then carried cut to produce the power spectrum up to the
different heights, spaced 2.5D apart, using a 10mW He-Ne Nyquist frequency of 25Hz (imposed by the image transfer
laser beam directed across the tunnel. The laser, along with rate of 50Hz) at intervals of' 0.1Hz. "lhe edge time historyamonochrome CCD camera for recording the laser-line was also Used to compute the probability density fiunction

traces, was attached to a computer-controlled two- of the interface location, together with the mean, variance,
dimensional traversing mechanism, illustrated in figure 2. skewness and kurtosis. At each location further

a- m on ch o m C C ca e a f r r c r i g t e l s r li e w s a ssd top t h e p o a iiy d n iy f n to
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measurements wero carried out in which the pixels along for each mean pressure measurement was 30 seconds,
each sampled line were interrogated to determine whether - whilst the delay time to allow for settling of the pressures
smoke was present or not. From a 10000 point line time after switching ports was 20 seconds. These large timings
histoty the intermitteney function was computed for each were essentially due to the relatively low pressures being
pixel, defined as measured.1 if the point (xt) is in a fullySI(x,t) = -turbulent region In order to calibrate the five-hole probe inthe pitch and

O 0 ifthe point-is in a non-turbulent yaw angular planes a manually operated mechanism was
region, devised in which the probe could be rotated about its tip.

In this context the term "non-turbulent should be qualified A pantograph arrangement was used for one axis (allowing
to mean irrotat.onal flow of very low turbulence, that is the determination of the angle to within 0.5O), whilst the second
freestream value of 0.2%. axis was rotation of the pantograph about a line through

the probe tip (with an accuracy of 0.20). Since the largest
The experiments were conducted with a freestreamn velocity angles encountered in a jet in a crossflow are in the pitch
of lm/s. giving a Reynolds number of 9.3x102 based on (4,) direction it was decided that the greatest calibration
nozzle diameter. The approaching roof boundary layer had accuracy should be achieved in this direction by using the
a thickness of 60mm, that is 4.44D. The jet velocity was second (yaw) axis for pitch. Hence, tho pantograph was
8m/s, which gave x=8, and measurements were undertaken used for the yaw (B) direction. The calibration procedure
in lateral YZ planes at downstream locations X/D of 5, 10, was as follows;

:¶ 15, 20, 25 and 30 for the single jet case and for twin jets (a) At each known probe angular position (0,13) the
with nozzle spacing S/D=5. pressures P1 and P4 (pitch), P2 and P3 (yaw), P5 (central

"tube) and Pd (freestream dynamic) were measured.
4.3 Quantitative analysis of jet peuirtration (b) The average side tube pressure (P,.) was computed
These experiments were conducted with the same jet rig Pa, = (Pt+P2+P3+P4)
arrangement and crossflow velocity but, instead of using 4
laser-line illumination, the smoke jets were illuminated by (c) Three coefficients were then calculated
tungsten-halogen narrow slit lighting introduced through Pitch coefficient, Cpl P1 - P4
the tunnel floor. 'The slit was aligned to provide plane P5 - P.ý
illumination along the tunnel centre-line (Y=0). The smoke

jet paths were then viewed by the CCD camera through the Yaw coefficient, Cp, = F2 - P3
side window, covering an area from the nozzle exits to P5 - P,
approximately X/D=35. In these tests the data acquisition
and analysis were carried out by newly-installed image Dynamic coefficient, Cpd = P.
processing apparatus, the Series 151 Imaging Technology P5 - P"'
system, which emulates and enhances the pcrformance of (d) This pro';edure was repeated for the range of pitch and
the 512 Series system. The modular image processing unit yaw angles likely to be encountered in the flow to be

Sis linked to a PC-486 computer via a VME-bus and the measured (typically within +1-300) and then two calibration
software has been developed using an ITEX function charts were plotted for use in subsequent flow field
library and C-language. For each jet configuration 128 measurements.
frames of the smoke jet flow were acquired and averaged
to give the mean outline of the jet(s). The location of the For these measurmnents the following procedure was
outer boundary was then determined from this final adopted.
averaged image by an edge detection algorithm and the (a) At any point in the flow P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and Pd were
data stored on disk for subsequent analysis using measured
logarithmic plots involving the main jet parameters; X/D, (b) P,•, Cpa and Cp.• were then computed
Z/D, S/D, a and 0. The scope of thc tests covered all (c) Using the values for Cppth and Cp, the angles 0 and
possible combinations of the following parameters; nozzle /3 were interpolated from the first graph.
spacing (S/D= 1, 3, 5 and the single jet case), alignment to (d) These angles were then used to determine Cpd from
the crossflow (0= 00 (in-line), 30', 450, 600 and 900 (side-by- the second graph.
side)) and jet ratio (t= 4, 6, 8 and 10). (c) The local dynamic pressure (Pd,.,) and the magnitude

of the velocity vector (Vel) were then calculated using
4.4 Comparative velocity measurements Pd,., = ( - Cp* and
The comparative veiocity measurements were undertaken Vel = V21p,. Pd•l,
using a five-hole pressure probe, calibrated using the where p is the fluid density.
method outlined in ref 9. The probe had a tip diameter of (n) Finally, the velocity vector components wer determined
2.3ram and the side tubes were chamfered back at an from the following expressions
included angle of 90'. At each point in the hlow all five U = Vel . cosB . cos4
pressures from the probe, together with the fieestream V = Vel . sin3
total pressure, were measured relative to a reference W = Vel. cosB . sino
pressure (the crossflow static pressure). This was achieved and the individual components were normalised by the
by connecting the pressures, in turn, to a transducer via a freestream velocity computed from Pd.
Scanivalve fluid switch. A computer controlled the
opieration of the fluid switch as well as measuring the 'Ihe velocity field measurements were undertaken for one
pressures and computing the necessary coefficients, coafiguration, namely side-by-side jets with S/D-5 and
Preliminary trials showed that the optimum sampling tinie a =6, and the data were co pared to those obtained during
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S~Fig 3 Contours of intermittency and projected velocity vectors in YZ plane at X/D=5 (SID=5, a=6)

the experimental programme discussed inl ref 6. In order to 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

achieve sufficient resolution and accuracy in the pressure Considering first the comparison between the mean velocity
measurements it was necessary to use a higher crossflow and intermittency distributions, the intermittency contour
velocity, of 5.74m/s, giving a Reynolds number of 5.3x103. plots and projected velocity vector distributions for two YZ
Four YZ planes, at X/D=2.5, 5, 10 and 20, were surveyed plaaes at X/D=) and 20 are shown in figures 3 and 4,
by attaching the probe to a smnall, single axis, computer- respectively. Near the nozzle the crossflow penetration
controlled traversing mechanism. It should be. noted that, between the jets reduces the intermittency on the lower
as indicated in ref 10. calibrated five-hole probes are (freestream) side of the combining jets, whilst by X/D=20
susceptible to errors due to flow turbulence and that these it is the vortex-induced entrainment of the crossflow which
errors are not readily quantifiable for different flow reduces the intermittency on the upper side of the jets. The
incidence angles. Hence, where it is practical to do so, the pattern then established is similar to that of a single jot in
probe should be operated in the more accurate self-nulling a crossflow with a "kidney" shaped profile, containing only
mode so that all measurements are taken with the device one pair of coitrarotating vortices. The rapid
aligned with the mean flow direction, as utilised by the disappearance of the inner vortex of each pair is also
present authors in another investigation using a different evident in the velocity vector plots. Throughout the set of

K,. wind tunnel, ref 11. measured planes from X/13=5 to 20 the centre of the
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Fig 4 Contours of intermittency and projected velocity vectors in YZ plane at X/D=20 ($/D=5, a=6)

vortex appears to be located at the outer edge of the I= 1 the intennittency peaks. most notably at X/D-2.5. I'lhc
region in the lateral direction and level with the wall-side vAlocity increase near the wall is likely to be due to the
of the 1=0.5 contour in the vertical direction. Figure 5 acceleration of the crossliow between the two jets in that
shows profiles of intermittency and non-dimensional region.
longitudinal velocity along the plane of symmetry (Y=0) for
the side-by-side jets with S/D=5 and a=6. It may be seen Some typical probability density functions associated with
that the intermittency provides a clear demarcation of the the interfaces for the different jet :.onfigurations arc
extent of the combined jets in the vertical direction. There illustrated in figure 6 which shows profiles for the single,
is a small peak in the velocity profiles on the wall-side of in-line and side-by-side jet cases, each taken in the YZ
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with downstream distance for the three cases (a=8) 0 10 20 30

tplane at X/D= 10 along a line at the Z/D location near the Fig 8 Variation of overall jet half-width with downstream
region of maximum jet widtn. These profiles are distance for thC,.,2iree cases (a=8)
approximately Gaussian in shape -ind illustrate that the twin
jet interfaces are of similar width but somewhat broaer figures 9, t0 and 11 for the single, in-line and side-by-side
than the single jet interface at the same downstream jets, respt.tively. In each case two spectra are shown, both
location. The mean interface location shows that the jet just within L - jets with one near the top and one near the
half-width is largest for the side-by-side case, being about underside (that is, the ground plane side). In almost all the
1.51D wider than the in-lin" case and 3D wider than the cases considered there is a distinct transfer of energy to the
single jet configuration. Hence, it is clear that the mixing higher frequencies as the point of measurement is moved
region associated with two jets is more extensive than that from the wall side to the top of the jets. This is indicated
for the single jet. T, lifference in width between the side- in the figures by the extent of the relatively flat portion of
by-side jets and uther cases is du, in part, to the the spectra moving from a wave number of about 6 to 50
"initial" half-width in the side-by-side case that is provided in the cas; of the single jet, from 19 to 44 for the side-by-
by the 5D nozzle spacing. side jets and from 19 to 56 for the in-line jets, together with

an increase in the slope of the profiles at the higher
In previous work by the present authors (ref 12) it was frequency end. Further downstream, at X/D=30 (not
noted that the mean lateral locations (defined by the mean illustrated here), where all the jet flows are more
of the p.d.f.) and extents of the mixing regions (defined by developed, the upper ar.J lower spectra for all three cases
the inner and outer limits of the p.d.f.) for the three jet become very similar with the wave number shifting from
cases both increased in the downstream direction. about 6 to approximately 31 towards the outer edge in all
Furthermore, the cverall maximum width of the interface cases. Th- present data are not conclusive but the general
at any downstream location was similar for both the in-line trend appears to be an increase in the spectrum slope
and side-by-side configurations and this was greater than towards the top of the jes and then a smaller decrease as
that for the single jet case. Fignre 7 confirms this trend by the outer edge of the interface is approached. 'Ibis
illustrating the variation of the lateral r.m.s. fluctuation of tendency is very noticeable for the single and side-by-side
the interface about the mean location for the three jet cases but less evident for the in-line configuration. A
configurations. The difference between the sit,gle jet and possible explanation for the changes in the energy profiles
the twin jet r.m.s. values is consistently about 0.26D may be that the flow near the underside of the jets is
indicating that the presence of the two jets promotes dominated by the large-scale, low frequency motion
greater mixing with the crossflow. The variation in overall associated with the contrarotating vortices whilst the
jet half width with downstream distance is illustrated in interaction in the top region is largely between the two
figure 8 for the three different configuratiens. The edge of nominally co-flowing regimes of the jet and the crossflow.
the jet is taken to be where the intermittency is zero. As The spectra display no evidence of periodic "vortex
noted earlier, from the p.d.f. data, the combined side-by- shedding" associated with the jct flows which has been
side jets are wider than the in-line jets and there is good recorded by earlier workers investigating single jet wakes
agreement between the present work and that previously (refs 14,15). However, as shown in ref 16, the jet does not
undertaken by the authors (ref 6). Ilie single jet shows a shed vortices itself but, rather, it draws up i ity from
smaller spread than the other cases but, even su. the half- the separated wall boundary layer near the noezle (which
width is greater than that given in ref 13. This is probably is due to the adverse pressure gradient in that region). The
due to different definitions for the edge of the jet between vorticity is then introduced into the jet wake and the
the two cases, together with different blockage effects in periodicity is broadly similar to that associated with a
thu experimental arrangements. circular cylinder in uniform flow. I lowever, in the present

work the wall boundary layer was not seeded with smoke
Typical examples of the energy spectra associated with the and so the experimental techniques used would not directly
interface fluctuations, taken at X/D= 10, arc shown in detect any such vorticity.
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A significant feature of the flow regime associated with an the flow is complicated by entrainment associated with the
initially uniform single circular jet issuing freely into still counter-rotating vortex pair. Some measurements of
fluid is that the velocity, temperature and concentration streamwise velocity along lateral lines through a single
distributions in any downstream lateral section may be deflected jet (refs 18, 19) have suggested that some degree
represented by similarity profiles, as reviewed in ref 17. of similarity is present between data taken in different
Such profiles may be adequately defined by Gaussian downstream planes, In each cae the nieasýiiment line was
curves using the maximum value on the jet centre-line is through the cent;'e of the jet, following the curve of the
the normalising parameter for the physical quantity, such as characteristic "kidney" shape. However, it has nct been
velocity, and the half-width of the jet (based upon the possible to confirm whether such similarity profiles exist for
distance to where the physical quantity is some fraction of twin jet arrangements because of the large number of
the maximum value, normally either 37% or 50%) as the measurements required to survey i;omplete lateral planes.
normalising parameter for the lateral coordinate. However,
for the cases of a single jet or multiple jets in a crossflow
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The present intermittency daita has been analysed -.y However, with increasing downstream distance this "core"
considering a characterijtic locaaon within any jet decreases such that by X/D-15 the curves in the
configuration which may be used as a r-eference for all the intermittent region associated with the interface tend to
cases studied. The chosen rc,%rence is the data along a line follow the same cuive. Nearer the jet centre-line, at Y/Wj
through the jet in :-ach 'YZ plane, pdrallel to the ground less than 0.2, there is a decrease in intermittency and this
plane, at a vertical location (Z/D) close to where the is associated with entrziri•ent of non-turbulent fluid due to
maximum jet width occurs. Skice measurements were ! ken the counter-rotating vortices, as noted in ref 6. In the case
at rather coarse spacings of Z/D=2.5 the p.d.f. and of the in-line jets there is, again, a fuMly turbulent region
intermittency distributions in each downstream plane were near the exit at X/D=5 which extends to some 30% of the
examined to determine those which were closest to the jet width. There are more noticeable intermittency deficits
maximuam jet width location Having ascetiviined the near the jet centre-line when compared to those for the
appropriate profile foreach measurements plane the lateral single jet case, suggesting that the vortex pair is stronger in
coordiattte has been normalised by the jet half-width in that the in-line configuration. The precise value determined on
plane, W,, defined as the distance from the jet centre-line the ;entre-line will be partly due to how close the lateral
to where 0. This location also coincides with the position measurements line is to the avtual maximum width location
where the p.d.f. becomes zero. and, hence, where it "cuts" through the vortices. However,

on the outward side of the jets, in the intcrmittent regime,
These profiles, for the single, in-line and side-by-side cases, the data collapses well onto a single curve for all the
are plotted in figure 12. The single jet distribution nearest downstream locations examined. For the side-by-side
the nozzle exit, at XtD=5, shows that the fully turbulent configuration the fully turbulent region at X/D=5 occupies

-core of the jet occupies some 40% of the overall width. about 30% of the overall width, which is similar to the in-

tU
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR CFD VALIDATION OF IMPINGING JETS IN CROSSFLOWV WITH
- APPI.CATION TO ASTOVL FLOW PROBLEMS

P. Behrouzi
"JJ. McGuirk

Depar•irent oi Tramsp Tachnology,
Loughborugh University of Technology,

-Loughboi-ough. LEI I 37U, U.K.

SM__,_Y I INTRODUCTION

An experimenital facility, used to gather D:!ring its year-ground hovering phas: ar
validation data suitable for tewsing CFD model Advanced 1ho't :ake-off and Vertical Landing
predictions of multi-jet ground impingement (ASTOVL) aircraft creates a complex
flows, is described in the present paper. Water three-dimensional flow field between jet
is used as the working medium and LDV streams, the airframe surface and the ground
measurements of twin impinging jets are (see Fig. I). This complicated flow generally
reported, both with and without a cross-flowing changes the lift forces, (via fountain

Sstream. Emphasis is placed on the presentation impingement and suckdown effects), influences
of mean and tins velocity contours in the hot-gas re-ingestion, and raises fuselage skin
fountain formation region between the jets. The temperatum (via fountain upwash and ground
effect of jet splay angle has also beer, studied. vortex flows); a proper understanding of this
For zero splay or 100 of splay-out the fountain flow is thus important in design of such aircraft.
is observed to develop as an upwash flow In recent years jet flow field mathematical
spatially separated from the two jet flows (jet modelling has moved away from arodels based
spacing at 6 jet diameters); for 100 splay-in, a mainly on empirical findings tow",rds numerical
noticeable fountain/jet interaction is observed, models of a more fundamental nature, for
Splay-out reduces the strength of the fountain example Refs. [11, [21, (3]. However, the
(by around 50%) whereas splay-ih has an continued improvement in CFD methods and
opposite, strengthening effect for the 7 jet their successful application to aircraft design
diameter impingement height studied here. The requires, for verification, a body of high quality
"effect of a cross-flow (jet/cross-flow velocity validation data gathered in a range of relevant
ratio of 10) leads to a clear downwind shift of test case flows. These test cases should focus
the fountain origin and inclination of the attention on the fundamental flow components
fountain rise. The results presented offer a which are important in ground effect flow
sufficiently comprehensive mapping of the mean fields, e.g. multiple impinging jets, ground
velocity and turbulence fields to form suitable vortex flow, fountain formation, etc. Over the
test cases for the validation of CFD models for last decade, this viewpoint has motivated a shift
ground effect flows, in the emphasis of experimental studies on

ground-effect flows, away from measurements
LIST OF SYMBOLS intended to provide information on specific

configurations of interest to particular project
D. Jet diameter (15mm) designs, towards more focussed measurements
nI Impingement height to ground plane aimed at improving our understanding of

(7D1) particular flow elements. When these
R Velocity ratio (jet/cross-flow V//Uc) measurements are also to serve as benchmark
S Jet spacing (6Dj) test cases to determine whether particular
Uc Cross-flow velocity mathematical modes reproduce these flow
u Longitudinal velocity elements adequately, then as complete mappings
v Vertical velocity of the flow field as possible are required.
V- Jet velocity
w Transverse velocity Bray (Ref. 4) has recently reviewed the
x Longitudinal distance measured positive experimental studies in both the above

downstream from jet injection plane categories. Although the effects of
y Vertical distance measured positive compressibility via jet pressure and temperature

vertically down from jet nozzle exit plane ratios are undoubtedly relevant in practice, the
z Transverse distance measured positive difficulty of making detailed flow-field

from symmetry plane bisecting twin jets measurements in the ground impingement zone
A Splay angle between jet nozzle centre has meant that the available data is usually

lines (half total included angle) restricted to ground plane pressure surveys (e.g.

Presented at anAGARD Meeting on 'Computational and ExperimentalAssessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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-. I141). or wall-jet traverse information far 2 EXPIERIMENTAL FACILITY.AND

removed from impingement (Ref. 151). MEASURE_ &NTTECHNIOUES

t Measurements of dhe turbulence field associated
* with .round-effect flows have usually been Ile experimens were carried out in a specially

carried out in low-speed air-flows (e.g. the designed and c enstructed water tunnel shown
ground vortex study of Ref. [61) or, more schematically it, Fig. 2. The rig is of circulating
Exaomonlys on thlatter few thepgrioendotex design. The circuit consists of cross-flow andExamples of the latter are the ground vortex jet pumps which extract water from a mainmeasurements of R efs. [1) and [81. The neglect wupply tank and pump it to a large settlingnot lel t chamber (for the cross-flow) or to overhead jet•- of compressibility effects is not likely to be
oitanks which feed up to three separate jet uni-is.
serious for ground vortex and fountain flows, The jet mass flow rates are monitored via

Ssiii.-e both measurements (Ref. 191) andf rotameters whereas the cross-flow rate is
predictions (Ref. [101) indicate that the fountain measured by a calibrated orifice plate.
and ground vortex interactions lie in essentially turbulence management units are provided in
low subsonic Mach number zones. By both cross-flow and jet circuits, to provideSchoosing to study these flow features in 'btcrs-lwadjticusopove
inchoopresing e expstudy tese , fematues is controlled and well-detined conditions at all inletincompressible experiments, emphasis has boundaries to the test section, as required for

essentially been placed on the turbulence boundary contion section in fD
aspcts sotha daa romsuc exeriicrts boundary condition specification in CFD

aspectsstudies. The turbulence management systems
form fundamental test cases for the validation of stmodels are shown in Fig. 3. Both systems represent a
hfor ground-ffect predictions. fairly standard combination of perforated plates,

f u t choneycomb and coarse and fine mesh screens;

Amthe jet unit design follows the suggestions ofthat some suitable measurements for Saripalli (Ref. 171). Fig. 4 presents some
ehave been typical measurements of the mean and rms

ground-effect validation studies hvelocities at jet exit. For the conditions under
made, the data-base is by no means large, and which measurements were carried out as
the effect of several parameters has yet to be reported later, the mean velocity was uniform
established. If fountain flows are considered, over the central 85% of the jet diameter. The
for example, the data of Saripalli (Ref. 171) turbulence intensity at the jet exit was around
formed the first detailed investigation, but are 2%, and in the cross-flow was about 1%. After

* restricted to twin jets of wide spacing (S/Di = 9 a contraction section the cross-flow enters a test
and 14) and the existence of a cross-flow was section made of perspex with the jet units
neglected. Barata et al (Ref. I 111) have included integral with the top plate. For all tests reported
a cross-flow, but consider only the case of twin here a jet diameter of 15mm was chosen; the
and three-poster parallel jets (i.e. all jet axes test section dimensions are 1.125m long,
parallel and perpendicular to the cross-flow 0.375m wide and 0.3m high (i.e. 75x25x20 jet
direction). Jet splay, i.e. angling of the jet axes diameters respectively). The rig is designed to
in the plane connecting the jet centres (for have an adjustable height via the insertion of a

convergent jets - splay-in, divergent - splay-out) false floor held on supports; this allowsS is believed to influence fountain formation impingement distances between 4 and 20 jet
significantly, but no detailed data-base yet exists diameters to be used. After passing through the
to document this effect and allow the testing of test section both cross-flow and jet fluid

the ability of current CFD models to reproduce discharge into a downstream settling tank where

the effect of jet splay. an overflow system into the main supply tank
ensures a constant back pressure. Valves were

The objective of the work reported here was to included in the circuit so that the rig could also
construct an experimental facility especially be run without cross-flow, using the settling
suited to the collection of flow field data for the tanks at both ends as discharge units; the valves
validation of CFD models for multi-jet ground allowed equal flow in both directions to be
impingement flows. In the current paper established.
quantitative experimental results for a twin-jet
configuration are presented, taken using For the measurements reported here a lateral
non-intrusive LDV techniques to obtain mean twin-jet configuration was chosen; thus only
and fluctuating velocity fields. The influence of the two rear jet units as indicated in Fig. 2 were
both jet splay and cross-flow are discussed. used, so that the line of centres of the two jets
The next section describes the design of the (placed symmetrical about the tunnel centre-line)
experimental rig, including details on the flow was perpendicular to the cross-flow direction.
configurations selected for test and the Laser An impingement height (H/Di) of 7 jet diameters
Doppler velocimeter. Section 3 describes the was selected for test with a jet spacing (S/Dj) of
measurements, and the paper concludes in 6 jet diameters. For cases involving jet splay,
Section 4 with a summary of the main findings. perspex inserts were used between the jet unit
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|, and the top plate to create 10o of splay-in or operated in trigger mode so that data at fixed
splay-out (see Fig. 5). time intervals was acquired; a typical data rateused was 2kHz. To minimise statistical

The cross-flow duct extended 30Dj upstream (random) errors, the number of individual
and 45Dj downstream of the jet entry plane. In velocity values used in the experiments to form
the co-oidinate system used below to report averages was set at the large value of 40,000

imeasurements. the origin of the longitudinal (x) (sampling time 20 sees.) for all data points.
co-ordinate (positive in cross-flow direction) is This was not necessary in all regions of the
at the jet entry plane; the vertical (y) co-ordinate flow, but was found essential for meaningful
has its origin in the tunnel roof and is measured averages in the fountain zone. Finally, the
positive downwards; finally, the transverse ( ' tunnel was run for at least two hours before
co-ordinate has its origin in the test-sectioi each test to establish steady conditions; bNfore
symmetry plane (positive towards the front of all main tests the final setting of jet and
the rig). In this system, jet splay occurs by cross-flow velocities was carried out using the
rotating the jet axes in the y-z plane. LDV system to guarantee, for example, equal jet
Measurements were typically taken over a range velocities, and to ensure repeatable conditions.
-5 < x/Di < 7.5, 1 < y/Di < 6.75, and on

' longitudinal pl'nes z/./ = 0 (i.e. the symmetry 3 RESULTS
or fountain formation plane) and zlD* = 3 (i.e.
the jet entry plane); each longitudinal p!ane of For the case of twin impinging jets with zero
measurements consists of around 30 splay and zero cross-flow, Fig. 6 shows
(longitudinal) by 8 (vertical) points. For profiles of two mean velocity components (u
.'ansverse planes (e.g. x/ID = 0) around 20 and v) and the rms of the vertical velocity in two
transverse data points were xaken at each vertical longitudinal planes, the first through the
height. longitudinal symmetry plane (z/Dj = 0) on

which the fountain is formed and the second on
The present results were taken for a jet velocity a longitudinal plane passing through the jet
of 2.5m/s, corresponding to a jet Reynolds centre (z/Di = 3). All velocity components are
number of 37,500 to ensure fully turbulent normalised by the jet velocity V1 and all
conditions. When a cross-flow was used the distances by the jet diameter D,. Examination of
velocity ratio R (jet/cross-flow) was 10, so that the region between -4 and +4 jet diameters
the cross-flow Reynolds number based on duct centred on the jet entry location shows that good
hydraulic diameter was 41,000; measurement symmetry of the flow is observed,
of the cross-flow boundary layer thickness at demonstrating the ability of the rig to operate in
the jet entry plane with no jet flow showed that zero cross-flow. The axial velocity
this corresponded to 0.51D. measurements show the strength of the ground

sheet flow created by jet impingement; a
The velocity field was measured using a single comparison of Figs. 5a and 5d also identifies
channel forward-scatter fringe-mode velocimeter the 'reinforcement' phenomenon known to
with a Helium-Neon laser operated at a nominal occur in multi-jet impingement ground sheets.
power of 5mW. The advantage of using water The largest axial sheet velocities measured on
as the working fluid was that a plentiful supply the jet entry plane (5d) are 20% of V. whereas
of naturally-occurring dust particles in the water this rises to nearly 30% in the foundain plane
formed the scattering centres so that no artificial (5a); this effect has been noted before in Refs.
seeding was necessary and strong signals at [4] and [51. The reinforcement and fountain
high data rates (up to 20kHz) were obtained formation effects also cause the ground sheet
even with the low laser power used. Sensitivity flow to be effectively thicker on the fountain
to the flow direction was provided by a plane; significant ground sheet velocities are
DANTEC 55X29 Bragg cell with variable only found within 0.25D1 of the ground on z/Dj
frequency shifting made posible by a DANTEC = 3 but axial velocities greater than 10%Vi are
55N101 frequency shifter. A 310mm focal found up to 2Dj away from the ground on
length transmission lens was used with a beam Z/D1 =0. Wall jet decay seems to begin from
spacing of 60mm. Off-axis light collectior around 4D. distance from the impingement
meant that the effective size of the measuring location. Figs. 5b and 5e contrast the flow
volume was 2.0mm long x 0.3mm diameter. behavior in the fountain upwash and jet regions
The signals were processed using a TSI IFA respectively. For the 7D, impingement height
550 processor connected to a PC and controlled used here the maximum jet velocity has only
by a ZECH LDV data acquisition interface. No decayed to around 90% of its discharge value at
corrections vwere made for sampling bias; any a distance of ID, from impingement. In the
associated errors were minimised by using high fountain however, the maximum upwash (i.e.
data rates compared to typical velocity negative) velocities arn found at this height.

i. fluctuation rates, as suggested by Erdmann and some 27% of the jet discharge velocity; decay
Tropea (Ref. [121). The signal processor was of the fountain peak velocity occurs almost
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linearly with height, decreasing to i/sth of this contour in Figs. 7a and 7c. Similar reductionsvalue in the next 5 jet diameters of rise. An can be seen in the maximum turbulence levelsindication of the different turbulence behaviour for the fountain (compare Figs. 7b and 7d).
in fountain and jet is given in Figs. 5c and 5f for Measured maximum V2 rms (non-dimensinal) at1 the non-dimensional vertical rms fluctuation. the fountain base for zero splay was .143, andThe low turbulence in the jet potential core and this was reduced to .099 for 100 splay-out, ahigh shear-produced turbulence in the mixing reduction of 30%. 100 of splay-in of couselayers emanating from the nozzle lip are clearly reverses all the trends (Figs.-7e and 70. Jet and
see in Fig. 5f. Maximum turbulence intensities fountain are now able to interact strongly; noof around 17% are observed in the shear layers. low turbulence zone separates fountain andSimilar, but slightly lower, levels areobserved inner jet shear layer (cf. Figs. 7f and 7b) and theat the base of the fountain. This strong peak fountain velocities and rms levels at theturbulence is generated by the impingement base are increased by 30% and 15%process of opposing ground sheet flows; this is respectively. Interestingly however, the vertical
therefore likely to be normal stress/normal strain penetration of the fountain, as judged from therather than shear generated. It must also be -0.1 Vj contour has changed very little from the
remembered that the peak fountain velocity here zero splay case.
is only 0.25Vi, so local fountain turbulence
intensities are more like 50% ci- larger as has From the turbulence modelling point of viewbeen observed before by S&ripal!i (Ref. [7)]. for CFD predictions the level cf normal stressNote also that the turbulence in the fountain anisotropy is an important feature. The vertical
decays more slowly than the mean velocity; rms fluctuation leveis displayed in Fig. 7 may-rather than decreasing by a factor of 5 as for the be contrasted with the axial rms fluctuation
mean velocity, the v rms is only reduced by a measurements shown in Fig. 8, for parallel jetsfactor of 2 in the same vertical rise. Finally, and both splay conditions, and again on the x/D.note that the smoothness of the data in the = 0 plane. In the jet shear layers the v2 normal
fountain peak region (x/Dj = 0) is less well stress is the larger, with peak values greaterI behaved than elsewhere, even with a sample than the U2 peak by a factor of 1.4; this is whatsize of 40,000; this is probably an indication of is to be expected (although slightly greater) forlarge-scale unsteadiness in the fountain flow. free mixing layer turbulence. At the base of the

fountain v2/U2 also assumes values of 1.4, inFig. 7 concentrates on documenting the effect of spite of the fact that the fountain origin is nearintroducina iet snlav on the jet and fountain flow the ground plane, where v2 levels might bebehaviour; both mean and rms vertical velocity expected to be preferentially supressed. Decaycontours are shown on the vertical transverse rates of axial fluctuations in the fountain riseplane passing through the jet centres (x/D1 = 0). zone are similar to those noted above for v2.For the zero splay case (i.e. parallel jets, Figs. Fig.8 indicates that splay out leads to reductions
7a and 7b), the results confirm the conclusions in u2 turbulence levels which, broadly speaking,drawn from the profile measurements presented follow the trends in the vertical r.m.s. values;in Fig. 6. Note that at a jet spacing of 6Dj, only apart from the immediate fountain base, thea slight blending between jet and fountain flows space between the jets is filled with a roughly
may be observed, w;ih the shear layer on the uniform level of u2 rms at about 4%. Theinner jet edge spreading slightly faster than on merging of fountain and inner shear laverthe outside. This leads also to slightly higher turbulence fields by splaying the jets inwards isturbulence levels on the inside edge, but there is even more visible in the axial fluctuation
still a clear separation between the high measurements; once again anisotropy levels areturbulence levels in the jet shear layers and in largest at the fountain base at 1.35 (v2 /u2).
the fountain zone. Figs. 7c and 7d present the
same measurements for the case of 100 of Finally, Fig. 9 indicates the effect of introducing
splay-out. The inclination of the jet can be a cross-flowing stream at a velocity ratio of 10;clearly seen in both mean velocity and rms mean and rms of the longitudinal velocitycontours. The separate and independent nature component are shown. The most obvious effectof jet and fountain flows is of course enhanced is the departure from left/right symmetry of theby splay-out. Of some significance is the effect zero cross-flow condition (Figs. 9a, 9c) so thatthis has on the strength of the fountain in both a the left flowing ground sheet is now deceleratedmean velocity and a turbulence activity sense. and rolled back by the cross-flow to form aFig. 7c indicates that the strength of the upwash ground-vortex zone. For R=10 this extends tovelocities has been lowered considerably by around 5D, forward of the jet entry location and
splay-out. The maximum measured fountain has a height of around 2 .5 DJ. The cross-flowvelocity (non-dimensional) at y/Dj = 6.0, zVD, also shifts the fountain origin downstream by

S0.0 was -0.285 for zero splay and -0.163 for about I D. as can be seen from the zero contour100 splay-out, a reduction of over 40%. The in Fig. 9b; the contour lines also indicate aconsequences on vertical fountain penetration down-wind inclinati(,n has bee a introduced.
can be seen by comparing the -0.1 velocity Interestingly, the presence of cross-flow
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EXfEh TwAL INVESTIGATION OFT11E INTERACTION OF A TlRUST REVERSqR JET
WITH AN EXTERNAL SuBsoNIc FLOw

J-M. Charbonuler
K. Deckers

G. Wens
von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics

Chaussee de Warterloo, 72
B-1 640 Rhode-St-Genese

Belgium

SUMMARY means mar can oe appttea, unrust reverser systems have been
developed, where the thrust of the engine is reversed.

An experimental modelisation of a door type thrust reverser Actually, two kinds of thrust reversers are used: the cascade
is conducted in a subsonic wind tunnel. The geometry of the and the door types. Both of them manipulate the engine fan
model is defined in order to simulate both the internal and flow to create a reverse thrust, but the second one, which
external flow of a real thrust reverser. Different door was developed more recently, included the air brake effect
configurations are studied for a selected value of the mass created by the deflecting door. During the landing, four
flux injection ratio of 3. Visualisations illustrate doors are opened on the nacelle of the engine, and the engine
qualitatively the jet interaction, and extensive mean velocity fan flow is forced to exit through these doors. This simple
and pressure measurements are conducted in sections concept is very promising provide on can predict its
perpendicular to the upstream flow direction with a five hole efficiency as well as the jet trajectories. A good prediction of
probe. the jet trajectory is necessary to avoid the interference of the
The total pressure losses and the drag force produced by the jet with the aircraft fuselage, the wings or the engine intake.
thrnst reverser are deduced from the measurements. As a
result, it shows that the smaller opening angle of the door
(560), with a becquet deflec.ion of 150 gives the larger drag rwED
force. In addition to the classical pair of counter rotating
vortices observed in jet in cross flow interactions, a second
pair of v-unter rotating vortices below the main pair is
found. The vorticity field is described with a quite good ------- ------------=
agreement by a simple vortex model simulating the two pairs
of vortices

LIST OF SYMBOLS

U, V, W : velocity components along the axis X, Y, Z. fig. 1: Schematic diagram of a door type thrust reverser (doc.
R mass flux injection ratio pjVj/p0U0 Hispano Suiza)
Pd : dynamic pressure
Cpt : total pressure coefficient (Pto-Pt)/Pd0  Despite this jet configuration is similar to the interaction of a
Ek : kinetic energy of the secondary flow in a cross jet with a cross flow, the presence of the deflecting doors is
section likely to modify significantly the behaviour of the jet.
Deq :hydraulic diameter of the jet orifice Therefore, an experimental modelisation of the door type
d :o,'enning angle of the door thrust reverser was initiated two years ago at the von
b : inclination of the becquet Karman Institute as an extension of the work conducted in
Fdr : effective drag force induced by the thrust reverser the area of jet in cross flow interactions.
r : radius of the viscous core of the vortex models
r vortex strength of the vortex models For the typical jet to aircraft velocity ratio of 3, there are

extensive studies available in the literature for jet in cross
flow interaction. A brief review of these studies will point

subscript: out the major conclusions achieved, that will be useful to
discuss the case of the thrust reverser jet. Kamotani and

0 : infinite upstream conditions in the cross flow Greber (1972, Ref. 1) made extensive velocity and
j : refers to the jet temperature measurements for both heated and non heated
c : refers to the centre of the vortex round jets, exhausting through a flat plate with a jet to cross
I refers to the main vortex pair flow momentum flux varying between 15 and 60. They
2 : refers to the secondary vortex pair derived correlations for the velocity and temperature

trajectories, defined as the location of the maxima of
I INTRODUCTION temperature and velocity. It shows that the velocity

trajectory is only controlled by the momentum flux ratio.
It is of interest for aeroplane to improve the efficiency of the The main characteristics of the jet in cross flow interaction
systems used to decelerate the plane during the landing in are the well known counter rotating vortices that are present
order to reduce the landing distance. Among the various behind the jet. Fem'n and Weston (1974, Ref.2) studied the

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993,
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behaviour of these vortices for momentum flux ratios probably modify the jet behaviour as noticed in the
varying between 9 and 100. Two vortex models are studied: experiment of Pietrzyk and a] (1988, Ref. 8) with a short
a simple vortex filament model where the strength and the length to diameter ratio of the injection pipe
location of the vortex filament are determined using the

olocities measured in the symmetry plane, and a diffuse INO TUNNEL TOP WALL
model where a Gaussian distribution of vorticity is assumed. WIND.T.NNEL .....WALL
For this later model, velocity measurements in the whole _

cross section of the jet are required to compute the strength, u_ -_ 20 m Is -

the location, and the diffuseness of the vortex. Using this X
model, Feam and Weston produced data for the core radius, EFLECTED JFT
the strength, the vortex trajectory as a function of the .. . J
distance from the exit. It shows that the influence of the WIND TUNNEL

momentum ratio on the vortex strength is predominant rtJETT INLET DUCT BOTTOM WALL

whereas it is negligible on the vortex core size. They also DIAPHRAGM FOR MASS FLOW MEASUREMENT
gave a correlation for the vortex curve, defined as the I
location of the projection of the vortex centres on the 7 bars
symmetry plane. The comparison of the vortex filament - - CIRCUIT

model with the diffuse model shows that the simple filament
model gives results for the voitex spacing and the vortex FLOW RATE

strength that are in good agreement with the diffuse model CONTROL VALVE

predictions. It implies that one can expect a rather good fig. 2: Experimental set-up
prediction of the jet characteristics with only the velocity
measurements in the symmetry plane, which reduces by a As a first approach to the study of a thrust reverser jet, an
considerable amount the measurements required. experimental modelisation of the real geometry is done.
A constraint for these velocity measurements, is to These experiments are designed to give first quantitative
investigate a plane perpendicular to the vortex trajectory, data in such a configuration, as well as an evaluation of the
which is a priori not known. Fearn and Weston also show door geometry on the jet behaviour, and eventually a
that an angle of +1- 5 0 between the measurement plane and quantification of the drag force produced. The chapter 2
the plane normal to the plane, will induce a change of only presents the experimental set up and the measurement
3% on the vortex strength. Therefore, the constraint on the technique used during this study. Then in the chapter 3, the
measurement plane is much less severe, and the reference case of a thrust reverser jet without door is
measurements in the mean and far field can be done in cross described. The study of a so called reference door is
sections perpendicular to the mean flow direction. presented in the chapter 4. The investigation of the effect the
Karagozian (1986, Ref. 3) proposes an analytical model for door and its geometry on the jet interaction are presented in
the prediction of vorticity by approximating the force acting the chapter 5, and an evaluation of the efficiency of the
on each viscous vortex. The results of this study reinforce different configurations of thrust reverser doors is given in

- Fearn and Weston conclusion on the vorticity generation. the chapter 6. Finally, in the last chapter, a modelisation of
Actually, the position and the origin of the counter rotating the vortices is proposed.
vortices are widely discussed. Sykes and al (1986, Ref. 4),
studied numerically the injection at large injection ratio. On 2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
the basis of the results of a Navier Stokes code, they found
that the source of vorticity at the jet exit, is the stream wise A schematic of a real door type thrust reverser is shown on

vorticity present in the boundary of the jet. The same origin the figure 1. When the door is deployed, the cold engine fan
was found by Charbonnier (1992, Ref. 5) for an injection flow is deviated by the door equipped with a small becquet,
ratio lower than 1. and forced to exit in the upstream direction. In our study, we
In the jet wake, an especially at high injection ratios, some do not simulate the exact geometty of the thrust reverser, but
other vortices were found. They produce an unstationnary we try to keep an injection duct representative of the double
wake characterised by a Strouhal number around 0.2 (Mac flux channel in the real engine. The three dimensional effects
Mahon and al 1971, Ref. 6). Fric and Roshko (1989, Ref. 7) induced by the nacelle curvature are neglected as it is
show that these vortices are originating from the boundary modelled by a flat plate. The double flux passage is
layer of the flat plate through which the jet is produced. On modelled by a parallelipipedic duct parallel to the plate and
each side of the jet, the boundary layer separates due to the located under it, which ends at the downstream side of the jet
high adverse pressure gradienit, and create an alternate vortex exit.
shedding. In the case of large injection ratio, the wake U. 20 m /s
vortices do not interact strongly with the jet, whereas for
small injection ratio, Charbonnier (Ref. 5) demonstrated that
such vortices impose a drastic change in the jet behaviour.

In the case of the thrust reverser jet, the presence of a
deflecting door behind the jet is likely to modify the vortex

generation as well as the jet structures. Actually, the W T
vorticity generated at the surface of the door may have a ,7

large influence on the vorticity field downstream.
Furthermore, not only the presence of a door, but also the fig. 3: Deta.l ,f th-t door arrangement.
shape of the inlet duct parallel to the main flow will
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t i The model is installed in a subsonic Eiffel wind tunnel of A particular section at 15 Deq is selected to perform most of
0.28 x 0.28 m2 cross section, and it replaces the bottom wall the measurement in the different configurations. The
of the test section. The experimental arrangement as well as measures are taken in a half section normal to the cross flow
the flow circuit for the jet are sketched on the figure 2. The direction to take advantage of the theoretical symmetry
mass flow rate pjVj is monitored by a diaphragm and the plane. For mechanical reasons, the first measurement point
cross flow velocity in the wind tunnel is set to 20 m/s. is located at 10 mm above the flat plate and the measurement
Details of the exit region of the jet with the position of the domain is 10,Z<145 mm vertically, and O<Y<75 mm
deflecting door are shown on the figure 3. The rectangular laterally, by steps of 3 mm.
shape of the hole is chosen to be representative of the real
case, and the dimensions of 7 x 14 mm 2 are selected to 3 THE REFERENCE JET
minimise the wind tunnel blockage effects. The equivalent
diameter Deq equals 9.3 ram, the Reynolds number based on The reference jet (configuration P0), is exhausting without
the cross flow velocity and this diameter equals 12 440. The door, with a mass flux injection ratio of 3. The figure 5
flat plate boundary layer thickness at the location of the exit shows a wall stream line visualisation in the near region of
without jet equals 1.5Deq. The geometrical parameters of the the exit. Upstream of the exit, there is a horseshoe vortex
doors tested are defined on the figure 4 and listed in the table that turns around the jet and is carried out under the jet, as it
1. In all configurations, the lengths Id and ib are respectively is mentioned by various experimental studies conducted on
equal to 5 mm and 2 mm with a maximum variation of -/- jet in cross flow interaction (Andreopoulos, 1985 Ref. 9,
0.5 mm. Following the notations used in the table 1, PO is Charbonnier, 1992 Ref. 5). In such a case, the two counter
the confib.,,uon without door, called later the reference jet; rotating vortices on the downstream side of the jet suck in
P2 is called the reference door, and for P3, two vertical the upstream flow which passes around the jet. The region of
plates are added on each side of the jet as sketched on the reverse flow on the downstream side is ended by a saddle
figure 4. point, the wall stream lines converge toward the symmetry

plane and the jet wake is in a certain sense closed.

SConf. P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 The secondary velocities and the total pressure coefficient

d(0 - 90 56 56 56 56 66 Cpt, measured in the half cross section at X/Deq=15, are
b(°) I- I0 10 10 15 -15 0 presented on the figure 6. One of the two counter rotating
S.P. - -es vortices is clearly visible as well as the upward motion

induced under the jet, which brings external fluid into the jet
wake and then mixes it with the jet flow. The iso pressure

. table 1 : Definition of the different configurations tested, plot points out two regions: the wake region where there is a
loss of total pressure., and the region above which

Wall streamline visualisations and flow field visualisationsSusing smoke as a tracer and a laser sheet for the illumination corresponds to the jet flow with a higher total pressure. The

werecomparison of the two plots shows clearly that the vorticesthermodel descrfo ed befon rewitnary jet uexwith of s9 d on 1are in the lee side of the jct and that they contribute to mix
the model described before, with a jet exit of 9 x 14 mm2. the high energy flow of the jet with the external flow.
Actually, this first model was scaled down in order to
reduced the blockage effect, and all the measurements
presented here are taken with the model described in the
previous section. During the flow field visualisations, the -

mass flux injection ratio is kept constant equal to 3, but the .

velocity of the cross flow is reduced to 4 m/s.

/M

d

fig. 5 Wall stream line visualisation for the reference jet

Actually, these measurements were also made with the

WITH SIOE PLATES preliminary set up with larger dimensions for the hole
(Deq=12 mm). The comparisons of the two sets of data have

fig. 4: Definition of the door geometry shown that there is no significant change in the behaviour of
the jet, and the velocity trajectories that can be deduced in

Mean velocities and pressures are measured with a five holes both cases agree perfectly together. It gave us a good
directional probe ot 1.2 mm diameter. After calibration, the confidence in the low influence of the tunnel blockage on the
probe gives the velocity values and directions, os well as the jet interaction.
total pressure in a measurement cone of 400 half angle. The

Sprobe is mounted on the displacement mechanism of the The comparison with the trajectory deduced from Margasson
wind tunnel monitored by a personal computer which also correlation using the mass flux ratio as the velocity ratio
makes the acquisition of the pressure signal. (Margasson, 1968 Ref. 10) is found to be about IDeq under
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the experimental point. The same comparison with the stream lines coming from upstream can not enter the region
correlation of Feam and Weston (Ref 2) gives an under of the wake in that case. The bifurcation lines defining the
estimation for the correlation of about 2.5 Deq. The fact that wake diverge when going in the downstream direction, as

vt we use the mass flux ratio instead of the momentum flux well as the wall stream lines that are originating from the
ratio can explain these differences. More specifically, due to node. A flow field visualisation of this configuration is
the particular shape of the injection duct, it is likely to have presented on the figure 8, where smoke is injected in the
highly non uniform distribution of velocity at the exit with plenum chamber of the j;%t. Clearly, one can see the door
separated regions near the orifice which reduce the effective deviating the jet in the upstream direction. Under the action
passage, and eventually will produce a higher equivalent of the external flow, the jet is finally bent and directed in the
momentum flux ratio. downstream directio;n.

For the reference door, three half sections of measurements
Vqma ... - .i . .u.,, are performed at X/Dcq=7.5, 15, and 25 In order to check

the symmetry of the jet, as well as the reproducibility of the
------ ......... experinmental conditions, a full section is also measured at

'I .: :::: X/Deq=15.
1I. £ -----------'- ------- The figure 9 shows the vector plots in the three cross

.. ..sections. At X/Deq=7.5, a strong vortex is visible, and large
to- velocities directed to the wall are present under the vortex.

2 Actually this location is closed to the re-attachment node

Z, -I observed on the wall stream line visualisation, and therefore
-. , .the negative vertical velocities illustrate the re-attachment

region. The next section at X/Deq=15 is located after the
. . node, and the vector plots show the presence of a second

vortex under between the main vortex and the wall which is
25 - : not present on the reference jet. This second vortex is

.•:------:: : attached to the bifurcation line that sepa'ates the region of
..... . YJIJ•q the jet wake which is near the wall from the external flow. In

the last measured section at 25 Deq, the two vortices are still
fig. 6 Secondary velocity vectors and iso-total pressure present, but the values of the secondary velocities are much

coefficient for the reference jet smaller than in the first section.

Therefore, the use of the mass flux ratio to quantify the
injection will allow to integrate into the comparison of the
different configurations the changes in the exit region from

4 one door to the other.

? 4 THE REFERENCE DOOR

The refev.nce door configuration P2 corresponding to an
opening angle of 560 is tested for a mass flux injection ratio
equal to 3.

fig. 8: Flow field visualisation in the symmetry plane for the
"reference door

- -- IIl OAlIs ' " . . . . :
.. .... ...........

...........-

fig, 7: Wall stream line visualisation for the reference door -?'

The figure 7 shows a wall stream line visualisation around a),X/Deq=7.5 b) X/Deq 15 c) X/Deq=25
the jet exit. Compared to the previous case, the topology is

T totally changed, and downstream of the door, There is no fig. 9: Secondary vector plots br the reference door
longer only a saddle point, but one node on the symmetry
line and two saddle points on each side. The jet wake is not The full section measured at X/Deq=15 shows that the jet
"closed" as in the previous configuration because the wall development is symmetric (fig. 10, 11). The good

)'I
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reproducibility of the test conditions is demonstrated by the line visualisations are very similar, and, as expected, the
comparison of the iso total pressure obtained for the two second vortex is always present. The figures 14 present the
tests on the right section. On the figure 11, the dash lines on pressure coefficient measured in the symmetry plane at 4

the right correspond to the measurements presented before, axial positions downstream of the jet exit. In all cases, there
and they compare well with the data obtained on the whole is a region of large total pressure losses just downstream ofsection. the exit, which is progressively re-enrgetized by the actionm

The comparison with the reference jet measurements at the of the jet vortices. As a consequence of the opening angle
same position shows that the secondary velocities are variation, one can see that the larger the angle, the lower the
smaller when the door is added. In this case, there is no upper frontier of the jet. Moreover, for the 900 opening angle
region of total pressure excess anymore, but only a large of the door, the wake re-energetisation is more efficient than
region of pressure losses, for the two other configurations. The difference of 100

between the configurations P2 and P6 do not have a
_ _ _ _ _significant effect on the wake re-energetisation, whereas it

SVDea has a small effect on the vertical spreading of the jet.
S-.. ... . , . . . . .

V . ..... - - I / -......

.10

, . . • .7.S" "" ""'' . '- ... .- L., 1•-" 1•

fit. 10: Secondary vector plot for the reference door in the
full cross section at X/Deq=l5

fig. 12: Wall stream line visualisation for the door P1
Vkkt OF U VCL

.t-

10

"-7.5

fig. 11: Iso-total pressure coefficient for the reference door
in the full cross section at X/Deq=15

fig. 13: Flow field visualisation in the symmetry plane for
S. THE EFFECT OF THE DOOR GEOMETRY the door P1

As seen on the table 1, the geometry of the door can be The effect of the becquet orientation is analysed for the
changed. The opening angle of the deflecting door can vary reference door opening angle (560), by comparing the
between 90 to 560. For the opening angle of 560, the becquet configurations P2, P4, and P5. The figures 15 present the
can be oriented at 0, +1- 150 compared to the upstream cross total pressure coefficient in the symmetry plane for the doors
flow direction. P4 and P5. For a becquet orientation of -150, there is no

significant change of the jet frontier and of the wake losses
A wall stream line visualisation for the door Pt is shown on when it is compared to the reference door P2. When the
the figure 12. The topological pattern is very similar to the becquet is inclined at +150, the upper frontier of the jet is
pattern observed for the reference door (fig. 7). The effect of higher, and the losses are bigger compared to the reference
the door opening angle is clearly visible on the flow door. Actually, the total pressure losses in the jet wake for
visualisation of the figure 13. For the P0 configuration, the the door P4 are about 25% larger than the losses measured
jet is much less deflected to the upstream direction than for for the reference door.
the P2 door (fig 8), therefore the vertical spreading and the
blockage created by the jet are reduced. The influence of side plates placed on each lateral side of the

exit is also investigated. The configuration P3 corresponds to
The effect of the opening angle is analysed by comparing the an opening angle of 560, without becquet inclination. The
configurations P1, P2, and P6. In all cases, the wall stream aim of the two side plates is to direct the jet as much as
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possible in the opposite direction of the cross flow. The On the basis of the velocity measurements in the symmetry

figure 16 presents the secondary velocity vectors and the iso plane, the velocity trajectory, defined as the location of the
"total pressure coefficients in the half section at X/Deq=15. maxima of velocity, is plotted for the different
Comparing with the reference door, the second vortex is configurations on the figure 18. It shows that when a door is
stronger in this case, and the area of total pressure losses is present, the jet trajectory is always above the reference jet
larger. As seen on the total pressure coefficient profiles in path. In order to synthesise the comparison of the different
the symmetry plane (fig. 17), the upper frontier of the jet is configurations, the integration of the pressure losses and of
higher than in the case of the reference door, but at the same the secondary velocity kinetic energy are computed in the
time, the re-energetisation of the wake is more efficent It is measurement sections at X/Deq=15. The values are
likely to come from the fact that the jet is reaching a higher normalised by the data obtained for the reference jet P0.
altitude before being bent and directed in the downstream
direction.I
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•,• •-'•" i ! • :':" "... ".:.:. .. ; : . . .,

N 0
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

CpC

:.2 0 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 a) P4
Cpt

a) PI 2 .. . ...
x =5'Deqi .ZJDeq ..... )...... x i 1O*[•q

2O ! "x = 15*Deq
x= 5*Deq x = S'DvqZ/DN• ........... x = 10*Deq 15 ,

V~~e x= I0'Deq 3

7 x=25-DeqS15~is . ... ... ... ..... .... . .. . . . . .... ..

30-

* 30

"-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 U.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

cpt
%.2 0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1 3.2 . b).P5

CPi

b) Pt2 fig. 15 Total pressure coefficient profile in the symmetry

plane
S=5Deq ....

Z/. ........... x-* 10.Deq Conf. P P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
* •*IDeq Ek/Ek(PO) 0.45 0.36 0.43 0.44 0.44 0.34

1• ......... x =25-Deq

is-. 2 CPt/Cpt(P0) 4.00 4.64 5.00 5.46 5.00 4.10

....... ........... table 2: Kinetic energy and total pressure losses normalised

0.. :" "by the reference jet values.

The table 2 gives the values calculated for the different
'" doors. The effect of the door is to reduce by nearly a factor

of 3 the kinetic energy, and to multiply by more than 4 the

S'"total pressure losses. In terms of total pressure, the door P40 0-1 0. 608 1 12 1
.o.. 0 0.2-- - -)6 0 .- gives the higher losses, the side plates (P3) do not increase

t i)Pthe losses, and all the configurations with a deflecting angle
c) P6of 560 are in a band of +/- 10% variation around the average

loss. When the opening angle of the door is increased, the
fig. 14: Total pressure coefficient profile in the symmetry losses are reduced, and there is no significant change of the

planelossaerdcdanthrisosinfcnchneote

-A I
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total pressure losses between the 660 opening angle (P6), and streamline surfaces, and S4 is the symmetry plane, The
the 900 opening angle. surface S5 corresponds the flat plate through which the jet is

injected, and the surface S6 is the measured half section. The
_ _ _ _dimensions of S1 are deduced from the mass conservation

.-.. l applied to the volume of control.
is -. -.-: ::: , Several assumptions have to be made in order to achieve this

II =-----:-:: computation:
.-. :........... - the air is at uniform and constant density.

"" ........... - .. - the flow field is stationary,

S........- the fluxes of the viscous and turbulent stresses through the
ii,, , ,, ....... control volume surfaces are negligible,

3 .- the pressure on the surfaces S2 and S3 is equal to the
7-/5,infinite upstream pressure,............ .......... '•'}•• • L__• _ -a turbulent velocity profile is assumed between the waill

____. ...... and the first measurement point in the section S6.

e 2. 5 75.U YfqO 2. S 7_5 Y/Dq

fig. 16: Secondary velocity vectors and iso-total pressure _.1,S

plot for the door P3 at XIDeq=15 ..

20..
2.. . . . . . .x = 5*Deq

Vq ........... X = 10o-eq fig. 19: Definition of the volume of control
5... . . ......... x = 25*Deq

Therefore, the total drag force which is calculated
. corresponds to the momentum injected in the upstream

direction, plus the force acting on the door, and the friction
10- .. .......... force on the flat plate. In order to check the calculations, the

case of a smooth flat plate without injection is measured and
the equivalent total drag force is calculated and compared to
the theoretical friction force computed for a flat plate
boundary layer. The boundary layer is assumed to be first

. *.lamninar and then to become turbulent for a Reynolds number
.0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0o. 1 _ A of 5.101. The friction force computed on the surface S5 is

Cpt equal to 0.0462 N whereas the total drag force computed
fig. 17: Total pressure coefficient profile in the symmetry from the measurements equals to 0.0424 N, which is in good

plane for the door P3 agreement with the theoretical value.

Then, the calculation is applied to the reference door, and the

1.5 measured drag of the flat plate is subtracted to the total drag

14.5 .... P. force to give only the contribution of the thrust reverser
a. . ... .. ...-... , ..... system. For this configuration, it is possible to compare the

" 4 force calculated with a half section of measurements at
12.5 . .... ...... A. .-. X/Deq=15, with the value obtained for the full section

.5 ............... ' . ........ measured at the same location. Furthermore, the two
10.5 .~... ./- ,-A-- measured half sections at X/IDeq=7.5, and 25 are also used to10.5 ............... ....... - ............... .............. • ........ .............

compute the effective drag of the thrust reverser. The table 3
9.s .. . . '....... .a presents the results obtained, where the drag force Fdr is the

S........... effective drag of the thrust reverser jet

5 10 15 20 25 3 X/Deq. 15 15 7.5 25

I Section half full half half
fig. 18: Velocity trajectories for the different configurations Fdr (N) 0.446 0.471 0.555 0.468

6 EVALUATION OF THE DRAG FORCE PRODUCED table 3: Effective drag force induced by the thrust reverser
for the reference door.

The drag force induced by the thrust reverser is estimated
using the integral momentum equation. The figure 19 The values computed for X/Deq=15 are in rather good
describes the volume; of control used for the calculation. Ile agreement, with a variation of e3% of the average value.
surface SI is the upstream section whore the flow is uniform, agreem e w alvariat +1e32 of t erag value
and where the boundary layer is neglected, S2 and S3 are e drag force calculated at XIDcq=25 is remaining in the
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same uncertainty band, whereas the value for X/Deq=7.5 is 7.1 One vortex pair miodel.t ~ significantly higher (+21%). Actually, at this location, the
probe is not able to resolve the high velocity angles in the jet The location of the vortex centre and the strength are
wake near the wall, and therefore the approximation by the deduced by the minimisation of the difference between the
turbulent velocity profile is more extended than in the other measured and calculated vertical velocities on the veortical
cases. Furthermore, fthi approximation is somewhat doubtful profilet in the symmetry plane. The dimension of the vortex
in the close wake region, and some other assumptions made, core corresponds to the lateral co-ordinate Yc of the centre.
such as on the turbulent stresses, are probably not valid in This model is applied to the reference jet, and the figure 20
this case. shows the comparison between the calculation and the
The table 4 gives the effective drag force calculated for the experiment for the vertical component of the velocity on the
other door configurations using the measured half sections at vertical line in the symmetry plane (20a), and on the
XIDeq=15. It confirms what is given by the analysis of the horizontal line passing through the vortex centre (20b). On
total pressure losses. The opening angle of 560 is the more the figure 20a, the total pressure coefficient is also plotted,
efficient, and the configuration with the becquet oriented by and it visualises the part of the jet which is not yet mixed.
+150, (P4). produces the larger drag force. The comparison of the velocities along these two reference

_____________________________lines is rather poor, and this can be explained by the fact that
P1of IP P2 IP3 IP4 P5 P6 Ii Iwe arenot using ameasurement plane normal to the vortex

Fr 008 0.380 0.446 0.524 0.530 0.500 0.392 curve. Actually, based on the velocity trajectory (fig. 18),
one can deduce that in this case the vortex trajectory angle is
large and therefore it is liely to explain the differences.

table 4: Effective drag force induced by the thrust reverser. Since the trajectory angle is smaller for the other
configurations, one cat) expect a better agreement between

The force produced by the thrust reverser system is the model and the measurements.
compared to the drag force induced by a cylinder of length L
and with a diameter Deq, for the same Reynolds number.

Q12 0. 0.12
The theoretical lengths for this equivalent cylinder are given CP . .. . _

in the table 5 as a function of the door configuration. ..... ..... ..............

_A_.........._._......_.._......_....._0M_....._._..........................0..... . . ......

IConf. P0I, P1 P2 P 4 P 6........ .%
.P ..... 0..£... . ....... ... ....... .* ... . -............L/Deq 2.6 53.4 62.4 73.6 74.2 70.2 54. J0 ... ........ ~ .. ... 14F ;8 ........ ...

table 5 Equivalent cylinder reduced lengths. ............ I ;

The advantage of this configuration of reverse jet on a static a) vertical line b) horizontal line
air brake, system is obvious when one compares the
equivalent length required to obtain about the same drag. hig. 21: Comparison of the measured and predicted velocities

along the reference lines for the reference door at X/Deq=15
7. VORTEX MODELISATION

The same model is applied to the reference door and the
t:A simple vortex model is used to describe the vorticity field figures 21 shows tha comparison on the reference lines. The

measured. The vortex has a viscous core whcre a solid agreement is better but it can be improved by a small
rotation takes place, and outside this core, the tangential modification of the vortex model.
velocity is inversely proportional to the d~stance to the
centre. Therefore. the parameters that describe the vortex are ~ ~~
the co-ordinates of the centre, the radius of the core, and the .:11 .... .. o .*.......................

strength of the vortex. Two main medelisations are studied: ...... ..0.. ................... .. .......
00

of vortex. In both cases, the mirror images are considered to 04 4 -...
in0at the.... presence of.... th fla plate.. ... ....... .......................

* ~ ~ ~~ 0.1 0 . . . .

00 . ...............

.,..........a vetia lin ... horion.a line..

02... . .fg 22:..... Cop3io of3 the m tsue an dcedvlcte

.4 .... ....

... ....... a) vertical line b) horizontal line uigol h ymtypaeln.Tefgrs2 hw

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fig. 20: Comparison of the measured and predicted velocitiesaogth hrinalie(2b.Nvteesom
~~~~~~~........along the reference lines for the reference joot at X/Deq= 15direaisaerminginteymtyplnudrth
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jet which are likely to come from the presence of the M *.C.. ..... *... ,- -. -_

secondary vortex pair. GX'-_ - - --

sec Tond vortex measure forel conf.....gura.ions.....

A second vortex pair with its image is added to simulate the
secondary vortex measured for th configurations with.

doors. The optimisation of the main vortex pair is done as 2 4T0 -LI't- (' - to

before, by using the two distributions of vertical velocities. M" ION
By an iterative process, these profiles are also used to a) X/Deq=7.5 b) X/Deq=25
determine the position of the centre and the strength of the
secondary vortex. The viscous core of the secondary vortex fig. 24: Comparison of the measured and predicted velocities
is determined by the minimisation of the error on the along the vertical reference line for the reference door
horizontal component of the velocity along the vertical line
passing through the centre of the main vortex.

A.. . .. .. 0.

-P am -:!

OAcT~2 \ OD0 am.7 ON.-11~0 ON , 0 .. . . . ... ............... t

---. -.. .-- -4M 0.1Ii I Vt0"

a) vertical line b) horizontal line fig. 25: Comparison of the measured and predicted velocities
along the vertical reference line for the different doors at

fig. 23: Comparison of the measured and predicted velocities X/Deq=15
along the reference lines for the reference door at X/Deq=15

This model is applied to the reference door, and the Then the model is applied to the other door configurations.
comparison with the experiment is made along the reference and the figure 25 shows that it still provides a good
lines (fig. 23). The agreement on the lower side of the jet is prediction even when the opening angle of the door is
now much better. The comparison of the secondary velocity changed. The table 7 gives the vortex parameters for the
vectors for all measurement points in the section shows that different door configurations.
"the maximum difference between measured and calculated
velocities is equal to 10% of the upstream velocity. Conf. P1 P2 P3 P6
The model is applied to the two other sections measured at Ycl/Deq 2.3 1.9 2.3 2.0
X/Deq=7.5, and 25. The figure 24 shows a good agreement Zcl/Deq 8.3 8.0 8.9 7.7
on the vertical velocity component in the symmetry plane in r01/Deq 2.3 1.9 2.3 2.0
both cases. The table 6 gives the vortex parameters F1t2UoDeq 0.47 0.39 0.62 0.41
computed for the reference door at the three locations. Ye2/De 2.0 -22 2.8 1.6

,,- , Zc2/Deq 2.1 2.1 1.1 2.0
* Section 7.5 15 25 0 fe 17 17 1. 15

rQ2/Deq 1,7 1.7 1.3 1.5

/Deq, 1.9 . . F2/2U0Deq -0.23 -0.23 -0.63 -0.14•:Yc 1/Deq 1.9 1.9 2.4

Zcl/Deq 7.8 8.0 8.8
rn1/Deq 1.9 1.9 2.4 table 7 : Parameters for the two vortex pair model

Fr2UoDeq 0.61 0.39 0.35 The main vortex strength decreases with an increasing
Yc2/Dci 1.9 2.2 2.1 opening angle of the door, nevertheless for the configuration
Zc2/De9 2.8 2.1 0.7 P3, where plates are mounted on each side of the door, the

rn2/Eq 1.3 1.7 0.7 variation is opposite and there is a large increase of the
2r/2U_0Deq -0.84 -0.23 -0.11 vortex strength. For the other parameters, there is no clear

tendency of variation with the door configuration.
table 6: Parameters for the two vortex pair model applied to

the reference door P2 8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The comparison with the vortex parameter given by Fearn An experimental modelisation of a door type thrust reverser
and Weston (Ref. 2), for a jet in a cross flow with an is conducted in a subsonic wind tunnel. The geometry of the
injection ratio of 3, shows that the strengths of the main model is defined in order to represent both the internal and
vortex are smaller for the thrust reverser jet, whereas the external flows of a real thrust reverser. Different door

* spacing between the two main vortices is very similar. configurations are studied for a selected value of the mass
flux injection ratio of 3. Visualisations illustrate

if~a R i ~li ' 1 • ., I
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qualitatively the jet interaction, and extensive mean velocity 4. Sykos, R.I., L•wellon- W.S., Parker, S.F., "On the
and pressure measurements are conducted in sections Vorticity Dynamics of a Turbulent Jet in a Cross Flow", J.
perpendicular to the upstream flow direction with a five hole Fluid Mech., Vol. 168, 1986, pp. 393-413.
probe. 5. Charbonnier, J-M., "Analyse et Modelisation de
The presence of the door modifies totally the wall stream l'Interaction d'un Jet PArpendiculaire de Paroi avec un i
line topology, as well as the jet wake behaviour. Moreover, a Ecoulernent Principal", Thnse de Doctorat de l'Universite de
second pair of counter rotating vortices is found between the Poitiers France, 1992.
wall and the well known counter rotating vortices of the jet. 6. Mac Mahon, H.M., Hester, D.D., Palfery, S., "Vortex
The door opening angle monitors the total pressure losses, Shedding from a Turbulent Jet in a Cross Wind", J. Fluid
and the smaller the angle, the larger the pressure losses. Mech., Vol. 48, 1971, pp. 73-80.
When lateral plates are added on each side of the door, the 7. Fric, T.F., Roshko, A., "Structure in the Near Field of the
local pressure loss decreases, but the jet penetration is Transverse Jet", in "Seventh Symposium on Turbulent Shear
higher, and finally the losses integrated on a cross section Flows", Stanford University, 1989.
are larger than for the case without side plates. 8. Pietrzyk, J.W., Bogard, D.G., Crawford, M.E.,

SThe drag force produce by the thrust reverser jet is "Hydrodynamic Measurements of Jets in Cross Flow for Gas
calculated using the momentum conservation equation Turbine Cooling Application" in "Trans. ASME", 1988.
integrated in a control volume. The larger drag is obtained 9. Andreopoulos, J., "On the Structure of Jets in a Cross
for the door P4 with an opening angle of 560 and a becquet Flow", J. Fluid Mech., vol. 157, 1985, pp. 163-197.
deviation of 15°. 10. Margasson, R., J., "The Path of a Jet Directed at Large
A simple vortex modelisation based on two pairs of vortices Angles to a Subsonic Free Stream", NASA TN D-4919,
is used to describe the vorticity field. As for the classical jet 1968.
in cross flow interaction, the main vortex strength decreases
with an increasing distance to the jet exit, and the levels are
significantly smaller than for the case without door. The
analysis of the different door configurations shows that the
main vortex strength decreases with the opening angle of the
door, but no clear tendency is found for the other vortex
parameters.

Several points arise from this experimental study, that will
require an extension of this work.
In terms of optimisation of the door design, smaller opt'ning

r angles should be tested in order to find the optimal angle.
On the basis of the experimental observation that the
penetration height of the reference jet is higher than the
value predicted for classical jet in cross flow interaction, the
influence of the injection duct design should be investigated
separately from the door geometry.
Furthermore, time dependent measurements should be done
in order to investigate the possible unstationnary behaviour
of the jet in this configuration.
Finally, a more fundamental question remains for the
transposition of the results to a real case. Actually, the
experimental modelisation does not respect the Reynolds
number similarity, and therefore the effect of the Reynolds

number on the jet interaction should be investigated.
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d at on a in particular configuration. several review pape-s

been ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hv deosrtdbvrlteepai a en cn entain oflihe (ertcit ons.14 th e downs rea side

The prediction of vectored jet-enduced effects o f he jetn cashedo neighoR ing sfes u to
cV/sTOL configurations during transition phase and project scene although more "pacedf emphasises cost
manoeuvres constitutes an important aspect in the an aerody cti o f.f
understanding, design, control and operation of

such aircraft. The main features of a jet in arbitrary cross-flow
and neighbouring surface interference have been

In this paper, a semi-empirical modelling of the appreciated and described by several workers. A jet
jet is used within the framework of subsonic issuing from a surface deforms under the cross-flow
singularity methods. Comparisons with experimental and counter-rotating vortices are formed (Fig.2).
ttaThe dominant features are, thereti-e, the! data on a wing-body configuration have been

presented. In general, acceptable agreement has entrainment by the jet shear layer and the
been demonstrated. overall, the emphasis has been concentration of vorticity on the downstream side

to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ cope wihprilyjtbrepaejffih. A et, the deailed vfecthoured-je murfdels, usin

on predicting jet interference effects on practicalo r t
configurations with multi-jet effects; forward and effects are likely. The first effect is to produce
aft nozzles. Configuration effects include tails n aerodynamic image of the jet. The second effect
aspects willhaven a construchtive r i Jpat ownwn iexists mainly for the jet in close proximity of thehand fture p incal veTy asnd e jtTO E rface or on the surface and causes viscid" interactions upstream and downstream of the jet.

The prediction of vectord jet-induced effectseo in theinta region usra of the jtei loe h

optimisation studies can be enabled prior toand exit t e captued nore inrtal reaio croft
experimental prograni mes. This process will allow jet and the associated entrainment effects are not
the design cycle to comence with a good idea of well understood at present. Interpretations are
the relative effectiveneds of the various controls eiperent f earn an tors.
and the changes needed in the flight control system
to cope with partially jet-borne phases of flight. As yet, the detailed vectored-jet madels using
Therefore there is a significant potential for field (Navier-Stokes) formulations have not reached
encouraging cost and time savings. sufficient maturity to become tools for routinedesign and analysis. one recent example by Chiu et

hroas for further work and improvemeiNts of the al (Ref.15) concerns results from a thin layer
mvrel have been proposed. ith Is believed th ation prected w asouabions for a 90i circular jet
asrects will have s constructive impact e n current in cross-flow. The solutions were found to be
anv future practical VSTOL and ASTOVL developmentst sensitive to the far-field boundary - conditions and

the radial grid clustering near the edge of tshe
jet. Some 20,000 iterations were necessary to

1r IvelyRODslOw evolve o solution (although still not fully
converged in local detailo . The fine clustered grid

The prediction of vectored jet-induced effects on ict ion uethod or the-jet-induced the
wing and wing+body+taul (or canard) configurations horheahoe vortex in the boundary layer near the jet
Fig. l (Refe.l-3} during transition, phase Qn exit to be captured. More importan-.1y for aircraft

mtaged fonseiplorin fundant aspect in the applscathone , sof e of the computed platr pressureundrsanin, esincotrl nd peatonof distributions compared fa,;ourably with the
(sers atandift, t erigncintrsod an inpestgatione experiment of Fearn and Weston (Refs.g-9) over mostsuchaircraft.Vectore thrust implie s "di " aof the surface.(resolved thrusa force and moments) and wIndirect"S(induced on aerod ynam ic surfaces / contro ls or A ne d h s b n f l t h r f o e or a " f ec i "
inadkers)fe cts The "aindi~r ct"o effecsu aire rafte (in time, coat and flexibility) semi-empirical jet

advrse Fo saisfctoy cntrl o suh arcrft model to be incorporated within the framework ofensuring adequate safety margin requires therefore subsonic singularity methods so that jet-induced
access to a large database with parametric forces and moments on a configuration can be
variations not only of the aircraft configuration predicted with reasonable confidence. Some previous
variables but also of the jet parain~ters. From the attempt* have been noted in Roe.s16-20.
point of view of trim and balance of the thrust-
vectoring configurations, the forcea Arising at the This paper deals only with in-flight conditions out
empannage dre dictated by stronger jet downwash, of ground affect.

In the past, progress on this subject has been sEphasis in This Paper & Topics covered
relatively slow because of the evident need to
proceed mainly on an experimental basis and the This paper is concerned with a theoretical
high cost and time factors implicit in wind tunnel prediction method for ru ltiplo- jet- induced erfects
tests Or fulledcale trilsl. The experiments have on airciraft configurations. The jot toodal Is a
ranged from exploring fundamental jet flows synthesis of earlier attempts. Comparisons with

i(Refe.4-10) to more specialised ones investigating experiments conducted on a wing-body configuration
0 or .a .X. vngia 193 t the Ahaeb en prseted.

N~sented at an AGAR ý) Meeting on 'Computatioawl and &,p,K~n.ntal ASsesmen10t .Jeu in C'tos Flow: April, w.
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Overall, the emphasis has been on predicting jet Fig.5 shows jet vortex paths ror different jet

"interference effects on practical ronfigurations velocity ratios R, eOj - 900. For the jet issuing
with multL-jet effects (forward and aft nozzles), at ej0 < 900, the jet pathi can be derived with the
rather than dwelling on fine detail of the aid of a virtual jet "rigin (ej0 = 900) displaced
empirical model which has been subjected to forward from the real jet origin (ejo < 900).
progressive development and improvements based on
nawer. evidence, experience from continued Along the jet geometry defined, the jet semi-
applications. empirical representation is based on: doublets for

lifting effects and momentum changes, sources to
represent the volume displacement of the injected

2. BUZ-VZNIRICRL MOM OF JET mass flow, and sinks'to represent the jet plume.

A re-examination of data on the jet plume Forms 1 and 2 of several analytical variations for
(Jordineon, Ref.4, Fearn and Weston, Refs.6-9) has the doublet strength investigated, are depicted in
lead to a formulation of a semi-empirical jet model Fig.6. Experimental results from napers by Fearn
depicted in Fig.3. This takes into account the work and Weston, Thompson are also indicated. The Form 2

of Keatirg (unpublished work at RAE, 1989), agreeing more closely with Fearn and Weston resu.lts

Bradbury (Ref.16). Kucheeann (Ref.17), Smy was considered more plausible and the doublet
(Ref.18), Hackett (Ref.19), Ilooler (Ref.20), Ashill strength PT was generalised in terms of the jet

Kaating (Ref.21) and others (Refe.5, 10, 12). parameters: D and ej. Alternatively, numerical
Generally, the experience suggests that the forms for doublet strength may also be used.
applicability of the model is in geometries where
the neighbouring surface is about one jet diameter For introducing the source effects, we need at the
away from the nozzle. This does not, however, nozzle origin a source av0 which is function of
preclude considering cases where this may not be nozzle area and cosejo plus a line of sinks along
entirely satisfied; because the effects are the vortex path (distance along jet vortex curve:
localised near the nozzle. As experience builds up, s) of strength ov(Oj,s) and an allowance for
limiting of induced velocities can be introduced, entrainment effects.

The basý.c proposition is that the cross-flow To fit the beginning and end of the displacement
. ..mentum is transferred to a 2treamwise vorticity flux (ejo s Gj 5 0), a plausible (but unproven)
in A gradual manner releasing the volume of air as expression for the displacement flux, m, (excluding
an expiration. The strength of the jet is modelled entrainment) in of the form:
with doublet and source/sink distributions. The
vortex path is described empirically. R cosej

m (equivalent at ej)= A V
In Ref.15, it was mentioned that the jet exit R cosejo + sniO40
conditions may become signifi:ant in determining
the subsequent roll-up and d:velopment of the jet This can be related to the elemental source
path and the production of forward thrust. This is strength av( j5s) by differentiating along the
however, seen as a problem of second-order vortex curve of the jet (variable 5).

4 significance from our viewpoint.
For an axial jet (ej 0 = 00), the doublets disappear

It is known that for a jet issuing from a surface, and a source strength at the jet origin av0
local viscid interactions are present upstream and remains. There is an entrainment of air into the
downstream of the iet. In the present work, these jet stream represented by a long string of sinks.
interactions have not been included. We are Peeking An example of these effects in a wind tunnel is
a model of jet that will enable consideration and given in Ref.21. In free air, there is a lack of
understanding of "practical" flowfields. The jet suitable information and entrainment effects have
nozzlp is displaced from the wing (or the fuselage) therefore not yet been included in the model.

surface ana therefore jet near-field effects can be
avoided. This does not however imply that we can The elemental sources ov along the jet vortex path
cater for the local blunt-body flows around the are not e&sy to integrate in an analytic (economic)

nozzle and body intersections, manner and a numerizal discretisation technique is
required to be used when the effects are

A line doublet located along the vortex-line of the significant.
jet gives a circular displacement surface with the
stagnation lines similar to those found in For R = 8 jet, Fig.7 illustrates the effect of

Sexperimental data (Fearn and Weston, Refs.6-9) as varying jet deflection angle 0jU on the streamwise

shown in Fig.4. The model therefore implies the variations of the jet parameters: height, Gj ,
imaging effect of the flat plate. However, in doublet strength MT and source strength ov. The
relation to the approximations involved in setting source term av depends strongly on the variation of
up the basic model of jet, the effect of image is ej with respect to 9. Consequently this term
Srelatively small, decreases sharply with decreasing jet deflection

angle GjO. The term is appreciable for jet
For a jet of diameter D and velocity ratio R = Vj/V deflectlon angles Ojo between 750 to 900 but very
issuing normally (Gjo = S0) from the nozzle face small for 40j < 759. The av0 term is also small for
at the origin, the jet vortex path (Fig.3) is given relatively small jet nnzvles and for ejo near 600.
by adapting JordLneon (Ref.4) cosh formula with a
sc-ling factor F: With thi.s background experience and considering

that the comparable experimental pressure data Ls

1x/D).F/R2 - cosh[(z/D).F/R2] - 1. for 600 jets, the source effects have not been
included in the present analysis. Further work on

The factor F is taken as 10 for R near 8. Fig.4 this aspect has been indicated in future when the
shows typical paths according to the formula, model is to be extended generally and to cases
Different values of F may be jubstituted for where the jet diameter can be considered "large" in
improving the correlation with experiment at relat,.on to the lifting components e.g. tails in
different values of R. The factor F can be aloo immediate vicinity of jets.
used to describe the jet path.

.. 
.
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Velocities Induced due to Jet will enable cancellation of the majority of the
large normal induced velocities.

The velocity (cartesian componentes u,v,w in x,y,z
system) induced at a general point in space due to An approach, which is possibly more elegant and
doublet ar,1 source distributions along the jet can general, is to introduce a series of 3-D point
be written following the potential flow equations sources (or sinks) placed inside the fuselage (0.3
derived in a standard text such as Ref.22. to 0.6 times local radius r) at a number of cross-

sections in the vicinity of the jet just' to image
early Validation - Pressures Induced on Flat Plate the jet plus fuselage. The number of sources per

cross-section equals the number of control points
Fig.8 shows Cp contours induced on a flat plate due at each cross-section. The number of cross-sections
to a jet issuing normally (ej - 900). Assuming need not be as many as the chordwise stations along
that the vertical velocity inluced by the jet is the fuselage. It is however, easier to stipulate
cancelled by its image in the flat plate, the total that for simplicity and continuity, the same number
Cp follows by doubling up the expression for Cp of cross-sections are chosen. The strength of the
from the non-dimensional velocity comnonente u and 3-D - sources follows from collocation of normal
v calculated for one jet as: velocities at the fuselage surface.

Total Cp (2 Jets) - 2 Cp (1 jet) - 2 (-2u-u 2 -v 2 ). An advantage with this procedure is that the flow

incidence effects on the body can be included along

The results from present doublet jet model have with the jet effects; the surface panels remain

been compared against Fearn's experimental data "weak", dealing only with residuals, enabling use

(Refs.6-9). It must be mentioned that this of fast efficient algorithms.

comparison is really an extreme case and a rather
critical check of the theoretical model since we The wing was modelled as a thin lifting surface,

are estimating the effects due to a jet which is vortex-lattice with imaging inside the fuselage
not displaced from the surface and high induced based on Ref.23 principles. With this technique,
velocities are implied (C near -4.0 at the edge of the normal velocity body condition is approximately

the nozzle). Further, wake effects of the jet on satisfied. The body source panels and interrnal

the flat plate surface are also present. sources provide the remaining "correction terms".

There is, overall a fair to good agreement between The adopted procedure offers a very significant

the theory and experiment over the region of the step forward towards a practical application. It

flat plate where the jet and surface boundary layer allows a complete "de-coupling" of the jet effects

interaction can be considered minimal. The from the wing-body prollem and a modular approach

agreement ia particularly good for low values of R can be set up, although this is only possible

when the contours are relatively "asymmetric" about because the jet is relatively insensitive to local

the spanwise axis. At higher R, the contours tend variations in velocity whereas the wing and body

towards "symmetry" about the spanwise axis as the are sensitive to the jet function.
jet vertical extent increases. The predictions are
once again acceptable for large R and away from the This approach can be easily extended to more

jet and surface boundary layer interaction zones. realistic modelling of the fuselage. For example,
non-circular or elliptic sections can be derived

These induced comparisons as well as the using conformal transformation techniques. The aft

favourable comparsons on jet stagnation lines have parallel body assumption allows the wing image

* given confidence to pursuing further work and if trailing vortices to proceed without intersecting
necessary in future, improved correlations between the fuselage. This limitation can be remov-id, if

theory and experiment for given R may be obtained required, by curving the image trailing vortices.

by varyl.ng the factor F (and or G). In the current The effect of this will be small in most practical

work, we are concerned with "practical" flows where configurations.

the jet nozzle is displaced from the wing plane by
one or two nozzle diameters. Wing thickness effects can be handled am in most

panel methods with definition of upper and lower
surfaces and this implies an increased panelling.

3. INCORPORATION OF THE SEMI-EMPIRICAL JET NODEL
INTO LIFTING SURFACE (WING-1ODY) APPROACH Extension to asymmetric cases can be visualised;

both halves of the configuration will need to be

Several choices for wing-body model with included instead of invoking symmetry half case.

aerodynamic singularities are possible ranging from
simple vortex lattice adaptations to complex The overall problem is solved by satisfying the

higher-order panel methods. In the first instance boundary condition of zero normal velocity at

it is prudent and d~sirable to keep the modelling control points over the fuselage and the wing. An
aspects simple and concentrate on the Jet influence coefficient approach is adopted to
interferenceeffects ro n symetract flow situations determine the unknown body source panel strengths

and the wing vorticity.

A circular cross-section body (without boat-
tailing) is panelled with source elements, Fig.9 Pressures and loadings are determined after

(as in many panel methods). This nominally takes calculating the surface tangential velocities.

care of the aody at zero incidence problem. We have not included ilaxation of trailing wakes

Due to close proximity of the jet with respect to in this process at this stage. This is considered a

the fuselage, potentially large normal and second-order significance problem at present and in
tangential velocities are likely to be induced over principle, it can be handled when required.
the fuselage control points. With the surface
sources on the body only, this would require a very
large concentration of "strong" panels near the
jet. It is therefore appropriate to use a form of
internal (fuselage) singularity distribution that
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4. 3PUZ0MIARL MODEL & TVPICAL IBSULTS FOR 0.448) on Cp distributions at various spanwise
VALIDATION OF TREOR stations on the wing upper and lower surfaces at a

- oo. The jet interference on the wing upper and

The validation of the present theory is mainly via lower surfaces is indicated by the differential
the comparisons with a half-model VSTOL pressure (OCpj) distrtbution. The local lift
configuration tests in the DRA 13 x 9 ft low speed (6CLj) distributions have been derived from oCpj
closed section Wind Tunnel (Fig.l0). distributions. Fig.14 compares the chordwise

pressures at stations A and B lying either side of
4.1. uzperiaemtal Model the nozzle. AS in previous case, the jet

interference causes considerable re-distribution of
The model was mounted on an underfloor balance, the the pressures with the strongest effects appearing
jet nozzle being connected to "earth" (turntable), near the jet nozzle. The loss in lift extends as
so that forces registered were those due to the far as 70% semi-span. The LE suction increases over
basic aerodynamics and jet-lift interference, only the whole LE. Interference lift is positive all
the forces on the nozzle external structure being along the LE.
ignored. Overall this approach has been considered
to be more convenient and less expensive than the Note also from Figs.12 and 14 that the wing
other two alternatives, (i) reliance on extensive pressures at stations A and B for the unblown case
detailed pressure measurements over the wing which are affected strongly by the presence of the nozzle
are then needed to be integrated accurately, and and the associated blunt-body flows. Although the
(ii) building a model incorporating a "live' jet" respective shapes are very different, the essential
that is likely to pose problems of accurate balance feature is the presence of high suction peaks
measurements and calibration of jet thrust. caused by the blunt-body flows. Pressures on the

wing without nozzles in situ were not available.
The fuselage of "oval" cross-section has a slightly
drooped nose and is boat-tailed. The characteristic
spanwise body dimension (at the wing TE) is y/s = 5. PRMDICTED RESULTS & COMPARISONS WITE EZPERIMENT
0.182. Wing is mounted in "mid-high" location on
the body. The "mildly" cambered and twisted wing is 5.1. Theoretical Modelling1Ai of aspect ratio 3.4, taper ratio 0.325 and has a

leading edge sweep of 400. The wing thickness/chord The main intention is to derive the jet
ratio is 8.5%. Fourteen Pressure measurement on the interference loadings over the wing at this stage
wing are denoted by A to H, J to N and P. The and gain an understanding of the strong effects
stations A to H are closely spaced over the inner present. Simplifications and panelling in keeping
and middle wing to highlight the essential effects with the theory have been made intentionally
due to the blown nozzle. The nozzle is located at (Fig.15). These are:
y/s = 0.2467. The model however does not have
pressure orifices over the fuselage. - Aa uncambered (flat-plate) wing (semi-span s) is

used. This is set at zero incidence on a

The model has been tested through a range of speeds symmetric circular body at the -450 ("mid-
with different nozzles (nominally "large" and high") location over the fuselage. The xyz axes
"small") and blowing configurations (nozzle system is placed with respect to the fuselage
position .ýnd deflection angle can be preset). nose at (0,0,0). The measurement zw, denotes the

vertical distance measured froL. the wing plane
It should be mentioned that the large jet nozzle is in the jet direction.
less than one diameter away from the fuselage and
due to very close proximity, locally high induced The panelling is 24:r8 stations over the fuselage
velocities may arise. This can cause local which has y/s=0.16. Slight reduction in
separations initially but they can trigger stronger diameter compensates to some extent for the
separations over the body and the wing. Pressure boat-tailing as well as getting nearer to
measurements over the fuselage would be required to keeping the minimum distance of the nozzle
further the understanding of these aspects. about one diameter away from the surface.

In this paper, results refer to the large nozzle - The exposed wing panelling is 9 chordwise panels
and the qualifier "largv" become unnecessary. at 10 spanwise stations.

4.2. Typical Results, Forward Nozzle, 600 At this stage, the twin-Jet model is regarded as
Deflection non-interacting, this being approximate will

A require further experimental information.
Fig.ll depicts the effect of jet blowing (C. = 0
and 0.448) on Cp distributions at various spanwise Fig.15 shows also the geometry details for the

stations on the wing upper and lower surfaces at a "large" jet nozzle (assuming ej0 set at 600) in

= 00. The jet interference on the wing upper and forward (near station 10) or aft (near station 15-

lower surfaces is judged from the differential 16) locations. A slight concern is that jet aozzle

pressure (oCpj) distribution. The iocal lift is less than one diameter away from the fuselage

(OCLLj) distributions have been derived from oCpj for both locations (Section 2 and 3).

distributions. To highlight the effect of the jet
near-field wing pressures, Fig.12 compares the For convenience, the Jet direction notation is kept
chordwise pressures at two wing stations A and B positive upwards, the wing-body configuration is

lying either side of the nozzle. It is noted that therefore defined upside down (in tho sense that

"jet interference causes considerable re- the "cockpit" would be along -z axis).
distribution of the pressures with the strongest
effects appearing near the jet nozzle (wing lcwer 5.2. Body + Wing, rorward Nozzle at 60" Deflection
surface). The loss of lift and LE suction is over
the whole wing. Fig.16 shows the vortical velocity induced due to
4.3. whpale w . fthe jet, inner body sources and the resulting

4•.3. Typical Results, Aft nozzle, 600 Deflection chordwise loadings at 10 spanwise stations over the
Sscexposed wing.
Fig.13 shows the effect of jet blowing (Cg - 0 and
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The contribution due to the fuselage approximately aft nozzles operating together. On practical VSTOL
"mirrors" the jet-wing contribution and the aircraft, design and balance considerations imply
magnitude amounts to about a third of the effect substantial differences in thrust levels of the
due to the jets over tLh wing. forward and aft nozzles. in the present studies,

for simplicity, we have assumed that the forward
There in indication of broad "concentration" of and aft nozzles operate at the same thrust and that
interference load over the inner stations, the the geometry parameters are the same as previously.
interference although redvcing away from the nozzle
is still very significant all along the LE. This Fig.21 shows the chordwise loadings along the span.
confirms the trends measured in experiment As might be expected, there are two peaks
(Figs.ll-12). corresponding to the forward and aft nozzles.

Fig.17 shows the spanwise loading CLLc/cav compared Fig.22 shows the spanwise loading compared with the
with the experimental loading which has been cases for the forward and aft nozzles blowing
derived from pressures integration of the data of separately. The interference for all nozzles
Fig.ll (Section 4). Gross wing calculations are operating is roughly additive of the constituent
shown for reference. The theory under-predicts the forward and aft nozzles contributions.
experiment.-In total force terms, as we will see in
Fig.20, the agreement is however acceptable. This
tends to indicate that a re-distribution of loads Wing + Body + Tail Cnfigurations
had occurred due to presence of fuselage. Partly Figs.23 and 24 refer to wing + body + tail
this is fue to the nozzle located very near the LE configuration. The wing is in "mid-high" location
at wing root which causes a blunt body flow and configuration The wgseing"midhighe locatio

thismaydegadethe hol swpt-ack ingflo. A (as in Fig.15) on the fuselage, whilst the tail isthis may degrade the whole swapt-back wing flow. A in the "mid-low" position. The jet nozzles can bedetailed experiment with pressure measurements on forward or aft. Fig.23 summarises the chordwise
the fuselage would be required to illuminate this interference loadings. Fig.24 shows the jet-aspect ,.n e f r n e l ai g . i .4 s o s t e j tinterference spanwise loadings on the wing and

tail. Note the extremely strong effects felt at thetail location (amounting to 100-120 "wash" angle).
The forward nozzle induces stronger effects on the

Fig.18 shows the vertical velocity induced due to wing while the aft nozzle causes stronger effects
the jet, inner body sources and the resulting on the tail.
chordwise loadings at 10 spanwise stations over the
exposed wing. The effects are favourable near the The implications are that in a practical
LE of the wing. configuration, the tailplane deflections are likely

to be very large to balance the interference loads
As for the previous case, the contribution due to due to vectored jets. Calculations with all jets
the fuselage approximately "mirrors" the jet-wing operating need to be done. These will generally
contr3.bution and the magnitude amounts to about a show that to a first approximation, the
third of the effect due to the jets over the wing. interference loads arising are additive. This

emphasises the need for careful positioning of jets
Fig.19 shows the spanwise loading CLLc/cav compared in a given configuration (possibly splaying).
with the experimental loading which has been
derived from pressures integration of the data of The results given here have demonstrated the
Fig.13 (Section 4). Gross wing calculations are ability to provide not only an understanding of the
shown for reference. The theory predicts the jet-induced effects which are very large on tails
experiment acceptably. In total force terms, as we but also the ability to offer predictions for
will see in Fig.20, the agreement is also realistic configurations.
acceptable.

6.2. Thick Wing
5.4. Cnupazison of Total Forces

Recently, a series of jet interference studies have
The method has allowed several parametric studies been undertaken for a symmetric section thick swept
-tz be undertaken for comparison with experiment, wing of aspect ratio 4.2. The jet direction is
One such study is presented here briefly to downwards for this case and the wing is at a = 0*.
indioa'e the validity and potential. For
simplicity, calculations undertaken were for wing Fig.25 shows the effect of forward and aft nozzles,
only configurations. operating separately or together on chordwise

pressures induced. Note that the forward nozzles
Fig.20 shows the effect of varying jet velocity (R operate at R - 5 whilst the aft nozzles operate at
SVJ/V) on a wing for the two nozzle positions R - 7. spanwise variations of normal and axial
(forward and aft). Lift loss is predicted for both force and pitching moment due to jet interference
nozzle locations. Comparisons with experiment show are depicted in Fig.26. Note from Fig.25 that jet
very encouraging correlation. The pressure interference affects mainly the wing lower surface.
measurement cases discussed In Section 4 are This also confirms the trends observed in Figs.ll
included on this figure (R-4.585). and 12 (Section 4). Fig.26 suggests that for this

particular jets configuration, the lift loss is
greater due to the aft jets but the pitching moment

6. SOW3•JC • PRBICTXJK USULTS arising is mainly due to the forward jets.

We are now in position to predict some results for Fig. 27 illustrates the effect for jet vectoring
cases of practical interest. It must be mentioned between 30", 600 and 900 for an aft nozzle location
tLat detailed experimental results for validation on the same wing. As shown, the geometry parameters
are not available, are different from the previous case. Spanwise

variations of normal and axial force and pitching
6-1. ftrwatd Ak Aft Xxsls Operating Tetmr moent due to jet interference are depicted.

Interference forces and moments increase as jet
From a practical viewpoint, we need to know the deflection increases.
effects of jet interference due to the forward and
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- Supersonic Jets. The investigation of supersonicFurther verifications of the model are planned with jets in subsonic cross-flow is a particularly
controls and flaps. The results for thick wings jetsinubsonic r in auparticularly

difficult problem in a wind tunnel. The jethighlight the ability to undertake very useful being of large velocity ratio is likely to be
parametric studies for practical configurations. strongly affected by the wind tunnel
Optimisation studies can be carried out prior to constraint.
experimental programmes. This process therefore has
a very significant potential for providing - Ground Constraint, High Jet Strengths. When the
encouraging cost and time savings. jets strike the ground, rolled-up vortex sheets

at ground level are required to be introduced.a! Jet/Ground interactions and Hot Gas Re-
7. FURTMB WORK circulation (HGR) would be too complex for the

method used in this paper but some analysis of
The work has provided encouragement for ground effects on the jet and aircraft
continuation on several aspects. The approach has aerodynamics may be possible.
also highlighted several major gaps in knowledge,
indicating therefore the directions of research. Work on these topics should have a constructive and
Some areas for further work include the following practical impact on current and future programmes
Stopics, for VSTOL aircraft not currently likely with pure

"CFD methods which are also expensive in time and
Jet Modelling, Interacting 2, 3 or 4 jets. The the costs for experimental studies in depth.

shape of one jet alters due to the presence of
another jet nearby either in tandem or side-by-
side. Improved knowledge base will lead to a 8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
better and more general jet model.1 The prediction of vectored jet-induced effects on

- Systematic parametric studies of practical V/STOL configurations during transition phase and
configurations with non-planar lifting surfaces manoeuvres constitutes an important aspect in the
at small and large a. This will allow the understanding, design, control and operation of

design cycle to commence with a good idea of such aircraft.
the relative effectiveness of the various
controls and the changes needed in the flight Vectored thrust implies "direct" (resolved thrust
control system to cope with partially jet-borne force and moments) and "indirect" (induced on
phases of flight. aerodynamic surfaces / controls or intakes)

effects. The "indirect" effects are often adverse.
- Effect of Wind Tunnel Interference on Jet flows. For satisfactory control of such aircraft with

For large strength jets not impinging on the sufficient margin for safety requires therefore
tunnel walls, there is a significant effect of access to a large database with parametric

* the tunnel interference not only in overall variations not only of the aircraft geometry but
terms but also the effect varies along the span also the Jet parameters.

of the model. The wind tunnel jet interference
needs therefore to be included in the The detailed vectored-jet models using field
calculations right from the start when making (Nav;.er-Stokes) formulations have not reached
comparisons with experimental data. sufficient maturity to become tools for routine

design and analysis. This has emphasised the need
SJet Effects on Lateral & Directional for "effective" alternative methods (in time, cost

Characteristics. Kuhn, Ref.13 has shown and flexibility).
i chematically that sideslip displaces the jet
system laterally. The pressure distribution -s In this paper, a semi-empirical modelling of the
shifted towards the downstream side of the jet is used within the framework of subsonic
configuration generating a jet-induced rolling singularity methods, for predicting jet
moment. The rolling moment due to sideslip can interference effects on practical configurations

J be doubled by jet effects. This points towardsi with non-interacting (at present) multi-jet
Sthe possibility of use of differenti.l jet effects; forward and aft nozzles.

deflections for control. It is open to
conjecture that the combination of the inlet-
induced directional instability at low speeds Comparisons with experiment have indicated good

plus the large jet-induced rolling moment due agreement with predictions for aft nozzle cases

to sideslip may have been responsible for the both in fcrces and pressures. For the forward jet

loss of several jet V/STOL aircraft. It is nozzle in close proximity to the wing LE, the

therefore important to determine limiting predicted forces were in good agreement but the

conditions to optimise control power demands. pressures were under-predicted. Therefore, there is
a need for improvemont in technique and

o- Cntrol Jet Effectiveness. The problems created understanding. Further detailed experimentation
by the jet induced rolling moments can be would also be required.
aggravated by the jet-interference on the
effectiveness of the wing-tip roll-control From the point of view of trim and control of

jots. Such control aspects need iuvestigation thrust-vectoring configurations, estimates for tail
bcloads can be given. It is important to note thatthe tail is in a very much stronger jet downwash

than the wing."- Jet in Proximity of Flaps. The usual

configuration for VSTOL aircrnft is a Jet in Jet interference studies undertaken recently for a
proximity to a strongly deflected TE flaps. The thick swept wing have demonstrated ability to
flaps are used to improve STOL performance and obtain estimates of forces and moments. Further

in manoevre both with jets deflected. Modelling verifications of the model are planned on practical
of this aspect is de2irable involving the configurations with controls and flaps.
geometry, relaxed wakes and possibility of glow
separation. Optimisation studies can be carried out prior to

experimental programmes. This process will allow
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the design cycle to comm~ience with a good idea of* the relatigncye effectivene ofithe vargoods co of 12. HANCOCK,G.J.,"A Review of the Aerodynamics of athe relative effectiveness of the various controls je inacosFw" Th eSArauclJet in a Cross Flow", The RAeS Aeronautical
and the changes needed in the flight control system journal, Vol.91., No.905, pp. 201-13, May 1987.
to cope with partially jet-borne phases of flight.
Therefore there is a significant potential for 13. KUHN, R.E., "The Induced Aerodynamics of Jet and

encouraging cost and time savings. Fan Powered V/STOL Aircraft", Proc. of Intern.

Areas for further work and iSymposium, Stanford, Aug. 1983, "Recent AdvancesAres fr frthr wrk ndimprovements of the in Aerodynamics", Editorst KROTHPALLI, A. &

model have been proposed. It is believed that these In Ary is Editors: (19A6A.
aspects will have a constructive impact on current SMITH, C.W., Springer-Verlag (1986).
and future practical V8TOL and ASTOVL scene. 14. MARGASON, R., "Fifty Years of Jet in Cross-flow

Research", AGARD FDP 72nd Symposium, Winchester
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Numerical Investigation of
Thrust Vectoring by Injection of Secondary Air into Nozzle Flows

T. Bevans
Deutsche Aerospace AG

Military Aircraft, LME 213
P. 0. Box 801160

D-80W0 Muenchen 80
Germany

1. Summary

Injection of secondary air into nozzle flows is an efficient P force (kNJ
method to control the thrust vector angle of an aircraft. A M moment [kNml
numerical investigation of thrust vectoring has been car- Ma Mach number [-1
ried out for hypersonic aircraft in the transonic flight re- Ma.. flight Mach number 1-]
gime. In this speed range, single duct asymmetrical sin- rh mass flow [kg/si
gle expansion ramp nozzles operate far off design due to NPR nozzle pressure ratio Pt7/P- 1-1
large nozzle exit areas required for optimal thrust coeffi- staozl pressure r Pa, 1-I
dents at hypersonic cruise Mach numbers. thus produc- p static pressure [Pa, kPaI
ing large thrust components in the downard direction. R specific gas constant [J/kg/K]

T static temperature (K]
Injecting secondary ai into the nozzle flow in the critical v velocity Im/si
transonic flight Mach number regime can lead to favora- x, AOA angle of attack (0]

ble gross thrust vector angles and thus improved thrust ratio of specific heats 1-]
efficiency in flight direction. P density rkg/ci 3]

For a hypersonic aircraft's rectangular convergent-diver- Y gross thrust ,ector aogle 1o]
gent nozzle configuration with a single expansion ramp,
2D Euler calculations of the complete afterbody flow CFD Cmputational Pluid Dynamics
field were carried out in the transonic flight regime, in- cg center of gravity
vestigating subsonic as well as supersonic injection ofthe aircraft's forebody boundary layer air into the nozzlen zzle

external relating to external flow along the
flow. Subsonic flow of the injected ahi along the expan- afterbod
sion ramp produces a favorable pressure distribution on apterboy
the ramp and results in advantageous thrust vectors flap relating to outer contour of lower en-
with small force components normal to the flight direc- gine flap

tion, and in best thrust efficiency. The interaction be- injection, inj relating to injection of secondary gas

tween the external flow, the jet plume flow, and the sec- internal internal performance of engine noz-

ondary air flow, as well as the behavior of the thrust vec- zle and secondary gas injection
tor, due to pressure and temperature variations of the in- is isentropic
jected forebody boundary layer air, are discussed. Also SG secondary gas
investigated was the impact of the aircraft's angle of at- sum summation
tack on the complete nozzle flow field. t total state

x x-coordinate

List of Symbols z z-coordinate
00 ambient condition

a speed of sound fm/sl 7 engine's turbine exit state,

Alt flight altitude [km] secondaty gas state in the injection
ScFG thrust coefficient 1-1 duct prior to injection

F*,R, + FiiX 2. Introduction( 77Q, + = " ti. Aircraft which operate in a wide Mach number range up
_ _ __,_ to hypersonic flight velocities are subject to extremely

different flight and ambient conditions during take off,
cp pressure coefficient H-] along ascent and descent flight trajectories, and while

- landing. Both the transonic flight Mach number regime
cp = 2-P and the hypersonic cruise speed range are thrust-minus-

.pv. drag critical. Integration of the airbreathing propulsion
system into the airframe plays a major role ft -the suc-

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental A se-Unlssment of Jets in Cross Flow' April, 1993.
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cessful development of such aircraft.1,23' Propulsion inte- This paper deals with the solution of specific problems in
gration tasks include tl.e employment of incoming flow the transonic flight speed range resulting from thr em-
precompression by the vehicle's forebody, as well as the ployment of single expansion ramp nozzles in hyper-
installation of asymmetrical vaeiable air inlets and of sonic aircraft.
thrust nozzles capable of handling nozzle pressure ratios
(i. e. internal gas stream total pressure to static ambient
pressure) ranging from about 2 at low subsonic Mach 3. Specific problems with highly integrated nozzles

Snumbers up to 600 or even higher, depending on air inlet In the transonic flight Mach number regime
recovery, for a flight velocity of Mach 6. The ratios of nt
maximum to minimum nozzle throat and exit areas both In order to achieve optimal thrust coefficients at cruise
vary from 1 to 6. For hypersonic aircraft with a combined Mach numbers, hypersonic vehices require a large noz-
cycle turbo ramjet propulsion system, conventional ex- zle exit area in accordance with high nozzle pressure

haust systems are incapablk: of meetinri these extreme re- ratios. During turbo engine operation at transonic flight

4 quirements. Due to limits on flap and seal arrange- velocities, however, nozzle expansion ratios are too

ments, the capability for wide area variations is infeasi- large, and the nozzle operates far off design. The cone-
ble. Matching of the nozzle exit pressure to the ambient quences are thrust losses due to a strong overexpansion

state to optimize thrust forces is impossible. of the exhaust gas, unfavorable, downward directed
gross thrust vectors, and flow aeparation in the noz-

A nozzle configuration with a highly integrated single zle/afterbody region, with a negative impact on aircraft
1 expansion ramp represents a promising solution to meet trimming and stability.7 In this operating mode, large

these challenging requirements. forces in the downward direction are produced, result-

Fig. I shows the German-proposed Snger space ts- ing in strong nose-up pitching moments which can no

portation system4,5 with a highly integrated airbreathing longer be compensated by external aerodynamic means.
Spropulsion system tor the lower stage, as described Fig. 2 shows the range of the gross thiust vector angles
aynnfor generic nozzles of hypersonic vehicles for proposedi• above. The asymmetrical single expansion ramp nozzle

with a large exit area is designed as a part of the aircraft's Mach number ranges.1 The gross thrust vector angle is

airframe afterbody in order to minimize underexpansion the angle between the gross thrust vector and the hori-

losses of the engine jet at cruise Mach numbers. This de- zontal fuselage datum; it is positive for upward gross
thrust components.

sign leads to weight reduction1 of the expansion part of
f" the exhaust system and to a potential base drag reduc-

tion in comparison to a utilization of conventional ex- _ 10
haust systems. A better aircraft performance at hyper- t-
sonic cruise flight can thus be achieved. Advantages and _2 0 -"-

disadvantages of basic nozzle configurations, including C
the two-dimensional single expansion ramp concept, are -. -10 -

listed in Ref. 1. Key geometric parameters affecting per- expected
formance and weight of this nozzle type were identified > -20 , range

in Ref. 6.2
-30

2 -40

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Flight Mach Number Ma. [-]

Fig. 2 Expacted range of gross thrust vector
angles for single expansion ramp nozzles

Using moveable nozzle cowls to adjast the nozzle diver-
gence to the requirements of the pressure ratios in the
transonic flight regime results in large incidence angles
of these cowls or flaps with large boat tail drag forces. At
flight velocities around Mach 1.2, the drag component
opposed to flight direction can be as large as 10% of the
gross thrust.8 In view of the high sensitivity factor be-
tween 3,ross thrust and net-thrust-minus-drag, this could
be devastating for the feasibility of such aircraft. Nozzle
flaps with such high angles of incidence might have to be
ruled out. Downward forces induced by a high incident
flap have the same magnitude as the cowls drags and
thus exert a negative impact on the whole aircarft sys-
tem.

Fig. 1 Integrated alrbreathing propulsion system Adjusting the gross thrust vector to the requirements of
for the lower stage of the German Singer the transonic flight regime is an important task in the de-
Space Transportation System velopment process of hypersonic aircraft.
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4. Injection of secondaty gas Into nozzle flows homogeneous solution of the Euler equations contribute
in the transonic flight speed range to an increase of accuracy with accurate entropy preser-

A method for solving these problems of a hypersonic air- vatlon.

ct•.Rts Pon matched nozzle at transonic flight Mach num- A third-order-based interpolation formula is incorpo-
bers is the injection of secondary gas into the nozzle flow rated in order to keep the whole finite volume scheme
to fill out the afterbody expansion exit area, which is too differentiable. This accounts for high local acuracy at
large for this operating range. Injection of secondary gas considerably reduced damping. A newly developed dif-
can lead to a favorable pressure distribution along the ferentiable limiter is introduced. it uses the van Albada
expansion ramp, resulting in small gross thrust vector sensor to detect shocks and other discontinuities where
angles.910 Thus.. requirements for trimming of the air- the scheme needs to be switched back to first order
craft can be met, and aerodynamic stability can be ad- whenever a wiggle or a spike is detected in the distribu-
vanced. tion of the flow variable values during the iteration proc-

By using as secondary air the vehicle's ferebody bounda- ess. Through input, this limiter can be manipulated toBy uingas ecodar ai th veicl's oreodybouda- give any arbitrary degree of accuracy.
ry layer, which due to its turbulent character must be
kept away from the engine inlet flow, the diverter drag An optimal, adaptive matrix preconditioning allows
can be reduced, resulting in better aircraft perforrnane. higher convergence velocities, reducing the computer's
Also, the use of an ejector nozzle could address the in- CPU time considerably for the asymptotic steady state
let/engine air flow mismatch and high spillage drag at approach.
transonic operating conditions2 Taking bleed or bypass
Sair from the inlet as secondary gas could also improve For taking account of real gas effects, the energy equa-• tion is augmented with a source term, while the solution
the inlet/engine air flow management at transonic and
Slow supersonic operating conditions.1 To improve the scheme can be maintained without any changes. In the
overall performance of injection, the secondary air could source term, the ratio of specific heats y is incuded,which is made available either as a spline or as a valuebe heated up by heat exchangers or even by combustion taken from a table interpolation for individual calcula-
of fuel before injection, using the oxygen in the second- tions. More details about the solution scheme are given
"ar" air as an oxidizer. in Ref. 12, 13, and 14.

• •In addition, a secondary gas with relatively low tempera-
ture can protect the expa;ision ramp from the hot ex-
haust gas of the engine nozzle and can provide cooling 6. CFD model and boundary conditions
for the aft end of the airframe. for the flow field calculations

This investigation of secondary gas injection into the en- The afterbody/nozzle flow field was investigated for a
gine's nozzle flow is addressed to the impact of three hypersonic experimental aircraft,15 illustrated in Fig. 3
major parameters on the afterbody flow field which also with a coaxial arrangement of turbo and ramjet engines.
have a significant influence on the thrust vector behav-
ior: the total pressure of the secondary gas in the injec- The contours of the rectangular convergent-divergent
tion duct (or the related duct pressure ratio), the temper- nozzle and the secondary air injection duct are shown in
ature of the secondary gas prior to injection, and the air- Fig. 4, which also gives the primary measures of the
craft's angle of attack. afterbody. In addition, Fig. 4 shows the coordinate sys-

tem used and the sign convention for forces and thrust
The rerults of numei-ical investigations concerning these vector angles. The thrust vector angle is defined as
parameters are discussed after a short description of the arctan(Fz/Fx), thus being the angle between the gross
CF-) tool used and of the boundary conditions employed thrust vector Fum and the horizontal fuselage datum.
for the calculations. The angle is positive for upward thrust components in

the z-direction. The geometry of the two-dimensional
afterbody/nozzle configuration is composed of circles

5. Description of the Euler Computer Code and straight lines only. The internal nozzle shape is flat
used for flow analysis

For flow field calculations with the complex interaction
of the nozzle plume, the secondary gas injection into the
no0zle flow, and the external afterbody flow, the DASA-
EUFLEX (EUler code with characteristic FLux EXtrapola-
tion) computer code 12,13 was used, thus solving the in-
viscid flow equations. Being a cell-centered finite volume
scheme, this code stores the data for the flow variables
for each cell. The fluxes are evaluated at the cell faces by
finding a physical rather than a heuristic solution for the
mean values of the flow variables at the finite volume
boundaries. This task is carried out by a characteristic
eigenvalue decomposition of the flow variables at the
cell faces. Employing this asymmetric averaging proce-
dure, new flow variable vectors at the cell faces are creat-
ed, from which the conventional fluxcs are obtained. Fig. 3 Hypersonic Technology Experimental
Since conservative variables are used in the scheme, the Vehicle HYTEX
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boundary layer gas were assumed to be exhaust gas
GROSS THRUST A originating from the stoichiometric burning of a mixtureVECTOR ANGLE

of hydrogen and air. Computer program input data for
the flight trajectory point at Ma.=1.2 and for the thermo-

Fig. 4 Afterbody with primary measures dynamic parameters of the engine nozzle exhaust gas are
and sign convention for forces F listed in Table 1. While the values for these parameters
and gross thrust vector angles a are kept constant throughout all calculations, the

thermodynamic states for the injected gas are varied to
on the lower cowl, and only the upper wall is contoured. investigate interactions between the engine nozzle
For the calculation model, the secondary duct with the plume flow, the secondary gas injection flow, and the ex-
solid lines was employed. The shape and course of the ternal afterbody flow. These values are given later, to-
duct within the afterbody are dependent on potential in- gether with the description of the numerical results.
tegration tasks. An alternative duct shape is illustrated The flow region around the afterbody was included in
by dashed lines. This shape is of cnly minor importance the flow field calculations, because the external flow has
for demonstrating effects of the secondary gas injection a maor iepaction the erfo rn ally aton the entire nozzle flow field. The contours of the ge- a major impact on the nozzle performance, especially at
onthei enozleare nozze flowfimield.e onursy fcera desn transonic operating conditions. Fig. 6 gives an impres-
neric nozzle are not optimized for any certain design sion of the grid for the CF) calculations. It consists of
point. With a contoured ramp on the upper side and a 247 lines in the x-direction and 191 linis in the z-direc-
short engine nozzle cowl or flap on the lower side of the tion and covers a computational domain of 22 mn by
afterbody, the nozzle configuration belongs to the inter- tin, coves a boutati mes dom af22mby
nal and external expansion type and is typical for hyper- 14 m, corresponding to about 4 times the afterbody
sonic aircraft with a strong expansion of the engine's ex- length and about 7 times n th heightfofithe fuselage.
haust gas at cruise Mach numbers. The geometry is These dimensions were proven to be sufficient for calcu-
meant to be variable with respect to area ratios and di- lations with the EUFLEX computer code in the transonicvegnecharacteristics, in accordance with flight condi- Mach number regimP.' 7 The density of the grid lines is
vergence chrceitci codnewt lgtcn.d- higher in the vicinity of the walls and within the enginetions along the trajectory. Adjustment of the engine nozzle, in the secondary gas injection duct, and along the
nozzle's throat ai. ,a could be performed by small move-
able flaps, which is important in view of weight consid-
erations, especially in the convergent part of the nozzle, Ma. 1.2 P7 [Pa] 259,200
where high pressure loads are present. The adjustment --- -_
of the injection duct's cross section could also be per- Aft jkm] 9.4 NPR [-] 8.952
formed by variable flaps. For the presented calculations -

at Ma.=1.2, the geometry of the nozzle, the injection p. [Pa] 28,956 Tt7 [K] 2280
duct, and the expansion ramp remained unchanged. T. IN 227.0 R [J/kg/K] 334.2

Numerical values for the thermodynamic states, i. e. the r -

total pressure pt and total temperature Tt7, of the ex- kg 0.44429 fuel: hydrogen
haust gas behind the engine's turbine were taken from a [ [m/s] 302.1 Rtoichiometric burning
engine cycle calculations. The pierented results of the - b
flow field calculations were obtained taking real gas ef- 7. [] 1.4 ,rozen flow
fects into account. For the exhaust gas and the secondary R [J/kg/K] 287.04
gas, a y-distribution as a function of p/p according to
Fig. 5 was assumed, derived from a one~dimensional Table Ambient conditions for the flight trajectoryanalysis of the jet flow using the computer program of TbeiAbetcniin o h lgttsetr
Gordon and McBride.16 point Me_ = 1.2 and thermodynamic states

at the engine's turbine exit

analysis- of th"jtflwusn th copue prga opInt Ma. I 1. anhemdyaIc sates. ..



Ma.=12. All calculations werecarrie out with thesame.. •.. •__values of the thermodynamic parameters for the enginT's

exhaust gas (see Table 1). The results for the nozzle flow
were independent of other parameters, namely, the total
pressure pt, and total temi?eerattire T,7 of the secondary
gas and the angle of atta4 which wea, varied for each
calculation. The numerical values for forces, for the re-
sulting moment with the aircrafts center of gravity as a
rderence poiM (coordinates xg=-4355.O0 mm and
SZt 098. 64mm; compare Fig. 4), and for the mass flow
of the nozzle exhaust are given in Table 2. The negative
value forM, denotes a nose-down pitching moment.

Fx (kNI 82.27

JkNm) -. 401

CFGI~x H- ___

for all tegt cases studied

"In addition to the internal performance of the nozzle
configuration, the influence of the pressure distributiozi

Fig. 6 Grid for 8ftebody/noe flow field OcSull- for the outer surface of the lower engine flap on the
tohns with enlarged viewof the aft end rfegon thrust parameters is also shown. According to force and

moment bookkeeping systems for hypersonic aircraft
with highly integrated propulsion systems, airframe

expansion ramp, than in the outer flow field. Fig. 6 also aerodynamics should be kept-unaffected by engine char-
shows the grid in the immediate vicinity of the aft end of acteristics. Propulsion effects must be takcn separately
the CFD model. All calculations were carr-ed out with into account and are to be included in the engine per-
the same grid. Since the ambient flow is supersonic, no formance daia. In this respect, the external cowling of the
retroactions of flow phenomena can occur upstream of engine belongs to the propulsion system, since addition-
the afterbody. al forces due to the cowl's angle of incidence associated

with nozzle operation modes can occur and can differ
from those produced by the nominal geometry.

7. Results
Many results are given as a function of the total pressure

The results of 2D Euler calculations concerning the injec- Pt7 in the secondary duct and not of the pressure ratio
tion of secondary gas into the nozzle flow at a flight Pt7/P-, since the-general validity of the results for pres-
Mach number of Ma..=1.2 are given below, sure ratios has not been investigated. For the same pres-

In an overview, the differences between subsonic and sure ratios but different pressures pq' and p, the impact
supersonic injection are demonstrated and the conse- on the complete flow field might also be different.
quences for the gross thrust vector evaluated (section Lines for constant flow parameters, i. e. the Mach num-
7.1). The influence of the total pressure Pt7 of the second- ber and the pressure coefficient cp, are plotted with an
ary gas on the flow behavior along the expansion ramp increment of 0.05.
and on the complete afterbody flow field, along with the
resulting impact on the thrust vector, are given in section
7.. Test cases with several different total pressures for 7.1 Subsonic and supersonic injection
the secondary gas were studied. In a following step, the of secondary gas
effect of heating the secondary gas is described (section

7.3). In section 7.4 the impact of the aircraft's angle of at- A major aspect of these studies is to investigate effects of
tack on aircraft stability Is discussed. The interaction of injection of secondary gas into the nozzle flow on the
the secondary gas injection with the external flow field of complete afterbody flow field and of the overall impact
the afterbody's upper surface is predominant, on the gross thrust vector. The magnitude of the thrust

vector, Its angle, and its line of action are dependent on
Calculations concerning sections 7.1, 7.2, and 7.4 were the method of secondary gas injection.
carried out with a total temperature Tt7 of the secondary
gas of 283 K. The results of sections 7.1 to 7.3 are valid Subsonic injection of the secondary gas occurs if the flow
for an angle of attack of 50, which Is in agreement with velocity of the gas stays below Mach 1 along the injection
the nominal value for the ascent trajectory point at duct and throat. If the critical pressure ratio is achieved

-_A_



-at the injection duct's throat, the flow will become super-
- _ _sonic. In this case one has supersonic injection of the s-c-

"ondaty gas, even if a-transition to subsonic flow occurs
downstream of the throat. Usually, ejector •ozzles are
deotigned for supersonic injection, and they prodixv su-
pesonic flow.

For the calculations carried out, Fig. 7 shows typical re-
i.-; suits for subsonic injection of the secondary gas into the

-_nozzle flow, corresponding to a total pressure pg of
27,A25 Pa in the secondary duct. The critical pressure ra-- Velocity @•dt ion tio at the injection duct's throat is not achieved. The ve-

1- locity vectors prove the deceleration of the flow along
the expansion rmaip. Lines of constant Mach numbers
and lines for Ma=l.0, as well as lines of constant.pressure
coefficmets c, are shown for the complete after-
body/nozzle flow field. Basic flow features are evident.
Due to the convex geometry of the upper and lower sur-
faces of the afterbody, expansion waves are present on
bot) sides. The internal flow of the engine nozzle is dic-
tated by its contours. The flow is not symmetrical, due to
the internal nozzle shape with a flat lower cowl and a

\ , s\ }contoured upper wall. Taking the nozzle pressure ratio
Lines of constant Mach numbers into account, the nozzle's geometry was designed in such

a way that the flow is slightly overexpanded to obtain a
S -/ jet contrdction behind the nozzle's exit. Both the inner

and outer plume shocks, as well as the jet shear layer,
/ 'can be seen in the plots for the Mach number and pres-

sure coefficient distributions. The typical flow structure
for overexpanded nozzle flows is present, with alter-

.- nating shocks and expansion waves reflected by the jet
boundaries. For the injected gas jet, shear layers can be
seen between this jet and the engine nozzle flow, as well
as between the secondary gas jet and the outer flow. The
interaction of the secondary gas flow with the external

Lines for Mach number 1.0 flow of the upper afterbody is revealed by the shock at
the end of the upper surface. Further downstream, this

"/ ' shock is deflected by another shock caused by the inter-
-/ action of the secondary gas jet with the external after-

body flow. The Mach 1.0 lines clearly prove the subsonic
-. behavior of the secondary gas flow. The lines of constant

Mach numbers and pressure coefficients impart a com-
plete picture of the flow field.

For subsonic injection of secondary gas, the nozzle, the
injection duct, and the expansion ramp can be designed
in such a way that the cross section of the secondary flow
is constant or increases downstream of the injection loca-

Lines of constant pressure coefficients p tion, resulting in a constant or increasing pressure distri-
bution along the ramp contour. The flow cross section
for the secondary gas can also be influenced by the en-
gine nozzle flow itself. Here the geometry of the nozzle
and the nozzle pressure ratio play a major role. As men-
tioned earlier and as revealed in Fig. 7 by compression
shocks and expansioh waves, the exhaust gas is slightly

AIRCRAFT•s overexpanded, leading to a jet contraction behind the.. OF R•IT nozzle exit. This fact, together with the shape of the sin-
- gle expansion ramp, leads to a broadening of the cross

section for the injected secondary gas flow. With sub-
sonic injection, the flow entails a deceleration as well as a
pressure increase along the ramp contour downstream of

Gross thrust vector with line of action the injection location. The pressure distribution along the
ramp produces force components which have,-, favora-

Fig. 7 Results for subsonlc injection of the ble impact on the gross thrust vector and its angle: thrust
secondary, gas Into the nozzle flow is increased in flight direction, and small forces normal

with Pr,0 = 27,025 Pa to the flight direction ensure small thrust vector angles.
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-Velocity dist,~ton Velocity dis-tribution

Lines of constant Mach numbers Uines o1 constant Mach numbers

Lines for Mach number 1.0 Lines for Mach number 1.0

Lines of constant pressure coefficients cp Lines of constant pressure coefficients cp,

AIR1CRAFT'S A.IRCRAFT'S
CENtEA OF GRAVO Y C NTER OF ORAV.TY

Gross thrust ve~.tor with line of action Gross thrust vector with line of action

Fig. 8 Results for supersonic injection of the Fig. 9 Results for supersonic injection of the sec-
eseondary gas Into the nozzle flow ondary gas Into the nozzle flow and subsonic
with pt,8 6 9,250 Pe flow along the ramp with pt7,SG 34,625 Pa



A very good gross thrust coefficient in flight directio is pressure variations of the secondary gas are shown inthe rest,-It. To avoid separation of the flow, the decelera- rig. 11 and correspond to the plots of the flow parame-

tion of the secondary gas downstream of the injection lo- ters in fig. 7 to 9. In order to more easily assign the pres-
cation must not exceed certain limits. Losses of thrust sure distribution to the model wall, Fig. 10 gives the ge-I force due to the slight overexpansion of the exhaust gas ometryof the calculation model in the same scale as the
are only minor (see Table 2). x-axis in Fig. 11.

In Rg. 8 results for supersonic injection of the secondary The impact of the secondary gas injection on the thrust
gas into the nozzle flow are shown. With the presence of forces is given in Fig. 12 to 15.
high pressure (pa=69,2 53 Pa) of the secondary air before
injection, the critical pressure ratio is achifeved at the
duct's throat, and supersonic injection takes place. The 2000
sonic lines in Fig. 8 show the extent of subsonic and
supersonic flow areas. The expansion of the gas down-
stream of the throat is responsible for !ow pressures 1500
along the single expansion ramp, and the resulting --

f downward forces conhibute to a large, negative gross E 1000
thrust vector angle. At the end of the expansion ramp a
shock causes tho flow to become subsonic for a small 4

area. If the pressure in the injection duct were somewhat 500
higher, the flow field would be completely supersonic
below the expansion ramp. 0

To prevent a retroaction of aerodynamic disturbances in 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000
the afterbody region from travelling upstream through
the injection duct and perhaps -causing problems at the
inlet flow, supersonic flow downstream of the secondary Fig. 10 Contours of the aft end of the
gas injection location may be desirable. In Fig. 9 a flow afterbody/nozzle calculation model
field is shown in which a supersonic flow region is pres-
ent downstream of the injection duct's throat (compare 0.90
fines for Mach number 1.0). In order to ,obtain a favorable .Z.

pressure distribution along the ramp and a thrust vector
with a small angle, this supersonic region should be I

small. A shock downstream of the injection location re- 0
sults in subsonic flow along the major part of the ramp. 0.

The thrust vector has a larger angle than is the case with 033,62SPa

pure subsonic flow of the injected gas, and it is negative, ( 0.00 =
but it is still remarkably smaller than the angle for super- A-

sonic flow along the expansion ramp. Fig. 9 provides an 30,-0.30
illustration of the interaction between the engine nozzle 0. 727,85-a
plume flow, the secondary gas injection, and the external -0.60
afterbody flow. 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000

X [mm]

7. Pressure variation in the secondary injection duct Fig. 11 Pressure distribution for the uppercontour of the Injection duct and for

The previous section shows that the total pressure pt7 of the ramp with ntn,st as parameter
the secondary gas has a significant impact on the flow
structure of the complete afterbody/nozzle flow field. By
varying the pressure in the injection duct, effects on the
interaction between the external flow, the engine's jet 10
plume flow, and the secondary air flow were studied. 5 _

The behavior of the gross thrust vector due to these pres- Fx
sure variations represents a major aspect of this research.0 - _ _ _--

By varying the total pressure pq of the injected sec- Z
ondary gas from 24,625 Pa up to 69,250 Pa, the injected LC -5 A
flow exhibiting subsonic behavior at low pressures of Fz
24,625 Pa and 27,625 Pa (Fig. 7) becomes supersonic
(pt7= 30 ,62 5 Pa), while areas of supersonic flow increase U. -10

along the expansion ramp at total pressures of 33,625 Pa,
34,625 Pa (Fig. 9), and 69,250 Pa (Fig. 8). The lines for -15

Mach number 1.0 in Fig. 7 to 9 clearly illustrate this ef- 20 30 40 50 60 70
fect; the phenomena of the flow field correspond with Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt7 [kPa]
the examples in these figures and are described in sec-
tion 7.1. The pressure distributions along the upper con- Fig. 12 Forces In x- and z-direction
tour of the injection duct and along the ramp for the duo to Injection of secondary gas
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While forces in the x-direction, due to injection of sec- result of negative forces in the z-direction, the vector an-
ondary gas, increase with increasing total pressure po of gle becomes larger, too, turning the gross thrust vector in
the secondary gas MFig. 12), forces in the z-direction de- the negative direction (Fig. 14). Which of these two ef-
crease according to the expansio, at the ramp when su- fects dominates, can be evaluated by looking at the
personic flow is present. thrust coefficient for the x-direction in Fig. 15. The thrust

coeffident as defined in the list of symbols considers theAsFig.3proves,themagntudesofthegssthcalculated fores in the x-direction due to both the en-
vectors become larger with increasing pressure, but as a gine nozzle flow and the secondary gas injection flow, as

well as the ideal thrust obtained by complete expansion
to the ambient pressure of the exhaust gas and of the in-

92 jected gas. In this way the thrust coefficient becomes a
comparable measure of efficiency relative to other nozzle
concepts. For pressures of the secondary gas below the

88 ambient pressure, the gas was expanded to the lower
LL -pressure at the end of the upper surface of the afterbody

Fnw to caklulate the ideal thrust and the thrust coefficient. In
this respect, the thrust coefficient for these calculations

84 •reaches its maximum for a total pressure of the second-
S/nwnW tn ~p ary gas of 30,625 Pa. At this pressure, supersonic injec-

0/ tion of the secondary gas and subsonic flow along the
80 .ramp occurs. This fact and the shape of the curve in Fig.

247 15 indicate that the downward turning of the gross
thrust vector due to negative z-forces produced by low

Total Pressure of Secondary Gas pa [kPa] pressures at the ramp with increasing total pressure of

SFig. 13 Gross thaust produced by the comlete the secondary gas has a negative influence on the overall

nozzle, confurotion nozzle performance. Subsonic flow of the secondary gas
along the ramp is responsible for an advantageous pres-
sure distribution, resulting in favorable thrust vector an-
gles and in high thrust efficiency.

In addition to the results for the internal performance of
(D the nozzle and the secondary gas injection, the influence

S0 of the pressure distribution on the outer contour of the
lower engine flap is included in Fig. 13 to 15.

S-4 To complete the lescription of the flow field calcula-
" •tions, the mass flow of the secondary gas is given in Fig.

16. A total pressure Pt7 of 34,625 Pa results in a mass
flow of 13.76 kg/s, which is a reasonably realistic value,

--intemal+fiap according to Ref. 18. For comparison, the mass flow for
__-12______ the engine nozzle runs to 50.41 kg/s (Table 2). How the

0 mass flow rate of the secondary gas or the appropriate
20 30 40 50 60 70 pressure in the secondary gas duct can be realized was
Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt7 [kPa] not the subject of this investigation. The pressure could

Fig. 14 Gross thrust vector angle produced possibly be regulated by pressure control devices built

by the complete nozzle configuration into the injection duct.

S0.99
CFGI.x, Inteman l 

_E 20
*~0.98 -- __

S0.97 all____

0.98
CFGI.x, Internal~flap

0,95 0

20 30 40 50 60 70 20 30 40 50 60 70
Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt7 (kPa] Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt7 [kPa]

Fig. 15 Gross thrust coefficient In the x.direotion Fig. 16 Mass flow of the secondary gas

S. .. • ... .... • ,,A.' •.:....... ..... ... ... . . . .... . . . I ' " 'I • • I II J
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"Pt7SG 069 ,250 Pa

Fig. 17 Lines of constant Mach numbers and lines for Mach number 1.0 for different
total pressures Pt?,se of the secondary gas with a total temperature of 1000 K

73 Heating of the secondary gas 2.0 103,8

-- "• '103,875Pa

* To investigate the impact of heating the secondary gas & 1.5
before injection into the nozzle flow, flow field calcula-
tions were carried out for different total pressures Pt7 of • 1.0 ----50
the secondary gas having a total temperature Tt7 of .\
1000 K. For heated secondary gas, a specific gas constant = 0.5\

of R-300 J/kg/K was assumed. 35 P-
S0.0

Fig. 17 shows the flow field with lines of constant Mach 24,6 Pa
numbers for 69,250 Pa and 103,875 Pa. For a description • 20.52 P

of the flow phenomena, see section 7.1. -1.0
Fig. 18 illustrates the pressure distribution along the up- 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000

per contour of the secondary gas injection duct and the x [mm]
expansion ramp for the four investigated total pressures
pt7 of the secondary gas. The assignment of the pressure Fig. 18 Pressure distribution along the upper
to the geometry of the injection duct and the ramp is fa- contour of the Injection duct and the ex-
cilitated by Fig. 10. A negative gradient for pressures pension ramp for different total pressures
above 69,250 Pa can be seen across the secondary injec- Pt7,So of the secondary gas with a total
tion duct's throat and further downstream, correspond- temperature of 1000 K
ing with supersonic flow alcng the expansion ramp, as is
also evident in the lines for Mach number 1.0 (Fig. 17). 20
Together with Fig. 17, Fig. 8 and 9 enable a comparison 20
with cold secondary gas (283 K) for total pressures of F 1000K
69,250 Pa and 34,625 Pa, respectively. 8-" 10

283 K
The differences between the flow fields for cold and
heated secondary gas are minimal. This can also be veri- - ... ...fied by observing the forces produced by the injection LC
(Fig. 19), the magnitude of the gross thrust vector
(Fig. 20), the vector's angle (Fig. 21), and the thrust coeffi- -10 K
cient in x-direction (Fig. 22). The reason for this similari- UE 1000 K
ty is that two effects compensate each other: higher tern- -
peratures on the one hand result in less mass flow on the -20
other hand for a total pressure equal to that of cold flow 20 40 60 80 100 120
(Fig. 23). This circumstance leads to similar interactions Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt7 [kPa]
between the injection of the secondary gas, the nozzle
plume flow, and the external afterbody flow field for Fig. 19 Forces in x- and z-diraction due to injec-
cold and hot secondary gas at the same pressure level, tiowI of secondary gas for Tt7,so a 283 K

and Tty,so .1000 K



r
priducing the samte reults for the thrust vector behav- ramjet engines. 19 They were included in the investiga-
ior. tion to demonstrate the effects of very high pressure in• the secondary duct.
The case with 103,875 Pa for hot gas and the case with

A 69,250 Pa for cold air, both with large mass flows, refer In Fig. 24 the pitching moments for the nozzle configura-
not so much to the injection of forebody boundary layer tion's internal performance are given. The reference
air as to parallel design and operation of turbojet and point for the moments is the aircraft's center of gravity;

nose-up moments are defined as positive. Since the same
values for the thermodynamic parameters of the engine's

100 exhaust gas were used for all test cases studied, the mo-
__N ment produced by the engine nozzle remains constant.

- Minor differences for the thrust parameters and especial-
S,.0.•00or- ly the thrust coefficient (Fig. 22) can be detected at a low

L0L K total pressure poi for the secondary gas of 24,625 Pa. The
2 90 283 differidg pressure distributions along the upper contour

, Fmg of the secondary duct and along the ramp, shown in
85 _Fig. 25 for 24,625 Pa, are responsible for these discrepan-86

- dies. The geometry of the ramp is shown in Fig. 10 with
0 80 the same length scale as in Fig. 25 to facilitate compari-

80 .son with the pressure distribution. With this geometry of
20 40 60 80 100 120 the injection duct, the mass flows for the cold and hotPrese of S y 80 P0 10 gas are almost identical (Fig. 23). For a total pressure ofTotal Pressure of Secondary Gas Ptq [kPa] 69,250 Pa for the secondary gas, thrust values also differ

Fig. 20 Gross thrust produced by the complete slightly (Fig. 19 and 21) as a result of pure supersonic
nonfor Tt7 , 23 K flow along the expansion ramp when the gas is heated

and Tt7,sa x 1000 K up (Fig. 17). Injection of cold secondary gas leads to a

0 30 -
* 2883K

2 283 20

"• 2K LL 10SOint~ri~flsp1000K0
2-12 ,

_ýnternIla

20 40 60 80 100 120 20 40 60 80 100 120
Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt7 [kPa] Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt? [kPa]

Fig. 21 Gross thrust vector angle produced Fig. 23 Mass flow of the secondary gas
by the complete nozzle configuration for Tt7,so = 283 K and Tt7 2s 0 = 1000 K
for Tty, sG = 283 K and Tt7,SG 1000 K

M,1o 1000 K
- 0.99 [CFGlx, Intemral

0.97

1000 K .m40

0.96 2W_ 0en-gine nozzle

FE28
0.95 0F.. , -40

20 40 60 80 100 120 20 40 60 80 100 120
Total Pressure of Secondary Gas py, [kPal Total Pressure of Secondary Gas Pt, [kPa]

Fig. 22 Gross thrust coefficient in the x-direation Fig. 24 Moments for the Internal performance of
for the complete nozzle configuration the nozzle configuration for Tt71se = 283 K
for Tty,7 a =283 K and Tsu a 1000 K and Tt2,s,3 a 1000 K
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small subsonic region at the end of the ramp (see Fig. 8 (Fig. 22). The reason for the better performance with the
for pt7=69,250 Pa). cold gas injection in this case is found in the subsonic

Prssfor pt 625 Pflow along the greatest part of the expansion ramp,
Pressure distributions oPa and pt7-69, 0  which results in a favorable pressure distribution. If an
Pa are also shown in Fig. 25, where the results for cold abundance of secondary gas is available, heating mightabeadae gas arenar incude for avalabeaeatngoinhI secondary gas are included for comparison, not be necessary to improve the overall efficiency of in-
Another, second way for comparing the results should jection, and the cold flow is sufficient to provide good
be discussed: when the mass flow of the secondary gas p•irformance of the nozzle configuration. If the total pres-
remains the same for cold and heated gas. According to sure Pt7 in the secondary gas injection duct is low and
Fig. 23, cold flow with a total pressure of 34,625 Pa and very little secondary gas mass is available, heating might
hot flow with p-=69,250 Pa have almost the same mass have a positive effect to gain thrust and reach a better
flow. A comparison of these two test cases favors the thrust efficiency.
cold flow, since the thrust vector angle has a smaller neg-
ative vaJue (Fig. 21) and the thrust coefficient is higher

7.4 Variation of angle of attack

-0.06 . - To demonstrate the impact of the aircraft's angle of at-
S• Pt7,SG 69,250 Pa tack on the afterbody/nozzle flow field and on the gross

thrust vector, results are given for a variation of the an-
--0.10... , gle of attack between 0 and 7.5 degrees. The calculations

283 K ,,,were carried out assuming constant thermodynamic
.• • .. states, i. e. total pressure Pt7 and total temperature TtT,
0 -0.15 for the exhaust gas behind the engine (see Table 1) and
O /E c K for the secondary gas in the injection duct before injec-

S -0.20 d -- -. tion into the nozzle flow (pt7=3 4,6 25 Pa and Tt7=283 10.

The inflow for the inlet and the diverter duct indeed
-0.25 .... changes with the angle of attack, but the calculations are

3000 3500 4000 4500 50 5500 6000 meant to show the effects on the afterbody/nozzle flow
field of only one parameter, which in this case is the an-

x [mm] gle of attack. Considering the thermodynamic states of
the exhaust and secondary air flows according to the in-

0.20 - let and diverter performances in addition to the variation
SP7.SG ..34,625a of the angle of attack would lead to effects for the after-

- - .. body/nozzle flow field that could no longer be clearly
"CQ 283 K separated and matched to the causes. Moreover, changes

__ I in the inlet performance are considered to be very small

®-0.20 ' for the angle of attack variation between 0 and 7.5 de-
3grees, since the precompression of the aircraft's forebody
o-is relatively small at low Mach numbers, and since, to---0.40 ,,S[,0 .- _gether with a detached shock in front of the inlet, the en-

gine's inflow is not substantially affected. The inlet's

-0.60 . pressure recovery factor and the distortion are also as-

3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 sumed not to vary Lonsiderably.

x [mm] In order to employ the angle of attack for the calculation
procedure, the external geometry of the CED model had

1.00 - to be modified. At the upstream border of the grid, the
. ...... upper and lower contours of the fuselage acquire the in-

0.5 cidence according to the value for the angle of attack.
2 KFig. 26 to 33 show the results for the flow field calcula-
2K- tions. Lines for Mach number 1.0 are given in Fig. 26.

S0.00 -...- - The flow phenomena appearing in the nozzle/afterbody
S(j3 flow are shown in Fig. 9 for a--51 and are described in

-.. section 7.1. An increase of the angle of attack has a major

0.P50 impact on the injected secondary gas flow. Due to the
Pt- SG 69.250 Pa stronger expansion of the ambient flow along the upper

1.00 - side of the fuselage with increasing angle of attak, the

3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 a'ea of supersonic flow behind the injection d,:'it's tbhnta
decreases. The lines for Mach number 1.0 in Fig. 26 best

x (mm] document this flow behavior.

Fig. 26 Pressure distribution for the upper con- The pressure distribution on the upper wall of the sec-
tour of the Injection duct and for the ramp ondary duct and on the expansion ramp is shown in Fig.
3t different total presoure levels pg7sa for 27. For a comparison with the model's geometry, Fig. 10
Ttsa a 283 K and Ttse a 1000 K can be referred to.

-lr4
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5SJ Fx

-0
-15

10_

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
Angle of Attack a [°]

Fig. 28 Forces in x- and z-direction
due to injection of secondary gas

[72 l The forces due to the injection of secondary gas are
shown in Fig. 28. Forces in the x-direction increase slight-
ly with increasing angle of attack, contributing to the air-
craft's thrust. Absolute values for the forces in the down-
ward direction become smaller. For the engine nozzle,
the conditions remain the same. Values describing the
engine performance are given in Table 2.

According to expansion and compression of the ambient
flow on the upper and lower surfaces of the fuselage,
assuming that no separation takes place, forces in the x-
direction decrease for the upper side of the fuselage and
increase for the lower side with an increasing angle of at-
tack (Fig. 29). As Fig. 30 documents, forces in the z-direc-
tion for both the upper and lower surfaces of the after-
body increase with the same gradient under the prem-

. 7• ises made for the geometry of the calculation model due
to employment of the angle of attack variation.

Nose-up pitching moments decrease for an increasing
angle of attack. This behavior of the moment is demon-
strated in Fig. 31. For each angle of attack case, the gross
thrust vector due to the internal performance of the en-
gine nozzle and the secondary gas injection is shown, to-
gether with its line of action determined by the pertinent

Fig. 26 Lines for MIch number 1.0 moment. The length of the vector corresponds with the
for different angles of attack ax magnitude of the gross thrust. For increasing angle of at-

0.20 - 0 ____

a7.60

-0.40 -a Ieti d n t 2.en uppdlow lo e of afterbody
C-0.60 "00

3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5

x ImmI Angleo~f Attack a (0]

Fig. 27 Prossure distribution along the upper con- Fig. 28 External force: In the x-direction
tour of the Injection duct and the expan- due to the flow along the afterbody
Wlon ramp for diffeant angles of attack at different angles of attack
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tack, the gross thrust vectors show increasing vector an-
glee linked with a decrease of nose-up moments. This be- • 10
havior of the gross thrust vector enhances the stability of 0
the aircraft.

0
Corresponding to Fig. 31, the magnitudes of the gross <
thrust vector and the vector angle are plotted in Fig. 32
and Fig. 33, respectively, for the internal performance of -10
the nozzle and secondary air flow alone and for the in- >

ternal performance taking account of the external pre&- -20
sure distribution of the lower engine flap.

'Crnternai+flep~
8 0 -• 3 0 , - , .. , .. .

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
Z'60 "AnlofAtca[°

i. Fz, upper side of afterbody Angie of Attack a
40 Fig. 33 Gross thrust vector angle produced

by the complete nozzle configuration

LI. ,o 0
8. Conclusions

.~ ~ u -20 _. -
Fz, lower side of afterbody In the transonic flight Mach number regime, injection of

-40 .. .. . secondary gas into the nozzle flow can considerably
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 improve the off-design performance of a single expan-

fAttack a [ sion ramp nozzle designed for hypersonic cruise Mach
Angie of Atc [numbers. The thrust vector can be adjusted to the re-Fig. 30 External forces in the z-direction quirements of the inlet forces and of the external aero-

due to the flow past the afterbody dynamics.
at different angles of attack The vehicle's forebody boundary layer air and/or inlet

bleed air could br used as injected secondary gas during

take-off and while accelerating to supersonic Mach num-
bers, until the dual cycle engines are switched from
turbojet to ramjet operation mode.

Subsonic injection of the secondary gas results in advan-
tageous pressure distributions along the expansion

AICE RAFT'S ramp, yielding thrust vectors with small components
CENTER OF GRAVITY normal to the flight direction and very good thrust effi-

AC- ,c•ciency. In contrast, supersonic injection and supersonic
I.. _AoA.s. 0 flow of the secondary gas along the ramp lead to low
AOA=2-- MET pressures on the ramp contour, equivalent to lirge nega-

AOA.-0 D tive thrust vector angles and smaller thrust coefficients.
Very good thrust performance is also obtained by super-

Fig. 31 Gross thrust vectors with lines of action sonic injection of the gas, an immediately following
for the Internal performance of engine shock, and subsequent subsonic flow along the ramp.
nozzle and secondary gas Injection This method is quite advantageous, since aerodynamic

disturbances in the afterbody region are thus blocked
from travelling upstream through the injection duct and

86 .,__ ,.___ influencing the inlet flow.
"" The influence of the total pressure pt of the secondary

85 • gas on the afterbody/nozzle flow field as well as the be-
havior of the gross thrust vector were investigated,ILL studying subsonic injection, the transition to supersonic

2 84 injection with small regions of supersonic flow at the sin-gle expansion ramp, and supersonic injection with su-
S83 personic flow along the ramp. A maximum for the gross

=Fintwna thrust coefficient is obtained with a small area of super-
sonic flow downstream of the secondary gas injection

82 1. duct's throat and with subsequent subsonic flow along
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 the ramp downstream of the shock delineating the su-

Angle of Attack a [01 personic ,egion.

Fig. 32 Gros% thrust produced by the Heating the secondary gas (Tt7=1000 K) prior to injection
F cg.3 Goslteu pr ofucedaytion into the nozzle flow does not cause major changes in thecomplete nozzle configuration afterbody flow field structure compared to cold second-



ary gas (Tt7=283 10, since two effects compensate: higher 6. Kuchar, A.P. and Wolf, J.P., "Preliminary Assess-
4 temperatures on the one hand result in less mass flow on ment of Exhaust Systems for High Mach (4 to 6)

the other hand for a total pressure equal to that of cold Fighter Aircraft", AIAA-89-2356, 25th Joint Propul-
flow. This situation creates similar interactions of the sec- sion Cenference, Monterey, Calif., July 10-12, 1989.
ondary gas with the nozzle plume flow and the external 7V
afterbody flow, leading to the same thrust vector behav- Wind Tn T f N S ingle xald ion
or for the intion of 'old and hot secondary gas. AWind Tunnel Test for a NASP Single Expansioncomparison of tei n cases with heated secondary gas and Ramp Nozzle in the Transonic Regime", 29th Aero-

the same mass flo-., 'ate as for cold air favors the cold space Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nev., Jan. 7-10,1991.

gas injection. The reason is that, for cold secondary gas, 8. Berens, T., "Berechnung des Stromungsfeldes und -*

subsonic flow is present aioag the grea.est part of the ex- Ermittlung des Brattoschubvektors der HYTEX,
pansion ramp, giving rise to moderate thrust vector an- Diise bei Ma•=.2", DASA-LME Internal Technical
gles and good thrust efficiency in flight direction. Note, June 1991, not published.

By varying the aircraft's angle of attack, the impact of the 9. Berens, T., "Verfahren zur Schubvektorbeein-
external flow on the internal flow field becomes further flussung durch Sekundhrlulteinblasung in Diisen-
apparent. For these calculations, constant thermodynam, strbmungen im Traiisschallfluggeschwindigkeitsbe-
ic states were assumed for the engine's exhaust gas be- reich", DASA-LME Internal Technical Note, July
fore entering the nozzle and for the secondary gas prior 1992, not published.
to injection into the nozzle flow. Integration of the pres-.
sure distribution at the ramp leads to smaller negative 10. Berens, T., "Berechnung des Stramungsfeldes einer

forces in the z-direction with an increasing angle of at- RechteckdUse mit Expansonsmmpe fur Hyper-

tack. The thrust vector's line of action is turned upward scha1flugzeuge bei Ma,=l.2 mit EintDuasung der
toward the aircraft's center of gravity, thus reducing the Vorderrumpfgrenzouhicht", DASA-LME internal
magnitude of nose-up pitching moments. Hence, the Technical Note, June1991, not published.
behavior of the gross thrust vector due to variations of 11. Herrmann, 0. and Rick, H., "Propulsion Aspects of
the angle of attack represents a stabilizing effect for the Hypersonic Turbo-Ramjet-Engines with Special
aircraft. Emphasis on Nozzle/Aftbody Integration", ASME-

Paper 91-GT-395, International Gas Turbine and
Aeroengine Congress and Exposition, Orlando,
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TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF A JET IN A CROSS FLOW

A.E. Perry
R.M. Kelso1

T.T. Lim2

Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Epgtieering
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victo; ia 3052

AUSTRALIA

SUMMARYB In the near field, the jet structure consists of ring-
like vortices which become distorted with the

Experimental studi•,s of round jets in cross flow streamwise distwice and in the wake region,
have been made using flying hot-wire and flow alternating vertical vortices of the opposite sign are
visualization techniques. The velocity ratio of the generated which gives the appearance of a
flow ranged from about 2 to 6 with the Reynolds "Karman-vortex-street". Detailed interaction
number up to 6200. The flying hot wire enables between these flow structures is rather complex and
time- and phase-averaged measurements to be made is not fully understood. This has led to numerous
in regions of the flow which cannot be measured experimerntal and numerical studies (refs 1-7) with
accurately using stationary wires. These the aim of gaining an insight into this rather
quantitative results together with the complex and unsteady flow.
complementary flow visualization studies have
allowed the mean topological features of the jet in The purpose of this work is to examine the
cross-flow to be identified using critical point topological structure of the flow which we believe
theory. We believe an understanding of these flow will shed light on the entrainment and mixing
features may give us insight into .he large-scale processes. Two studies were carried out. One was
mixing processes which occur in the shear layer of a flow visualization investigation in a wait- tunnel
the jet. and the other was a flying hot-wire study in a wind

tunnel. To enable direct comparison with the hot-
LIST OF- SYMBOiS wire measurements limited smoke visualizations

were also made in the same wind tunnel. The
D diameter of the jet flying hot-wire is necessary because this particular
R velocity ratio (Vjet U 0in) flow involves large changes in the velocity vector
Vjet mean (RMS) velocity of the jet direction including flow reversal and accurate
U0  free stream velocity of cross flow measurements using stationary hot-wires would not

have been possible. A detailed decription of this
Sy distant from the floor of the tunnel flying hot-wire system is given in Kelso, Lim &

Perry (ref. 8). In this paper, we will concentrate on

INTRODUCTION the water tunnel studies, although limited hot-wire
measurements are also presented in order to relate to
the, visual studies. A more comprehensive

The study of jets in cross-flow is of great practical the vore corprensiv e
'evceI n nileigapiain description of the hot-wire work is currelity under

meacehineerin such ppliws can tifouns In turbo- preparation. The terminology used here for the
machinery, such flows can be found it, turbine topological descriptions is that used by Perry &
blade cooling. Aerodynamic applications include Chong (ref. 9).
V/STOL aircraft exhaust flows during transition
ii.ght, the roll control of missiles. This flow
configuration can also be found in industrial 2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
applications such as gas burners, chimney flows MEIODS.
and piping system just to name a few.

The flow visualization experiments were carried outIt has lon o been recognised that when a a in the closed-return water channel at the Universitydischarges normal to a cross-flow, there is a o ebun.Fgrs1so ceai
complex interaction between the two flows, of Melbourne. Figures I show a schematic
resulting in the deflection of the jet in the cross- diagram of the jet apparatus. The plexiglass
flow direction. Far downstream of the pipe outlet, working section measured 0.3 in x 0.31n in cross-
the bent-over jet is dominated by a counter rotating section and operated at a typical cross-flow velocity
vortex pair which seem to originate at the jet exit. of 60 mm/s. The jet was constructed from

Present address: I CSIRO Division of Building, Construction and Engineering,
P.O. Box 56, Highett, Victoria 3190, Australia

2 Department of Mechanical and Production Engineering
National University of Singapore
10 Kent Ridge Crescent
Singapore 0511

Preserted at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computatic nal and Experimental Astss; -,mnt of Jets in 0ross Flow; April, 1993.
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o v while blue dye is swept towards the downstream
side. This behaviour, as will be discussed in detail
later, suggests that there must be a separation line

[Z1)UO on the inside wall of the pipe. A close
examination of the flow pattern also shows that as
the cylindrical sheet of blue dye leaves the jet exit,
the sheet quickly develops folds on either side of

Blue dye the jet and this folding continues as the jet is
Drawing not to scale in the cross-flow direction.

Reddye0.6.-. Figure 3, plate I shows the flow pattern when redLdy" I dye has been released from the port and blue dye has0.06 DI 16D been released from a small tube upstream.Blue 
Interestingly, it can be seen that the filament of

dye " -dye blue dye fom upstream stagnates at a "half-saddledyepoint" to be elaborated on later. Figure 4, plate I
shows a close-tip of the red dye which seems to
indicate a" vortex-breakdown-like" pattern close toRed dy the jet exit. Viewing slow motion images of theSld 
breakdown indicates that there is a region of reverse

i flow in the vortex core normally associated with
Slit breakdown. In figure 5, the authors' interpretation

of the jet structures is presented. The vortex sheet
C Slitwhich surrounds the jet fluid at the exit appears toPipe exit undergo two sets of roll ups. Figure 5(a) shows

Blnue dye Kelvin-Hehnholtz-like roll ups forming vortex
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the rings, while figure 5(b) shows the vortex sheet
experimental layout (a) side-view of the jet developing roll-ups parallel to the jet axis. This is
apparatus. (b) Top-view of (a) showing the dye consistent with the vortex rings tilting and bending
injection sits. in such a way that the net effect is to produce two

counter rotating vortex pairs ( or CVP) aligned and
plexiglass tubing with an internal diametmr of curving back with jet axis as shown in the
25mm, giving a Reynolds number of 1600, based schematic diagram of Sherif & Pletcher (ref. 10)
on the cross-flow velocity and jet diameter. The
pipe was very short with the fluid entering it from --._---
an axisymmetric 36:1 contraction, thus giving a
top-hat velocity profile in the case of no cross-
flow. A narrow circumferential slot in the pipe
wall allowed dye to be injected directly into the
pipe to mark the boundary layer. A small dye
injection port was also located within the pipe
immediately upstream of the, pipe exit as shown in
the figure. Moveable dye injection tubes were also
used to introduce dye into the cross, flow from
points away from the wall. In order to mark the
boundary layer on the floor of the tunnel, dye was
released through spanwise slits as shown in figure
l(b)). Dyes with specific gravity =1 were used to (a)
visualize the flow. No deliberate forcing was
applied to any of the flow cases in the water tunnel. StoA
To complement the dye visualization studies, A ["Section A -A

experiments were also carried out in a wind tunnel
which used a flying hot-wire so as to overcome the
difficulty of velocity vectors undergoing large
angular changes and flow reversals. The Reynolds
number of the flow was about 6200. Cursory B ( 1"3
smoke studies showed that the jet flow structures
were similar to the water tunnel studies.

Voticity vects
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (b) Section B- B

Figure 2, plate I shows the pattern wh~enblue dye Figure 5. Two roll-up processes close to the jet
is releasd from the :Ircuhfereptial slot w in e pipe exit. (a) Kelvin-Helmholtz-like roll-up and (b),
and red dye is rele, om the upstream port. It is folding of the cylindrical jet shear layer.
interesting to note u,,.i iom this figure that red dye
marks only the upstream side of the jet structures
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(see figure 6). The vortex ringF on the upstream
halffofthe jet appear to retain their ýdentIty as
shown clearly in red in figure 2, plate 1. The CVP

I UV* ONTE OTT is shown blue with some red dye also involved ',as
VOaTMxAM seen in figure 2) in a region of the jet whose

structure so far is shrouded in mystery. Simple
vortex skeleton type modelling as outlined by Perry
& Chong does not appear to be directly applicable
helre nor are the patternz seen are as periodic as the
coflcwlng jet aid wake structure of Perry and Lim

alOKNY- b(real1).
CROS-SECIOMFigure 7(a) shows "flying hot-wire" ansmometry

studies of ajet in cross-flow at about four times the
POTWLALReynolds number..We have incorporated a "fold"' in
CORE the diagram to show how flow in the plane of

JET-MAIW VORTEX PAIR symmetry is related to the sectional streamline
A_ F WAUpattern taken on a horizontal plane at about

Z y=0.42D above the surface. Formation of the CVP
X :an be seen. This is a mean flow picture and figure

7(b) shows the authors' interpretation for the
complete plane J symnmetry flow deduced ffrom
more complete hot-wire measurements which

F~igure 6. Schematic diagram of jet in cross-flow extended closer to the wall. An extensive
(from ref. 10) description of the hot-wire measurements can be

tiound in Perry, Kelso & Lin (ref. 12).

FOLD ~ I~I/,,~..-----------------FOLD

Bifuirc~aton lines(b

Interpreted from (a or a= thune floo)

Figure 7. (a) Composite time-averaged vecor
fliod and streamline patern for the unforced
jet. Note that the fold-line ties above the
tunnel floor at y/D=O. 42 and in the plane of
symmetry (b) Authors' intepretation of the
pattern at the plane of symmetry.
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Overall, the pattern bears a remarkable resemblance
to a three dimensional flow separation classified by
Horniang & Perry (ref. 13) and Perry & Hornung
(ref. 14) as an owl-face of the first kind. The node
on the plane of symmetry is probably slightly off
the surfacr., and there n= other detailed differences
but globally the topology is very close. Smoke
pattern pictures like that seen in figure 8(A) seems

~ ~ '7> ~to indicate broadly the same topology as for the
water tunnel results although the entire jet outlet is
smoke filled and so the results are not as detailed
Also, unlike the water tunnel results, vortex
breakdown is not obvious. Figure 8(b) and (c)
show phase averaged results of flying hot wire
studies. The jet was slightly perturbed to lock in
the vortex formation to a fixed frpquency. The

at aaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa~b) results in these figure are relative to two different
IMI I111 aaaaaaa 111111111101111111 1;'aaaaaa Itatt lklý a I III observers, and only eddies moving with the sameaaiaaaaa ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .... a aaaaata a aaaaaaaaa, aa aaa ,a velocity of the observer are apparent. Also, unlike

a a aa aaaaa athe cigarette patterns of Perry & Limt and bouyant
aItaaaaa 11I 1I 11I 1111111I 11I 111,1111 1 1 1 \1 jets in cross-flow, there is definitely a vortex rollup

taaaaaaaaa ~on the downstreamn side of the cylindrical vortex
axat aaaaaa aa~aaa aatia ~sheet

'M a I ta'\t',~i~Iaaaaill From adetailed examnination of dye injection results
MMMaaa in '\"''/altfli.mII nthe water tunnel, many features seem to

aaaaaaaa ''\''e~1,I~nf,,,i~i4;4.t.I Originate from inside the pipe. 'M~e partia~ly
"Iaaaaa ""' * ,,,,,,~ conjectuied surface flow topology on the interior of

e-1naa 1 1,efa.,ss..IuI If 14111 the pipe surface is shown in figure 9.iHere a
aaaaaaa ''--'---'' ~'~ui'.ataai '.aaaalaa~ia developed surface is showin mid &h redOye port

aaaaaaam'~ ~~~~~~ 111''''i'aaiaaaaraaa~ a confirm~ed the existence -%[the "revea'sd flow"MIN aM a a It I region bounded by a niegative bifurcation lane or

si~ll

SNegative bifurcation
.~ . 90. R-2.2 line (Separation tine)
is s...u's~.. . .ss........... 0. loop B6.R 0 00 Sta Node ~ Positive

0 60 R-40 00. -SO*bifurcation

observer moving wit difeen velocitiesn

Fiue8.()Laeross -shciron idntf the p lart of theur flo with sraliepttr itih

which the observer movtrs.
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Nepiv ebiturllon tifn If the shear layer leaving the hole fiom the
b upstream lip were taken to have zero thickness,

s• e I one e) tthen figure 13 shows how the pattern could be
interpreted as a half..saddle. The patterns shown hi

S-udcle figure 11 are conjectured from dye studies and are
N-nod meant to be instantaneous patterns related to an

observer at rest relative to the hole. The sequence
A •of ring vortices shown in the dye pictures as shown

in figure 2 ave not apparent because they are
accelerating away but would oe seen if the observer
were to move with the eddies.
Figure 14, plate I shows the dye pattern when red

NN dye is released from the far side slit and blue dye
from the near side slit shown in figure l(b). No

Sdye has been released from the tube where the jet is
issuing nor from the upstream slit. These mark the
"shed vertical ,ortdes" from the jet. If the jet were
to be imagined to be a solid cylinder in cross flow
these "shed vortices" would broadly resembled a

s Karman vortex street. However, as Lighthi!l
s (ref.19) has pointed out, no vorticity can be

generated within an incompressible, homogeneous
fluid. All vorticity is generated at solid boundaries.
The jet in cross flow should not be regarded as a
solid cylinder and these dye tests show conclusively
that the Kaman-street like vo-iices originate from

Figure 10. Interpreted and inferred surface the vorticity generated at the wall. These somehow

streamline pattern shown on a flattened-out join up with the vortices generatd in the pipe.

rubber sheet which previously covered the The above interpretations agree with those of ref. 4.

inside of the jet-pipe and tunnel floor
4 CONCLUSIONS

separation line. The negative bifurcation line
appears to be rela'ed to the initial roll up of the One can see that a kaleidoscope of phenomena

blue dye to form the CVP. Figure 10 shows a exists for jets in cross flow even for the simple

simplified distorted but topologically equivalent case of die pipe outlet being flush with the wall.

pattern showing how the flow on the inside wall of Critical point theory seems to be useful in
the pipe is related to the surface pattern on the wall. interpreting the complex eddy structures. There are
'Tis method of presentation was suggested by many vortex systems, all of which are somehow
colleague Professor Cantwell. The pattern inside connected. It is clear that the separation pattern
the circle is imagined to be on an elastic membrane inside the tube is important in the initial roll up for
,Ahich needs to be pushed into the hole and point the CVP. The vortex rings at the outlet appear to
labelled N is a fictitious node acting as a source for tilt and bend such that they contribute to a
the flow. The pattern on the surface is an component of vorticity for the CVP. Vortexinstantaneous pattern conjectured from dye traces, breakdown appears to be occuring in the CVP nearthe tube outlet. The Karman vortex street like

As mentioned earlier, figure 3 shows an intriguing structure come from the vorticity generated at the

pattern with dye appearing to stagnate in mid-air wall and this vorticity somehow links up with the
onŽto a vortex sheet. It resembles the half-saddle vorticity generated in the pipe. The necklace vortex

pattern il_- seen by Perry, Lim & Chong (ref. 15) system seems to play only a minor role in the
in coflowing jets kind wakes and in the overall structure.
computations of Patnaik et !i (ref.16) aid Corcos So far, in spite of the complexities, we have a

and Sherman (ref. 17) in plane mixi:,Q layers (see broad understanding of the flow structure. The

also Chen et al (ref.18)). Figure 11 shows thdat in detailed complexities will need to be persuaded.

detail, we do not really have a half saddle but a Perhaps direct numerical simulations at low

cluster of critical points which looks like a half Reynolds number may shed some light on the

saddle in the large. Furthennore we have the fc.tures which are difficult to resolve
upstream "necklace" or "horseshoe" vortices which experhn%;ntally.
form at the surface and the figure shows how these
are connected to the vortices associated with the
separating shear layer of the jet. Figure 12, plate 1
shows an example of the dye visualization of the The authors wish to thank the Australis Repcrj ch
necklace vortices. Two patterns are shown in Council for the financial support of this project.
figure 11 with detailed differences at the lip of the Richard Kelso also acknowledges the support of
pipe outlet. Video movies with dye show that the 1,C. Shepherd and the CSIRO.
flow oscillates between these two patterns.

=. ,Im. ". . . .. lm IImI i4
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I I
(a) (b)

Figurel 1. Authors' interpretation of two alternative streamline patterns as
seen by a stationary observer.

S-~//

(a)

H-S

S/I

shpAir layer -I , I

(b) (c)

Figure 13. (a) A half-saddle. (b) Details of the
saddle point S. 8 is the thickness of the shear
layer and 8 is the angle between the
eigenvectors of the saddle point. (c) A limiting
case of (b) when 8 and 0 approaches zero.
H-S denotes the half-saddle.
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Figure 2. Flow pattern obtained when blue dye Figure 3. Flow pattern produced when theis injected from the circumferential slot in the,•- streakline of dye impinges on the shear layer
•pipe and red dye is released from~the dye•, .. " _ of the jet to rjroduce, a half-saddle-like patten.
.injection port. Re=1600, R.-4.O : •-"... Re=1800, R=2.2 .

Figure 4. Vortex-breakdown-like pattern Figure 12. Dye pattern showing a top view of

necklace vortices.

Figure 14. Vertical vortex structure visualized
by Introducing red and blue dye from the
spanwise slits. Re=2700, R=4.0
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An Experimental Stud) of Siphonal Jets in a Turbulent Boundary Layer Crossflow

C.A O'Riordan, S.G. Monismith, J.R. Koseff
Environmental Fluid Mechanics Laboratory

Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-4020 USA

J momentum flux parameter
SLMMARY K von Karmans constant/•We conducted experiments in a laboratory M jequivomentu sadrinru ghesks equivalent sand grain roughness
Wflume onutedy exerimnteration a laboratoM jet momentum flux
flume to study the interaction of bivalve siphonal n refiltration fraction
jets with the turbulent boundary layer which V kinematic viscosity
forms in the benthic region of shallow estuaries. Rex Reynolds number based on distanceBeds of siphonate bivalves (clams) 1.8 meters Rek roughness Reynolds number
long were simulated to study the formation of a S distance between siphon pairs
phytoplankton-depleted layer (concentration Sc Schmidt number, v/D
boundary layer) over bivalves. Refiltration of Stm Stanton number for mass transfer
excurrent fluid through incurrent siphons, which (F near field width of excurrent plume
represents a decrease in aggregate feeding u+ nondimensional mean velocity
efficiency, was measured for two test beds with u* friction velocity
S/do=6 and 16 and siphon pairs oriented u(z) mean longitudinal velocity
perpendicular to the cross flow direction. u- siphon jet velocity
Results are expressed as a function of the free stream velocity

"" nondimensional distance downstream, x/d4, the VR velocity ratio, uj/U.
velocity ratio, VR=uj/U,. and the Zm jet length scale
nondimensional animal spacing, S/do. We also x distance from leading edge of the bed
used laser induced fluores- "nce to obtain z height above boundary
quantitative concentration profiles in order to z+ nondimensional height above the
describe the evolution of the flow and to identify boundary
parameters that describe the jet/boundary layer Zout height above siphon of maximum dye
interaction, concentration

Analysis of the height of maximum 1. INTRODUCTION
phytoplankton depletion, or jet penetration, Zout, Benthic communities in estuaries can influence
and spreading width of the jet, a, show that processes in the overlying water column by
changes in the vertical momentum of the acting as a sink for phvtoplankton biomass.
excurrent jet become more important in Some studies suggest that benthic suspension
determining the phytoplankton removal feeders (clams, musse, or oysters) may ingest
efficiency as VR decreases. Stanton numbers a large fraction of pliytoplankton biomass in
calculated from concentration measurement at the shallow estuaries (Ref 1) and that in several
bed do not correlate with those calculated for cases, benthic grazing may deplete
similar flow over rough boundaries due to the phytoplankton bioynass in Ctie water column at a
importance of jet/sink dynamics in transferring rate equal to that -of production (Ref 2, Ref 3,
, mass across the concentration boundary layer. Ref 4). In tidal 'flows-, grazing by bivalves mays result in t! te depletion of phytoplankton at the

bed when phytoplankton cells which are
LIST OF SYMBOtS removed by the bivalves from the boundary layer
cf skin friction coefficient region are not completely replaced by vertical
C1  concentration of dye in incurrcnt fluid mixing. Laboratory studies of phytoplankton
CO concentration of dye in excurrent fluid depletion at the bed have consisted primarily of
C., concentration of dye in free stream fluid expe,-ments using suspension feeders without
8 boundary layer thickness strong excurrent jets (Ref 5). In this study, we
8i inner length scale are concerned with the formation of
di incurrent siphon diameter phyloplankton depleted regions (concentration
.d excurrent siphon diameter boundary layers) over dense beds of siphonate
1 molecular diffusion coefficient bivalves (animals with incurrent and excurrent
hs siphon height above the boundary

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 199.3.
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siphons) where the incurrent and excurrent flow is twice the diameter of the excurrent siphon.
dynamics play an important role in mixing. Therefcre, in our analysis we assume that the

sink dynamics play a minor role and the jet
Our experiments focus on the dynamics of the dynamics dominate the mixing process.
excurrent jets and the interaction of the jets with
the turbulent boundary layer crossflow. Several Several researchers have studies the effects of
researchers have demonstrated the importance of the nondimensional parameters identified above
hydrodynamics to benthic feeding processes on the mixing of heated or cooled jets in gas
with model studies of one or two siphon pairs ft'hws (Ref 11, Ref 12), and found that the single
(Ref 6, Ref 7) and have found that the behavior most important parameter in determining dilution
of bivalve siphonal jets is similar to that of the jet and heat transfer from the jets to the
observed for jets in uniform cross flows (e. g. surface was the momentum flux parameter, J.
Ref 8). Results in Ref 7 are expressed in terms where
of the characteristic length scale for a jet in a p 2

uniform cross flow, derived from the momentum J=-Pjuj (3)
flux of the jet, M, and the free stream velocity of p0 U. 2

the cross flow, U0, They also found that the parameter S/do affects
m 1/2 jet penetration into the overlying flow, and that

Z=U (1) as S/do increased the jets maintained their

(Ref 9). Using the definition of momentum structure further downstream. These previous
flux, we can write this length scale: experiments were conducted with one row of jets

e cn wat most and extrapolation of their results to aZm' U(2) large, continuous bed of jets is difficult.
Zm U". Because the interaction of multiple siphon jets

where uj is the jet velocity, do is the jet with a turbulent boundary layer flow is so
diameter, and U, is the freestream speed of the complex we do not intend to resolve the entire
cross flow. We expect all properties of the flow structure of the flow. Our goal is to examine
for a single jet to be described in terms of Z/Zm.. averaged properties of mass transfer and jet
However, results of flow visualization using a mixing to determine the importance of siphonal
single excurrent jet have shown that the currents in phytoplankton depletion at the bed.
trajectory of the phytoplankton-depleted water
cannot be fully described in terms of this We are interested in determining the effect of the
parameter (Ref 10) for two reasons. First, interaction of multiple jets on the seston
because the siphonal jet is immersed in the concentration field in terms of the dimensionless
boundary layer, it experiences a range of parameters listed above. The study presented
velocities through its trajectory. This effect here is designed to answer the following
combined with the effect of the vorte x system questions:
which forms in and around the jet causes the (i) Under what physical conditions do
trajectory to flatten, whereas existing theories concentration boundary layers form over dense
predict a rising trajectory. Second, the above beds of bivalves?
scaling parameter does not include siphon (ii) How does the size and density of the
height, hs, or siphon orientation, which are jets effect the aggregate feeding efficiency (mass
controlled by the animal and can alter trajectories transfer) of a population and the concentration
significantly. Moreover, the ability to predict the profiles above the bed?
distribution of phytoplankton depleted fl,'id is With these questions in mind, we have
complicated by the interactions between siphonal conducted experiments to study this biological
currents of neighboring bivalves. Ref. 7 shows process in simple, well controlled flows usingcurrntsof eighorig bvales. ef.7 sows model bivalves.
that this interaction can be quite strong even
when the bivalve siphons are 10 diameters apart.

In the case of multiple jets in a cross flow, 2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
dimensional analysis yields other important To simulate bivalve feeding in a tidal cross flow,
parameters. These are the nondimensional jet experiments were conducted in a laboratory
spacing , S/do, siphon height, hs/do, the flume. were conducted of alaboratr
nondimensional distance downstream, x/d4, and flume. The flume is constructed of Plexiglas,

PVC pipe, glass and stainless steel, and is 60 cmthe velocity ratio, VR=uj/UJ, derived from the wide, 60 cm deep, and approximately 10 m
length scale Zm, Note that in many species of long. Flow through the 3 m long test section is
siphonate bivalves the incurrent siphon diameter
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Cylindrical Lens

S• ~Light-
!•z sheet

Pressurized Siphon pairs
excurrent supply ,,

i Incurrent
f collection tanks

Fig. 1 Sketch of experimental test section in the flume facility

controlled by a downstream weir. To ensure a flows, u,, values are approximately 5% of the
constant free-stream velocity, a 4 m high free stream velocity. The test section surface is
constant head tank is used to drive the flow hydrodynamically smooth when there is no
through a diffuser into the inlet section. siphon pumping, and the thickness of the inner
Secondary mctions in the fluine are reduced by a region of the boundary layer measured upstream
series of three screens of decreasing sizes in the of the test section extended to z+=300, or to
inlet section. The flow then enters the channel heights between 30 and 75 mm above the bottom
section after passing through a 4:1 contraction. for the range of flow velocities used here.

In the field, benthic bivaive feeding is typically
Flow depth varied between 24 and 28 cm, giving confined to the inner layer, or wall region, of the
free stream velocities, measured well outside of turbulent boundary layer. This inner layer,
the boundary layer, of between 8 and 40 cm/s defined as z+< 600, is nearly independent of the
which represents the range of velocities often outer variables, including boundary layer
seen in shallow estuaries. The adjustable weir thickness, 8, and freestream crossflow velocity,
was calibrated against measured free stream U. (Ref 13). Therefore, because we need only
velocities using a single-component, tracker- to reproduce typical field values of the inner
based laser-Doppler velocimeter (LDV). The variables, u., and roughness height, in our
flow rate in the channel was then calculated by flume, our experiments should represent near-
measuring the height of the water surface above bed hydrodynamics occurring in nature (Ref 7).
the weir. The turbulent boundary layer in the
channel section was tripped using a 3 mm Experiments were conducted with false sidewalls
diameter bar 2.2 meters upstream of the test along the test bed at a width of 25 cm to provide
section, shown in Fig. 1. symmetry planes for the excurrent jets at the

edges of the model test section. The reason for
Shear velocities, u%, were calculated by fitting doing so was to eliminate lateral entrainment of
the measured velocity profile to the "law of the ambient water on the sides of the test bed.
wall" sm,-oth wall velocity distribution given by
Ref 13: Full scale physical models cf a bed ofthe bivalve

species Tapes japonica and Potamocorbula
amurensis were installed in the test section of the
flume. The models consisted of separate tubing

where the normalized mean velocity is defined as for incurrent and excurrent siphons and was
u+=u/u* and the nondimensional height above based on the model of an individual bivalve used
the boundary: z+=zudv. For this rangt of cross in Ref 7, Fig. 2 shows the siphon pair layout



with S, do, di, and hs defined. The siphons
were installed in a strip 180 cm long and 20 cm
wide in the center of the test section. The strip 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
consisted of nine sections of siphons, each 20
cm x 20 cm. For this study the model siphons Experiments to quantify refiltration (pumping of
were held in a fixed orientation (siphons phytoplankton depleted water from bivalves
perpendicular to the cross flow), and siphons upstream) by a population of model bivalves
were either flush or raised above the bed by 10 were carried out in the test section as shown in
mm. Each group of siphons was connected Fig. 1. We used sodium fluorescein dye as a
separately via tubing to a pressurized tank which tracer to represent phytoplankton-depleted water
supplied excurrent fluid and to a set of receiving ejected from excurrent siphons. The excurrent
tanks that collected incurrent fluid (Fig. 1). jets of the bivalves were marked with a known
Equal flow through incurrent and excurrent dye concentration of about 5 x 10-7M (Molar
siphons was ensured by the use of calibrated concentration) which was delivered from a
flow meters. Modeling considerations of this pressurized tank. Incurrent fluid was forced
type of experiment are discussed in Ref 10. through the incurrent siphons by gravity and

was collected from each of the nine banks of
The dimensions of the models and the model bivalves. Fluorescence of the incurrent
experimental conditions are summarized in fluid was determined and was compared to the
Table 1. fluorescence of the excurrent fluid. Fluorescence

measurements were made using a Turner
Designs Fluorometer. The amount of refiltration
was determined by comparing quantities of the

Incurrent siphons s tracer "filtered" by each portion of the bed to the
diameter =d, amount of tracer in the excurrent fluid. The

results are expressed in terms of a refiltration
fraction:

n= _C (5)

where CQ is the fluorescence of incurrent fluid,
Co is the fluorescence of the excurrent fluid, and
C,, is the fluorescence of the ambient fluid. The

Excurrent siphon refiltration fraction represents the percentage of

diameter = do phytoplankton-depleted fluid an individual
bivalve would filter.Flow Additional information about the average growth

Fig. 2: Perspective view of a portion of the of the concentration boundary layer above the
siphon pair array bed was obtained from flow visualization using

the planar laser-induced fluorescence technique
(PLIF - see Ref 14, Ref 15). In this technique,
fluorescent dye is illuminated with a thin sheet of
laser light and a charged coupled device (CCD)

Table 1. Experimental Conditions camera is used to capture images of dyed
excurrent jet flows (see Fig. 1). Because the

T. japonic. P. amurensis intensity of the fluoresced light is proportional to
d0(mm) 5.5 3.0 the local dye concentration (Ref 14), this
di (mm) 2.5 1.5 technique gives a quantitative description of the
S (nmm) 40 9.5 structure of the concentration field, In this case
hs. (mm) 0,10 0 the dye concentration field represents the
u1(imrns) 98,197 16,32 distribution of phytoplankton-depleted fluidRei 170,000-1957106,3 above the bed of bivalves.Re,, 170,00)0-1,00,0
U,, (mimis) 80-400 The setup for capturing and processing of PLIF

images consists of the following; the beam from

a 2 watt Ar-Ion laser is passed through a 1 meter
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focal length convex lens and a cylindrical lens, structure of the flow and the vertical extent of the
creating a 0.5 mm thick laser sheet that is concentration boundary layer.
projected into the flow parallel to the free streatm
direction, illuminating a 20 cm wide vertical 4, RESULTS
section of the flow (PLIF data was recorded at
two locations, 0.5 m and 1.5 m downstream 4. Refiltration
from the leading edge of the bivalve bed); a The downstream distribution of refiltration for
Tiffin orange 15 filter is used before the camera experiments with siphons flush and
lens to eliminate background scattered light; a 9.2<VR<0.8 is shown Fig. 3.
Pulnix monochrome CCD camera (640 x 480
pixels) collects the emitted light and converts it to In each of these cases, a concentration boundary
analog NTSC signal: a Perceptics PixelPipe layer develops, as indicated by the increase of
board on a MacIlfx is used to grab and average the refiltration fraction with distance
images with image processing software downstream. Maximum refiltration values for
(PixelTools, Spyglass Transform, GTFS the 1.8 m bed were found to be between 18% for
Ultimage, LabVJEW2). Using this system we S/do = 16, and 50% for S/do = 6. Note that the
acquired images with a pixel resolution of orientation used in this experiment is predicted to
Ax=Az=0.25 mm. Based on the speed of the be the most beneficial feeding position, leading
crossflow and an estimate of the turbulent to the lowest amount of refiltration (none was
11ictuations of the flow (10% of the freestream found for a single bivalve in this orientation, see
velocity), the Kolmogorov length scale was Ref 7). An orientation of the siphons parallel to
estimated to be between 0.1 lrmm<Lk<0.49mm. the cross flow may result in substantially greater
The estimated error of concentration values amounts of refiltration.
determined using PLIF is between 5% and 7%

When results are normalized by S/do we can
Relative concentration profiles were calculated express the refiltration as a power law defined
from nine second (256 frames) averages by by:
taking vertical sections through images n=f do,, )4,0.)25  (6)
comparing corrected concentration values to the =9 d
excurrent jet concentration. Digital techniques where 0.3<P<0.6 depending on the velocity
have been used to correct for the Gaussian laser re O.3The dependig o the veloit
intensity distribution, light absorption, camera ratio, yR. The data in Fig. 3 that fall below this
gain, and background dye concentration (see Ref line are for experiments conducted with raised
15). The images are used for analysis of the siphons.

4,

3.5 - -
3

2.5 $ I-'U. I a *
n(S/do) 2 " L .:* " I .....

1.5 - --- --3 - -

0.5 g )o. .1.°
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

x/do

Fig. 3 Results of refiltration experiments with siphons flush and (a) S/d4 = 16, (e )S/d,=6, and
(E ) h,=10, S/do = 16. The dotted lines represent the curves defined by (6).
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The dependence of P on VR is difficult to with distance downstream (Fig. 5). Turbulent
specify. The general trend is that 0 decreases eddies of ambient fluid approximately 3 cm in
with increasing VR for flush siphons (see Fig. diameter can be seen penetrating to the
4) and VR>0.2. However when siphons are boundary. At the lowest crossflow speed (8
elevated, 0 increases with increasing VR cm/s) the dye layer has a vertical extent of
indicating the importance of siphon height in approximately 5 cm (z/d4=15), at a distance 1.5
higher cross flow velocity or lower ui regimes. m from the leading edge of the bed (Fig. 5b).
In addition, results of experiments with S/do=6 As the cross flow velocity increases, we
show that for VR<0.2 the value of P decreases, observed a thinning (in actual height) of the
This suggests that in the very low VR regime concentration boundary layer and a decrease in
there is an increasing importance of the strength the vertical extent of intermittent plumes of dye.
of the crossflow, or the value of u, in mixing At 40 cm/s the dye plumes extended to less than
excurrent fluid with the freestream. In the region 2 cm (z/do=8) above the bed. As VR decreased
VR>0.8 it appears that 03 may approach an we observed increasing deflection of the jets
asymptotic value regardless of siphon height. until at very low VR the jet appeared to be
(Note that in these experiments we found a linear completely deflected at the edge of the siphon
relationship between U,, and u, just upstream of and the excurrent fluid remains attached to the
the jets, therefore we could plot the data as a boundary downstream.t function of uj/u, with equally little scatter).

SfwWe also examined time series of concentration
profiles to describe dominant features of the

.7 jet/boundary layer interaction. Instantaneous
0.7- ,profiles of the concentration field through the

center of a single excurrent jet sampled from
0.6- sequential video frames were compiled into

SI single images.
0.5 - A time series of vertical concentration profiles

P0.4  1.5 m from the leading edge for S/do = 16,
VR=l.23 is shown in Fig.6. The brightest

S0.3T region at the bottom of the image represents the
jet core. it ends abruptly in the region where the

0.2 jet is bent over by the flow. Just above the
_ _ __-_bright jet region is a zone of lower concentration

0.1 , ambient fluid, This fluid is a result of
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 entrainment of ambient fluid underneath the jet

i velcity ratio, YR immediately upstream, which has been observed
in experiments of a single jet in a cross flow (Ref
8). The flow far above the jet is characterized by

Fig. 4. Values of the coefficient b as a function plumes of dye originating from excurrent jets

"mon(V), and P. amurensisc, hs=O (*) upstream which are advected downstream.
Large blobs of ambient (clear) fluid penetrate to

"4.2 CONCENTRATION FIELDS the jet region of the concentration boundary layer
approximately every 5 seconds. Although the
time scales of the mixing structures changes

We can examine the mixing of excurrent jet fluid when VR<l we observed that a region of
near the bed which results in refiltration using ambient fluid entrainment within the
PLIF. Examining unprocessed video images, concentration boundary layer persists just above
we see a strong dynamical interaction between the excurrent jet. It is evident from images such
the siphon pairs. Dye from excurrent siphons as this one that the region close to the bed is
upstream can be seen entering incurrent siphons dominated by the dynanics of the jet and the
downstream. The jets appear to be bent over by jet/cross flow interaction, whereas the mixing in
the boundary layer cross flow and the interaction the outer region of the concentration boundary
results in a series of smaller scale vortices which layer is dominated by advection due to the cross
merge and roll up on each other creating a flow.
continuous layer of dye that thickens gradually

II
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Fig. 5: Instantaneous digital PLIF images with hs=0, S/d4=6, and VR= 1.23 at a)x=0.5 m and
b)x= 1.5m.
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Fig. 6: Digital PLIF image showing a time series of concentration profiles above a model excurrent jet
of Tapes japonica at x=!.5m with hs-' and VR= 1.23.

To summarize our results in terms of the boundary at which the concentration drops to
jet/boundary layer interaction, we have 5% of the excurrent jet concentration. This
normalized the values of jet penetration, zout, and information was obtained from the averaged
jet spreading width, a, by the jet in a cross flow images of excurrent jets at a distance S/2
parameter Z,, (defined earlier), and plotted them downstream of the siphon for a range of values
as a function of velocity ratio, VR (Fig. 7). of VR and two siphon heights. If the jets within

the concentration boundary layer behaved as jets
We have defined zout as the height above the in a uniform cross flow and we.e only a function
siphons at which we see the maximum dye of the relative jet strength, then we would expect
concentration, and a7, as the height above the this nondimensionalization of Zout and a to

Ui -'64`11
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values of zout,/zm approach a constant,
indicating that jet-in-uniform-cross flow theories
can be applied to siphonal currents in this flow

8 .. . •._L , I . regime. Note that the representation in Fig. 7
indicates that we can represent Zout and a as

6- 7 some function of the velocity ratio, or
-- -=f (VR)
do (7)

otdof (VR)

-2 -- This is similar to the results of Ref. 16, where
iTT Lthey found these parameters to be only a

-4 ,,, T... -r ,,, "T,,, ,,function of VR and distance from the jet.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

velocity ratio, VR 5. DISCUSSION

5.1 ROUGHNESS AND VELOCITY SHEAR

50- _ L ,,,, LL.. L Lower refiltration values, elevated plumes and
1increased mixing seen in the experiments using

401 o elevated siphons are most likely due to the
combination of two factors: roughness and

30 velocity shear. The small scale bed roughness is
""i • lsignificantly increased by the protrusion of the

m tubes from the flume floor, thereby increasing~20
20jturbulent mixing and wall shear stress (Ref 17).

I o- •The second factor affecting mixing is the effect
of higher cross flow velocities acting on the jet

06. ,.. , .. ... { _as it is injected into the flow at a higher location
"0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 in the boundary layer. Elevated siphons and

velocity ratio, VR higher animal pumpng rates tend to increase the
Fig. 7: Jet penetration, zout, and jet spreading effective height of the release of the
width, cr, as a function of VR for T. japonica phytoplankton-depleted plume. As the plume is
with h,=0 (M) and h,= 10 ram(D), elevated above the bed, it experiences a higher

cross flow velocity, and therefore, we we Ad
expect increased bending of the jet, increased

result in a constant vaue at all VR. Note mixing, and lower zefiltration.
however, that as the cross flow velocity
increases relative co the jet velocity, Zout/Zm Our results indicate a complex interaction of the
decreases indicating that the shear in the jet dynamics with that of the turbulent boundary
boundary layer bends the jet over further than layer. Average concentration profiles from flow
predicted for a jet in a uniform cross flow. The visualization (see Ref 10) have shown that the
dimensionless (3/Zm increases in the region VR crossflow affects the distributiun of excurrent jet
<0.8, suggesting the effects of increased mixing. fluid in two different ways - through its direct
In addition, Zut/Zm is slightly higher when effect on the trajectory of the jets and through its
siphons are raised suggesting the influence of effect on mixing near the bed. This finding is
additional drag on the mean flow which allows consistent with that of Ref 12. At low VR, they
the jet to penetrate further into the boundaiy find that little penetration of the jets into the
layer. mainstream occurs and the jets are attached to the

surface. As VR is increased the jets penetrate
However, when VR decreases, Zout,/Zm becomes further, the jets mix rapidly and the region
negative when the siphons are raised and beneath the jet is ventilated by the mainstream.
VR---0.2. This is a result of the dye plume being As noted by other researchers, we have found
drawn down by the cressflow below the level of the most important independent flow parameterI the incu ýnt siphons. At values of VR>0.8, the to be VR. We have also found that jet
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penetration increases with increasing distance 1/ c- 1/2

between the jets. Ref 12 also found that hole u,=(-) =Ub ) (10)
spacing (S/do) has a large influence on the heat 2

transfer coefficient. However our study of We have used the correlation for skin friction
multiple jets in a crossflow ,hundreds to given in Ref. 20 for turbulent boundary layers
thousands) is on a scale much larger than that over two dimensional roughness elements:
which has been examined experimentally to date c( 1 n
(2-10jets). We have found that the parameters 2 = kln(-) (11)
VR and S/do alone cannot parameterize the
behavior of the siphonal jets in the presence of which yields similar values to the correlation for
incurrent sinks, rough pipe flow given by Ref 21 :

5.2 MASS TRANSFER ANALYSIS c-69 -k ]. 2

We have used PLIF to observe the structure of o -

the flow near the bed of model siphons and have Ref. 20 also gives and expression for the
seen that the water motion, in particular the Stanton number based on similarity concepts:
jet/boundary layer interaction can affect the c¢2
refiltration ratio by controlling the thickness of Stm= (13)
the concentration boundary layer which forms sct+(cf/2) 112/Stk

over the bed. This has been observed by others where Sct is the turbulent Sc in the outer layer.
in nutrient and phytoplankton uptake studies of Experimental data for air suggest that the heat
corals and sessile organisms (Ref 18). If we transfer equivalent, Prt is approximately constant
assume that the flow over siphonal jets is similar at 0.9 independent of Pr (Ref. 22) The Stanton
to a turbulent boundary layer over a rough number for roughness elements, Stk, is given by
bottom, we can develop an expressicn for the the correlation:
Stanton number for mass transfer, Stm, based
on the analogy between heat and mass transfer Stk = 5.19 Rek"' 2Sc'4"1(1
(see Ref 19). If we let Cb be the bulk average (14)
concentration of phytoplankton in the freestream
fluid, and h be the total depth of the flow, then for 70<Rek<2400. We note that Eq. 14 is only
UbCbh is the total mass flux passing over the validated for 0.7<Sc<6.
bivalve bed. Let rh be the rate of transfer of the
ambient fluid to the bivalves. We can define the We now compare Stanton number results from
Stanton number for mass transfer as: our experiments to those expected from

correlations for flow over rough boundaries.
Stm r (8) For the observed values of Stm, we calculated tii

S=Ub(Cb'w) by using the refiltration fraction, n, defined
where C, is the concentration at the wall surface. earlier, to represent the normalized concentration
Stm represents a limitation on the mass transfer of freestream fluid which is transferred to the
rate to the surface. incurrents. Then,

( l--11)Qp

Stm has been shown to be a function of Rex, " . . (15)
Schmidt number, Sc, surface geometry, and the
roughness Reynolds number, Rek. In applying where Qp is the flow per plate or section of the
correlations for Stanton numbers from the heat bed and A, is the total area of the plate. The total
transfer literature, we have made several flow through the plat is equal to the sum of the
assumptions. First, we have ignored the flow through the jets, or
excurrent and incurrent flow dynamics and treat
the flow over the siphonal currents as flow over Qp = TlujAj (16)
a rough boundary. We have used the total
penetration of the excurrent jets, zout, as the where q is equal to the number of jets per plate
heights of roughness elements. We can then and Aj is the area of the jet. We can now write
define roughness Reynolds number as: (t = l(_l-n) uj A, (17)

u~out
Rek=--ut (9) (c,,) A

We have calculat- valuts of u. based on the where the freestreanm velocity was used to
skin friction: represent the bulk velocity over the bed, Cw is
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the average concentration at the wall determined diffusion to that of mass. Therefore values of
from PLIF images, and the concentration term Stanton number calculated with a high Sc may
Cb is taken to be I. Eq. (17) indicates that we not reflect the relative importance of momentum
should expect Stm to be proportional to VR. flux in these flows.

Results of calculations for experiments with 6. CONCLUSIONS
S/4d=6 do show an increase in Stanton number
with and increase in velocity ratio (Fig. 8). We The formation of concentration boundary layers
can see that although we have included the jet (phytoplankton-depleted regions) over beds of
penetration in our calculations for Stm in flow model siphonate bivalves can inhibit aggregate
over rough beds, this simplification does not feeding efficiency by reducing filtration rates of
reproduce the observed results. The dynamical animals by as much as 50%. The amount of
effect of the jet/boundary layer interaction refiltration was found to be a function of VR,
appears to play an important role in the mixing of S/do, and x/d4.
phytoplankton fluid and this process cannot be
modeled as flow over a rough boundary. We The general trend in the data show that an
observed that the fluid at the wall never consists increase in the siphon height increases roughness
of purely excurrent fluid. In other words, and mixing, reducing refiltration fraction.
ambient fluid (food-rich fluid) is constantly Increasing VR has two effects. First, it
being mixed down to the bed. The only region increases the flux of dye, or phytoplankton-
in the boundary layer in which we see total food depleted fluid, into the boundary layer so that
depletion is at the excurrent siphon exit. there is more fluid available for refiltration.
Therefore the feeding process of the bivalves is Second, it increases the height of rise of this
not mass transfer controlled and correlations for fluid due to the increased vertical momentum of
mass tiansfer over rough boundaries will not the jets. When siphons are flush, increasing VR
apply well in this case. lowers refiltration, because the jets rise higher

over the incurrent siphons. However, when the
siphons are raised and VR is increased, fluid that

0.014 was previously drawn down below the level of
the incturent siphons now has more vertical

0.0t12 momcntum and stays at the level of the incurrent

0.01 siphons, thereby increasing the likelihood that
refiltration will occur. In addition, we found

0.008 that refiltration is inversely proportional to S/do.
St 0.006 Finally, we showed that calculations of Stanton

numbers for mass transfer do not correlate well
0.004.. with flow over rough boundaries. Further
0.002 experiments with measurements of velocity

fields will enable us to understand the
0 -- I I momentum flux at the bed due to siphonal jets

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 and may help us to define a generalized model

velocity ratio, VR for phytoplankton depletion at the bed.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE GROUND VORTEX FORMED BY AN
IMPINGING JET IN CROSS FLOW
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Vearl R. Stewart
KSA Technology
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SSUMMARY VR Ratio of jet exit to free-stream velocity, VJ/V

xj Distance along ground from jet centerline to
An inclined jet impinging on the ground creates a wall impingement point
flow that spreads radially from the point of impingement. xs Upstream distance from jet centerline to ground
if a cross-flow is introduced, the upstream component of vortex separation point
the wall flow will separate from the ground and create yj Distance from plane of symmetry to jet center for
what has been termed the "ground vortex". The ground side-by-side jets
vortex has been shown to have a significant impact on 5 Jet deflection angle, measured from streamwise
aircraft aerodynamics and is one of the major contributors direction, positive down.
to hot gas ingestion. The paper will review experimental
studies of the ground vortex. It will also discuss a recent 1. INTRODUCTION
study which included a generic wing-body configuration
for assessing the impact of the ground vortex on An inclined jet impinging on the ground creates a wall
configuration aerodynamics. Wind tunnel tests using flow that spreads radially from the point of impingement.
fixed ground boards, moving ground belts, and moving The wall jet flow does not spread indefinitely; it will
model tests will be discussed. The emphasis of the data ultimately decay from viscous dissipation or be stopped
to be presented will be macroscopic, i.e. forward location by some intervening mechanism. If a cross flow is
of the vortex, effects of ground height, etc. introduced, the upstream component of thf wall jet will

separate from the ground some distance forward of the
SYMBOLS impingement point. A large separation bubble is created

which has been termed the "ground vortex" due to its
A Jet area rotational nature. It is not a vortex in the sense of
c Wing mean aerodynamic chord increasing local velocities as the core is approached. It is
C1, Lift coefficient, L/qS a turbulent separation bubble inside which the jet and
Cm Pitching moment coefficient, M/qoSc cross-flow mix.
C P Pressure coefficient, (plocal-po)/%
d Jet diameter, equivalent diameter for non-circular A ground vortex can be generated by virtually any type

jets, q(4A/n) of V/STOL aircraft operating in ground effect. The
h Height of jet exit above ground downwash from a helicopter rotor, jet nozzle, lift fan, or
po Free-stream static pressure ejector can all act as the source of the wall flow from
q0 Free-stream dynamic pressure, 1/2pV0

2  which the ground vortex emanates. The flowfield
S Wing area established by the ground vortex can cause significant
Vb Velocity of moving ground belt changes in aircraft lift and pitching moment. In a sideslip
Vi Jet velocity at ground impingement point condition, large rolling moments can also be generated.
V1  Jet exit velocity The performance of a helicopter tail rotor in sideward and
V0  Free-stream velocity rearward flight is affected by the ground vortex. In

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow' April, 1993.
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TABLE I - SUMMARY OF GROUND VORTEX INVESTIGATIONS

Investigator Ref Year Facility Belt h/d VR Data

Abbott 1 1967 Moving model - 4,20 25-70 Flow vis.
Colin & Olivari 2 1969 Wind tunnel No 4 4-11 Flow vis., Pressure
Binion 3 1970 Wind tunnel No 1,4 6-16 Flow vis., LDV

*1 Schwantes 4 1973 Wind tunnel No 3,8 12-22 Pressure
Weber & Gay 5 1975 Wind tunnel No 2.5-8 20-75 Pressure
Stewart & Kuhn 6 1983 Wind tunnel No 1-25 3-10 Pressure
Stewart 7 1987 Moving model - 3 8-12 Pressure
Cimbala et al 8 1987 Wind tunnel No 1-6 2.5-10 Flow vis., Pressure, LDV
Kuhn et al 9 1987 Water tunnel Yes 2-10 6-30 Flow vis.
Stewart & Kemmerly 10 1989 Moving model - 3 5-25 Pressure
Cimbala et al 11 1990 Wind tunnel No 3 6-13 Flow vis., LDV
Stewart & Blake 12 1992 Wind tunnel Yes 2-25 5-20 Flow vis., Pressure
Kuhlman & Cavage 13 1992 Wind tunnel No 3,7 5-13 Flow vis., LDV

operations over loose terrain, the ground vortex creates decelerates to move up and over it.
and defines the cloud of debris that can damage engines
and reduce visibility. It is one of the primary contributors The structure of the ground vortex is seen in the flowfield
to hot gas ingestion for both airplanes and helicopters. measurements from Cimbala et al3 (Figure 3). This
All of the studies discussed in this paper use a jet nozzle figure, a time averaged velocity vector plot, provides a
as the source of the wall flow. visualization of the mean flow in the vicinity of the

ground vortex. The ground vortex is elliptical in shape.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS The velocity profile through the center indicates it is not

a classical vortex with increasing velocities near the core.
2.1 Single Jet

The forward extent of the ground vortex has been defined
The ground vortex phenomenon has been investigated as the distance between the jet centerline and the
experimentally by a series of investigators (Table 1). separation point, xs, by some investigators and as the
With few exceptions6'9'12, all used a single, circular je: distance between the impingement point, xi and the
nozzle. A schematic of th," flowfield associated win, the separation point by others. Use of one or the other can
ground vortex along with the nomenclature used in the be restricted by the test technique. The difference
paper is shown in Figure 1. 1 iý. bulk of the tests used between the two definitions is insignificant at low ground
flow visualization or ground pressure data to investigate heights (h/d < 5) if the velocity ratio is sufficiently large
the size and shape of the ground vortex flowfield. Direct (VR > 8). Both definitions will be used in this paper,
comparison between the two techniques 2'8 has shown depending on the availability of the relevant data.
excellent agreement.

2.1.1 Fixed Ground Board Tests
A typical6 centerline distribution of the pressure
coefficient measured on the ground is shown in Figure 2. The majority of existing data (Table 1), obtained in a
The ground vortex is characterized by a region of negative wind tunnel without a moving ground belt, include the
pressure (in terms of Cp) forward of the high positive effects of a ground boundary layer. All of these studies
impact pressures. The maximum negative pressure is used cirmular jet nozzles. Stewart & Blake12 investigated
found approximately under the vortex center. The point two non-circular nozzles in addition to a circular nozzle.
of zero pressure coefficient has been established as the These were a rectangular nozzle of aspect ratio three
forward edge of the ground vortex, where the wall jet (major axis perpendicular to the free-stream) and a set of
separates from the ground 2. A small positive pressure side-by-side rectangular "thrust reverser" nozzles directed
region is found forward of the ground vortex, as the flow 30 degrees forward from vertical (120 degrees from the
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aft streamwise direction). The data report from this test visualization results of Kuhlman and Cavage13, agree well
has not yet been published. Many of the results are given with both the earlier data and Equation (2).

here for the first time. In the figures that follow, these
will be referred to as the "circular", "rectangular" or In a small wind tunnel, blockage due to the tunnel
"thrust reverser" results. sidewalls can affect the ground vortex penetration. Most

of the investigations were conducted in large2' 5' 6 or
For a circular nozzle, all investigations since that of open1'4'7' 10' 12 test sections, where blockage is not a
Binion3 have found the upstream penetration of the problem. The second investigation of Cimbala et all11

ground vortex to be essentially constant up to a height of used two jets, 1.5 and 3 inches in diameter, in a test
four jet diameters above the ground (h/d--4). The section 48 inches in width. The ground vortex generated
upstream penetration from these data (taken at a height by the smaller jet was found to extend further upstream

ratio between two and four) are shown in Figure 4. Colin by about two jet diameters compared to the large jet. It
and Olivari2 developed a semi-empirical expression for was conjectured that with less blockage, the ground
the upstream penetration by assuming the kinetic energy vortex flowfield was able to expand and grow more

of the wall jet is equal to the kinetic energy in the cross effectively. Kuhlmaa and Cavage1 tested jets 0.375, 0.5,
flow at the separation point. Their parameter is based on and 1 inch in diawaeter in a test section 32 inches in
the flow conditions at the impingement point. Assuming width. They found no difference in forward penetration,

negligible decay of the jet, it can be written in terms of but a definite reduction in the lateral penetration with the
the jet exit velocity as follows: largest jet. For this case, the edge of the vortex passed

within four diameters of the sidewall, so some blockage
x8 -_ =1.03 (Vi/Vo )0.9ý V 0.9 (1) effect would certainly be expected. These results indicate

d a value of tunnel to jet width of at least forty should be
used to alleviate tunnel sidewall blockage effects.

Equation (1) also appears in Figure 4, and seems to be

near the upper end of the data scatter at low values of the As the height of the jet above the ground is increased, the
velocity ratio. The bulk of the data in Figure 4 fall in the cross flow will deflect the jet downstream to a greater
VR range of 5-15. For V/STOL aircraft, these values are extent, shifting the impingement point and reducing the
representative of the operating condition in interest, low amount of flow in the wall jet directed upstream. In
speed in ground effect. addition, the jet will begin to decay. Each of these

changes acts to reduce the forward penetration of the
As the velocity ratio approaches zero, the free-stream ground vortex. The tests which covered the greatest
significantly reduces the velocities within the jet. This range of height (refs. 6 and 12) measured the forward
results in a decrease in the maximum pressure (and penetration from the jet exit, not from the impingement
velocity) at the impingement point, invalidating the point. To account for the height effect, Stewart 14

approximation made in Equation (1). At thesn conditions, postulates a modified form of Equation (1) which uses
the jet is swept downstream before reaching the ground, (h/d) in addition to VR0"9 as the correlating parameters.
so no ground vortex will form. The results of Colin and His penetration parameter is (xs/d)/VR9. F•,g"e 6 shows
Olivari2 indicate zero impingement velocity is reached at the result. Both data sets correlate very vell, with the
a velocity ratio of about three. resultant curve fit yielding:

The lateral shape of the ground vortex is approximated Xs 0 [1 +0. 1 hid 0.3( hid )2
remarkably well by the simple potential flow model of a 0 +.1 09 0 -0

source in a uniform stream . To account for differences
in penetration due to velocity ratio, we will normalize
both the forward and lateral penetration of the ground Since this is referenced from the jet exit, all effects of the
vortex by the maximum forward penetration at the jet free-stream deflection of the jet are contained in the (h/d)
centerline, x.. The resultant expression for the shape of terms. The flat slope of the curve near zero height in
the vortex is: Figure 6 is indicative of the insensitivity of the vortex

x/xs = -(y/xs)/tan(y/xs) (2) penetration to height when the jet is close to the ground.

At a height ratio of about four, the forward penetration of
Results from the studies where off-centerline vortex data the ground vortex for a rectangular jet is nearly ide-itical

were obtained are shown in Figure 5 along with Equation to that of the circular jet. Below this height, however, the
(2). The most extensive data, obtained from the flow penetration continues to increase for a rectangular jet.
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Above this height, the penetration is reduced more rmoidly been subcritical except for the results of Stewart &
compared to the circular jet. These effects are shown in Kuhn6, some of which had choked exit conditions.
Figure 7, which is plotted on the same scale as Figure 6.
For the rectangular nozzle, the height relation analogous 2.1.2 Moving Model/Ground Belt Tests
to Equation (2) is:

The absence of a ground boundary layer decreases the
S= 0 .9[15,,l V 0.9 (4) upstream penetration of the ground vortex. This is due to
d the reduced kinetic energy in the boundary layer that

opposes the wall jet compared to a uniform stream
If the penetration parameter is modified to include the (Figure 8). Depending on the thickness of the boundary
trigonometric effects of the deflection, the height relation layer, most or all of the wall jet may lie within it. The
is given by: wall jet is very thin; the maximum velocity within it

[ 0.9 occurs below a height of one-quarter jet diameter above
XS V 0.9 1.5 - (h/d)/VR"9 the ground. Three studies of the ground vortex used a jet7 = ' I (5) moving relative to the ground1'7'10, where there is no

ground boundary layer. With the jet moving relative to

+(h/d)tan(B -90) the ground, the scrubbing action of the ground causes the
jet to decay faster than it would over a fixed ground
board9 . This acts to further reduce the penetration.

Using this relation, thrust reverser nozzle data are also
shown in Figure 7. The data fall exactly on the Abbott 1, using a jet mounted on a rotating arm, studied
rectangular nozzle results. the ground vortex with a flow visualization technique.

Stewart and Kemmerly7,10 used a 1500 ft test trackAlthough not listed in Table 1, several other variables originally developed for wing trailing vortex studies
have been studied in ground vortex investigations. Jet (Figure 9). After acceleration to the test velocity, the jet
turbulence has been investigated in both water9 and wind passed over a ground plane instrumented with pressure
tunnels 11'13 with negligible effects on the ground vortex transducers. Three rows of transducers were used which
size found in both cases. This is not surprising, since the yielded time historis of the ground pressures for each
interaction of the jet with the ground plane is a source of run. The upstream penetration found from these moving
very high turbulence. model tests, along with the fixed ground board data, are

shown in Figure 10. The penetration is reduced by
The effect of a large plate above or flush with the nozzle approximately one-third compared to the fixed ground
exit has also been studied. Kuhlman & Cavage 13 found board results. The points of zero penetration at very low
the ground vortex flowfield to be unaffected by a plate if values of the velocity ratio (VR=5) represent cases where
it was greater than four diameters above the nozzle exit. no negative pressures were measured forward of the
Stewart & Kuhn 6 found a plate mounted flush with the impingement point. The velocity ratio for no ground

nozzle exit greatly reduced the penetration of the ground vortex formation from the fixed ground board results was

vortex if the jet height above the ground was less than about 3.

four diameters. For larger heights, negligible effects were

found. This effect was believed to result from a "trapped The off-centerline pressure transducers in the recent
vortex" type of flow. Below a critical height, the plate tests710 allowed for study of the lateral extent of the
prn. ents the entrainment of surrounding air into the wall ground vortex. Data from this test are compared to the
jet. The entrainment action of the wall jet must be fixed ground board data and analytical result in Figure 11.
satisfied by drawing air from the wall jet and ground Although the moving model yields dramatic differences
vortex itself, creating a "trapped vortex". The free-stream in the forward penetration, the normalized shape of the
acts to push the vortex further aft. At a jet height of three ground vortex is roughly the same. For the fixed ground
diameters, Cimbala et a16 tested plates flush and two board results, the nonnalization was used to collapse
diameters above the nozzle exit. Although their plate (6d results with varying velocity ratio. We see here that it
x 6d) was smaller than that used in the other tivo studies, also collapses the effect of the ground boundary layer.
they found a reduction in forward penetration with the
plate flush to the nozzle exit, consistent with a "trapped Two sets of data9' 12 are available which used a moving
vortex" type flow. ground belt to eliminate the ground boundary layer. If

the belt is moving at the free-stream velocity, theThere has been no systematic study of nozzle pressure scrubbing action found with a moving model is alsoratio (nozzle total/free-stream s'attw). All of the jets .have
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duplicated. The belt speed was varied in Ut ese tes'ts to recently completed in the NASA Langley 14x22 ft
allow for a direct comparison of belt-on to belt-off. The V/STOL tunnel 12'14. A generic configuration was
reduction in penetration for a moving belt compared to a fabricated with two wing planforms that could be tested
fixed belt is shown in Figure 12. The reduction is about in one of three longitudinal positions (fuselage station 10,
the same for each nozzle, and appears to increase as the 14, or 18). The wings tested were an unswept rectangular
velocity ratio decreases. There is considerable scatter, but wing and an untapered 30 degree swept wing. The wing
the data seem to concentrate about a reduction in span and chord were 27 and 6.75 inches respectively.
penetration of about 20%. The moving model result of Figure 13 shows the model with the swept wing in the
two-thirds of Equation (1) is also shown. The reduction forward positioi (fuselage station 10).
in penetration with the moving belt is less than the
moving model results, the reason for the discrepancy is Three nozzle shapes were tested with the exit area of each
not clear at this time. being constant (1.13 sq. inches). These were a circular

nozzle 1.2 inches in diameter, a rectangular nozzle of
2.2 Multiple Jets aspect ratio 3 (1.84 in. wide by .613 in. long), and a set

of side-by-side "thrust reverser" nozzles vectored 30
Data on the ground vortex for multiple jet configurations degrees forward of vertical (8.120 deg). The thrust
are very limited. Jet spacings (centerlinc to centerline) reverser nozzles were of aspect ratio 3 (1.31 in. wide by
from one and one-half to ten diameters have been tested .435 ir. long) and were laterally spaced 2.62 inches from
in both side-by-side and fore-and-aft (tandem) centerline to centerline. All tests were done with the jet
arrangements6'9. nozzle at fuselage station 24.

The wall flows from multiple jets meet between the jets The combinations of wing position with respect to the
and form an upwash fountain flow. For side-by-side jets, nozzle along with a variation in jet velocity ratio (VR)
the fountain is aligned in the free-stream direction. The resulted in ground vortex position vvriations from well
fountain formed from tandem jets is perpendicular to the ahead to well aft of the wing. Two balances were used
free-stream. For three or more jets, multiple fountains are with the primary data from the internal balance which
typically formed. The ground vortex formed from recorded induced forces only. Data on the ground vortex
multiple jets is highly dependent on the spacing between position were obtained using smoke flow visualization in
the jets. Jets that are wide!y spaced act as individual jets. conjunction with a laser light sheet.
As the jet spacing is decreased in a side-by-side
arrangement, the fountain and ground vortex both move The effect of height above the ground on the lift
forward. An empirical relation for this forward coefficient under various jet/ground belt conditions is
movement 6, valid for jets spaced less than 4.24 diameters shown in Figure 14. The maximum height shown
apart, is: corresponds to about 1.2 wing spans, and will be

[ 1considered free air for the purposes of discussion. Below
Xs single jet) 1 + 2.92(2.12- YJ) (6) a height of about ten diameters, the lift increises for the

R "R d velocity ratio of 10, with almost no change due to the
ground belt. Large lift losses are found for the higher
velocity ratio of 20, with a definite reduction in the lift

The situation is more complicated for tandem jets. Here, loss when the ground belt is used.
the _ft jet is operating in the wake of the front jet. The
wall flow from the aft jet only progresses forward to the Results such as those shown in Figure 14 were correlated
fountain. For closely spaced tandem jets, Stewart & with vortex position as shown in Figure 15. This figure
Kuhn6 found an increase in the ground vortex penetration shows data for all three wing positions (unswept wing) at
from the front jet compared to the front jet operating in a ground height of four jet diameters. These data are for
isolation. The water tunnel test of Kuhn et a19 found a a fixed tunnel speed so they represent a variety of jet
decrease in the vortex penetration. The reason for the velocities. The same trend is found whether or not the
discrepancy is unknown. ground belt is used. When the ground vortex is

underneath or aft of the wing, small increases in the lift
2.3 Effect on Vehicle Aerodynamics are found. This is probably due to an increase in the

effective angle of attack due to the flow moving up and
The aerodynamic characteristics of a configuration are over the vortex. As the ground vortex moves forward of
influenced by the position of the ground vortex relative to the wing, losses in lift are found that increase with
the lifting surfaces. A systematic series of tests was distance. Here, the wing is immersed in the negative

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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pressure region beneath and aft of the ground vortex. In nozzle (fuselage station 24) and the moment centerII addition, the effective angle of attack of the wing may (fwnlage station 11.6875), so a nose down moment
decrease due to induced downwash. The effect of height increment should result.
above the ground is shown in Figure 16. As the height
increases, the data approach the jet off result. The lift The differences between the nozzle results shown in
increases found with the vortex aft of the wing decrease, Figures 18 and 19 are not due entirely to differences in
and the large lift losses found with the vortex forward of ground effects. In free air, the lift and moment with the
the wing decrease, circular and rectangular nozzle results were similar to

each other but slightly different than the thrust reverser
The effect of ground vortex position on lift for the results. Small losses in lift were found with the
rectangular nozzle is shown in Figure 17. Again, the unvectored nozzles that increased with velocity ratio. The
same trend is found whether or not the ground belt is thrust reverser nozzles produced a similar lift loss at the
used. When the vortex is aft of the wing, the magnitude highest velocity ratio, but at intermediate values, lift
of the lift increase is the same as that found with the increases were found. In all cases the magnitude of the
circular nozzle. With the vortex forward of the wing, thc changes decreased slightly as the wing position moved
lift losses are generally smaller than found with the forward.
circular. Some of the differences may be due to a
different lateral shape of the vortex, although this has not 3. CONCLUSIONS
yet been quantified. The effect of height was identical to
that found for the circular nozzle. The ground vortex formed by the interaction of an

impinging jet in cross flow has been studied. The
The effect of ground vortex position on lift for the thrust following conclusions are made:
reverser nozzle is shown in Figure 18. For reference,
results from the circular and rectangular nozzles are also (i) The forward penetration of the ground vortex
shown. Note the change in scale of the abscissa. The increases with the ratio of jet to free-stream
forward deflection of the jet results in ground vortex velocity.
positions much farther forward than found with the
unvectored nozzles. While there is more data scatter, the (ii) The penetration of the ground vortex decreases as
trend is definitely different. For a given position of the the jet height above the ground increases.
ground vortex, the lift losses are much smaller with a
thrust reverser nozzle. There are several possible r asons (iii) Below a jet height of approximately four
for this. With the thrust reverser nozzle, a fountain will diameters, the penetration is constant for a circular
form which lies along the body centerline. This should jet. For rectangular and thrust reverser jets, the
cause a positive lift increment. A different lateral shape penetration continues to increase.
of the ground vortex may also be a contributing factor.
The maximum lift loss is about the same for all three (iv) Use of a moving model reduces the forward
nozzles, although the corresponding position of the ground penetration compared to a fixed model/ground
vortex is different for the thrust reverser nozzle, plane combination. This reduction, approximately

33%, is believed to be due to the effect of the
The effect of ground vortex position on pitching moment ground boundary layer.
for all three nozzle is shown in Figure 19. Data are only
shewn for the wing in the forward position (fuselage (v) Use of a moving ground belt reduces the
station 10). The reference point for the moment is the penetration compared to a fixed ground belt,
quarter-chord of the wing (fuselage station 11.6875). A although the difference is less than that found with
large difference is again found between the thrust reverser the moving model.
and unvectored jet results. In all cases, nose up moments
are found which increase as the vortex moves forward of (vi) The lateral extent of the ground vortex, normalized
the wing leading edge. For a given vortex position, the by the maximum forward penetration, is
nose up moment is smaller for the thrust reverser. The independent of velocity ratio and is not affected by
maximum moment is about the same for all three nozzles, the ground boundary layer.
The thrust reverser configuration less of a nose up
moment than the unvectored nozzles. Some of this may (vii) The ground vortex flowfield has a large effect on
be due to the fountain formed under the body. The center vehicle forces and moments. The effect is a
of pressure of the fountain flow is probably between the function of the vortex position relative to the

1 a_ _ _ _
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vehicle, regardless of whether a fixed or moving STOL Configuration," NASA CP 10008, pp. 1-38,
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of the wing. Nose up picihing moment increments October 1988, pp. 923-931.
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EXPERIMINTS INTO THE SCALING PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR EXHAUST
GAS INGESTION TESTING OF VERTICAL LANDING AIRCRAFT

P.Curtis
B i P.J.Bradley
British Aerospace Defence Ltd.,

Hertford House, Farnborough Aerospace Centre,
Farnborough, Hampshire, UK. GU14 6YU

1. SUMMARY 2. LIST OF SYMBOLS

The phenomenon of Hot Gas BAe British Aerospace
Recirculation for vertical landing jet BR Buoyancy Ratio
aircraft and the effect of exhaust gas D Nozzle Diameter
ingestion on aircraft performance is DRA Defence Research Agency (UK)
described, along with UK experience of h Height above impingement
experimental modelling of HGR for HGI Hot Gas Ingestion
aircraft configurations and the HGR Hot Gas Recirculation
scaling of the important parameters. NGTE National Gas Turbine

Establishment
The conflict between scaling the NPR Nozzle Pressure Ratiobuoyancy of the flowfield and correct r Radial distance from

modelling of the pressure field is impingement
explored and a number of fundamental STOVL Short Take-Off/Vertical Land
experiments addressing this problem T Total temperature
are related. W Mass flow

0 Excess temperature (T-T a)
It is shown that in the region close
to the jets and when the aircraft is subscripts
very close to the ground that there
are quite large differences between a ambient conditions
the two scaling criteria; th, j jet conditions
near-field region requiring full scale
pressures for accurate representation. 3. BACKGROUND
Away from this region the Noz7le
Pressure Ratio does not greatly affect 3.1 The Phenomenon of HGR
the flowfield. Hot Gas Recirculation is the commonly

used term for the ingestion of exhaust
Testing of a generic aircraft model gases by jet lift aircraft when
with a number of diiferent performing vertical manoeuvres near
configurations shows that once the ground. The effects of HGR on gas
near-field flowpaths have been turbine performance are similar to the
eliminated the ingestion levels are ingestion of hot gases from sources
underpredicted if the flow-field such as missile plumes, other aircraft
buoyancy is below full scale. exhausts during close formation flying

and steam from a steam catapult, etc.
Absolute levels of ingestion are not The rise in mean inlet temperature
greatly different between the two leads to a rise in exhaust gas
scaling criteria, particularly with temperature for a given thrust, thus
the large scatter in results which is affecting the life of the turbine. If
endemic to the phenomenon. However, the exhaust gas temperature becomes
it is concluded that for practical too high then a limiter will be
configurations, ie. those with low invoked to prevent permanent damage to
levels of ingestion, scaling of the turbine, thus reducing thrust.
flowfield buoyancy is more correct This is not desirable in a hovering
than scaling of the pressure field; aircraft.
and that this method of scaling is
appropriate for use in achieving a low More importantly even than the effects
ingestion configuration. of mean inlet temperature is the

combined effect of inlet temperature

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment ofJes in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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rise rate and engine face temperature
distortion (ref 1). These two factors
can cause the engine to surge, in much
the same way as high instantaneous X

total pressure distortion. Surges in
the hover or during vertical descent
are very serious occurrences which can .
cause the loss of the aircraft. 0 S

..
Hot Gas Recirculation consists of I
three separate mechanisms. 91

Far-field recirculation occurs when

the ground sheet caused by the
impinging lift jets separates due to o5 mean 20 25 I o
headwind and its own buoyancy and is d@QC)

blown back towards the intake. Figure 1. Typical test repeatability

Near-field recirculation is the most the most important parameter to scale
damaging mechanism and occurs when for such experiments was the jet's
the fountain flow caused by multiple buoyancy, ie. the pressure forces
lift jets finds a path direct to the exerted by the difference in the hot
aircraft's intake, jets' density compared with the

ambient air, for which they derived a
, Mid-field recirculation covers all numerical term, the "Cox Number".

other flow paths and can be They also showed that temperature
conveniently thought of as small could be linearly scaled when regarded
packets of buoyant gas separating as "excess temperature", ie. 9=T.-T
from the edges of the ground sheet J a
or the fountain and being ingested These scaling laws have the effect
into the intake, that if buoyancy is to be maintained

at reduced jet temperatures in model
As stated above, all recirculation testing then jet dynamic pressure will
occurs due to separatiuns, and be less than full scale, ie. the
following very high streamline pressure field around the aircraft
curvature (ground impingement, will not be properly simulated. For
multiple ground sheet impingement the engine concepts of the time this
etc.) It is thus an extremely was not thought to be a problem and
unstable phenomenon featuring rapid both British Aerospace and Rolls-Royce
transients. These transients are more (in previous corporate guises)
pronounced for temperature distortion, constructed test rigs which utilised
for which near instantaneois peaks are buoyancy scaling.
as important as they are for total
pressure distortion. Figure 1 shows To properly model the development of
repeatability of temperature rise the flowfield around a landing
during six similar descents for the aircraft it is necessary to simulate
model described later in the paper. th,. :,yrice of the aircraft. Buoyancy
This example is fairly typical and scaling helps In this aspect, as the
illustrates the necessity for rapid reduced dynami: pressure also scales
response instrumentation in order to time and so reduces the rig motion
capture high frequency fluctuations, requirement and data acquisition rate.

3.2 Modelling HGR The linear temperature scaling law was
As HGR is such an important factor in investigated at BAe Kingston and shown
the design of jet l:Lft aircraft, to be true for near-field dominated
reliable methods of modelling the recirculation. However, for mid- and
phenomenon need to be found; which for far-field recirculation, where much
cost purposes usually means sub-scale mixing with the ambient air has
experiments. Cox and Abbott (ref 2) occurred, a new law was shown to hold,
of NGTE Pyestock (no' part of DRA) based on the jet's heat flux. The
performed a series of experiments in difference between the two laws is not
the 1960's which claimed to show that great with the linear law giving
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an overestimate of the order of 20%
for typical test conditions.

3.3 Specific Experiments -

The validity of buoyancy scaling has Z -

been called into question in recent . ......
times due to the greatly increased
nozzle pressure ratios (NPRs) being
proposed for next generation engines.
The argument says that highly
underexpanded jet flows are so .
different from low subsonic ones that I
the flowfield modelling and hence the _

measured HGR will be significantly .5 1 1 5 2 2.5 3 3.5

different. NPR
Figure 2. Free jet entrainmentTo investigate this further a number

of experiments have been performed by,
and on behalf of, British Aerospace.
These included:

A comprehensive study of the effect 33

of NPR for a single convergent
nozzle, both as a free jet and a -

ground jet following perpendicular •
impingement.

The study of the ground vortex
formed by single and twin impinging _

jets in a cross flow. .s 1 1.5 2 R 2.5 .S~NPR

The study of ground jet Figure 3. Free jet mass flow at 8D
reinforcement between multiple lift
jets. rates 8D downstream of the nozzle

* exit, which gives an indication of
Specific HGR experiments on whole near nozzle entrainment. For both
aircraft configurations, plots the data has been normalised by

the nozzle mass flow for ease of
Some results from all these comparison.
experiments will be presented.

It can be seen that there is no simple
4. SINGLE JET EnRAINMENr effect of NPR, with the near nozzle

entrainment not necessarily following
This investigation was spread over a the self-similar pattern. However,
number of years and was sponsored by low NPR near nozzle entrainment is
RAE Pyestock (now part of DRA). The highest which indicates reduced
work was performed at BAe Kingston strength fountain flows at low nozzle
(refs 3 & 4). Pitot static traverses heights. It seems clear that near the
were made at a large number of choked condition the entrainment
stations downstream of a simple starts low and remains low.
convergent nozzle, for a wide range of
pressure ratios. Traverses were made Figuces 4 and 5 show similar plots for
in both the free jet and the ground the ground jet. Data for nozzle
sheet formed by perpendicular heights of 4D and 10D is shown as
impingement of the jet. Measurements there is considerable difference
were concentrated in the self similar betwr n them. The near impingement
region for ease of analysis. entrainment is measured at r/D=5.

Interesting points to note are that
Figure 2 shows the relative the entrainment rate is more than
entrainment rates of self similar free double the free jet rate and that in
jets per nozzle diameter, whilst the far-field the effect of NPR is
figure 3 shows the relative mass flow much reduced. The general trend is to
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show a reduction of entrainment with 91
NPR.

ls. h/0 9~Q 4

S~~~~~i• . . ..... •... ... ..
C !C

1.5 2 2.5 3.5 4 4.5

L5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 Figure 6. Ground vortex penetration

Figure 4. Ground jet entrainment figures 2-5, ie. at low entrainment
rates the penetration is greater. The

o 4 minimum to maximum variation of
10 penetration seen here is of the order

of 17%. Again there is no overall
trend with NPR.

6. JET REINFORCEMENT

This investigation concerned the
reinforcement of ground jet velocity
and depth in the plane of symmetry
between two nozzles. Results were
compared with single nozzle data and

.5 , 1.5 2 2.5 3 3. 4 presented as ratios relative to the
single jet. The parameters varied

Figure 5. Ground jet mass flow at included nozzle spacing, height and
r/D=5 splay. The work was performed under

contract to BAe by Miller and Wilson
5. GROUND VORTEX PENETRATION Aerodynam-ic Research (ref 7).

As part of the study into far-field One of the more interesting aspects of
recirculation a number of contracts the work was the extent of the
have been placed on the Royal Military negative reinforcement away from the
College of Science at Shrivenham to plane of symmetry; this was
investigate the ground vortex unexpected. A limited NPR comparison
associated with ground jets in was performed, using jets of pressure
cross-wind (refs 5 & 6). A large ratio 2.67, 3.67 and 4.67 (tie
number of parameters have been majority of data taken throughout the
investigated, including cross-flow investigation was at NPR=3.67). For
velocity ratio, single and twin jets, the three pressure ratios it was found
moving ground belts, nozzle height and that reinforcement, relative to the
NPR. For the context of this paper, single jet case, was independent of
only the effect of NPR will be NPR. Of course, this conclusion
examined, cannot necessarily be extrapolated

back tc fully expanded cases.
Figure 6 illustrates how ground vortex
penetration varies with NPR for a 7. GENERIC AIRCRAFT MODEL
single nozzle at a particular cross
flow velocity ratio and nozzle height. 7.1 Background
The pattern is repeated with little As part of continuing investigations
variation throughout all the other into the HGR characteristics of
parameters examined. It can be seen concept aircraft BAe and Rolls-Royce
that this data correlates quite well have collaborated on the design,
with the jet entrainment data of
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manufacture and test of an HGR model
of a generic STOVL configuration. Buoyancy NPR
This model could simulate two Ratio
different engine cycles and four Front Rear
different lift nozzle configurations
(the lift nozzles being remote from 1.0 1.15 1.06
the engine). The concepts were 0.5 1.30 1.13
somewhat different to any 0.2 1.76 1.32
configurations previously tested. 0.1 2.53 1.64

The model was manufactured by
Rolls-Royce and tested in two phases
on the Ground Effects Rig at BAe pakvu
Kingston which has subsequently been ? 60 Mn. pak

re-located to BAe Varton. The :
facility is located in a large hangar 0

Sand headwind testing is effected by S 40

use of a large fan with flow L
straighteners and simulated ground r
boundary layer. Such an arrangement
has big advantages over a tunnel as
the flow paths for any spurious hot -. ,.. ,,2. r-,

gas are too long to ever reach the 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.1

model. Bnc Ratio

Figure 7. Configuration A in still air
Measurements were taken from an array
of 45 engine face thermocouples 7.3 Phase I Results
arranged as a 15x3 rake. The existing Figure 7 shows summary results for
data acquisition system allowed 60 intake mean temperature rise over a
data scans per landing; the data number of repeats for configuration A
reduction process included in still air. The summary results
thermocouple lag corrections. The show both the mean peak value from a
data was shared by both companies. series of descents and the absolute

peak value measured in this set. This
"7.2 Phase I Test Conditions presentation gives a feel for the
Part of the test programme for the repeatability mentioned in section
model involved testing at high 3.1. It can be seen that this
pressure, rather than the normal configuration gave low HGR under
buoyancy scaled testing. Full scale buoyancy scaled conditions, but that
pressure could not be used for a the high pressure data gave
number of reasons. The intake could significantly worse results. Figure
not suck the full mass flow due to 8, however, shows the same comparison
choking behind the engine face, where at 20 knots headwind, which gives very
the duct turned through 900 to exit little difference between the
the model. The thermocouples used to conditions (20 knots headwind was not
measure engine face temperature are possible at the lowest buoyancyfrý-4 '0' frnm the reauirement for
rapid response, and could not survive •0 Max. peak va•,.
at full Mach number. The rig could 0 Me.an peak vaLue
not descend at full scale velocity due 3 I
to insufficient hydraulic power. L

In phase I two configurations were
tested at high pressure, referred to
here as configurations A and B1. ,0
Because front and rear nozzle
pressures are different, the different
conditions are referred to by their SSPLSI 'T* 11" 'W"
buoyancy ratio, where BR=1 is ,.0 o
equivalent to full scale. The table
below shows the NPRs associated with Figure 8. Configuration A at 20 knots
the different buoyancy ratios. headvind



Configuration B2 was similar to B1,
".R-1.0 __but differed slightly in the axial.
.. . .".. I spacing of the nozzles.

"- - Configuration C utilised a different
I m. engine cycle, giving similar front and

S-.rear pressure ratios. Total mass flow
and thrust was little different for

. .. , " " the two cycles. Consequently, nozzle
sizes, and non-dimensional nozzle
spacings, were quite different. This
configuration was tested in five

t_ 20.different sub-configurations where
0 ,0 20 40 so 40 7O such parameters as rear nozzle splay

k.n.a Mea. Uxp.rst.,- M and underfuselage devices were varied.
These are designated CI-C5.

Figure 9. Mean temperature traces for
configuration BI 40

ratio). The pattern was similar for P-' B vatuo

configuration BI, with figure 9
shoving the mean line traces with L
height in still air. 1 20

This behaviour was puzzling and led to t to
detailed tiaverse measurements being
taken for the rear nozzles, which were
emerging from a plenum. Tt transpired ....... ,Z,
that the flo, from these was A11.o A/0.oS B2/1.0 82/0.15

non-uniform and that as pressure ratio coI,,gU.8,o0/ouov, Rto
increased, so the jet angle splayed Figure 10. Phase II results in still
out by two or three degrees. A air
sensitivity to splay angle had been
demonstrated earlier in the testing, 7.5 Phase II Results
so it was suspected this might be Figure 10 shows summary results for
causing the large discrepancies. configurations A & B2 in still air and

should be compared with figure 7. It
7.4 Phase II Test Conditions car. be seen that the mean peak values
Between phase I and phase II, much of overall temperature rise are very
effort was expended ensuring better similar (as are the distortion values

* quality nozzle flows, with no splay which are not illustrated). Figure 11
variation with pressure ratio. This shows the effect of headwind, where

Scould not be achieved for the-highest again the two buoyancy ratios give
NPR, but acceptable flow quality was very similar results.
achieved up to a buoyancy ratio of
0.15. The table below shows the -o
pressure ratios associated with the Dof. a,.c pek vaL

condItions tested in this phase. M•i , p.a• va.ue

130
L

Confs Buoyancy NPR 0
Ratio

Front Rear I
_________ I to

A& 1.0 1.15 1.06
h2 0.15 2.02 1.43

tA/hO A/0. 15 82/1.0 02/0.15
SC 1.0 1. 14 1. 15 Congur, t lon/Buoibncu Rtto

S0. 15 1.97 2009Figure 11. Phase II results at 20
knots headvind
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Figure 12. Mean temperature traces for Figure 15. Mean temperature traces for
configuration A in still air configuration C5 in still air

-- R=i.C (of the order of 15%), whereas
B--R=o.15 configurations A & B2 consistently had

.. .......... slightly lower HGR. The absolute

differences are small for the low HGR
. configurations. Figure 15 shows the

I mean variation with height for
configuration C5 and figure 16 the
same plot for C4. Although similar,
the traces do not compare as well as
those in figures 12 and 13.

0 - BR=I.0
0 5 o0 I5 20 25 30 35 1

Intake Mean Tonptrsta r rise C) I -- 'C)O.15

Figure 13. Mean temperature traces
for configuration B2 at 20 knots -

Figures 12 and 13 show mean line
traces of temperature rise against r
height comparing the two buoyancy
ratios for two of the cases. The
similarity is particularly good when
considering the variability within
each set. 0 0 5 o ,0 is 20 25 30

41, Intake Mean Tomporag o ~te T|m ( 3

iMax. peak vaLue

O Mean posk vaLuo Figure 16. Mean temperature traces for
30 - configuration C4 in still air

L 7.6 Discussion of Results
2-- In section 3.1 three different

"*d1 mechanisms for HGR were proposed. For
0 , mid- and fai Aield recirculation the

buoyancy of the hot gas is suggested
as being most important, while for

¶'.P elzo " near-field recirculation the dynamics
1.0/0 0.,s/o 1.0/20 0.15/20 of the fountain flow are most

Buouano€ Rett*o/HedwInd (kto)

important. Suppression/control of
Figure 14. Configuration C5 direct flowpaths to the intake is

required for a low HGR aircraft
Summary results for configuration C5 configuration, leading to the
are presented in figure 14. Four of conclusion that mid-field
the five sub-configurations have recirculation dominates for practical
slightly higher HGR at high pressure configurations.



Low buoyancy ratio testing (high Further, it is seen that the
pressures) should lead to appropriate control over the
underestimates of the HGR for a near-field can be effected by testing
mid-field dominated configuration, and at buoyancy scaled conditions, as this
this is what is seen for is a qualitative rather than
configurations A and B2 in figures 10 quantitative task.
and 11. Configuration C, on the
whole, shows the opposite trend and Testing at buoyancy scaled conditions
particularly so for the high HGR is less demanding on rig capabilit,
sub-configurations. This suggests and instrumentation robustness (a
that some near-field recirculation is major consideration for the trackinc!
present. In neither case, of course, of transients) and is shown to bk'
is it possible to know what is the appropriate and correct for th-
"correct" answer. majority of HGR testing.

The low HGR configurations were
arrived at by testing at buoyancy 9. REFERENCES
scaled conditions, which may be
inaccurate for high HGR results, but 1. Williams D.D.:
which are perfectly adequate for Hot-Gas Reingestion - Engine
comparative assessment. Once a low Response Considerations.
1HGR configuration has been developed Paper 111.5 of International
the results generally support the Powered Lift Conference
theory that buoyancy scaling is more Proceedings, RAeS
accurate. However, the absolute (ISBN 0 903409 68 2), August 1990
differences between the two scaling
methods are small. 2. Cox M. & Abbott W.A:

Studies of the Flow Fields
8. CONCLUSIONS Created by Single Vertical Jets

Directed Downwards Upon a
The three fundamental experiments Horizontal Surface.
showed that flowfield variations due NGTE Memo M.390, October 1964
to NPR are not easily described and do
not necessarily give even genejal 3. Curtis P.:
trends. Two broad conclusions can be Investigation into the BehaviG'r
drawn from these experiments, however, of a Single Jet in Free Air and

Impinging Perpendicularly on the
In the near-field region, particularly Ground.
at low nozzle heights, low subsonic BAe-KAD-R-RES-3349, Sept 1987
NPR gives higher entrainment rates.
Fountain flows will tend to be 4. Curtis P.:
entrained more and so will be weaker Investigation of a Single Jet in
than those associated with higher NPR Free Air and Impinging
jets. Perpendicularly on the Ground -

Phase II.
In the mid- to far-field region NPR BAe-KAE-R-RES-3607, June 1990
has far less effect as velocities and
dynamic pressures very rapidly reduce 5. Bray D. & Knowles K.:
to low subsonic values. Experimental Investigation of

Jets in Cross-flow and Ground
HGR testing of a generic aircraft Effect - Analysis of Phase i-
model at low NPR (buoyancy scaled) and RMCS report TN SMMCE/AeS/0305/3,
high NPR (low buoyancy) confirms the October 1990
conclusions from the fundamental
experiments, ie. by controlling the
near-field and restricting
recirculation flowpaths to the non-NPR
sensitive regions testing at low
buoyancy underestimates the exhaust
gas ingestion.
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Influence of headwind on Hot Gas Reingestlon

and consideration of proasure ratio scaling

C J Penrose

Powerplant Technology
Rols-Royce plc

PO Box 3
Filton
Bristol

BS12 7QE
England

Abstract STOVL Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing

A major concern affecting the operation of Advanced Short Tdke-Off T Total temperature (absolute)
and Vertical Landing (ASTOVL) aircraft close to the ground is Tw Ambient temperature (absolute)
ingestion by the aircraft intakes of engine hot exhaust gas. This hot AT T-Th Temperature rise above ambient - °C
gas reingestion (HGR) can produce loss of engine thrust and erode A'T Mean temperature rise above ambient
engine stability margins. A prime source of HGH *s the flow AT120o Highest mean temperature rie.-e in arty 120 sci•,,r oi 'he
occupying the region in the 'near' and 'mid' fields around the aircraft. engine face
The 'near-field' flow can be controlled by aircraft-mounted anti-HGR Tcr2o9  Temperature distortion coefficient
devices but these are likely to be less effective in containing the mid- = AT1,0- AT
field flow which is greatly influenced by headwind. T

Near and mid-field ingestion on Harrier-type configurations has, for y Horizontal Distance into headwind from nozzle centre-line
many years, been studied by means of model-scale experiments. In
most cases in the United Kingdom the experiments have beon set up VL Vertical Landing
observing scaling procedures which include consideration of the VTOL Vertical Take-Off and Landing
buoyant action of the hot gas and imply tests at low jet velocities
with dynamic head similarity maintained. It can be argued that low Subscripts
velocities may not be appropriate for currently-conceived ASTOVL
aircraft employing high pressure-ratio supersonic exhausts, and it C Crit~cal
may be more appropriate to test at full-scale nozzle pressure ratios. F Front

i Intake
This paper reviews the effects of headwind on HGR for Harrier-type J Jet
configurations during (andr',j rnanoeuvrt s with tests carried out both R Rear
at low jet velocities cons , '" ' ,vitr o uoyancy scaling (NPRF = 1.07) S Vortex separation

and at velocities reprosch.,auve of full-scale nozzle pressure ratios 120° Critical Sector Angle for Spat~al Temperature Distortion
(NPRF = 2.46). Superscripts
The HGR results are examined in relation to expectations of the
forward-flowing gas cloud height and penetration distance for the (-) Mean value
engine exhaust streams while under the influence of headwinds.

Introduction and background
The result,; indicate the sensitivity to headwind to be configuration
dependent with the magnitude and height of occurrence of HGR Rolls-Royce, supplier of the Pegasus powerplant for the successful
increased for tests at increased NPR's. The analysis techniques Harrier Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) aircraft, has
employed in the paper rei;ognise the stochastic nature of HGR long recognised the operational risk posed by recirculation of the
indicating the need for results to be compared using statistical engine exhaust gases into the aircraft intakes with the aircraft close
methods. to the ground. This hot gas reingestion (HGR) can produce loss of

engine thrust and erode engine stabilit, margins which, in extreme
The results have considerable ramifications concerning future test cases, can cause engine surge. The flow fields from the twin front
techniques that .leed to be addressed. In particular it should be and rear exhausts are complex and are traditionally defined in terms
noted that buoyancy-scaling is only a particular case of dynamic of 'near', 'mid' and 'far' fields around the aircralt (Figure 1).

*hcad scaling, albeit at very low modellfult-scale jet velocities. This 'Nest-field' ot 'Fountain'l TYPO Intainmdiall.'Or 'Thrust Aevetter' Type

raises the question of the validity of simulating high velocity jets with Revy a,. wind =>

h low velocity equivalents.

List of symbols

ASTOVL Advanced Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing

CAD Cushion Augmentation Device (Underfuselage strake !
dam assembly) *

d Nozzle diameter

HGR Hot Gas Raingestion
Ht Height (measured from 'wheels on')

Kts Knots Fieid- Type

Figure 1
NO-GO VTO 'NO-GO' Vertical Take-Off (Engine 'confidence Ingestion into the intakes of hot exhaust gases in the 'near' held flow

check' manoeuvre with vertical thrust less than aircraft has been successfully reduced by moans of aircraft mounted
wei,1ht so lift-off Weventod) underfuselage devices designed primarily to reduce suckdown forces

NPR Nozzle Pre-sure Ratio caused by the flow entrainment around the aircraft planform with the
aircraft in ground proximity. These devices, termed Cushion

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow; April, 1993.
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F Au~gmentation Devices (CAD's). (Figure $). capture the transvorse
and longitudinal 'fountains' of hot gas reflected from the ext-Aust jets

on ground impingement and redirect them into the gioUnd flow r
sheet. The CAD's are likely to be less effective in controlling the V6=
'mid' field flow which represents gas in both the forward flowing .
ground sheet and the front let longitudinal fountain blown back by an . .- ' -
oncoming headwind. 'Far' field ingestion is c--sed by long-itr,9 - I - -
rerculation of the forward flowing ground sheet which rises due to - , -
the buoyant nature of the hot gas. This mechanism has not been a 12
problem for Harrier except in cases of landinq after prolonged low. 5I1.
level hover or during repeated aircraft lanidings in one paticilar area. 1 +

intake I-R on Pegasus powered aircraft from P1127 through " __

Kestrel to Harrier has been studied in the United Kingdom • "
predominantty by mneans of model-scale experiments with very-
limited supporting full-scale data. Model-scale tests require the -____

establishment of procedures to set up the test conditions and to
4 scale the model results to full-scale values. Suitable procedures

were developed in the UK in the early 1960's, Rots. I and 2 which

considered the buoyant action of the hot gas, although this

mechanism is probably not a necessary requirement for Fgure 3 bom

representatloli of the 'near' and 'm.d' field flows. In this procedure
the ratios between buoyancy and inertial forces for the model tests The tests were carried out at low nozzle pressure rarips conFrstetn
are maintained the same as for full-scale, which results in very low with buoyancy scaling (NPRF = 1.07) and at full-scale iozzle
let velocities for the model. Dynamic head similarity is maintained pressure ratios (NPRF = 2.46).
throughout, so headwind, sink rates and landing ve,`ocities are
similarly reduced. Conditions for a typical 1/15th scale model &re The flow fields producing HGR m',e stochastic in nature panicuiarly
shown on Figure 2. for the pockets of hot gas shed frem the lountain boundary or the

.--- -" edge of the blow back ground sheet. This phetomena was
paraoeter 8 Full-scal anticipated prior to the tests, Ref. 9 refers, and the majority of tests

scale NPR were accordingly carried out ten times to provide data to allow

Linear dmenstons 1,1 5 statistical analysis. This paper illustrates trends between
S/E7configurations and the effects of headwind which can be derived

SFre-si, rearlveiitoimISEC 1.7 7.6 7.6 simply from obs-rvation of peak values of HGR from a given

Landing vekiofty m /SEC 0.27 1.22 1.22 manoeuvre or the spread of peaks from a number o! successive

intake M-ach lurber 0.13 0.63 0.63 manoe1,vre'. The application of sto.,stical analysis me-hods

Intake mosa-ilow Kg/sec 0.23 0.9 204 developed to substeatiate (or not) trends determ'ned from small

Fro- M nozzle pressure rate- NPR 1.07 2A6 2.46 measurement samples and to eva;uate oxtieme values which would

Fron lnozzle temperature- K 367 367 416 operational aircraft are briefly discussed. A more detailed Rolls-

Peat nozi posuure -,,o -NPR 1 047 1.97 i.97 Royce analysis using data from the same test series is preseniad in

Rear nozzle temperature -K 723 723 994 Reo. 10.

Velocity scale 1/455 1 1

Time scale I,13 1,__ L _ Model and rig

Figure 2 The tests were carried out on a lVlath scale geometrically

Buoyancy scaling implicitly dictates incorrect simulation of the near- representative model of the Harrier 2/AV-88 aircraft fitted to the

field full-scale flow field. However for subsonic exhausts the limited Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) rig at the Rolls-Royce test site

modeliful!-scale data available has shown good agreement, albeit at Bristol, UK. The model is shown installed on the rig in Figure 4.

where low levels of HGR have been produced with the potential risk

of HGR from the rear exhausts screened from the engine inlets by

the cool front jets, Ref. 3.

Recent Harrier/A'ý -88 developments have re,.lred Pegasus engines

with thrust increases which have produced supersonic front exhaust

jets and concerns have been expressed that these jets may not be

appropriately modelled by low velocity air streams. Studies have

been made into the effect of nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) on fountain

strength, Rets. 4, 5 and 6, flow entrainment into the fountain and

ground jet, Ret. 7, and the penetration of the ground sheet into an

oncoming headwind, Ref. 8. These suggest that fountain flow

strengths are increased as NPR is increased and that the penetration

of the ground sheet flow into an oncoming headwind, at a given

jetaheadwind velocity ratio, shows some variation with the absolute

jet velocity (or nozzle NPR), see Figure 3 from Ref. 8.

The implications of these trends to Harrier developments are

discussed in this paper.

Model tests have recently been carried out at Rolls-Royce to

establish the p(,tential risk of increased HGR by the adoption of the

more powerful engines with higher exhaust jet pressures and
temperatures employed in the Harrier 2 and AV-8B. This paper

presents the results of the investigations which examined the effects

of headwind on a number of airframe configurations including CAC,

modifications designed to reduce HGR. The tests included NO-GO

VTO's and simulated landing manoeuvres. The NO-GO VTO Ffgtire 4

manoeuvre represents an engine 'confidence check' prior to flight, The rig and test facilities are described in Refs. 11 and 12. The

and is carried out with the aircraft overloaded such that the all-up model was set at a lanrinq attilide of 7.5' nose-tp with the intako

weight exceeds the vertical thrust available thereby preventing lift-off, auxiliary doors open. Front and rear nozzles were represented sat
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jvenlrX Lita outwardsi spIay angles of 5' mid 12.5' rasps.-evoay. Test technique
The mcdI was prwAMde wth "h Hamier 2 production slaidad deep
wuake ard dan~ (CAD) geomet designad Cwnfiguration i. NO-GO VTOs3
MohAcations dSWafed to provide greatsr foe"Wi uw&sh control
wiva mnrkamiactie to give deepe stralies, an wnood dam mid k"ta exPenments were carried Wv wat ezxhaust cw&d*ins preset
eir-~as dun dopfth The confkgwations t~ead are -*Movn irk Sqigre with tMhe modal wheeks-on and wirth air exhausting downstream via

___________________ flw ';Wdtcdl valves 10 Wed CLISIP to OWa twZZ3 eXS. Wheni
Conditions Were Set the valvs were irapidly switched to feed air to

the intakce #W(Imouptle re~d~ifgs were recorded for a period of ta-me

for' a l ug-scale NO-30 VTO which is Itypcalfy 4-6 secorlds arid

_rvdsa oddt set w satstcianalwstahls bo

and prise: aused,- Otests fmi-naed outs ssh in Figuoe asnre indicatied th e G

valuesr~io derve -- j th N-O aflwthf noefa f do

ConagAaio Close Ocoe thoseletena datine aagled at ver W-ir rnI~ ha
toe toplee wittcal dam sameorr fore-al forto sufsin time

on*ý thecinc anodcio ahiroeurcoraftN-G.at t ten f

CoFigure~l(2) AsfrCnii5in(2 i ihtedn
Alo Wea bcrase inr legt by 50%. ya N-O*-.0 o mdlls

ConaquatiProduct() ith sthedamd movae~d fards wAhh
sifgwton() Deer stracestexternded a acodngly. at30

timggzaio intrva aloe afte the VLng foro con2ton tot withie The dame

aotqira tiof fast-respon2e m iniature darmelA moed thewrdooule with ~ d tfhesal

boads ~ ~ ~~id aragd 6c rcwifer entie oinde acc threeraingly.tcl adig
In t u e t t o n a a a q i iinFigure 67__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Enji~i-acetranien ga temwatfaswetý. rcored uingzn aThe veis landou g 0.macnds.uvre-s wr arned ouic it aneu ivalentto1

.1 landing velocity of 1 .2m'sec from a full-scale height of 12 metres
with data recording continued for a period of about 30 seconds, full-'I -~- /scale, after wheels-on. This procedure enabled data to be extracted

1ff- during the landing manoeuvre to wheels-on and subsequently to
5 PF--~provido data after landing as NO-GO test results, see above.

-TI Analysis procedures

From an enu.ine performance and stability standpoint it is vital to
determine the peak values of mean temperature rise ATi'C) and
circumferential distor-'in (TCi2o) at the engine-face, which are
defined in Apr-ondlix 1 a~nd the derivations of which are discussed in

Figurb _______- 6 - Ref. 9. The peak T0 120 fo! a sample landing is shown on Figure
Local temperature measurerments were corrected for thermal lag
using lima-constants relevant to the appropriate engine-face Mach
numbor derrived for sample wires precalibiated in the Rolls-Hoyco

Heat Transtar Laboratory in Bristol.

For every m~noeuvre the ciata were recorded in digital f3rm withA
each individiisi channel SCannea at a rate of 250 Hz for tests at full-
scaly NPR ant) at 50 Hz for buoyancy-scaled tests. This system is
loss ~ostly than continuous individual channel recording, reduces
data handling pro)blems and the scanning rate is sufficiently rapid to
provide individual channel recorditig at intervaki compatible with the A

thermocouple time-constant. The scanning inteivals provide data at
tull-scale equivalent height intervals of 75mm during a landing
rnanoeuvre. A description of the data acquisition system is
cst~tained in Rof. 11. WCSQ

WSILIISCNIIN -TW

Figure $a
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0ue Ito ti slodicasi (abutj of HG-I the pea allues for a single conhgurabon. This pro,,dure provides oinly a iwted ar.alysis
br we unliluly to be • re •e et SWoueil moemres. This technique and Rolls-Royce is currenti-" deimiepin statistica

is Astralled in Figure 8(b) for a Sample raep lan41 . Overlays of prccedures to identify the significance or diffetences between peakston stom~s" WOWv~ amsprme et on r-gure 9(s) and 9(b) for alernative geometries or tot heazdwind effects. These
kv f Ca•igabotd 2 ft$Wt adt buoyancy-scaled (NPPF =1.07) and procedures ame otdside the scope of this pae but wre examined in

j i-scab nozz pressure ratio (NPRF = 2.46). detial in Reo. 10. A limited discussion of the technique is presented

later
Results

Results are prex,8rI'ee: for tests carr-ed out both at buoyancy. scaled
and 11LA-scale nozzle pressure rato conditions to enable the effects

'• of headwind and nonle pressure ratio to be established for the
various CAD configurations. Resut's for NO-GO VTO's and verticalI i Ilandings are presented. Every test point presented in the results
figures represents the peak value of mean temperature rise or
teWperature distolrtion encountered throughout the particular
manoeuvre.

I .. Effect of headwind - NO-GO VTO's

S,• .+ - For NO-GO VTO's f•igures 10(a) to 10(d) generally indicate a rise in
i I both peak mean temperature rise and distortion as headwind is$''_ _ _ _ increased with the levels recorded for the high NPR tests generally

iRgute rb exceeding values measured at buoyancy-scaled conditions. This
increase wiLh headwind is perhaps to be expected as more of the

Configuratior 2. Nozzle Pressure Ratio : 1.07 forwa'd.flowing gr.wund sheet will be blown back into the vicinity of
Headwikd - 14 KLs the intakes as headwind is eaisej. Based un the data sariples thne

Sare, howevei. clear differences ;cr buoyancy-scaled, (low jet
velocities) and full-scale NPR conditions. For the former the
maximum &ATr and Tc,20 occur at the highest wind speed tested of
30 Kts whereas for the ful-scale NPR tests the maximum AMi and
Tc120 appear to occur at around 12 Kts headwind with little variation
in the range 10 Kts to 15 Kts. This is an unexpected result as, for

the same jetiheadwind dynamic head ratio, the blow back
characteristics would be expected to be similar. Two candidate

Y explanations of the different effect of headwind at buoyancy-scaled
.~ and full-scale NPR have been considered. Data from Ref. 8. see

X Figure 3, indicates that tests at the same dynamic head ratio can
S3: give some variation in ground jet forward penetration as NPR is

i.i - increased. The differences have been attributed to decreased
entrainment rates for the supersonic lets, Refs. 8 and 7. However,

-.- for the tests in question carried out at NPRF = 1.07 and 2.46 the
S"penetration distances appear to be very close and do not, therefore,

L : explain the differences recorded in HGR levels at a given wind
f.1 r speed. It is also evident from Figure 3 that the penetration distances

are large, approximately 60 front-nozzle diameters, which suggests
WHEELS-ONt WHEELS-ON good opportunity for mixing of the hot ground sheet with cold

MEAN TEMPERATURE RISE TEMPERATURE DISTORTON ambient air. This in turn suggests little expectation of a large rise in
t0,) )c (TC120)% inlet temperature with increasing wind. This is not borne out in the

Figure 9a results.

Coigurat•o• 2. Nouie PreSsure Raio 2.46 A second explanation must be sought and this may lie in the effect
Headw,'l - !4 KiS of NPR on the strength of the central fountain between the front lets

which increases greatly for tests of NPRF = 2.46 relative to 1.07,
Refs. 4, 5 and 6. The increased fountain strength is likely to deflect
more hot gas into the vicinity of the intakes to be ingested directly or
to be blown in by the oncoming wind. The direct path effect is' FI! shown on Figures 10(b) and 10(d) with the hot gas levels

T •progressively reduced as the enlarged and extended CAD's are
introduced from Configuration 1, through 2 and 2(a) to 3. This trend
is not shown for the low pressure tests where the fountain is
contrclted with all CAD designs collecting the low energy upwards
flowing gas.

The high NPR tests data suggests worst ingestion at a wind speed
of about 12 Kts where the flow escaping the CAD's is blown back
into the intake. At low velocity the gas penetrates further in front of
the intake and is more diluted before ingestion. At higher speeds the
reflected gas is blown behind the intake.

&4M ,IM..A31 I,- rEffect of headwind - vertical landings

Figure 9b Trends similar to the NO-GO VTO's are exhibited for the vertical
landing manoeuvres, see Figures 11 (a) to 11(d) with rises in peak

For a 'first look' analysis examination of the levels and spread of the mean temperature rise and distortion as headwind is inuceased, and

peak values of mean temperature rise and temperature distortion can with fhe same differences in the wind speeds at which the peak
.be used to assess the relative performance of individual levels of HGR are encountered for the buoyancy-scaled and full-

configuration or, for example, the effect of headwind on a given scale NPR data. This may be explained on the basis that for the VL
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the aircraft is descending into the same general flow field as would
be esentually set up for the NO.GO VTO. Comp&isons of Figures 0o-0 VoOS
10(a) and 11(a) and 10(b) and 11(b). however. indicate lower levels MONT 0oz2. RLIOL k1T0o- 2,4

of peak mea nteperature rise for the Vl~s than for the NO-GO
MVTYs. This can be explained on the argument that the aircraft in

the VL ,.ianoeuvre descends to the ground before the steady-state
flow field is fully establishsd as will occur in the prolongod NO-GO o 3 • \" : - ,,
VTO. For peac tv~earo temperature distortion values, see Figures ~A
10(c) and 11(c) and 10(d) and 11(d), particularly for the high NPR
tests, there are instances of peak distortion levels for some landings
which are greater than the _w•' levels recorded in the NO-GO
VTO's. This effect is discussed. beý W.

1100-UCU.E ?03'0.a* -~

S10 0 2) 4• 6~~l a 0 to 2 14 16 16
W'!.• SPUED - K~t.Figure 10d
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4xVRcAL LANDINGS temperature rise. For the ten landing data sets available the
?RON? INOztL PPLESUIP PATIO 2 .# occurrence of peaks at heights well above wheels-on appears to be

S:7-i more frequent for the CAD geometries which perform best at
a a wheels-on. The statistical significance of this result for the small

/* A "It ",m:, data samples is discussed in Ref. 10.

* ,The occurrence of peaks above wheels-on during vertical landings
illustrates that for a full analysis of the performance of a given

configuration it is insufficient to rely solely on 'engine confidence
check' NO-GO VTO's. To ensure that the infrequent peaks which
might occur at heights well above wheels-on are identified during
model tests the following procedures are recommended. Firstly it is
necessary to undertake multiple repeat tests of a given geometry to
improve the chances of encountering the infrequent peaks.

0 , ,Secondly, it is necessary to develop statistical techniques to evaluate0 2 4 6 a to 12 14 16 to the extreme values which might occur in the many repeat landings
F1110 SPEE - carried out by operational aircraft and at what heights they mightS Figure l~d occur.

Variation with height - vertical landings Effect of nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) - NO-GO VTO's

Further information on the reasons for the occasional high distortion The effect of NPR on the absolute levels of intake peak mean
levels for the CAD designs which perform best in the NO-GO can be temperature rise and distortion for the various CAD configurations in
found on Figures 12(a) and 12(b). NO-GO VTO's is shown on Figures 13(a) and 13(b).

: DATA BASED ON TEN LANDINGS NO-CO VIVA 0"1

S"RONIT NOZZLE PRESSURE R9T1O - 107 WIND SPEED - 14 Its
00-GO o~oi WIND SPEED - 15 Kt.

* TYPICAL HIGHEST PEAKS FrROM LA•DINGS

00 ° I .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0_ 0

0 2 1 O 4 It 18 2 22 24 29
0 1 3 1 5 6 7 a 10NOZZLE PRESSURE: RATIO - NPR

HEIGHT ABOVE WH1EE.-ON (W_

Figure 13a
Figure 12a r

:DAT BASED ON TEN LAN.4031W0I2* 'ONT NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO - III6 9

Ioo-co otoS W IND SPEED -It It. 0
9 TYPICAL RIGHEST PEAKS FROO LANDINGS -

LI
z "YI• .0 "Sca ryP..k. till

A 

IN

I: 0 UA ~A O19.4*

1 -. 1 NOZZ E VI£UMIX RATIO -'NPR

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 R 7 a 9 Figure 13b
HE[IGHT AMOE WHE$W-0OI. {) These figures present cross-plots of the tests included on Figures

Figure 12b 10(a) to 10(d) at a chosen headwind of around 14 Kts and also
The figures present resuits for Configurations 1, 2, 2(a) and 3 at full- include results from tests on the Harrier model tested at conditions
scale NPR's (Figure 12(b)) with results for Configuration 2 only simulating the current Pegasus engine with a full-scale front nozzle
available at buoyancy-scaled coiditions (Figure 12(a)). These pressure ratio of 2.26 (1.06 at buoyancy-scaled conditions). The
figures, drawn for a full-scale headwind of 12 Kts - 15 Kts, illustrate figures indicate a large increase in both peak A Ti and peak TC120
the peak levels of temperature distortion recorded for every landing at the full-scale NPR's for the least effective CAD, Configuration 1.

-hown as solid symbols, but with additional points added which The increase is progressively reduced through Configuration 2, to
it 11b•it particularly high levels of distortion for individual landings. It Configuration 3 for which the levels of HGR remain near constant at

.ould be noted that for some larXings the 'secondary' peaks are all nozzle pressure ratios. These results indicate that the choice of
greater that. the worst levels recorded throughout other landings and test technique can produce widely different indications of HGR levels
some of the levels recorded by the moodifid CAD's oxceeded the for geometries which are susceptible to near-field ingestion. Forworst levels recorded yn NO-GO V mO. A possibe reason for these 'good' configurations the low tavels of HGR atiainable will be
isolated peaks is that, during a given ianding, while the majority of identified for either test technique. (his latter result supports the
the gas in the fountain is contained by the CAD some small pockets proposition that 'low.HGR' configurations can be examined using the
of hot gas can escape to be sucked in by the intakes. These small current buoyancy-scaled lost technique which is attractive in terms
pockets of gas create regions of elevated temperatures at the of rig mechanical requirements and the demands of instrumentation
engine-lace to produce increased levels of temperature distortion but integrity and response. The proposition is, however, flawed in that
are too localised to have a significant effect on the mean the 'good' and 'less good' configurations provide
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similar results at buoyancy conditions but tests at high NPR are still make differences between configurations difficult to quantify during
required to identify whether a given geometry will exhibit increased landings but the methods suggest that the results for the various
HGR. A further question to be raised is - which test techniques geometries all fall in the same set at heights above about 1.5 metres
produce results representative of the full-scale aircraft? This will be above wheels-on. On this basis the larger number of peaks of
discussed later. heights well above wheels-on recorded for the more effective CAD's

are not significant and similar high levels might have been recorded
"Effect of nozzle pressure ratio - vertical landings in Configuration I had sufficient manoeuvres been completed.

Fewer landings than NO-GO VTO's were included in the test Comparison of model and full-scale
programme and buoyancy - scaled data is available for CAD
Configuration 2 only. The results are presented in Figures 14(a) and Investigatior.s to examine the model test techniques required to
14(b) at a headwind of 12 Kts from tests at nozzle pressure ratios of enable accurate prediction of HGR levels for full-scale configuration
1.07 and 2.46. A similar trend to the NO-GO VTO's, namely an are severely restricted by the limited full-scale information available,
increase in peak ATi and TC120 at high NPR is evident but the the quality of instrumentation used, environmental variations and the
significance oi this result is less clear for landings as the measured different test techniques employed. Figures 15(a) and 15(b) present
peaks occur over a range of aircraft heights data from a range of available model tests and the limited full-scale

VETICAL L&,D218S information acquired.
WIND SPEED -12 K,, j'0- u-00r,

S PE2 i I.

0 ii nil fl) eoJ•tns.•

iii I *t SIC . i b I i.... .... ,

NOZZLE PRESSUlt Po "i -it

Figure 16a
VEI1CALJ. LAiDINGS [

WIN SPEED 12 K, Variation of "Time-Averaged" Temperature Distortion
L . (TC120) with Nozzle Pressure Ratio

.0 SP~to - tu C '
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I nI-

Sttsi1 12 14 1 18 a 2\ 212tC2~ 2. 2.6i
NOZZLE PRESS•URE; juttO NPR ,_. It 1$ 2 22 24

Figure 14b __Figure_16b_ _oz_ Lt P__SSUlt __0 -NPR

Statitica anaysisFigure 15b
The results are in the form of time-averaged mean temperature rise

For the small samples available the levels of peak mean temperature and distortion which are derived as the average of successive values
rise and distortion recorded from tests at NPRF = 2.46 with changes of mean temperature rise and distortion recorded over a period of
in CAD geometry for NO-GO VTO's are well defined with little time during simu!aed NO-GO VTO's or low level hovers. Model
overlap between configurations at a given wind speed, see Figures data are available from the following sources:
10(b) and 10(d), It is evident that application of simple ordered
statistical grouping will confirm the significance of true variations (a) P1127 1/10th scale model tests reported in Ref. 3 carried out at
between the geometries, buoyancy-scaled conditions.

For the landings, where larger samples are generally nvvilable, (circa (b) AV-aB 1/10th scale hover tests carried out by McDonnell
10) the picture is less clear, see Figures 11 (b) and 11 (d), - -her Douglas with the model tested at representative full-scale NPR's,
extensive overlaps occur between different configurations at a Ref. 13 refers.
chosen wind speed. The problem is complicated in that tns
recorded peaks occur at different aircraft heights above ground, . (c) Harrier Mk1 1/10th scale model hover tests carried out by British
proper analysis of the significance of differences betweon Aerospace with exhaust conditions set up observing the buoyancy-
configurations requires a more detailed study. Rolls-Royce has sceling relationship.
attempted this by analysing the results from multiple landings in
narrow height bands. Within these bands statistical methods are (d) A large approximately 1/3rd lull-scale model similar to the P1127
employed to determine the significance of variations between levels tested at NASA Langley with the exhaust to all four nozzles provided
for different geometries and to enable prediction of extreme values by a J85 engine. These data are reported in Ret. 14
likely to occur in multiple manoeuvres through that height. Th6
method is described in Ref. 10. (e) The Harrier 2 model NO-GO VTO tests reported in this paper

covering buoyancy-scaled and full-scale NPR conditions.
The methods confirm the indications from tne peak values during a Full-scale data are available from a single source only
landing analysis of the improved performance of the modified CAD's
with the aircraft close to the ground. The small samples (circa 10) (f) P1 127 NO-GO VTO trials reported in Rof. 3.
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The configurations all employed longitudinal underfuselage to be blown back by the headwind into the engine intake. Potential
strakes with the exception of (d) while the AV-88 model sources of HGR due to blowback of the ground sheet are not
incorporat,'d a cross-dam similar to Configuration I of the thought to be the cause of increased HGR with headwind due to the
present tests. Tests under (b), (d) and (e) had headwind large penetration ot the ground sheet forwards before blowback
representation while the (a), (c) and (f) studios were at which gives gcod opportunity for mixing and hence a low expectation
nominally zero headwind. of increased temperature of the intake entry air.

The following observations can be made from Figures 15(a) and CAD configurations which generally produce the most effective HGR
S15(b). control during NO-GO VTO's can produce higher levels of distortion

at heights well above wheels-on which present a risk for operational
The Harrier Mkl and P1127 models tested at ouoyancy conditions aircraft. The "best" CAD's are believed to permit small pockets of
and zero headwind gave slightly higher levels of ATi and T0 120  hot gas to escape, with low energy, which are then susceptible to
than for the present Harrier 2 model tests. These higher values car ingestion by the intake, especially with headwinds.
be attributed to the absence of a dam with the underfuselage
strakes channelling the hot gas from the front fountain forwards The modifications to the existing Harrier CAD's represent an
towards the intake. The effect of the 14 Kts headwind on the effective means of HGR control for future Harrier developments with
present tests is considered to be small, see Figure 10(a), but would, more powerful Pegasus engines although furthler tests are
if anything, reduce thf HGR levels for the Harrier 2 configuration at recommended to reduce the risk of infrequent occurrences of high
the zero headwind condition. distortion above ground.

The P1127 full-scale aircraft results (average from 4 events) agree Buoyancy-scaled and full-scale nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) tIst
well with ihe buoyancy-sca!ed model results (average from 12 fechniques give ;im;lar indications of HGR levels, both peak ATi
events). This was noted in Ref. 3 and formed the basis of the and TC120, for configuratioi is which extibit low HGR. Fuli-scale NPR
buoyancy scaling techniques subsequently adopted for STOVL tests give much higher indications of HGR levels for the less
aircraft model tests in the UK although the report stated that the effective CAD designs.
observance of buoyancy was not essential for near field HGR. The
full-scale results, Ref. 3 should be treated with some caution. The
data are based on a very limited thermistor coverage at the engine
face, soch that pockets of hot gas might have gone undetected. References
Further the full-scale tests formed part of a series to measure HGR
for a range of nozzle aft vector angles during NO-GO VTO's. At 30* 1. Cox M and Abbott W A. Studies of the flow fields created by
aft vector the mean temperature rise results were low and in good simple vertical jets r.irected downwards upon s horizontal
agreement with model data. At 15" aft vector, however, the full- surface. - NGTE Memorandum M390 October 1964.
scale ATi data was some 60% greater than the model evidence
while at zero vector the model results slightly exceed the full-scale
evidence, see Figure 15(a). 2. Abbott W A. Studies of flow fields created by vertical and

inclined jets when stationary or moving over a horizontal surface.
The large scale NASA model P1127 type configuration gave results - NGTE Memorandum M391 October 1984.
similar to the P1127 aircraft when the intake mean temperature rise
was scaled on equivalent front jet excess temperature. It should be
noted that the NASA tests were carried out with all four nozzles 3. Allcock A W R and Abbott W \. Full-scale and model studies of
running at an exhaust temperature of about 920K exhaust ingestion on the Hawker Siddeley P1127 with special

reference to scaiing laws. NGTE Note No. NT658 October 1967

The AV-8B model (Configuration 6) tests with representative choked
nozzles gzve mean temperature rise results close to the present 4. Adarkar D B and Hall G R. The 'Fountain' effect and VIOL
Harrier 2 data with Configuration 1 which is closest to the AV-8B exhaust ingestion AIAA 68-79.
geometry. Temperature distortion levels for the AV-8B were,
however, much higher. 5. Hall G R and Rogers K H. Recirculation effects produced by a

pair of heated lets impinging on a ground plane.
It is rather difficult to draw definitive conclusions from the above
evidence. There is, however, a clear indication that tests at full- NA,1A CR-1307 1969.
scale NPR on a geometry susceptible to HGR, give HGR levels
considerably greater than for tests at buoyancy conditions. The very
limited fuil-scale evidence supports results from buoyancy-scaled
tests but with some question marks on data accuracy.

It is noticeable that the increased levels of HGR are recorded for
supersonic exhaust conditions whereas the model/full-scale
comparisons can be made only for subsonic exhausts. It is
considered that the evidence is insufficient to indicate the universal
validity of tests either at buoyancy or full-scale NPR's. To best
ensure that the model tests indicate worst expectations of HGR for a
given geometry with close-coupled exhausts that configuration
should be tested both at full-scale and buoyancy-scaled NPR's. In
this way sources of HGR attributable to direct 'near field' or 'mid' or
'far' field flow mechanisms can be identified. It is recorriniended that
consideration should be given to 'press-up' trials of the latest
Harrier/AV-aB aircraft employing supersonic front exhausts and
suitably instrumented to afford comparisons with the recently
acquired model data, This will guide the direction of future model
test techniques for replacement Hirnier aircraft.

Concluding remarks

Peak mean temperature ris, (AT•) and distortion (TC120) increases
recorded with headwind for NO-GO Vertical Take-offs and landings
are greatest for configurations where hot gas reingestion (HGR)
reduction measures are ieast effective. The rises are attributed to
hut gas from the frolil fountain escaping the Cushion Augmentatio,
Device (CAD), formed by the underluselage strake/dam geometry,
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Abstract NPR Nozzle Pressure Ratio

The ingestion of engine exhaust gases into an aircraft intake during NO GO VTO No Go Vertical Take-Off
jet-lift Advanced Short Take-off and Vertical Lift (ASTOVL) aircraft (Engine 'Confidence check' manoeuvre with vertical
operation cluse to the ground is an area of considerable concern and thrust less than aircraft weight, so lift-off prevented)
has been the subject of much experimental study.

O Critical sector angle
The recirculatory flows follow complex paths which are strongly
influenced ly interference with the ground, aircraft structures, T Intake temperature rise rate
adjacent jet stren- s and by the action of an oncoming headwind.
The tlows are by nature turoulent at a La'ga =cale and unsteady with Introduction and background
'streaks' of hot gas entering the intake in a random manner. This
Hot Gas Reingestion (HGR) can erode engine stability margins in a This paper is a companion to the previous paper presented at this
region of aircraft operation where reliable engine performance is conference (reference 1). The purpose is to develop the theme o!
critical, the unsteady nature of recirculating gas flows, and to introduce some

of the statistical techniques that can bs used to analyse test rezults.
To ensure engine stability sophisticated analysis techniques are
required lo enable prediction of worst-case destabilising temperature As engine manufacturers Rolls-Royce are responsible for the stability
distortion levels for a chosen aircraWengine combination, of the engine, which is affected by the ingestion of exhaust gases

into an aircraft intake during jet-lift ASTOVL operation close to the
This paper describes the development and application of statistical ground. In vertical landing and take-off manoeuvres the recirculatory
analysis techniques designed to examine results of model gas paths are complex and are strongly influenced by interference
experiments. These techniques enable quantitative conclusions to from the ground, aircraft structures, adjacent jet streams and the
be re2ched as an extension to qualitative examination of trends from action of an oncoming headwind. The resulting gas flow patterns are
observed data. highly turbulent and unsteady. Some "hot streaks" of gas may enter

the intake in a random manner, causing a variation of temperature
Due to the nature of the flow and distortion parameter, observed distribution at the engine face.
HGR data distrioutions are frequently not normal (Gaussian) and
standard statistical techniques cannot be used. The phenomenon of this Hc, Gas Reingestion (HGR) has been the

subject of much experimental and theoretical study. Recent work
Methods for testing whether a data sample distribution is normal and (reference 2) has shown that the stability response of a jet engine
if there is a significant difference between two sets of data compressor to HGR is controlled by two parameters. These are a
(regardless of distribution shape) have been identified. Use of these distortion coefficient, TC(O), where 0 is a critical sector angle for the
techniques enables suitaile samples of experimental results to be compressor in question, (120 is typically used) and bulk intake mean
used for extrapolation to extreme values. The Weibull distribution temperature rise rate, ' . Figure 1 shows a typical distortion pattern,
has been found to produce a good fit to observed data and to be and a definition of the TC(120) parameter.
amenable to extrapolation for this application.

The use of these techniques is illustrated by results from a series of
model tests demonstrating the potential for co,:siderable reduction in
HGR levels by using under-fuselage flow diverter arrangements.
These statistical analysis techniques have also been applied to tests
with model jet conditions set to different absolute pressure ratios
whilst maintaining dynamic head similarity, and to tests carried out at
different htadwinds, The work has emphasised the need for an
adequate number of repeat tests so that a suitable database may be
used for extrapolation.

KW•T~d= t oii0'i

The work described in this paper provides a quantitative method for to-to
the analysis of time-dependent HGR phencmena encountered in W1 . O0oOw.*§& 7C-OG Q1'20 1 .2ý7

ASTOVL aircraft operations near-ground with headwind interacting W 40 T
with the various jet plumes.

List of symbols Figure 1
The delinit.on of TC(120) is such that values less than zero cannotATi Overall mean intake temperature MSC exist so the distribution is necessarily bounded to be positive. An
additional HGR parameter of importance is overall average intake

TC120 Distortion coefficiefit temperature rise, .\ Ti. This can affect the overall thrust of the
engine, and is a useful parameter to examine the bulk HGR

ASTOVL Advanced Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing proceswes.

CAD Cushion Augmentation Device The results oa HGR measurements show considerable variation
(Underfuselage strake / dam assembly) between repeat manoeuvres with the same operational conditions.

This is evidence of the stochastic nature of the HGR process, which
HGR Hot Gas Reingestion must be recognised in the analysis method,

Preented at at AGARD Meeting on 'Computotional and ExperimentalAssessinent of Jets in Cross Flow' April, 1993,
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Vertical landing and take-off is a safety critical part of the operating have been suitably scaled to full-scale values, with temperature
flight envelope-of aircraft like the Harrier. The engine operates at measurements corrected for thermal lag.
high power and engine instabilities seriously degrade service
life.Additionatiy, due to the close proximity of the ground there is no For geometry effects results have been taken from simulated
room to recover from a loss of thrust, and the resulting heavy ladings tested at full-scale pressure conditions, with temperature
landing can have significant effect on airframe integrity. Therefore a scaling based on front nozzle excess temperatures, at headwinds of
key requirement in the design of STOVL-type powerplants is a around 12 knots. At the end of each landing the model was held on
knowledpe of the worst-case destabilising conditions expected. The the ground, to simulate a NO-GO VTO. A NO-GO VTO is an engine
engine must either be tolerant of these levels, or the aircraft or confidence check, where full thrust is applied, but the load weight of
nozzle configuration must be altered to reduce these levels. This the aircraft prevents take-off. Ten repeat landings were carried out
problem becomes increasingly impol tant wittl increasing thrst levels with each geometry.

with hotter, more powerful jets.
To examine the effect of model test scaling conditions the results of

Obtaining HGR data is a difficult and expensive process, and full- simulated NC-GO VTC, from configuration 1, 2 and 3 were used.
scale data is very rarely obtained. Therefore results are obtained ATi and TC(120) values were examined from results at full-scale
from model scale tests. For landings, work in the UK (reference 3) NPR and buoyancy scaled conditions, tested at the same headwind.
has shown the need to represent the dynamics. The issue of scaling The results from NO-GO VTOs were used to eliminate height as a
laws for HGR tests has been the focus of consideration from the variable.

early years of STOVL aircraft (references 4 and 5). Much test work
has beer, carried out at greatly reduced pressure levels, maintaining Finally, the effect of headwind is examined by looking at ATi and

i dynamic head similarity and correctly modelling the buoyant action of TC(120) results from configuratio, 1 at four different headwinds.
the gas. In this procedure the ratios oi buoyant and inertial forces Between five and ten repeats were carried out at full-scale NPR
are maintained as for full scale. An alternative method is to test at conditions for each headwind.
full-scale pressure conditions, (reference 6). Both scale on excess
temperature values. There is no established universal procedure, The model tests carried out to examine the potential risk of
and ihe resuits presented in this paper suggest that ine Lest iicreesed HGR with the mo.o pc, -rfu-.! )ngirno.ýs in th,- Harrier 2 and
technique depends on which parts of the flowfield dominate the HGR AV8B, introduced in the previous paper, showed low values of

4 process. temperature rise-rate. Therefoie only 1C(120) needed to be
examined to analyse destabilising effects. The distribution of the

Even at model scale the number of repeat manoeuvres carried out 1"C(120) 'nlues was fntJfd to bA extremely nn-normal, and so
for each set of test conditiois is limited, and so methods are needed statistical techniques are required to accommodate small samples
to statistically examine the data to identify differences between sets without any assumption of a normal distribution.
of tests, and to extrapolate to find worst-case values. Some of these
methods are presented in this paper. Analysis methods

Model data under consideration A typical trace of TC(120) against height for a single ianding, as
shown in Figure 3a, has a clearly identifiable peak. When repeat

A number of different aircraft configurations were tested at model landings to; the geometry are overlaid (Figure 3b) the range of
scale, illustrated in Figure 2. diffeient peaks can be seen This overlay of results clearly

illustrates the stochastic nature of the process.

The standard analysis techniques has been to take the peaks from
each landing, and show the observed range for each different
geometry, as shown in Figure 3c. This is a valid procedure and
gi,,es an inssal idea of the efi.,.-I of geometry. In this case changes
in geome•r, have had a considerable efiect on the peak levels of

I .......... . -- - distortion.
__~~a S i ngle landing iConfi~gurnon 1)

-...-...-.-.------.-----.-----.------ --------------

above 
I

whoels.on
Figure 2 -imi

These geometries represent changes io the under fuselage strakes
and dams on the aircraft. These devices, known as Cushion
Augmentation Devices (CADs) are included on present Harriers to x O overali Peak
deflect the so-called "fountain" upwash arising from the colliding Irom Landing

giaunJ jets and so enhance ilt. This deflection o1 the hot gas acts 0 -a

as a consiJerable HGR reduction measure. The new geometries o re
tested represent an attempt to optimise this anti-HGR performance. Figure 3a

Configuration 1 represents a current geometry on the Harrier.
Conliguratiun 2 has duupei -trakes than configuration 1, and the
darn is angled at 30 de3rees to the vertical. Corigm.uratwon 2a is as
configuration 2, but with the dam increased in length by 50%. A
fourth geometry, configuration 3, was tested which was as
configuration 2, but with the entire strake/dam arrangement moved
forward. Configuration 3 results were not analysed to the same
extent as the others.

The analysis presented in this paper concentrates on 3 aspects of
the ,nodel test results: firstly the effect of geomelry, secondly the
effect of test nozzle pressure ratio (NPR), and finally the effect of
headwind on results. Throughout this paper all results presented
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b) Overlay o0 repeats
I• 01 °,400a• Me4' @44

Height
above
wheels-on

X = Overall peak
room Landing

0 °lTC120

Figure 3b Figure 5
tests that can be 'sed. For the small samples produced by HGR
tests the Shapiro-Wilk test (reference 7) has been found to be

C'.) Coimpaisn ci peaks particularly useful.

For non-normal distributions an alternative means for extrapolating to
Coontire landings r worst value" must be found. Previous work on inlet pressure

distortion hes used Gumbel's extreme value distribution (references
8 arid 9) to find expected peaks in intake/engine compatibility studies
(reference 10). However, the results of using these extrapolation
techniques on temperature distortion values proved most
unsatisfactory, producing unbounded and unrealistic solutions. This
finding is supported by other work (reference 11) which has shown
that 'Gumbel' is not always strictly appropriate for tnis form of

Con 1 Con 2 Con 2A analysis.

An alternative two parameter distribution that is particularly
amendable to extrapolation is the Weibull distribution. This is well

Figure 30 established as a tool for reliability engineering (reference 12). Once

This simple analysis ignores the effect of height. The results for estimates for Weibull parameters have been made extrapolation is
configuration 1 (Figure 3) showed nearly all the peaks occurring readily achievable (see Appendix A).
together extremely close to the ground. However for configuration
2a the peaks occurred at various different heights. This is illustrated To produce peak distortion trends with height suitable height bands
in the overlay of landing results shown in Figure 4. This result were selected, within which the Weibull distribution was used to
shows that height must be taken into consideration, as peaks at extrapolate to predict the peak in 10,000 landings. 10,000 was taken
different heights are possibly coming from different mechanisms on as a typical life of the aircraft, as well as being a suitably large round
different geometries. Therefore a technique has been devised that number. The considerations made to determine the height bands
examines the landing tn a sertes of height bands. An example of the rely on engilieerinq judgoient, as the baJlo have tr. bc narrow
hetght bands that could be used is shown in Figure 5a. Analysis is enough to allow quasi-constant values to be ass;qnod where iGR
performed to predict the peak level in each band Figure 5b shows parameters are changing rapidly, but broad enough to snooth out
the different distributions of TC(120) that are found at different inconsistencies in the data trends due to small sample size. One of

ieights. the powerful advantages of the Webuil distribution is that it shows up
data from dillerent distributions in the quality of the fit. Data from too
wide a height band is evidenced by a non-linear fit when the data is
presented on a Weibull plot. In order to alleviate these sampling
problems it is important that data collection should be as frequent as
possible to provide as near an analogue data history as possible.

The analysis may proceed using either all the data within a height
band, or simply the peaks from each landing. Stebility analysts has

X - Peak ,h, ,,*M concentrated on peaks as it is the dimt. bution of extreme values that
,,, "•'' is of interest. Peak data is also conveolent to use for "first looks"

44,,, and summaries of data. With the small number ol repeat landings
there is a danger of results using peaks to be adversely affected by
one especially high or low value. This is especially true where
overall peak values from a landing occur at different heights.
Therefore it is often desirable to expand the data sample to get a
better prediction. Using all the data from a landing is one way to do
this.

NWO. Peak &I cwfv'

Another useful method is tv examine ways of grouping the data. For
experiments where different geometries are being tested there may
be height regions where aircraft configuration makes no difference.

00 Observation of these regions serves the dual purpose of expanding
the data sample, and highlighting the important physical result

Figure 4 concerning where geometry does and does not make a difference.
These distributions have been found to be generally non-normal. Grouping oa data can be performed on either peaks or all values.
The effects of this observation are serious, as it means that many Using all data catn ensure that the height bands are kept small,
standard statistical methods are not applicable to the data. It is no
longer possible to use the standard deviation to extrapolate to a When test results are grouped it is important to check the
known point in the distribution (mean plus n standard deviations) and assumption that there is no difference between the sets of results.
confirmation of non-nocrmality is needed, and there are a number of
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Due to the small numbers in each group and the non-no-meal Example of Welbull Data Plot
distributions alternatives to the standard techniques have to be All 3 Configurations, Height Band 3.9 - 4.1 mr
applied. Non-parametric tests in general, and the Mann-Whitney in
particular, are suitable for this type of problem (reference 13). The .A
Mann-Whitney test compares the rank order of data from two
different samples, and states to a given confidence level whether "
there is a significant variation between the samples. With ten values
in cacti group this test is conservative, and only shows 'large
differences. With increased e:,perience a batter idea of the number
of values needed to show up subtle varrations will become clear. ~
The sensitivity of the test increases dramatically with even small
increases in sample size. -

Non-parametric tests do not only have applications for extreme value ___

predictions, but can also be used to examine differences between
sets of data. For tests at several different physical conditions with
controlled test variables, like headwind, a fu.iher lest is the Kriskal- 0
Wallis lest. This is a non-parametric version of trgeession analysis . .

to see it there is significant variation with the controlled variable. DISTRI05 SCALE

Variation of peak distortion with geometry and Figure 7
Results from extrapolations from NO-GO VTOs are also shown onheight Figure 8.

The techniques described above were used to analyse the results of Results of Extreme Vaiue Uisttion Predictions
model landings for three of the different aircraft configurations shown Worst In 10,000 Landings
in Figure 2. The landing traces for each of these configurations, ,- I

AAGwIi&1v LUI55LAAL.LA
along with the height bands used to perform the analysis are shown , - . ..

in Fioure 6. _ _ _" _ _, ,

S I

MAE.. ... -. . . .. E - ... C-. . . .

-o Figure 8

On tire ground the two tct techniques produce lair agivement
except fur the canfiguration 2 data. Exam.nalion of the WeiLull plot

,.__., for the landing showed a very poor data fit, due mos' Pobably to the
Figure 6 small data sample. The NO-GO data formed an acceptable fit and
The height bands are the best compromise between large enough is considered to best represent the perforr.,-n., of configuration 2
bands to eniure a stnsihbe dbt3 sample, and small enough to near to the grouid. Much of the stochastic var.ai•tn above the
ebmnate height as a variable wdthsm tme band. The tests were all ground :s due to the interaction of the intake with fiowhields set up by
carried ouhiatas full-scale NPR. exhaust at higher heights, emphasising the importance of dynamic

modelling of landings.

The Mann-Whitney test was used to show where model geometry These results show that geometry can contribute a very significant
was significant. No variation was found above 0.b in above wheels- reduction in HGR noar to tho ground, and so can roduce the oia4
on. Due to the small sample sizes these results were checked, and peak distortion level. Hownver there is a cut-oh height around 1.5
sonie of the lower heights did not produce accePtable straight line metres. above which geometry ceases to control HGR levels. This
Weibull plots, and so geometries were treated separately below 1.5 gives evidence of the range of operaton where near-held direct path
metres. HGR can be controlled by CAPs. At heights awound 4 muotti thh

hol gas must ba cotn,:ig into thu intake viw a dilferent llowpath. The
This resut dis already very teresting and impornt 4 het that distribution at this height is very skewed, with the higher values
the highest distortion values at mi~d-landing laround 4 mnetres) come bigrr.Teoe•iAT ausso obl Gs h

from configuration 2A and 2 is shown by this statistical analysis to be being rare. Th me fvero!m A Ti values show no bulk s-ICRn so the

happenstance, and further repeats on configuration I would be distortion must come fron ýiiall pockets or hot gas supatating from
expected to produce similarly high values in time. To confirm this the fountain, and intermittently oeing blown oack into the intake.

the Weibull plot of the height band around 4 metres is shown in In terms of aircr:4t operatmon, chioging from configuration 1 to
Figure "7.Tigure 7s aconfiguration 2 the overall risk ot instability would be reduced. andThis shows a good st.-aight liu !it, given that Weibull plots tend to

the worst risk would be it wheels-on. Changing to configuration 2A
show some cudivlurei ic lower value, backing t thisstio that again would reduce the oiorall risk of instability, as the area of highthere is no difforetice betweei , mbje, at thfs height This an distortnion near the ground lies been removed However the highest
example of possible false conclaisions triat could be drawn from distortion is now significantly above the ground weakening thecarrying out too ftw landings. argument in favour of proposing configuration 2A. Having peak

Taking groupings of data where appropriate, predictions for peak distortion values at aight also reduces the value of NO-GO VTOs as

TC120 values in 10.000 landings wore made for each configuration, a coolidence check.
using Weibull T e results using peak values and all values are The chance of high (or even worst case) distortion levels at heights
shown in Figure 8. whore CAD geomeoty nodifications cannot control HGR poses a

T'he trends are the saino, but there are dileronces in absolute levels potential problem to Rolls-Royce as engine manufacturers. As thrustlevels and exit temperatures rise candidate engines must either be
of distortion, which is not unreason•able, able to tolerate tIhis distortion, or else other radically different aircraft
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installation configurations must be considered. These miust Effects oa Headwind - Peaks of No-Go VTO's
fundamentally alter lhe gas fountain so that poclkets of hot gas
,'•nr.at escape and subsequently find their way !:i.o 'he intake, for
example pairs of nozzles con'verged so that the jets crn rserge before A
impinging on the ground have been shown effective for earlier model F

tests of ACTOVL aircraft configurations.

Effect of model test NPR on HGR levels

The effect of NPR on HGR has been discussed in the previous
paper in this aeries (rAference 1). A limited examination using 42 NAwI; - Xu 1-, '"7 14

4. statistizal analysis has been conducted for the NO-GO VTO data.

For configurations 1, 2 and 3 tests were carried out at full-scale
pressure conditions and at buoyancy scaling conditions maintaining
dynamic head similarity . Figure 9 shows TC120 and ATi results
from NO-GO VTOs for a nominal wind speed of 12 knots.

Effects of Scaling - Peaks of No-Go VTO's 4 2 , EAi.wDxN - Il, 114 137 140

Figure 10

*value at 4.2 knots with a significant rise to 11.4 knots, and remains
* c . near constant from 11.4 to 14.6 knots. TC120 shows a small rise

0 1 , from 4.2 knots to 11.4 knots, follows by a progressive fall at 13.7
and 14.6 knots with levels lower than at 4.2 knots.

__._ _......_ The physical conclusion from this is that there is-a critical windspeed

A *...... `102•,1 rESUR .t, RT .IO " for high HGR. At low winds little gas is blown back (hence A Ti
lowest), but some pockets of gas are as indicated by comparatively
higher distortion levels. Higher winds have less effect in reducing
bulk reingestion, but smooth out hot pockets into a more uniform gas

-i pattern.

_ __, Concluding remarks
V.- 901i.1 *AESSURE521 2RAI - ~ EE %Fl

Figure 9 Relating to physical HGR results:

For this data, analysis was required to see if there was any Under-fuselage strake / dam configuration can only affect Hot
significant vaiation with NPR, and extreme value extrapolation was Gas Reingostion up to a limited height on the current Harrier 4

Snot carried out. For configurations 1 and 2 there is no need to apply nozzle configuration. There remains a region of considerable
the Marmn-Whitney test as there is no overlap between A Ti or TC120 risk beyond the range of control by under-fuselage geometry.
results, and the results are clearly different. The configuration 3
results show no significant difference using the Mann-Whitney test. * Scaling techniques are very important, and the method used

should be appropriate to the dominant gas flow field. This work
Ccnfiguration 3-was the best HGR reduction devic-, and from results has emphasised the difference between various HOR source

* with me other configurations this is due to better control of direct processes.
path ingestinn. For configuration ! and 2 this fountain effect
dominates HGR, and so needs to Lo accurately modelled (by full- The analysis technique has :shown:
scale NPR testing). For configuration 3 this source is controlled, and
buoyancy scaling produces tht, same results. 0 The stochastic nature of the process makes the use of statistics

vital. Quaiititative conclusions can be produced rather than
Had buoya.icy scaled results been greater this would have implied qualitative imr"rc. .)Ii.;.
ihat the action of the hot gas rising was most important, and
buoyancy scaling would have beer. needed. The conclusion of this a Powerful statistical techniques exist that can be applild to the
is that preliminary testing has wo be carried out on HGR models at data to yield deeper understanding and greater confidence in
both scaling conditions to find ou, which method is most appropriate conclusions.
for tfie particular gas paths occurring. In cases where one method
produces higher results this is the most appropriate method, Where * The number of repeat landings needed is ciucial. For landings
the results aro the same the most convenient method for the rig can the evidence here is that ten is only just adequate and 15 or
be used. more would be necessary to examine the fine details of

dependencies suggeted by results. NO-GO VTO testing
Effect of headwind on HGR results produces a bigger data sample at the same conditions, so fewer

repeats are needed.
Statistical analysis of the influence of headwind has only been
carried out for the NO-GO VTO tsts since the landing data has too Acknowledgements
many variables to allow proper analysis with the size of sample
available. I wish to acknQ,,!edge the assistance of my colleagues at Rolls-

Royce, especially to Chris Penrose for providing the data, the staff of"The results of NO-GO VTOs on configuration 1 at various the Warwick University Manufacturing Group who introduced me to
windspeeds at full-scale NPR are illustrated in Figure 10. non-parametric tests, and to Rolls-Royce pic for permission to
The results of the peaks of A Ti and TC120 show slightly different publish this paper.
trends.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author, and do
As there is a controlled parametric variation tiis data lends itself to a not represent any commitment by or policy of Rolls-Royce plc.
regressian analysis. Due to the non-riormal nature of the data the
Krusksl-Wallis test was used. In order to do this the data had to be
separated into groups of simila, windspeeds. Values of 4.2, 11.4,
13.7 and 14.6 knots were t iken as mean values. For both sets of
data the Kruskal.Waiis lest showed a significant trend. Pairwise
c,,mparisons (using Mann-Whitney) showed that 4Ti has a low
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JETS TRANSVERSAUX EN INTERACTION AVEC DES ECOULEMENTS
HYPERSONIQUES RAREFIES

J. AIIfgre, M. Raffin

* S.E.S.S.I.A./C.N.R.S.
Laboratoire d'Afrotherrnique

4ter, route des Gardes
92190 Meudon (France)

RESUME SUMMARY

Les jets tranversaux peuvent 8tre utilisds pour assurer, Contro~l jets are used on space vehicles in order to replace
sous certaines conditions, le contr8le directionnel des v6- or complement mechanical aerodynamic controls at high
hicules spatiaux. A haute altitude, ils prennent le relais altitudes. As a matter of fact, the efficiency of mechanical
des gouvernes classiques, dont I'inefficacite s'accentue controls decreases drsialy wit hger refacio level
avec l1accroissement do la rar~faction do l'~oulement extd& of the external flow.
rieur. Les jets tmansversaux ont 06 dtudi~s exporimentale-
mont en soufflerie, au laboratoire d'Adrotherinique du Control jets have been experimentally investigated in
CNRS, A Moudon, dans le cadre de lour interaction avec: wind-tunnels, at laboratoire d'M~rothermique of CNRS,
des 6coulements hypersoniques rar6fids. L'efficacitd des Meudoq. Jets are in interaction with external hypersonic

jots~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~3 elemcasmsesntrconauyamiques Y rarefied flows. Jet efficiency and associated interaction me-
ont 60 examinds pour doux. types de configurations. chanism have been analyzed for two types of configura-

La prernibre configuration est celle d'uno aile delta munie tos
do jets transversaux engendrds A partir de tuy~res soniques The first configuration is a delta wing with transverse
disposdes en arnont du bord de fuite de l'aile. Les essais control jets issued from sonic nozzles located close to the
sont rdalis~s en prdsenco d'un ecoulomont hypersonique trailing edge. Tests are performed with an external hyper-
d'air caract6ri!A par un noinbre de Mach de 8,1, un nombre sonic air flow characterized by a Mach number of about 8,
de Reynolds & 11000 et un param~te dle rar~faction V =a Reynolds number of I11000 and a rarefaction parameter
0,077. V = 0.077.

La seconde configuration ost cello d'un dcoulement W'angle The second configuration is a corner flow interacting with
(corner flow) soumnis h l'action d'un jet transversal issu a transverse jet issued from one hypersonic nozzle. This
d'une tuybre hyporsonique. Cetto tuytre est intdgrde A nozzle is inserted in one of the two walls which make up
l'une des deux parois qui constituent lo dispositif d'anglo. the corner model. Tests are made under external hyperso-
Les essais sont conduits en soufflerie dans des conditions nic nitrogen flows characterized by a Mach number of
d'6coulements hypersoniquos d'azoto caractdrisds par un about 20 and dynamic pressures ranging from 20 Pa to
nombre do Mach voisin de 20 et des pressions dynamniques 620 Pa. covering rarefaction levels associated with reentry
comprises entre 20 Pa et 620 Pa, permettant ainsi de cou- conditions.
vrir des niveaux de rardfaction compatibles avec lea condi-
tions de rentrio. For such rarefied flow regimes, dominated by viscous ef-

fects and boundarv layer displacement effects, measured ae-
Pour de tels regimes interm~diaires o4l pr~dominent les ef- rodynamic coefficients demonstrate for the delta wing
fets de viscositd et lea effets de &-placement do couche l- configuration, how efficient are the control jets and how
mite, lea rdsultats des mesures des coefficients adrodYna- they can contribute to control the space vehicle trajectory
miques montrent, pour l'aile delta, dams quelle mesure les in rarefied atmosphere.
dispositifs de guidage directionnel par jets sont efficaces et
peuvent contribuer au contr~le de la trajectoire d'un vdhi- Considering the corner flow configuration, distributions
cule spatial or. atmoobhre rardfi6e. of measured wall pressures show which area is affected by

the transverse jet and which is the effect of the flow rare-
Dans Ie cas do l'6coulement d'angie, la meaure des rdParti- faction on dhe interaction process.
dons de preasions paridtales fixt ldiendue de la zone d'in-
fluence dui jet transversal et pricise l'effet dui niveau de ra-
rdfaction des Ecoulemnents sur l'intem!'-

*Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow' April, 1993.
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NOTATIONS -tion entre le jet transversal et 1'ecoulement extdrieur.
Cette interaction genre localement un accroissement de

CN coefflicient d'effoit a~pdynam~ique normal A 1'aile pression parittale et, en consdquence, une force aenxlyna-
deltamique d'interaction qui s'ajouto A la poussee du jet trans-

e dcartement entre les jetsatinnaversaux sur I'aile versal. C'est dans le cadre de ces regimnes d'dcoulement de
deltaforte interaction visqueuse et de "merged layer" que se si-

L corde de l'aile delta tuent los etudes experimentales entreprisos sur l'aile delta
M nombre do Mach et sur l'dcoulement W'angle.
pw pression parideal
p,, pression de l'~oulement A I infini ainont M DL IPII 'NEATO
Re nombre de Reynolds
ReL nombre de Reynolds fond6 sur Ia longuour do la Dans le eas d'un dcoulemont mrarfid caractdris6 par un rdgi-

Tw maquette me de forte interaction visquouse, le type d'interaction
Twtemperature parietale ontro un 6coulemont hypersonique oxtdrieur et un jet trans-

V = MNV4 ReL, paranmtie do rardfaction versal pout 8tre d6crit sch6matiquement en considerant
x abcise msure l lon deIa aqutretitre d'exemple le cas d'une plaque plane avoc jet transver-

a angle d'incidence do 1'aile delta.sl(ig )

INFLUENCE DE LA RAREFACTION DE LIE-
COULEMENT EXTERIEUR

En foniction do l'altitudo de vol d'un vehiculo spatial, le......
changement do rardfacticin de l'eculoment conduit A l'6ia-
blissemoent do diffdrents niv'oaux d'interaction entre la suir- eCtIOCtic rec(tlIfll'li

face du v6hicule et l'&oulemont exteriour.

A des altindes faiblos, correspondant A un r~gime d'6cou-R
loment continu, los systemes de guidage classiques par
dispositifs adrodynamniquos mecaniques tels quo gouvernes ddcollement jet transversal

et elevons, suffisent bt assurer le contr~le aerodynamique
do l'engin.

A de tres hautes altitudes, corrospondant A des regimes d'6- Fig. 1 - Modblc d'intcraction
-coulement moleculaire libre oti proche moldculaire libro, L lqedatprl~eAl ieto eHolmn y
efiaes et sponit aremplaces ar es systemqes devicontrt in personique extdrieur. le jet transversal agit comme une

effcacetison (C)tols los ja ets tranv ersux Le librr~e barriee vis-A-vis de cet dcoulement. 11 or' rdsulte la forma-
par dacion(RC) tls es etstrasvesau. L lire ar-tion, ý 1'amont de l'orifice d'injection, d'une zone de d6-cours moyen de l'6coulement extdriour dtant suffisamment collement et d'un choc do decollement. La zone de dtk.olle-

grand, on nt. weut s'attendre qu'A tine tr~s faible interaction mn ecrcdie unva el lqe a nacos
enre ejtaovra ouudedue r.emn xd sement do Ia prossion parietale. En aval du jet transversal,

rieur.la detente do l'dcoulemont entraine un abaissement localis6
Pour des altitudes intorimediaires. qui correspondent en par do la pression paridtalo.
ticulier aux conditions do rentrde d'un ongin spatial, los L ieud ~et ujttasesl o ouee e
6coulements sont caractdrisde par le regime doe forte inter- effets stir la distribution do prossion parietalo d~pendent
action visquetiso et par le rdgimo do "merged layer". daos tne large mesuro des conditions do rardfaction do I'd-

Los dispositifs adrodynamiques mecamiques no sont Plus coulonient exteriour. Uno plus grando rarefaction accentue
suffisamiment efficaces pour cngondrer, ý eux souls, los ef- en particulier lo niveati do ddtente du jet transversal avec
forts a6rodynamniques necessaires. La porte d'efficacitd dos augmentation corrdlative do la zone do decolloment.
surfaces adrodynamniques do contr8le s'expliqrte gendrmle-
mont par le fait qu'olles so siteont dans des r~gions carac- AIEDET MU EDEJ STRNV -
terisdes par d'dpaisses couches lirnites. Pour palier i'inof- AUL DET UI EJT RNVR
ficacitd des dispositifs m~caniques, le guidage par jots SU
transversaux permet d'induure des poussdes do guidago En fonction do la rardfaction des 6coulements, et done do
conipldmentaires. A ces regimes d'6couloments intermid l'altitudc do vol, Ie contr~le directionnel d'un planeur nd-
diaires, on pout 6galement s'attendre A win effet d'intorac-
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cessite la prdsence de dispositifs sp~cifiques de guidage, nun et correspondent A des distances reprdsontant entre 0,2
tels que les gouvemes adrodynamiques classiques ou los et 0,8 fois la longueur de I'aile. Los visualisations obto-
jets d',,contr8le, dont il convient de pr~voir l'efficacit6 au nues par ddpbt d'huioe montrent, pour l'incidence nulle,
cours des diffiesntes phases de trajectoires, notamment A que les d~collements induits par Ins injections sont d'au-
haute altitude o6l los effets da d~collenient laminaire sont tant plus accentuds que los orifices d'injection sont plus

* pron~rats.rappwoch~s (fig. 2). Dans le cas do l'ecartemont maximal
oIL = 0,8 des jets transversaux, deux r~gions decoilds dis-

Des travaux conduits aux Etats-Unis sur le "Space tinctos entourent les deux orifices do jots. Les zones sont
* Shuttle" ont permis d'apporter des 616ments d'Liformation de faible 6tondue et les rdsultats de prossions paristtales et

sur 1'efficacitd des dispositifs do contr~le par jets transver- d'eiforts adrodyniamiques confirment la faiblo officacitd at-
saux (Rdf. 1). Los pr~dictions d'efficacit6 de guidage par tnidue pour cetto configuration particuliilre d'injection.
jets ont dtE confront~es, pour certaines configurations, A L'efficacit6 de l'interaction est plus importanto pour des
des mosures en vol (Rdf. 2). Los comparaisons montrent jets tranisversaux rapprochds de l'axe de l'aile.
parfois, notammont aux grandes valeurs dua nombre do
Mach, des diffdrences importantos relevdos enire les offica-
citds prddtes et mosurdos des dispositifs de guidage.

Des recherches ont dgaloment Wt rdalisdos par le passE au

ailes delta dans le cadre d'un Ecoulement hypersonique ra-

r~fid en r~gime de forte interaction visqueuse. Los EtudesL
ont portE sur la caractdrisation de l'efficacitd de dig~positifs
du type spoiler do bord de fuito (Rdf. 3) et sur 1'efficacit6
du contr6le adnxlynamique par jets transvorsaux (RKf 4). ~ t§
On rappellera ici quelques rdsultats expdrimentaux obtenus cL=4

lors de ces Etudes en se limitant A l'analyse de l'offot des0,04
jets transversaux. L'utilisation de cos jets ost compatible
avec los faibles niveaux d'efforts adrodynai-iques s'oxer-
gant sur l'afle en atmosph~re ratifi&e En marge do cortains
ddveloppements analytiques (Rdf. 5) los doannds expdri-
mentales pouvent contribuer Al mioux apprdhender los phd-
nomilnes. Les rdsultats prdsentds monhrent l'action des
jets transversaux et renseignent stir ia structure des Ecoule-
ments lids Al l'interaz~tion.

Los essais ont Wt conduits dans un 6coulement hyperso-
nique d'air rardfl caractdrisd par un nombro do Mach doe.,.'
8,1, par des pression et tempdrature d'Eoulement do 9,3 .-- \'I
Pa et 50 K. Le nombre do Reynolds do 11 000W calculd sur A 0,6 C/IL 0.8

la corde do l'aile delta et le param~tre do rardfaction V =
0,077 ddfinissent un r~gime do forte interaction visqueuse.
Los gradients do Mach au sein do la veino d'essai 6taient Fig. 2 - Visualisation do 1'6coulement do surface
ndgligeables en raison do l'utilisation d'uno tuydre dvolu- par film d'huile (a = 0O'
tive.

Les maquottos utilisdes sont des ailes delta do 601 do flbcho Los r~partitions do pmessions paridtales, mesurdes le long
et 50 mm do longueur, munies de deux orifices soniquos do l'axe do l'ailo et rapportdes A lIa prvssion do lIEcoule-
d'injection, do 2 mm do diamilre, localisds Al 3 mm en mont Al l'infini, sont portdes sur los figures 3, 4 et 5 pour
amont du bord do fuite. Cos, jots transversaux sont dispo- los incidences respectives de. 201, 01 et -20o. Les rdparti-
sds symdtriquemont do part et d'autre de l'axe longitudinal tions sent tracdes pow les deux Ecartemonts do 10 mm et
do I'aile. Suir le plan pratique, un soufflage simultand des 40 mm entro los jets traiisversaux. A l'incidence do 20'~,
deux jets ou le soufflago d'un soul des deux jets pormet do los ddcollements induits par los jets transvorsaux sont im-
communiquer soit un mouvement do tangage, soit un portants, le plus faible dcartemont ontre los orifices dWin-
mouvomont de roulis et lacet. Los rdsultats prdsontds ici jection entrainant le niveau do pression paridtae le plus
portent stir le soufflage simultand avec tin debit d'air in- dlevd au sein do Ia zone d~collde. A l'incidence nulle et Al
jectd fixd il 0,3 gs pour l'ensemble dos deux jots transver- l'incidence do - 200, l'effet r~sultant do l'injection fluide
saux. donteure Ih encore pr~dominant pour le plus faible Ecarte-

ment. Des visualisations do l'Eoulement do surface par
Les dcartements des jots sont compris entre 10 mm et 40 film d'huile ont montrd quo, plus l'dcartement ontro los
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20
orifices d'injection augmentait, momns l'interaction entre
les deux zones d~coll~es devenait iniportante. A Ia limite, Pm/.C
pour I'incidence de -20" et I'6cartement de 40 mm, les
deux zones d~collfes n'interfrent pratiquement plus entre
elles, se traduisant, dans ce cas, par un accroissement drs L

limit de la pression paridtale.

Les mesures de forces aerodynamniques sent rdalisdes au
moyen d'une balance A trois composantes munie d'un
conduit d'alimentation en air des jets transversaux. Elles
confirient l'6volution constat~e des pressions paridtales.
Les rdsultats ont montrd que le coefficient de force axiale 10 -jets trasversaux

n'6tait pas affect6 par la presence des jets transversaux. En
revanche, la figure 6 donne la variation du coefficient de
force normale A l'aile pour les deux configurations de jets
distants de 0,2 et 0,8 fois la longueur de l'aile. La/
connaissance aes variations des forces normales est utile, \ 1L
en particulier, pour caractdiser 1'efficacit6 des jets sur le s/
contrOle directionnel de l'aile. Pour une incidence fixe'e, la aiesel
prtisence des jets transversaux entraine une variation de

* ~force nonnale qul comprend, d'une part, la force de r~ac-
* ~tion propre des jets et, d'autre part, la force d'interaction.

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

NIL

Fig. 4 - R6partitions longitudinales de pression paridtale
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Fig. 3 - Rdpartitions longitudinales de pression paridtale Fig.5 - Rdpartitions longitudinales de pression paridtale
( 200) (ax -20c)
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Cette dernibre est plus accentude dans le cas de l'dcarte-

CN / ment minimal des deux jets. Par rapport A la configuration
CN de l'aile sans injection, les variations enregistr~es; du coef-

/ / ficient de force normale sont port~es sur la figure 7. Aux
F , incidences supdrieures A 20*, la variation du coefficient de

,0 /force normnale correspond A la poussde propre des jets
o X transversaux ; aucune interaction sensible n'existe dans

L ces conditions entre l'dcoulemnera extdrieur et les jets.

0,cr *posscde jt Pour les incidences infdrieures A 20', le m~canisme d'inte-
/ /A raction entre les jets et 1'6coulement ext~rieur donne lieu A

forc dineraeion une amplification de la poussde des jets. Le facteur d'am-
plification repr~sente le rapport entre la force normale to-

__________ tale s'exergant sur l'aile et la poussde des jets transver-

.20 *Iw 1*0 20 a() saux.

'0 ~Aux incidences sup~rieures A 200, le facteur d'amplifica-
tion reste voisin de l'unitd. Aux incidences infdrieures A

d 200, l'interaction s'accentue avec l'incidence de l'aile, ce
qui conduit A une augmentation corrdlative du facteur

0,8 ~d'arnplification. Ce demnier ddpasse la valeur de 2 aux. ici-
e= 0,2 dences ndgatives et dans le cas de l'dcartement minimal

/ 0/ ile -0,4entre les jets transversaux.

t Les rdsultats prdsent~s apportent quelques donodes quanti-
tatives sur l'efficacit6 du contrOle directionnel par jets de
l'aile, en rdgime de forte interaction visqueuse. L'analyse
du m~canisme d'interaction entre les jets transversaux et
I'6coulement hypersonique extdrieur montre, en particu-

Fig. 6 - Coefficient de force aemodynamique normnale lier, que l'effet des jets est d'autant plus marqud que ces
A l'aile demniers sont plus rapprochcis de l'axe de symdtrie de P'aile.

Ils engendrent alors un decollement plus accentud s'ac-
compagnant d'une forte 6l6vation de pression paridtale qui
contribue A la force aerodynamnique de guidage.

ECOULEMENT D'ANGLE ET JET TRANS-
~CN VERSAL

0- A haute altitude, lora de la phase do guidage par jets d'un
1. 0, hicule spatial, les dcoulements issus des tuy~res propul-

sives sont fortement d6tendus en raison du niveau de rar6-
faction de l'~oulemnent extdrieug. Par voie de consdquenco,
len jets occupent un volume important et interf~rent avec

-0,2 len parois environnantes soit directoment, soit par l'inter-
mtdiare de chocs d'interaction induits par la rencontre des

a/.=0,2 jets de contr~le et de 1'6coulement hyporsonique extdrieur.
jets utrasversaux

0,8 La force adrodynainique de guidage qui en rdsulte ent ainsi
~ ~ ongendr~e par l'acflion directe et indirecte des jots. Ebbe

Sconiprend la poussde propro den tuy~res prvpulsives mais
aussi une force dito d'ntoraction qui depend du m~canisme
d'interception souvent complexe entre :los jets de guida-

___________ i.. go, 1'6coulement ext6rieur et len parois du v~hicule.
.20 .10 0 10 20 30

S L'dtude exp~rimentale Wrsent~e fait l'objet do canipagnes
d'essais dana la soufflerio A gaz rardfid du laboratoire

Fig. 7 - Variation do force normnale due A l'effet des jets d'Arothermique do Meudon. Par rapport au modele d'inte-
ftznsersaux raction simplifid repi~sentd figure 1, la g~omdtrie d'un vd-
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hicule spatial fait apparmaltre des protub~innces et des 6l6-
monts do paroi directeme'it expos6s A l'action des jets pro-
pulsifs de guidage. Pour dtablir quelques analogies avec le

tyereel d'interaction, on a 06t conduit 4 d6flir un modb-
le d'interceptlon entre le jet sous-ddtendu, l'dcoulement
hypersonique extdrieur et les parois environnantes (Wef
6). Ce modble, 61abort comme cas test pour dtablir des x
confrontations entre r6partitions de prossions paridtales
calcul6es et ripartitions de pressions paridtales mosurdes
en soufflerie est pr~sent6 sur la figure 8.

1'Fig. 9 - Axes de r6fdrence et orifices de pression

Les interactions entre jet transversal et dcoulement inci-
dent ont W6t tudides pour diff6rents niveaux de rardfaction

'. des 6eoulemnents. Le jet transversal d'azote est issu d'une
tuy~re hypersonique conique, A nombre de Mach nominal

Iiriitedintracionde 5,96, avec: un derni-angle de divergence de 90 et decý dia-
jet ranverWIhie diterctio mntres au col et en soitie tuy~re mesurant respectivement

0,213 mmn et 1,53 min. La tempdrature g6n~ratrice du gaz
est do 300 K et la pression g6n6ratrici- fixde ?t 4, 12 et 20

Ffr. 8 - Ecoulement d'angle et jet transversal bars solon les conditions choisies pour l'injection. Pour
ce qui est de l'6&oulement extdrieur d'azote, les niveaux de
rardfaction retenus sont ceux d'6coulements hypersoniques

La maquette do 120 mmn do longuour se compose de deux ý Mach 20 caract6risds par les nombres de Reynolds suc-
plaques planes perpondiculaires. L~a plaque horizontale, do cessifs de 3 420, 10 056 et 87 324, nombres de Reynolds
80 ,nm de largeur, est placde parallblement A la direction fondds sur la longueur de la maquette. Les pressions dyna-
de l'&o)ulcment incident. Ello est pourvue d'une tuy~re miques correspondantes de 19,5 Pa, 58,5 Pa et 62 1,6 Pa,
hypersonique, d'axe vertical, dont la section de sortie af- sont compatibles avec certaines conditions de rennr~e d'un
fleure la surface do la plaque. Cetto tuy~re, situ~e A 60 mmn vdhicule spatial pour lesquelles se posent les prohlmes de
en aval du bord d'attaquo, engendre Ie jet transversal d'azo- guidage par jot.
te. L'autro plaque, vorticalo, de 60 mm do hauteur, est, elle
aussi, paralIlbl A la direction de l'6coulement incident. Plusiours param~res gouvernent le processus d'interaction
Elie est distante, selon Ie cas, de 15 mm ou de 30 mm de entre le jet transversal, l'6couloment extdrieur et los sur-
l'axe du jet transversal permettant de faire varier ainsi los faces environnantes. L'dtude expdrimentale prend en comp-
conditions d'interaction a6rodynaxnique. Les bords d'at- to !a variation de quclques-uns des param~trs tels quo le
taque des deux plaques planes sont biseautds et perpondicu- niveau de rar6faction de r'doulernent extdrieur, Ia quantit6
laires A Ia direction de l'6coulement extdrieur. Les plaques de mouvement du jet transversal et l'dloignement relatif
sont dquipdes do prises de pression relides A des capteurs de entre le jet tiansversal et la paroi environnante.
grande sensibilitd en vue d'obtenir les rdpartitions de pros-
sions paridtales le long do quelques lignes caract6risfiques. Les exemples de rdsultats do pression paridtale fournis
Les emplacements des orifices de pression sont portds sur dans le prdsent document sont limitds au cas d'un dcoule-
Ia figure 9 dans lo cas d'un dcartement do U5 mm cntre le mont extdrieur caractdrisd par un nombre de Ma ch do 20,2
jet transversal et Ia plaque verticale. et par une pression dynamique do 19,5 Pa. Les pressions

paridtales mesuro~es Ie long do l'axe longitudinal passant
par l'orifice d'injection sont relevdes sur la figure 10 pour
diffdrentes conditions du jet transversal. Avec injection,
Ics repartitions de pressions paridlales font apparatre une
augmentation de pression A l'amont do la tuy~re d'injec-
tion (zone do ddcollement) et wie diminution do pression
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localisee A I'aval do l'injectionl (zone de d6tente). A l'a-
mont de 1'injection, ii n'a pas W ntis en 6vidence do pla-
teau de pression mais une, augmentation continue de la j-w (i-ai
pression paridtale. au fur et i mesure, que l'on so rapproche

Si au miveau do la plaque horizontale los rdpaititions me- 4W bars ]
sur~es do pressicxns pari6tales no font ressoiir quo des va- 20 126ar

riations do pressions limites h quelques pascals, A l'inver-
so, sunr la plaque voiticalo, los variations sont nettoment
plus accentu~es (fig. I1 o t 12). Des essais syst~natiques is
ndalisds en pirdsence d'un jet transversal, avec et sans 6cou-
lement ext~rieur, ont montrd quo l'effet majeur no rdsulte
pas do l'action directe, du jet sun la paroi verticale mais du 10

'fprocessus d'interaction induit par l'dcoulement ext~rieur. /
Jet transversal et 6&oulement ext~rieur g~n~rnt un choc
d'intenation qui intedb~e A la fois avec la plaque horizon- 5-
tale et avec la plaque verticale. Los twaes d'interaction du -I

choc avec los parois correspondent A une augmentation lo- U:---:..*_.
calis~e dela pression paridtale. Cetteaugmentation est dd- 0
tect~e sur les axes F1et G Ides figuresl11et 12. 0 0E 0 0 20 F1 40 Z (MM)

Fig. 11 - Rdpartitions do pression pari6tale
(plaque verticale)

Ect Exitreur :M 20,2 - pression dyn. =19,5 Pa
PIN. Pa)

15 Pw (Na)

P5 Ott transversal
0 barar25

10 20 20 bars~333

4' 10

0 50 iDjCenon 100 x(MMt) 0 20 GI 40 0 20 AI'I 40 Z(Bull)

Fig. 10 - RMpartitions do pression paridude Fig. 12 - Rdpartitions do pression paridtale

(plaque horizontale) (plaque verticale)
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L'accroissernent de ba pression g~n6ratricc du jet transver- des jets ressort de l'analyse des variations de pressions pa-
sal engendre une hauteur de p6n6tration plus importanite du riftales relev~es A la, surface de l'aie et de la mesure des
jet. Cort6lativement, les zones d'interaction sont plus forces adrodynarniques. Parallblement, des visualisations
marqudes, le chcx d'interaction s'intensifie en accentuant permettent de mieux appr~hender le m~canisme d'interac-I l'augmentation des pressions pariftaes au niveau des pa- tion entre jets transversaux et dcoulement ext6rieur, et pr6-
rois intercept~es. cisent l'dtendue de la zone de docollement, si~ge de phdno-

manes tridiinensionnels. La force adrodynamique normale
Les limites des r6gions d'interaction sont tracdes stir la ft.. A l'aile qui contribue au contrle directiunnel du planeur
gure 13 en consid~rant trois niveaux de rardfaction do 1'6- comprend, d'une part, la force de poussde ddveloppde parI coulement exterieur et une meme condition d'injection du los jets traxisversaux et, d'autre part, tine force adrodyna-
jet transversal. La liinite amont des interactions est d~lui- mique d'interaction. Cette demitre uisulte do 1'6l6vation de
te des mesuros de pressions parietales mais 6galement do pression pari6tale enregistr~e au sein do la zone ddcollde
la visualisation des 6coulements de surface par filmn d'hui- qui s'dtablit A l'aniont des jets. Les mesures montrent quo
le pour los dcoulements les moins rardfids. L'importanco Peffet des jots transversaux est en gndnral d'autant plus
des r~gions decoll~es depend du niveau do rardfaction de important quo ces demniers sont plus rappiochds de I'axe de

q l'6coulement extdrieur et, pour los cas dtudi~s, tine plus symn6trie do l'aile. Le decollement qu'ils engoncirent est
faible densitd de l'dcoulement conduit A des zones do decol- alors plus accottud et s'accompagne d'une 6idvation plus
lemont plus dtendues. marqude de la, pression paridtale.

Dans le cas d'un dcoulemont dWangle avec jet transversal,
I'd - 2011P,2,pesio d 1 .5 P9 le modolo retenu permet d'dvaluer le procossus d'interac-

M -20 , f tion entire le jet transversal, 1'~oulement hypersonique ox-
.2 ~~3]60Mxt. -M - 2,5, Pression dyn = 621,6 P& tdrieur et los parois environnantes. L'inter'ception du jet

transversal par l'6coulement extdrieur conduit A la forma-

'iua~aonpa 2 P0 Oct U=asvcta) 20 bars tion d'un choc d'interaction dont l'intensitd et Femplace-

tions companetiblesae certines conditions do jettransersa
2l'efet de raolfctio do 1'6coulement extdrieur. Ct o monte nt

*1mdl _Z qule dan ledomainen car d, e a zoedinteragisn vctlsprio est vi-
3 tnantes plu mtedifiqe ls champscio de prescoulmns aitaes ein-

Fig.13 Linit anontde n zne intracionLa rdictio des for ffcsacitdugiaearodynamiquesditrtonLe psar
jets cordunsvenrsatfimleiqe ane bones connaissanc ddcues

* ~mecn~e 'nt hpr orqepto A en 0 ore dets niet u dcoieet extda-

0 rimenta enmpartibe vcuuer pour es alndtituds d1evres oii l
Das ecar d~oueensra~i~,lo to Popuren lefes de rarefactio epordifilet rsensiblement la struture

tales r~sentes apprtentleu cntribuion envue d dite raction. Los donn'6s stir 1'aile delta et s oti r en6c tie
mieu conaire t prces~zsd'ineatio enire etstras. ent d'angle oane trdiben aiznsi d miouxernoro lest et'fet
versaux~~~~an elu dcueetct~iu.di teractio tout en fornsanttion so1'cupport pour des

DeFeis. 1n3 - condits stir tie laizoe d'nelata uiedjots et gradin deur Icfficaul d uiaeadoys.qu
transjetsu denvesu boidqu doe buotn cettesanc adesin paded

*~~~~mcn~e Reynoldstio dotr jet 000 fonddmen strlelogerdetd t e RMRCE E

Ce ONfCtL iteScION vs ts orlqo o fesd 'itude aoc dt6cepatie ýlaee fois ue guprtc antiqsuten etiax-
visost6etdodeincmet o ouhelimtesot r~ i- imer tl doI enc Spartilier pou~ro one. liue lvso

porants le cad nosre 6cue nt rardfine. les rdsudeas foudinisent fesd adato oiin osbe tl tutr

Des doundes quntitaconivis sur In 'effica elta dun d eisposif d to ader alu~

geynodsg dircineI10 frdd l u alngerd 'aile par jee tranvcrsux. eff
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Transverse Jets with a Hypersonic Free Stream
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SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between a three dimensional (circular) When a transverse jet is directed into a hypersonic cross
sonic jet and a Mach 6.69 cross flow on a flat plate has flow, the ensuing interaction causes a change in surface
been investigated experimentally. The results are compared pressure in the vicinity of the injector. Integration of this
with data from a two dimensional (slot) sonic jet in the modified pressure distribution results in a force which can
sime flow. In both cases the undisturbed flow on the plate be several times larger than the, nominal jet thrust. One
is laminar. Heat transfer and oil flow visualisation have application of this jet induced force is vehicle attitude
been used to identify separation and reattachment within control. Such a system is particularly advantageous in
the flow field which, for the case of circular injection, has situations where conventional aerodynamic surfaces cannot
revealed a number of vortex cells in the region ahead of function properly. This may be due either to the low
the jet. For the two dimensional interaction there is only density of the surrounding medium or to the considerable
evidence of one vortex pair in this region, however a aerodynamic heating effects associated with large fligh,
complex flow downstream of the slot jet has been speeds. Even when the external flow is so rarefied that the
observed. The influence of injectant gas type on the two interaction force is negligible, the thrust of the jet is still
dimensional interaction flow field is limited to a weak available for vehicle control. A well known example of
molecular weight dependence implied by separation length control jet application is orbital flight manoeuvring and re-
data. In contrast, for three dimensional injection, jet gas entry of the Space Shuttle. Other potential uses are for high
composition is found to have a marked effect on the size velocity and/or high altitude atmospheric vehicles.
of the interaction flow field, as well as influencing surface
heat transfer rate in the vicinity of the injector. From the early 1960s to the mid 1970s the jet interaction

phenomenon was the subject of numerous experimental
investigations (see' and references therein). In general,

LIST OF SYMBOLS schlieren or shadowgraph pictures and pressure
measurements were used to establish the main effects of jet

A = area and freestream parameters on the flow field as well as
d = nozzle exit diameter generating an extensive control force data base. Despite
L = model length (upstream of jet exit) this effort there are few results available for laminar
M = Mach number hypersonic flows, a combination which will be encountered
P = pressure by re-entry and high altitude vehicles over some portion of
R = reattachment their flight path. As an accurate forecast of control jet
S = separation performance can only be achieved with the aid of relevant
w = slot width experimental data there is a need to extend the existing
X = distance upstream of jet exit data base, particularly in the high Mach number/low

= specific heat ratio Reynolds number flow regime. There is also a demand for
S= momentum flux more detailed information about the interaction flow field

to assist development and validation of CFD codes. 2 3

Subscripts
This paper describes a recent experimental study of sonic

j = jet exit axisynunetric injection into a laminar, hypersonic
s = separation freestream flow. In addition to traditional flow visualisation
0 = stagnation and pressure measurements, liquid crystal thermography

= freestream complemented by surface oil flow have provided extra
information on flow field topology and the effects of the
interaction on surface heat transfer. Using these techniques

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and ExperimentalAssessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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Sdetailed measurements of the separated region have been conditions and consequently the pressure rise across the
made with various injectant gases to gain more knowledge shock (P2) is -greater. However the size of the separated

about the role of the jet within this part of the flow field. region is 1,.. which reduces the extent of the pressure
New information about the separated flow region and the plateau P2, with sometimes only a single peak discernable.
influence of injectant species are presented. The data are
compared with results previously obtained from a two. Under the present test conditions our observations show
dimensional sonic jet issuing into the same flow.4  that the centreline flow for a circular jet interaction is

broadly similar to that observed in the two dimensional
case. Attributes such as the separated boundary layer and

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOW FIELD ensuing separation shock are observed from schlieren
visualisation although the interaction shock ahead of the jet

The main features and resulting pressure distribution of a is slightly suonger than before. However, as the obstacle
two dimensional, sonic jet issuing into a hypersonic flow presented to the freestream flow by the jet is now of finite
are shown in Figure 1. In the present work, the jet is width, the flow deflects around the jet producing a
highly underexpanded and the undisturbed boundary layer 'horseshoe' pattern of counter-rotating vortices. This results
is laminar. The jet acts as an obstruction to the oncoming in a highly three dimensional flow field which is
flow, causing the boundary layer to separate from the demonstrated by the cuived shape of the primary separation
surface some distance upstream. A separation shock region.
originates at this point which generates a rise in pressure
to a plateau (P2) in the separated flow region. Downstream Studies of axisymmetric injection into turbulent supersonic
of this there is a peak (P3) followed by a further pressure boundary layer flows7' 1 have revealed a flow field which
rise (P4) in the immediate vicinity of the jet. In order to is dominated by the interaction shock ahead of the jet. In
satisfy boundary conditions, there must be at least two these cases the shock is a strong, detached bow shock and
counter-rotating vortices present within the upstream the extent of flow separation upstream of the jet is greatly
separated region. The presence of the peak P3 may be due reduced in compar;mon to that described above. Hence any
to the local stagnation region at the point where the two increased surface load will be almost entirely due to the
counter-rotating vortices impinge upon the plate surface, as pressure rise across the normal portion of the bow shock.
indicated in Figure 1. A relatively weak interaction shock Consequently the influence of various parameters within
exists just ahead of the jet. the interaction flow field may differ from those in the type

of flow currently under investigation.

INTERACTION
SHOCK ER0ECOMPRESSUON

SEPARATION SC 3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
SMOCKSEPAR ATE D N ./. ,OR MAL SHOCK>BOUNDARY-"O.". L ...... 3.1 Wind Tunnel Test Va..llty

..... ..All the work described in this paper was performed in the
SHOCK$ Southampton University Light Piston Isentropic

tW Compression Tube which provides a free stream flow ofcc 124 HYPERSeOiW410

- FLOW nitrogen at Mach 6.69 for up to one second. For these
SSUPERSONIC experiments the tunnel was configured to operate at a

a. FO Reynolds number of 4.27 million per metre and stagnation
0 temperature and pressure of 628 K and 12.55 bar
4 .. P6 respectively.Pl~ "'"•Ps"

3.2 Model Design
AXIAL DISTANCE AHEAD OF SLOT

Figure I Schanmlac of th# 2.0 Jet Interaction The two dimensional jet model consists of a flat plate
FlOW Field (114mm long by 51mm wide) with a sharp leading edge.

The slot is located 75mm downstream of the leading edge
and spans the full breadth of the plate. It is internally

Aft of the jet there is another region of separated flow. profiled to form a convergent two dimensional nozzle.
Experimentally this part of the flow field is usually found Injectant gas is fed at room temperature via a plenum
to have a static pressure (PS) below that of the undisturbed chamber directly beneath the nozzle. The jet stagnation
boundary layer and hence makes a negative contribution to pressure is measured by a transducer connected to the
the control F'orce. Nevertheless, several investigators5" have plenum by means of a small hypodermic tube. The
reported a fuvourable contribution when the cross flow is centreline pressure profile upstream of the sict is monitored
hypersonic. This is true for both laminar and turbulent by surface static pressure tappings.
regimes. Downstream of this region, the jet and outer flows
reattach as indicated by a recompression shock and The circular jet model is also a flat plate, 204mm long and
accompanying static pressure change to P6. 102mm wide. A simple convergent, conical nozzle is

employed for the current series of tests. The centre of the
Several differences exist in the upstream separated flow nozzle is located on the plate centreline, 135mm from the
field if the undisturbed boundary layer is turbulent.' In this leading edge, Gas injection and stagnation pressure
case the separation angle is larger than for laminar measurement is similar to that for the slot jet model. The
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plate is furnished with more than 120 pressure tappings in may be reduced to:
order to map the pressure distribution.

Based on the distance from the leading edge to the jet exit, 4 _ (MPrjA) (2)
the plate Reynolds numbers are 3.2 x IlW (for slot * I I
injection) and 5.7 x l0W (for circular injection). For both
models, visualisation of the heat transfer rate at the plate
surface (without injection) revealed no indication of
transition. In view of this it is believed that the boundary During the present analysis, although there is variation in
layer is lamrinar at separation for all cases reported. y1 (from 1.31 to 1.67), there was noticeably less scatter in

the two dimensional data for the various injectants when
3.3 Experimental Procedure displayed as a function of the momentum flux parameter

defined in equation (2). Therefore this parameter has been
The parameters varied were jet gas species and jet used to present the data in this paper. Note also that for
stagnation pressure. The injectant gases used were slot injection A/=w and A..=L
Nitrogen, Helium, Argon and Methane. This selection
provides variation in both molecular weight and specific
heat ratio as shown in Table 1. For slot injection, side 5. RESULTS xNP DISCUSSION
plates were installed during some tests to inhibit transverse
spillage from the recirculating flow region. 5.1 Two Dimensional Interaction Data

5.1.1 Surface Flow Visualisation
Gas N He A CH, Liquid crystal thermography (LCT) has been used inj 1.40 1.67 1.67 1.31 conjunction with oil flow visualisation to examine in detail

W 28.02 4.00 39.95 16.04 the structure of the two dimensional interaction flow field.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of a thermograph and an oil
flow picture at the same test conditions including surface

Table I Properties of InJectant Gases (at S.T.P.) flow interpretation. The point at which the external flow
separates from the surface is clearly visible from the oil

The effects of the various jet parameters on the two and flow picture. Although the equivalent position on the
three dimensional flow fields were examined extensively, thermograph is not as sharply defined, flow separation is
Schlieren pictures were used to identify the main features apparent from a decrease in surface temperature which

* of the flow field. Heat transfer at the plate surface was marks the beginning of the relatively cool separated region.
visualised using Liquid Crystal Thermography (LCT). The surface temperature within this region is approximately
(LCT entails applying a layer of temperature sensitive constant except for a hot area just ahead of the jet.
liquid crystal to the model surface. Variations in local heat
transfer rate from the flow to the model appear as regions
of differing colour). This technique was used in s OIL FLOW:

conjunction with oil flow visualisation to examine the finer
details of the interaction region. Location of primary M ACCUMULATION

separation (the point at which the freestream flow leaves LINE
the plate surface) was also determined from oil flow I--, FLOW
pictures. The centroline surface static pressure distribution -,

was measured for a large number of two dimensional and IMARIM

three dimensional cases. This was done for each injectant SEPARATION SOT LOCATION

gas over a range of injection pressures. "'HEAT TRANSFER
RATE:

4. PRESENTATION OF JET INTERACTION DATA ] LOW

Historically, a variety of parameters have been applied in i MODERATE

an attempt to correlate jet interaction data. For the majority K] HIGH
of experiments the ratio of jet to freostream momentum Ft we 2 SchmUc of Skot Jet Surface Flow
(flux) has proved the most effective and is defined as VisuNUsations
follows"

Examination of the oil flow at this point reveals a

(1) M reattachment line which occurs within this high heating1 (*) zone. Flow reattachment here is consistent with theP. Y.M.. 2 Af presence of a second, counter - rotating vortex. There is a

narrow band of lower heat transfer between the
downstream edge of the hot feature and the jet lip. A line

However, for cases where M, ,, y. and y, are fixed this of accumulated oil also exists at this point. We interpret
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these features as evidence that the jet fluid attaches to the Argon produces a slightly larger flcw separation than
plate surface at tLh jet exit, the accumulation of oil Helium for the samo jet stagnation pressure and slot width,
representing the point at which the jet flow leaves the which is consistent with observations from schlieren
surface. A similar feature is seen at the rear edge of the pictures.
slot which is interpreted in the same manner.

Aft of the slot, the flow field becomes rather complex.
Downstream of thn jet flew separation point, oil flow
pictures indicate streamwise oil striations repeated quasi z
periodically in. a spinwise sense. An analogous pattern is . At

seen in the liquid crystal thermograph, where the hottest 2
regions occur between the oil striations. Both of these **
patterns indicate that longitudinal vortices are present in the . 0 • ..

downstream flow region as sketrhed in Figure 3. (A 0.4 -

Reaatachment of the outer ilow is indicated by the presence -I •IwiuI
of oil flow 'nodes' which occur lwPtween the oil striations Argon

0 J 0.2 - A Nitrogen
at a streamwise position corresponding to an increase in X + M.OW
surface heat transfer as indicated in Figure 2 The oil flow 0
pattern shows that thc oil striations exist upstreama of the z 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.25 .3 0.3 0!4 CAS 0.5

reattachment point which implies that the vortices exert MOMENTUM FLUX PARAMETER
some influence within the downstream separation bubble.

Figure 4 Slot Jet Separation Length Data For
Different Injectants

JET FLUID

5.1.3 Surface Static Pressure

Figure 5 shows a typical centreline surface pressure
distribution for slot injection. The pressure e~stribution is
normalised with respect to the undisturbed plate pressure

COUNTER- (measured in the absence of injection). The locations ofS--. "" ROTATING
JET SLOT " VORTEX primary separation and reattachment within the upstream

PAIR separated region (determined from oil flow visualisation)
REATTACHMENT OF JET AND are also shown; the pressure rises to the point at which the
OUTER FLOW flow separates from the plate surface and then further

m OIL ACCUMULATION LINE increases until a plateau is reached. Just ahead of the jet
- FLOW DIRECTION

the pressure increases again. It is possible that this rise
corresponds to the reattachment of the counter-rotating

Figure 3 Interpretation of Flow Downstream of vortices just ahead of the jet, although there is insufficient
the Slot JOt resolution in the data for this to be conclusive. There is

little difference between pressure data for the various

This highly three dimensional reattachment process is injectant gases when the stagnation pressure and slot width

apparent in all slot jet configurations investigated. The are held constant.
presence of the vortices is tnought to be due to the Gortler

instability mechanism12 operating in the curved separated
shear layer and has been observed in other reattaching jet 0 EXIT
interaction flows."3  

' F
S- REATTACeMENT

5.1.? Separation Length AA

W A A& A AAA AAThe centreline separation length ahead of the slot was c PRiMARY , A
determined from oil flow pictures. Four injectant gases SEPARATION
were employed over a range of jet stagnation pressures. All P
the data are for constant slot width and are plotted in a IL NITROGEN INJECTANT:a STAGNATION PRESSURE =1.42 BARnormalis•d form (X/L) as a function of momentum flux W . IONEU .A

in ILWIL a .0010
parameter (Figure 4). With the oxception of Helium, it can -J f SIDE PLATEE INSTALLED
be seen that data reduce almost to a single line - ever
though y, varies from 1.31 to 1.67. 0

.To .00 -50 -40 -30 .20 .10 0

By considering the results for Helium and Argon it is DISTANCE AHEAD OF JET SLOT (mm)
possible to eliminate any specific heat ritio effects (yT = Figure 5 Surface Static Pressure Distribution
1.67 for both) and at the same time highlight molecular Fhgur 5 Sf e Stot Pes
weight effects. The data in Figure 4 demonstrate that Ahead of the Slot Jet
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NOZL

OIL FLOW.
S1 R2 SEPARATION

SEPARATION) HUENT) ---. REATTACHMENT
-. FLOW

DIRECT~ION
HEAT TRANSFER
RATE:

MODERATE

[jHIGH

VERY HIGH

Figure 6 Schematic of Surface FRow Visualisatlon from Circular
Injection

LOWER EDGE OF SEPARATED
BOUNDARY LAYER

M

* JT

Si, S2 S3:
(PRIMARY
SEPARATION)RI R23

'MAIN REATTACHMENT

FiRgure, 7 Interpretation of Cefltrelite, Flow Ahead

of the Circular Jet

(a) Argon (b) Nitrogen

(C) Methane (d) Helium
HEAT TRANSFER LOWHIG
RATE: L O JHG

SMODERATE VERY HIGH

Figure 8 Heat Transfer Rate Visualisatlon for Differient Injectant
Gas Types (Circular Jet)
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S -5.2 Three Dimensional Interaction Data z

5.2.1 Swufbce Flow Viswalsiseon

Surface visualisation of the flow field resulting from
y-circular injection revealed a number of complicated Z

features that were not observed in its two dimensional W • AA£

counterpart. In order to illustrate these, a schematic of oil 1, 4A - .
and liquid crystal thermograph pictures, at the same flow 08.4 - 43U d-l.o*-0 ]
conditions, is shown in Figure 6. Working in the same a 8 Helium I

t manner as for the slot injection case, four separation lines [* S2 "Ato
upstream of the injector can be i&dntified (these are 0Nog

labelled SI to S4 in Figure 6, SI being furthest upstream). • * [ .
It is believed that the separation line (S4) around the 0 , , ,
nozzle exit is, as in the two dimensional case, the point at 042 0.4 0.06 .0 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.i# 0.18 02

JETIFREESTREAM PRESSURE RATIO
which the jet fluid leaves the plate. From enlargements of
oil flow pictures in the vicinity of the injector it is possible Fgure 9 Centreline Separation Length Data
to distinguish flow reattachment (R3) between the two (Circular Injection)
"separation lines immediately ahead of the jet (S4 and S3).
Moving upstream of separation S3, a very strong region of
reattachment (R2) is evident both from oil and heat transfer separation distances (X/L) determined from oil flow
pictures. This is referred to as the 'main' rcattachment, visualisation are presented in Figure 9 as a function of jet
Between this point and the location of primary separatioi. to freestream stagnation pressure ratio (P0 P0.,). This figure

* (S 1), it is possible to identify another separation (S2) and demonstrates the dominant effect of the injectant specific
reattachment (R1) from the surface flow visualisation heat ratio on the extent of the upstream serarated flow
patterns. For the case of Helium injection, there is evidence region. Axisymmetric freejet studies1

4 show that the cross
that an additional separation and reattachment are present sectional area of the jet will increase as the injectant
within the interaction region. However, further specific heat ratio (y,) is reduced. This means the size of
investigation will be necessary in order to confirm details. obstacle that the jet presents to the flow will increase with

injectant gas type as follows - Helium/Argon, Nitrogen,
A possible interpretation of the centreline flow from Figure Methane (see Table I for the various y). In turn, the extent
6 is sketched in Figure 7 which depicts six counter-rotating of the interaction flow field will increase as the jet's size
vortices. This is similar to observations by Shang et a13 on increases. This explains the trend observed in Figure 9.
an ogive cylinder in a laminar hypersonic flow, which Obviously this effect is not seen in the two dimensional
revealed the presence of two vortex pairs in the upstream interaction results, as the spanwise width of the jet is
separated region. effectively infinite and therefore independent of injectant

gas type. These axisynimetric data demonstrate the
The thermographs also indicate that the amount of heat importance of the size of thc jet for the three dirn~sional
transfer in the vicinity of the jet is dependent on the interaction flow field.
injectant gas. This is illustrated in Figure 8 which shows,
in schematic form, typical heat transfer patterns for the 5.2.3 Surface Static Pressure
four different injectant gases. The most striking feature is
the second (main) reattachment region around the jet. In Figure 10 shows a centreline static pressure profile for the
the case of Argon injection the surface heat transfer in this circular jet uijection in which data are normaiised by the
region is always very high. For Nitrogen, the region just
ahead of the jet is also a very high heat transfer region,
however as the horseshoe vortex progresses. downstream 0 JET EXT

there is a slight decrease in heat transfer followed by an S -EATTACMUN
increase towards the downstream edge of the plate. W ;
Methane rreates a similar pattern to Nitrogen except that 4
the process, on average, results in slightly lower surface
temperatures. Although Helium produces a small zone of

high heat transfer upstream of the jet, the surface 21 PRAION
temperature of the rest of this area is noticeably lower, IT I
except for a hotter region at the end of the plate. These n £AAA 4
results imply that there is a signifirant degree of nA;xAng

between jet and freestream gases in the separated flow A '
2[ 0 ..... _. ,

region, which in turn is affecting the local surface heat I-•ao . -V )es - .40 -. 5 0 20 40
transfer rate. 0

Z CENTRELINE DISTANEa AHEAD OF JET .mm)

5.2.1 Centreline Separation Length STAGNATION PRESSUR£7 1.43 BARýIrdL : .0226

Attempts to collapse separation length data onto a single
line using paramrters such as those defined by equations Figure 10 Centreltn. Surface Pressure
(I) and (2) were not successful. Normalised centreline Distribution Ahead of the Circular Jet
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undisturbed plate pressure. The positions of the primary injectant species is small, which is not true for the three

separation (SI) and the main reattachment (R2) ahead of dimensional interaction. In the latter case, as the injectant
the jet (measured from an oil flow picture) are included, ratio of specific heats is increased then the cross sectional
The upstream centreline pressure distribution bears some area of the jet decreases. Consequently the size of the
resemblance to the two dimensional flow; the pressure obstacle that the jet presents to the oncoming 'flow
increases on the plate to the point at which flow separates, decreases and the hence the extent of the interaction flow
then there is a further rise up to a pressure plateau. In the field is reduced. This influence of injectant specific heat

vicinity of the jet, the three dimensional pressure ratio is not observed in the two dimensional injection case
distribution shows a drop from the plateau value followed because the spanwise width of the jet is effectively infinite.
by a rapid rise to a peak just ahead of the jet. The size of
this peak is larger than any pressure observed in the slot jet Flow visualisation has revealed a complicated region
case and may be as much as six times the undisturbed plate upstteam of the circular jet in which a number of counter-
pressure. The position of this peak corresponds with the rotating vortices have been observed, Also, an effect of the
location of the main reattachment (R2) ahead of the jet as injectant gas composition cn the heat transfer rate in the
indicated in-Figure 10. proximity of the jet has been detected. For the two

dimensional case there is only evidence of one counter-
Unlike the two dimensional interaction data there are rotating vortex pair and no indication that heat transfer rate
differences between the centreline pressure distributions for in the vicinity of the slot is dependent on Ltjectant gas.
the various injectant gases at fixed pressure ratio (P./P0 ..)
and nozzle geometry. Typical data for each injectant gas
are shown in Figure 11. The data confirm observations ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
from flow visualisadon methods that the size of the flow
field depends mainly on the injectant ratio of specific The authors are grateful for the technical assistance of Mr.
heats. However, it should be noted that Helium, although R.P. Clarke during this experimental programme.
producing a shorter separation region, yields the highest
plateau pressure Ahead of the jet.
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Z EXT Farnborough, U.K..
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EXPERIMENTS ON INTERACTION FORCE OF JETS IN
HYPERVELOCITY CROSS-FLOW IN A SHOCK TUNNEL

K.W. Naumann, H. Ende, G. Mathieu, A. George
French-German Research Institute ISL5, Rue du General Cassagnou, 68301 Saint-Louis, France

Postfach 1260, 7858 Weil am Rhein, Germany
ThSUMA pinteraction of jet and

This paper presents experiments on side-jet ambient flowcontrol efficiency in the hypervelocity
in te hyerveocit P N force in k-direction due to

flow of the ISL shock tunnel. The k.j
parameters of the test flow represent Jet thrust
almost truly Mach number, Reynolds number, number of internal degrees
velocity and density of tropospheric
hypervelocity flight. The experiments are of freedom of a gas
carried out with a model, which is equipped
with pyrotechnical charges, a settling L m model length
chamber, laterally blowing jets, and a set 1 in test flow slug length
of small accelerometers. The kg a
pyrotechnically supplied side-jets also are kg mass
roughly adequate to those used in sound A g/mole molecular mass
vehicles. Extensive jet gas diagnostics Ma Mach number
yield the parameters of the gas and the
nozzle flow. The accelerometers p Pa pressure
incorporated in the model allow direct P
millisecond aerodynamic force measurement Pa stagnation pressure behind a
To provide free-flight during the testing normal shock

* time, a fast-acting mounting support
releases the model and grips it again when J/kgK specific gas constant

the test flow has passed the model. Using Re Reynolds number
measured acceleration and Pitot pressure $ m2  vector with a length equal
histories allows direct straightforward to the area of a surface
time-dependent evaluation of the element, directed normally
aerodynamic coefficients. The procedure is elmet,
insensitive against disturbances in the to it.
starting phase of the flow or moderate flow t s time
variations. The results quantify the force, t s time at test flow onset
which is produced by interaction of ro
side-jets and ambient flow, and acts on the t s time at which quasistationa-
surface of the model. At the tropospheric ry flow is established
hypervelocity conditions of our test, the
interaction force on a flat plate W m/s velocity
substantially increases jet thrust. X, Y, Z model-fixed cartesian
Moreover, the results quantify the time
necessary to establish quasistationary flow coordinates
for the actual test conditions. ratio of specific heats =

C / 0

LIST OF SYMBOLS 0 shock angle

A 2 area streamline deflection angle
a g acceleration p kg/M3  density
a kJ g acceleration in k-direction

due to jet force Subscripts

akm g acceleration in k-direction E nozzle exit value

due to ambient flow force i interaction of side-jet and

ak.t g total acceleration in ambient flow

k-direction j jet flow

C, interaction coefficient, k directional index

(Fz +FZJ)/F S model

Saerodynamic coefficient in S surface

k-direction so separation

C0  drag coefficient 0 stagnation value

CL lift coefficient 0 ambient flow

C pressure coefficientP Superscripts
C pressure coefficient at thePS critical value (at Ma 1 ),

stagnation point nozzle throat value
PF N force

A f value behind a shock
Fk., N force in k-direction due to

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and ExperimentalAssessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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1. INTRODUCTION manoever should be effected, say z. Usually
The aim of the experiments described in this is also the direction of the main
this paper is to identify and to quantify component of the side-jet thrust F
the relevant parameters of side-jet
control, in order to optimize the control Increasing the efficiency means increasing
efficiency of endoatmospheric hypervelocity Z. ÷ F,,* Since there exists just a
projectiles and vehicles, limited potential to maximize F., the

For these vehicles side-jet control may be decisive parameter is Fz, *
useful from different reasons:

Unfavorably F depends on many
At velocities over about 1500 m/s in the
lower atmosphere these vehicles are exposed parameters, ano their respective influence
to heavy aerodynamic heating. This affects and interdependence cannot be entirely
most severely thin and exposed structures quantified. If we just consider the flight
/1/, such as fins or flaps, and may also velocity, i. ' . flight Mach number, it isaffect delicate mechanical stractures of clear, that the relative pressure rise due
acntrols delictate mec ical .str rs of to the bow shock and the separation shock* ~~controls or actuating devices. As aismc ierfrhgrMatnte

consequence it is desirable to have is much higher for higher Ma than the
comparatively "simple" shapes without thin relative pressure drop in the wake region
movable surface structures and gaps. This behind the jet. Moreover, the lateral
can be achieved by side-jet control, propagation of the bow shock depends
because all what affects the surface shape strongly on Ma. A high flight Mach number
are the nozzle openings. impedes the propagation of the bow shock to

the opposite side of the vehicle, where the
Another reason to consider side-jet control subsequent pressure rise acts into the
for endoatmospheric hypervelocity vehicles wrong direction. Hence it is clear, that
is, that efficiency tends to increase with with subsonic or transonic vehicles the
increasing flight Mach number (for this and efficiency of side-jet control is poor. In
the f-llowing see /2/ and the literature any case it is advisable to confine the bowI shock-surface interaction on surface
cited therein). In this context efficiency
means the component in jet thrust direction parts, whose orientation secure the right
of that additional force, which is produced direction of F,.,"
by the interaction between the jet and the
ambient flow and acts on the surface of the In order to quantify this efficiency, a
vehicle. Figure I shows a principle sketch widely used parameter is the interaction
of the interaction flow field: The jet coefficient, defined
leaving the nozzle affects the ambient flow
like an obstacle. It produces a bow shock C = (F, + F, )/F (4)
wave, which surrounds the jet and hits the

vehicle surface. Behind this bow shock we
find increased pressure, which also acts on This parameter has the detrimental
the vehicle surface. In front of the jet property, that it increases with decreasing
Sthe boundary layer separates. The F , and that one can achieve any high

the ounary aye searats. he2, *J

separation zone of horseshoe shape value, if the useful jet thrust is made
generates an oblique shock and an area of sufficiently low. This should be kept in
increased surface pressure as well. In mind, and will be recalled in subsequent
general the interaction of bow shock and discussion.
boundary layer causes more or less
significant separation. In the wake region A second aspect of efficiency is the drag
of the jet we usually find a considerable force, F . At hypersonic or hypervelocityS~region of reduced pressure.rr pconditions the ratio of lift/drag is worse

than for subsonic conditions. Even forLet now Ps be the local pressure acting on waveriders it is limited to a value of
the vehicle surface, p,, the local partial about 5 for practical shapes /3/, and the

S same holds for control surfaces. If thepressure acting on the vehicle surface dueto mbint lowaloe (s,•= P ifno ets cruise speed has to be constant, the
to ambient flow alone (p = p if no jets additional drag due to a control action

are active), and P,,, the additional local F. has to be compensated by ad i...onal
partial pressure acting on the vehicle thrust, i. e. fuel mass. If F of

surfce ue o iteratio ofjetand2, 1,surface due to interaction of jet and side-jet control is sufficiently high, this
ambient flow, i. e. control technique can also be efficient

with respect to overall fuel consumption
Ps,= , /4/.

If we neglect friction effects, the surface A further reason to consider side-jet
force acting on the vehicle is control is, that high velocity of flight

necessitates short response time for
F = Ss/d (2) manoevering projectiles /5/. Particularly

if only little total impulse is needed,
small impulsive thrusters can bewhich can be split into F and : advantageous.

: ~ ~F = F + Fý = s/Ps,odo + 5sPs, d ()F .ddo (3) Without regards to useful interaction force
side-jet control can favorably be used with

"Of particular interest for considerations endo-exoathmospheric vehicles, or with very
on side-jet control efficiency is the slow vehicles. In both cases aerodynamic
component in that direction, where the control is not very effective because of
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low dynamic pressure, and side-jets or general more expensive than in wind tunnels
thrust vectoring are the only means to keep with flow durations of seconds or minutes.
control of the vehicle. This holds also for pressure mapping, since

the short test time does not allow the use
Side-jet control of subsonic vehicles of scanning valves, and each measuring
concerns mainly VTOL- and STOL-vehicles or point needs its own transducer. Moreover, a

* manoevering fighters at very high angle of prominent property of hypervelocity
attack, and is not the subject of our flowfields are strong gradients of the
investigation, state parameters, which need to be resolved

by appropriate narrow spacing of the
Side-jet control of supersonic/hypersonic measuring points. Since side-jet control
endoatmospheric vehicles concerns mostly produces a highly 3-dimensional flowfield,
missiles and projectiles /2, 6/. Because of direct force measurement is desirable.
the complexity of the interaction flowfield,
the majority of the publications describe At test facilities like ours conventional
experimental work /2/. From the many balances for measurement of aerodynamic
investigations on flowfield visualization, force cannot be used, because measuring
the qualitative knowlede on the structure time is of about the same order or less
of the interaction flowfield is good /2/. than the response time of the
Not so numerous are measuremnts on Fz t. model/support/balance arrangement. In thisTh rcase the measured stress is produced as

well by external aerodynamic load and
SForce measurements with side-jets are inertia effects of model and support /9/.

expensive, even if the jets are Up to now 5 or more oscillation cycles
supplied with ordinary gas. The same during test time are needed in addition to
Sholds for the deduction of aerodynamic sophisticated data reduction procedures to
r evaluate the aerodynamic force /10/. ThisSforce by pressure mapping. becomes more complicated, if the

C. Combustion gases must not be ejected in aexodynamic load history is not linear or

the majority of test facilities, is unpredictible. This may occur

because they contain aggressive particuarly in the starting phase of tests
components, which damage the facility with models of complex structure, or in
or vital components of it. general, if the models are equipped withcp ninstallations to produce thrust or

t Endoatmospheric hypervelocity flow side-force. Consequently a technique using
conditions can only be simulated in free-flying /11/ or softly suspended models
shock tunnels or similar short-duration /12, 13, 14/, together with direct

Sfacilities, and just for some accleration mesurement, has to be used. An

important constraint is, that the interior
of the models is kept sufficiently free to

Hence we decided to develop for ISL shock allow the installation of side-jets and
tunnel "B" (see Fig. 2) a technique for on-board propellant supply. A detailed
direct aerodynamic force measurement of description of this technique gives /7/.
"models, which are equipped with laterally
blowing jets, and which are exposed to the 2.2.1 Function and Technical Realization
test flow /7/. The key feature of the aerodynamic force

measurement technique is a special mounting
In what follows we describe the first support. Figure 3 schematically shows the
experiments and results on side-jet control function cycle during an experiment.
efficiency in the tropospheric Initially the chuck of the mounting support
hypervelocity flow of ISL shock tunnel "B". is closed, fixing the model at its stem

with its correct position and attitude.
Just before test flow onset, it releases

S2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP the model for the time of measurement, thus. Epreventing parasitic tank and support
2.1 Shock Tunel Facility oscillations from inflicting model motion.
A principle sketch of ISL shock tunnel "B" After the testing time it closes and grips
/8/ is shown in Fig. 2, and Tab. 1 gives the model again, before afterflow
the test flow conditibns. We use the accelerates it too much.
compressed, heated and accelerated test gas
in the "straight-through" mode. A divergent Figure 4 shows the second mounting support
expands and accelerates the already with the first side-jet model and the test
supersonic test gas. Compared with the more chamber. For driving the opening mechanism
common process of bringing the test gas at of this support we use a charge of 220 mg
rest at an end-wall, and expanding it of gunpowder, because this allows a simple
through a Laval nozzle, this procedure has design and is available in ISL.
the advantage, that the flow in the test
chamber is more uniform, and that the Model acceleration is measured by a set of
heating of the test gas is less. small piezo accelerometers. The small
Disadvantageous is the shorter test time, velocity anl displacement of the model
which is short of about two milliseconds, during a time of few milliseconds of
counting from the very beginning of flow in test flow allow the use of thin wires
the test chamber. The maximum time between model and recorder or control
available for triggering purposes is 13 ms. device. Moreover, centripetal acceleration

is small and does not affect transducer
2.2 Millisecond Aerodynamic Force output. The models may be of comparatively

Measuring Technique high crosp-section area load, say 100 -
Measurements on aerodynamic force in shock 1000 kg/m , because dynamic pressure of
tunnels or similar test facilities are in roughly 1 MPa accelerates these models

sufficiently. Furthermore, thin umbilical
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wires cause no considerable restraint on gives the data of models 1. The basic
model motion. The wires run through stem parameters of the models are th( same, but
and support, well protected against the the new model 2 has better mechanical
flow. strength, is prepared for the installation

of an internal fast-opening device, and its
Up to now we use small quartz accelero- wing has a swept-back leading edge. The
meters PCB 309A with built-in amplifiers, latter is important for flow visualization
They are mounted adhesively on small discs studies: The rectangular wing of model 1
made from a mixture of resin and micro- produces strong tip vortices, and it is not
balloons. This is necessary to damp the possible to identify details of the
excitation of resonant oscillations of the separation zone. Hence the pictures shown
accelerometers, which mainly result from in chapter 3.2 are already taken from model
shock loading of the model structure by the 2, whereas all other experiments are
starting test flow, or, less momentuous, carried out using model 1. If not stated
from the start of the side-jets. otherwise, all descriptions mind model 1.

2.2.2 Data. Registration and Evaluation The sketch of Fig. 6 shows the location of
The main equipment used for data jets and accelerometers relative to the
registration, triggering of recorders and centre of gravity of model 1. Figure 7
ignition is shown in Fig. 1. Any of the shows the fully instrumented body of this
signals of the heat or pressure transducers model, with 2 nozzles, and Fig. 8 shows the
mounted along the shock tube can be used single parts.
for triggering purposes. With a Maurer
transient memory we record 8192 data points The most important part of the model is the
with 500 kHz sampling frequency and 10 bit body. It contains all necessary
storage depth. This covers the whole installations to produce the side-jets, i.
relevant time of experiment for check of e. two pyrotechnical charges, a common
correct functioning of all parts involved, plenum chamber and 1 to 3 parallel,
we use no filters in the measuring cascade, exchangeable nozzles. The maximum plenum
because they might suppress short overloa' chamber pressure is about 50 MPa. All
peaks or the oscillations mentioned above, accelerometers are mounted on the body, in
For this reason we solely use numerical excavations, as can be seen in Figure 7.
filtering procedures. With a minimum number of 6 accelerometers 6

components of modal motion can be measured,
The HP-computer is sufficient for all data if the transducers can be placed exactly on
evaluation procedures and calculations. For the X-, Y-, and Z-axes of the model /9/.
"any component "k" of model motion we take For our experiments just 3 components are
the respective acceleration and Pitot required. Since there is no space available
pressure histories to calculate the on the X- and Z- axes of our model, the
corresponding aerodynamic coefficient minimum number of accelerometers is 6 as
history directly. The model acceleration ak well. Nevertheless, 14 accelerometers are
typically depends on model area A., model installed to have redundant information, if

any of the delicate wires is damaged, and
mass m, the dynamic pressure of the flow in fact we can check lift, drag, pitch,
p "4/2 and the coefficient Ck. Using roll and yaw motion.

The pyrotechnical charges of about seven
ak= (0.5p•CkAK)/m (5) gram in total are composed of layers ofdifferent high-explosive gun powders. The

and measured Pitot pressure A with objective is to obtain a moderate pressurc
PO rise during a starting phase of 2 to 4 ms,

and a constant level pressure for the time
0.p = (6) of test flow. The use of gun powder is

"simple from the technical point of view,
(%-p because we need no high-pressure gas"(- /Cp. .(Ma., ) C /PO (7) supply, which is likely to complicate any

technique of aerodynamic force measurement.
0.5p. =- %/C (8) On the other hand, the gas mixture depends

PO on the combustion conditions, particularly

we get pressure and temperature. Since
pyrotechnics is to some extent a matter of
chance, the evaluation of the nozzle flow

Ck1 (CpoakmH)/(AA) (9) conditions needs particular studies.

Accordingly the output of the The plate-wing and the upper side of the
acceleromaters are typically normalized body form a flat surface. At zero pitch
with the output of the Pitot pressure this is aligned with the oncoming ambient
transducer and then multiplied by flow along the axis of the test chamber.
C.-n/A., which depends only on model The model itself produces considerable lift
properties, Nao and v. The procedure is acceleration P of the order of 1000

straightforward, yields time-dependent m/s 2 . Jet thrust and the model lift act in
coefficient histories, and compensates to opposite direction and balance each othercome extent flow variations, if the flow is to some extent. Since we intend to evaluate

quasistationary and maintains a roughly Fz i = Pz't ,- Fz z -, F zj, it is necessary
uniform Mach number. that F and F are of about the same

2.3 The Bide-Jet Model order of magnitude, in order to obtain good
Figure 5 shows frontal views of the first resolution.
and the second side-jet model. Table 2
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The experiments show, that the small A
distance between the thrust axis of the JE = ,[I(1 _I)(Ma2E_)- (10)
jets and the centre of gravity does not A a JO 2
cause significant rotational accelerations,
as also does not the moment of the lift
force. Hence we may treat the model as a we obtain 7 = 1.42. The dependence of i on
point mass. A 1/A1 is weak: if the nozzle boundary

layer had a displacement area of 10% of
3. EXPERIMENTS AlE, E still would be a little over 1.4.

The experiments on side-jet interaction From v and Aj,/A we caculate Ra
force comprise experiments on the nozzle
flow parameters, aerodynamic force The density of the nozzle exit flow p
measurement, and flow visualization by
differential interferometry. can be calculated using the measured thrust

force,
3.1 Evaluation of the Jet Flow Parameters
As stated above, combustion of gun powder PJ,E = FJ/(AJ,EWE) (11)
produces a mixture of gases. Its
composition depends on the combustion and with 7 and Ma or Ma we get p
conditions, particularly pressure and J ,E J,E" P1o
temperature. Of course the combustion and pJ.
conditions in our model are not the same as
in breeches, and gas mixture differs from The gas temperature T of the jet is
the known values. Moreover, the ideal gas J,E

relation between 7 and f is not valid, and measured optically, by the emission-
a significant amount of soot is produced. /absoption method using the wavelength 2.7

gtm /16/. This technique cap only be used
Figure 9 shows the histories of the jet with sonic jets, because T O must have a
plenum chamber pressure, o, of different certain minimup level. Figure 13 shows the

runs, using the same kind of pyrotechnical histories of TJE and pJ1o of two shots.
charges. We see, that rise time, peak From T and I we get T , and from this,
pressure and decay time differ I.E 10

substantially. p e, and p 10, follow molecular mass AJ.o
and specific gas constant R J0. Table 3

The measurement of the gas temperature To.1 gives a synopsis of the jet gas parameters.
is affected by the comparatively large
surface of the stagnation chamber, its By calculating the total mass of gas in
complex shape, and presumably ongoing the combustion chamber, it turns out, that
burning of the powder in swirling flow. the density evaluated above is less than
Hence we can not get data, that could that calculated with the assumption, that
help to quantify the stagnation gas all powder has burnt until the time of
conditions. measurement (i. e. within the first

millisecond). This means, that 72% 1 6% of
The successive approach is to measure the the gun powder have been burnt until this
flow velocity in the aperture of time. Indeed, a considerable amount of soot
nozzles with different area ratios A 1A', can be observed either in the combustion

JE J chamber and the nozzles, or on flow
and as well thrust F1 and temperature T E" visualization pictures, where even unburnt

Herewe etwo nozzles with A/* 9.7E powder grains can be seen.Here we use1
and 1, respectively. Since the measurements on jet gas

diagnostics have to be done in the plain
Figure 10 shows a sketch of the laboratory, P,, of nmodel 1 is limited to
experimental setup used for the velocity 0
measurements. We use a single-ray 10 MPa for safety reasons. Accordingly the
laser Doppler velocimeter, with numbers of Tab. 3 may not represent the gas
spectrometic analysis of the Doppler shift conditions at 50 MPa exactly. We plan to
of the scattered laser !iat, using an repeat these measurements at 50 MPa with
autostabilized Michelson interferometer model 2.
(see /15/ and the literature cited therein
for detailed information). This technique 3.2 Flow Visualization in the Shock Tunnel
has the advantage, that it works with the For flow visualization we use differential
continously scattered light of many small interferometry (for detailed information
particles, which pass the measuring volume see /17/ and the literature cited therein).
simultaneously and permanently. For our Two light beams pass the flow field, there
measurements the soot from the gun powder separated by a certain distance from each
gave good results, as can be seen from Fig. other, and brought together on a detector
11. Notice, that the flow velocity does not surface, which in our case is a
change much with time, and also not much photographic film, The difference in
with P0,J for an individual run. Figure 12 optical length of the two light paths

shows the history of ma 41 la of the produces interference patterns, either
s * ht o a JE J fringes, or changes in light intensity if

conical nozzle (a = of the sonic the fringe spacing is choosen to be
.j JOE 0 infinite. In this case the pictures look

nozzle). With N = 2.10 and AlE/A, like schlieren pictures.

9.75, using Figure 14 shows such a differential

interferogram of the established flow field
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generated by ambient flow (see Tab. 1) and ambient flow alone, a,,•. From these tests
one jet from a conical nozzle located inSposition b) of model 2 (See Pig. 5). Figure we obtain the relationship betweenv. and

15 shows a si1ilar picture with three
conical nozzles located in positions a), b) azW, i. e.

and c). The time of exposure is 0.5 us.
a (%..IC ) (CA )/Ira .f(~ (12)

The picture of Fig. 14 shows most of the z,0 0 ( 0 2 ( K 0,°)
given in Fig. 1. We can identify the jet modeelratiows a soi of , oe,

bow shock, the small separation bubble in accelerations a and a and

front of the jet, and the accompanying filtered numerically with 3 kHz. When the
oblique shock. Besides this, we can see the model is set free, we notice some
leading edge shock of the model, and an disturbance of the az2 m and ax,, histories
unburnt gunpowder grain, with its own bow resulting from the opening process. During"faslling freemi the openung pofestheDtest
shock wave. We cannot identify the jet the subsequent period of 3 ms the model isboundary, despite the short exposure time, "falling free" in the vacum of the testand the wake region also does not exibit chamber, and the parasitic accelerations
significant details. The image of the bow attenuate. After this the test flow onset
shock in front of the jet fades near the is clearly indicated by the rise of thesurface, probably as a consequence of the Pitot pressure signal. For the following
3-dimensionality of the flow field, or of time of 1.5 ms Pitot pressure trace and
mixing from jet and separation bubble flow. acceleration signals show accordingIrregularities of the bow shock shape histories. Irregular motions of the modelindicate, that there might be pulsations in indicate the end of free-flight, when thethe interaction flowfield. model reaches the stop.

A the first glance the picture of the
interaction flowfield with 3 jets (Fig. 15) C0

In exhibits a large separation bubble in front histories of the side-jet model, evaluated
of the jets, which extends almost up to the according to equation (9). Notice, that
leading edge of the plate-wing. Since the after 0.4 milliseconds CL attains its
difference in length of the optical path of constant value, and that C needs 0.6 ms.
the light beams is integrated along their
path through the test chamber, the The faster establishing of C compared with
individual jet bow shocksC is a general effect present in our
identified, and their image is less sharp. s
The jet boundaries and the wake region also experiments. A reasonable explanation is,

Sshow no significant details. that the drag is more affected by base
flow phenomena, which need more time to

Looking at the front separation bubbles establish. Nevertheless, by attaining
enables us to evaluate the difference fairly constant values the coefficient
between the single-jet and the three-jet histories prove, that in this case, testing
interaction. In both cages the inclination time is sufficient to establish quasista-

'* of the (central) separation streamline • tionary flow. The according test flow slug
length consumed from time of test flowis 14 degrees, in coincidence with other onset t until time of established

findings /2/. In contrast to this the
inclination of the separation shock s quasistationary flow t is

differs: With the single-jet interaction
0, - 20 deg., which is the value for a 1 = W(tto) (13)
shock at a cone with a semivertex angle of
14 deg. and Ma = 4.7. For the three-jet With W = 1700 m/s we obtain = 0.7 m
interaction , = 23 dea., which is the for CL and l... = 1.0 m for Cý. Compared
value for a shock at a wedge of 14 deg. with the length of the model (without stem)
This means, that for the three-jet of 0.14 m the test flow slug length needed
interaction at least near the centreline to establish test flow itself as well as
locally two-dimensional separation quasistationary conditions around the model
conditions are effective, is 5Lý for CL and 7Lý for Cý.

3.3.2 Model Acceleration Due to Jet Thrust3:3. Experiments on Interaction Force in The relationship between jet stagnation
the Shock Tunnel chamber pressure and model acceleration in

All experiments described here are carried still air, i. e.
out with each pitch, yaw and bank angle = 0
deg., i. e. x = X, y = Y, and z = Z. Since = f(p ) (14)
the accelerometers are aligned with X and Z, J 0.

Z, all calculations are done in body-fixed
coordinates. The cut-off frequency of the cannot be established generally, because
numerical low-pass filter /7/ applied to reproductibility is inadequate, as is
the signals presented is 2 kHz or more stated above. To overcome this restriction,
unless otherwise stated. we ignite the jet charges just before the

test flow onset. For one to two
3.3.1 Model Acceleration Due to Ambient milliseconds we measure a.., in vacuum to

Flow obtain the actual relationship according to
Evaluation of z must be carried out by (14). Because the jets blow much longer

distinct tests. At the beginning we measure than the test flow, f(poj is almost
the acceleration of the model due to
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constant for the time of experiment (see to establish quasistationary conditions in
Fig. 18), and this factor can well be used hypersonic flow increases according to the
also for the subsequent period of test flow extent, to which a coefficient is affected
with jets blowing. by base-flow or wake-flow phenomena. It is

not straightforwardly dependent on the
:;.3.3. Evaluation of Interaction grade of geometrical complexity of a design

Acceleration /19/.
Figure 19 shows the history of normal total
acceleration a , together with those of As stated in the introduction, it is very

and 0 from the same test, with 2 important to keep in mind, that Fz (being
prprtoa to Ma)mke"h

jets in positions a) and c), and with proportional to a ,) makes the
ambient flow. From P0,, we calculate a denominator of equation (16). Hence

ad ia high-performance thrusters, as we used
from using them, tend to lessen the value of C1 . In

(12), with known C, and Cz, we calculate the literature force measurements with

az,,. These are shown in Fig. 20, together circular supersonic nozzles are rare /6,
with az,t. From these we get the history of 20/. Compared with these measurements, Fz

interaction acceleration revealed by our experiments is stronger.
The reasons for this are yet mentioned in

a-(a +a (15) the introduction, and just recalled for
az2, I azt z,j z,( clarity:

which is shown in Fig. 21, together with - The force measurements /6, 20/ were
az,J and az,,, for comparison. We notice, carried out with slender bodies withJ circular cons-section. Moreover, the nozzle
that in this case interaction of jet and wircular ectione Moeovere oz
ambient flow, after about 1 ms of starting was placed either near the centre of
time, creates an interaction force, which gravity /6/ or at the nose /20/. For those
is of the order of the jet thrust. The configurations Fz, is known to be small
history of the interaction coefficient /2/, because the bow shock propagates to

the flanks and the opposite side of the
C,= (F + F, j)/FzJ body. There its interaction causes adverse

effects, whereas the low-pressure wake
=(az,1 + /az, J/, region behind the jet is totally effective.

- Ma was less /6, 20/, i. e. transonic
is shown in Fig. 22. During the starting /20/ or ranging from subsonic to 4.5 /6/.
phase of the jet, before test flow onset, It is widely known /2/, that interaction
it is of course unity. Wnen the interaction
flowield is established, its value is about becomes more effective with increasing Ma.,

2. and that it is most adverse at transonic
conditions.

Figure 23 gives C, dependent on the ratio
A

for experiments with one nozzle 4. CONCLUSION
* located in b), two nozzles in a) and c), With our millisecond aerodynamic force

and three nozzles in a), b) and c). The measuring technique we obtain
vertical error bars represent 2/3 of the quantitative data about the force, which is
oscillation amplitude of the signals, produced from interaction of side-jets and
filtered by a low-pass filter with cutt-off ambient flow, and acts on the surface of
frequencies ranging from 500 to 1500 Hz, the model. We notice, that at hypervelocity
for the time of quasistationary conditions. conditions this interaction force can equal
The iorizontal bars represent the change of the thrust of supersonic nozzles.
p0', 0,, during this period. We notice, Investigations with different surface

that the difference between the shapes and nozzle configurations are
configurth ions withwneeand twjets iplanned to elucidate and quantify theconfigurations with one and two jets is influence of these parameters.
small. This indicates, in coincidence with
theoretical considerations /18/, that the
two jets act in the main individually. From velocity of the deflected Jets u te

Fig. 15 we know, that the high value of C b I p r t
of te exerient iththre jes ha at because this parameter represents the

of the experiment with three Jets has at exchange of impulse between ambient flow
least partially to be attributed to the
narrow spacing of the jets. The respective and jets. Accordingly knowledge on this
influencein of pressure rati d het rspacting parameter can advantageously be used forinfluence of pressure ratio and jet spacing the development of theoretical models, orwill be clarified by additional tests. for the validation of codes. Since the soot

of the gun powder is well suited forThe time necessary to establish the laser Doppler velocimetry in the jet
quasistationary jet interaction flowfield opening, it should also give good results
is about 1 ms from test flow onset (Figs. in the interaction region. Moreover, only
21 and 22). This means, that in this case the jet flow is seeded. Hence we can be
1tt = 1.7 m = 12L . The history of azt sure, that the measurement represents

indicates a steady increase of F,, in this solely the jet flow portion of the

case, where the jet is already blowing when interaction flow field.
the test flow arrives. The results support Another parameter to investigate is W,.
the thesis, that the time, or I. , needed

According to the reasons mentioned in the
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introduction, most of the experiments 10 Jessen, C., and Gr6nig, H., "A Six
presented in the literature are performed Component Balance for Short Duration
with stored gas, where To, =T , and W, Hypersonic Facilities", in: "New TrendsJi are in Instrumenation for Hypersonic
is low. At ISL we are presently working on R~esearch", Boutier, A. (Ed.), NATO ASIa technique to supply the side-jets with rese , Vol.i2r, A. (Er, 1992.
pure gases, without disturbing the
free-flight of the model. The aim is to
provide the scaling laws for the better use 1 Dayman, B.Jr., "Free-Flight Testing inHigh-Speed Wind Tunnels", AGARDograph
of those data. 113, 1966.

12 Vidal, R.J., "Model Instrumentation
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-- jet boundary /
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Fig. 4: Mounting support "2" with side-jet
model "I". b) side-jet, d) model,
f) mechanical support, g)
pyrotechnical charge, h) test

Fig. 1: Principle sketch of the interac- chamber, i) divergent.
tion flowfield. a) bow .hock, b)
separation bubble, c) separatilon
shock, d) jet wake, e) jet inter-
nal shocks, h) elevated surface A
pressure, 1) lowered surface
pressure

S" -model

time- i--gntio security.
delay

sient

computer

Fig. 2: Simplified sketch of ISL shock
tunnel "B".

closod chcTcoT

model Fig. 5: Frontal view of side-jdt models d)
"1" (above) and e) "2" (below). a)
b) c) jet positions, j) plate-
wing, k) hollow stem, 1) excava-
tions for accelerometers.

ignitionJtt-

-~ test flow direction

t axis of jets

plate-wing Inozzle
freo-flight t t

chuck oo

closed again

accelorometer withA _-3- sensitive axis

chuck closed
| Fig. 6: Location of accelerometers and

Fig. 3: Function cycle of the mounting nozzles relative to C.G. (model
support during an experiment. "1").
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4""1 j --{ supersonic nozzle

Fig. 7: BOdy of side-Jet model "i" a) c) Iisli
nozzles, mn) acccleromstea, n) •Ime
damping disc. Fig. ii: Histories of nozzle exit velocity.

q
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Fig. 8: Parts of side-jet model "I". g)

stem, p) tightening screw of the jet charge ignition
wing, q) wrench for nozzles and -I0 ms/div Iplugs, r) fuse ) fuse-cartridge, T ime

t} plugs. Tm
Fig. 12: History of averaged Ma ve._
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shots.of .- 1 Fig. 12: Hi -sltory of a e staged he Kalow

w-h et ) o sokb

Fig. 10: Sketch of the experimental setup separtio bubblwae, C) seaat~o
for the measurement ot nozzle exit sok )jtwke e

flowveloity.position, f) leading edge shock,
L I
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acceleration~

>
Md model hits the stop,-

Ignition -_ _

'Iinternal pressureA
Time

Fig. 15: DI-picture of established flow
with 3 jets. a) bow shock, b) Fig. 18: a' in still air and p.*
separation bubble, c) separationZ, *
shock, d) jet wake, e) jet
position, f) leading edge shock,
g) powder grain.
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Fig. 16: a, a andpA from an
experiment without jets.moehistetp

acceleration duie to side-jet thrust

drag, coefficient "a -

4-I I 4.-

coefiiet1  ---- M of side-jets and ambient flow

I I I_ _I_ _I._ __I

-o I =W .(t '-t I . acceleration due to ambient fl~w"v

0 500 us/div

a) 07 m 5.Time from jet charge ignition

200 us/dIv
T ime from Testing Flow Onset Fig. 20: Accelerations a ' a ' oand a Z

Fig. 17: CD and Cý of the side-jet model,

filtered with 800 Hz.
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I I7I.III T---III1IIodel hits the stop Test Flow Parameters
acceleration due to side-jet thrust

c Quantity Value Unit

"Velocity W 1690 mIs
Density p 0.48 kg/mn

4 acceleration due to interaction Pressure p. 44.5 kPa
a -of side-jets and ambient flow •1 Mach nnmber MX 4.7

"" Reynolds number Re 45-106 /m
acceleration dub to ambient flow Temperature T 310 K

:';500 us/d iv c
:- ~GasN

Time from jet charge ignition 2

2aTab. 1: Test flow parameters.-:"Fig. 21: Accelerations az, i, az, and az, 3;

bold line of a 1 : cut-off

frequency = 1.3 kHz.
Data of Model 'I"

_"-+, QOantity Value Unit

-C = (az1+az)/azj '"Jets and Model mass 3160 g
S- l i -• 11test flow

Si test flow .Model span 140 Mir

U __ !Model length without stem 140 mm
2 - - , _ Maximum internal pressure 50 MPa

jets alone- Nozzle centerline spacing 20 mr

1.7-• • -_.2L ,Tab. 2: Data of model "1".

500 us/div
Time from jet charge ignition Jet Gas Parameters at p = 10 Mpa

Fig. 22; History of C for 2 jets; bold ..... .....

line: cut-off frequency = 1.3 kHz. Parameter Value Unit

Plenum density p 0  30 kg/me

Plenum temperature T 1080 K
o 1 jet

C o 2 jets Ratio of specific heats, T 1,42
A 3 jets Specific gas constant R 308 J/kgK

Molecular mass .0 27 g/mole

Nozzle throat diameter 4 4 1M

Nozzle exit diameter D 12.4 mm

Nozzle Mach number Ma J.0

C1  (Fz1+PFz)/FZJ Nozzle exit flow vol. W 1250 m/s
Nozzle exit flow pr. p 69 kPa

Nozzle exit flow dens. pJ, E 0.90 kg/mn

0 Nozzle exit flow temp. T 250 K

20 30 40 50 A 60

Tab. 3: Jet gas parameters at pJ1o= 10

MPa.
Fig. 23: C dependent on pJ o/
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SUMM&U C pressure coefficient based on freestream

dynamic pressure
The flowfield induced by a single., subsonic jet D jet diameter
exhausting perpendicularly from a flat plate into a e total energy per unit volume
subsonic crossflow has been numerically EF,G inviscid flux vectors of Navier-Stokesfonnulation
investigated. The test case was chosen to match Jobian
available experimental data where the jet Mach n reoian

numer as .78andthefrestraniMac nuber L2 norm residual of the right hand side. of finitenumber was 0.78 and the freestream Mach number difference formulation
was 0.13. Time-averaged solutions were obtained M Mach number
using the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations and two
overlapping grids. The solutions were sensitive to P.RS viscous flux vectors of Ntvier-Stokesthe radial grid clustering near the edge of the jet and formulation

to the far-field boundary conditions. Experimental Pr Prandtl number
data comparisons were required to determine the Q vector of couservative variables of
most appropriate jet grid and satisfactory boundary NaAer-Stokes formulation
conditions. Globally the solutions converged in R reciprocal of effective velocity ratio
about 6000 iterations. The computational results R,0,Z cylindrical coordinates

accurately showed the deflected jet and associated rc center of radial clustering. rID 9.5
contrarotating vortices. The fine clustered grid in f radial coordinate index
the region upstream of the jet exit allowed the Re Reynolds number, pVD/,.r
horseshoe vortex in the boundary layer near the jet t time
exit to be captured. Most importantly for aircraft u,v,w Cartesian velocity components

U,V,W contravariant velocity componentsapplicatins, the computed plate pressureratio
distributions compared favorably with the Ve effetive coordinates Ron-
experimental data over most of the surface. dimesionai esnby -dimensionalized by D
However, in the wake region immediately Ar increment between adjacent radial
downstream of the jet exit where there is extensive coordixrtes
flow separation, some discrepancies witf l ratio of specific heats
experimental data were observed. Two turbulence K coefficient of thermal conductivity
models were used in this study: (1) the zero- coefficient of viscosity
equation, two layer Baldwin-Lomax turbulence , generalized coordihaes
model: and (2) one-equation Baldwin-Barth turb- P density
ulence model. The turbulence models gave results T generalized time variable ; grid
which generally compared no better with experi- stretching parameter
mental data than the laminar computation results T angle between Z axis and the nmrraal toa rthe vortex curve

LIST OF SYMBOLS + 'V +CZ

a speed of sound subscripts:
a,b,c constants used in empirical equation i radial index, 1 for the smallest jet grid

for the vortex curve (ref. 8) spacing which is located next to
a,b,c,d boundary condition designations, see r/D = 0.5

table II for descriptions max maximum
B grid factor in Roberts algebraic grid min minimum

¶ generation model x,y,z components in Cartesian directions
00 freestream

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, lY93.
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ground. The corresponding induced nose-up pitching
_mINTRODUCTION roments range from zero near hover to as high as a

value, equal to the ;thrust time~s fth, e~ffective jet dianiser
Ile jet in a crossflow (JF)Im'Jhs b= fth subject of near transition.

numerous experiment'al and eomputational
1-3these _________________

investigations has been a single. sub!,nic jet exhausting
perpendicularly from a flat plate into a subsonic Mlie L owficld induced by a fICF is characte-ized by large
crossflow (figure 1). Ile available experimentMa pressure variations, a pair of diffuse contrarotatingM.rsults2"14 for this simple geometry provide a relatively vorficeg, a sprtdusra e~ncnannreltiel sparated upstrcamf region containing
well defined qualitative and quaniiiative description of horseshoe vortex, :or.iado-lihe vortices on the lee side of
the JICF and its associated flowfield. As shown the jet and a three-dimensional. turbulent wake
schenuatically on figure 1 there are three vortex systems containing both separated and reversed flow. Thus. the
which characterize this flow. The jet effliux is deflected thre-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes

"by the fprestream and rolls into a contrarotating vortex equations are required to adequately simulate this
pair which dominates the flow. When the locus of flowfield. These equations can be written in
maximum vorticity is projected to the symmetry plane conservation, non-dimnsion-al form.
the resultant line is called the vortex path. There is also
a locus of maximum velocities in the symmetry plane In order to develop a numerical tool that may capture the
which is called the jet centerline path. The upstream pertinent flow features using a reasonable amount of
recirculation region generates a horseshoe vortex system computer resourtes, simplifications to the full threc-
which is anaiogods to the vortex aw the wing-body dimensional Navier-Stokes equations must be made.
juncture of an airplane. The vortical flow in the wake- First, since the Reynolds number of the flow is high,
region has been defined experimentally 12 to be similar the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations are used in the
to vortex shedding from solid bluff bodies. A recent numerical simulation. Similar to th.; method used in
investigation 13 usin,, a rectangular jet has shown tmat houndary layer theory. the thin-layer approximation uses
the upsteamn recirculation is unsteady and periodic. The order of magnitude arguments to drop all viscous terms
frequency of this periodic reotion appeared to be the that contain derivatives that are paral!el to the body
same as that produced by the vortex shedding in the near surface. However, unlike boundary layer theory, the
wake. The Strouhal number based on the vortex thin-layer approximation retains all three momentum
shedding frequency varied uniquely with the velocity equations and no lFmitation is put on the pressure field.
Sratio. Thus, the thin-layer equations permit the calculation of

separat-ed and reversed flows as well as flows with large
Many numerical analyses 15-23 have attempted normal piessure gradients. Further, they are valid in

to predict the flow field induced by a jet exiting both inviscid and viscous flow regimes. Previous
perpendicular toa crossflow from a fla: plate. Good laminar, steady flow computational studies have captu.ed
agreement has generally been achieved between the global features of the JICF using grid sizes less than
computations and experiments for the jet trajectory, the 200.000 for the full domain. For computational
contrarotating vorte:z pair, and the overall recirculation efficiency, this simulation also assumes steady flow.
region downstream of the jet However, due to the
turbulent and separated flow on the flat plate and near the The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with
jet circumference, difficulties remain in predicting the Ihin-layer viscous terits retained in all three coordinate

* surface pressure distribution and fine flow structures like directions aie cast in generalized coordinates and written
the horseshoe vortex in the boundary layer of the plate. in conservation law form as follows:
This has prompted the present investigation whose goal
is Yo improve the existing computational results for the aQ aE aF .)G 1( _ I S +R + ap)
pressures induced on the fiat plate. " + T4 + 5 + T( - -e Tr + " "

SThe emphasis on accurate surface pressure prediction is where Q is the vector of conservative variables, 8, F and
motivated by the relationship of JICF to the lifting jets G are the inviscid flux vectors and the viscous flux
of Short Takeoff - Vertical Landing (STOVL) aircraft. vectors are S, R and P. The generalized coordinates •,
The jets typically induce a reduction in lift and an , • and 'r are functions of the Cartesian coordnates x,S~increase in nose-up pitching moment during thetcreanseitn btenoset-u n ph ing-moment dringthe. O y, z and time, t. The conservative variables and the flux
transition between jet-borne and wing-borne flight. On vectors are given by
the AV8A Harrier V/STOL 24 the lift losses range from
a few percent of thrust in hover to as high as 30 percent
of thrust at the velocity typically required for transition
"to or from conventional flight at altitudes away from the
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.p 1 pU layer terms were applied in all three coordinate
directions. This solution scheme which is also

pu puU + ý1 p contained in the ARC3D29 code is first order accurate in

Q = pv E = J-1 pvU + typ time and second order accurate in space. Second and
pw pwU + pfourth order artificial dissipation terms are used. A

spatially varying time step was employed to accelerateYe - (e + p)U - 4,P convergence to a steady state solution. For most of the

pV ]p solutions, the time step was started at 0.01 for 50i V pW iterations. increased to 0.1 for the next 1950 itertiAons,

puV+ ixp puW+ý P increased to 0.5 up to 4000 total iterations, then

F=J-' pVY + Jyp G=J-' pvW+1 yp increased to 1.0 for more than 4000 iterations.

pwV+qp pwW + p OVERFLOW uses the Chimera grid embedding

S(e + p)V- lipj (e + p)W - CPA techniquer 0,3 1. Since the JICF has bilateral symmetry
"0.0 for steady flow, the present investigation used two

overlapping grids (fig. 2) on a symmetrical half plane.
u +•u+-yv•+•W •)x A Cartesian grid with 79x33x66 points in the X, Y and

3 Z directions respectively was used for the surrounding
+ V +(ý.u; +.V; + cw ')CY freestream and boundary layer flow on the flat plate.

3 Then a cylindrical grid with 51x33x66 points in the R,
Ss= 1Oe, and Z directions respectively (for grids 2. 3, and 4)

w ;+ -(.ut +C vC +C w ;Y7. was embedded for the jet plume. This grid increased in
diameter along the Z direction and deflected along the jet

W ,,ro '+,, 2 +, w 2) ) + ,r.Pr( -. 61 -,)1 2 vortex curve which was given by Fearn and Weston's 8

empirical description

Lr + •uThe empirical parametersare a= 0.3515, b = 1.122, and

c = 0.4293

The viscous flux vectors in the di direction, Rt and in Both the rectangular plate grid and the cylindrical grid
the f direction, Pf may be obtained by substituting 11 were designed for turbulent flow and were clustered in
and ' for C in the expression for S. the expected high shear regions near the plate and near

The conservative variables are based on density, p, the the edge of the jet plume. Approximately 30 grid points

three cartesian velocity components, u, v and w. and the were clustered vertically within the plate boundary layer.

total energy per unit volume, e; these variables are Adjacent to the plate, the finest z spacing is 6*10-5.

nondimensionalized by p,, a•, and pao2 respectively Preliminary computations of laminar and turbulent flow

where ax,,. denotes the frecstrean speed of -sound. The over the flat plate (jet off) were made using this grid
pressure, ps deino hed feste distribution. The turbulent results obtained using either
pressure, p. is defined as the Baldwin-Lomax model 33 or the Baldwin-Barth

~2 +W2)] model 3 4 were in close agreement with experimental
p = (Y-I)[e - 0.5p(u2 +v data35.

in these equations, U, V and W are the contravariant Four jet plume grids were generated algebraically with
velocity components and J is the Jacobian of the care taken to ensure near-orthogonality everywhere. Grid
coordinate transformation which is calculated using the ints were clustered at the shear region between the jetmetric terms, •x, •z •t and so on. The viscosity is ponswr lsee tteserrgo ewe h e
metpriterssed by , % (the andt soonum her visexpess iy i and external flow using an algebraic model developed byexpressed by gt, the Prandtl number is expressed by Pr, Robert32

the coefficient of thermal conductivity is given by 1 and
the ratio of specific heats is denoted by ,. r sinhlri(Yi - B)]

3 NUMERICAL METHOD r = 1+ sinh(CiB)

The present investigation used the multi-grid, overset-
mesh flow solver designated OVERFLOW 25. Within where

this solver an implicit, three-factor, diagonalized, central
difference scheme, also known as the diagonalized Beam- I [ I + (e 1 - 1)(r, / D)
Warming scheme 26-28 was selected to solve a thin-layer B = -- In + . . -.
formulation of the three-dimensional, compressible 2 1(e- 1)(r / D)
Navier-Stokes equations. In the computations, thin-
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The grid spacing at the edge of the jet exit rc is the different sets of bc were tested for the other four surfaces
finest increment in the jet grid. It is controlled by the of the rectangular grid. These surfaces are the inflow
stretching parameter ri which varies from zero (no (upstream) boundary (xmin = -8). the outflow
stretching) to large values which produce the most (downstream) boundary (Xmax = 24). the outer lateral
refinement near r = re. As a measure of grid refinement, boundar (Ymax = 10). and the top boundary (zmax =

the increment between the jet edge and the adjacent radial 20). These bc are described in Table II using the
4 location is designated Arl. This feature seems to designations (a. b, c. or d) which identify the be sets on

describe the key difference among these grids. Both irl the data figures. The prescribed flow variables be
and the associated stretching factorrl are listed in Table consisted of a uniform momentum term, pu. equal to
I. The coarsest increment is used in grid 1 (Arl/D = freestream at all grid points except at the flat plate
0.006). Grids 3 and 4 used an increment which is one- surface where the velocity was set to zero. The

tenth as large (Art/I) = 0.0006) and grid 2 used an prescribed flow variables bc at the top boundary used
increment which is less than one-fiftieth as large (Mirl/D freestream velocity over the entire surface. The subsonic
= 0.00011). Grids 1, 2. and 3 were used to evaluate the inflow/outflow be were implemented as follows:
effect of grid point clustering near the edge of the jet zeroeth order extrapolation of pressure was used
where there is a step change in velocity at the j.t exit. upstream while p. pu. pv. and pw were held constant-
Grid 4 was added to reduce the radial grid increment near and downstream, the pressure was constant and p, pu.
the jet centerline. Quadrants of grid 1 and grid 4 are pv. ond pw were extrapolated. The Riemann invariant
presented in figure 3 for the zmijn=O plane. The coarsest bc were applied as locally one-dimensional in terms of
stretching was used in grid 1. Grid 2 had the finest grid the normal velocity at the rectangular grid outer
spacing. Figure 3 shows the difference in grid density boundaries as described in reference 28.[ near the edge of the jeL
n d t4 NUMRICAL PARAMETER VARIATIONS

User specified mesh connection data, the rectangular grid
and the jet grid, were input to the PEGSUS3 0 -3 1 code For this paper, only results obtained for a jet to
to construct the overset mesh. Communication between freestream velocity ratio, R, of 6 are presented. They
the grids occurs at outer boundaries and at hole illustrate the effects of number of iterations, jet grid
boundaries. The outer boundaries of the jet grid were radial point distribution, boundary conditions, and
used to make a hole in the rectangular grid with the turbulence model.
solution interpolated from the jet grid to the rectangular
grid at the hole boundary. The flow equations are solved 4.1 ConvergenceS~alternately in each grid.

The convergence of the results is shown by the residual

Laminar and turbulent computations were made for the history of the calculations (fig. 4). The L2 norm starts
freestream flow region, external to the jet plume. For at approximately 5x10 8 and decreases to about 2x10-9

turbulent calculations, either the algebraic Baldwin- after 6000 iterations. It then tends to vary about that
Lomax model 33 or the one-equation Baldwin-Barth level for up to 20,000 iterations. Thus, globally the
model 34 was used within th. rectangular grid. Only solution appears to be converged by about 6000
laminar flow solutions were obtained within the jet grid. iterations. Comparisons 3 6 of the predicted surface
Here g~ is obtained using Sutherland's equation. pressures with experimental data 7 at selected azimuths

confirmed this conclusion.
IThe choice of boundary conditions, which will be

denoted as be, was explored to establish those most 4.2 Grid Effects
suitable for the present investigation. For the jet plume
grid, all calculations used the following bc: 4.2.1 Jet path: The jet centerline path (locus of

maximum jet velocity) is presented in figure 5. The
(i) the jet exit velocity profile was specified computations were done with laminar flow in the jet

using the measurements of ref. 8; grid. For the present grids and turbulence models in the
(ii) the flat plate surface was modeled as a rectangular grid, the results indicate no significant

viscous adiabatic wall; differences among the various solutions. In all cases the
(iii) lateral symmetry was applied across the y=0 computed jet centerline path did not penetrate the

plane; freestream as far as the experimental data for downstream
(iv) Chimera interpolation from the rectangular distances greater than 5 diameters. This reinforces the

grid was used elsewhere. conclusion that adequate simulation of the jet deflection
is relatively insensitive to the details of the numerical

For the rectangular grid, all of the computations used a model.
viscous adiabatic wall for the flat plate surface and
assumed lateral symmetry across the y=O plane. Four

YL;
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4.2.2 Plate pressures: In computing the JICF, the experimental data. At 180" azimuth, all of the solutions
most sensitive area is the flat plate adjacent to the jet provide a only fair correlation with the experimental data
exit. At the plate, turbulence modeling influences the for radii greater than 2 diameters. The solutions
computed results for ilD>0.67. While for r/D<0.67, the obtained from OVERFLOW provided better correlations
computed flow is laminar Three azimutial rays were with experimental Cp data when prescribed variable be
selected to compare the calculated results with (a) and Riemann bc (b) were used. The bc which used
experimental results7 . The geometric orientation is the inflow/outflow boundary conditions ((c) and (d))
shown in figure 6 for the 00, 900, and 1800 azimuths. In provided unsatisfactory solutions.
figures 7 through 9, the results for pressure coefficient
distribution as a function of r/D are presented for the 0" 4.4 Turbulence Models
azimuth, the 90* azimuth, and 1800 azimuth.

The effect of turbulence modeling on the solutions was
The effects of the radial coordinate distribution for the jet evaluated using grid 4, be (a), and 10,000 iterations. At
grids were evaluated for each of thejet grids described in the beginning, it was thought that this portion of the
the Numerical Methods section. The effect of jet grid on calculations would be the focus of the present
the pressure coefficient distributions are pxrsented for the investigation. However turbulence models did not
0* azimuth (fig. 7(a)), 90° azimuth (fig. 7(b)), and 1800 appear to be a major factor in obtaining the best
azimuth (fig. 7(c)). These solutions were obtained using correlation with experimental data. As a reference
the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model and 11,150 calculation, the laminar solution is compared wit,
iterations. At 0* azimuth the grid 1 results do not solutions which used the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
provide agreement with the experimental data, while model 33 and the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model34 in
much better results are obtained with the other three figure 15. At 0° azimuth (fig. 9(a)), all of the solutions
grids. The rectangular grid and the jet grid are overset provide good agreement with ihe experimental data. At
between r/D = 0.67 and 1.00. The Cp solutions show a 90" azimuth (fig. 9(b)), the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
discontinuity near r/D = 1.0 only at the 01 azimuth. The model solution produced the best correlation with
reason for this discontinuity is unknown. At 900 experimental data. At 180W azimuth (fig 9(c)), none of
azimuth, the grid 1 solution is poorest; while grids 3 the solutions agreed with the experimental data. These
and 4 are better and grid 2 is best. This result is results show that the turbulence models in the
expected because grid 2 has the finest grid spacing at the rectangular grid region don't seem to improve the fidelity
edge of the jet (see table I). At 1800 azimuth all of the of the solutions. There are other factors (grids and bc)
grids agree with the experimental data only between r/D which need to be resolved before a totally adequate
of 2 or 3 and 4. This poor correlation is not unexpected solution for V/STOL or STOVL aircraft application is
because of the massive flow separation along this my. obtained.

J

These solutions suggest a dense grid is needed near the 5 OVERALL FLOWFIELD RESULTS
edge of the jet and that a minimum increment of 0.0001
diameter can provide reasonable agreement with The present numerical investigation has produced a large
experimental data. However there are additional factors quantity of results and has demonstrated the importance
which affect the correlation, and the present of both jet grid spacing and boundary conditions. The
investigation does not completely identify them. It emphasis in the previous sections was to show the

* should be emphasized that appropriate experimental data factors which affect the satisfactory solution for pressure
were crucial in the assessment of which numerical distribution on the flat plate. In the present section,
solutions provided the most satisfactory representation results will be presented to show that the major portion
of the flow physics. of the flowfield solution is in substantial qualitative

agreement with experimental results. Where
4.3 Boundary Conditions experimental data are available, it is also possible to

demonstrate quantitative agreement.
As described in the Numerical Method section, the
boundary conditions used in this study are summarized The flowfield particle traces (fig. 10) show the
in Table II. In all of these solutions, grid 4 and the entrainment of freestream flow into the plume and the
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model were used. The roll-up process forming the vortex pair. The freestream
pressure distribution results at 10,000 iterations are flow is from left to right on the figure. The jet (dark
presented for 0° azimuth (fig. 8(a)), 900 azimuth (fig. blue particles) flows from the exit in the flat plate
8(b)), and 180' azimuth (fig. 8(c)). At 00 and 90" perpendicular to the freestream. The red particle traces
azimuths, be (a) and (b) solutions provide good describe the flow near the flat plate. The dark blue
correlations with experimental data. The bc (c) and (d) particles which are emitted from the downstream half of
both used inflow/outflow on the zmax surface and be (d) the jet tend to roll-up into the vortex pair. The light
also used inflow/outflow on the xmin surface. Both of blue particles originate along a vertical line located
these be give unsatisfactory results when compared with several diameters upstream of the jet in the symmetry
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plane. Some of these particles are entrained into the jet Baidwin-Lomax model has not been demonstrated to be

near the jet centerline path and a few particles are effective in massively separated flow this is an expected
subsequently entrained into the vortex pair. The deficiency.
remainder of the light blue particles flow around the jet
to the saddle. Then the light blue particles flow to A final comparison is presented in figure 15 which
either the recirculation regicn downstrean of the jet and shows the computational surface particle trace for R = 6
into the jet centerline path or into the vortex pair. (fig. 15(a)) and an experimental oil flow photograph11

obtained at R = 5.5 (fig. 15(b)). The overall pattern of
5.1 Vortex P& these two results is similar. The particles/oil flows

around the jet and into the lee region where there is a
As shown schematically in figure. 1, a vortex pair is the saddle located on the centerline downstream of the jet.
dominant feature of the jet plume. The computed There is also an oil/particle accumulation line formed
vorticity fields for two right half-plane cross sections are which extends downstream. In figure 15(a), the particle
presented in figure 11 at the locations and angles traces define a region that appears to be the origin a
indicated in the figure titles. The cross sections are vortex which is not shown in the experimental oil flow
taken at large angles (p to the freestream which are (fig. 15(b)). This vortex appears to be freestream flow
nearly perpendicular to the vortex path. The result of from the wake vortex entrained into the jet. In real flow
the shearing motion between the jet and the crossflow is it is an unsteady feature which continuously moves.
shown by the roll-up of the flow into concentrated
vorticity contours (fig. 11(a)). Initially there is a thin 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
shear layer formed on the windward side of the jet.
Further downstream (fig. I I(b)) the shear laver diffuses The present numerical investigation has produced a large
into a kidney-shaped vortex pair which is clearly shown quantity of results and has demonstrated the importance
by the vorticity contours. In figure 12, the velocity of both jet grid spacing and boundary conditions (bc).
vectors show reversed flow in the wake downstream of The grid variation solutions sugge' a dense grid is
the jet. This fluid is then entrained into the jet plume. needed near the edge of the jet and that a minimum radial
The jet flow entrainment in the symmetry plane from increment of 0.0001 diameter at the jet circumference
the wake downstream of the jet is shown by the strong can provide reasonable agreement with experimental
upwash velocities near the edge of the jet in the data. Results showed that the major portion of the
symmetry plane between the vortices. flowfield solution is in substantial qualitative agreement

with experimental results. Where experimental data
5.2 Horseshoe Vortex were available, it was also possible to demonstrate

quantitative agreement for selected grids, bc, and
Ahead of the jet, the approaching flow is deflected turbulence models. The horseshoe vortex upstream of
downward near the flat plate and becomes reverse flow the jet exit has been resolved. This is a consequence of
very close to the flat plate surface. The horseshoe the dense shear layer grids used in the present
vortex forms in this upstream separation region, wraps calculation. The vortex pair in the deflected jet is also
around the jet, and flows downstream. The horseshoe resolved. There is a thin vorticity layer formed on the
vortex is shown for the symmetry plane in figure 13 windward side of the jet; further downstream it diffuses
using particle traces near the flat plate. The horseshoe into a kidney-shaped vortex pair.
vortex has been resolved. Probabiy, this is a
consequence of the dense shear layer grids used in the The emphasis in the present paper was to show the
present calculation. Demuren37 has also identified this factors which affect the satisfactory computation of the
feature in a numerical calculation. pressure distribution on the flat plate. This was

evaluated using numerical parameter variations in a
5.3 Surface Pressur= Distribution systematic series of calculations. The solutions

obtained from OVERFLOW provided the best
The pressure distribution on the flat plate has been correlation with all of the experimental Cp data when
difficult to resolve computationally. The present either of two bc were used: (a) freestream variables were
solutions which used turbulence models did not give specified for the upstream and top boundaries and an
significantly better results than the laminar solution. extrapolation outflow be was used at the lateral and
The Baldwin-Lomax model results are shown in figure downstream boundaries; or (b) characteristic conditions
14 by color contours. Superimposed onto the contours based on Riemann invariants. At the beginning of this
are several azimuthal rows of small circles whose investigation, it was thought that the effect of
location and colors correspond to pressure tap locations turbulence models would be the focus. However they
and pressure coefficients for experimental data 7. The did not appear to be a major factor in obtaining the best
agreement between the computation and experiment are correlation with experimental data.
very good everywhere except for a small region
immediately downstream of the jet exit. Since the
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Table II. Summary of rectangular grid boundary conditions used on four outside grid surfaces.

bounday condition inflow top outer outflow

(bc) Xmin=- 8  ZmaxZ2 Ymax=10 Xmax=24

a prescribed prescribed extrapolated extrapolated

b characteristic characteristic characteristic charateristic

c inflow/outflow inflow/outflow inflow/outflow iteflow/ouiflow

d prescribed inflow/outflow hiflow/outflow inflow/outflow

S' -- - " -"i n
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Jet !

--1. Vortex pair

2. Hom~eshosVrex

Separation line

Fig. 2. Chimera grid structure showing

Fig. 1. Sketch of the three vortex systems associ- cylindrical jet grid and rectangular

ated with the jet in crossflow: (1) rolled up freestream grid.

jet vortex pair; (2) horseshoe vortex; (3)
weak wake vortex street.

(a) Jet grid 1 (Arl /D= 0.006 and -r 121. (b) Jet grid 4 (Arl/D=0.0006 and -i = 14).

Fig. 3. Cylindrical jet grids showing overset with rectangular (Cartesian) grid at z=O.
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Fig. 10. Particle traces showing entrainment for computed flowfield using the Baldwin-Barth

turbulence model.

(a) Vorticity contours for cross section centered at (b) Vorticity contours for cross section centered at
x =0.7, z =2.25, and ýp = 780 . x = 3.07, z = 4.25, and 9 = 61.50.

Fig. 11. Vorticily contours for selected jet wake cross sections.
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Fig. 14. Experimental7 and computational solution c mparison of the presýsure contours induced by
a jet in a crossflow on the flat plate.

(a) Computed surface particle traces.

(b) Experimental I oil flow photograph.

Fig. 15 Compar~son of computed and experimental images of the surface flow on the flat plate near the
I jet exitt.
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CALCULATION OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE JETS IN CROSS-FLOW WITH AND
WITHOUT IMPINGEMENT USING REYNOLDS-STRESS-TRANSPORT CLOSURE

N.Z. Ince and MA. Leschziner
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology
Manchester M60 IQD, UK

SUMMARY usually involves reverse flow.

A finite-volume algorithm, incorporating a non- When. in addition to cross-flow, jet impingement
diffusive quadratic scheme for the approximation occurs - as would be the case in VSTOL
of convection and full second-moment (Reynolds- operation at ground proximity - a strong radial
stress-transport) turbulence closure, is applied to wall jet forms at the impingement wall, and its
a free jet in moderately strong cross-flow and interaction with the cross-flow gives rise to an
three jet configurations combining impingement extensive horse-shoe-shaped ground vortex, as
with weak cross-flow, one geometry involving a shown schematically in Fig. 1.
twin-jet and another a triple-jet arrangement. The
primary objective is to identify the merits and
weaknesses of Reynolds-stress modelling, in -"
contrast to one based on the isotropic eddy-
viscosity approach, In the present complex 3D1
environment. While open questions remain, dueprincipally to uncertainties arising from boundary _i

conditions and insufficient numerical resolution in
isolated highly sheared regions, the present Fig. 1: Schematic representation of impinging jet
calculations provide clear indications, in accord in cross-flow
with earlier studies In both 2D and 3D flows, of
the superiority of the anIsotropic closure. It is also Yet moce complicated is a situation in which two
demonstrated that a careful treatment of the jet- or more jets are Injected into a cross-flow and
discharge conditions can be highly influential in impinge on the ground. In this case, the collision
respect of predictive realism, between the wall jets formed after impingement

gives rise to strongly three-dimensional fountains
1. INTRODUCTION which, among other consequences, lift vorticity

from the impingement wall towards the jet-
Cross-flow imparted to any simple two- discharge level thus creating strong distortions to
dimensional jet provokes a range of complex the strain field in that region too.
strain features which pose major challenges to any With analytical, Integral and inviscid approaches
computational modelling framework in existence.
For a start, the flow becomes intensely three- (e.g. Cohelho and Hunt [1], Dormieux et al [21)
dimensional, with consequent profound set aside, computational modelling of jets in
implications regarding computational economy, cross-flow has been pursued, almost invariably,
the achievable level of grid resolution and the within the framework of Reynolds-averaged
required accuracy of the discretisation scheme schemes combining finite-volume discretisation
used to approximate transport In directions quite and turbulence-transport models. First efforts of
different from the grid coordinates. From a this type go back the late 1970's when Patankar
physical point of view, the cross-flow Induces [3], White [4] and Bergeles et al [51 computed
cross-jet pressure gradients - hence deflection of the characteristics of single jets, the last
the sheared jet fluid, provokes vorticity precluding reverse flow. More recent studies
realignment and vortex stretching - hence cross-jet include those of Demuren [61 - directed towards
circulation, and gives rise to a highly turbulent multiple jets In the context of film cooling, Van
and vortical, possibly periodic wake region which Daslam [7] - concerned with impinging jet incrossflow, but using a very simple algebraic

Presented at an AGARD Meetiag on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in cross Flow April, 1993.
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turbulence model, lnce and Leschzlner [8,91 - relher than predictive performance. A further
involving cross-flow and/or impingement and study by Ln and Leschziner [151 focuses on
focusing on the sensitivity to turbulence modelling dilution jets injected into a swirling chamber
and boundary conditions, Demuren [10] - flow. The calculations of Ince and Leschziner [8],
considering efficiency gains derived from the applied to three single jets examined by Fearm
mulitgrid technique for a single jet McGuirk et al and Weston [161 and the impinging jet of Barata
[111 - dealing with cross-flow, impingement and et al [171, suggest that the merits of second-
compressibility, and Savory et al [121 - moment closure extend to three-dimensional
highlghting the evolution and decay -of conditions, although the evidence Is, at present,

t' streamwise (cross-jet) vortices. Insufficiently strong to justify a confident
statement.

On the assumption that numerical resolution is
adeauate - by no means an easily achieved The present paper is a contribution to ongoing
requirement - the greatest level of predictive validation efforts designed to identify strengths as

i• ncertainty within a Reynolds-averaged well as weaknesses of current second-moment

formulation arises from the turbulence model. The closure forms, leading to the formulation and
large majority of computational studies performed implementation of more advanced forms (Fu et al

* hitherto for jets in cross-flow have adopted the 1181, Craft [191). Calculations are here presented,
I- eddy-viscosity hypothesis in combination with a principally, for two jet configurations: an

two-equation representation of associated isotropic impinging twin-jet in weak cross-flow (Barata et
turbulence scales - usually the turbulence energy al [20]) and a single free jet in moderate cross-
(the square of a velocity scale) and its rate of flow (Andreopolous and Rodi [211). To assist the
dissipation (implying a length scale). While this discussion and to highlight consistency with
rather simple modelling approach, evolved by earlier observations, a narrow selection of results
reference to simple shear flows, has shown obtained for the single impinging jet of Barata et
remarkable, indeed, surprisingly good al [171 are also included.
performance in a wide range of complex
condition, there Is now a solid body of evidence 2. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK
demonstrating important weaknesses of the
approach in many circumstances. Specifically, a The calculations reported in this paper have been
number of studies focusing on two-dimensional performed by using a 3D curved-orthogonal
flows (see Launder [13] and Leschziner [141 for finite-volume code developed by Lin &
recent reviews), which feature curvature, Leschziner [15]. The code solves the Reynolds
recirculation and swirl, have shown that eddy- and continuity equations in an iterative manner by
viscosity models are unable to capture properly way of a pressure-correction algorithms over a
the complex interaction between thesi strain staggered cell arrangement, and incorporates the
characteristics and the turbulence structure. In standard k-e turbulence model of Jones and
contrast, Reynolds-stress (second-moment) models Launder [22] and the second-moment closure of
often yield considerably better representations. Gibson and Launder [23]. Both models were used
Clearly, curvature, recirculation and vorticity also in conjunction with log-law-based wall laws. The
feature prominently in three-dimensional jets latter model may be represented compactly by the
subjected to cross-flow and impingement, and it following equations written in Carteslan-tensor
must be assumed that predictive weaknesses form:
observed in eddy-viscosity calculations of these Duii + k
flows are partly attributable to the isotropic nature D ,uII
of the turbulence models used. +t (1)

Full Reynolds-stress calculations for general three- + Pij + GIj + ij - "2 8.
dimensional flows are still rare, and studies of this
type directed specifically towards jets In cross- in which
flow have only been reported by Ince and
Leschziner (8] and Demuren [10], the latter
primarily concerned with computational economy
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-" turbulence anisotropy via related invariants.
aU. ___ ~Specifically, the modification involves a reduction

P11 3 - + of the coefficient c in equation (2) to unity and
.,. k the following functional relationship of cqto the

is the rate of sress production, anisotropy invariants A2, A3 and A = I - /8 (A2
- A3):

" + '~ijl ÷ •+4b2 + Cejm 1.92- i+ce2 = (3)
represents pressure-strain interaction where, (1 + 0.6A

ij 8 __ " 01 , ) where, a..=.(uiu/k 2-/3 8•i) A2  aj aj, A3 = aij
7 Tajk ai .ilbs new form has emerged from and

is the "Rotta" term, proven itself in 2D jet studies, and has been
I adopted here as part of the 'standard' second-

p ij2 =_ LP - i. PkkJ moment framework.

In previous computational studies focusing on 3D
jets [8], the present authors demonstrated that the

= Ec . (uC w nonm 8i - 31 Qi in use of a first-order approximation for convectioti,
iw L k within the so-called hybrid scheme, leads to

3 substantial numerical errors with the size of grid
.23 - which can normally be tolerated on economical
2 grounds. Therefore, the calculations reported

kr3 herein were carried out with the essentially non-
+ c2I oi) nknm ij - .'3ik2 nknj diffusive QUICK scheme of Leonard [251.

Implementation of this scheme in conjunction

3 -k3 with second-moment closure is challenging in
- 4N 'kJ2 nknLi. cix[ terms of iterative stability, and a number of

stability-promoting measures had to be employed,
the most important being the use of the TVD-like

represents wall-related influences on the pressure- Local Oscillation Damping Algorithm (LODA) of
strain process, in which nk = wall-normal unit Zhu and Leschziner [26] and a partial
vector and xn s normal distance from the wall. representation of turbulence transport by
The above set is closed by the rate-of-dissipation anisotropic apparent viscosities.
equation:

aPUkk 3. CASES INVESTIGATED and
0 kCOMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

7Xk E ) (2) Results are reported here for two types of flow,

+ 0.5 . - 2 the first being a single/twin/triple impinging jet
k l arTangement subjected to weak cross-flow and the

second a free jJt in cross-flow. Fig. 2 gives a
The constants appearing in the above set are schematic representation of the two cases.
summarised below:

cI c2  c3  c5  ci C2  C4 C1  CEI CF2

1.8 0.6 0.5 0.22 0.5 0.3 2.5 0.15 1.9 1.45

In efforts to improve the predictive performance G

of the above second-moment closure, specifically
In relation to the spreading rate of 2D plane and ---

round jets, Launder et aW (24] proposed and tested
a form of the e-equation which is sensitized to Fig. 2: Geometries investigated
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The first greup of flows was studied incorporate parts of the ducted flow leading to theexperimentally. nil within the same laboratory jet exit into the calculation domain. Most of the

facility, by Barata et el [17] for single-jet results reported here have been obtain with a
operation, and later by Barata et al [20] with two total-pressure condition. However, results are also
and three jets. For all cases, the wind-tunnel reported for uniform jet-discharge velocity as well
height was 5D, D being the jet-nozzle diameter, as with the jet pipe included in the calculation, in
and the velocity ratio R - defined as the jet order to identify the importance of the jet-
velocity divided by the cross-flow velocity - was discharge conditions on the predicted behaviour
30. Experiments were conducted with water, and within the cross-flow region. Some aspects of
the measurements were obtained with LDA. this issue had been previously considered by the
Computational results will be presented, authors [8] in relation to the jets measured by
principally, for the twin-jet configuration; single- Fearn and Weston [161.
jet results have been reported elsewhere [81 and
will be drawn upon here only In so far as they are Boundary conditions at fluid inlet planes, other
judged to aid considerations of consistency of than those discussed above, were taken from
performance. Only one result will be included for experimental data wherever possible.
the three-jet arrangement, for both experiment and Distributions of some turbulence quantities,
calculation do not reveal important features which including dissipation and Reynolds stresses, were
are not already encountered in the twin-jet estimated on the basis of turbulence-equilibrium
arrangement, and isotropy considerations. At far-field exit

planes, invariant static-pressure conditions were
Following grid-dependence tests, the final prescribed, while at walls, no-slip and
computations contained herein were made over a impermeability conditions were combined with
grid consisting of 60x45x50 lines. Within this log-law-based wall laws.
Cartesian framework, the jet exit was represented
by a castellated contour, with careful attention 4. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
being paid to maintaining the correct discharge
area, mass-flow rate and momentum flux. 4.1 Impinging Jets

Experimental data for the second case were It is instructive to start by recalling briefly some
obtained by Andreopulos and Rodi [211 with hot- earlier results obtained for Barata et al's single-jet
wire anemometry in air. Measurements were made case. Thus, Fig. 3 compares predicted velocity-
of mean and fluctuating velocity components for vector fields across the jet-bisecting plane with
three ratios of jet-to-crossflow velocities: 0.5, 1.0, streaklines constructed from measured velocity
and 2.0. Calculations with a 52x54x30 mesh have profiles. The most prominent feature is the
been performed for all three conditions, but space ground vortex formed as a result of the wall jet,
constraints preclude the inclusion of results for which arises from impingement, interacting with
more than one case, R=2. the oncoming cross-stream. The computed

solution obtained with the k-eIQUICK
Preliminary test calculations for jets in moderately combination appears to seriously over-estimate
strong cross-flow had shown - and this will be the length of the ground vortex, while the use of
demonstrated below by examples - that the the second-moment closure (denoted by DSM)
distortion of the jet by the cross-flow across the yields a significant improvement, presumably as
jet-discharge plane is an important factor affecting a consequence of this model's ability to represent
predictive performance. Hence, the usual practice realistically the sensitivity of turbulent diffusion
of prescribing a uniform discharge velocity in the wall jet and ground vortex to curvature in
profile, In the absence of experimental data, is the shear layer; this is, in fact, a clearly
often Inappropriate, particularly at low R-ratios. identifiable and recurring theme In 2D shear
One superior alternative is to prescribe a total- layers, but extrapolation to complex 3D
pressure condition, which allows the numerical conditions Is not without risk. Unfortunately,
procedure to adjust the velocity across the further data available for comparison consists
discharge plane In consonance with static-pressure only of some velocity profiles In a restricted
variations. An even better approach is to portion of the wall-jet region, and these do not
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suffice to draw firmer conclusions than that supported by detailed quantitative comparisons
derived above from the strealdine structure. In with experimental data. It is on the basis of these
this context, it is informative to mention that comparisons that further results for the triple-Jet
recent calculations by the authors [9] for a twin- case have been omitted from this paper.
impinging jet without crossflow measured by
Saripalli [271 have provided an Indication that the Fig. 5(a) provides a comparison of profiles of
Interaction between curvature and turbulence In principal (vertical) velocity component along
the wall jets forming a central fountain led to a three different lines lying in plane C-C (see Fig.
significant overall Increase in the spreading rate of 4) which cuts across one jet and one-half of the
the fountain. The Implication Is that turbulence fountain. Both turbulence models give a fair
destabilisation in the curved shear layer on the representation of the measured flow, but the
wall-jet's underside is an important mechanism stress model appears to return an excessively
affecting the evolution of the fountain, narrow and pointed profile close to the stagnation

point, implying a reduced spreading rate. Similar
The complexity of the flow field increases differences between the models have been

* considerably In the case of twin-jet Impingement observed in calculations for the twin-jet of
in a cross-flow. This is conveyed by Fig. 4 which SaripalU [9,2Q, although in that case the stress
shows velocity fields across planes A-A and B-B model gave results in close agreement with
(defined in the inset of Fig. 4), the latter cutting experiment. Both models predict considerably
across the fountain which forms as a result of the lower velocities in the fountain than those
collision of the wall jets originating from measured, with the stress model giving a
impingement. The fountain is highly three- somewhat larger spreading rate and lower peak
dimensional, spreading due to the combined action fountain velocity; this is, again, in accord with
of pressure and diffusion. Moreover, the fountain obsevations in the aforementioned case of
itself impinges on the top wall, giving rise to Saripalli, but there the stress model gave, yet
secondary wall jets on the upper wall, fluid from again, close agreement with the experimental

* which is then partially entrained into both the data.
fountain and the main circular jets. The ground
vortex is clearly visible in the jet plane but not on The interaction between the jet and the fountain
the fountain plane, as the fountain tends to lift the creates significant levels of asymmetry in the
vortex and diffuse it in the vicinity of the upper profiles of the Reynolds normal stresses, as is
wall. seen from Fig. 5(b). It is evident that the

Reynolds-stress model returns a far better
Fig. 4 contains two solutions for the velocity field representation of the measured asymmetry as well
across the jet plane A-A: one obtained with the k- as of the level of normal-stress anisotropy,
E model and the other with the Reynolds-stress particularly in the jet. In the fountain region,
closure. A comparison between these fields and neither model does particularly well, but the
corresponding ones shown in Fig. 3 reveals Reynolds stress form returns higher stress levels,
predictive consistency in terms of the Influence of in better accord with experiment and consistent
turbulence modelling on the structure of the with the larger Z-wise spreading rate.
ground vortex: it Is recognized that In both cases Unfortunately, no measurements of shear stress
the second-moment closure predicts a considerably were undertaken along plane C-C.
shorter ground vortex, the associated physical
mechanism having already been discussed In A correct representation of the fountain structure
relation to the single-jet solution, is of considerable practical importance as well as

being particularly challenging from a turbulence
The consequences of Introducing a third jet modelling point of view. This structure Is
upstream of the fountain, In the symmetry plane conveyed in Fig. 6 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e),
between the two jets above, are also Identified in respectively, by profiles of streamwise velocity
Fig. 4. Superficially, the effect is modest: the wall (U), upward velocity (-V) and Reynolds stresses
jet emanating from the upstream impingement u-, v2 and P"i, all along plane B-B shown in the
Interacts with the fountain, but does not decisively Inset in Fig. 4. While both models may be said
affect the latter's structure. This conclusion Is to return a fair representation of the fountain
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structure (except In respect of shear stress), The influence of the jet-discharge conditions on
considering the complexity of the flow, there are the solution is conveyed in Fig. 9 by way of
clear Indications that the Reynoids-stress model predicted vertical profiles of streamwise and
fares better. First, Fig. 6(a) shows that this model transverse velocities and turbulence energy at two
correctly predicts the level of deflection of the streamwise positions, x/D=4 and x/D=10. all
fountain by the cross-flow. This is also implied in arising from the k-s eddy-viscosity model. The
Fig. 6(b) by the lower level of discrepancy in the essential points to note are, first, that prescribing
amount by which the computed V-profiles are a uniform jet-discharge-velocity profile creates a
displaced relative to the measured ones. The marked and inappropriate shift of all distributions
Reynolds-stress model also yields closer in the downstream direction, and second, that
agreement with experiment In respect of normal prescribing a total-pressure boundary condition
stresses, although the level of i is too high close yields results which are close to those arising
to the impingement point, probably due to a with the jet pipe included. In the case R=0.5, the
known defect In the wall-related pressure-strain former treatment is inappropriate, and it has been
model Dii.w [equation (1)] which always found essential to include the jet pipe in the
manifests itself in Impingement and reattachment calculation domain.
regions. The only major disappointment relates to
the shear stress uv which is puzzlingly low, Results illustrating the sensitivity to turbulence-
particularly that returned by the k-C model. With model characteristics are given in Figs. 10 and
attention focused on the structure predicted by the 11. First, Fig. 10 shows the contours of jet
Reynolds-stress model, it might be reasonably excess temperature (or jet-fluid concentration)
assumed that the broadly correct levels of the obtained in order to clearly identify the jet
transverse turbulence intensity u-2 [Fig. 6(c)], trajectory. Superimposed on the contour plots,
coupled with the somewhat too low shear strain one arising from the eddy-viscosity model the
[Fig. 6(b)], would lead to insufficient levels of other from the Reynolds-stress closure, is a line
shear stress. However, the levels shown in Fig. identifying a trajectory correlation by Komotani
6(e) are surprizingly low and, _.ore importantly, and Greber [28]1. As seen, the maximum jet
inconsistent with the excessive spreading rate of temperatures predicted with both models agrees
the fountain, unless this spreading is here well with the correlation. This is an expected
dominated by inviscid processes. This is an outcome, for the bending process is largely
inconsistency which remains to be resolved, governed by inviscid features - the interaction

between pressure gradients and fluid inertia.
4.2 Free Jet

Fig. 11 compares transverse profiles of velocity,
Space constraints only allow results for one both streamwise and transverse components,
velocity ratio, R=2, to be included, and the turbulence energy and she-r-stress profiles at
associated velocity field across the jet's symmetry three streamwise positions. Reference to Fig. 7
plane Is given In Fig. 7. As seen, this result was shows that the profiles in Fig. 11. effectively,
obtained with a part of the jet pipe included. The traverse the wake region below the jet and
rationale of doing so is identified in Fig. 8. This penetrate the lower jet ege. The structure of this
shows three velocity profiles across the jet- region is very complex due to upstream reverse
discharge plane pertaining to solutions presented flow and the suction .'f fluid into the leeward jet
later: one is uniform, the other arose from underside from lateral regionw. Numerical tests
prescribing an Invariant total-pressure condition have shown the predicted wake structure derived
across the jet exit and the third is the variation from the Reynolds-stress model to be fairly
predicted when the jet pipe Is included. Evidently, sensitive to the turbulence state at the
there is a considerable amount of distortion at the downstream (leeward) edge of the jet-discharge
jet exit due significant cross-jet pressure plane. This region is not as well resolved as
variations. These distortions Increase as the would be desirable because of mesh-density
velocity ratio R decreases. Indeed, at R=0.5, it constraints, a limitation which Is aggravated by
has been found that reverse flow into the pipe
occurs at the upstream end where the cross-flow I Strictly, the correlation pertains to the locus of maximum

'collides' with the jet. jet velocity, but this is difficult to determine with any degree
of accuracy.
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the staggered storage locations of shear stress and broadly support earlier conclusions that second-
turbulence-energy. The solutions do demonstrate, moment closure returns a superior representation
however, that considerable improvements in of most flow features, in comparison to the k-s
predictive realism can be derived from second- eddy-viscosity form. This support is somewhat
moment modelling. Some features In the profiles weaker in the case of the free jet, in which the
shown in Fig. 11 are consistent with known quality of resolution of the turbulence field at the
characteristics displayed by 2D solutions obtained leeward jet side, close to the jet-discharge edge,
with second-moment model forms, others are not. is particularly influential and a source of error in
The most striking feature is the dramatically lower the present application.
level of transverse velocity under the jet, which, at
first sight, is consistent with the tendency of
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Predictions of Momentum and Scalar Fields in a Jet in Cross-Flow
using First and Second Order Turbulence Closures

J. Alvarez and W.P. Jones
Chemical Engineering Department, Imperial College, Prince Conson Road, London SW7 2BY

R. Seoud
Engine Systems Division, Aerospace and Propulsion Department, DRA, Pyestock. Hants. GU14 OLS

UK

the flow is relevant to many engineering fields ranging
SUMMARY from film cooling of surfaces subjected to high temperatures

The k-e model and a second moment closure have been to a wide number of environmental problems such as the

applied to the calculation of a slighted heated jet issuing discharge of polluting, flammable or lethal gases into the• atmosphere. Hlowever, it is the widespread applicability of
into a cross-flow. Two jet to cross-flow velocity ratios were
"considered. An assessment of the model performance is the flow in the aerospace industry -V/STOL aircraft intransition from vertical to forward flight, guiding of flying!made difficult by the high turbulence intensifies observed in devices and combustion chamber design for gas-turbine

the recirculation region in the lee of the jet and consequentumengines- which has motivated much of the research in this! ~~uncertainty in the hot-wire measurements. Overall the fed

second moment closure gives slightly better agreement but
the difference between the results obtained with the two The numerical solution of the Reynolds averaged Navier-
model is not large. For the low velocity ratio, results are Stokes equations together with turbulence closures based on
extremely sensitive to the boundary conditions prevailing the eddy-viscosity concept represents a widely used method
at jet inlet. The predicted mean temperature profiles appear for predicting this configuration and provides a detailed and
to be more strongly dependent on the predicted velocity comprehensive description of the flow [1-14]. However,
fields than on the scalar field closure, the approach is subject to a number of potential errors and

discrepancies between predicted and measured results often

LIST OF SYMBOLS arise. In some cases these discrepancies can be attributed to
LIST Mean veloy cnumerical errors associated with the discretisation of the
Ui Mean velocity components (also U,V,W) equations -in particular the convection terms for which the
xj Coordinate components (also x,y,z) highly diffusive first order accurate upwind scheme has often
ui Fluctuating velocity components (also u,v,w) been used- and to a lack of the appropriate computer
p Fluid density resources needed to deal with meshes involving a large
P Mean pressure number of nodes. Limitations in the eddy-viscosity

S Reynolds stress tensor approach are undoubtedly also a mcjor source of error. For
uiuj Rthese reasons recent work has focused on the application of

uij Scalar flux higher-order accurate schemes for discretising the
convection terms and on second moment turbulence closures

Sij Kronecker delta which overcome the limitations inherent to eddy-viscosity
k Turbulent kinetic energy modelling.
v Kinematic molecular viscosity Leonard's second-order accurate comnection scheme, QUICK

vt Turbulent eddy viscosity [151, has been tested in conjunction with the k-e model by
c Dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy Savory et al. [10], Ince and Leschziner [11] and Alvarez and

Ir Time scale Jones [14]. As is well known QUICK can give rise to

"rij viscous stress tensor boundedness problems (wiggles) in regions where solutions

g Molecular viscosity vary rapidly and this effectively prevents its use in the
equations describing definite-positive and turbulence

o€ Turbolent Prandtl/Schmidt number quantities. Savory et al. [101 and Alvarez and Jones [14]

4' Transported scalar property used QUICK in the momentum equations while hybrid
U. Cross-flow velocity upwind-central differtncing was applied in the k and c
Vj Jet velocity equations. In order to apply QUICK in the k and e equations,
D Jet diameter Ince and Leschziner [11] constructed a scheme (LODA) that
R Velocity ratio U,,1Vj blends QUICK and the unconditionally stable upwind

differencing. However, Alvarez [16], in a similar approach,
observed that this blending scheme, while generating

1. INTRODUCT1ION bounded solutions, resulted too often to upwind differencing
Over the past fifty years the description of the interaction of and consequently corresponded to a first-order accurate
a jet discharging into a cross-flow and its further scheme over a substantial region. Alvarez and Jones [14]
development has been the subject of a large number of also applied the bounded and second order accurate TVD
experimental and theoretical works. An understanding of scheme of Van Leer [17] to the discretisation of !he

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow' April, 1993.
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convection terms. They found that (i) the TVD scheme density flows, the Reynolds averaged form of these
generated solutions of comparable accuracy to those equations can be written
obtained with QUICK and which remained bounded, i.e. no a_,
wiggles; consequently it was applicable equally to the mean _11 = 0 (1)
flow equations and to turbulence quantities and (ii) it was
computationally much more efficient than QUICK since the aUi + Ui I ap =Qrij - uiuj

latter required a much larger degree of under-relaxation and, at +Uj ax p P xi + xj (2)•;i-:hence, computer time for solution.

h o i owhere xij is the viscous stress tensor given by:

Deinuren [12] and Claus and Vanka [131 attempted to aUi au,
minimise the numerical error by undertaking calculations ' aij V + ) (3)
with a very large number of nodes (2.5x106). In order to
improve the computational efficiency a multigrid technique The above equations describe the velocity and pressure
was incorporated into the calculation procedure. fields but if a passive scalar, such as temperature in a

slightly heated jet, is considered a further equation has to be

While the k-e model gives good results in a number of cases, added:
deficiencies in the quality of the predictions have been a• + 8(Jj- uj4
reported and these have been attributed to the inability of -d + I t (4)
eddy viscosity models to accurately represent turbulence, at 8 j 8  4
anisotropy in complex mean strain fields. Eddy viscosity here P represents any transported scalar quantity, ujI is

models, such as k-e, relate the Reynolds stresses linearly to the turbulent scalar flux and Jj is the kinematic molecular
the local mean rate of strain and neglect, amongst other scalar flux, negligible at high Reynolds and Peclet numbers,
influences, the transport to which the stresses are subjected.
Moreover, measurements indicate that a region with but given by:
negative eddy-viscosities exists in the surroundings of a jet = V aDO
in cross-flow [18] and this represent a further limitation -xj"
since negative eddy-viscosity are not permitted in the
model.

2.2 Turbulence Models
"Calculations with second moment Reynolds-stress transport Turbulence closures at two different levels have been used in
equation models have been reported by several groups of the present study to represent the Reynolds stresses and
workers [11,12 and 14]. Ince and Leschziner [ II] used the scalar fluxes appearing in equations (2) and (4).
second-moment closure of Gibson and Launder [19] in
conjunction with LODA but only a limited number of results
were presented. Demuren [12] incorporated the closure 2.2.1 First momeni closure
proposed by Launder et al. [20] and reported a poor
performance in the configuration studied. Alvarez and Jones The Reynolds-stress, uiuj . is approximated with the
[14], approximating the convection terms in all transport standard k-e inodei [18], viz:
equations with the TVD scheme of Van Leer, reported auJ al 2
calculations with three second moment closures, those of - uiuj = v. ( + -x 3 k ij (5)
Gibson and Launder [19], Gibson and Younis [21] and Jones
and Musonge [22]. It was found that the performance of uiui k2
Gibson and Launder closure was relatively poor whilst the where k -2 and vt = CA
other two resulted in an improved quality of the predictions
with the Jones and Musonge closure providing somewhat
better agreement with the experimental data. For the sc:lar fluxes a similar gradient assumption is

invoked, i.e.
Computations of the scalar -temperature or concentration- vt DO
field have also been reporteld by a number of workers [1,3,4- - ui 4 - ao axi (6)

7,9]. However, in all these cases a gradient transport model
was adopted to represent scalar fluxes, where ( is a turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number.

Amongst the large amount of data on a jet in cross-flow The turbulent kinetic energy k and its rate of dissipation E
existing in the literature, the rmeasurements reported by are obtained from the modelled transport equations:
Ramsey & Goldstein [23], Andreopoulos and Rodi [18] and ak 8k Vt ak --- aUi
Andreopoulos [24] provide a detailed coverage of the -- +U (- T uiuj (7)
velocity, scalar and turbulent fields. For this reason, they at +Ui xi u xj

are regarded as appropriate for the evaluation of the k-c and
model and second moment turbulence closures applied to the ae aE 8 vt OF

calculation of the velocity and scalar fields of a jet-in-cross- t + Uxi 8x - -xi dli)
flow to which the, present work is directed. - -- -Ui El

-c k uiuj c 2 (8)

2. CALCULATION METHOD where values of the empirical constants are:

2.1 Basic equations K~=L4 [2..19
The Navier-Stokes equations along with mass conservation .0 I• =----I= 0.-
describe the behaviour of any Newtonian fluid. For constant
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2.2.2 Second Moment Closure 2.3 Nuwerical Procedure
The Second Moment Closure formulated by Jones and The numerical solution method utilises a staggered mean
Musonge, presented in [22] ard latter improved (25], has velocity (also shear stress and scalar flux in the second
been adopted for the Reynolds stresses. It can be written as: moment closure calculations) storage arrangement to

auiuj uiuj + au - au" prevent odd/even node uncoupling.of the solutions. A
Ut +U1  + ( uiu+l a linearised implicit conservative difference scheme was used

at I x I xl UPI 5Xwith the pressure being obtained by a pressure correction
a k a uiuj 2 algorithm. The time dependent forms of the equations were

CS ( UkU1 "--Tk) + Aij--0ij c (9) solved with steady flow solutions being obtained byCs -I E 3i calculating for a sufficient time interval. The second order

where Aij, the fl,,ctuating pressure redistribution term,is accurate and unconditionally bounded TVD formulation of
given by Van Leer [17] was used to discretise the convection terms

2 DU1  while central differences were used for all other spatial
AUj = -Cl' uiuj -3 Sijk) + C28ij ulum derivatives. Under the assumption of a constant (positive)

+ Ui a•U- aUi au 1 . velocity and mesh spacing and following the node notation
+ C( UlUj l -XI+ ului xl) +C4 (5-x- +ax.) k given in figure 1, the discretisation of the convection term

ji can be written in the form
-DU1 -- auI

-( C2 +C3)( uluj ýi + ull'i ,) U x U

where the values of the model constants are

[CI= 3.01 [C2:=- -. j 0 3= 046+ 1C4 =1-0.230 - (O2

where
At this level of closure the turbulence energy dissipation wri+rI , . ri.l+lri __t I ri ri~l I r-
rate, e,is obtained from: _i+l/2-_-[-I .T-_/2-_,

ls-lril I+ ri1
ae ae ae il2=j 1  'i-/-lril
S+ Ui =C Ulum Y-;m" and

S DUI 2 r- I and r I-ili-2

C lI -Ulum .-a m " CP2 -k" (10) 4)i+l-Oi Ui-Oi-I

where the model constants are assigned the values:

Cs .22Cc .18Ccl 1.4 Cc = .90i- 1/2 i+1/2

In order to ensure that the above model satisfies i-2 i-I i i+l
realizability and predicts non-negative normal stresses
under all circumstances, the terms involving C2 and C4 are Figure 1. Nodes distribution
multiplied by a function F expressed as:

F Minimum{l.0, 5R} The TVD scheme has been implemented in the manner
where suggested by Zhu [27]; the upwind contribution was treated

R +(b3.b2) implicitly with the anti-diffusion component involving the
85 limiter TI being handled explicitly.

and where
b2= bijbij, b3 = bijbikbjk The boundary conditions applied assumed symmetry along

with the central, lateral and upper planes of the domain boundary
uiuj 2 and fixed values were specified at the intlow plane and the jet.

bij = -ij). At the outflow plane a zero-gradient boundary condition was
J k 3 imposed and at the lower wall boundary solutions were

R varies between 0 and I. It takes the value of unity in patched onto fully turbulent, local equilibrium wall law
isotropic turbulence and is zero in the two-dimensional profiles.
turbulence limit.

A full description of the computer program used and method of
The modelled form of the scalar flux equation proposed by implementation is provided in [16].
Launder and Samaraweera (26) has been used to obtain the

ui 0 correlations. It reads S~3. TEST CASES

a ui u 4 -aui -ao In a previous publication, Alvarez and Jones [14] computed
- Uj---.j +( uj axj + uiuj j)- the flow configuration investigated experimentally by

- ; Crabb [28] to evaluate the efficiency of the second-order

a ui TVD discretisation scheme of Van Leer and to appraise the
Cs  UlUj ----- performance of the Joties and Musonge velocity field• uu turbulent closv,,'e. The results displayed a reasonable level of

E ... agreemett with measured profiles; for mean profiles the
Cok- uiN + C42 uj4 ax(I 1) agreement was similar to that obtained with the k-e model

and the value of the constants are but the second moment closure provided a better

representation of the turbulence field. In order to
0.33 complement that work, further calculations have been

completed with the aim of assessing a second moment
closure for scalar properties and to investigate the
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performance of the Reynolds stress closures in a case where is likely to have arisen and the measurements taken between
the near field of the jet in cross-flow is influenced more the jet and the wall at x=l.37D and x=3.06D are of doubtful
strongly by turbulence rather than by inviscid dynamics. validity.
For this reason the low velocity ratio case (R=0.5) of
Andreopoulos and Rodi, for which extensive data on mean Figure 3 shows a comparison of velocity field predictions
and turbulent quantities is available, has been selected. This with experimental data for the Ramsey and Goldstein flow
has also been used together with the data of Ramsey and where all velocities have been normalised with the cross-
Goldstein to investigate the k-e model and the second stream velocity. The differences between the mean profiles

moment closure for the scalar (temperature). predicted with the k-e model and the second moment closure
are somewhat larger than those for the case reported in 114]

The two test-cases selected have been computed using the k- The major difference is that the second moment closure

e model and the second moment closures. Details of the predicts the recirculation to extend over a larger region.

experimental conditions, computational domain and grid With the k-c model the velocity is everywhere positive at
size are given in Table 1. In figure 2, the configuration is x/D=3.06 whereas the second moment closure predicts that
illustrated together with the orientation of the coordinate the recirculation extends just beyond this position in
system. In both sets of experiments the velocity seeming agreement with Sugiyama and Usami's
distributions were measured by hot-wire anemometry. observation. Overall, however, the differences between the

two predictions are not too large though the second moment
closure gives somewhat better results near the wall.

Table 1. Ramsey & Andreopoulos
Goldsetin [23] & Rod' [18] The measured and predicted profiles of the normal stress,

D (cm) 2.35 5.0

v(m/s) 60 6.95 are also shown in figure 3 where, as it can be observed, the
, (0k-c model gives much lower values than those predicted by

U.. (ms) 30 13.9 the second moment closure. Overall the results with the

R 2 0.5 latter model are much closer to the measurements
Tj-T.( 55 4.. particularly near the wall though the maximum arising in

calculation -2_<x/D<9 -2<_x/D<9 the jet at x/D=3.06 and y/D-2.5 is overpredicted by a factor
domain 0•y/D!<6 0<y/D96 of around two.

0<z/D•53 0•z/D<3
grid-size 72x39x21 88x27x20

y/D ZJ14 y/D VD-O y/D dDIO

Also, the buoyancy forces, arising because of the difference xJD=I.37 x/D--3.06 x/D=4.98

in temperature between the jet and the cross-stream, are 4-

negligible compared to inertial forces and can therefore be
ignored. 3-

2-

Uý N
o* .- -\* * :-,*

0-V
0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 I.U

a.- Horizontal velocity

zz3=y/D z/D =-O y/D 7,VD---O, y/D d/D =O

x1D-I.37 x/D=3.06 x/ED=4.98

31
Figure 2. Jet in cross-flow configuration "

4. RESULTS_/ .11'
A recirculating region in the downstream vicinity of the jet
is one of the features of the jet in cross-flow configuration I 2 ..2< 22
and is confirmed by measurements by laser-Doppler o0IL --L-- U U: _

anemometry [23] and flow visualization studies, for 0.o 0.25 0.0 0.25 0.0 0.25
example t22, 29-301. For a velocity ratio R=2,Sugiyama
and Usami [29] veported a region of reverse flow extending b.- horizontal normal strcss
from the edge of the jet to approximately x-3D. Since hot- Figure 3. Mean and fluctuating horizontal velocities
wire anemometry is not sensitive to flow direction, the Renolds-stress turbulence model (---).

measurements downstream and close to the jet inlet must be k-e turbulence model ( )
subject to some uncertainty. This is particularly so for the Ramsey und Golstein's Masurements (..)

Ramsey & Goldstein flow, case 1, where a recirculation zone

I "
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Figure 4. Mean temperatures at z = 0 ard D. 2.
Launder & Samaraweera's turbulence model (--). ".it .2

k-E turbulence model (----). -
Ramsey and Golstein's Masurements (..) \ - , . .

Calculations of the scalar field using the k-c model and the ___,141
second moment closures for the scalar equation are presented 0 z ID
in figure 4. This figure shows temperature profiles at three T L
downstream distances 1r, the planes corresponding to z/D=0 1 0 1 1 0 1
and z/D=l. With the -,xception of the first station in the

central plane (z/D=0, x/0=1.37), both models give similar Figure 5. Mean-temperature contours,€/@j, at cross-stream
predictions in the region between the wall and the jet and planes. (captions as in previous figure)
these are reasonably close to the measured profiles.
However, the jet is predicted to spread too slowly into the and 0.61 respectively. Unfortunately, Andrcopotl' could
fluid flowing above it whh the consequence that predicted not determine their exact values since there were :t enough
temperature gradients are. much steeper than those measured velocity measurements in the exit plane at different
in the region abovo the jet. This deficiency in the spanwise positions.
predictions is more c.vident in the cross-section temperature
contours shown in figure 5. It can be observed that the Figures 6-8 show at various downstream positions the
variation of temperature in the vertical and lateral direction variation of mean velocities with the distance from the wall.
is more rapid in the predictions than in the measurements as Both turbulence closures predict similar U-, V- and W-
is clearly shown by the proximity of the contours at the profiles above the jet inlet at the central plane though
bounds of the jet. Nevertheless, it is again the second further downstream some discrepancies arise. A possible
moment closure which overall predicts a somewhat more explanation of this similarity above the jet exit is that
realistic behaviour. inviscid dinamics exert a larger influence than turbulence in

the behaviour of the flow, during the initial part of the jet
The measurements of mean and turbulent velocities reported development.
by Andreopoulos and Rodi [18] are augmented with two
other sets of results obtained in the same configuration: (i) The calculated U and V velocity profiles at the rear edge of
Andreopoulos [24] reports temperature and turbulent heat- the jet inlet (x/D=0.5) in the central plane are in excellent
flux data and (ii) Andreopoulos [31] measured mean and agreement with measurements. Homever, upstream of this
turbulence quantities at the jet which serve to provide station both velocities are consistently overpredicted, witV,
boundary conditions for the calculations. larger discrepancies arising at stations located near the front

edge of the jet. Furthermore, this disagreement extends
Since the data provided at the jet exit only covers the central down to the jet inlet which is somewhat surprising since the
plane, values for the remainder of the jet exit had to be inlet velocities were specified form measured profiles. A
estimated [161. The non-dimensional mean temperature closer examination of the measurements, however, reveals
TTe V T-Te that the inlet profils reported by Andreopoulos [31] appear
TJ and mean heat fluxes have being integrated not to be entirely consistent with the velocities measured
over the jet inlet to determine their averaged values of 0.73 by Andreopoulos and Rodi [18],
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consequently the measurements must be subject to some motion towards the symmetry plane near the wall ant! a
uncertainty here. It is probably not possible, therefore, to slight outward motion further away from it, consistent with
draw conclusions con :--ming the models in this region. a vortex motion with a clockwise rotation appearing in this

flow configuration.
The measured V-velocities have appreciable values only in
the central plane and upstream of xID=l, e.lsewhere they are Figure 9 shows the turbulent kinetic energy profiles at two
small or negligible. Both turbulence models give similar spanwise planes, i.e. z=0 and z=0.5D. In the region over the
predictions and slightly overpredict the measurements jet inlet, both turbulence closures underpredict the measured
everywhere throughout the domain but correctly predict the data with the k-e model results being in slightly closer
measured jet trajectory with the predicted velocities agreement. The turbulent kinetic energy production in this
becoming small beyond x/D=2.
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yI -iD=0O.0 xA/D=0.25 xID=05 '-VD= 1.0 x/D=2.0 x/D--4.0X/D-I

ý77 7"0 1-. -. i i
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Figure 11. iW-and VW-shear-stress profiles at z/D=0.5.
region is dominated by the mean-velocity gradient v with the consequence that a decrease of the U-Scomponent alU/D~y. Hence, it can be argued that the velocity with increasing y would tend to correspond to a

disagreement between measurements and predictions of the
turbulent kinetic energy are connected, at least partially, region of positive uv shear stress close to the wall, as it
Swith the error in the predicted U-velocity field in this has been predicted by bot'i turbulence models -relative
Sregion. For example, in the plate x=-0.25D (figure 6) and maxima are predicted close to the wall in both the central
for y/D>0.25, it can be observed that both models predict ard z=0.5D planes- but this is not reflected in the

practically undisturbed cross-stream flow, which implies a measurements.
low turbulence level. Experimentally, however, the
influence of the jet is observed up to about y/D=0.5 and this Profiles of the two shear stresses, uw and vw , are shown
is consistent with the measured k-profiles (figure 9). in figure i. In this case the level of agreement achieved
Ssimilar behaviour can also be observed at other stations with both models is poor and there is little to chose between
above the jet inlet. them. Although the reason for this poor agreement cannot

be established with certainty, it is almost certainly related
"For the region downstream of the jet inlet were the flow is to the discrepancies in the predicted mean velocity field
tuabulence-dominated, the Reynolds stress model gives discussed earlier.
predictions oe turbulent kinetic energy which are in very
good agreement with measurements. In contrnst, the k- Figure 12 shows the temperature distribution at z=O. In the
model overprcdicts the values everywhere down.trcaa,, of the pred'cied velocity field the jet does not penetrate
inlet by an appreciable amount. sufficiently immediately above the inlet and consistent with

this the calculated temperatures in the region above the jet
* Figure 10 shows the development of the turbulent shear inlet are lower than those obtained experimentally. This

stress uv . For reasons of clarity, a scale 4 times larger can be seen, for example, at xID=0 were both the k-c and the

than that for the kinetic energy has been used. As for the k-
prefiles, the values in the im inediate surround of the jet inlet inconsist en t a la r m o appe ar at ofiles. i n
are not well predicted by any of the turbulence models and inconsistency, again, seems to appear at xID=0.5 in the

data measured by Andreopoulos: at the pipe exit a value very
the largest values of uv appear downstream at the jet-wake close to unity was measured, whereas at the first location

interface. In the central plane and ,lownstream of x/D=l.0 measured above and close to the jet inlet a much smaller
the results obtained with the second moment closure are value of 0.6 was reported. Although, a recirculation region
much closer to the measurements than the k-c results though exists behind the jet, it is very difficult to see how such a
appreciable discrepancies are evident, rapid variation in temperature could arise in the experiment.

It is a common feature of the jet in cross-flow configuration At x=D both models produce similar results and tlhe upper
that, in the wake region, the fluid close to the wall moves boundary of the jet is acceptably well reprodtc-d while the
faster than that further away. This has been observed by rest of the jet which has already spread to the wall is
Crabb f281 for velocity ratios R=2.3 and 1.15 where the overpredicted by about 10%. At the other two further
trend was observed up to 20 diameters downstream of the jet downstream stations, where the maxima of the measured
inlet. Andreopoulos andi Rodi detected this behaviour forvelocity ratio R=2, but oddly they did not for R=I and 5. temnperature profiles occurs close to the wall, the k-c model

v predictions are slightly closer to the measurements than
Examination of the production term in the uv -shear stress those of the second-moment-closure model which seems to
equation (01) suggests that mnjor contribution comes from maintain the jet maxima over a longer distance.
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Figure 14. Tr-heat-flux distribution at the central plane.

The predicted and measured heat-flux profiles in the central (i) The recirculating region predicted with the Reynolds-
plane are shown in figures 13 and 14. The measured stress closure is larger than that obtained with the k-F- model

profiles of u4o are substantially underpredicted by both for both velocity ratios. The appraisal of the two models
performance in this region by comparison with the

models though slightl._y better agreement is evident for the available measurements is somewhat difficult since the

y-direction flux, vo , Overall, however, the level of experimental data was obtained with hot-wire prob~es which
are insensitive to flow directions and can give large errors

agreement is poor. 'Me predicted mean temperature and heat in regions of high local turbulent intensity. The
flux profiles are clearly very strongly influenced by the measurements suggest that the local turbulence intensity in
calculated mean velocity field and the discrepancies in this this region reached values of up to 85%,
may be responsible, at least in part, for the poor agreement,

(ii) For the higher velocity ratio, the Reynolds-stress model

S. CNCLUIONSP redicts a slightly larger penetration than the k-E model and

The application of the k-e model and a senond moment

closure to the calculation ef the velocity and temperature iii) The differences found between the measured and
fields in the surrounds of a jet discharging into a cross-flow--

Sfor two jet to cross-flow velocity rati-ni reveals thuf: calculated U, V. k and uv fields in the vicinity of the jet

inlet for the low velocity case, are clearly associated with
; uncertainty in the boundary conditions at the jet exit.

• -•o ..... ,,:• •• • : • ' -•. ' . ::- • - % .•% .:.N*...r
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Some of these, however, are clearly related to the differently 14. J. Alvarez and W.P. Jones (1993). "Computation of a

predicted mean velocity fields with each model. jet discharging into a cross-flow with a second-
moment turbulence closure and a low-diffusive

It can be concluded that overall both models result in a convection-discretisation scheme". Proc. 2nd.Symp.
similar level of agreement with measured profiles. Eng. Turb. Mod. and Exp. (to appear).
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Abstract

Flowfields of two and three dimensional subsonic jets ever, computationally this problem may be more chal-

injected into a crossflow were solved by using a three lenging than the three dimensional case due to higher

dimensional Navier-Stokes code (LANS3D) 25 . Baldwin- gradients and difficulty of obtaining truly two dimen-

Lomax26 turbulence model and the algebraic curved jet sional experimental data for comparison. On the other

turbulence model of Oh and Schetz14 were used depend- hand 3-D jet in a crossflow problem have been studied

ing on the location in the flowfield. Application of charac- quite extensively 5' 9 . Reviews of the pi evious experimen-

teristic boundary conditions based on Riemann invariants tal works are available elsewhere"12 ', 0 ',111314. Among the

were found to be useful for the convergence of solutions. most recent contributions investigation of a supersonic

Computations made using flat bottom grids showed local jet into a subsonic crossflowis can be mentioned. In spite

pressure singularities around the jet exit. It was shown of the many available experimental data still some more

tbat these singularities could be removed by using grids experimental work may be needed, particularly for deter-

with a cavity for the jet entrance. Grid skewness was a mining the turbulence field in the plume of tni ji.t and in

particularly effective parameter on the prediction of sur- the wake behind the jet.

face pressures. Introduction First Navier-Stokes solution of the jet in a crossflow

Injection of jets into a crossflow has numerous appli- problem was reported by Chien and Schetz'6 . A 2-D solu-

cations ranging from waste discharge into rivers to VTOL tion was made by McGuirk and Rodi by using k - e turbu-
lence nmodel. Two equation turbulence models was used

aircraft. A general description of these flows can be found

in Scletzi and Abranmovich 2. There are a large number Mom•.•tu axis

of parameters involved such as jet to crossflow velocity Q

ratio, jet injection angle, single or multiple jets, jet exit

geometry, Reynolds and Mach numbers, jet exit velocity

and turbulence profiles, swirl, etc. In Figure 1 flowfield axes

Jescription of a round jet injected into a crossflow can be

seen7 .

Experimental data base for the two dimensional jets ,

in a crossflow problem problem is quite rare' '4. How-
Associate Professor

•* Associate Professor

R R•search Assistant, presently at ARVIN NAA,
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D-vision
Figure 1. Flowfi-ld description of a round jet in a crossflow'.
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by Patankar et al.1 and White"9 , TKE model was used an LU-ADI factorization algorithm with diagonally dom-

in Sykes et al.2° Finite element solution of the parabolized inant LU factorization 24'25 .

model was reported by Baker et aL2 1 A three dimensional Convergence, stability and smoothness of the solu-
elliptic code using a standart k - e turbulence model has tions may depend on the implicit and explicit smoothing
been widely employed in combustion modelling22.23 . Re- factors (ci and eC)25,29 and also the CFL number:
cently an incompressible Sinite element simulation was re-

ported by Oh and Schetz14 using an algebraic turbulence CFL = a

model adapted for curved jets. rmin(At, AA()

In the present work 2-D jet in a crossfiow exper- maximum eigenvalue.S~Boundary Conditions
iments of Mikhail, Chu and Savage3 and a case from
the circular jet in a crossflow experiments of Kavsao~lu Various types of boundary conditions were used de-

and Schetz 28 were chosen as test cases. In the present pending on the location. Here the boundary conditions
approach three dimensional, thin layer, Reynolds aver- will be explained in general. Their specific use, if there

£ aged, compressible Navier-Stokes Equations written in was any, for two and three dimansional jets will be ex-
"strong conservation form are solved by using LANS3D plained in the corresponding chapters.

algorithm2 4,2 5. The algebraic turbulence model suggested
by Oh and Schetz14 was used in the jet region. Baldwin. Characteristic Approach for the Flow In and Out Planes

Lomax26 model was used for the other viscous turbulent For the flow in and flow out planes one dimensional
flow areas which are not covered by the first model. Pre- characteristic buunda-' conditions were used 29 ,30 . The

liminary runs by using grids with flat bottom showed sin- associated hyperbolic system of equations is":

gularities on surface pressure distribution ar. the edges of
the jet exit. These singularities were removed by using - A
new 2 and 3 dimensioned grids which have cavities at their 9!Q + Aa 1Q 0

bottom surfaces for jet entrance. Application of charac-
Leristic boumdary conditions using Riemann invariants at where,

the flow in and flow out planes were found to bo helpful

for the convergenice of the solutions. Computations were
performed at IBM 3090 150 E scalar computer installed Pu

at TUSA5 Aerospace Industries (TAI) or at IBM 3090
180 S vector computer installed at Middle East Technical d
University (METU).

Numerical Method 0 0 1 0
(y_3)U2 (In this study LANS3D14 ,25 algorithm was used for A2 (32

the solution of compressible thin layer Reynolds Aver- (- 1)u3 - -Y----] [-f -(721)u2]

aged Navier-Stokes Equations written in strong conser- p 2.... '

vation form (for shock capturing purposes). These equa- written in flux form, or
tions which are transformed from the (x,y,z,t) cartesian
coordinates to the general time dependent curvilinear co- [Uj a[ p O]
ordinates { r .= t, (x,y,z,t), nj = t1(x,y,z,t), =and A = 0 i p

((x,y,z,t) } read 0 7P U
Or + tt + FP + GC = kS(/Re written in primitive variable form. In these expres-

whe sions p is density, u is streamwise velocity component, ewhereis the total energy per unit volume, and p is pressure. Re-

U = J- [ p pu, pv, pw, e JT call that the eigenvalues of the f!ux Jacobian matrix A are
is the vector of dependent variables, J is the Jakobian u, u+a, u-a. These eigenvalues indicate how information
of the transformation, Re is the Reynolds number, t, F, is fed into the domain (Table-l.),
6 are the inviscid flux vectors and § is the thin layer

viscous flux vector, k=l for viscous flows and k=O for in- Crossflow Et tince Plan..
viscid flows. Complete description of the thin layer equa. At the entrance, the crossflow is subsonic and uni-
tions is documented in Ref. 25. LANS3D program uses form, thus two of the boundary conditions were supplied

LL _ •_ mu lupnm~lmln u w 11 u mnmm / mml -
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INMFOW OUTFLOW I- x

Subsonic Supe, Sonc ubsoic Supers.oniC c "-

O0 0 U = [N,,mber of 8.C. to be -•<

specified (Analytical B. C.) V2

Cub , dBC by extra- 0 2 3 V2

polatia (Numerical B.C.. W= -0 2

P--••. = PcO = P 2

"// ] Ij <'i Figure 2. Application of the boundary conditions for the

-I crossflow entrance plane.
Table 1. Inflow, outflow characteristic boundary conditions"l.

Cl - 1 + 0.Splu2as input parameters. These are the entrance Mach num- 7- + ,

bef, M,, and pressure po,. Freestreaan speed of sotud Indices:

and density were taken as unity (a,,, = 1, pO = 1). At 1: first station in X direction,

this boundary the flow is uniform and steady, thus Rie- 2: second station in X direction,

mann inw'riants were used 29 . co: infinity.

2 JetLntrance Plane
-•1• For 2-D runs these boundary c,)nditions were set in

is constant on Mach lines wlticil have slop:ýs a straightforward way by setting

dt 1 ul = 0, VI =:0, WI = witi PI= P2, al =aoo l

Tx "-'_---,-a Indices:

where Vn was chosen to be the normal componcnt of 1: first station in Z direction,

the scaled contravariant velocity: 2: second station in Z direction,

oo: infinity.
V. =(2 + •2 + 72)/2 For 3-D runs this boundary conditions were also set

The R.I Riernam constant was found from the free- in a similar fashion to that of crossflow entrarkce planes

stream conditions. R.. was extrapolated from the interior by using the Riemainn invariants. Infinity conditions were

of the flow domain. For this plane v = w = 0 and refering specified as Iollows;

to Figure 2. the botndary conditions were set as follows; u"' = 0, o00 •o Wo= wt, poo = P2, a.

2 Exit PlaneRý2 = U2- a2;= -1 At the exit the flow properties were less uniform and

2 the unsteady one dimensional characteristic and compat-

R+ = u"' + a., ibility equations were used. Writing the equation

0.k5( R~ + Rý
, + 0o¢=

a, 0.5 R+ R in the transformed uncoupled form by multiplying

From, a,• 1 and p. 1 the equation by X where X is the matrix whose columns

are the eigenvectors of A.

P1 ,p y pl l

0~j 1 - 1

Pt a2PI1 -1) 0 pa pa

the equations become

P = - X-'OO + AX-%O, =0
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taken to be the same as the values of the previous time

where A is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues. level. Thus exit pressure is the only value imposed and

For simplicity we will assume that the X- 1 has constant all other variables are allowed to converge to their steady

elements (during one iteration level): state values. However, this was the case for three dimen-
sional runs. For 2-D case all the variables at the exit

•= 8,(X-Q) (point 2 in Fig. 3) were specified.

To sumnmarize, in this method first the point-1 is

SX-DOc Oz(X- 1Q) located and the flowfield variables at point-1 are found.
Then the plus Riemann invariant is determined as:

the equation becomes 2
R+ =U,+ - al

F~~~ - P i - a 2p, 0~e the point-2 is located and the midnus Riemann
i I u+-va-p +~ u+a u.+(pa)-px j invariant determined as:

-U1 + u - a -T. + (PaYP
2

this frozen coefficient form of the nonconservative R- = U - a 2

Eiler equations has been put in the form of a set of scalar The conditions at point-4 are found as:
wave equatmons. By observing the system of equations

above, it can be seen that the quantities;
U4  0.5(R+ +R-)

dt 1 (
dp - a 2 dp = 0 along T = - =A0  (pathline)

out~ion -i-,, 4 •Solt;on point

du±-(par-2 dp = 0 along dt I A* Flight-running Lehine) \in-
TX, u± a (for Machlines) TachlinC. / /M ach ie C.._

whidli are the compatibility equations of the unsteady, / I

one dimensional inviscid flow, are not changing along the Pa,tlne C .

pathlines and Machlines which are the characteristic lines.

The characteristic and compatibility equations are dis- 31 2

cretized at the exit boundary using a first order backward Previous Ii,'

difference (see Figure-3. for subscript notation).
-- Chmat cteriiticn

At 0  AoAx = Ao(x4 -- x3 ); for pathline.s - C-r- saciit linsticemns

At± A-Ax = A+(X 4 - xi); for + Machlines
5. 6, 7 Previous solution Points

At: = A*1AX = A-(X4 - 2 ); for - Machlines 1•.2. 3 introlatedi nal-,at, Points
2 2 .

N) - ai37 = P3 - c3pa; along pathlines

p4 + (pa)+u4 = pi + (pa)+ui; along 4. Machlines

pi - (pa).u P2 + (pa)_u2; along - Machlines Figure 3. Finite difference grid for inverse characteristic
the inverse marching procedure described in Ref. 30 was boundary conditions3 0 .

applied to the nondimensional equations (Fig. 3). That -

is for any point on the exit boundary, the conrect slopes a4 0.5 -2-( R+ - R-

of the characteristics are first found by interpolating be-

tween local velocity and Maci number of two adjacent P4 P2 (114

points at the previous time level. Once the slopes are 4 12

found, the compatibility equations are solved giving local

density p, velocity u, and pressure p. The left running 4 Ili-

characteristics (-) brings the pressure of the surround-

ings to each exit node. Before the :'.pdate procedure

values along this characteristic (density and velocity) is !4 = 7P + Np(U2+ V+ W)
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Solid Walls part of the turbulent flow near solid boundaries. Oh and

For these planes boundary conditions were specified Schetz' s model adopts the three dimensional, rectangular

as follows: free jet model suggested by Sforza et al.27

u1 = V1w 1 = 0, Computation of a Two Dimensional Jet in a Crossfiow

P1 = P2 Preliminary computations of a 2-D jet in a crossfiow

Pi = Extrapolated from station 2 and station 3 by by using a grid with flat bottom showed singularities on

properly scaling with the local Jacobian. surface pressure distribution. These preliminary runs were

Indices: made for an arbitrary case for which a jet enters into a

1: station on the wall, crossflow which is not bounded from above. Application of

2: second station above (below) the wall, the boundary conditions for the preliminary run is shown

3: third station above (below) the wall. in Fig. 5 and the surface pressure distribution is shown in

Top Plane -

For open top plane of 3-D case boundary conditions

could be applied in two ways. First, the flowfield variables -

could be extrapolated from the station below. Second,

*the fcowfield variables could be set equal to the freestream

conditions. Both approaches were tested and found to

be suitable. However, it was felt that the first approach

under some conditions could lead to the divergence of 7 .

the solutions. Then the second approach was preferred I Jet

for the results which will be presented, no s.ip

Side Planes Figure 5. Aplication of the boundary conditions for the

Initial runs of the three dimensional problem was preliminary runs.

performed by using a rectangular half grid. For the side SLOT JET, NINFz@. 1, MJET0. 4

Y c

jet exit

2-
S×

1 zi--- 2 3 4 5

Figure 4. Application of the boundary conditions i.'r the

symmetry plane (not to scale). 16-

plane which is away from the jet exit, flowfield variables

were extrapolated from the neighbouring inner station. xD

For the side plane which is next to the symmetry plane Figure 6. Surface pressure distribution obtained for a 2-

the boundary conditions were applied refering to Figure D jet in a crossflow (not bounded from above)

4. as follows;

U1 = U3, V1 = -V3, W1 = W3, P1 = Ot3, 1 -- e3. Fig. 6. The two positive peaks seen at the edges of the

Indices: jet exit can not be considered as physical. This result was

1: first station in Y direction, probably due to imposing jet entrance boundary conditions

3: third station in Y direction, in a non-physical manner. Then it was decided to make a

Turbulence Modelling new grid which has a cavity for the jet entrance. The 2-D

Two different turbulence models were used depending jet in a crossflow results which wil! be presented here were

on the location. An algebraic turbulence model for curved obtained by using this new grid. Computawlns were made

jets proposed by Oh and Schetz' 4 was used for the jet region for a laniinar (pt = 0) and a turbulent jet ir order to see

and Baldwin-Lonm.x 26 model wax used for the remaining the effect of turbulence modelling.

S• I .... .....mlll' I l ll[ rem a: Ining7
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Experimental Data for Comparison This is a mixed algebraic-elliptic grid. Some properties of

A case from the Mikhail, Chu, Savage 3 experiments the initial algebraic grid was preserved by solving the q,
were chosen as the test case. Geometry and flowfield defi- ¢ parameters of the elliptic grid generation program. For

nition of these experiments are shown in Fig. 7. These are example • = constant lines are parallel lines and the initial

actually the flow visualisation experiments made in an open grid was totally conserved for the cavity region.

Computational Details

G IV - -ING. For the turbulent jet computations the turbulence mo-

U S • /€ •:. "-dels were applied as follows. First the Baldwin-Lomax26

model permitted to work up till z/d=5. Then the curved
11 jet model of Oh and Schetz"4 overwrite for the regions of its

applicability. In this way some sort of turbulence prediction
Lwas made for the entire jet and recirculation regions behind

V the jet entrance.

Figure 7. Geometry and flowfield definitions of Mikhail, Application of the boundary conditions are shown in

Chu and Savage experiments 3 . Figure 9. Characteristic boundary conditions were applied

top water channel. It was stated' that when the channel at the crossfiow entrance and at the flow exit planes, but

height was sufficiently high such experiments could repre- ordinary boundary conditions were applied at the jet en-

sent 2-D flowfields. For the present computations jet width trance plane. A velocity profile was specified at the jet
to channel width ratio (b/B) was chosen as 0.105 and jet entrance. This profile is shown in Figure 10 together with

to crossfiow velocity ratio was chosen as 4. Thus the pa- the equivalent volume flow uniform profile. Magnitude of

rameter: the flow exit velocity (u = 9.071) was found from a simple
integral sanalysis using the incompressible continuity equa-

V2 b tion. The pressure coefficient at the infinity (crossflow en--- = 1.68.
Y2 16 trance) was taken as zero. Then the pressure coefficient

Grid

The grid which has a cavity for jet entrance has the di- 1 I J

mensions of 116*5*65 in ý, q/, C directions respectively. In

physical coordinates the grid extends in the range -35 <

xib < 40, 0 < zib < 9.524 (except the cavity), and 0 <

y/b < 4. Since it was made for the solution of a 2-D

problem, the grid crossections are identical in y = con-

stant planes. Details of this grid are presented in Fig. 8.

/

Figure 8. Grid for the 2-D jet, 116*5*65.
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characteristic

[u=y=w=0
P = extrapolation

p = extrapolation
2

U =0.05 I u = 0.071v=O / v7=O

W= 0 1z 
V =0

W 0
a a ,o X a a wa

u = 0u =extrapolation

V =0

W=profile (W 0.2) w o'
pextraplapion p = extrapolation

pp = extrapolation
p = extrapolation

Figure 9. Application of the boundary conditions for the
S I

2-D jet.

at the exit (point 2 in Figure 9) can be calculated from in-

compressible Bernoulli equation as (C..,•i = -1.016). How-

ever, for this channel flow, viscous losses are important and II

the Cpxitt was taken lower than the value calculated from

the Bernoulli equation. In Figures 10 and 11 convergence

histories for a 20000 iteration laminar (i't = 0) and for a

20100 iteration turbulent runs are presented. In these fig- J
ures the upper curve shows the convergence of the L2 norm

of the residual and the lower curve shows the convergence Figure 10. 2-D jet exit velocity profile, dotted lines show

of the maximum residual. For both cases and for the first the equivalent volume flow uniform profile.

16000 iterations C,,.i. was taken as Cj,,.it = -1.92. For ItE-:-

the first 12000 iterations the characteristic boundary condi- IE-0:I

tions were applied as explained in the boundary :onditions

section. That means at the crossflow entrance t,.e plus and
IE-05- • .,.

minus Riemann invariants were calculated as

2 4. b f ±aBagM aa 14. Oae 18.Beay '- 1a® 11-8''8"••,0•.,,. " • .R+ U. + a.,;!,

2 1:E-08

=U2 -al
I TERAT IONS

and at the exit Figure 11. Convergence history for the 2-D laminar jet.

Upper curve represents the L2 norm of the residual, lower2
R+ = Ut + : (1 curve represents the maximumn residual.

2 However, when the surface pressure predictions checked for
- a2  the laminar and turbulent cases these curves seemed like

shifted upwards. Also there were two positive peaks right
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1-02-1 verted itsAf to a negative peak (Figure 13) and its magni-

IE-•]- tude was much lower than the previous one. ConsideringI. IE-0,4 the pressure peaks which occur at the flow entrance and exit

boundaries, they are actually local singularities which are
' J! • '-•-"'-"L located at the coruers uf the computational grid. They may

1--G6 ' . . . I be due to the sudden application of the no-slip condition.

8I8E. 07 They may also be due to the invalidity of the characteristic

IE-0S boundary conditions, which are based on inviscid equations,

around these highly viscous regions. 'Nevertheless they mayIE-09- V

be considered as local singularities which are not harmfull

ITERATIONS for the regions away from them. In Figure 14 the pressure

Figure 12. Convergence history for the 2-D turbulent jet. distribution along the z/b=4.76 line is presented. This line

Upper curve represents the L2 norm of the residual, lower is located at about the middle of the channel. Since it is

curve represents the maxinuun residual. away from the corners of the computational grid, no strange

pressure peaks at the flow entrance and exit planes can be

at the right and left boundaries. Then it was decided to observed.

give more weight to the specified oo and exit conditions. A 4000 iteration laminar run took about 3 hours and

At the entrance in calculation of R-, a 2 was replaced by 42 minutes of CPU time and about 26 Megabytes of RAM

a,, and at the exit in calculation of R+, a, was replaced at the M.E.T.U. machine (IBM-3090 180S, vector, single

by a2. After 16000th iteration it was observed this pro- CPU). A 4000 iteration laminar run required 6 hours and

cess was quite effective for shifting the curves downwards. 15 minutes CPU time at the TAI machine (IBM-3090 150E,

We may say that particularly the change made at the exit scalar, upgraded). For a 4000 iteration turbulent run 7

plane was effective. Also the positive peak at the exit con- hours and 6 minutes CPU time was needed at the TAI

CP machine.

4- Results

In Figures 15 and 16 the streamlines obtained after
2 12000 and 20000 laminar (pt = 0) iterations are presented.

"- ----- e-' •'Size of the lanminar bubble was growing with the iterations

-30 -20 -12 16 20 3 and it was not reached to its steady state size even after

"12000 iterations. In Figures 17-18 the streamlines for the

-4_jI \ turbulent runs after 12000 and 20100 iterations are pre-

sented. The shape and the size of the turbulent bubble is
"quite different than the laminar bubble and it is quicker to

reach its steady state form with the number of iterations.

Figure 13. Pressure distribution prediction along x a The big difference between the laminar and turbulent bub-

bles state the necessity of turbulence modeling, whether
St t 2rough or accurate, for the prediction of these type of flow-

"fields. In Figure 19 the pressure distribution on the bottom
4- surface (more correctly along x axis, z/b •= 0) obtained af-

ter 20000 turbulent iterations is presented. Around the jet
2- exit we observe two sharp negative pressure peaks at the

- - both edges of the jet exit. These peaks can be considered

-2- as the corner effects. This figure should be compared with

Fig. 6. Figure 6. shows the surface pressure prediction for

a 2-D jet injected into a crossflow which was not bounded

-_ from above. Therefore, overall agreement of these two fig-

Figure 14. Pressure distribution in x direction, z/b=4.76 ures can not be expected. Here the purpose of comparison

line 2-D, turbulent, aftri20100 iteration, is related to the two positive pressure peaks which can bellne2-D tubulntafter 20100 iterations.
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V lt

Figure 15. Streamlines, 2-D, laminar, after 12000 iterations.

..............

Figure 16. Streamlines, 2-D, laminar, after 20000 iterations.

Figure 17. Streamlines, 2-D, turbulent, after 12000 iterations..

Figure 18. Streamlines, 2-D, turbulent, after 20100 iterations.

observed in Fig. 6 at the edges of the jet exit and next to alisation studies were available experimentally. In compar-
the negative peaks. These two positive peaks can not be ison of eddy shape factors (HiIL) and eddy heights (He/B)
considered as physical. The pressure distribution shown in the present results after 20100 laminar iterations and after
Fig. 6 was obtained by using a grid with flat bottom. Go- 12000 turbulent iterations were in better agreement with
ing back to the Figure 19 it can be observed that these very the experiment than the present results after 20000 turbu-
high positive peaks, which may be called as singularities, lent iterations (Figures 20 and 22). On the other hand,
were removed by the utilization of the 2-D grid with cay- the laminar result did not agree with the experiment in
ity. In Figures 20-22 comparisons made with the available comparison of jet widths, (Ho - Ht)/L, while the turbulent
experimental data are shown. Oaly the results of flow visu- results agreed well. The disagreement of the laminar result
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i.o T l~ I 111 I' ll.. Ij II '''i

CP. . i1" ,

5 -4 -3 .2 -i 1 2 3 4 5 t TL-

01 12

3 -2
B L20

00104 L
It •.4.''. * 00417 I

0 1040

001 0 I 10 10

-b- V' b
00 0 1.618

Figure 22. Comparison with the experiment3 , jet width.

XD in prediction of Hi. This could be related to the accuracy
Figure 19. Pressure distribution along x axis, 2-D, turbu- of the turbulence modelling. Here it should be mentioned
lent, after 20000 iterations. that experimental results were obtained by ,lye injection

.0 il ' ' .... ii i'iiiiI i and the turbulent mixing of the dye may particularly make

-I the measurement of Hi difficult.L T 20
ZT12 Computation of a Three Dimensional Jet

\ Tio
% in Crossiow

SbSimilar to the two dimensional case preliminary com-i
00104 putations of a three dimensional jet in crossflow by using• 00417

00, ,,t ,,' U, ,,,, 1064 0o4o a rectangular grid with flat bottom showed singularities on

001 0. ?, . io surface pressure distribution. It was again decided to make
U IB 1.68 a new grid with a cavity for the jet entrance. However,

r 2the results obtained by using the rectangular grid were in
Figure 20. Comparison w the experiment 3 , eddy shape reasonably good agreement with the experimental results

f; factor.
L20 :Laminar, after 20000 iterations. excluding the singularities. Therefore here, the results ob-

tained by using both grids will be presented.
T12 Turbulent, after 12000 iterations.
T20 Turbulent, after 20100 iterations. Experimental Data for Comparison

1.0 i " 1 ... lrT A case from the circular jet in crossflow experiments
H.,' L20 of Kavsao~lu and Schetz2" was chosen as the test case. For

. ,- . •-T12 this experimental results the circular jet was injected from

"" T20 a flat plate in normal direction to the crossflow. The jet
exit velocity profile was uniforni with about 3 % turbu-

b ."lence level. In Ref. 28 this case was mentioned as the low
S, 00o,0, turbulence case. Crossflow was also uniform and had very

0 1040 o, low turbulence level. The jet to crossflow velocity ratio
0 01 i•,, I I I ', I I bInC -s it I 1 a o u o a h

0 o0 o to ,, o was 4. Crossflow Mach number was -o 0.05 and the

"U'• B1.68 jet exit Mach number was Mj = 0.2. Reynolds number
Figure 21. Comparison with the experiment', eddy height. based on jet diameter and freestream velocity was 51400.
L20: Laminar, after 20000 iterations, The jet exit velocity was about 67 in/sec. Experimentally
T12: Turbulent, after 12000 iterations, obtained velocity vectors in the jet centerplane and the sur-
T20: Turbulent, after 20100 iterations, face pressure distribution results will be presented later in

can particularly be attributed to the overprediction of the comparison with the numerical results.

jet length L. Overall, the turbulent results after 12000 it-

erations were in best agreement with the experiment. The

turbulent results after 20100 iterations were les§ succesful
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Computations Made by Using

a Flat Bottom Rectangular Grid

The specified conditions for these runs were as follows:
Freestreamn Mach Number: M,,, = 0.1,

Jet Exit Mach Number: M, = 0.4, based a00,

Jet to freestream velocity ratio: R=4.0

Reynolds number based on jet diameter

and the freestream velocity: Re=51400.

These conditions were in agreement with the exper- /
imental conditions except the Mach numbers were twice

that of the experimental values. This was done because of

using a compressible flow solver while trying to keep the Figure 23. The rectangular grid for circular jet computa-

flowfield still effectively incompresible. tions, -12 < X/D < 22, -0.123 < Y/D < 6, 0 < ZID <

G 15, (59*21*45).

A simple rectangular grid shown in Figures 23 and 24 41 I il I I
was used. This is a half grid for the utilization of symme- ........ I
try boundary conditions. In the X-Y plane the data points

are clustered around the jet exit. Geometric stretching was Iii
used towards upstream, downstream and side. In the Z di- -- . jf
rection up to about Z/D=2 exponential stretching was used _ ,

to capture the viscous layer on the surface. Then constant V'S . ) I rjj I j I V
spacing was used up to about Z/D=7.5 and a larger con- r- I. .J I i .. _ a ,•

stant spacing was used up to Z/D=15. This grid extends SmMel, b.c. 3

in the range -12 < X/D <_ 22, -0.123 < Y/D < 6 and ,.,.

0 < Z/D < 15. The total number of grid points is 59*21*45 Figaure 24. The rectangular grid for circular jet comrputa-

55755 in C, 77, ( directions respectively. tions, X-Y plane, enlarged around the jet exit.

Computational Details were applied. The pressure and density were extrapolated

The turbulence models were applied as follows. First and a uniform velocity profile was specified. Looking at

the Baldwin-Lomax 26 model worked up till Z/D=7.5. Then Figure 26, at the points which are on or inside the circle

the curved jet model of Oh and Schetz 14 worked for the jet shown '.he jet entrance boundary conditions were specified.

region. In order to have a smooth p, distribution the final Diameter of this circle was 97 % of the actual jet diame-
yj values for the jet region were determined by using a ter in order to compansate for the viscous boundary layer
Harmonic averaging as follows; losses.

2 pt, Baldwin - L onax P ,cu rved-je t

Pt,Baldwin-Lomaz + Pt,curved-jet Convergence of the L2 norm of the residual is presented

The boundary conditions were applied as explained in in Figure 25. For the first 3000 iterations it was a laminar

the Boundary Conditions section. For the flow in plane run (p, = 0). After 3000th iteration the turbulence models

the simple Riemann invariant type and for the flow out were applied and this shows itself with a peak in conver-

plane the inverse extrapolation type characteristic bound- gence history next to the 3000th iteration.

ary conditions were applied. For the bottom solid walls the Resilts

pressure and density were extrapolated and the no slip con- In Figure 26 the surface pressure contours are pre-

dition was applied, For the top plane and the side plane sented in -onparison with the experimental data"8 . In
the flowfield variables were set equal to the values at the this figure locations marked with V represents the grid

neighbouring inner planes. For the symmetry plane (see skiwness effects on the surface pressure distribution. Go-

Figure 24), variables at the K=- plane were set as follows; ing back to Figure 24 it can be seen that at these locations

PI -), UI = U3, VI = -vs, Wa W31, eI = e3. At the jit the grid lines have some skewness. In Figure 26 locations
entrance ordinary (non-characteristic) boundary conditions marked with 'S' represents the positive pressure singulari.
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St - .experiment.

lE-BI ~U/Uo® = I --
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Figure 25. The convergence history for the circular jet runs /

using the rectangular grid.

PRESENT, EXPERIMENTS 2,I
RECTANGULAR GRID N 0 1 2 3 , 5 6

Z/D X/D

1 ) . . . . . . ., - -'-" " " -" -' -
.... -.----

"S -- ---. '-.,- I / - -/ -

<"( _ __-" •I / I ,// / / / ,

- - /lll / / / / / A

• <" ~~~-,- -. ,ll/AI I , .
'--,

-- I I ' I I I .. . " " I - I

-1 8 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 27. Circular jet velocity vectors in jet centerplane
(y/d=-0), after 5000 iterations, rectangular grid in conipar.

Figure 26. Circular jet surface press•ure contours, after ison with the experimeut28.
5000 iterations, rectangular grid, in comparison with the
experiment 28 .

Computations Made by Using a Grid with Chvity

ties. Overall reasIonable agreement with the experiment cani The specified conditions for these run.; were as follows;
be oblerved. Disagreiements may be attributed to the grid Freestream Mach Nu. ber: M 0 = 0.075,

skewness and singularities. For th.! wal-e region behind the Jet Exit Mach Number: M, = 0.3, based a,

jet effect of turbllence modelling should also he considered. Jet to freestrfam velocity ratio: R=4.0
In Figure 27 the velocity ,-.ctors in the jet centerplane are Reynolds number based on jet diameter

presented in comparison with the experimental data. 8 . The and the freestrealn velocity: Re=51400.
agreement can be Considered as satisfactory.
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a) 2-D hialf grid with cavity which was rotated,oftl2-sein
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"U - = 0.075 inverse characteristic

CharacteristicV

=1 2 r0-0 P=a =l " u 4 2
U' =. t7 a= 2" U7 I J U2• --- 4

W=O VU V4d W4

_ _ _ P 4.

: ] u, v, w, p ~p ; extrapolation , _
: . . .. ]p;extr.apolation " I w = wjo=profile, •** = 0.3• P2- =II U = 0

Figure 29. Application of the boundary conditions for the

circular je t in crossflow computation.

obtained after rotation are shown respectively. In Figures

28-a amd 28-b the ý, h, ( directions and distribution of cor- Ucxý

responding J, K, L indices are also shown. During rotation

the original two dimensional grid was also stretched for rear

part of the jet exit.

Computational Details

The turbulence models were applied as follows. First

the Baldwin-Lomax2 model was applied over the flat plate 8
up till z/d = 2.0 excluding the cavity region. Then the D 2
curved jet model of Oh and Schetz' 4 was applied for the

curved jet region. No other turbulence predictions were ?

made for the regions which were excluded by these two 1 -

models such as the wake behind the jet.

Same with the experimental case2" the jet to free-

stream velocity ratio was 4 and the Reynolds number based

on 'reestream velocity ani the jet diameter was 51400. Figure 30. Circular Jet exit velocity profile set by the ap-
tplication of characteristic boundary conditions.However the £reestreamn and the jet Maclh numbers were

taken as 0.075 mid 0.3 inswead of the experimental 0.05 and J=JMAX s Conditions at the top plane IL=LMAX)

0.2. This was done so by expecting better results when a were set equal to the freestrean conditions. For the jet en-

compressible floe solver used while keeping the flowfield ef- trance simple Rienann invariant type inflow characteristic

fectively incompressible. Application of the boundary con- boundary conditions were used. At the jet entrance a ve-
ditions are summa:ized in Figure 29. No slip condition was locity profile was specified as infinity condition as shown by

applied from J=6 fill J=37. Riemann invariant type in- the dotted lines in Figure 30. This profile was then modified

,low boundary conditions were applied from K=1 till K=K1 to the one shown by arrows by the application of Riemann

and from K=K2 till K=I'MAX at the J=JMAX surface invariant type boundary conditions as the velocity profile
(see Fig. 28). Rearplane inverse characterictic boundary at the jet entrance plane (point 1 in Figure 29). The +

conditiv-.a were applied from 1(=Kl+l till K=K2-1 at the
Riemann invariant was obtained at point joo and the -

Riemann invariant was obtained at point 2 as;
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" P =Pi
R• =w,. + ý7--1- ai. --P-- + ., 2 2

2 where. Pi, uj, v, wl, p, are the variables at point,W2 - - a2  (2,K,L) and P2, U2 , v2, W2), 2 are the variables at point

and the velocity and the speed of sound at point 1 was (2,KK,L). Poiut (2,KK,L) is at the opposite direction of
calculated as; point (2,K,L) with respect to point (1,K,L).

In Figure 32 the convergence history of these three
u, 0.5 ( Rt+ + " ) dimensional computations can be seen. In this Figure the

upper curve represeits the L2 norm of the residual and the

0 _ lower curve represents the maximum residual. These 3-D
2 - )runs were performed at the IBM 3090 180S vector machine

with single CPU of Middle East TocdmicaJ Universify. By
(see the Bu uxdkay Conditions section). For the two coin- using the 42*55*45 grid about 40 megabytes of RAM was
ciding planes, K=I and K=KMAX density, velocity corn- needed and each 1000 iterations required about 3 hours
ponents and pressure was obtained by averaging the cor- and 52 minutes CPU time including two read operations
responding values from the K=2 and K=KMAX-1 planes. for the solution and grid files and one write operation for
For the J=1 surface the application of the boundary con- the solution file.
ditions can be explained by the help of Figure 31. The
flowfield variables (p, u, v, w, p and e ) at point (1,K,L)

were obtained from the variables at point (2,K,L) and at (,KL)
point (2,KK,L) as follows;

i =p, .1 + p2r,
P = - -_ _ .

ulr2 + u 2r 1

r, + r 2

r2 + V2r K.)
r, + r2 Figure 31. Application of the boundary conditions for the

w w1r 2 + u2r, J=1 plane.
Srl + r2

10 2 CFL= 25 1 C FL =10 CFL=5

10

10--

10- I L2

) 10 -1•

10 -'

10 -11

I0-1 MAX

10 -10

10 "1

0 2000 4000 ITERATIONS 6 0 0 0

Figure 32. Convergence history for the circular jet in a crossflow computation,
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~ 1 _____only the C, -.0.2, -1 and -2 lines are conpiaued with theSIn Figure 33 the velocity vetors in jet centerplane experimental ones. -0.2 line extended to a larger region be-(Y/D = 0), in Figure 34 the velocity vectors i.. j he X/D hind the jet and th,- experimental figuiri had nime asym-

-.1)M p l'' presented in comparison with theexper- metry. In general the agreements was reasonably good. In.:•~-itt =8 the.I presen coiaioa presente was comarso wthth epe-

imental results". hi Figure 3' the velocity vectors in the Fithre 38 the present compnteational result was compared

Z/D=0.61 plane are presented. In general the agreerneat of with the incompressible Finite Element simulation of Oh

the velocity vectors with the experimentaly obtained veloc- and Schetz". Finite Element approach provided pressure

ity vectors are reasonably good. Note that velocity scales cotours free from oscillations. owever for the rear of-ithe jrt exit present computations agrted better widsh the
way be different in Figure 34. in Figure 36 computation-

aly obtained stuface pressure distributions are presented e
in comparison with the experimental data2". In Figure 37

EXPERIMENT 2
-

U/U= =1

(0 - .0 . -. - - - -- - .,.- • -

Figu-re 33. Velocity vectors in Y/D =0.0 plane, (jet centerpane) in comparison

with the experiment~g.

N'- -- - - •- --. -
-. - - . .. • •-- = 4 --• _ "-.--., "---.,.- -

/! .- , / 3'-•-• --.--- .. - .- 4-
F igur, 35. Veloc--ity v r in C1 p

"/ - *3"1 • / ' - - -•

-.-.. ' . -. -. •. ,- " .

o-0 -- •? -

- 3 -2 -I 0- U00

Figure 33. Velocity vectors in Y/D = 0.01 plane,.jtcnepae ncmaio
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I Uzef~tQ 1 ga

EXPERIMENT2 o
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', * . . . -" ..... \41l I?/t,~ ..... . .
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I -.
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V2- = o I - -
2 3 2 1 0 / 30 I 2 V/I

Figure 34. Velocity vextors in X/D = 1.026 plane in comparison with the

v.xprimtnt2 8 .

Discussion be considered as giving more weight to the co conditions
In this study Navier-Stokes sifr. %lations of two and in the averaging process. Another benefit of these bound-

three dimensional iets were performed. The goal was to ary conditions is they set a velocity profile at the boundary
achieve some progress in the computation r: VTOL air- plane which may be different than the specified profile at
craft aerodynamics. These type of fltwfields are in general the oo plane and which is more realistic. This is particu-
coulpr¢.ssible in nature. In the present study a compressible larly useful when no-slip condition is applied suddenly after
flow solver was used but effeatively incompressi~le fiowfields the flow entrance.
were simulated to start and Also to compare the results ob- When using a grid with flat bottom and specifying the
tamned with the available experimental data. Application jet e±itrance boundary conditions at the bottom plane sud-
of characteristic boundary conditions for the flow in and denly, pressure singularities were obtained at the edges of
flow out planes were found to be useful to improve the tbe jet exit. These were local troubles and were not very
convergence of the solutions. Theve Lre actually averag- harmful for the regions away from them. In the present
ing processes between a point outside the computational study, dye to the importance of flowfield very near the jet
grid (oo point) and a point inside the computational grid exit, cavity grid approach was tested. Making a cavity for
(inn er point) in order t~o s. the conditions at a poin0� t�he jet entrance wý-s found to be successful to remove these
the boundary of the computational grid (bodndary point). pressure singularities. H-,wever, in a previous study3' a
This way the boundary conditions are applied slowly and tiwree dimensional grid with cavity produced unsuccessful
smoothly by the increasing nunber of iterations which is pr*,:;sure predictions due to highly skew nature of the grid.
helpful for the convergence. In the present study a two dimensional cavity grid was ro-

Characteri.stic boundary conditionis utilizes the RU!-- tated around an a/is to obtain a three dimensional cavitymann invariaants. For flow in planes + Riemanni invariant• iscacuinvatrdants. t r low pint pandhes + Rieman invarian is grid. This produced much less skewnes when compared tocalculated at the oo point mi~d the - Riemann invariant is
the grid used in Ref. 34 which made the pressure predic-calculated at the ionner point and both are assumed valid at tions more successful.

the botmdary point. In a previous study"4 , it was also ob- In the present study, locally valid algebraic turbulence
served if in %e calculation of - Riemann invariant taking models were used. In the computation of the jets in cross-
the speed of sound from the oo point instead of the inner flow problem the effects of turbulence models can be ob-
point could cause improvements in convergence. This may served only after the perfect solution of the problems asso-
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Figure 36. Surfac prs W , _ - e. 1 . C with

FE

I i =I J=

LL a

I 1 o = ,di ,, , /
- ' ", ' ' J"' -' at=- ! - .= Ia.=

i t solid36.S comparison with

cite wt tegrd ndte Sourfacpressondetiont.urs a C,, (pp 0 )/)i

m lexperiment 2 e.

'Ii

- -1- I~

otiecabeueasatscaefrtetruecmo-Figure 38. Comparison of the pmsn sufc pressur -I.red-0.

ients oli dinesn reprsen theen incompresson. FiieElmn:reito

o ( O

elated with the grid and the boundary conditions. It also,

seems like further experimental studies are necessary to ob- S -_______________

t ain the turbulence field. Experimentally obtained ;:t field 8: 8: 8: 8
' can be pluged into the Navier. Stokes code and the results

obtained can be used as a test case for the turbulence rood- Figure 38. Comparison of the present surface pressure pre-

els. dictions with the incompressible Finite Element prediction

of Oh and Schetzi".
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Effects, d Limitations of Spanwise Blowing

""a W.H. Staudadher SHead Predesign and Design Analysi

Deutsche Aerospace AG
Military Aircraft Division

P.O.Box 80 11 60
D-8000 Munich 80

1. SUMMARY section headed 'Effects'. The following paragraph
Concentrated spanwise blowing over wings is a 1Lmits" will consider aerodynamic characteristic, s
technique using mainly the secondary (=nonreac- of this technique which have -in the author's opin-
live) effects of a jet in crossflow, with the primary ion- contributed to its 'Limitations' (say: missing
intention to generate and/or stabilize and control practical application or even non-applicatility ?),
separated rolled-up leading edge vortex systems. which will be discussed in the concluding section
"Mbis means an indirect application of a crossflow jet from the vi%:w of the complete design.
via triggering an other crossfiow phenomenon, the
L.E. vortex.

Rudder

(1) Based on the results of extensive experimental I V

research, the merits and shortcomings of this tech-
nique are overviewed concerning

* aerodynamic performance Slat 0-900 Aileron -900
* stability and control aspects So O _ FowlAe-Fr p 0-00o

(2) The limits of aerodynamic efficiency are estabil- Soraod 00

ished on an empirical/theoretical basis and corn- Fins (D
pared tId experimental results. There is found a
definite upper and lower boundary. Horizontal

- To-11

(3) The &uthor's view is given concerning the prac- a roaable

tical (non-) applicability of this simple technique Canar s (I
a mova Ae

and the reasons for missing examples in operational all

aircraft are discussed via comparison to competilive
approaches.

2. INTRODUCTION
The basic ideas of spanwise blowing came to ap-
pearance in the late 60-s, they can be attributed (to
the author's knowledge) to JJ.Cornish and CJ.
Dixon, both from Lockheed, USA, and Ph. Pois-
son-Quinton from O.N.E.R.A., France. ''hus
spanwise blowing may be regarded as the resuit of
an ingenious transatlantic alliance.

The technique was "boomkg,' then by many publi- 3x3 r L.S. Tnnel, OFVLR Giltingen
cations in the 1970's and it was at that time when
the author himself came into the game (which does Fig. 1 Pilot model
not mean that he claims the reason for that
"boom'). Meanwhile, effects and efficiency of con- When in the course of this paper spanwise blowing
centrated blowing are well established from the ex- ia addressed, see FiW.l, this always refers to a con-
perimental side, spanning from improvements of centrated transversal jet, which is dinected over the
performances (lift increase and drag reduction) to suction side of a lifting surface, blowing roughly
stability (around all axes depending on the location parallel to its plane and leading edge. Thus we shall
of the blowing jet over the wing, the tails or the focus here on two effects, which may act separately
body) and control augmentation (rudders and flaps). or simultaneously depending on the type of the flow
Some promising results will be repeated in the next around the given wing planform:

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and &xperimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow', April, 1993,
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41 If the wing is exhibiting stable separated L.E. flow characteristics
vortex systems by virtue of its geometry (e.g. u low-speed M - 0.2 / Re0, 2.11106
on a slender delta-type or strake wing) then * ageo tak.0•a• 9
L.E. vortices may be manipulated by the pres-
ence of the spanwise jet. " side-slipangle'-IS*- ::r 15•

* In the other case of a less slender and less swept
wing (say: for arbitrary wing planforms) a sim- -_,% _%,_0%_70.

ilar vortex system can be generated, stabilised
and controlled on this wing "naturally' nonex- .. T

hibiting this type of separation. .. k:-.' ~CLEAN WING :

Note that in the latter case spanwise blowing will BOD00Y
not only introduce a gobal change of the wing up-
perside flow field but will also trigger this type of
separation which is called 'global" in the frame of
the topology of 3-d separated flows. , G ,,SLO¶.,,.

3. EFFECTS - -,'
All the data presented in this paragraph were takenCLEAN WING 2"
from the result of the former working group + ODY WITIJ _ , ,:
Wings with Controlled Separation' The group's P Ip.\

activities were directed on the experimental investi.
* gation of flows with stable L.E. vortex systems, es-

pecially on the development of strake wings (1969 -
1978) and on spanwise concentrated blowing (1915
- 1982).

Members of this team were individuals from CLEAN WING,

DFVLR (now DLR), the former companies MBB BODY, STRAKE WiTH 0o
and VFW (both now DASA) and, temporarily, AILERON +300 a ,, 4

O.N.E.RA., France, their work being sponsored at 00o
that time by the German Ministry of Defense. The " "0'
working group 'Wings with Controlled Separation' °0"!
itself separated controlled (-loyal to its name-) after D_ __

ten years activity in 1983. For detailed results con-
cerning spanwise blowing the interested reader is "-"
refered to refs. [9 -13, 16 - 19]

3.1 Approach Fig. 2 Tested nozzle positions

The experimental approach taken to optimize the
effects of spanwise blowing comprised the following
items of variation: The low-speed windtunnel tests were conducted in

* wing geometry the 3x3m LS-turmel of DLR G6tttingen and in the
a trapezoidal wing (see Fig. 1) large (transonic) facility S I of O.N.E.R.A., Modane
a strake + trapezoidal wing (see Fig. 1) (po.. stall investigations). Detailed results can be
a delta wing taken from refs. 110, 11, 12, 17].
a clean or high-lift configuration

* blowing nozzle parameters 3.2 Effects for the Trapezoidal Wing
a 6 chordwise positions housed in the This wing has the following characteristics (see

wing/body juncture (see photo in Fig. 1)
a 41 positions above the outboard wing (see Fig. 1)

Fig.2)
a 3 nozzle heights ZD/D = 1.0/1.5/2.0 * Aspect ratio AR = 3.2
W blowing angles (variable around two axes) * L.E.sweep (po = 320
• nozzle diameters (D = 15ram or 7.5ram) * Taper ratio X = 0.3

0 blowing characteristics * NACA 64 A 005.5 (mod.) wing section (twisted
• intensity 0 < C : < 0.4 and cambered)

(blowing coefficient Ci = 2 mjet/P oo
VooZ(S w 9In Fig.3,the effect of varying the nozzle position in

a symmetrical/ asymmetrical blowing chordwise direction (x/c=0.1/0.25/0,40/0.75) and
a blowing over flaps or rudders (aileron), see over the exposed span (y/s =0.1/0.25/0.40/0.60/

Fig.2 0.80) is presented. The criterion used is the maid-
s blowing simultaneously over strake and mum induced lift increment given by the presence

T wing / wing and aileron or flap of the blowing jet. Nozzle height (zD/D 1.5) and
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blowing direction (parallel to the surface and parallel * chordwise position at 40% root chord
to the L.E. hence VPD - 320) were kept constant • Blowing direction AfD = 15, that is ap-
here as well as the blowing coefficient Cp1 = 0.1. proximately par&llel to the leading edge, hence9)D "- 90 =- 32°
Note that the data are representing pure acrodyra- * nozzle height 1.50 (ZD/D = 1.5).
Y mic interference effects of blowing as the nozzles blowing angle relative to surface ± 1.5°, say
were always mounted sting fixed. So direct reaction parallel to the surface.
(thrust or lift-) effects were not measured. The best Nozzle height was found to have only marginal ef-
positions chordwise are varying between the leading fects when varied in the range of ZD/D = 1.0 - 2.0,
edge and the 40 % chord position, and, as expected, inclination of the jet nozzle should not exceed
the trend is for the more inboard locations of the - 1.50. For wings exhibiting a natural tendency to
blowing nozzle. Anticipating the result of the opti- develop L.E. vortices due to their high sweep (del-
mization of the nozzle positions housed in the ta-type and strakewings) the optimum position
1 wingtbody juncture (y/s = 0), which will be given shifts forward (- 10% of root chord or extended
w uroot chord respectively), again blowing roughly par-
next and which were actually obtained earlier, the allel to the L.E. and the other parameters being un-
locus of the total optimum is already shown (large altered. Note that this preference of the inboard
circle at y/s= 0 and x/c =0.40). The approach to position is a remarkable and rare result in aero-
this total optimum is depicted in Fig.4. Again, the dynamics: The most simple system (weight, struc-
same measure of improvement Amax. is ture, mechanical supply, complexity etc.) is also thesam masue f iprvemntA(CLCqL) mxis aerodynamically most efficient one heie.
used. In Fig.4 the important part of the optimiza-

tion process is given, i.e. the influences of the nozzle Basic data of lift, pitching moment aid drag for
chordwise position XD/cr and the effect of nozzle various blowing intensities Cgj are given in Fig.5,
sweep AftD ( A(pD counts positive when the nozzle when applying the (nearly) optimum nozzle posi-
is swept aft of the respective constant percent chord tions just derived for the clean trapezoidal wing (the
line, so that the resulting nozzle sweep slightly different nozzle height ZD/D = 2.0 instead
(PD _ 9P(xrc) +A(PD). Finally the optimum posi- of 1.5 is not important).
tin is found for: The domir ant effects are

* increase of maximum lift with simultaneous
increase of angle of attack of maximum lift

o10!ptu * increasing lift curve slope, hence non-linear lift
0 with increasing CLt and a (the maximum local

slope dCLJdC rises from 3.4 1/rad/C11 =0 to 5.2
1/rad / Cg = 0.4, that is more than 50%)

* for low angles of attack a small quasi camber
effect is found (this will be analysed in Fig.6)

S0* this (quasi-) camber effect is not found in the
pitching moment data (C" not altered), but
increasing Cg tends to linearize the data to60;1. 70'1.

trace of0,I.', higher a.o.a. and lift (constant neutralpoint)
IUD% ,reduced lift dependent drag, the effect will be

discussed later in Fig.7.
Fig. 3 Effect @5 noule position on outboard wi'ig

The afore mentioned quasi camber effect is shown
in more detail in Fig.6a (for C1 < 0.1) and Fig.6b

d0-5 'mm0. for high Cg. Evidently the displacement effect of the
A( CL,;)1QXl ID t)o otransversal jet increases strongest for low Cg as long

S 0 Pi 45as the convergent nozzle does not blow supecritical.
c This can be seen when comparing the results in

Fig.6a for the small and the big nozzle. The smaller
0.5 0,, nozzle develops the highest gradients AC./ ACt.

Both the nozzles being driven supercritically their
slopes tend to converge, and both running highly
supercritical (say Cj = 0.08 for the small nozzle

0., and C4 = 0.3 for ehe big one) the effect seemingly
comes to a stop. Indeed, the same effect was found
for the other "camber*-effect noticed, namely the
shift of the drag polar apex (which cannot be real-

03. 'dip. . ized in the crude scale of Fig.5).

F. 4 Option of JO 0i w i on Its specific trend is given by Figs.6, too, when one
(blowing fomu thme wing root) takes 60% of the ACL-values depicted there.
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Fig. 5 Effects of spanwise blowing on lift, pitching moment and drag

The corresponding shift of minimum drag ACDmin
and zerolift drag ACDo could not be seen in Fig.5,
right hand graph. Analysis gave simple relations

0 ACDmin "- 0.033 Cg4 and
* ACDO "- 0.042 Cg
They are averaged values for medium Cg, for low

Cg. < (1.05 they tend to be higher, the opposite is . -
true for Cg4  > 0.05, coming toa slopfor C > 0.0~
0.4 approiimately. These characteristics are 'ound
to type of planform and blowing direction. For 0.o ,.
practical purposes we can state that roughly 4% of
the total jet momentum is transformed into aeroe QoA. Q 0'r o 0.0 45,•
dynamic drag by interference effects (viscositiy plus
displacement) at low cc. As the nozzle was swept b) cg ýk 0.1
back here by - 300 (9DD = go = 320) approxi- , c ,,.
mately 8% of the nominal propulsive nozzle thrustare lost. (Hopefully, the reader has recognized thatthis short excursion to drag-inc-ease due to span-,

wise blowing is only justified by pure academic in-
terest. Evidently it will not make sense from o,-
practical reasons to switch on the blowing system
at low lift and a.o.a., where it would add drag by - a
negative aerodynamic interference -simply speaking-
before the crossover point of the respective drag
polars is overstepped to gain LID. Also, the argu-
ment that there is available excessive thrust from the c. ), .blowing system's reactive force is poor, as there is Fig. 6 Quasi-camber-effect of concentratedno way to get power from the engine to drive the blowing on trapezoidal wing
blowing nozzle wit' )ut paying a higher loss in the
former's gross thrust. Hence, pure aerodynamic
reasoning turns out to be poor overall reasoning
here)

/
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In Fig.7 analysis of the lift dependent drag as af- 3.3 Compamison of Effidmdeies
fected by spanwise blowing is presented. The factor The primary design goal of the different blowing
of induced drag K = CDi/C 2 is plotted versus lift techniques (concentrated or distributed blowing, see
between the limits of ideal '00% L.E. suction and e.g. [10, 23] and BLC-methods) is the enhancement
zero suction of the unblown basic wing (AR = 3.2). of high-lift performance. So their intention may aim
The basic wing (C1 = 0) shows the typical behavi- from the global modifaction of the wing flowfield
our of a thin, modierately swept wing with small (as presented so far) over concentrated blowing on
L.E. radius (better: low Reynoldsnumber based on flaps or rudder to blowing at distinct critical places
the L.E. radius), thus exhibiting a long bubble- for buffet suppresion (ref. [14]). In the latter case the
type' •eparation with low drag-break lift coefficient question is existing if this method is a meaningful
CLOb • 0.3). Further indication of this spdcial measure of repair (when thinking of the system ia-
type Of separation is found in the respective devel- plications iniroduced then).
opment of lift at high angles of attack as already
shown in Fig.5. BLC methods will give a maximum of aerodynamic

effects for a minimum of 'jet' energy (reduced dgain
When spanwise blowing comes into the game, the by problems of complexity and reliability of the
l dependent drag is drastically reduced at high aL system), but usefulness is weak for slender, highly
(Fig.7). With increasing C a "plateau' is developed swept wings and for tailless configuratio~is. In sec-
which tends to lower K-levels and extends to in- tion 5 of this paper a discussion will be given of
creasing lift coefficients. This second 'plateau* is some general aspects concerning applicability.
typical for the effect of spanwise blowing as well as
for the effect of a slender strake added to the basic
wing (the curve for Cg = 0.1/basic wing -see I 5
Fig.7- is practically duplicating the strake effect on ( _ _ __)opt._

lift and drag for a strake with 75* sweep and an
area-ratio of 11%). Both the boundaries for zero __

and full suction, resembling the limits of the basic
wing alone, are loosing their meaning when applied . - ._
to cases with spanwise blowing. In fact, the 'pla-
teau' of reduced K-factors in the licter case always . •
holds for zero-suction only and simply reflects the
reduction of this specific K-factor, which is pro- 4

duced by the increase of lift curve slope due to
blowing. Hence ist reflects the reduced value of -- _

I/CL(CLQ, CV1) which can be taken from the graph
on the left side of Fig. 5. So the simulated gain ofL.E. suction suggested by Fig.7 once more is the .05 3.10 5.15 0.20 f•25 c9•0

effect of additional nonlinear lift produced by a sta-
ble, separated vortex system manipulated by the Fig. 8 Effects of wing planform and type of blowing
blowing jet (or produced by a L.E. strake directly).

A simple figure of merit is the ratio ACL/AC9
There is a third boundary plotted in Fig.7. It is given quantifying the capability to transform jot momen-
in advance of a result from para.4, when this limit turn into useful aerodynamic lift. It will be used in
will be derived for the case of Cg1 tending to infinity, the following two graphs. Note, that there are not

measured any direct jet forces due to the blowing
nozzle, the system being sting- mounted. For a

07 -. complete analysis of effects see ref. 112). In Fig.8 the
CDI efficiency ratio ACLJACIL is compared for the clean

K -I" configurations of the basic trapezoidal wing and the
0mm strake wing (strake wing = trapezoidal wing +

strake with 75* L.E. sweep and Sexplstrake = 11%
0 -- 0- Sref - 13% Se. ) Position and dirdction of the jet

t ESutha,0 .nozzle are: lW% of the extended root chord
0.3- / AS,. .2 03 G~s (xr/Cr = 0.1) and TD 750 = Postrake for the

strake wing / XD/C, = 0.40 / PD = 320 = gPo for
0.2- the basic wing. Total C11 is constant for all casesW(-0.1), for combined blowing on the strake wing
0. 1 -1, tC, _ - *a- ,-. (see lower curve) the momentum was split equally

" !--100%. L.E.suI.od. 111PCtatr. 0 11 Wi I mid for stral.e and basic wing. The general trend is found
0 I to be a gradual reduction of the relative gain in Lift

0 with increasing Ci, an expected tendency when go-
Fig. 7 Ana drag as affectl by spnina bloin ing from BLC Wtaiencies to supercirculation effects.

(bic wnHighest effectivity is found for the basic wing, that
( wing, strike oft) is for the case of generating nd stabilising a L.E.

vortex system on the less swept wing. For very high
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AC1 5 I0 15 20 2 °$

blowing intensities actual effiiencies of the two a 3"
"wings are approaching one another. Combined 1 A8.30,cO.

blowing on the strake wing is the inf !or method,
which may be attributed to the disturbanc of the 20

dominating strake vortex system introduced by the CL (60 . _ 0

less swept jet on the basic wing. All data are given 4- ...

for trimmed cases.

A similar comparison of blowhng efficiency ACL/ -0.12 .- 0I.v-005
AC1g is given in Fig.9, the two wings now in high- I . -- 

6,-3oo,
lift configuration (L.E. slats and T.E. fowlr flaps -0.16 (AcuA6u)'A( 6o.
deflected 25* and 306 down, respeitively). Superi- .-.

onty of biowing on the basic wing has inuieasczd, b.
generally the efficiencies are higher here when com-
pared to the clean configurations in Fig.8. For
comparison two examples of constructed (elder) . .. ...
fighters with similar wing planforms are drawn in, 25.
both using BLC-techniques on the trailing edge flap
(designated T.E.) or on the leading edge flap (L.E.). Fig. 10 Roll power due to aileron and/or spanwise blowing
For small magnitudes of C11 spanwise blowing is wing (a > 20*). as give.n by curve (2). A highly re- 4

reaching the efficiency of the BLC variants (for this versed tendency is found when mere asymmetrical
special criterion and trimmed (!) conditions, and not blowing (the aileron is set neutral) is applied, as-
taking care of the difference in a.o.a.). presented by curve (1) (and Ctp = 0.05). When the

12 _aileron is deflected in addition, the combined effects
""*0 .•. -. (blowing over the deflected aileron) give the char-

_.,t=__•- -S acteristics of curve no. (4). Curve (3) was derivedtopt. j by simly adding the data of (1) plus (2), so the dif-

ference between (4) and (3) is presenting the small
and positive interference effect added by spanwise

_ blowing. Note that less than one half of the blowing
intensity applied in this example would have re-
stored a constant roll efficieny of the system (aileron
+ blowing) all over the angle of attack regime, and

2~ that it is spanwise blowing which will give this nice1 . ..... .... characteristics at bigh a. This is demonstrated in
Fig.ll, now applying one-sided spanwise blowing

002 004 006 008 oi 012 014 08 oi18ý2 frora the wing root of the basic wing and the strake
wing with very low blowing intensities (CIt

Fig. 9 Blowing effidency on high lift configuration 0.011 and 0.016 respectively). In both cases the
aileron (its effect is given for comparison) may only
be used for fine-tuning purposes at high a

3.4. Comparison of Roll Control Power
As mentioned before effects and efficiency of span- This type of roll controll will provide very attractive
wise blowing nonlinearily are bound to high angle features not shown here:
of attack flight conditions. This necessary coupling * It is always a supporting lift increment which
may prove to be a deficiency e.g. for high "g- induces the high roll efficiency
performance (at high dynamic pressure) and when i The reaction thrust of the nozile will add a
thrust limited (sustained turn rates). But when at- prove yawin mofet (al e for the
tained performances are addressed this situation will strake wing) and side force increment.
change and that is especially true for high a.o.a.
flight approaching post-stall conditions. One of the The table at the bottom of Fig. i I gives the aug-
most striking examples for this aspect is shown in mentation ratio of roll control due to asymmetrical
Fig.10, when the aforementioned disadvantage turns spanwise blowing from the root, relative to a jet re-
int0 a profK'. action control at the tip of the wing. Rolling mo-

ment coefficient C1 is referenced throughout to
In Fig. 10 roll power of a conventional aileron (curve halfspan s. Efficiency is reduced for the strake wing
no. (2) is compared for non-blowing and blowing to roughly 60% of the value found for the basic
application (4). In the latter case a nozzle is used wing. This trend is expected considering the different
positioned slightly inboard (at 60% exposed span) natures of flow of the two wings and hence differing
and in front (at 25% local chord length) of the ail- starting points for application of spanwise blowing,
eron (extending outboard of 65% span and having also resulting in distinct blowing sweeps. Neverthe-
a depth of 25% chord). Only the right aileron is less the technique is at least as attractive for the
deflected 30" down and blowing is applied there. At strake wing because its genuine high a.o.a. capacity
medium a.o.a. the unblown aileron starts to stall lends itself to asymmetrical blowing to preserve roll
and finally only - 20% of the original roll power control in this already given domain of strake in-
is preserved when passing into the stall regime of the duced high lift and a capacity.
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0.08 4. LIMITS
C, The question addressed now is: to which lowestI level we can reduce the factor of lift dependent drag

1 % K = CD /CL2 when the blowing intensity C11
0.0 tends to 0 hinimty.

0.0 0Clearly 'his desire does not have a realistic back-i / '.'•6 ground, it is neither practical D~or practicable. Cj. is

defined as the ratio of nozzle thrust devided by dy-
.n amic pressure times reference area (of the wing),

0.04 . so C 1 = 2m*VJid(W(oV *Srf). Now, vjt is
always a finite number, so the numerator is driven
to infinity only by use of an infmitly large nozzle
(which is not a practicable solution). On the other

0.0_ ___ hand, the nominatar rearh!..q 7-ro for S.., = 0 or for
zero speed (both solutions are practicable but not
practical). To come out of this dilema well escape
into an experiment of thought and into simplifi-
cation. lmagine that for Cg1 -•o o this spanwise

06 directed jet momentum would drive the vortex sys-1 24 ] tern to infinity in the direction of span. For the
limitting case of CA= clo the effective aspect ratio

° pof the wing (AR)eft would reach infinity then, inde-

type of pendent of its geometric magnitude AR =b 2Sblow, ng Sref. ThIe lift curve gradient will be CLa
t . (CLi)2d = 2 it then and its reciprocal value K

(CA--+o, a-+0) = 1/27t = 0.159 is found as the
lower boundary of induced drag for potential lift but
zero L.E. suction. By introducing (CLC)., = 2 It

Fig. 11 Asymmetrical blowing from the root we confined ourselves to the case TPD = P = 0,
for ro!l control but the effect of sweep is accounted for when ap-

plying the well known cos (9 correction term, see
later Fig. 13, a = . It should be kept in mind that
the imaginarity raised 'effective' aspect ratio does

3.5 Sumary of Effects not have any meaning for the potential theory limit
B masic oeefil effects ofthe 3-d wing induced drag (full suction, elliptic,Basic benefical effects of concentrated spanwise circulation, inviscid K = 1/ 71AR), given in Fig.7

blowing are summarized in Fig.12, the reader is re-Sfetd to•hi chat.,as the lower limit for the non-blown wing. But it is
applicable to the lift development CLa f(AReff).

0 Lift Production:
- quasi camber effect at low a
- nonlinear increase of Jet/vortex-induced lift with Increasing a.o.a. and blowing intensity
- Increased Cimax and Otmax

* Drag D eve I o pmen te :
reduced lift dependent drag at higher incidences aue to reduced a.o.a. for constant CL:

ACD = -CL(tan acWO - tan ac,,)

less trim drag

LongItud Inal Stability:
- linearized oitchlng characteristics at high aoa. (reduced pitch-up or-down characteristics)
- basic stability (neutral point) and zero-pitching momfent (center of Pressure) unchangee

a Lateral / Di rec t Iona I.s

increase of effective dihedral and directional stability and controllability at high a.c~a.
by either direct effects (inp roved flow on the wing) or indirect effects (inproved conditions
in the wing wake - reduced side wash and incieased dynamic pressure)

Fig. 12 Basic beneficial effects of concentrated spanwise blowing
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-- . Results are also shown in Fig.13 for low a.o.a and
K-P-# [,--0; L.. suction o ]a increasing sweep. Here the potential lift gradient

-- : Kp is reduced KP -" 2Tr cos'p and the vortex lift
does not contribute very much to total lif

To, %(K-,sin a) so for •K-+ 900 and a-+O K(c&)
A 0.4 ... tends to infinity and K(a) is degenerating to te., •, •axis-system.

Let us now come to the realistic examples given in
the preceding chapter. In advance of Pig.13 the
limitting curve K(CV --+ 00) was already given in

.- -- ........ - , Fig.7 when analysing the effect of spanwise blowing
-10 -on induced drag. This curve for the relevant basic

wing (AR = 3.2/(po = 32*) can be identified again in
'- * _ -Fig.13 for go - 300. The lowest factor K was found

the experiment for Cgt= 0.4:KA 0.2.
0.4

Fig. 13 3 1 4 0 K - C*D' (L.E. suction 0)

Factor of indu:ced drag for Ci.--.® as dependent 0.3 ... ...

on LE. sweep sP0 and a.o.a. a

The upper limit given in Fig.7 (K= 1/ (CLd)lineur o Uxp. for - 3.2 /•f0o. 32" -0.30
for C.1 , CL, a -+ 0) remains realistic as the wost 4. CO -M
case fr this planform exhibiting zero suction. 0.1 (1. -300/. -0)

Up to now the potential theory lift of attached flow
was taken into account not yet regarding the jet in- L
duced non-linear vortex lift. For the sum of poten- 0., 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 C,
tial and vortex lift we can apply the Polhamus F. 14 Cmqwi. of "lt K_. wko ezxprkaatA rults
Leading Edge Suction Analogy, the assumptions
from above are fitting into its frame-work. The experimental results for the development of K
We get for the total lift as a function of Ctt are presented in Fig.14, as taken

from Fig.7 by crossplotting. The limit value is also
1) CL + CLv Ksincos2 + K, plotted for this realistic configuration (but assuming

Sir. CcosQ with the notations given by Polha- Cg --+ oo), that is the above mentioned result from
mus Fig.13, for Kmin = 0.15. The experimental results

2) KP = CL_ may well indicate that the limit value established3) K, = Kp-(1/Kp -l/7tAR) / cosqp) before will be approached in an asymptotic way,
Now !1t C- -+ 0, so th,-A Kp - demonstrating again the wide range of applicabiltiy

(CL()2d = ýT (blowing parallel to the un- of Polhamus' L.E. suction Analogy. As J.E. Lamar
swept L.E.), we get from I) admired the brightness of E.C.Polharnus' intuitive

4) CL = 27t (sina cos2 CC + sin2 a cosU ), reasoning, when he established his suction analogy,
K = K, = 271 the author cannot help but confess his admiration,
With he equation for lift dependent drag in the that Polhamu3' idcas continued to work even when
case of zero - L.E. suction CDL = CL tan C the intuitive reasoning was further stressed "ad ex-
we find tensum' in tW~s section.

5) CDL = 27t sin 2 a(sina + cosa) 5. LIMITATIONS and CONCLUSIONS
and for K = CDL/CL2 = tana/CL Let us start with some generic aerodynamic consid-

6) K = ]2rtcos 2a(sina + cosal'-l erations about the lift production caused by span-
wise concentrated blowing:

This is the special case for 0 D = (Po = 0 in
FMg.f13, where the development of K(Ct --+ 00) is (A) Evidently this techniique makes use of the sec-
presented as depending on a and fPD = .po The ond principle of dynamic lift as given by the sepa-
extrema of K are found by differentiating 6) with rated stable vortex flow over wing upper surfaces.
respect to a and dK/da = 0 gives a maximum for It is triggered here by the jet blowing parallel to the
a = 900 and Km,.x = co, the minimum is found for leading edge thus superposing a cross flow compo-
a = 15.70 and Kmin = 0.139 and C1 = 2.0. Note that nent, which in turn will generate the desired type of
for sweep angles less than 70* the magnitude of flow, globally differing from the classical attached
Kmi, is hardly affected by sweep, but the a.-).a. for (potential) flow (first principle). The contribution
Kmin is driven to higher values with increasing to lift introduced now is found to be proportional
sweep, the same is true for CL(Kmin), which tends to a 2, which means, that there is to expect an in.

excessive magnitudes with increasing sweep and creased dominance of the wing's suction side when
angle of attack. The l~tter effect is introduced by the compared to the attached, rotation free flow of lift
unbroken contribution of nonlinear lift with in- principle one. This strongly contrasts to the third

ctea~zng sweep and angle of attack due to the L.E. principle -not being of any relevance here- given bysucan analogy (compare equations I) and 3)). super/hypersonic flow. Then, with increasing
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Mach-number, the pressure-side of the wing is by now is stuck with the problem, that it will pay with
far dominating, finally cumulating in the hypersonic additional trim-drag for additional lift, comparable
shock-lift of waveriders. to BLC).
It follows from this attempt to categorize, that
spanwise blowing should be applied particularily for Having identified a bundle of aerodynamic im-
subsonic speeds which are offering the highest po- provements due to spanwise blowing pointing at
tential of negative pressure differences, application on fighter-type a/c, the question still is

open, why there is not found an operative example.
(B) Above statement of subsonic preference is The reasons may become more plausible when the
strengthened further when the parameter C11 (see point of view is taken from the complete design.
before) comes into consideration again, Cg being For instance the engine will come into the game
proportional to l/M 2 (for constant available jet then.
momentum). Note that this holds also for the 'ef-
fective' sweep introduced by blowing and necessary Spanwise blowing, i.e. its demand for pressurized
for the development of the desired vortex system. air, should be taken into account already from the
For a given swept wing and increasing Mach-num- very beginning of engine design (intake, compressor
ber the nonlinear lift produced by blowing will be as the supplier of blowing energy, engine control-
centered more inboard (and forward) relative to the hence the complete flow cycle). An add-on solution
low speed case. There might be introduced a pitch is very costly in terms of engine propulsion and
up tendency then. handling, a 5% tapping of compressor flow for

spanwise blowing may result in a loss of 10 - 15
This is leading over from the domain of speed to the percent of net propulsive force in this non adapted
domaine of wing geometries favourable of spanwise case (single cycle engine). Proper adaption will re-
blowing. High aspect ratio wings may be excluded duce this loss to roughly half the value, but, to the
in advance from the following reasons: authors knowledge, adapted designs do not exist up

to now.
(C) They are bound to relatively thick wing sections
from overall design aspects (loads, moments, A second region of "resistance' against application
weights). Theyll have large nose radii thus exhibit of spanwise blowing is found in mission and air-
T.E. separation at high a and are bound to attached frame problems. The technique is bound to sub-
flow around their L.E. from L/D reasons. They sonic maneuvering and high a.o.a. thus to the flight
draw most profits from the first principle of aero- regime, which is not limitted by thrust (or drag) but
dynamic lift. is limitted by available maximum aerodynamic lift
From comfort and safety reasons the high a regime of the (fighter-) configuration. This gives preference
is avoided; to decouple lift from a.o.a. they use to the left and lower end of the flight envelope and
highly efficient flap systems. Thus aerodynamic, to attained maneuver performances. It is question-
configurational and mission characteristics are op- able if the gain in lift attainable by spanwise blowing
posing the principles of spanwise blowing, the ef- can be used for improvement of take-off and landing
fects and efficiency of which are coupled to the high performances (exchange rate thrust versus lift in the
a.o.a. regime (ACL-- a2). former case and, in both cases, given limits of a.o.a.

e.g. scrape angle). To get rid of this, one has to
(D) Concentrated spanwise blowing underlies -as design higher (and more heavy) landing gears giving
any blowing technique- a jet decay problem. additional problems of housing these constructions,
Among others this will provoke the tendency of the especially true for thin slender wings. A third and
jet to align with free stream direction. For a fixed important argument against spanwise blowing is in-
wing area but increasing span (aspect ratio) de- troduced by safety considerations, the effects of this
creasing portions of the wing will be influenced by technique being vitally bound to the operating en-
the jet drifting inboard. This may cause a jet in- gine. Engine out means blowing out und this may
duced pitch up problem on a swept wing, similar to have catastrophic consequences in critical flight
(B). conditions (the same argument holds for BLC ap-

From this simple generic reasoning we can conclude plications).
for the domain of spanwise blowing: The iller" argument against spanwise blowing is

found in historical reasons. At the time s.b. came
* low speed regime / high angle of attack to appearance, the strake wing was in full develop-
* thin wings / moderate to low aspect ratio mint (F 16, Northrop P530 Cobra, F 18). Thifs wing

(say: fighter type wings / supersonic designs) draws similar profits for the development of the
stable separated vortex system just from its geom-

Having considered only aerodynamic characteristics etry, but allowing a much higher flexibility all over
so far, there is found a clear indication that spanwise the speed regime (and not depending on the running
blowing will lend itself to fighter-type aircraft (apart engine). By virtue of its "natural' flow character-
from applicability for transport-type configurations istics higher sustained and attained maneuver
on their smaller WiI~ing surfaces e.g. horizontal tails performances, lower buffet intensities, better tran-
and canards or on heavy loaded parts like deflected sL -c/supersonic acceler-tions (due to the lower
T.E. flaps. In the latter case advantage of decoupling wave drag) and less supersonic trim drag hence bet-
wing lift and ao.a. is regained, but spanwise blowing ter L/D (due to smaller supersonic neutralpoint
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shift) are presented by the strake when compared to
the basic trapezoidal wing.

In Fig.15 the increment of maximum lift at subsonic
speeds is presented, which is found experimentally
when introducing -step by step and combined-
spanwise blowing, high-lift flap systems and/or the
strake. Note, that the increment due to blowing
would reduce for higher M due to the proportion-
ality ofC 'C ' I/M'. Keeping this in mind the su-
periority 4 the strake wing is clearly evident and thecontribution of spanwise blowing has to be meas.

ured relative to the level already given by the strake
wing. Remember that this is also true for devlop.
ment of drag, as presented in Figs.5 and 7 for low
speed, when the basic wing (plus blowing with CV
= 0.1) developed the same drag characteristics as
given by the strake wing without blowing. For
higher speed tCiis equality of aerodynamic perform-
ance Q quickly change to superiority of the strake
wing.

Also ist should be kept in mind that there is a defi-
nite lower boundary found, down to which span.
wise blowing can drive the the level of induced drag
factor: K(Cjt -o00) .Z 0.15 (see Figs.13,14). This
limit is equivalent to a wing attaining 100% suction
and having an aspect ratio AR = 2.1 only, a further
but late hint for the a priori limitted applicability of
this technique.
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SFig. 15 Effects of strake, flap system and spanwise blowing
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]PNEUMATIC MANAGEMENT OF BLUNTED-FOREBODY FLOW ASYMMETRY
FOR HIGH.ANGLE-OV-ATTACK DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

S~by
Frederick W. Roos, C les L MWgnes, and Daniel V. Brown

McDontll Douglas Aeoqsce
P.O. Box 516

"SL LOS.Li Missouri USA 63166

SUMMARY
Low-speed experiments have been conducted to explore the effectiveness of
combining nose bhmtness, which suppresses the tendency toward flowfield
asymmety, and pneumatic flow-separation control, which triggers flow
asymmetry. into a system of pneumatic side-force control for a slender
fowrbody shape at high angles of attack (d). The basic forebody shape
studied, a 20%-blunted, 3S-caler tangent ogive, developed no side force
over the range 0 c a < 600 . Slight blowing through cither of two
symmetrically positioned orifices at the blunt nose of the foxrbody
produced a degree of flow asymmetry (and a corresponding side forc) that
depended on jet massflow rate within limits that varied with a, the specific
jet configuration, and laminar vs. turbulent boundary-layer separation.
Forward-blowing jets were found to be generally more effective than jets
normal to the forbody surface in pmducing pneumatic side-force control

INTROVUCTION
It has long been known that slender bloies of revolution, especially those
having pointed noses, develop non-linear lift forces as well as very large
side forces and yawing moments at high angles of attack (a), and that
these characteristics are associated with asymmetry of the vorcti formed
by flow separation on the leeward side of such bodies. 1 The profound

influence of minute nose-shape details on the development of large-scale Fig. 1. Expected effect of nose jets in triggering separated-flow
flow asymmetry became quite evident in some of the earlier studies of asymmetry on blunted tangent oglve forebody.
vortex-dominated slender-body flows.2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
in the design of current and future generations of high-performance The forebody experiments were conducted in the McDonnell Douglas
aircraft, greatly-increased emphasis is being placed on controllability and Aerospace (MDA) Shear Flow Facility. In the test installation (Fig. 2), the
maneuverability at very hIgh a.3 Correspondingly, renewed interest has strut-sting model-support system is attached to a turntable that provides
developed in the understanding, prediction, and control of high-a, vortex- angle-of-attack (a) variation. Aerodynamic loads were measured by an
dominated, fuselage-forebodoy flow fields.4  Employment of forebody internal six-component strain-gage balance. The aerodynamic loads of

* vortex-flow asymmetry (and associated side forces) as a means of providing primary interest here are normal force (CN in coefficient form) and side
yaw authority for maneuvering at high a requires two essential force (Cy). Note that the planform area A is the reference area used in the
characteristics. Firstly, the high-a flow about the forebody should, ideally, definition of all coefficients. The conventions employed for angles, forces,
be naturally symmetric. Then, some means should be available to and signs are shown in Fig. 3. Flow-visualization images are acquired by a
controllably perturb the flow into a state of asymmetry, favoring either side mimat= video camera mounted on an offset from the sting; Fig. 4 shows
of the body, so as to induce a proportional side force (yawing motrent).

It has been demonstrated that blunting a slender body of revolution Strut (fairing
u* t esses the tendency of that body to develop asymmetric flow at high

ax Hcweve, the fundamental instability of the slender-body vortex how Sting frecstream flow)
field remains, and it is possible for a small perturbation at the nose of such mLight sheet
a blunted body to trigger flow asymmetry and the resulting lateral forces.6  U,,
The experiments described in tho present paper constitutod a study of the Traerin
combination of blunting (to suppress flow asymmetry) on a 3.5 caliber t-sheet ha
tangent ogive forebody and blowing through small nose jets to introduce aun-
flow perturbation leading to controllable side forces, the latter based on the floor
demonstrations by Malcolm et al7 -8 of the effectiveness of such jets in
controlling vortex asymmetry, In principle, as suggested by the sketch in
Fig. 1, it was expected that ssight blowing through a jet on the right side of
the nose would promote detachment of the separated-flow vortex on the
right side of the focebody, leading to a leftward side force. 9 (Here and Turntable J Laser
elsewhere, right and left are Intended in the saw of the view forward over
tde forebodyr ) Fiber-optice

cableJ

Expotauthority: 22CFR125.4(b(13)). Fig. 2. Forebody test Installation in MDA Shear Flow Facility.
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Fig. 3. Variables and sign conventions.
Fig. 5. MDA Three-Component Laser Doppler Velocimeter
System mapping forebody flow field.

MIN
10

... •.....................-

Fig. 4. View of model from video mini,-cam. Fig., 6. Forward-blowing jet configuration on 20%/ blunted, 3.51)
tangent ogive forebody,

the minicam view of a tangent ogive model. Vortex trajectories are
determined by processing video frames of any particular flow cross section
to identify the center of each vortex core. Such processhig yields the
vortex positions every one-third caliber along the body. For selected cases,
flow field measurements were made with the MDA Three-Component
Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) System, shown in Fig. 5. This system is
fully automated and provides highly resolved, interference-free data on the
vortex velocity-field structure.

The model forebody tested was a 3.5-caliber tangent ogive having a base
diameter, D, of 7.62 cm. The nose of the body was hemispherically
blunted to a radius that was 20% of the base radius, i.e., rn/D = 0.10. ;2/ .
Several control-jet configurations were :itudted. In all cases, jet orifices .
were located axially at the point of tangency of the hemispherical nose and
the tangent ogive surface. Azimuthally, the jets were iusally positioned at .,
±1350 from the windward meridian of the forebody (i.e., ij = ±135°).
Figure 6 is a photograph of the nose of the model with forward-facing jc! ,
(jct axes parallel to the model centerline). Boundary-layer tripping
techniques developed in the course of earlier forebody-flow-field _R.
investigations 9 were employed to permit the study of cases of simulated- ,
high-Reynolds-nwuber fully turbulent flow seqaration. The head-on view . . •
of the model shown in Fig. 7 displays the longitudinal strips of #60
carborundum grit that functioned as crossflow boundaiy-layer trips at high
a. Azimuthally, the grit bands were centered at 4 = ±700, and were
approximately 100 wide. Axially, the grit bands originated at x/DI 0.15 Fig. 7. Head-on view of mode' with boundary-layer transition
and extended to the base of the model. strips Installed.

4 installed.
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RESILTS TWM blowing results for the Num tangent ogive with lamninar
"Ie beasi effectiveness of now bluntness In muiressing flow symmety is separation are shown in F58. 10, where the oveall symmetry of effectscleAry showvn in Fig. 8, which comp~ares Cy vs. a dat for a pointed produced by the two jets is evident (here and elsewhere, right and left am

tangent ogive (reproduced from Rde 9), the blunled tangent ogive (wth Intended in the sense of a view forward over the forebody nose). The
Cy = 0 for all 0i), and the blunted tangent ogive with a tiny hemivberical reans for the slight asymmetry in the Cy curves for 550 < a < 600 is not
bump on one side or fe nose. MV velocity-field data taken in the blunted clear, although it may be associated with machining imperfections near the
tangent ogive flow field at a = 450 were used to evaluate axial vorticity left jet odfice (refer to Fig. 6, remembering that the kefr jet is to the right
over ausverse planes at x/D = 1.0, 2.0. and 3.0, where x is the axial in the photo). The effect on CN and Cy of blowing at various rates (right
distance aft of the virtual aex of the tangent ogive. rhe results am jet) Is indicated in F•g. 11. Blowing rates am all defined in terms of a
compared in Fig. 9 with comsponaLig data for the pointed tangent ogive, mass-flow coefficient Ch, rather than a momentum coefficient, Cg, to
7Tbe symmetry of the flow field and vortex strengths for the blunted tangent e s f t t is e disjiseet efect of the jet flow, rather
ogive contrasts sharply with the pronounced asymmetry of the vortx flow than any momeatum-related entrainment ad/or energizing effect, that is
feld fr the ond body. sible for the phenomena demonstiated here. (Cji w h/yP•U.A.

= where &hj is ft mass flowrate of the control jet.) Cross-ploting ACy vs.blowing rate ( + for right jet, - for left jet) for several ads (Fig. 12) shows

1.5 the basic characteristics of the prieuztnaic control Within a range about
a Pointed Tangent Ogive Ch = 0. the effect af blowing is proportional, up to limiting levels of ACy
a Blunted Tangent Ogive (with different maxina for each a).

o Blunted Tangent Ogive w/ Nose Disturbance os
1.0 Re 1 60,O00

0.5 d C 0 -

-02

0C0 0 0.0 0 -1 1
0.0 -•--_- =_-;-• --- , -OA lltJt

0. 0 0 20' 300 400 500 606 70* -0.4 . . . t I , I . .

0 0•o0 0 .0' . Q.' W• 0 o 70.

Fig. 8. Effect of blunting on side force for 3.5D tangent ogive.

(a) Highly asymmetric flow field on original /) Fig. 10. Typical blowing results for blunted tangent ogive with
(pointed) body. laminar separation.

1.5

22.50 C', Re 160,000

2.001.0 C
1.50 , . 0.000008 N

1.00 0 0.000030
--0.50

0.25 oD0.5

4ýj5 U.0 c
-1.00 0.0
-1.50 0 10* 20' 30' 40' 50" 600 70"
-2.00 a
--2.50 Fig. 11. Loads curves for range of right-jet blowing rates on

blunted tangent ogive with laminar separation.
(b) Symmetrical vortex configuration with 20% blunted nose. o -

= Re . 160.000 ACy a4 60O

46'00

-0.00o20 -0.000t .0000IO -O.t005 U0005 o0ooto1 0,000is

Fig. 9. Effect of bluntness on vortickty field above &SD tangent Fig. 12. Side-force control via fouwardlbiowlng jets on blunted
oglve forabody at oX = 45' (laminar -eparitionp . tangent ogive with laminar separation.

-- . . . .. . . . . ..P,, 
,,I," -
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pigure 13 s that tim blowi effecxivema is Reynlds-umber-

insensitive, further empliasizing that the blowing effect iWeed scles with

An alternative jet configuration involved jets at the .me locations, but
oriented nomMl to the fcrebody surface. Results obtained with this
configuration are shown in .lg. 14, where the phenomenon we call
"*ovetblowing" is evidean For both + and - blowing at each m, ACy
reaches a maximum for some range of Cih; increasing C&j then produces a
loss of ACy. We speculate that the greater momentum of the higher-Cij
Jets allows them to blow right through the region of effective interaction
without stating. therefore Po•dUCIS no UgIM d1VWMM effect
omn the local subcobount•-la" flow. Fig. 15. Vortex trajectories above blunted tangent ogivo with

laminar separation at o. = 50', showing asymmetry induced by
Re = 220.000 CY 02-- normal jet at right side of nose.

- R- e ". 160,000 015 ,

R-R,) 70,000 0.1o 12 1".#0FI
0S ---I--- Laminar CN

-o.o0005 .= - 0.o0 o o.o0o02S 0.00005 oS Turbulent

C.6 OA•0 
Cl0.

Ry d nuY
10" 20" 3V' 40- SO- 0) 70-

Fig, 13. Forward-blowing effectiveness on blunted tangent ogive .02Swi h l min r t ~ a m lo n at • =46 fo va iou R e nol s n m be s. Fig. 16. C om parison of loads curves for blunted tangent ogive

4. Re 160.000 with laminar and turbulent separation.

S- --- 5 0 0 tC .5S0.45
550 Crm6 0 * 0 2 0

1. 0 A 0.000008
-00 01 -. mOO 0'WI0 U0013 El 0.000030 C

0 0.000200

C- 0.5

-OS 
CY

Fig. 14. Effectiveness of normal lets on blunted tangent ogive with 0.0 f Pa

laminar separation, showing "overblowlng" effect. 0 to' 20' 30' 40' 50o 60' 70o

That the nose-blowing does indeed induce vortex detachment, thus
generating flow asymmetry, as intended (recall Pig. 1), is supported by the Fig. 17. Loads curves for range of right-jet blowing rates on

vortex-axis trjectories (derived from flow-visualizat images) compared blunted tangent oglve with turbulent separation.
in Fig. 15. Clearly the blowing (from the right-side jet) causes the right
side vortex to detach and the left-sidt vortex, wl'ch renmains attached, to be 0.8 - a=55°
drawn under the lifted-off vortex and to migrate toward the leeward Oj = ±135- 0.6.
meridian, all o which is consistent with the generation of positive Cy (to CY 500
the left). 0.4

Turbulent, and laminar-separation loads data (without blowing) are 0.2

compared in Fig. 16. The pronounced reduction in CN resulting from t •_ , -'_
turbulent separation is characteristic of slender fcrobodie&2211  0.o00o2 "0.00ol 0 0.0ro) 0.0002

Turbulent-separation loads curves corresponding to various forward- .0.4 C.
blowing rates are presented in Fig. 17. Two featums of the data curves in
Fig. 17 differ from the corresponding laminar-separation data in Fig, 11. .o.6
The maximum magnitudes of the blowing effects on CN and Cy are L)
obviously greater when separation is turbulent. Also, the Cy response to
blowing first apoears at considerably lower ot for turbulent separation. -1o
Control-characteristic curves for two ct's with turbulent separation are
plotted in Fig. 18, showing similar belmavor to tie laminar-separation case, Fig. 18. Side-force control by forward-blowing jets at two angles
i.e.. a proportional effect rang* about Cia =0. limited by maximum and of attack with turbulent separation.
mainimnum Cy's that depenod on m.

tU
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* Th Reynolds-number-insensitivIty evident in Fig. 19 shows bodh that the are approximately comnparable in effectiveness. The forward-blowing jets
boundary-layer tripping is successful at these Reynolds numbers, and at #j= ±135" produce the strongest response at low Cin, whereas the
(again) that Cijn is the appropriate blowing parameter. forward-blowing jets at ýj= ±1050 appear to yield the greatest overall

ACy. Figure 23 presents additional comparisons of dhe two forward-
Compratve ffetivnessof neuati sie-frce ontol ithlamnar blowing jet arrangements, further demonstrating the stronger response of

and turbulent boudary-layer separation is indict ted in Figs. 20(a) (a 500) the ýj= ±135- jets at low Cijh and the greater ultimate effectiveness of dhe
and 20(b) (a =55*). At the loweractblowing e fectiveneessis similar in the # 15 es
two case. But at the higher c, the pmeumtilc-coaurol effectiveness is
much greater when separation is turbulent This ktind of variation AL0.
underscores the imnportance of properly srmu ating the anticipated (full.- 46* AC
scale) type of boundary-layer separation wh m anmnpdng to evaluate 50 Y 0.6

smoonventioaml flow-control methodologies.500.

0.60 ~~Re-'10,000 0 .

0C 0.00 0.0000 Fig 21 . 01 0.vb0o0ng efec o nraljes ih uruln
0.0 20.0001 O.Oh~

Fig. 19. Forward-blowing effectiveness with turbulent separation ACY Forar-blowing, 4. = ±1050
for several Reynolds numbers at OL = 50. ---

Q6 -Turbulent 04 Forward-blowing, #, = ±1 350

(a) Cf50' AC Y0.

0.4 Normal to surface,
Re =160,000 Laminar 62# 15

0.2 0.1

I _____________0.00005 0.00010 0.00015 0.00020 0.00025

.0.002 .0.0(Ijl 0.00o1 O.oo2 C

Ci Fig. 22. Comparison of effectiveness of various jet configurations
with turbulent separation at a = 5W.

.4

06 ~~~~~~Senitivity of pnuai-iefrecnrleffectiveness to sideslip was
evaluated over the yaw-angle range -150:5,#: 15' with both laminar and

OL T Turbulent turbulent separation, In each case, only the normal-jet configuration was(b) Ot= 55* ACY U6 studied. Results for a =50* are shown in Fig. 24, where it is evident tat,
regardless of the nature of die flow sepuratimn the pneumatic-control

Re=10000.4 Lannrcapabity exists throughout the Indicated sideslip rage.

a2
CONCLUSIONS

1- I 1- -4A series ut low-seed experineros itas been conducted to explore the
-0.0002 40001D 0.0001 0.0002 effectiveness of combining aos bluntness, which suppresses natural

o0 flowfleld asymmetry, and pneumnatic flow-separation control, which
Cý ~ triggers asymmetry, into a system of pneumatic side-fiece control for a

slender forebody shape at high angles of attack.

6 The forebody shape studied, a 20%.blunted, 3.5-caliber tangent ogive, was

s08hownt develop nosdeform throughouthserange 0:Sa :60". for both
ýFlg. 20. Comparison of forwarsl-blowing-jet effectiveneszs fo laminar and turbuent separation.

latnnarsndturulen searaionat.1a) a 0' nd () 4 = 5'. Slight blowing through either one of two symmetrically positioned orifices
Several pneumatic-control jet coaflparstkun were agdo" with turnbulent at the blunt nose of the forebody was shown to produce a degree of flow
flow separation. Figure 21 shows results obtained with jet nornal to the asymmetry (and a corresponding side force) tha depended on jet massflow
srurface and turbultmt boundary-layer separation. As was true with laminar rate within maximum and minimumn limits that varied with a, the specific
separation (Fig. 14), It is again evident tat the normal Jets reach an jet configuration, and laminar vs. turbulent boundary-layer separation.
*oveblowingm condition. BlowIng-flow-control effectiveness is compared
for thre Jet configurations, all with Muly turbulent separation, at a = 500 Forward-blowing jets were foun to be generally amo effective than jets
in FiS. 22. ujp to C * 0.0M& it -1 pemtant the ft fee jet configuraticas normal to the forebody sitac In producing; pnumnn aide-force cointrol.
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Summary such configurations. Navier-Stokes numerical solutions
for a blunted delta wing of finite length are presented

Control of the separated flow over a delta wing using and include the effects of the jet on vortex breakdown
Tangential Leading-Edge Blowinghasbeen investigated on the wing. Experimentally, a similar configuration
experimentally and computationally. Tangential was investigated at the University of Bath and showed
Leading.-Edge Blowing describes the injection of similar trends to those found in the computational
momentum into the cross flow plane of the wing by work at Stanford University.
thin Coanda wall jets located at the point of cross flow
separation. The concept is shown to be capable of Tangential leading-edge blowing has as its origins the
generating significant asymmetry in the vortical technique of circulation control as applied to two-
flowfield, and hence a lateral control capability, up to dimensional aerofoils. Whereas, for aerofoils thu
very high angles of attack. The primary effects of jet injection of momentum produces motion of the
blowing have been modelled using a Navier-Stokes rearward separation points to represent increased
computation with an algebraic turbulence model. circulation at fixed geometric angle of attack, the

injection of momentum into the cross flow of a delta
Nomenclature wing produces an opposite result. For the delta wing

configuration, motion of the separation points towards
Aj jet slot area the leeward generator reduces the strength of the
b wing span vortices as flow equilibrium is maintained.
c wing root chord
C1I roll moment due to sideslip Computational Programme
Cp pressure coefficient
C, blowing momentum coefficient The concept of Tangential Leading-Edge Blowing with
s wing semi-span turbulent jets for a delta wing!" is illustrated in Figure
Srf wing area la. Air is fed from a plenum inside the wing to form
t wing thickness a jet which flows over the leading-edge, thereby causing
Vj jet velocity a displacement and modification of the strength of the
V. freestream velocity vortex. Asymmetric or one-sided blowing induces a
x chordwise coordinate rolling moment on the wing. The geometry for the thin-
xw location of vortex burst layer Navier-Stokes computation['] is showa in Figure
OL angle of attack lb. It is a cropped 600 delta wing of constant thickness
0 yaw angle with a jet slot which extends approximately 85% of the
p density length of the circular cross-section leading-edge. The
Sroll angle jet slot grows linearly with distance, from 0.0003c to

0.001c, thereby preserving approximate conical
Introduction similarity. This geometry is sufficiently simple for an

algebraic grid combined with post-processing to provide
It has long been known that because of boundary layer 3-D viscous solutions. The grid is shown in Figure 2a
separation near the leading-edge, the flowfield of a and has approximately Y2 million points. Stretching
delta wing is dominated by a pair of leading-edge funrtions have been used to move grid points to high-
vortices which add to the lift. At high angles of attack grm ient regions of the flow.
these vortices burst, sometimes asymmetrically; a
phenomenon of particular importance to delta wing The numerical algorithm used to generate the flow is
aircraft operating in this regime. that developed by Steger et all' 1 - an implicit two

factor scheme using a flux vector splitting to upwind
In this paper it is shown that the placement of a difference the convection terms in the streamwise
turbulent jet at the leading-edge of a delta wing greatly direction, with central differencing in the other
modifies, and even eliminates, the vortex pair at high direction. Artificial dissipation is used. A modified
angles of attack and may be used for the control of form of the two layer Baldwin-Lomax1 4-51 algebraic

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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turbulence model and an actuator plane concepttO, as windward side are enhanced, giving a stabilising
elaborated below, was used to model the flow including windward-side-up rolling moment. At higher angles of
the turbulent jet. attack the effect is reversed as the windward side burst

point moves forward, destroying the lift on that side.
The actuator plane concept was used to simplify grid
generation in the vicinity of the origin of the jet. At (b) Blowing
the actuator plane the flow variables undergo a
discontinuitywithixi the boundarylayer such that the jet The purpose of asymmetric jet blowing is to create a
is introduced while czrnserving mass and momentum rolling moment and therefore permit control of the
(Figure 2b); this has been shown to give a good wing at high angles of attack. It should be possible to
approximation to the jet and avoids the introduction of counter the effects of yaw discussed above, for
geometry changes due to the presence of the slot. It example, by having the blowing create such a rolling
has the effect of changing the oncoming boundary layer moment. Figure 6a compares the particle paths for (x
profile to that of a jet at the location of the actuator = 300, 0* = 0 for increasing amounts of blowing (C, =
plane. Jet blowing is characterized by the blowing 0.01, 0.03). It can be seen that the effect of blowing is
momentum coefficient C,,, defined as to attach the flow on the blown side, effectively blowing

the vortex to the unblown side where it overlaps the
vortex that already exists on that side. Additional

C, pVAi. suction on the blown side and a resulting blown-side-up
C -pV'S rolling moment is generated, which can be seen by

comparing the spanwise pressure distribution at a given
station (Figure 6b). Further increases in blowing (from

The no-blowing case is considered first to illustrate the C, = 0.03 to C,. = 0.06) produce little further change
effect on the flowfield of increasing angie of attack and in pressure distribution, so that blowing saturates the
yaw. The case of jet blowing, with blowing coefficient flow for C', > 0.03.
C,,, is then discussed for a fixed angle of attack, a and
yaw angle, 3. An example of the combined effects of yaw and

blowing is given in Figure 7 (cc = 30, 13 = 10°, C, =
S(a) No Blowing 0.02). There is a partially burst vortex on the unblown

(windward) side and an attached flow on the blown
] It can be seen by comparing Figures 3a and 3b that the (leeward) side. The resulting moment is shown i-
4 effect of increasing angle of attack from 30' to 50° at Figure 8 as a function of C,. It iL seen that blowing

zero yaw is to significantly change the leading-edge ceases to be effective for C., > 0.03, and that in this
vortex, so that at the higher angle of attack the vortex case the rolling moment due to yaw is only partially
burst takes place earlier with the burst extending over corrected by blowing. Also computed but not shown is
about 3/ of the length of the wing, compared with a a rolling moment reversal between a = 400 and 500.
minimal burst at 30* angle of attack. Shown are This reversal can be corrected by superimposing
computed particle traces of the flow indicating that the symmetric and asymmetric blowhg as shown
vortex undergoes a sudden radial expansion at the experimentally; however, only cases involving
burst location. Also computed (but not shown here) asymmetric blowing were compute 1.
are the surface flow patterns for these conditions which
show an inward movement of the lines of attachment
indicating a displacement of the vortex for the higher Experimental Programme
angle of attack, together with a marked change of flow
pattern near the trailing edge. Associated with the A delta wing of similar geometry has been tested in the
vortex burst is also a change in pressure distribution 2.lxl.5m low-speed wind-tunnel at the University of
such that the vortex-induced suction peaks on the Bath. The wing geometry differed from that
upper-surface are diminished; the result is a nett loss investigated computationally in having a
of lift as the vortex burst becomes more prominent, thickness/chord ratio of 0.033 and a taper ratio of 0.2,
These changes of pressure can be seen by comparing as opposed to 0.061 and 0.3 respectively. Slot
Figure 4a and 4b, which show the pressure changes gonietry was almost identical in terms of local slot
radially to the surface at each location for several height/chord ratio distribution. Aerodynamic loads
sections along the configuration. were measured using an integral sting balance, and

upper-surface and leading-edge pressures using a
The effect of non zero yaw is illustrated in Figure 5a, conventional Scanivalve system. Free strani speeds of
which shows particle paths for a = 30* (which is before between 20 and 30 ms"1 were typical. A more
stall) and 03 = 100. The location of the vortex burst on complete description of the experimental set-up maybe
the windward side is seen to move forward compared found in Reference 7.
to that on the leeward side. The pressure distribution
(Figure 5b) changes so that the leading-edge suction
and the (unburst) vortex-induced suction peak on the
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C For comparison with the computational results induced peak initially increases in strength as the burst
presented above, the 'no-blowing! and 'blown' data-sets moves aft followed by a reduction in magnitude and
will be described separately. then saturation as before. However, an effect is now

evident on the unblown side also, with a rapid increase
a) No Blowing in suction peak magnitude to an unburst maximum,

indicating a strong coupling between the burst locations
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of angle of attack on on the blown and unblown sides.
upper and lower-surface spanwise pressure distribution
at 50% chord, for zero yaw angle.The onset of vortex This coupling is seen more clearly in Figure 14, which
burst is reflected in the reduction in magnitude and shows the magnitude of the suction peak as a function
widening of the vortex-induced suction peak[l at of angle of attack and blowing. For blowing off, the
around 20M. The equivalent computational results suction peak increases with angle of attack, reaching a
(Figures 3 and 4) show similar behaviour, though with maximum as the burst passes and then subsiding to a
higher levels of leading-edge suction (due to increased fully separated flow. Symmetric blowing shifts this
wing thickness) and a later onset of vortex breakdown. curve to the right, in a manner analogous to reducing

the angle of attack of the vortical flow. For one-sided
blowing, the blown side behaves in a similar fashion to

For non-zero yaw, Figure 10 shows the effect of the symmetric case, though with an earlier burst onset.
increasing angle of attack at a constant rol angle (ý = The unblown side is unaffected at 'pre-burst' angles of
+20), corresponding to a gradually increasing sideslip attack, but displays a delayed burst onset. This
angle (with the right or 'down' side into wind). At low asymmetry in burst location is similar to the effect of
angles of attack the windward side of the wing shows a sideslip, with a change in effective leading-edge
stronger suction peak, primarily due to a difference in sweep[P01 corresponding to a shift of the flow 'centreline'
vortex core height rather than vortex strength, and away from the blown leading-edge.
giving a strong stabilising roll moment. As angle of
attack increases, the windward vortex bursts ahead of The resultant roll moment characteristics are complex
the leeward side, due to the difference in effective (Figure 15a), with a sign reversal in the vicinity of the
leading-edge sweep angle, resulting in a destabilising stall angle. Several regions may be discerned in the
contribution. At very high angles of attack the bursts characteristics (Figure 15b1l) and these can be related
reach the wing apex and the vortical flow subsides, to the blowing effects discussed above. Region I, at
leaving the stabilising lower-surface contribution low angles of attack, corresponds to completely
dominant. The overall roll moment characteristic is attached flow on the blown side, with the response to
illustrated by Figure 11 (adapted from Reference 9), blowing saturated. Roll moments are dominated by theshowing 'effective dihedral' or roll moment due to 'potential flow' contribution of the jet-induced leading.

sideslip as a function of angle of attack, with an edge suction, giving a trend approximated by sin2a. At
unstable region due to vortex burst asymmetry. an angle of attack dependent on blowing level the

blown vortex re-establishes, and the separation point
Clearly, the unblown lateral characteristics are moves rapidly from near the wing centreline to the
dominated by the vortex burst trajectory, which is a vicinity of the leading-edge (Region II). A loss of
function primarily of sweep angle, but also of leading- leading-edge suction results, balanced by an increasing
edge shape, support interference, blockage and test vortex contribution. While the net normal force
conditions. The computational results show a contribution is maintained the overall roll moment
breakdown-like phenomenon (Figures 3 and 5), but decreases due to the different moment arms. Within
delayed by 10-200 compared with experimental and region 11 a sub-region III is evident, corresponding to
published (sharp-edged) data (Figure 12). This must the oiset of the blown vortex burst, where the roll
be considered when comparing results, particularly for moment is a complex function of asymmetry in both
non-zero yaw where the later burst onset predicted vortex strength and burst location. A sign reversal
computationally results in higher stable roll moments occurs, which is also predicted computationally, though
when unblown, as demonstrated by Figure 11. at a higher angle of attack. By about 500, both burst

points reach the wing apex and the vortex contribution
b) Blowing diminishes (Region IV). Although the remaining jet-

induced leading-edge roll contribution is 'blown side
The effect of increasing right-side blowing on upper- up', a further roll reversal occurs. At very high angles
surface pressures at fixed angle of attack is illustrated of attack the outer flow separates ahead of the slot and
by Figure 13. At low angles of attack, with both all flow control is lost (Region V - 'slot stall'). A
vortices unburst, the vortex-induced suction peak on hysteresis loop is evident in this region, with onset
the blown side subsides as the vortex strength reduces. appearing to be a function of Reynolds Number and
At a critical blowing level, the flow on the blown side leading-edge shape and sweep.
is fully attached and the response to blowing saturates.
The unblown side is unaffected. At a higher angle of A comparison of these characteristics and local roll
attack, with burst vortices present, the blown vortex- moments derived from integration of upper-surface

-- . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • : , II I I I I I -' I I I I l I • - -
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pressures (Figure 16) is illuminating. At lower angles phenomena and permit control of the delta wings at
of attack similar trends are shown, although at high high angle of attack.
angles of attack the roll reversal noted above in Region
IV is not evident in the pressure data. The cause of References
this discrepancy was determined by flow visualisation
(Figure 17) to be a large region of very unsteady, 1. Wood, N.J. and Roberts, L., "Control of
separated reverse flow at the tip on the blown side. Vortical Lift on Delta Wings by TangentialThis phenomenon was present throughout the angle of Leading-Edge Blowing', Journal of Aircraft,

attack range tested and gives a very significant loss in Vol 25 No 3, pp236-243, March 1988
roll control power which is not evident in the
computational results. A possible cause is the strong 2. Craig, K.J., "Computational Study of the
end-vortex generated by a finite slot promoting Aerodynamics and Control by Blowing of
separation aft of the slot and preventing the formation Asymmetric Vortical Flows over Delta Wings",
of a coherent tip vortex The effect of tip geometry PhD Thesis, Stanford University, August 1992

requires further investigation, but it is clear that to
minimise losses, the slot should extend to the tip, with 3. Steger et al, "Flux-Split Algorithm for
as small a tip chord as practicable. Numerical Simulation of Unsteady Viscous

Flows", Proceedings of Workshop on CFD,
Also evident from Figure 15 is a 'dead-band' in the roll U.C. Davis, 1986
response to biowing at lower angles of attack, possibly
associated with the formation of the tip separation 4. Baldwin, B.S. and Lomax, H., "'hin Layer
region. This may be alleviated by superimposing Approximation and Algebraic Model for
symmetric and asymmetric blowing, with a 'constant Separated Turbulent Flows", AIAA-78-0257,
total blowing level' scheme found to be most efficient. January 1978
This is illustrated by Figure 18, for a total jet
momentum coefficient of 0.08. The dead-band is 5. Degani, D. and Schirf, L.B., "Computation of
suppressed, whle the roll reversal is reduced in Turbulent Supersonic Flows around Pointed
magnitude and delayed in onset. Bodies having Cross Flow Separation", J. of

Comp. Phys., Vol. 66, ppl73-196, 1956
The effect of yaw (or roll angle) on lateral
characteristics is shown in Figure 19, for a roll angle of 6. Tavella, D.A., Schiff, L.B. and Cummings, R.,
+20'. In general, recovery or 'out-of-roll' control "Pneumatic Vortical Flow Control at High
power is increased while manoeuvre or 'into-roll' Angles of Attack", AIAA 90-0098, January
control is reduced, limiting maximum trimmable roll 1990
angles to around ± 15'; nevertheless, sufficient control
power was available for a roll control system with a 7. Greenwell, D.I. and Wood, N.J., "Static Roll
fully closed control algorithm to be implemented and Moment Characteristics of Asymmetric
the capability for control of wing rock demonstrated["]. Tangential Leading-Edge Blowing on a Delta
The usable angle of attack range is limited by the onset Wing at High Angles of Attack",
of slot stall, but this could be extended by optimisation AIAA-93-0052, January 1993, also accepted for
of the leading-edge profile. Alleviation of tip losses Journal of Aircraft
would also significantly increase roll authority.

8. Grcenwell, D.I. and Wood, N.J.,
"Determination of Vortex Burst Location on

2 Concluding Remarks Delta Wings from Surface Pressure
Measuremeis", AIAA Journal, Vol 30 No 11,

A combined computational and experimental program pp2736-2739, November 1992
has investigated the control of a delta wing
configuration using tangential luading-edge blowing. 9. Kraus, W., "X-31, Discussion of Steady-State
The primary effects of blowing of the turbulent jet have and Rotary Derivatives", paper 13, AGARD
been explored computationally for a limited number of CP-497, May 1991
cases, while a more complete investigation has been
undertakn experimentally. 10. Greenwell, D.I. and Wood, N.i., "Control of

Asymmetric Vortical Flows", AIAA-91-3272,
It has been demonstrated that the effects of a turbulent September 1991
jet blowing tangentially at the leading-edge of a delta
wing, including the effects on vortex bursting, can be 11. Wong, G.S., Rock, S.M., Wood, N.J. and
represented by computation of the Navier-Stokes Roberts, L., "Active Control of Wing Rock of
equations using an algebraic turbulence model. The a Delta Wing at Post-Stall Using Tangential
use of computation combined with the results of Leading-Edge Blowing", AIAA-93-0056,
experiment can give a complete picture of the relevant January 1993
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Figure 3: Effect of Angle of Attack on Computed Particle Traces at Zero Yaw (a 300, 500)
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Figure 5: Effect of Yaw Angle on Computed Wing Fiowfield (a 300, 13 = 100)
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Figure 7: Effect of Combined Yaw and Blowing on Computed Particle Traces (a~ 30", J=100, C,1  0.02)
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Delayed Burst Onset

Figure 11: Typical Effective Dihedral Characteristics for Delta WingsM9I
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SIMULATION OF STEADY AND TRANSIENT TRANSVERSE
JET INTERACTIONS FOR MISSILE, ROTORCRAFT, AND PROPULSIVE APPLICATIONS

S. M. Dash, B. J. York, N. Sinha, R.A. Lee, A. Hosangadi, and D.C. Kenzakowski
Science Applications International Corporation

Propulsive Sciences Division

* 501 Office Center Drive, Suite 420
Fort Washington, PA 19034-3211 U.S.A.

SUMMARY lates. New methodology developed to analyze this tran-
A review of recent activities focussed on the simulation of sient, two-phase problem will be described. The CRAFT 3D

transverse jet interaction problems using advanced time- Navier-Stokes code [3-61 which utilizes implicit/upwind
asymptotic and time-accurate Navier-Stokes methodology (Roe/TVD) numerics with multi-component gas-phase
is presented. Missile work has involved the simulation of chemistry has been upgraded via incorporation of a new
short-duration control jets issued from solid rocket motor particulate solver [7] to analyze this complex flow problem.
nozzles. For the simulation of time-accurate particle-laden Applications to several unit problems and a generic Mach 2
flows, a new Eulerian-based upwind/implicit particle-solver missile flowfield problem will serve to illustrate this new
was developed and coupled with the gas-phase solver, capability.

* Rotorcraft work has involved simulating the interaction of
the exhaust plumes with the rotor wake and body aerody- Our work in rotorcraft has involved simulating the interac-
namic flow. Hybrid vortex tracking/Navier-stokes methodol- tion of helicopter exhaust plumes with the vortical rotor

ogy has been implemented with gridding of this complex 3D wake, including wake/body interactions. The practical
interactive flow being an issue of primary concern. Propul- analysis of this complex 3D flowfield problem has entailed
sive work has emphasized turbulence modeling. For scram- utilizing a hybrid approach which employs Lagrangian vortex

jet fuel-injection applications, compressible-dissipation ex- tracking methodology coupled to a body potential solver for
tensions to the ke model which provided marked improve- representing the rotor wake, combined with Euler/NS
ments in simulating fundamental high-speed shear layers, methodology for the plume/body analysis utilizing the rotor
have proven to work quite well for transverse jet injection, wake solution in a plane just under the rotor blades ('actua-

tor disc* inflow boundary conditions). The PARCH 3D

1. INTRODUCTION Navier-Stokes code 18,91 has been implemented which
The authors have been involved in research and code contains grid blanking capabilities (Figure 2) that facilitate

development related to varied jet/plume interactive flowfield the construction of computational grids for the helicopter
problems whose characterization is provided in Table I. problem. Grid embedding is utilized to concentrate grid
While simple jet flows can thus be categorized, many points along the plume trajectory to obtain sufficient

realistic problems can involve the interaction of several numerical resolution. This article will serve to illustrate the

classes of jets with distinguishing features often not readily approach developed for a helicopter in hover and forward
apparent. For complex jet flows, time-asymptotic or time- flight, showing the contributions of rotor wake and forward

accurate Navier-Stokes methodology is required and simula- flight on the plume trajectory and structure. Full details of
tion issues involve, numerics (e.g., gridding and grid resolu- this approach are reported in other publications [10-121.

tion), physics modeling (turbulence and particulates) and
thermochemistry. Since this Symposium focusses its With regard to propulsive applications, the basic problem of

attention to "jets in cross-flow,' we will restrict attention transverse fuel injection in a supersonic environment was
to our recent activities in the third column of Table I, revisited. In earlier studies 11,2], difficulties were encoun-
namely transverse jet problems. tered using a basic ke model associated with its inability to

reproduce high Mach number compressibility effects. For
Missile activities have involved simulating the interaction of simple shear layers and straightback round jets, success in
propulsive and/or control jets with the aerodynamic flow- analyzing high-speed problems was recently achieved via
field. Such jets/plumes are chemically-reacting (viz, after- incorporating compressible-dissipation concepts of Sarkar

burning occurs with entrained air) and for solid propellant and Zeman 113, 141 into a ke framework [15-181. For
rocket motors, particle-laden. In an earlier AGARD paper straightback jets, a systematic building-block approach has

(1) and a recent article on tactical missile plume/airframe been followed using the blocks of data described in Table
interactions [21, capabilities for analyzing plumes issued II to obtain a unified version of ke which reproduced high-

from scarfed/bifurcated nozzles were described (Figure 1). speed jet data and all subsets. While this approach has not
This paper will focus on newer activities related to short been pursued for the transverse jet problem, preliminary

duration control jets. Such jets, now being based on applications of the new compressible-dissipation version of
several newer missile systems (e.g., LOSAT, ERINT), issue ke (keCD) to this problem has provided significant improve-
from small, highly-energetic solid propellant rocket motors ments over the basic ke model as will be discussed.
and contain significant loadings of metallic-oxide particu-

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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Stokes codes. The features of these codes are compared obtained using a coarse 45 x 40 grid. The 0.6pro parti'-.les
in Table Ill. PARCH has been utilized for steady flow .interact strongly with the uniform gas solution and are

problems while CRAFT has been used for transient flows. "flattened" against the solid boundary. The 600pm parti-
The reader is referred to the references for equations and cles do not interact at all and penetrate through the compu-Idetails of the numerics employed. This paper will discuss tational domain. The 6pm and 60pro particles show
transverse jet predictions made with PARCH and CRAFT for intermediate levels of interaction with the gas.
missile, rotorcraft and propulsive applications.I To simulate time-accurate/finite-duration injection, the 6pro
2. TACTICAL MISSILE APPLICATIONS calculation was repeated with injection terminated after a

short time interval. Referring to Figure 7, the transient
2.1 Angled Plumes from Scarfed Nozzles particle-cloud is captured as it traverses through the flow
In an earlier AGARD paper [1], our analysis of scarfed following the same trajectory as for the steady calculation.

l nozzle (Figure 1} plume/aerodynamic interactions for a Results with two-way coupling would be different for
generic missile configuration was discussed in some detail particles of significant loading since the particles disturb the
with calculations presented for Mach .6 conditions and 100 gas-phase solution. However, these one-way coupling

Sangle-of-attack using the PARCH NS code. More recently, results give confidence that we are accurately simulating
* predictions have been performed [19] simulating experi- the unsteady convection of the particle cloud, and, that the

ments of Aerospatiale at ONERA 1201 for jets issuing from particle cloud boundary is well captured without any
I ogive/cylinders at various flight conditions. Figure 3 oscillations -- a problem with earlier non-upwind methods.

exhibits predicted Mach number contours and the grid Equivalent fully-coupled studies for transverse jet problems
implomented in the y =0 plane for a calculation at Mach 2. are described below.

The air jet was inclined at 600 relative to the missile axis
and was issued from a rectangular scarfed nozzle at an A fully-coupled unit problem that was investigated was the
"~average" Mach number of 2.5. The ratio of jet/freestream perpendicular injection of a multi-phase jet into an external
stagnation pressure was 28. The PARCH calculation flowing stream. The wall has a length of l m and the
implemented the basic kc turbulence model and the wall injection slot extends from 0.25m to 0.3Cm, The free-

boundary layer was not resolved (wall slip conditions were stream Mach number is 2.0, while the injected gas jet is
utilized), sonic with the A120 3 particles being fully eouilibrated with

the gas at injection. The pressure and temperature ratio be-
l In Figure 4, comparison of PARCH code cross-flow pressure tween the jet and freestream is 2.0. The mass loading of
Spredictions with data are shown in a plane located 6.5D the particles in the jet is 50 percent. We study the para-

downstream of the jet injection plane. The comparisons are metric effect of the particle size on the flowfield develop-
4 quite favorable and indicate that the predicted jet pene- ment by studying the injection of particles with three

Strates somewhat more than observed in the experiments, different sizes; 25pm, 5pm, and 2.23pm. For reference,
• Inclusion of a resolved boundary layer, improvements to the the corresponding single phase flowfield where the injected
l kE model (see Section 4 of this paper), and a better repre- jet contains no particles was also computed. It is to be
i sentation of nozzle exit plane conditions (average properties noted that the calculations shown here are inviscid and the

. were used as inflow conditions on the missile surface - upstream boundary layer is not simulated.
S~actual conditions are variable) all need to be explored as to

their influence on this prediction. Comparable comparisons Figure 8 shows the Mach number and stagnation enthalpy
with data were achieved for subsonic flight conditions [191. (representative of gaseous species) contours for the single

phase gas flowfield with no particles. The Mach number
2,2 Gas/PartIcle Interactions contours show a curved bow shock ahead of the injection.
Many tactical missile plumes of interest contain significant Upstream flow separation and the boundary layer are
loadings of particulates which are not in equilibrium with absent due to inviscid approximations. The jet expands
the gas-phase and must be accounted for via the solution around the downstream slot corner at X = .35m and a low
of dispersed-phase equations (21]. Since lateral control jets pressure zone is observed around the expansion point. The
are of short duration, a new time-accurate particle-cloud stagnation enthalpy contours show that i*.'c injected jet
solver was developed 17] which is compatible with the flattens out due to the large momentum of the oncc~ming
finite-volume implicit/upwind numerics in the CRAFT code. freestream, and is completely bent back a short distance
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on the gas flowfield. The particle path shows modest drag The rotor flow, with respect to body-fixed coordinates is
effects and a relatively minor deflection is observed. As the unsteady. As the rotor blades rotate, the lift forces acting
particle size is reduced to 5pmr the interaction between the on the blades generate a strong bound vortex at the tip of
two phases becomes somewhat stronger. The particles are the blades. This complex vortex structure is convected to
now strongly deflected and particle penetration gets form the wake core. For multiple blades, vortex-vortex
substantially reduced when compared to the 25prn case. interactions occur. The fuselage immersed in this wake
The gaseous jet penetration is not substantially different core experiences highly vortical downwash. As an added
here than for the 25#m case, although significantly more complexity, the fuselage itself is a complex geometry with
heat transfer occurs as evidenced by the broad spread of attachments for the transmission bay, fixed wing stabilizers,
the gaseous enthalpy contours.As the pattfcle size is further engine nacelles, as well as armament. Since the engine is
reduced to 2.23/Jm, the interaction between the gas and attached close to the fuselage, the jet plume is immersed in
the particles becomes very strong (see Fig. 11). The this highly vortical flow. The approach taken models the
particles deflect very strongly and the penetration of the rotor wake and its interaction with the helicopter airframe
particle-cloud is further reduced. Here, the particles serve using vortex-lattice/potential flow methodology as incorpo-
to increase the gaseous penetration but the particle and rated in the HELIWAKE code (22, 231. Our numerical
gas-phase plume boundaries are still distinct indicating that studies have indicated that while vortex-lattice/potential
this is still far from the equilibrium limit, flow methodology can provide an adequate representation

of the rotor wake downwash flow just under the rotor
2.3 Transient Control Jet Missile Flowfaied blades, the flow representation on and near the airframe
The transient firing of a lateral control jet from a missile surface is inadequately predicted.
was simulated using the CRAFT code. A schematic of the

jet-missile interaction flowfield is shown in Figure 12. The In this approach, HELIWAKE defines rotor wake character-
control jet is located midway down the missile at 10 radii. istics under the blades that account for wake/airframe
The grid points were clustered around the jet injection interactions and Euler/Navier-Stokes (NS) methodology
location to provide resolution in this region. (PARCH) is utilized for the plume/wake/airframe interaction

problem. The PARCH code grid patching/blanking capabili-
The freestream conditions are as follows: ties (Figure 2) facilitate dealing with complex geometries (a

Mach number = 2 singj patched grid is used in contrast to multiple zonal
Pressure = 1 atm blocks), and, an efficient diagonalized matrix inversion
Temperature = 3000 K procedure provides reasonable CPU times. The three step

procedure implemented to analyze the complete flowfield
The control jet is injected with the following conditions: problem is as follows:

Mj = 3
PJ = 20atm (1) HELIWAKE provides a solution of the rotor

Tj = 3000 0 K wake/airframe interaction problem - this solution
is utilized to provide a time-averaged 'actuator

and is fired for 7.5 ms. disc" representation of the wake in a plane just

under the rotor blades which is used as inflow
This case was performed with a 50% mass loading of 5pum boundary conditions for the Euler/NS solution.
A120 3 particles in the jet. The particles were specified to be Figure 15 exhibits the HELIWAKE analysis of a
in equilibrium with the gas at the jet exit plane. Figure 13 helicopter in hover, while Figure 16 shows the
compares gas-phase (stagnation enthalpy) and particle actuator disc inflow conditions used for the Eu-
cloud plume boundaries, side-by-side, at 1, 3, 7, 8, 10 and ler/NS solution in a plane under the blades.
16 milli-seconds. The particle-cloud plume is seen to
experience more penetration than the gaseous plume and (2) PARCH is implemented in an Euler mode with a
after shut-off, it gets blown downstream" more slowly due coarse grid to define the plume shape/trajectory.
to lag effects (see contours at 16 milli-seconds). Complete Figure 17 exhibits a typical grid and the grid
details of this case are provided in Reference 5 including a patching implemented in one of the three coordi-
description of phase change effects (liquid AI203 droplets nate directions.
undergo solidification at 2318 0 K). Note the presence of
particles downstream of the injection location (associated (3) PARCH is implemented in an NS mode using a
with initial roll-up) even after shut-off at 7.6tns. The phase two-equation turbulence model and grid embedding
change zones are difficult to exhibit unless color contours in the vicinity of the plume for adequate resolution.
are available.

3.2 Representative Plume Calculations
3. ROTORCRAFT APPLICATIONS With the methodology described above, representative

hover and forward flight predictions were preformed to
3.1 Approach for Helicopter Plume Simulation illustrate present capabilities. The helicopter geometry is
The accurate analysis of a helicopter flowfield (Figure 14) prescribed in wireframe form from which an Euler grid is
emphasizing plume simulation is a very complicated task. constructed using the GRIDGEN code in conjunction with a
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surface decomposition procedure to aid in constructing the 4.2 Two-Dimensional Transverse Fuel Injection Problem

complex grid patching. Earlier predictions for a two-dimensional transverse jet
interaction flowfield simulating the helium fuel injection

Figure 18 displays predicted temperature contours of the experiment of Kraemer and Rogers 1271 are exhibited in
plume in hover while Figure 19 shows the trajectory Figure 25, along with the experimental setup. Predictions

(particle traces) of the exhaust. The predicted solution made with the ke turbulence model underestimated the
displays the normal "horseshoe-like" distortion of the plume lateral extent of te approach separation zone, indicating
immersed in a strong downwash. The temperature con- too fast a rate of mixing. A "capped" version of the ke
tours for the forward flight case showing the plumes are model that did not allow the turbulent viscosity, Pt, to
displayed in Figure 20, while the particle traces showing the exceed 1000/ut produced results in better agreement with
plume trajectory are displayed in Figure 21. In contrast to the data, indicating the requirement to incorporate com-

the hover flowfield, the plumes are convected more aft than pressibility effects into the turbulence model. Gridding was
downward. A close-up view of the plume region dispiays not an issue, as ascertained by grid convergence studies on
an increase in static temperature in the region where the both rectangular and adaptive grids.
structure of the plume is distorted by the downwash
(Figures 22 and 23). Figure 22 represents plumes in the We have revisited this transverse jet problem using the new

hover flowfield while Figure 23 represents plume in the kECD turbulence model. Figure 26 compares PARCH code
forward flight flowfield. The peak temperature on the blade ke and keCD predictions simulating this experiment, both
advancing side is greater than the blade retreating side. implementing the low Re Chien extension of ke to analyze
This is because the jet exhaust in the blade advancing side the near-wall region. The keCD predictions are significantly

is impeded by the downwash while the jet in the blade better than those of the ke model. Figure 27 shows further
retreating side has less impedance. These calculations are improvements to the keCD prediction provided by the use

not yet grid resolved and further work is required for their of a solution adaptive grid. With the adaptive grid, the
completion. Full details including color contour plots are upstream solution improved but the downstream solution
available in Ref. 10, with further information also available deteriorated. Also, some unsteadiness in the solution was
in Refs. 11 and 12. observed which was probably dampened by the coarser

original grid. Figure 28 compares the original non-adaptive

4. PROPULSIVE APPUCATIONS and final adaptive grids utilized for these predictions. Figure
29 exhibits contours of Mach number and turbulence

4.1 Tubulence Model Upgradeu structure for the keCD prediction on the adaptive grid.
Following a systematic "building-block" approach, a new
version of the ke turbulence model (kCD) has been formu- 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
lated for high-speed jets and shear layers whose description This article has described transverse jet interaction flowfield

and performance is provided in Refs. 15-18. This new solutions for problems associated with missile, rotorcraft,
model correctly predicts the observed decrease in mixing at and propulsive applications. The PARCH and CRAFT

higher convective Mach numbers and the associated Navier-Stokes codes have been utilized in the performance

decrease in velocity fluctuations and normal stresses (many of these calculations. In the simplest of the problems

sets of data have been investigated). The model is based exhibited, the 2D transverse helium jet of Section 4,

on extensions of compressible-dissipation concepts pro- turbulence modeling was the issue and the new k6CD model
posed by Sarkar and Zeman [13, 141 whereby the dissipa- was found to provide significant improvements over the
tion, e, is taken to be comprised of incompressible (e,) and basic ke model. Vortical turbulence issues are anticipated

compressible components (e = s, + c) with the compress- in the helicopter plume problem and upgrades to ke are
ible com•onent related to the local turbulent Mach number anticipated as we progress further in this work. The

M, = V2k la, i.e., c, = e. (1 + a M 
2
) in Sarkar's formula- unsteady lateral control jet did not implement a turbulence

tion. The keCD model greatly improves upon the earlier model - an Euler simulation with a dispersed particulate
kcCC model of Dash at al. 124, 251 which also used MT as phase was described. For short duration transient flows,

a correlating parameter, but applied it to the turbulent Reynolds-averaged turbulence modeling is not generally

viscosity, i.e., (u, = C, (Mr) pk2 le. Table V describes the applicable and a large-eddy simulation (LES) approach is
keCD turbulence model. Figure 24 shows a comparison of required. We have been pursuing such an approach for

its performance vs the earlier kcCC model in predicting short duration interior ballistic gun chamber problems (28,
velocity fluctuations simulating recent experiments of 291 where thermochemical and multi-phase problems must
Dutton and coworker, at the University of Illinois [261. be additionally addressed.
Both kerCC and kECD predict the correct growth rate (ke,
which is not shown, has a much larger spread and intensity 6. REFERENCES
levels comparable to kcCC) but kECD is seen to also predict [1] Dash, S.M., Sinha, N., and York, B.J., "Computational
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Table 1. Basic Jet/Plum. Flowfleld Characterization

Prroghtlecms Wall Jet Transverse Jet
Jot/Mixing j_______________

Internal Central Fuei Injection Tangential Fuel Injection Transverse Jet Injection
Propulsive Gas Turbine Core/Fan Film Cooling of Propulsive
Problems Mixing Surfaces

Tactloal/Strateplo Misaile Plum* Interceptor W~indow Film Cooling Transverse (JI) Thrusters for
Missile - Single/Multl.Englne and Aero-Optios Missile Control
Problem. Integrated Propulsive Systems Scarfed/Bi~furcated Nozzle

_______ _____________________ ("aojt/Turbofan) Exhausts

Aircraft Jet Exhausts Plug Nov"Ies V/STOL Aircraft
Aircraft - Single/Multl-Engine Circulation-Control Airfoils Helicopter Exhaust In Downwash
Problems Nonaxisymmetric Integrated Propulsive Systems

(Scramijet Exhaust)

Table 11. Building-Block Data for Straightback Jet Flowfields

-BUILDING-BLOCK 1I - BUILDING-BLOCK 2 -
LOW-SPEEID PLANAR FREE SHEAR FLOWS- LOW-SPEED AXISYNMMTRIC FREE JETS

__________________________(WAKES)

* ASYMPTOTIC * SELF SIMILAR BEHAVIORJFARFIELD
- Velocity Ratio Effects (Rodi Correlation) -. Velocity Ratio Effects
- Density Ratio Effects (BrownlRoshko, etc.) -Density Ratio Effects

* NON-ASYMPTOTIC 0 TRANSITIONAL REGION + FARFIELD
- Initial Profile Effects - Initial Profile Effects
- Free Stream Turbulence Effects - Free Stream Turbulence Effects
- Pressure Gradient Effects - Pressure Gradient Effects

* COMPLETE JET (BBIX NEEDED)

-BUILDING-BLOCK 3 - -BIDN-LC
HIGH-SPEED PLANAR FREE SHEAR FLOWS HIGH-SPEED AXISYMMETRIC FREE JETS

* ASYMPTOTIC 9 SL IIA EAIRFRIL
- Isooenrgetic/One & Two Streams - Velocity RatiorDensity Rtttio Effects
- Non-isoenergetic/One & Two Streams - Compressibility (Mach Number) Effects

* TRANSITIONAL REGION + FARFIELD
* NON-ASYMPTOTIC - Balanced Pressure - Initial Profile,

-. laitial Profdie Effects Free Stream Turbulence Effects
- Free Stream Turbulence Effects - Imbalanced Pressure - Above Plus
- Wave/Shear Layer Interactions Wave/Shear Layer Interactions

* 0 COMPLETE JET (BB/3 NEEDED)
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Table IlI. Features of PARCH and CRAFT Codes

_EATURE PARCH CRAFT

- 2D/AXI - 20 Code ( 1D/2D/AXI/3D - Single Code
S• 31) - 3D Code

EQUATIONS

. EulerThin Laye- 0ptions Eulerhin Layer Options

* Finite-Diffcrence Discretization with Finite-Volume Discretization
Finite-Volume Correc~tions to Cell

Jacobians

Beam-Warming Central Difference Roe/TVD Upwind Algorithm
AlgorithmiDiagonalized or Block - Consistent for Real, Multi-Compo-
Matrix !nversion nent Gas Mixtures

- Jameson 2nd-/4th-Order - Standard Block or LU Matrix Inver-
Dissipation slon

NUMERICS - Fully Implicit Including Source
Roe/TVD Run Option - for Terms
Perfect/Single-Component Gas

* Time-Asymptotic Numerics * Time-Accurate and Time-Asymptotic
- Independent Time-steps Numerics
- 2nd-Order Spatial Accuracy - 2nd-Order Temporal and Spatial

Accuracy
- Pseudo Time Iteration to Eliminate

Approximate Factorization Errors

GRID AND * Fixed Grid/Grid Blanking - Patchingj • Dynamic Grid for Unsteady Flows with
BOUNDARY for Complex Geometries Moving Boundaries

CONDITIONS 6 Generalized Explicit BC • Grid Blanking
* Generalized Implicit BC

THERMO- 0 Generalized Finite-rate, Matrix 0 Generalized Finite-Rate, Large
CSplit/Loosely Coupled Matrix/Strongly Coupled

* Equilibrium Air (Tannehill Fits) a Equilibrium Air (Tannehill Fits)

* ke Turbulence Model * ke Turbulence Model
- Loosely or Strongly Coupled to - Strongly Coupled to Fluid

Fluid Dynamics Dynamics
TURBULENCE - Chien Low Re Terms - Compressibility Corrections

- Compressibility Corrections - 2D/AXI Jet Corrections
- 2D/AXI Jet Corrections ....

# Equilibrated G/P Mixture Generalized Steady/Unsteady G/P

MULTI-PHASE * G/P Nc iequilibrium Capability for Nonequilibrium

FLOW Steady 2D/AXI Flows with No Recircu- - New Conservative/Implicit Particle-
lation Cloud Solver Using Higher-Order

Upwind Numerics
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Table IV. FeatLwres of the Particle-Cloud Solver

FEATURES PARTICLE-CLOUD SOLVER

0 1D/2D/3D TIME MARCHING PARTICLE-CLOUD EQUATIONS

* FULLY COUPLED PARTICLE DENSITY, VELOCITY, AND
EQUATIONS TEMPERATURE EQUATIONS

* DRAG TERMS MODELED FOR NON-EQUILIBRIUM PARTICLE
INTERACTIONS

* DRAG RELATIONS OF HERMSEN AND HENDERSON AVAILABLE
* PHASE CHANGE OF PARTICLES INCORPORATED

11) LIMITING PARTICLE STREAMLINE CAPTURED AS A DISCONTINUITY
IN THE PARTICLE-CLOUD DENSITY

* ROE TVD UPWIND ALGORITHM FULL'0 CONSISTENT WITH GAS
NUMERICS PHASE NUMERICS

0 IMPLICIT TREATMENT OF PARTICLE SOURCE AND FLUX TERMS
0 ADI BLOCK INVERSION
• TIME ACCURATE/TIME ASYMPTOTIC NUMERICS
* NEWTON ITERATION TO REMOVE APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATION

ERRORS

. WALL WITH PARTICLES STICKING
,BOUNDARY 0 WALL WITH PARTICLES SLIPPING

CONDITIONS 0 INFLOW
0 OUTFLOW

.4 Table V. kECD Turbulence Model

The kcCD turbulence model utilizes a "compressible" turbulent viscosity, Pt' given by:

u, = Cjp k2 / (E. + 6,)

The incompri-,:;sible value of turbulent dissipation, Es, is obtained from the equation:

De, , (.+4) 0,.1 - ( C.

The compre;;:sible-dissipation, •c' is given by:

where MT ia,;Iudes a Zeman lag
M•, M - A

and th6 ccefficients utilized are as follows:
aI = 1 (same as Sarkar)
A = .1 (same as Zeman)
8 = 60 (fits LaRC data the best)

The equa':ion for turbulent kinetic energy, k, is given by:

Dk a !L, 8k ] p_(C,.+c)+ -,
w -is

where the turbulent production, _P, in both the k and es equations utilizes the compressible Pt

L --. I II I i
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NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT OF AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS ON MISSILES WITH TRANSVERSE
JETS CONTROL

M. DORMIEUX - R. MARSAA.POEY

AEROSPATIALE-MISSILES
91370 Verrlires-Le-Bulsson - FRANCE

ABSTRACT
2.1.1 - Descriptiou of the test case

This paper deals with numerical studies made at Experimental investigations of the flowfield around the
AEROSPATIALE-M13SSIES about aerodynamic interactions missile body with a lazaal jet were performed in the ONERA
due to the use of pyrotechnical lateral force control S2 wind tunnel at Modane.
Calculadons were performed in order to predict lateral jets Figure 1 illustrates the experimental set up. The missile
interactions on two kinds of missiles: subsonic antitank and body is a cylinder of diameter D equal to 0.1 meters, with a
supersonic antimissile, parabolic ogive of length equal to 3 D. The jet issues from an
In the subsonic case, Euler and Navier-Stokes calculations axisymetric nozzle inclined rearward at an angle of 60
were compared on a missile body test case. Then, Euler code degrees from the missile axis an located 8,5 D downstream of
was applied to an antitank missile configuration, and the nose. Ten 5-hole probes are disposed on crosswise
missile spining effects were assessed, sticks, which can be rotated around the body.
In the supersonic case, jet stagnation temperature and jet Experimental data acquisition was performed with this device
species effects were studied on a surface-to-air misrsl. in 3 planes respectively located 10 D, 12 D and 15 D

downstream of the nose. These probings were realised with a
large number of freestream and jet conditions.

1 - INTRODUCTION
2.1.2 - Calculations performed

Increasing needs for new missile systems with high
performances have iead AEROSPATIALE-MISSILES to use Calculations were made with the following freestream and jet
pyrotechnical lateral force control for two kinds of missiles: conditions:
subsonic antitank and tupersonic antimissile. FreeshI Je
However, presence of transverse jets close to the missile
raises the problem of aerodynamic interactions. In this Mach number 0.8 2.5
respect, use of lateral force control requires the ability to Stagnation pressure 0.95 bar 22 bar
predict these aerodynamic phenomena. Incidence 00 600
This paper presents some calculations made around subsonic Stagnation temparature 293 K 293 K
or supersonic missiles with transverse jets.
In the subsonic case, no numerical assessments was The nozzle exit section was simulated by a rectangular hole,
performed before thm present one. Thus, a preliminary study the size of which was chosen to keep the flow rate through
on a missile body test case was made, and followed by the section. As the configuration is symmetric, calculations
calculations on an antitank missile with cold air jets, were performed only on one half space.
In the supersonic case, AEROSPATIALE-MISSILES has
acquired the ability to perform calculations around missiles Euler and Navier-Stokes turbulent calculations were made.
with cold air jets since 1988 (5]. In this paper, calculations The Euler calculation was made with Euler code SESAME,
around a surface-to-air missile including jet stagnation developed by ONERA [1], [2]. Euler equations are solved by
temperature aind jet species effects are presented. SESAME with an explicit and centered numerical scheme

(Lax-Wndroff-Ni). Scheme stability is provided by addition
of artificial viscosity terms (Jameson-Schmidt). A grid of

2 - MISSILES IN SUBSONIC FLOWS 122x41x34 points was used as shown in figure 2.
The Navier-Stokes calculation was performed by SAIC
(Science Applications International Corporation, USA) with

2.1 - Missile body test case Navier-Stokes PARCH3D code [3]. Turbulent viscosity was

obtained from the two-equation k-e turbulence model. A Roe
Thaim of this preiimnary study is to establish Euler and upwind scheme was used for this calculation, with a grid of

Navier-Stokes codes ability to predict aerodynamic 151x71x31 points depicted in figure 2.
interactions of a lateral jot wid, a missile body.
For this reason, calculations , aed of an inclined lateral
jet of cold air with an ogive-cyunner missile at zero angle of
attack.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Conppwational and Experinental Assessment ofIJets in Cross Flow' April, 199.
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2.1.3 - Comparisons of calculations with with PARCH3D. Thus, differences for Cz r itained between
experimental results Euler and Navier-Stokes calculations remain moderate.

Comparisons of calculations with experimental data are
displayed in the cross plane located at 12 D downstream from 2.2 - Antitank missile application

Calculations were pei formed on a case of industrial interest,

We analysed the flowfield structure in this plane, established in order to study aerodynamic interactions created on an
by experiment and calculations. antitank missile with transverse jets propulsion and control.
Figure 3 shows LQx (axial component of the vorticity vector) Euler equations were solved to have a low computation cost.
contours in the cross plane. Two contra-rotating vortices - as far as calculations on the missile body test case showed
one for each half plane - take place in the external flowfield. that Euler model was proper enough to describe interactions
These vortices do result from the jet curvature and rounding on missiles with jets.
by the external flow, and are clearly predicted by both
calculations. Moreover, vortices location is very close to 2.2.1 - Description of the application
experimental results. However, Euler and Navier-Stokes
calculations overestimate the vortices intensity by around Figure 7 sbows the antitank missile geometry. Propuision
50 %. Another couple of vortices appear on experimental unit is mounted at the front of the body, and nozzles - one in
contours very close to the body. Theses vortices are detected each half space - are located at the missile center of gravity.
by PARCH3D Navier-Stokes calculation, but not by Each nozzle axis is inclined rearward so that thrust axial
SESAME Euler calculation. componert contributes to accelerate the missile. Jets
Figure 4 shows Mach number contours in the cross plane. deflectors located at the nozzle exit section ensure missile
We observe from this figure that calculations are steering. Missile spin rate o) around its axis permits to
qualitatively close to experimental results, as far as the jet control the flight with two nozzles only. The hollow charge
cross-section structure and size are similar. Mach number warhead is located at the missile rear, in order to have a
maximum value ia the cross plane is well predicted by both sufficient distance between the nose and the warhead.
calculations, with a difference to experimental results lower
than 10%. This maximum location is nearly the same for 2.2.2 - Calculations performed
experimental data and PARCH3D) calculation. SESAME
calculation locates this maximum about 0.5 D closer to the All calculations were made without incidence with a
missile body than experimental results. freestream Mach number equal to 0,3. Jet conditions were
Stagnation pressure contours are shown in figure 5. The jet defined with a preliminary 3 D Navier-Stokes calculation of
cross-section size is well predicted by calculations. The jet the flow into the nozzle with deflector. The nozzle exit
structure appears mom complex than with other variables section was simulated by a rectangular hole on the missile
(Mach number or Qx). In each half plane, experimental body, and jet conditions were imposed on this hole during
results point out 3 extrema of stagnation pressure: one the external calculations around the body.
absolute minimum located in the vortex center (A), one local
maximum below the minimum (B), and one absolute Calculations were performed using Euler approximation with

maximum above the minimum (C). These extrema are well code SESAME, which permits to take into account the
predicted by the PARCH3D Navier-Stokes calculation, with missile spining effect by including inertial and Coriolis
the proper locations. Thbe abwojute maximum (C) value terms in Euler equations.
shows a difference equal to about 20% between the Navier- In this respect, three calculations were made:
Stokes calculation and the experimental data. However, missile with jets without spining effect,
SESAME Euler calculations does not detect the absolute missile without jet with spining effect,
maximum (C). The local maximum (B) value is well predicted missile with jets and spining effect
by Euler and Navier-Stokes calculations (with differences
respectively lower than 20% and 5%). Figure 7 shows the grid used for all calculations. Because of
In all cases, we note that the jet cross-section is rounder and wings curvature and spiring effect, symmetry was not
more expanded for SESAME calculation than for PARCH3D employed, and a grid of about 220000 points was generated.

one.

In a general wiy, it appedrs that a better agreement with Mach number contours in a transverse plane are shown in
experiment is obtained through Navier-Stokes calculation. figure 8 for calculations performed with jets. Jet cross-
However, Euler calculation is quite able to predict the flow sections are visible in each half plane, and located close to
structure and to Sive good results. the wings. Without any spining effect. one jet cross-section

is approximately symmetrical to the other, some differences
One quantitative criterion by which one can compare appearing due to wings curvature. When spining effect is
calculations is provided by integration of lift coefficient on included in calculation, jet cross section structure does not
the body. Results are shown on figure 6. However, we do not change, but jet location is modified: jets turn around missile
have any experimental results of this type to compare with axis, and angular deviation obtained depends on the jet

calculations, direction at the nozzle exit section compared to rotated
Curves obtained present similar trends in both cases - Euler external flow direction.
or Navier-Stokes - and show a lift decrease located 2 D
upstream from the nozzle due to an overpressure zone Figure 9 shows local normal forces on tne wings due to
generated by the jet blockage effect. Immediatly downstream external flow for the three calculations. Without spining
the nozzle appears a lift increase created by the depression effect. interactions due to lateral jets create a depression -
Szone close to the body due to the jet. Further downstream, particularly on wings no 3 and 4 - which was confirmed bylift decreases because of jet vortical structures which affect wind tunnel results. With spining effect and without jets, alf the body surface o normal force appears on each wing which induces a roll
Lift value Cz obtained 15 D downstream from the nozzle are moment tending to slow down the missile spining. With
the following ones: Cz=0.48 with SESAME and Cz=O 55 spining effect and with jets, forces on the wings induce yaw
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* and pitch moments. four following cases: without jet (available experimental
Phenomena included are clearly non linear because tfrces on forces), with a cold air jet (available experimental forces),
the wings fer the missile with spining effect and jets are not with a hot air jet (no experimental dam), with a perfect gas

* obtained by simply adding up forces for the missile with modeling the powder gas jet (available experimental forces).
spinting effect alone and for the missile with jetw alone. C0ld air jet and hot air jet nozzle exit conditions differ only

by the stagnation tenmperature.
We used a multidunsin sstrucwn mesh made of 8 dnm-i

3 - MISSILES IN SUJPERSONIC FLOWS nd about 4=WOOO points (see fig.10).
Application to a thrust-vector controlled anti- Figure 1 shows a view of the wall pressure computed with

missile the cold *ir jet and with the perfect gas modeling the powder
gas jet
Figure 12 shows calculations/experiments comparison and

Mne calculations presented in this paragraph differ from an intepetation of the results.
those of §2 by the supersonic upstream conditions, but also
by the simulation of the jet stagnation temperature and the - Precision
jet species effects. Precision is computed by comparing mormal force

coefficient (CN) and the center of press.re abscisse (Zcp)
3.1 - Description of the application for calculations and expaiments (see fig.12).

F-zr the cas without jet, with hot air jet and with a perfect
Figure 10 presents ASTER antimissle. It is a cruciform gas modeling the powder gas jet, the error on CN is less than
missile with four low aspect ratio wings and four control 7% and the error on Zcp is less than 025)D (D diameter of the
surfaces. 'Me thrust-vector control is achieved by means of missile fuselage). The calculation with the cold air jet is a
jets emerging from the lateral side of the wings. little less accurate (7% on the CN and 0.5D on Zcp).
The lateral force control configuration which has been
calculated is a one jet configuration. The lateral jet emerges - Interpretation
from the lateral side of the inferior wing (see flg.10, 11). The interpretation is made by considring the differences on
For this configuration, two series of wind tunnel tests have CN and Zcp/D batween the 3 jet cases.
been carried out one with cold air jet, and the other with -+ Effect of cold air jet (difference between the case with cold
powder gas jet These two kinds of tests are linked by criteria airjet and the case without jet):
of similarity (conservation of nozzle thrust, exhaust section the simulation of the effects of cold abr jet is very good (error
area, and expansion ratio). Theso criteria have been choosen less than 2% on the ACN and 9% on the AZcptD).
in order to keep interactions as identical as possible between -• Effect of powder gas (difference between the cases with
the two jets (especially in terms of jet penetration height). powder gas jet and cold air jet):
Experimentally small variations on aerodynamic calculations show an effect us experiments do, that is to say,
coefficients are observed between the wind tunnel t a slight increase in the normal force coefficient and a slight
achieved with cold air jet Wa those achieved with powder gas move of the center of pressure downstream.
jet.

We try to simulate these variations by modeling the powder It is interesting to evaluate the part of the jet sta Ination
gas jtas rfect gas with the same specific heat ratio and temperature effect (difference cold air jet/hot air- At) and the
the same molar mass . In other words, we try to explain these part of the jet species effect (difference powder gas jet/hot air
variations by jet stagnation temperature and jet species jet). In fact, we observe that the effect of stagnation
(specific heat ratio and molar mass) effectb. tempe"amum and species have the same weight (see fig.12).
In this aim. the flow is modelised as an inviscid two-species
perfect gas [6]. Euler equations are colved by the code
FLU3M [4]. 3.4 - Flowfleld analys!s
This model is of course not able to simulate certain physical
phenomena: boundary layer, bow shock/boundary layer We still have to understand how the jet species and the jeZ
interaction, turbulent mixing layer between the jet and the stagnation temperature locally act. In the following, we
external flow. However, it will be shown in the following study some phenomena which are characteristic of the lateral
that this model can be sufficient to predict the interactions jet in a supersonic crossflow: the bow shock ahead the jet,
in terms of aerodynamic coefficients. the Mach disk, and the jet location.

Bow shock ahead the jet
3.2 - Previous calculations On figure 13 are plotted against Z, for the 3 jets, the static

pressure and the local normal force coefficient calculated
Wind tunnel tests with a cold air jet had already been along the intersection between the body and the symmetry
compared with numerical simulations using an inviscid one- plane.
species perfect gas model for the fluid. The comparisons in Figure 14 compares, for the 3 jets, the pressure distribution
terms of aerodynamic coefficients were good [5] in a transverse plane cutting the jet and located a little
The inviscid two-species perfect gas model had been upstream of the nozzle center.
previously validated on fundamental cases [6]. Between the cold air jet and the hot air jet on one side, and
For the ASTER missile, we use now this model and simulate between the hot air jet and the powder gas jet on another
the powder gas jet as a perfect gas jet having the sauie side, we observe:
specific heat ratio and the same molar mass. - a slight upstream shift of the bow shock and an increase in

its curvature radius (see also fig.ll)
- an increase in the local normal force coefficient in the

3.3 - Present calculations and comparison with region upstream the nozzle.
experiments - Mach disk

Four calculations have been performed corresponding to the Figure 15 compares the Mach number distribution in the



symmetry lane for the 3 jets. The Mach disk is located
between the point where the Mach number reaches its REFERENCES
maximum vale and the poit wbere it reaches its minimum
"value. The location of the first point stays the same for the 3
jets. The locatioit of the second point moves a little I] - A. M. VUIULO•. "Multidomain3D Euier Solver For
upstream between te cold tir jet and the hot air jet firstly, Flows in Tmbomachines*. Procedings of the 9th ISABE
and between the hot air jet and the powder. gas jet secondly. SymPosium, edited by S.S. BILLIG. AIAA Washington DC,
It seems difficult to crcllude about the Mach disk location. Sept. 1989
It is all the more difficult ince a good asse4sment of this
"location implies a more refined ish [6]. [2] - V. COUAILLIERL "Multigrid Method for Solving Euler

nd Navier-Stokes Equations in Two and Three Dimensions".
Jet location 8th GAMM Conf. on Numericvl Method in Fluid Dynamics,

The mass concentration of the jet is a well-adapted variable Delft (Holland), 21-29 Sept. 1989, ONERA
to pick out the jet location. It can t- obtained in the pisent
two-species Euler calculations. [31 -BJ. YORK N. SINHA, D.C. KENZAKOWSKL Sim.
Figure 16 shows the distribution of mass concentration of DASH. "PARCH Code Simulation of Tactical Missile
the jet species in a ftansverre plane located downsftm of PlumelAiiframeiLanncber Interactions'. 19th JANNAF
the nozzle. It appears (hat the jets shapes and heights of Exhasut lume Technology Meeting. May 1991. CPIA Pub.
penetration are nearly the same for the 3 jets. 568, pp. 645-674

[4] - Ph. GURLLEN, M. DORMIEJX. "Design of a 3D
3.5 - Conclusions about stagnation temperature Multidomain Euler Code". Computational Mechanics
and Je. species effects Instite, Supercomputing in Fluid Flow, Boston. (1989).

The ioviscid two-species gas model with a stagnation [5] - M. DORMIEUX, C. MAHE. 'Ca.uls Tridimensionnels
temperature effect gives a better assessment of the lateral de lHnteraction dun Jet Latdral avec un Ecoulement
powder gas jet interactions than the inviscid one-species Supersoique Externe". AGARD-CP n*437, Lisbonne.
gas model does. (19m8).
It simulates the double effect of jet stagnation temperature
and jet species. and shows that these two effects have 'te [6] - M. DORMIEUX, Ph. GUILLEN, &. ABGRALL.
same weight. 'Numerical Simulation of Transverse Jet Flows by a Non
Physically, these effects are characterized by: Reactive Two Species Multidomain Euler Flow Solver".
- for the bow shock, slight upstream shift and iarrease in the ALkA-90-0126, Reno.
curvature radius when stagnation temperature ii,raesed and
when the hot air jet is replaced by a perfect gas modeling the [7] - L. JACQUIN, P. GEOFFROY, G. LOSFELD, R.
powder gas jet GAILLARD, R. MORELLE. "Etude Exp6rimentale A Ia
- for the jet location, no changes when jra stagnation Soufflerie S5Ch sur un Jet Transversal Supersonique
temperature and species are modified. Chanff*. RSF 3!2496AY, ONERA, Direction de
Very recent fundamental experiments oonceming the jet l'Arodynamique, Mars 1993.
stagnatd. temperature effects have been carried out by
ONERA [7]. They show the 1-wo tr-nds above indicated.

4 - CONCLUSION

Calculations were performexd around subsonic or supersonic
missiles with lateral jets in order to predict aerodynamic
interactions.
In the subsonic case, results obtained on a missile body test
case show the ability of an Euler calculation to predict
properly the external flowfield, although agreement with
experiment is better when Navier-Stokes equations are
solved. Euler calculations performed on an antitank missile
first predicted downstream jets interactions on the missile,
confirmed by wind tunnel results. Then, missile spining
effect was included in calculations, and results obtained show
the influence of lateral jets interactions mixed with spining
effect on the missile global coefficients.
In the sapersonic case, results of calculations performed
around a surface-to-air missile showed that an inviscid two-
species gas model simulates properly -in terms of
aerodynamic coefficients- the effects of jet stagnation
temperature and jet species, and that these two effects have
the same weight.
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FIRST EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF RCS PLUME - FLOW FIELD
INTERACTION ON HERMES LEADING EDGE THRUSTER CONFIGURATION

Th. P6rtner

DLR Institute for Experimental Fluid Mechanics
Bunsenstrasse 10, 0-3400 G6ttingen, Germany

Si) 1. INTRODUCTION

During the initial phase of reentry the control over a
SUMMAR. winged vehicle is to be achieved by the reaction control

Glow discharge flow visualization experiments are system (RCS). The efficiency of the involved control

demonstrated which have been performed to enable a thrusters generally is adversely affected by interactions
first assessment of the HERMES 1.0 leading edge between the thruster plumes and the local flow field
thruster configuration concerning interference between around the vehicle. As interaction effects are critical to
the thruster plumes of the reaction control system safety and performance, it is necessary to achieve
(RCS) and the surrounding flow field. reliable prediction of the actual efficiency of a planned

RCS configuration.

The results of the flow visualization tests are presented
in exemplary selected photographs. Additional Pitot Before the tests that are reported in this paper avail-

pressure measurements support assumptions concern- able information on RCS interference showed the

ing interference induced pressure changes that may severity of the problem but it was restricted to the rear

result from the observed significant flow field disturb- mounted RCS configuration of the US Shuttle. Quanti-

ances. tative interference results for the Shuttle cannot be
transferred to HERMES due to the configurational dif-
ferences. A theoretical analysis of the problem is defied

LIST OF SYMBOLS by the complexity of the flow field, computational tools
were not appropriate either, and so any statements on

A area the RCS efficiency for HERMES were pure speculation.
""nozzle discharge coefficient Consequently, the problem of RCS interference had to

be accessed by experimental methods.

d diameter As a first step in the experimental approach flow
I length visualization tests were performed on the 1991 RCS

configuration. The simulation of the interference flow
M Mach number field was based on the scaling methods approved in the

Sreference area (wing area) extensive NASA experiments concerning the Shuttle
RCS.
In addition, exploratory Pitot pressure measurements

S plume initial turning angle were performed in proximity to the model surface which

y specific heat ratio underline the visualization results by more quantitative
information on the severity of the interaction. [1I

4) Momentum

01., plume limit angle 2. FLOW VISUALIZATION EXPERIMENTS

•N nozzle lip angle
The glow discharge tests were performed in the V2G
hypersonic vacuum tunnel with two main 'ntentions:

Subscripts i)
0 stagnation condition to show in what way the original shock system is

changed by RCS thruster plumes, and,
I wlndtunnel freestream condition II)

to give first Information on the severity of the inter-
, nozzle exit condition action of a leading edge mounted thruster configura-

* nozzle throat values tion.

N nozzle It was decided to use a 1/90 scale plastic model of the
HERMES 1.0 shape after preparatory experiments had

i free stream secured that tunnel blockage in V2G can be excludod

t) This work Is parformed undor CNES contract to DLP

Peserned at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimen:al Assessnent of Jets its Cross Flow: April, 1993.
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for a model of that size. (Model length was I 162 the ERNO engine by a factor of 1.5, leaving all other
data unchanged. In the model cc:dical cold ras driven
nozzles are integrated which are designed for Helium
2 e Sratioia.

2.1 General Simulation Aspects The simulation is based on the effective momentum flux

ratio that is recommended by extensive NASA investi-
External Flow Simulation gations,[3j, and which is agreed upon as the best

The operational altitude range of HERMES RCS is available scaling law for RCS simulation operations:

planned for initial reentry from 120 km down to at least The effective momentum ratio is-
75 km altitude. The Mach number during this phase 2

ranges from 20 to 27, and the Reynolds number based V1 CL P, M; Aj
on the nominal vehicle length (15.5m) is 130 to 346000. ,
The ambient pressure starts with 0.003 Pa in 120 km Y .b( ,.and ends up with 2.61 Pa in 75 km. By the ambient pressure p. this parameter is related

So the requirements for a free stream simulation of the to the entry trajectoi y So each set of tunnel flow and
entire operational range of the RCS system exceeds the model nozzle conditions refers to a special entry tra-
capabilities of available windtunnels. However, as jectory point.
shown in [2] the main requirements for RCS simulation The plume shape has been approximately matched with
purposes can be sufficiently met in hypersonic vacuum the empirical Latvala method [4]. According to thisItunnels. h miia avl ehd[- codn oti

method the plume shape is defined by a circular arc of
The V2G tunnel provides high Mach numbers about radius RPL and the initial turning angle of the plume
M=20 to M-=-22, and a low static pressure level boundary at the nozzle lip, a. For Mach numbers above
whereas Reynolds number duplication is possible only five the plume shape radius is mainly determined by
for a narrow altitude range about 92 km. The Reynolds the actual nozzle size. The initial turning angle can be
number was about Re = 30000.) adjusted approximately by the nozzle lip angle.

During the present test program the usual stagnation The following nozzle was used in the experiment:
chamber heating of the tunnel test gas was 'nhibited to
avoid melting of the plastic model. So the external flow nominal Mach number M 6 = 8.9

had intentionally to be replaced by a condensated flow d = 0.60 mm
"which demanded some additional considerations on
condensation effects. d Ext 2.89 mm

SN = 20.00°
Condensation Effects 1 3.146mm

The condensation of the tunnel flow reduces the Mach This geometry was assumed the best compromise for
number and the Pilot pressure at the same time the simulation of a wide range of reentry altitudes on

4. whereas the static pressure is increased. Isentropic one hand and workshop possibilities on the other hand
expansion relations are not applicable to this flow. The no exd dmr is on the oterscand
However, the product of static pressure and the square The shape radius is 15 % s overscale, the
of the Mach number, which means the product of den- plume shape radius is 15 % smaller than scale, and theinitial turning angle is slightly smaller than original:
sity and the square of the velocity, is not significantly -- 0.120 for 100 kin, and - 6' for 74 km So these values
changed by condensation. This means that the govern-
ing simulation parameter for RCS simulation, tho are ciose to scale requirements for all altitudes.

momentum flux parameter (s.below), is also not seri- The nozzle discharge coefficient CO in the momentum
ously influenced by condeneation. flux parameter is defined as the ratio of actual to the-

So as the net effect of condensation on the simulation oretical thrust. It primarily applies to the stagnation
parameter is small, the simulation of the RCS inter, pressure as it is assumed that the principle reason for

the difference between a real nozzle and its theoretical
action was carried out with the nominal free stream promnei u oals nttlpesr.Ta
values for uncondensated flow. performance is due to a loss in total pressure. That

means all nozzle values can be calculated isentropi-
For condensated flow preparatory visualization tests cally on the base of the corrected total pressure.
exhibited a slight outward displacement of the shock For practical reasons in the present tests the discharge
system, The shock patterns in principle remain coefficient was replaced by the ratio of actuae to the-
unchanged but without condensation the lines would be oretical mass flow. This ratio was determined exper-
slightly (about 10%) closer to the vehicle. imentally to a value of 91 %.

2.2 RCS Simulation 2.3 Technical Slmulatloi Aspects

During the p. eparations for the tests the ERNO 400 N
engine was replaced by a 600 N thruster from SEP. As 2.3.1 Model Technique
no detailed information on this control thruster was
available at that time the simulation design was bas.d Fig.1 shows the positions of the RCS nozzles on the
on the 400 N engine data. The higher thrust was model. Although the original configuration has two
accounted for by increasing the stagnalion pressure of thruslers each 1or yaw and pitch control the model is
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equipped with only one yaw nozzle and one pitch/ro2, against the tunnel. For reasons of insulation half a
nozzle on the left side because during reentry sirnul- meter of the metal supply tubes is replaced by ther-
taneous operation of two thrusters of a g:oup is not moplastic tubes. The high quality of the glow discharge
planned. (At least this was the ca.e at the time of the which is reqched in this experime-nt is the result of
experiments.) As the front nozzle of each group has a proper adiustment concerning the HF equipment.
greater effect on interaction it was decided to represent
each nozzle group by its front nozzle. The nozzle stagnation pressure war controlled by an

analogue pressure gauge that was linked directly to the
In the model the two nozzles can be operated inde- stagnation chamber.
pendent from one another but simul ion of roll/yawcombined control is restricted to caseE• ;i; wlch both The camera was mounted on a massive tripod abc:ut
combinersaed cntrl isastagnctediton cesz i ichbohalf a meter from the model, equipped with a macro-
thrusters have the same stagnation pres•'.re, objective of 55 mrn focal length and a minimum dia-

Prints 1 to 3 show the construction process from the phragm aperture of f/32.
interior equipment to the final shap.a of the model. It is
an important feature that all parts under supply pres-
sure (up to 15 bar) are iabricated of metal, so that 2.4 Vat ý n of Parameters
sealing problems arising from the plastic ,material of ihe
outer model cre avoided already by the design. During During the experiment the reentry altitude was not
the experiment the model was highly stressed by tern- simulated directly. Instead, the stagnation pressure ;s
perature changes which led to a crack that separated varied from 15 bar via 10, 5, and 2 bar down to 1 bar.
the vehicle in the middle between nose and body flap. Trunnel stagnation pressures have been varied between
So the separation of the gas supply from the plastic 10 bar and 60 bar. The corresponding reentry altitudes
fuselage secured the experiment, then have been determined by calculation.

Print I shows the t'vc stagnation chambers of the noz- For each tunnel stagnation pressure single operation
zles which are arranged parallel to the longitudinal axis. of the yaw nozzle, of the pitch/roll nozzle, and simul-
They have an interior diameter of 6 mm (10 nozzle taneous operation of both nozzles at the same nozzle
throat diameters) and are equipped with a pressure s agnation pressure have been visualized and photo-
meaýsurement tube, a gas supply tube and a thermo- graohed through the side window as well as through the
couple each. The tubes and the thermocouple wires a, top window of the test section.
conducted through a stiff outer tube that extends ot
of the model base for sting mounting. Thb round rne. The angle of attack was adjusted to
plate at the base is the pole of the HF generator for the o = 400 and x = 30', sideslip angles have been
glow discharge of the flow field, whereas the metal star fl = 01 and f' .- 60. In total a number of more than 300
at the front end of the sting tube aids ip, fixing the whole photographs have been tak,-n. includ-ig exposure vari-
construction group in the foundry form. aliens.

Ai the next step the front part of the model was casted
into the form and cut off somewhat aft of the nozzle 2.4.1 Exempary Photographs
postions. Holes were drilled into this front part, aligned From a number of 72 photographs in the originai report
parailel to the longitudinal axis to serve as bearings for

the eta stgnaion hamers Thse hleshav toa series of 12 pictures was selected as an absolutethe metal stagnation chamber's. These holes have to minimum for reproduction in this paper. These photo-
be pos.tioned with high precision because the nozzle minimu for repRCt in tistpaper the phot
cones later are drilled into the casted model from out- graphs show the RCS induced disturbances of the flowside, and it has to be sure that the throat diameter field and they should be sufficient to indicate the influ-

ence of altitude and sideslip angle. For one altitude, H
section of the nozzle is sufficiently short (0.2 mm are - 95.7 kin, an entire set of photographs concerning
realized). different RCS operation (yaw alone, pitch/roll alone,

In print 2 'he assembly of nose part and intericr part-, both simultaneously) is included. In this series, prints 7
is shown. This assembly then is screwed into the t- 12, the sideslip ý,,,gle is ft = 61, bfcause the shock
.oundry form to guarantee an exact position of the structure is more distinct with a sideslip angie.
functional elemernts when casting the rest of the vehi- Cases without sideslip arngle (print 13 and 14) and an
cle. In print 3 the final Fhape of the model after casting example tor a lower altitude, H = 86 ? km, (print 15 and
and nose Finishing is to be seen. At last the nozzles are 16) are represented only by photos showing simuitane-
drilled into the exact positions and the model is sprayed ous operation of both nozzles. The shock system with-
with a conductive coating that is required for :he HF out RCS operation is showr, as a reference case in
glow discharge. prints 5 and 6.

2.3.2 Experimental Setup Summarlk:ed Observations

Print 4 shows the V2G tunnel with the model integrated An analysis of the flow visualization photographs (of the
into the test section. The vehicle is mounted onto a rear entire series) results in the following main observa.
sting that is crar'ed in a way that the model center of tions.
projected area is located o0, toe tunnel axis independ-
ent from roll angles. The supply tubes are conducted An intersection between bow shock ard plume shock
close to the lee side oi the sting which itself Is mounted occurs in all tested altitudes. In higher altitudes the bow
onto an injection support which also allows electric shock of the vehicle vanishes downstream of the inter-
angle of attack adjustment. The sting is also the phase section point leaving an area of increased pressure,
pole of the HF generator, and it is insulated carefully which can be concluded from the stronger light emis-
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sion of the glow discharge in these regions. In the lower sure orifices. Such a model was not subject to the con-
altitudes the plumes ate mich smaller and the plume tract under which this work was performed and so Pitot
shock 3s earlier deflected into the direction of the main pressure measurements were performed in proximity
flow. The original bow shock of the vehicle continues to the model surface instead.
behind the intersection with the plume shock. Although the Pitot pressure cannot be directly con-

Especially for higher altitudes the top view pictures verted into static pressure it is at least related to static
show that the yaw plume displaces the bow shock out- pressure. The Pitot pressure is a function of 1 /M 5,
ward which indicates an upstream pressure increase whereas the static pressure is a function of I /M7. Con-
on the fuselage in the sense of classical jet interaction. sequently, an increase of Pilot pressure that is effected

by an interaction between plume flow and external flow
The prints which show operation of both nozzles exhibit indicates that there is also an increase in static pres-plume.. plume interaction when they are compared to sue
the prints with only one jet operating. sure.

The sideslip angle increases the interaction of the The Pilot probe was adjusted in 6 leeward and in 6
windward positions, aligned parallel to the longitudinalplumes with the locil flowfield. The pressure increase ai ftemdl

that is expected downstream of the shock intersection axis of the model.

seems to be increased by the sideslip angle. It is not
clear how strong the expected pressure increase will Pressure Results
be for the winglet. Remember that the condensation
widens the shock systern so that (for sideslip angles) it The tests exhibited most significant changes in pres-
is not sure whether the pressure increase region sure level on the leeward side. The highest increaseispanotsure whether ther pressre increse oeregion was + 486 % for an altitude of 99 krn on the upper wing
impacts more on tihe inner or more on the outer winglet na h ic oze nteotadsraeo h

surface. in cases without sideslip angle a direct impact netha pitch nozzle. On the outward surface of the

of shocks on the winglet can be excluded. winglet an increase of + 26 % for the same altitude
was indicated. Moreover, a strong interaction between

A smaller angle of attack effects a stronger plume yaw and pitch/roll thruster plumes on the leeside.
deflection and thus stronger pressure increments
downstream of the jets. (No illush ating photographs in Genei ally, the yaw interaction is stronger than the
this paper) pith/roll intx.-action. In all cases the interaction

decreased with falling altitude, which is in agreement
Before the tests it was considered that upward firing with the corner flow experiments of Allegre at SESSIA,
of the pitch thruster could possibly widen the whole and, which is in contradiction to Monte Carlo calcu-
shock svstem of thu vehicle which then would have lations of Aerospatiale.
effected a severe pressure increase on the windward The pressure results for the windward side show less
side, cocrnteracting the thrust moment. The tests interaction effects but here more refined methods of
proved that such a global displacement of the bow measurement ire required.
bhock can be excluded.

This exploratory test showed that interference induced
disturbance moments are very likely. The results con-

3. EXPLORATION OF RCS INDUCED PRESSURE firm the conclusions drawn from the visualization tests
CHANGES Fur(ther investigations require more detailed static

pressure measurements.
The glow discharge photographs demonstrated the dis-
turbance of the flow field hy the RCS plumes but the
possibilities for an estimation of the actual changes of 4. CONCLUSIONS
the surface pressure distribution based only or, flow
visualization are rather poor. The glow discharge flow visuali,'a!ion photographs

So it was decided durino the exýeriment to perfnr at demonstrate the significance of the RCS / external flow

least exploratory pressure tests to abtain information field nteraction and show that disturbance moments
on the change of thepressur3leveldue.to RCSinter- are very iikely The exploratory Pilot pressure testsactiont confirm the assumptions concerning interference

induC'ed mroments by more quantitative resudls
The experilment- clearly show that RCS interference

3.1 Pitot Pressure Measuremrnts remains a subject to further investigations The next
step in the experimental approach is to build a ne'i

To arrive at detailed information on the surface pres- HLRMES model with updated thruster configuration and
sure distribution of course a model is necessamry thal is wilh a number of stalic pressure orifices in selected
equipped with a sufficiently high number of static pres surface localions -l

2) Presentiy. experiments with such a model are kindei proqio,, it, the V2i trinei tilm{ie, iohnr.,i AMsi.an(c. conilta1 1') rz'.

S{; .. ,,
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Fig.1: HERMES 1.0, positions of RCS model nozzlea

(1991 configuration)
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Print 1: Interior equipment of the HERMES RCS flow visualization model

Print 2: Assembly of nose section and interior equipment
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Print 3: Final assembly of model before conductive coating

Print 4: Experimental setup
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Print 6:- a 4O(l, j=00,4=q 10 bar , top view, no RCS operation
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Prit : awnozl, =40, I =60 H= 5. knsie ie
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Print &: yaw nozzle, a =4Q0 , (3=6* H =95.7 kmn, tope view
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Print 9.- pitch nozzle, a =400, f3=6', H =95.7 kin, side view

Print 10: pitch nozzle, a =400, =6>, H 95.7 km, top view
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Print 11: both nozzles, az=40*, I= 60, H =95.7kin, side view

Print 12: both nozzles, a =400,1 60, H =95.7 kmn, top view
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Print 13: both nozzles, a =400, II=00, H =95.7 kmn, side view

........................... ................

Print 14: both nozzles, ax 40*, (100 H 95.7 km, top vnew
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Prnt15 bthnozlsa 40,13= 0,H 8.9kn, idIve
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1. SUMMARY descent cases.
To understand the jet related flow physics of the

The flow field about a delta wing equipped with suck-down phenomenon, Van Dalsem2'3 conducted a
thrust reverser jets in slow speed flight near the numerical study of the impingement of an unsteady
ground has been computed. Results include the pre- three-dimensional jet on a ground plane, in cross-flow,
diction of the flow about the delta wing at four fixed by solution of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
heights above the ground, and a simulated landing, equations. This work simulated the experimental
in which the delta wing descends towards the ground. work of Stewart, Kuhn and Walters.4 Insights into
Comparison of computed and experimental lift coef- the impinging jet flow physics, for example, the sen-
ficients indicates that the simulations can capture at sitivity of ground vortex location to the level of mix-
least the qualitiative trends in lift-loss encountered by ing in the wall jet were obtained in this work.' Also
thrust-vectoring aircraft operating in ground effect. the computed ground vortex locations and the pres-

sure coefficient distribution compared well with the
experimental data. This effort quantified the ability

2. INTRODUCTION of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to predict
the strength and location of the primary features of

Thrust vectoring can be used to improve short the impinging jet flow-field.
field, up-and-away, and post-stall maneuvering per- To understand the suck-down effect, it was re-
formance of high-performance aircraft. When vec- quired to introduce an airframe in the above study,
tored thrust is used to meet short runway require- so that the interaction of the jets with the groun,"
ments, as in the case of the Harrier AV-8B, a complex and the airframe could be studied. To concentrate
fluid dynamics interaction between the vectored jets, resources on resolving the complex flow physics, flow
the ground, and the airframe is encountered. This was computed about a simple configuration consist-
flow field can put the aircraft at risk due to lift loss ing of a delta planform with two jets in ground effect
and hot-gas/debris ingestion. As a result of these (Refs. 5-7). The experimental work of Paulson and
risks, operational fie•ibility and performance may be Xemmerly 1 had indicated that the flow about this
reduced. Experiments performed by Paulson and configuration produces much the same flow physics
Kemmerly1 at NASA Langley's Vortex Research Fa- as the flow about even a very complex and realistic
cility (VRF) indicate that for a STOVL (Short Take- configuration, such as an F-18 in ground effect. The
Off and Vertical Landing) configuration the magni- non-time-accurate simulations of flow past the delta
tude of the loss in wing-borne lift is a strong function wing showed the capability to capture jet impinge-
of its rate of descent. Although this phenomenon is ment/entrainment, ground vortex formation, and the
not fully understood, it is known that during a land- ability tu predict lift loss in ground proximity.5- 7

ing with a rapid rate of descent, the lift loss is much In the present piper, time-accurate simulations of
less than in the case of a low (or zero) rate of de- both straight-and-level and descending flight profiles
scent. It is conjectured that at rapid rates of descent, are presented. Both the mean and unsteady char-
insufficient time exists for the complete ground vor- acteristics of these flows are analyzed. Of particular
tex structure to form under the aircraft. A computa- interest is the flow unsteadiness due to apparent in-
tional study has been carried out to predict the lift- stabilities in the jet and ground vortex structures.
loss experienced by aircraft using thrust-vectoring in Analrds of lift coefficient and pressure histories and
ground effect, and to understand the differences in extensive flow visualization are used to develop an un-
flow physics in the straight-and-level flight anid the derstanding of the relationship between the observed

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on VComputational and Experiinental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow : April. 19Q3.
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forces on the delta wing and the flow dynamics. descent is simulated by moving the ground upwards.
The ground grid is moved up at the effective experi-
mental descent rate of Mach no. 0.004475 (4.9 ft/sec).

3. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL For the descent simulations, the descent is started at
h/b = 1.0 as opposed to the experimental starting

The computational model consists of a 600 delta height of h/b = 2.0 (where h is the height of the delta
wing in a free-stream Mach number of 0.064 (70 wig ou at twhirds of the d elta
ft/sec),wing measured at two-thirds of the chord above the

ground, and b is the wing span) to lower computa-
number of 1.2 million, in ground effect. The wing tional expense. The experimental data shows small
is equipped with two choked thrust reverser jets (di- differences between descending and straight-and-level
ameter 0.6 in.) exiting from jet pipes at an angle lift coefficients at h/b = 1.0, indicating that there
of 45' to the delta wing and at NPR (nozzle pres- should be little difference between the static and dy-
sure ratio) of 1.8. These geometrical and flow condi- n
tions correspond to the conditions in the wind-,tunnel namic flow structures at this height. Therefore, the

vacoepdthn idatheion o descending case can be initialized using the flow field
and VRF experiments used for the validationfor straight-and-level flight at h/b 1.0 without in-
study. The computational model duplicates the wind- traigsgcan t errors.

tunnel conditions for straight-and-level flight (Fig. 1).
I- the wind-tunnel simulations of the straight-and- 3.1 Grids

The accuracy of the simulation of a complex flow
A problem, such as under study here, depends strongly

*-. \ . upon the choice of grids. The straight-and-level flight
simulations were performed using grids that would

AV be extendible to the descent case. Body-conforming
grids were generated about the delta wing, the jet
pipe, and the ground to resolve the boundary-layers,
and an overset "jet" grid was used to resolve the
jet (Figs. 3, 4, 5). The mated delta-wing, jet, and

Fig. 1: The Wind-Tunnel setup. pipe grids overset a ground grid. The overset topol-

level flight cases, the floor of tile wind-tunnel is re-
placed by a moving belt to remove the boundary layer
absent in flight tests. Identical procedure is followed
in the computational model.

For the descent simulation there are some differ-
ences in the conditions between the computational
model and the VRF experiment. In the VRF exper-
iments, the delta wing is suspended from a cart that C

moves horizontally on rails, while the descent is sim-
ulated by the horizontal motion of the wing above a
slanted ground board (Fig. 2). The VRF test sec-

Support strut, sting,
NOg pressure ailirme
and Instrumentationt

Toot Section cmlllng Fig. 3: The ground-plane grid.

Mo• dal path ogy allows relative motion of component grids and

Oround board h/b thus efficiently manages grid points for moving-body
simulations. It has been used in the past to sim-

Test section floor ulate store separations and the separation of the

Solid Rocket Boosters front the Shuttle/Main Tlnk
Fig. 2: The Vortex Research Facility setup. assembly.9 Here, the descent is simulated by moving

the ground grid in the upward direction. The data
tion is 150 ft. long. The ground board for the first transfer between the grids is achieved using a new
100 ft. of the test section is slanted upwards and implemientationlo of a grid communication scheme
the last 50 ft. is horizontal thus allowing simulation referred to as the Chimera scheme." Using this
of descent followed by straight-and-level flight. In scheme, solutions are computed independently on all
t the computational model, the delta wing remains sta- the grids. Overset/overlapping grids feel the influence
tionary and the free-stream moves over it, while the of other grids via hole and outer boundaries. Hole
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boundaries are artificial boundaries in grids. The so- is possible by using subiterations. The code is used
lution is ignored on all points within a hole bound- to solve the conventional dependent variable vector
ary as this area/volume is either overset by a solid [p, pu, pv, pw, elT v. here p is density, u, v, and w are
body (hole made by delta wing in the ground and Cartesian velocity components, and e is the total en-

" the jet grids), or it is resolved by a finer grid (hole ergy per unit volume. Speed of sound, delta wing
. made by the jet grid in the ground grid). In the centerline chord, free-stream density, and y x pressure

straight-and-level flight computations, the interpola- (-t is specific heat ratio for air) are used as reference
tion coefficients required for grid communication at quantities.
the outer and the hole boundaries are computed just
once. However, for the descent simulation they have 3.3 Boundary Conditions - Straight-and-level
to be recomputed periodically due to the relative mo- flight cases
tion of grids. Ground grid inflow and jet exit values are specified

to match the wind-tunnel conditions. The 6 round
plane moves at the same velocity as the free stream
to remove the boundary layer effects. A no slip con-
dition is used at the delta wing and pipe surfaces.
On solid surfaces, density is extrapolated from one
grid point away and pressure is computed by solving

Delta wiN ;rid the normal momentum equation. All variables are
extrapolated at the ground grid outflow plane.

3.4 Boundary Conditions - Descent cases

In the VRF experiments, the delta wing moved
relative to the ground, however in these simulations
the delta wing remains stationary and the free-stream

Sud-pl•je moves over it. The inflow boundary conditions on
the ground grid are specified to match the delta wing
velocity (70 ft/sec), and sea-level density and pres.

Fig. 4: The delta wing grid. sure. Additionally, the co-ordinate transformation
between the VRF setup and the computational model
requires that the floor of the computational ground

DOM _Wj Dgrid move at the same speed as the free-stream. All
other boundary conditions are specified in a similar
manner as for the straight-and-level flight cases.

C - 4. RESULTS

4.1 Parametric Studies

Parametric computational studies were performed
utilizing the straight-and-level flight setup to evaluate
the effeci of grid density. It was determined that the
computed lift is a strong function of the jet trajectory.
In turn, it was found that the jet trajectory can be
heavily influenced by the level of grid refinement. It

Fig. 5: The pipe and the jet grids, was found that no practical Cartesian ground plane
grid could support the experimentally observed jet

3.2 Numerical Algorithm trajectory. Rather, the total jet motnentum would
decay rapidly with distance from the nozzle exit, and

Time-accurate computations were carried out on a the jet would finally become so weak that it would be
Cray-YMP by solving the three-dimensional Navier- deflected downstream by the oncoming flow. This was
Stokes equations, using the OVERFLOW12  code, in distinct disagreement with the experimental flow
on overset grids. Flow was computed on one half of visualizations of Paulson.1 It is for this reason that
the configuration with the assumption of symmetry the jet grid was added to the computational model.
about the x-z plane. The equations are discretized With the jet grid, and low levels of spatial numerical
by using a diagotudized three-factor scheme,13 which dissipation, the jet penetrates far upstream, impacts
is second-order accurate in space, and at most first- the ground plane, and spreads to form a thin wall
order accurate in time. Higher-order time accuracy jet. The high speed and large surface area of the wall
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jet result in iignificant flow entrainment. Because the following the procedure outlined in Fig. 7. The corn-
entrained flow accelerates, a low static pressure region puted data presented in Fig. 6 for the descent case
forms uncier the delta wing, and lift loss occurs. The has been filtered so as to match the sampling rate of

Sresults of these parametric studies were used to select the experimental data. However, no smoothing pro-
the grid topology and density for all work presented cedure similar to the experimental procedure (Fig. 7)
here. has been carried out.

For the descent simulations, additional two-
dimensional parametric studies were carried out to 1.0I"
determine the effect of time step At on simular
tions involving moving grids by descending a two- C, 0.5 Balance output
dimensional center section of the delta wing in ground
effect. It was shown that for a high value of At, (1.0), 0.0
the ground cushion effect may not be captured. For 0.5
smaller time steps (At=0.5), the solution indicates
increased lift with ground proximity based on con- ubtractlng Inertias
ventionaJ ground effect. Further reductions in time 0.0t :
step indicate convergence of lift histories and do not 0.5
shoew any new flow physics. In these simulations, a
At = 0.002 is used due to stability considerations. O • Hand faldng
The above study shows that the chosen time step is -100 0 100 200
small enough to accurately capture the flow features 0.2 x, ft
in the descent simulation 0.2 Replot as

160I O 1u [6C; = fhh•)
4.2 Test Case Studies .

Visualizations of the flow about the delta wing at -0. x=0-100 f: /b=2.5-0.25
h/b = 0.25 and 1.0 for straight-and-level flight are h.1 f 2

presented in Plate 1. The instanta.eous streamlines Fig, 7: VRF raw data processing.' 4

passing through the nozzle exit plane indicate that
at h/b = 1.0 the jet does not have sufficient momen-
tum to impact the ground. As a result, the level of At higher heights above the ground, insignificant
flow entrainment is low and little lift loss is encoun- differences are observed betv.ween the straight-and-
tered. However, at h/b = 0,25 the jet does impact the level flight and the descent cases. The gross flow fea-
ground and, as described above, significant flow en- tures and mechanism of lift loss are same for both the
trainment occurs, a low pressure pocket forms under cases. The descent lift curve indicates increased lhf"
the delta wing, and significant lift loss is encountered, between h/b = 0.5 and 0.4 due to the conventiona:
Because of the caxe taken in minimizing coirputa- ground cushion effect. However as the delta winp
tional errors due to numerical dissipation and grid approaches the ground, differences become apparent
resolution, the predicted lift coefficients are in rea- as indicated by higher value of C1 at h/b = 0.35 for
sonable agreement with experimental data (Fig. 6). the descent case as compared to the straight-and.level

flight case.
The computed time histories of the lift-coefficient

0.6 for both the straight-and-level flight at various

heights above the ground (Fig. 8) and the descent
0.4 case (Fig. 9) show large temporal variations and in-

00 creased amplitude in lift oscillation with ground prox-
0 . imity. Preferred frequencies of these oscillations are

-0.41 • 0 .1.0' .WnWIT ,I 0.5.\, . ,.. / :,

F mx A cnt- r. )put•ional C0 value s.-0.41 Z_1 __ -0.-6r ý

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 -.1.0 ... Vo .

-10.5

Fig. 6: Comparison between the experimental and com- 1OOO 2000 3WOOO4
putational C, values. Iteration (at ., .002)

Fig. 8: The lift history of the straight-and-level flight
The experimental values obtained from the VRF cases.

were smoothed by Paulson and Kemmerly (Ref. 14)
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0.8 jet configuration. Finally, the ground vortex height
0.4 ' oscillates.

C! 0.0 I To determine if the ring vortex dynamics causes the
- r.. i i 'observed variation in lift, temporal variations in pres-

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 sure at the jet lip and four diameters downstream are
hvb analyzed (Fig. 12, 13). Power spectra of these pres-

Fig. 9: Lift history of the descent case.

identified by t-omputing power spectra of the time-
varying lift histories (Fig. 10, 11). Power of all spec-
tra presented in this work has been normalized using
maximum power. For the descent case, the spectra
are obtained over segmcnts of descent (Fig. 11).

0.75
Power I, i

o.....-h/b = 3.0 Fig. 12: Vortex shedding at the jet lip: Probe locations.
;/li A ..-... /b 0 .25

0.25 1.19
-j!•; ; •1.19'

0.00 0".0 6 0.10 .2
0.00Strouhial Number

Fig. 10: Power spectra of lift history for the 1.05' As :

straight-and-level flight cases.

0.91
Promsre

1.25
0.84- -P

1.00 -PrA.30.77- NM 4

0.75 2.0 2.25 2 2.50 2.75 3.00
b 6 8?2TimePow r .I,.h/b ~l2 to .1109

Poe I• , W9./l~ to .?ASPo.3r i .4-IIbb'.S-' t.0 .4"I Fig. 13: Pressure samples at the jet probe locations.

0.25 i ' . .... h/l,. S54 to .sW
,O,,hi blnASO4 to .427- n ic t n n t a"0."" �' '"'*rou• '* "sure histories, presented in Fig. 14 indicate an initial

0.0o0.. shedding frequency of St. = 0.53 at the jet exit, drop-
0.00 o.05 0. 10 ping to a vortex passage frequency in the range of 0.1

Strouhal Number to 0.2 by four diameters downstream. Although the

Fig. 11: Power spectra of lift history for the descent initial shedding frequency is lower than the experi-
case. mentally observed frequencies (probably due to the

large time-step and inadequate grid resolution), the
These spectra indicate that preferred frequencies are observed passage frequency (0.1 to 0.2) near the end
confined in the narrow range of Strouhal number = of the potential core is within the range of experi-
0.015 to 0.030. (St. = f Dj/Uj, where Dj and Uj are mentally observed ring vortex Strouhal numbers, as
jet diameter and velocity respectively) compiled by Gutmark.15 The reduction in frequency

Flow visualizations indicate a number of flow fea- as the probe is lowered from the jet lip to four di-
tures that could cause large temporal variations and ameters downstream is attributed to vortex pairings
increased amplitude in lift oscillation with ground observed in flow visualizations. Because the range of
proximity. For example, vortices shedding from the observed frequencies due to the ring vortex dynamics
jet lip interact in non-periodic, almost random pair- is much higher than the observed time period in the
ings; as a result the jet strength and trajectory vary lift variations, it is unlikely that the ring vortex struc-
with time. The jet oscillates both laterally, to- tures are the dominant cause of the lift oscillations.
wards and away from the symmetry plane, and in the To determine if the lift oscillations are related to
streamwise direction. There is also evidence of a corn- the lateral/streamwise jet oscillations, the temporal
plex Ki.rmini vortex street shedding behind the dual variation of the pressure field on the under surface
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1.25- the jet and jet-induced flow structures.

1.25-

0.75P Probe 1.70re

o.s 2•t•• .
0.25r I~- ue

0.0 .. .2-1 •. , ,, .0.50•roh3 Nurber

0.00 0.
0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.S 1.0 0. .

Fig. 14: Power spectra of pressure sampled at the jet 0. 0.05 0.10 0.16 0.20

probe locations. Stro"jaI Number

Fig. 16: Power spectra of pressure sampled at the

of the delta wing is visualized. Concentric pressure ground probe locations.

waves emanating from the jet region move along theunder-surface of the delta wing (Plate. 2). Pressure The •very low frequency ground vortex oscillations
distribution on the under-surface of the delta wing (St. = f Dj/Uj = 0.006) observed by Cimbala et.
distr iown on the udier-tsuraes cofrrhesndilta wing al."7 suggest that lift oscillations could be related to
is shown at two different steps corresponding to in- ground vortex oscillations. These low-frequency os-
stances when the under-surface is dominated by the cillations, referred to as "ground vortex pffing," are
high pressure and low pressure regions respectively caused when the ground vortex fires grows and then,
of the pressure wave (Plate 2). Flow visualizations when it can no longer retain its structure, collapses.
indicate that lift oscillates in synchrony with the However, in these computations, the ground vortex
movement of peaks (high-pressure) and troughs (low- appears only at lower heights (Fig. 17, 18), yet the
pressure) of the pressure wave on the under-side of sm arwrneo o-ee-rqec itoclasame narrow range of low-level-frequency lift oscilla-
the delta wing. Based on this, it appears that the lift tions occur over the range of computed heights. For
oscillations are related to these pressure waves. These this reason, it appears the lift oscillations are not re-
waves are similar in shape and magnitude to the pres- lated to ground vortex puffing.
sure waves observed on the ground plane (Plate 1) as
well.

The history of the pressure variations at four points
on the ground plane are presented in Fig. 15. These
pressure histories were extracted as the delta wing
descended through h/b = 0.35. Spectra analysis of

PTOO"

1.0024 4 ...

Pressure ~~9 S' j,

0. 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 50 Fig. 17: Front view of the ground vortex.

Fig. 15: Pressure samples at the ground probe Ioca- There is evidence of a K~irmiiu vortex street be-
tions, hind the dual jet. The frequency of this vortex

street has yet to be determined, however, the shed-
these histories, presented in Fig. 16, show a preferred ding frequency for a IK•,ruitu vortex street for flow
frequency of St. = 0.015, which is within the range past a circular cylinder (jet in this case) for simi-
of lift oscillation frequency. Because of this match lar Reynolds numbers (jet-diameter-based) is in the
in frequency, and the observation that the pressure range of St. = 0.18 to 0.20.16 The computed lift os-
waves only exist when the jets are present, and also cillation frequency range corresponds to free-stream
they emanate from the jet vicinity, it appea•'s that velocity based St. = 0.23 to 0.46. This frequency
the lift oscillations are due to large scale motions of range is very close to the expected vortex street fre-

0.9m , -
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Y• may not be captured. The time-step used in these
simulations was sufficiently small to capture the de-
scent related flow features.

The time-accurate computations for the straight-
• and-level flight were performed for a number of

heights (h/b=1.0, 0.5, 0.35, and 0.25) above the
ground. The computations over-predict the lift co-

__efficient, however flow physics corresponding to lift
loss with increased ground proximity is captured.

The time-accurate simulation of the descent from
. h/b = 1.0 to h/b = 0.25 captures the initial increased

7.4 "~ •lift due to the conventional ground cushion effect fol-
lowed by lift loss due to the suck-down c'•act as the

Fig. 18: Side view of the ground vortex, delta wing approaches the ground. The computed lift
coefficients are in fair agreement with the experimen-
tal values.

Squency. However, the position of the K~rm~.n vortex Both the straight-and-level flight and descent simu-
street past the trailing edge of the delta wing makes lations exhibit high levels of unsteadiness. Spectra of

3 it an unlikely feature that can affect the lift oscil- the lift histories indicate preferred frequencies in the
lations. Further, no correlation has been found be- narrow range of St. = .015 to .03 for the straight-and-
tween the wave-like nature of the pressure field on narwageoSt=.05o.3frth rih-nd
the under-surface of the delta wing and the Kirmon level flight over all computed heights. The same range

rthex u -surfaet of frequencies is preferred when spectra are computed
vortexover segments of the descent.

The computational simulation captures the quail- Efforts were made to understand the unsteady flow

tative physics, as indicated by typical lift-ct fficients strts whic prde t herlift o ns. The
structures which produce the lift oscillations. The

at high h/b values and low lift-coefficient values at ring vortex shedding frequencies were deemed too
lower heights indicating suck-down (Fig. 6). Corn- high to cause the lift oscillations. Karman vortex

i puted values fall within the data discrepancy bandputhed valuexes imenthe dacilitaes(note1 disr epa ncy b street was ruled out as the feature causing lift oscil-
inbthe thwo experinental facilities (note Cf difference lations due to its position beyond the trailing edge
between the VRF and W/T results for h/b 1.0 of the delta wing. Further, no correlation could be
and h/b = 0.25). Quantitatively, the o FD simula- found between the wave-like nature of the pressure
tion under-estimates thuelift loss for stracght-and-level distribution on the under-surface of the delta wing
flight cases. This could be due to the lack of a turbu- and the ground, and the vortex street.
lence model in these simulations. Inclusion of a tur- Presence of a "wave-like" pressure field in the vicin-
bulence model would have increased the jet spreading ity of the jet indicates that the jet oscillations result
and resulted in increased flow entrainment. No turbu- in moving pressure waves. It was shown that the
lence model was included in these simulations due to lift oscillation frequency is related to the frequency of
lack of a rational approach to apply an algebraic tur- these waves. Analysis of the temporal variations of
bulence model to a flow of this complexity. A higher ppressure at various locations on the ground indicatedorder two-equation model, for examplh a k - E model, frequencies within the range of the .ift oscillation fre-
would have pushed the computational cost beyond quencies. Based on this, it was concluded that the
what could be accommodated. lift oscillations are due to large scale motions of the

jet and jet-induced flow structures.
Ground vortex was ruled out as the cause of lift5. CONCLUSIONS oscil.:-.:e,, as 'A appears only at lower heights. Lift

oscillaticns, however, over same range of preferred fre-
quencies appear even at higher heights (e.g. h/b =Lift loss in ground proximity, as may be encoun- 1.0). It is conjectured that ground-vortex-puffing

tered during STOL operations, was computed by type of flow physics occurs in the vortex formed be-
solving flow past a delta wing with thrust reverser hind the jet causing its size to oscillate, and resulting
jets in the straight-and-level and descent flight pro- in lift oscillations.
files.

Efforts were made to minimize numerical errors due
to grid resolution and time step. Overset grids were
used to capture the jet trajectory. Two-dimensional
parametric studies were carried out to determine the
effect of time step At on simulations involving moving
grids. The computed unsteady result (descent case)
showed convergence for smaller values of At and in-
dicates that for higher At, the ground cushion effect
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IN•TRODUCTION Reference 1 documented the
development of the S/MTD

The STOL and Maneuver Technology configuration with details on the
SDemonstrator (S/MTD) program was wind tunnel data and control laws.

structured to investigate, develop Data was presented on the jet
and validate through analysis, effects in ground effect that were
experiment nd flight test, four predicted. Special control logic
specific technologies related to was defined to mitigatcý strong nose-
providing current and future high up pitching moments as thrust
performance fighters with both STOL reversing was initiated after
capability and enhanced combat touchdown. A special ground-
mission performance. The four handling mode was also incorporated
technologies are: for the rollout phase. The flight

testing, completed since Reference
• Two-dimensional thrust 1, produced some surprising results.

vectoring and reversing exhaust The object of the present paper is
nozzle to document that experience. Data

from Reference 1 will be summarized
* Integrated Flight/Propulsion briefly for completeness. Pertinent

Control (IFPC) System flight test experience will be
presented, with results of an

* Advanced Pilot Vehicle innovative analysis technique
Interface developed by the contractor.

Lastly, future requirements will be
* Rough/soft field landing gear. discussed.

In addition to the required DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
technologies, all-moving canard
surfaces were also incorporated into As much as possible, the
the baseline F-15B (see Figure 1). program requirements were stated in
As stated previously, the intent of operational terms rather than design
the demonstration program was to parameters. As an example: "A
validate specific technologies, it design requirement and technology
was neither a prototype nor an driver for this program is to
explicit research program. Starting takeoff with payload and land with a
with an existing aircraft, many wind ground roll (including dispersion
tunnel tests were performed to define tolerances) of 1500 feet or less
the incremental effects of the under adverse weather conditions
specific technology items. Thrust (night, in wet, gusty weather)".
reversing was achieved by blocking These dimensions form implicit, and
the nozzle exit area and exhausting very stringent, requirements on
the flow through vane packs on top flight path control and touchdown
and bottom of the engine. In the dispersion, Longitudinal touchdown
Short Landing (SLAND) mode the dispersion is typically measured in
engines were at full military RPM and hundreds of feet - a significant
all exhaust flow was diverted through proportion of the available length.
the vane packs. The aircraft made the The specified length of 1500 ft,
final approach with the reverser therefore, became a design
vanes pointed aft to prc-iide forward requirement on precision of airspeed
thrust. At touchdown, the vanes and flightpath control. Lateral and
quickly swing forward to orient the directional flying qualities design
exhaust flow to provide reverse requirements are dictated by the 50
thrust for the rollou- (see Figure ft. runway width in conjunction with
2). A significant amount of wind specified crosswind, turbulence and
tunnel 'testing was devoted to windshear (numerical values given
measuring jet effects at all in MIL-F-8785C). The severity of
conditions but definition of jet this requirement applies throughout
effects in ground effect received a STOL approach and flare to ground
particular emphasis. rollout. This last phase is also

Ifesened at an AGARD Meeting on'Computatiotul and ELperknentd Amessment ofJetv in Cross Fow, April 199)3.
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aggravated by the racessity for Movina Model Test Annroach
high values of reverse thrust and
specified slippery surface The Vortex Research Facility
conditions coupled with (VRF) at the NASA-Langley Research
c•orosswinds. Center was used for the study

discussed in Reference 3. The test
The reverser flow was to region of the VRF was modified to

provide pitch, yaw and roll incorporate a 150-fobt long ground
control functions. The intent was plane near the center of the test
stated to be "to enhance stability section. The ground board consisted
and controllability of the of two parts: a ramp which was
aircraft in the STOL operating inclined upward 4" for a distance of
mode both in flight and on the 100 feet, followed by a horizontal
ground". The actuation rates, section which extended for an
however, were dictated by a additional 50 feet. The height of
requirement to go "from the the model over the fixed horizontal
nominal steady state approach portion of the ground board was
position to full reverse or to horizontal portion of the ground
maximum dry forward thrust in less board wasset by adjusting the length
than one second". The intent of of the model support strut. As the
this requirement was to minimize model moved horizontally over the
delay in obtaining reverse thrust inclined portion, the distance from
for stopping or forward thrust for the ground board to the model
a go-around. The fallout was a reduced, therel~y simulating an
control bandwidth more than approach along a glide slope of 4°
adequate for all other control with rate of descent dependent on
functions. the test velocity. AfteL moving

across the ramp, the model passed
WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS over the horizontal section to

simulate roll-out or constant
This section summarizes altitude flight (see Figure 3).

results from References 1-3. From
Reference 2, for low speed wind Figure 4 illustrates some of
tunnel tests using a fixed ground the important differences between
board, the S/MTD thrust reversers conventional static ground effects
were found to induce: test methods and the moving model

method. Static test techniques
a. Small lift and negligible involve setting a model at a given

pitching moment incroments in free height above the ground plane,
air. allowing the flow field to reach a

steady state, and measuring the
b. Increasing lift and aerodynamic loads. The moving-model

pitching moment increments during technique, on the other hand,
transition into ground effect. involves measuring the aerodynamics

while the model is in motion and the
c. Large lift losses and flow field is in a dynamic state,

nose-up pitching moment increments similar to conditions in an actual
at landing gear height. These approach. Simulations of normal
increments varied with the lower approaches (without thrust
vane angle, velocity, nozzle reversers) have indicated only
pressure ratio and sideslip angle. small, but discernable, differences

in model aerodynamics measured
d. Non-linear horizontal statically and at various rates of

tail effectiveness characteristics descent. with thrust reversers or
in all flight regimes. similar jet devices operating,

however, the two techniques could
e. Negligible changes in yield significantly different

lateral stability in free air. results. Scaling considerations are
discussed in Reference 4.

f. Large increases in
lateral stability at landing gear ComDarison of Moving Model t2 a
height, Results

g. Changes in directional There are three major
stability and rudder effective- differences between the static wind-
ness, which were strongly affected tunnel database and the measurements
by the upper vane angle. These made using the moving model at the
changes were independent of the VRF. The first principal difference
height above the ground. is that the VRF data accurately

simulates the time dependent
h. Large favorable yawing aerodynamic effects related to rate

moment increments with differen- of descent and ground plane
tial upper vane detlection. interaction with the exhaust plume.

The second principal difference is
that the static measurements were
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made in the presence of a ground the presence of a ground boundary
boundary layer which has been layer in the wind tunnel testing -

shown to have a significant impact these two effects can not be
on the development of the ground separated for this particular set of
vortex created by vectored jets data.
near a ground plane. This impact

Sis detailed in Reference 5. in The differences in pitching
* short, the presence of a ground. moment are similarly illustrated in

boundary layer allows the ground Figures 7 and 8. The thrust
vortex to penetrate significantly reverser configuration LVA = 45" and
farther upstream (approximately 30 LVA - 60" are shown in Figure 7. At
percent) than would be possible in LVA - 45", much like the results
its absence. Finally, since the seen for the lift coefficient, the
VRF simulates the flight path wind tunnel database predicts
angle on approach, the incidence greater nose-down pitching moment
angle between the plume and the than the dynamic measurements from
"horizontal" ground plane is the VRF as the model height is
reduced at the same angle of reduced to the minimum ground
attack. This reduced incidence height. However, once at that
angle alters both the jet to height for some time, and the VRF

Sground impingement angle and the flow field transitions to a steady
jet point of contact with the state, the level cf nose-down
ground plane. These three major pitching moment mtasured by the two
differences are believed to be the techniques are nearly equal. Again
source of the differences between this difference at heights greater
the two data sets discussed below, than that corresponding to wheel
For the data shown in Figures 5 touchdown is attributed to the
through 9 the angle of attack was modeling of a rate of descent in the
12", the flaps and ailerons were VRF testing.
set at 20", the canard at -13" and
the horizontal tail at 2". These As the thrust reverser jet is
were approximately the approach vectored further to LVA = 60", the
conditions of the S/MTD aircraft comparison is similar down to a
when entering ground effect. model height to wing span of

approximately 0.3. Below that
In Figure 5, the lift height the wind-tunnel database

increment in ground effect for the indicates that the configuration
approach configuration has been experiences progressively less nose-
plotted for Lower Vane Angles down pitching moment as the model
(LVA) of 45" and 60'. As height approached the ground. This is,
decreases to touchdown height the again, believed to be due to the
static wind-tunnel data presence of the ground boundary
consistently predicts a greater layer in the wind tun'"e testing.
lift increment due to ground This boxindari layer allows the
effect than that nradi • ri 1- th thrust reverser jets to penetrate
VRF data set. This difference is farther upstream before forming the
attributed to the effects of rate- ground vortex. In this s1tuation it
of-descent modeling in the VRF. is believed that the ground vortex
Once at the minimum ground height has developed under the horizontal
for some time, the results from stabilizer and the low pressure
the VRF testing are seen to have vortex has reduced the lift on that
the same steady state lift surface. The greater penetration of
increment levels as those in the the ground vortex also induced
wind-tunnel database. greater upwash at the wing. The net

effect is as seen in Figures 5 and
As the thrust reverser vanes 7: increased steady state pitching

were vectored farther forward, the moment increment and no difference
presence of the ground boundary in lift increment between the VRF
layer is seen to have a greater data and the wind-tunnel database.
effect. This is illustrated in
Figure 6. For LVA of both 80" and The effect of the ground
110' not only is the lift boundary layer is even more
increment different as h/b reduces pronounced as the thrust reverser
to the minimum ground height, but Jets are vectored further forward.
also, the steady state levels This is presented in Figure 8 In
measured once the models were at these configurations, more upbish
that minimum height are different. might be induced at the canard in
The reason for the differences at the wind tunnel database than was
the minimum ground height is indicated in the VRF results because
believed to be due to the presence the ground vortex could not
of a ground boundary layer in the penetrate as far upstream in the
wind tunnel testing. The absence of a ground boundary layer.
differences at the other ground
heights are due to both rate-of- It is concluded in Reference 3
descent modeling in the VRF and that, relative to the conventional
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tests, the rate-of-descent acceleration of 36 deg/sec*sec, the
modeling produced substantially conclusion was that the lower vanes
less lift increase in ground are inducing a nose down pitching
effect, more nose-down pitching moment coefficient of
moment, and less increase in drag. approximately -0.2 at a lower vane
These differences became more angle of 75". Note that this
prominent at the larger reverser acceleration remains roughly
vane angles. The results of the constant through nose wheel contact
moving model technique indicate no at T-61.625 sec. After subtracting
safety-of-flight problems with the the direct jet moment at nose wheel
lower reverser vectored up to 80" contact, a residual nose down
on approach. They also indicate pitching moment coefficient of -0.1
that the S/MTD configuration could remains at a lower vane angle of
employ a nozzle concept using 85. In contrast, the pitching
lower reverser vane vector angles moments predicted by the low speed
up to 110" on approach if a jet effects wind tunnel test were
procedure were adopted in which +0.06 and +0.15 for the 75" and 85"
rate of descent was not arrested vane conditions. These observations
near the ground and if inlet seem to be consistent with the
reingestion were found not to pose formation of a high pressure
a problem. These moving model "bubble" under the aft portion of
tests, however, were performed too the empennage and horizontal tails.
late for consideration in the This "bubble," or stagnant flow
S/MTD development. region, may also explain why the

stabilators appear so ineffective
The control laws were during this period of time.

Sdesigned, using the static wind
tunnel data, to avoid In hindsight, results from the
uncontrollable nose-up pitching low speed jet effects wind tunnel
moments. The philosophy was based program were deficient in that no
on the belief that this was a testing was performed between 65 and
conservative approach. The lower 80", which seems to be the region
vane deflection was scheduled with where a nose down moment is
both pitch attitude and speed, indicated. Finally, Reference 3
plus a stabilator/canard pitchdown indicates the fixed ground boards
bias was introduced to provide a may not be suitable for "static"
rapid (2 seconds) and repeatable powered model testing. That is,
nose-d~r, r=tqtion to a three- testing where the model is allowed
point attitude. to come to steady-state conditions

and the data points are an average
RESULTS of several samples. A short ground

board was chosen to minimize
Initial Flight Experience boundary layer effects, but boundary

layer removal may have been
In May and June, 1990, five required. Also, the reference

landings were made in the SLAND indicates that sink speed, and
mode yielding unexpected results. presumably dynamics in general such
Shortly after touchdown, the as pitch rate, play an important
aircraft experienced a high role in measured data. These
initial nose-down pitch rate that conclusions are supported by our
had the potential to bottom out test results.
the nose gear (see Figure 9).

The analysis was clever in that
The abrupt nose down pitch it capitalized on the bounce which

rate (15.5 deg/sec max) can be consistently occurred just after
seen to develop approximately 0.25 touchdown. During this bounce, the
seconds after the 6deg/sec pitch main gear unloaded and the aircraft
down command is engaged. Figure 9 was airborne for 0.25-0.50 seconds.
shows that this acceleration Since all the gear is unloaded, gear
begins to develop well after the loads are zero and do not contribute
stabilator and canard have begun to the aircraft force and moments.
to travel on their rate limit due Gear loads could not be measured
to the pitchdown command. when the gear was in contact because
Neglecting aerodynamic lag, this of damage t. strut strain gage
indicated that these control instrumentation. The pitch
surfaces are not the dominant acceleration during this time was
effector of pitch acceleration. relatively constant and could be
Further, at the point in time at used to compute a total aircraft
which the pitch acceleration pitching moment. Direct jet effects
abruptly changes (T-61.350 sec), were calculated and subtracted from
the aircraft is airborne from the the moment, leaving only an
initial ground contact bounce (no aerodynamic contribution. Since tho
gear forces) and the rotating analysis had alao shown the lower
vanes are producing a nose up vane to be the most powerful
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oeffector during this part of the increased, but this version waw not
landing, the aerodynamic pitching tested because of the success of the
moment is approximately'the lower other version. Figure 12 shows the
vane induced effect. reduction in pitch rate achieved by

eliminating the one-second time
A second effect occurred delay.

during ground rollout with thrust o
reversing, the S/mTD aircraft second Flight Test
experienced a rather vigorous 1/3
hertz limit cycle pitch A pilot procedure during
oscillation if braking was not landing was developed that extended
used. An example of this the amount of time the aircraft was
phenomenon is shown in Figure 10. airborne during the bounce, compared
The oscillation was not predicted to typical landings, and ensured the
by the simulation model at these lower vanes were positioned at the
speed/vane angle/nozzle pressure limit during the bounce (see Figure
ratio combinations, and it quickly 13). The procedure consisted of
damps below a dynamic pressure of approaching at steeper glide slopes
30 psf. Control law AOA is a and pulling the throttle to reverse
likely candidate as the forcing prior to touchdown. Thnse landings
function since it is fed back to were characterized by hiqh verticai
the lower vanes through the pitch velocities at touchdown and peak
up protection schedule and it also nose down pitch rates comparable tc
fades to zero at 30 psf. As shown those obtained with the old coy 'oi
in Figure 11 braking increases the law Operational Flight Program
system damping to an acceptable (OFP). The pilots referred to Lnese
level. But in the event of landings as *crash and go's",
wet/icy runway conditions or anti-•.•:ski falur, ths dmplg wuldThe SLAND landings suitable for
skid failure, this damping would comparison to off-line Six Degree of
cease to exist. Also note that
the pitch rate has stopped Freedom (SDF) predictions are both
increasing, and actually begun to full stop landings and SLAND touch-
decrease, before the lower vanes and-no's performed with Dial-A-Gain
were pulled back by the control (DAG) Sets 9-11. These DAGs limit
law pitch up protection schedule. the lower vane forward deflection
This implies that the vane induced during ground rollout. Airframe
nose up moment is stable with AOk, characteristics and atmospheric
and this trend was pradicted by conditions were obtained from the
the low speed jet effects test for onboard flight data rather than
the 110 degree lower vane angle, relying on the individual flight

reports.
Software Redesion

Before the SDF time histories
The second effect was the could be compared to

easiest to cure since t•e braking flight results, three modeling
effect indicated that damping was adjustments were made to bring SDF
the solution. Pitch rate feedback in line with flight data.
was added to the lower vane Adjustments were made to braking
schedule. This change was effectiveness, engine thrust level,
completely successful and is not and aerodynamics just prior to
discussed further. touchdown. The aerodynamic

adjustments were required t.o attain
The key to solution of the the appropriate touchdown speed with

first effect was obviously to properly positioned control
achieve a more optimum movement of, surfaces. The aerodynamic
the lower vanes from touchdown adjustments did not Involve lower
forward to the reverse thrust v~ne induced effects and were ramped
position. The original control out as AOA went to zero.
logic included a one-second delay
to avoid the predicted nose-up A comparieon of SLAND landings
pitching moment* at the forward to So? predictions using this
deflections. The excessive nose- aerodynamic database is presented in
down pitch that was experienced Figure 14. Note that even though
indicated a heuristic solution. several seconds of trajectory are
The redesigned control law presented, the only valid time span
eliminated the time delay before for comparison of pitch
forward vane movament, A characteristics is during the
capability to hold the lower vane aircraft bounce when the gear is
deflection at different fixed unloaded. This corresponds to the
values was also incltded as an time when the peak nose down pitch
option selectable by the pilot. A accelerations occurs during the time
second r*esiqn was also prepared, history. In general these
with the delay increased to two comparisons show that the aircraft
seconds (Justt in case"). Xanding had higher nose down pitch
ground roll would have been accelerations than predicted during
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the bounce. Analysis from the The flight derived aerodynamic
initial flight tests concluded pitching moment coefficients are
that the actual lower vane induced compared to wind tunnel predictions
effects were more nose down that of the lower vane induced effects in
predicted by the wind tunnel Figure 16. The aerodynamic pitching
results. Although adequate for moment includes the pitch moment due
qualitative comparisons, the to ground induced effects,
remainder of the time history is stabilator, canards, etc. Hnwever,
influenced by a gear model which, the analyses concluded that the
due to lack of loads data because ground induced effects were the
of damaged strut strain gage major contributor. The moments are
instrumentation, was never updated referenced to 28 percent MAC. These
for flight results. wind tunnel predictions were

included in the aerodynamic data
base used to generate the SDF

AdALYSIS trajectories that showed higher than
expected nose down pitch

The flight test data were accelerations during thrust
reviewed to see which landings had reversing landings.
pitch characteristics that would
lend themselves to analysis for The coefficient comparison
extraction of ground induced shows the flight darived pitching
effects. Recall that the lamling moment is significantly more nose
"trajectory needed to exhibit down that the wind tunnel datai As
relatively constant pitch a result, the pitchdown control
acceleration while the aircraft logic, which was designed to
was airborne during the bounce, overcome expected strong nose up
The review identified an SLAND lower vane induced effects, waswith the old control law OFP from effectively over-designed.
Flight 1672 and four SLAND
landings iaade with DAG #9-#ll from Hindsight
Flights 1716 and 1717. Pitch
acceleration was determined by The initial analyses with the
computing the gradient of the static wind tunnel data indicated
pitch rate trajectory during the that it would not be possible to
time span of the aircraft bounce allow the lower reverser vanes to go
when the gear was unloaded, forward immediately after touchdown.
Figure 15 presents these pitch The • nose -up pi':hin
acceleration characteristics. In moments exceeded the aerodynamic
addition, the nose up pitch control capabilities. At a minimum,
acceleration obtainad when DAG #7- this would have caused the nozzle
#11 were disengaged during the structure to contact the runway.
ground rollout of Flight 1719 are Designing to prevent this from
included. Note that the new OFP happening appeared to be a
was so successful in improving the conservative approach. As we have
pitching characteristics during seen, this conservatism could have
thrust reversing landings that erred in the opposite direction by
none of the pitch acceleration causing nose-gear damage.
trajectories of any SLAND landing
without DAG #9-#ll engaged were
suitable for this analysis. COZ• N

The total aircraft pitch The STOL & Maneuver Technology
aoceleration is a result of both Demonstrator was designed to achieve
aerodynamic and propulsive short landing performance using
effects. The aerodynamic pitching reverse thrust. final approach and
moment was obtained by subtracting touchdown were made with engine
pitching moment due to direct vane exhaust flow passing through
thrust from the product of the reverser vane packs on top and
total aircraft pitch acceleration bottom of the exhaust nozzle. The
and the pAtch momený; of inertia, vanes rotated to direct the exhaust
The moments due to vane thrust flow forward after touchdown. The
were computed from the normal and original design incorporated a one-
axial components of vane gross second delay before vane movement in
thrust at the centroid of the order to avoid strong nose-up
vanes and the moment arm to the pitching moments predicted by static
aircraft cg. Since the left wind tunnel tests. Actual flight
bottom vane gross thrust normal experience showed more nose-down
component wac unavailable, thrust pitching moments and the delay was
data from the right vane was used eliminated to complete a euccessful
for components of both sides. If flight test program. A wind tunnel
the time slice of interest test with a moving model simulated
included a "step" in the thrust the motion effects of approaching a
data component, an average value runway. This test produced results
was used for that component. very consistent with the actual
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TRANSITIONAL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
OF A GEOMETRICALLY SIMPLIFIED STOVL MODEL

Karlin R. Roth
NASA Ames Research Center

Mail Stop 247-2
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000

USA

SUMMARY Subscripts

The transitional flight characteristics of a geometrically J Denotes jet exit condition

simplified Short Take-Off Vertical Landing (STOVL) Denotes stagnation condition
aircraft configuration were measured in the NASA Ames 7- c Denotes freestrean conditions
by 10-Foot Wind Tunuel. The experiment was designed to
provide detailed data for evaluating the capability of 1. INTRODUCTION
computational fluid dynamics methods to predict the
important powered lift flow parameters. The model During the transition from hover to wingborne flight, Short
consists of a 600 cropped delta wing planform; a blended Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) aircraft mly on the
fuselage; and tandem, circular, high pressure air jets that direct thrust of lift jets to svpplement the aerodynamic wing
exit perpendicular to the flat lower surface. Freestream lift. The interaction of the lift jets with the flow over the
Mach number is limited to a maximum of 0.2. Model angle airframe produces a complex, three-dimensional flowfield

Sof attack range.s from -100 to +200. The nozzle pressure that impacts the overall aerodynamic performance of the
ratios of both jets are varied between I and 3, and the jet aircraft1. Thus, proper design of STOVL aircraft requires
"exit temperatures are maintained at near ambien, conditions. adequate understanding of the magnitudes and physics of
Detailed surface pressure measurements show that suction the aerodynamic/propulsive interaction.
pressure peaks located on the upper surface of the wing Th
during conventional wingborne flight for angles of attack he present investigation of the transitional flight
greater than 50 move to the wing lower surface at angles of characteristics of a geometrically simplified STOVL aircraft
ac ls • . 0 . A is part of a combined computational and experimentallpeakss i * observed when the lift jets are operating. With program whose goal is to validate the Navier-Stokes flow

sonic jet exit conditions, a freestream Mach number of code designated OVERFLOW 2 for powered lift
0.14, and 00 angle of attack, the jet-induced suckdown is applications. The computational approach builds on
equivalent to a 3.70 reduction in angle of attack. Schlieren, experience obtained from earlier computations of basic
laser light sheet flow visualization and total pressure components of the powered-lift flowf~eld 3 6 . One of these
measurements in the jet plumes provide a description of the component flows, the subsonic jet in crossflow. defined as
three-dimensional jet efflux flowfield, a round jet exhausting perpendicularly through a flat plate

into a crossflow, isolates the physics of the lower surface
aerodynamic/propulsive interaction during transition flight.

LIST OF SYMBOLS Navier-Stokes simulations 4 6 of the jet in crossflow
showed favorable agreement with measurements presented

b Wingspan, 68.580 cm (27.000 in) by Fearn and Weston 7 -1 0 for the jet trajectory, the
c Model length, 76.200 cm (30.000 in) properties of the contrarotating vortex pair and the pressure
CL Lift coefficient, L/q*.S distribution on the planar surface surrounding the jet.
CD Drag coefficient, D/q,,S Recent grid refinements and the addition of turbulence
C Pressure coefficient, (p - p,•)/q. modeling to this model have improved its performance 1 i.
D Drag. N (lbs) Specifically, the refined computations capture small scale
Di Jet exit diameter, 3.048 cm (1.200 in) flow features such as the horseshoe vortex system
L Lift, N (lbs) upstream of the jet and achieve improved agreement of the
M Mach number plate pressure distribution in the region within two
NPR Nozzle pressure ratio, Ptj/Pj diameters of the jet exit.
p Pressure, kPa (p~sf)
q Dynamic pressure, kPa ( ,psf The quality of the jet in crossflow results providedS Wing planform area, 29.61 square centimeters encouragement to extend the application to a representative(3.19 square feet) STOVL aircraft. A geometrically simplified STOVL modelT Thrust, N (lbs) was selected for testing and simulation. The model

V, Effective velocity ratio, (qj/q))0 .5  geometry, a cropped delta wing with a blended fuselage
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates with origin at the model and tandem circular jets, minimizes geometric modeling

nose-tip complexity while retaining the lift-jet/aerodynamic-surface

a Angle of attack, degrees interaction physics. Closely coupled planning of the

( Yaw angle, degrees experiment and the computations provides a unique

AL Jet induced suckdown load, N (lbs) opportunity to critically assess the performance of the
numerical model.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solutions provide a model is a fiberglass shell which attaches to the alumitum

detailed description of the flow, including the bottom plate. The model is instrumented with 281 static
computational variables cl density, the three components of pressure ports located on the model surface with 88 taps on
momentum and the total energy, at finely spaced mesh the upper surface, 63 taps clustered radially around the
points in the flowfield. To gain similar insight into the front jet, 62 taps clustered radially around the rear jet and

¾ flow, experimental data used for comparisons must be the remaining taps distributed on the lower surface.
consistent in form and detail with the CFD12- 14 . Hence, a
powered lift CFD validation experiment must examine
more than the traditional aerodynamic performance
parameters such as total lift and drag. Measured boundary [ 76.20
conditions, including precise model definition; upstream,
downstream and wall conditions; and jet exit conditions are
needed to initialize the computation. Next, flowfield
measurements in critical locations, for example the decay
rate of the jet core, are needed to verify the predicted flow
physics. Finally, detailed measurements such as velocity
and Reynolds stresses are needed to improve physical
modeling techniques particularly in separated flow regions k 0 5 68.58

i:-! such as the wake of the lifting jets.

In this paper, descriptions of the model and test proceduresare given. Selected measurements of the transitional flightcharacteristics of the STOVL aircraft configuration are
reported. These results include aerodynamic force
coefficients, surface pressures and jet exit and flowfield

surveys. In addition, flow visualization is used to provide
a partial description of the three-dimensional flow physics.
Suitable validation requires comprehensive data which
adequately characterizes a few representative test
conditions. As a result, emphasis is placed on presenting - - -11."-1
the detailed flow data acquired with a freestream Mach "-11.81
number of 0.14, an angle of attack of 100 and sonic, - 3. ] 20.32-]
ambient temperature jet exit conditions. 30.48 20.32--

2. APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES Fig. I STOVLCFD Model geometry. Topandside
views. Dimensions are in centimeters.2.1 Facility

The test was conducted in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot
Wind Tunnel Number 1. The facility is a closed test- The blended fuselage contains the plenum, an internal
section, single-return atmospheric tunnel with balance, two jet nozzles and six, 48- port electronically
approximately 10% air exchange. A comprehensive scanned pressure modules. Each of the jet nozzles has an
description of the wind tunnel as well as flow quality data exit diameter Dj = 3.048 cm (1.200 in), a length of 4.666
is presented in Reference 15. Test section blockage for the cm (1.837 in) and a contraction ratio of 1,417 to 1. Both
model and its support system is 2% ai a = 200. jets exit perpendicular to the lower surface of the model.

Perforated plates placed between the plenum and the
2.2 Model Description nozzles help to provide uniform flow distribution at the

The STOVL configuration model consists of a numerically- nozzle exits. A Kiel probe with a co-located thermocouple
defined flat-bottom airfoil shape with a cropped delta wing is mounted in each of the nozzles to provide reference jet
planform, a blended fuselage wing junction, and tandem pressure and temperature data. The probe is located
circular jet nozzles which exit from the wing lower surface. upstream of the nozzle contraction, approximately 0.6 jet
The wing planform is similar to the STOVL E-7A diameters from the exit, and has a probe tip diamneter of
configuration 16 while the lift jets are representative of the 0.079 Dp. The jet exits are centered on the symmetry
high pressure ratio, small jet engines to be utilized on plane, yib = 0. The upstream jet is at x/c = 0.400. and the
future STOVL aircraft. The leading edge radius varies downstream jet is at x/c = 0.667 measured from the front
smoothly from 2.54 mm (0.100 in) at the nose to 0.36 mm of the model to the center of the jet. Heated, high pressure

-- (0.014 in) at the wing tip. Rounded leading edges and air is supplied to the model plenum and ejected through the
smooth body contours minimize the geometric modeling nozzles. The plenum and nozzles are designed so that the
complexity. jet thrust is isolated from the internal force balance. The

Views of the model from the top and side are sketched in internal balance measures aerodynamic forces on the wing.

Figure 1. The model has an overall length of 76.20(0 cm The model support system for installation in the 7- by 10-
(30.000 in), a span of 68.580 cm (27.000 in), a leading Foot Wind Tunnel is shown in Figure 2. Thio model
edge sweep angle of 60.000 and a trailing edge sweep support system is comprised of the internal plenum, the
angle of -10.98O. The planform area for the wing, S, is sting assembly and the vertical and horizontal supports.
29.61 square centimeters (3.19 square feet). The top of the This system is attached to the existing 7- by 10-Foot Wind
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Tunnel model supports. In this photograph, the model is used ranged from 2.491 kPa (10 inches of water) in the
mounted to the sting with the wing span oriented in the expected low pressure regions to 17.24 kPa (2.5 psi)
vertical direction. Measurements were also made with the transducers in the regions near the jet exits.
wing inverted.

All nozzle pressure measurements were made using 690
kPa (100 psia) pressure transducers. Nozzle temperatures
were measured using 38*C (100'F) copper constantin
thermocouples.
A five-hole directional pressure probe instrumented with
6.895 kPa (1.000 psid) pressure transducers and a
"micropitot probe instrumented with a 690 kPa (100 psia)
pressure transducer were used for flow surveys. Both
probes were positioned using a three-axis, remotely-
"controlled survey apparatus. Positioning accuracy for the
probes was ±0.3 mm (±0.01 in) for the nozzle surveys and
±1.3 mm (±0.05 in) for boundary condition surveys across
the tes( section. Calibration of the five-hole probe showed
that flow angularity measurements were accurate to
approximately ±0.50.
2.3.4 L r A three-dimensional orthogonal laser system
was developed and utilized for laser light sheet and
schlieren flow visualization during the transitional flight
test. Optical access is provided from the top and both sides
of the test section.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Force and pressure measurements for the STOVL model
over a range of angles of attack were acquired for
approximately 30 combinations of freestream Mach number
and jet nozzle pressure ratio (NPR). These measurements
were made with the model wing oriented vertically in the
test section. Ambient temperature was maintained at the jet
exits for all measured conditions. The range of the test

4 .,parameters is summarizedin Table i.
Table 1 also outlines a particular set of flow conditions

g 2selected for detailed flow measurement and future CFDSFig. 2 Wing vertical installation in the 7-by 10-Foot Wind simulation. The detailed measurements were acquired with
Tunnel. the model wing inverted in the test section. Specifically,

this case, which represents decelerating transition or short
2.3 Instrumentation and Data landing conditions, has both jets operating with a 10.00

angle of attack, a freestream dynamic pressure of 1.44 kPa
2.3.1 Data System, A dedicated data acquisition system (30.0 psf) and a NPR of approximately 1.9. At a = 100,
was used to simultaneously sample the 28 channels of wing vortices are located on the upper surface. For q~. =
analog test data and to acquire surface pressure data from 1.44 kPa (30.0 psf), or equivalently M. = 0.14, the
the pressure measurement system. Data reduction was convergence rate for the OVERFLOW algorithm is not
performed on the same computer, significantly affected by low freestreamn speeds. Finally,
2.3.2 Balance. Forces and moments were measured using for NPR greater than or equal to 1,89, the jets are choked
an internal, 2.54 cm (1.00 in), six-component force at the exits. This simplifies jet exit boundary conditions
balance. An accuracy of 0.5% of the full scale gauge limits since the flow in the nozzle, upstream of the sonic jet exit is
was attained for the force and moment measurements. unaffected by the external flowfield. At these conditions,
Gauge limits are 890 N (200 lbs) for normal, axial and side the effective velocity ratio, Ve, which is the dominant
forces and 271 N-m (200 ft-lbs) for rolling moment. parameter for the jet flow, is approximately 0.15 for the

front jet and 0.14 for the rear jet. Jet penetration into the
2.3.3 Pressures and Temperatures. The electronically crossflow is not affected by the presence of the tunnel
scanned pressure modules and all pressure tubing for the walls for these velocity ratios.
281 surface pressure ports were internal to the model.
Calibrations showed the electronically scanned pressure
modules were accurate to 0.1% full scale. The transducers
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Table 1. Test Parameters.

VARIABLE RANGE DETAILED CASE

Number of jets 0, 1 or 2 2

Angle of attack, a -100 to +200 +100

_ Yaw, 00 to 50  00

Freestream dynamic pressure, q. 0.48 kPa to 2.39 kPa 1.44 kPa

Freestreamn Mach number, M.,, 0.08 to 0.18 0.14

Nozzle pressure ratio, NPR 1.0 to 3.3 1.9 (Front nozzle)

Effective velocity ratio, Ve 0, 0.05 to 0.32, 0.15 (Front nozzle)
f 0.14 (Rear nozzle)

3.1 Lift-Jet Impact on Vehicle Performance Due to the pressure drop within the plenum between the
3.1.1 T t Meremens An independent nozzle front and rear jet offtakes, for all measured conditions the

* calibration test was conducted to measure the jet thrust. rear jet supplies a greater percentage of the total thrust.
For calibration, the plenum and nozzles were mounted on a When the front jet is choked, NPR = 1.9, the rear jet is

and moments were underexpanded with NPR = 2.0. At this condition, a total
static calibration stand. Forces aof 209 N (47 lbs) of thrust is generated by the two jets
measured using a 3.81 cm (1.50 in) six-component force
balance. The accuracy for these measuremerts is 0.5% of with the rear jet supplying 53.5% of the total thrust. This
tlsthrust imbalance between the front and rear jet varies with~the full scale gauge limits; gauge limits are 2224 N (500
Ibs) for normal force, 1334 N (300 Ibs) for axial force pressure. Throughout this paper, results are referenced to

(thrust airection), 1 i 12 N (250 Ibs) for side force and 91 the rear nozzle conditions.

N-m (67 ft-lb) for rolling moment. Thrust is plotted 3.1.2 Forces and Moments. Integrated aerodynamic
versus the reference nozzle pressure ratio of the rear jet in performance parameters including lift and drag globally
Figure 3. Reference NPR is based on the Kiel probe characterize aircraft performance even though they do not
pressure measurement within the nozzle. In the figure, provide detailed iusight into the flow physics. For
data plotted from two different runs demonstrates the example, total lift nondimensionalized by thrust, L/T, is
repeatability of the thrust measurement. In addition, small plotted as a function of the effective velocity ratio for the
changes in the high pressure air temperature (artbient ± rear jet in Figure 4. All data in the figure is for a = 10'
5°F) do not significantly affect the measurement. and rear jet NPR = 2.0. Total lift includes the aerodynamic

wing lift, Lwing, suckdown loads from the jet induced lift
__loss, AL, and the component of jet thrust in the lift

400 direction, T sin(900 + a), Aerodynamic wing lift is
o THRUST o defined as the lift generated by the wing under the same

E3 REPEAT RUN flight conditions without lift jets. Measured lift includes
300 . TEMPERATURE the aerodynamic wing lift and suckdown. Thus,

VARIATION 0 L/T = ( Lwing + AL)fT + sin(900 + a)

For comparison, an ideal curve, constructed using the
wing lift measured with jets off and the thrust at the

200l corresponding jets-on condition, is plotted in Figure 4.

t 0•• Clearly, the jets induce a lift loss on the wing, and the lift
a loss increases with the freestreain dynamic pressure.

100 Examination of the data for Ve = 0.14 demonstrates the
agreement between data acquired with the wing vertical and
with the wing inverted. A similar jet induced lift loss is
reported by Kuhn and Stewart 17 for a flat-plate model

0 having the identical planform, nozzle and plenum design as
1 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3 the STOVL configuration used in this investigation.

NPR, REAR JET The strong effect of the jet-induced suckdown is shown in

Fig. 3 Jet thrust measured on calibration stand. Figure 5 where L/T is plotted for angles of attack between
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.100 and +20*. For this data, NPR was set to 2.0 at the 1.5
rear nozzle. For the jet off case, there is practically no lift,
CL = 0.05, when a = 00. This suggests ',hat L/T would b
slightly above unity with operational jets; howlver, for 1
both jets operating, L/T = 0.76 at a 00. This loss of lift

is due to the suckdown induced by the jeth (AL/T) and is 00 0
equivalent to a 3.7* reduction in angle of attack. 0.5 Po 0

Drag polars are presented in Figure 6 with and without the JS
lift jets. A comparison of the total lift and drag with the
measured forces on the wing excluding the lift and drag 0 t JETS ON (MEASURED

increments due to thrust is also made for the jets-on case. - JETS ON (TOTAL)
The total lift and drag increase with jets on for positive ' O
angles of attack; total lift increases and drag decreases at -0.5 0
negative angles of attack. At increased lift coefficients, the 0
horizontal component of thrust contributes the deceleration
increment to the drag coefficient. The STOVL -1
configuration model has a minimum drag at ca 10 without
jets and at a = -30 with jets. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

CD

Fig. 6 Drag Polars. a = 100, q0 = 1.44 kPa (30.0 psf).

o WING VERTICAL Rear jet NPR = 2.0 for jets on.

6 o WING INVERTED
2.E6OF 3.1.3 Surface Pressures. The surface pressure distribution

T Oprovides a more useful measurement for comparison with

2.2 0 CFD than the integrated aerodynamic coefficients because
specific flow features can be identified. Upper and lower

S, surface pressure distributions are presented in Figures 7
, through 10. In each plot, data is for the detailed case

1.8 identified in Table 1.

0 O High suction pressure peaks are located on the upper

1.4 . surface of the vehicle with jets off for angles of attack

0 greater than 50. These suction peaks move to the lower
surface at decreased angles of attack. In Figure 7, a series

..... •of pressure coefficient plots for the upper surface with c =
100 at stations x/c = 0.267, 0.400, 0 533, 0.667 and

0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.800 shows the impact of the lift jets on the leading edge
Ve, REAR JET suction. At the forward most station, x/c = 0.267, which

Fig. 4 Influence of effective velocity ratio variation on lift. is ahead of the front jet, no jet-induced effects on the

a = 100, rear jet NPR = 2.0 suction pressure are present. All other stations show that
the leading edge suction pressure is reduced by the jets.
The greatest magnitude of the leading edge suction
pressure is in the vicinity of the front jet, Aft of the rear

2.5 Ojet, the suction is slightly reduced and the jet induced
effects are decreased. Pressure measurements along the

ol upper surface symmetry plane, y/b = 0, show almost no
2 - influence of the jets (Figure 8).

1.5 o 0 Lower surface pressure distributions taken with spanwise
cuts through the center of each jet and with a chordwise cut

0 otaken through both jets in the symmetry plane are plotted in
1 - Figures 9 and 10. During conventional wingborne flight

(jets off) the lower surface pressures are nearly equal to the
0.5 - 0 freestream static pressure. In contrast, during powered-lift

flight, the jets induce higher pressures upstream and lower

0 o JETS OFF pressures to the side and downstream of the jets. Notably,

0 1 JETS ON the suckdown effects are stronger near the front jet than

-0.5 near the rear jet. Trends of the pressure distribution near
the jets agree with the data presented by Kuhn and

-10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 Stewart 17 as well as with previous experimental studies of
ALPHA (DEGREES) two jets exiting from a flat plate, for example References

18 and 19.
Fig. 5 Jet-induced lift loss. q. = 1.44 kPa (30.0 psi),
rear jet NPR . 2.0
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-1.5
x/c 0.267 -0.5

•~ -0..5I -
; 0.5 JES"F

--- _--- JETS OFF
e JETS OFF I JETS ON

-0--ETON1
0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

.: -1.5
Fig. 8 Upper surface pressure distribution in the
symmetry plane. a = 10', q0,= 1.48 kPa (30.9 psf).

:-1 Rear jet NPR = 2.0 for jets on.

•: -0.5

-6
0 JETS OFF 030 0 -5 ONx/c = 0.400:.• JETS OFF a" JETS ON

---D- JETS ON -4 03

10.5 -3-1.5 - [
x/c = 0.533 -2

-I -1 000 " nZ= E13 I

o-.•-O0.5 _ _._I....._

"- .- 6,

o JETS OFF
-5 ONx/c =0.667

- JETS OFF JETS O0

-0-- JETS ON -4

0.5
-1.5

x/c = 0.667 -2

-1 V %1 - O Vo.5
0 -1 -0.5 0 0.5

Spanwise location (2y/b)

.- Q.-JETS OIFF
0 JETS ON Fig. 9 Lower surface pressure distribution, o= 10',0.5 ON_*_= 1.48 kPa (30.9 psf). Rear jet NPR 2.0 for jets on.

-1.5
x/c = 0.800 -6

- - 0 JE TS OFF
-7 JETS ON

.0.5
0 -3

S-.0 - JETS OFF
--- J ETS ON -1

0.5 -0 -07i m
-1 4.15 0 0.5 1 -

Spanwise location (2y/b) 0.2 0.4 06 0.8x/c
Fig. 7 Upper surface pressure distribution, a = 100,
q= 1.48 kPa (30.9 ps). Rear jet NPR = 2.0 for jets on. Fig. 10 Lower surface pressure distribution in the

symmetry plane, ca = 10", q. = 1.48 kPa (30.9 pst).
Rear jet NPR = 2.0 for jets on.
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3.2 Lift-Jet Characteristics The pressure ratios for the symmetry plane surveys of the
3.2.1 et. Correct specification of the jet front and rear jets are plotted in Figure 11 (a) and (b). For

exit boundary conditions is critical for computation of each jet, the reference Kiel probe measurement is plotted at
powered lift flows. As a minimum, two thermodynamic x/Dj = 0. Finely spaced measurements near the edge of the
variables and one dynamic variable, fur example, total jet shear layer at the aft side of each nozzle are also

pressure, temoierature and the velocity profile, must be presented. Both jets exhibit nonuniform total pressure
input to the OVERFLOW code. Often, these parameters profiles. The nonuniformities in the exit pressure

are not available from experiments and create uncertainty in distribution are attributed to the presence of the nozzle Kiel
the code verification process. In this experiment, total probe as well as to internal flow disturbances due to the

pressure surveys in the plane of the jet exit were made to plenum geometry. Additional jet exit data is reported in

verify the reference pressures measured with the nozzle Reference 20.
Kiel probes. The surveys were made at static tunnel 3.2.2 Schlieren Visualization with No Crossflow. During
conditions. Measurements were taken in a rectangular grid the nozzle calibration, color schlieren photographs were
that was dimensioned by Dj and centered at the origin of taken of the jets with no crossflow for nozzle pressure
each nozzle. Spacing between measurements was held at a ratios between 1 and 3. Figure 12 is a schlieren
constant 0.083 Dj (2.54 mm or 0.10 in). photograph taken with the rear jet at NPR = 2.0. In this

photo, the STOVL model shell is removed and the model
plenum is mounted on the calibration stand. The jets

2.2 exhaust upward with the front jet located on the left. No
shocks are visible in the front jet which has a reference

2 - 0O NPR = 1.9 while the rear jet is characterized by shock
0 O 0 patterns. Thus, the flow visualization confirms the nozzle

0 00 instrumentation readings. Furthermore, the photograph
E-1. 8  O O shows that the jet core for the front jet extends

approximately 5 jet diameters from the exit and the rear jet

-1 core extends slightly farther. Also, at distances of 1, 2S1.6 and 4 jet diameters from the exit, the jet plume has spread
to approximately 1.4, 1.8 and 2.2 jet diameters. Each of

S1.4 - 0 these features was quantified using total pressure
o FULL SURVEY measurements of the jet plumes.

1.2 - c] SHEAR LAYER SURVEY 3.2.3 Schlieren Visualization with Forward FlihtL Flow
A KIEL PROBE visualization also provides a qualitative description of the

three-dimensional flowfield with two jets exhausting into a
crossflow. A black and white schlieren photograph of the

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 jets with a = 10°, q, = 1.47 kPa (30.7 psf), rear jet NPR

x/D = 2.0 and front jet NPR = 1.9 is presented in Figure 13.
As before, the front jet is to the left. The flat surface seen

a) Front nozzle. at the top of the photograph is the lower surface of the

STOVL model. Flow from the front jet exhausts into the

2.2 crossflow and is deflected by it. The trajectory of the front
jet is quite similar to the trajectory for a single jet in

0 a crossflow with an effective velocity ratio of 0.15.
2 - 00 t Comparison with the front jet shows that the rear jet

O 0 penetrates further into the flow before it is deflected. There
are two reasons for this behavior. First, the rear jet has a

1l.8 lower effective velocity ratio (V, = 0.14). In addition, it is
partially shielded from the freestreamn by the front jet.

l1.6 Thus, the rear jet actually sees a dynamic pressure that is
less than freestream.

1.4 Vertical, tornado-like vortices were observed in the wakes
0 FULL SURVEY of both the front and rear jets and appeared to move

12 SHEAR LAYER SURVEY downstream. These vortices are apparent in the wake of
1.2 - the front jet in the photograph presented in Figure 13.

A KIEL PROBE Although visualization of these vortices was somewhat

1 , 0 1 1 1 random, they were observed in schlieren photographs for
all jet nozzle pressure ratios tested. Similar wake vortices

-0.6 -O.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 were observed in water tunnel flow visualization of a delta

x/D wing configuration with tandem jets2 1 which resembles

b) Rear nozzle. the STOVL configuration studied in this test. Wake
votlices were also observed in water tunnel flow
visualization of a single jet in crossflow 2 2 -2 3 . It is

Fig. I I Nozzle exit pressures in the symmetry plane. believed that the wake vortices evolve from the

reorientation of boundary-layer vorticity at the sides of the
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i S

Fig. 13 Schlieren photo of model with jets exiting from the lower surface into the crossilow. a =10g. q = 1.47 kPa
(30.7 psO). Front jet NPR = 1.9. and rear jet NPR = 2,0
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jet exit and that stretching of the vorticity field, particularly
S7 in the vertical direction behind the jet, produces the

concentrated vertical vortices. The impact of this unsteady
phenomena on the aircraft flight performance is unknown.

3.2.4 Laser Light Sheet Visualization. Cross-sections of
the jet plumes were visualized using a laser light sheet
oriented perpendicular to the freestream. Three light sheet
planes, positioned at the center of the front jet exit (x/c =
0.400), midway between the front and rear jets (x/c =
0.533) and at the center of the rear jet exit (x/c = 0.667).
were used. The flow was visualized with the model at a
100. Photographs with a 1/15 second exposure time were
taken from a location downstream of the model. For the
light sheet visualization, smoke was introduced into the
flow from a tube located in the settling chamber upstream
of the test section. In order to provide a relatively even
smoke distribution in the test section, the freestream
dynamic pressure was limited to 0.5 kPa (10 psf). The

(a) Origin of front jet. photographs presented in Figure 14 (a) to (c) were taken
with q. = 0.48 kPa (10.1 psf), front jet NPR = 1.3 and
rear jet NPR = 1.4. These conditions provide effective
velocity ratios of 0.14 and 0.11 for the front and rCar jets
respectively. For comparison with the aerodynamic
performance data presented for the detailed case, this
condition gives L/T = 1.36, CL = 0.24 and CD = 0.04.
Figure 14 (a) shows evidence of the front jI'. penetrating
into the freestream. In Figures 14 (b) and (c), the
existence of the contrarotating vortex pair in the plume o.
the front jet is established.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements for a generic STOVL configuration were
made in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel.
The effect of the effective jet velocity ratio and the model
attitude on the vehicle performance was determined using

(b) Midway between front and rear jets. the measurements of jet thrust, model forces and surface
pressures. For conventional wingborne flight, suction
pressure peaks are located on the upper surface of the wing
for angles of attack greater than 50 and move to the wing
lower surface at angles less than 0'. The magnitude and
location of the leading edge suction pressures are affected
by the lift jets, With sonic jet exit conditions, a freestream
Mach number of 0.14 and a 0° angle of attack, the jet-
induced suckdown is equivalent to nearly a 4V reduction in
angle of attack. Force measurements, detailed pressures
and flowfield data combine with the flow visualization to
provide a database that is well-suited for ihe development
and validation of powered-lift computational algorithms.
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1. SUMMARY intensity, which have been shown by many authors [101.
At present there is limited information available on The free-stream turbulence alter the shape of the share
effects of free-stream turbulence intensities and scale on layer in a wake flow. Hence, different tuibulence scale
both the time average and instantaneous development of and intensity in both the jet exit and the free-stream
a jet in a cross flow. The aim of this study was to should could a change in the development of a jet in a
investigate such effects on both entrainment and mean cross flow.
path of the jet using primarily experimental methods.

Effects due to free-stream turbulence have been observed
The experimental part consisted of measurements using on bluff bodies by several investigators. Th? effect of
hot wire anemometers. thermocouples and a nine hole turbulence has been manifest through changes in the
vortex probe as well as observations with a colour base pressure [3][6]. Variations from high to low
Schlieren system on a jet issuing from a circular turbulence intensity has altered the base pressure of
aperture in a flat plate. The jet Reynolds numbers of the rectangular shaped prisms as much as 75%. An
tests were in the region 2x10 4-8x10 4 and the flow.could explanation of these effects have been offered by Hunt
be considered as incompressible for all cases tested. [5]. His theory suggests that the effect is primarily due

to stagnation line turbulence and its effect on separated
The use of both a visualisation technique as well as share layer turbulence and consequently the share layer
quantitative measurements have proven to be helpful in curvature.
the description of free-stream turbulence effects.
Although it should be noted that some quantitative data Earlier investigations of jets in a cross flow has been
can be inferred from the Schlieren observations. performed under different conditions of free-stream

turbulence, like field studies in the atmosphere,
The results show that there are clear effects due to laboratory studies in different type of wind tunnels and
variations in free-stream turbulence on the development w3ter tanks. In the literature the results from many of
of the jet. The effects within the range of variation in these observations deviates for drag and entrainment
free-stream turbulence intensity and length scale of the which have not been estimated explicitly taking the
investigation are manifest in terms of all main jet effect of free-stream turbulence into account. The effects
characteristics. These characteristics are the rate of of increased free-stream turbulence intensity reported by
entrainment, the mean jet path and the strength of the Wark and Foss [81 are less penetration and more
main jet vortices, unsteady behaviour of the jet. Ramsey and Goldstein [7]

states intermittence of the flow, and anisotropy in the
The observed effects are significant, but at present there turbulence structure has been reported by Crabb. Durao
are no direct trends in the results with increasing or and Whitelaw [4].
decreasing turbulence scales or intensity to help propose
the primary mechanisms involved in the effects. This is At present there is limited information available on
the subject of further investigations at the present time. effects of free-stream turbulence in the cross flow on

2. INTRODUCTION both the time average and instantaneous development of

There are many cases of practical interest when the free- jets in a cross flow with varying turbulence intensities

stream turbulence intensity of the cross flow is high and and scale. The aim in the study was to investigate such
w~hen the corresponding turbulence length scales are effects on both entrainment and mean path of the jet

larger than the exit diameter of the jet. Typical examples using primarily experimental methods.
are jets exposed to atmospheric wind only, and jets 3. APPARATUS AND SYSTEM SET-UP
entering wake or share layer regions. The first case is
possibly only of limited significance for vertical take off 3.1 The Test Rig
and hovering, but the second case may well take place The test rig used in the experiments consisted of a plate,
during manoeuvring of an aeroplane and could be a nozzle and an air supply system. The plate was placed
important. on the floor of an open return wind tunnel with the

nozzle mounted flush with the plate surface and
A jet in a cross flow is a combination of an undisturbed perpendicular to the cross flow. The low speed wind
jet flow and a wake. For a jet in calm ambient the tunnel had a working section of 1250x1555mm (HxW).
entrainment rate is changing with the turbulence

Presented at an A(GARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow', April, 1993.
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f: The aluminium plate 20x764x1525mm (HxWxL) was samples with a resolution of 4096 digital steps in a
machined 15' underneath to have a sharp leading edge. range of 2.5V. Calculation of velocities were performed
The upper surface had a polished finish and was slightly in a subroutine based on calibration data to allow
curved at the leading edge to avoid separated flow. The measurements in the full range down to zero. The
plate was supported on four adjustable legs about system error estimated using this technique was less
100mm above the floor of the wind tunnel, The results than 2% for the mean velocity.
from initial measurements has shown good agreement
with the logarithmic boundary layer theory [141. 3.3 The Vortex Probe

An eight hole vortex probe was constructed and
The aluminium nozzle was shaped to minimise the jet calibrated following the concept of Freestone (1]. The
exit velocity profile, and had an outlet diameter (D) of probe was built of eight 450 cut medical hypodermic
30tara. It was located on the plate symmetry line needles with an outer diameter of 0.5mm. Two tubes
220mm downstream the leading edge, as shown in where secured together in parallel to make a yaw-probe
figure 1. The nozzle was mounted flush with the upper with the openings pointing 45' outward. The four pairs
plate surface without touching the plate. In the small were evenly spaced on the periphery to form a circle
gap at the surface a thin layer of insulating smooth with a diameter of 2.5mm. In addition a ninth tube with
filling was used, and the larger gap underneath was a straight cut was placed in the centre of the circle.
ventilawed by the cross flow to avoid heat transfer. A
thermo'ýouple was placed inside the nozzle to measure The resulting nine hole vortex probe could directly
the jet exit temperature. The results from initial measure the vortex strength and all velocity
measurements has shown a flat uniform profile at the jet components. The vortex probe and a stationary pitot
"exit with a nearly constant turbulence intensity of 1.5% tube were connected to a SCANIVALVE ZOC16 and a
for all exit velocities used [141. SETRA 261 pressure transducer, which was operated

from a PC using PCLAB software. The transducer had
The air supply system comprised of a centrifugal fan an error of less then 1% at full scale of ± I 246Pa. Initial
wit'i a 3" valve to adjust the flow rate. The fan was measurements [14] resulted in 500 samples as an
connected to a heater-box built by welded steel plates optimum for removing noise and vibration.
and an ordinary cooker-element. A calibrated flow
nozzle was located between the fan and the heater-box 3.4 Thermocouples
to measure the flow rate. All connections were made A I80xl80mm (HxW) mesh with an even spacing of
using insulated 2" steel pipes. 20mm in each direction was constructed by soft

soldering 3mm squared brass rods together. In each
local corner 100mm long cu-coated welding sticks with
a diameter of 2mam where soldered on perpendicular to

Front Edge the mesh plane. K-type thermocouples were placed at
the tip of the sticks forming a 10xl0 grid. The

D thermocouples where connected to a SCHLUMBERGER
Z -3531 data acquisition system. The connector 35303A

y had a built in cold junction (ambient temperature)
circuit. Number of samples used was 50 at a speed of
40/s for time mean measurements and 500/s for

Plate instantaneous measurements, with an overall error less
X then 0.7%.

3.5 The Schlieren system
The Schlieren system used in this work is basically
described in i.e. Vasil'ev [11 ] as a Z-system, which was
composed of a light transmitter. two 203mm high-

SYMMETRY PLANE quality cylindrical concave Schlieren mirrors, and a
u receiver. In addition a directional and sensitivity

Figure 1. controller was specially developed to the system. Thost,
The test rig. units are described in Settery [131. The observations

were photographed with a camera at the exit of an open
3.2 Hot Wire Instrumentation cascade wind tunnel.
A standard 51am tungsten single hot wire connected to a
DISA 55M10 CTA-bridge and DISA 55M01 main unit 4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
was logged on a PC using an analogue to digital (A-D) The difference in turbulence intensity and scale were
converter and PCLAB software. A DISA 55D25 created by use of two wooden grids at two different
Auxiliary unit was used to low pass filter the signals at locations in the open return wind tunnel. The large grid
lkHz and give suitable voltage off-. for the A-D was made of 51xl9mm wood with a squared spacing of
converter. The hot wire was logged at 2kHz using 12288 152mm, whilst the small grid was made of 19xl9mm
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pointing downward in negative Y-diecion were carried

Two different locations were chosei, the first at the out for case TGO at X/D I to detect the secondary
entrance of 'he tunnel upstream the jet exit and the vortices, as shown in figure 2.
second location closer to the jet. A third grid was used
in a cascade tunnel and was made of 2mm plastic with For temperature measurements the velocity in the wind
14mm squares. This gave the following different test tunnel was adjusted to 2.Sm/s without turbulence grid
cases listed in table I together with the free-stream (TGO) using a pitot tube and a digital manometer.
turbulence intensities at different locations downstream: Because the heater box had no temperature adjustments

the jet exit velocity was pre-set and the system left for a
Test- Grid- Location Turbulence intensity[%] long time to obtain constant conditions. The temperature
Case Type X/D YJD=I 3 10 30 mesh was placed in the YZ-plane with the first column

of thermocouple at Z=0 and traversed in the Y-direction.
TGO No grid 0.93 0.91 0.76 0.62 The measurements were taken at X=l. 3, 10 and 30 D.
TGI Plastic -9.7 2.2 Tie turbulence grid was placed in the tunnel and the
T02 Small* -58 4.8 wind tannel velocity adjusted before the measurements
TG3 Large -58 9.0 8.5 7.3 5.6 were repeated for TG4. This procedure wr-s carried e.t
TG4 Small -10.3 18.7 15.3 10.6 6.1 for momentum ratios N=27 and 74 with jet exit
TG5 Large -10.3 24.7 16.6 temperatures of 210*C and 160*C (Froude number 49

Table 1. and 84) respectively.
Test cases and the free-stream turbulence intensitv. The visualisation performed using the colour Schlieren

method was carried out using a cascade wind tunnel. A
In the hot wire measurements a single wire was pointing transparent grid with 12.7mm (0.423D) squares was
upstream the tunnel using either hiorizontal or vertical used as a reference showing up on the photographs.
alignment of the wire. For each case a calibrated hot
wire was placed in the vicinity to the plate at zero flow
to read the offset into the computer. W!th the jet air
supply valve closed, the wind tunnei was then adjusted
for 2.5m/s using the hot wire (except in an extraordinary
test case using l0mns). Next the jet exit velocity Ngas u C
adjusted according to a digital manometer connected to C
the flow nozzle. The hot wire was traversed manually in
the XY-plane only (plane of symmetry) and all data was
logged by the computer for calculation of mean and
RMS values, Some of the measurements were also -
passed over to a Fast Fourier Transformation (FF1)
procedure for analyses of the frequency spectrum and Mair,
the turbulence length scales involved. The hot wire
measurements were carried out at X=l, 3 10 and 30 jet Secondary
exit diameters (D) downstream the jet exit for velocity
ratios of R=U(Jet exit)/U(Cross flow)=4, 7 and 10. All X
test cases were carried out, but not for every
combination as shown in table 1. Z

For the vortex probe measurements the zero offsets were Figure 2.
taken with no flow in the wind tunnel placing the Main and secondary vortices for a jet in a cross flow.
calibrated probe at the plate. With the jet valve shot, the
velocity in the tunnel was adjusted to lO0m/s with a pitot 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
tube and a digital manometer, The pressure transducer
was calibrated, and the static pressure was given to the 5.1 Hot Wire Measurements
computer. The offset of all the flow angles caused by Typical results from the hot wire measurements for
manufacturing and positioning the probe was optimised mean velocities at the centre plane (symmetry plane) are
by adjusting the probe and repeat the readings of the shown in Figure 3 A and B. The local mean velocities
cross flow until minimum average values could be given using a horizontal and a vertical aligned hot wire are
to the computer. Finally the jet exit flow was then called total velocity Uj and horizontal velocity Ux
adjusted for R=4 using the flow nozzle and the digital respectively. The velocities shown in figure 3 have been
manometer, and the mrasurements could be carried out reseiey the velocities showin Ur v
for X=l, 3 and 10 D. The probe was aligned
horizontally pointing upstream for case TOO and TG4  The total velocity profiles show two local maximam and
and traversed in the YZ-plane. In addition two local minimum both for Uj and Ux. The values in
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S• the upp maximum was wever exceeded by the lower The values also decreased downstream, and therefore no
maximum and therefore calld the absolute maximum. stagnation minimum could be found at X/D 30 for all R
The upper local minimum on top of the jet flow caused and XJD 10 for R 4.
by stagnation of the cross flow was called stagnation
minimum. The stagation minimum retained the same The absolute maximum was found at all X/D for all
position and magnitude for both Uj and Ux, and %as velocity ratio R with same position for Uj and Ux. An
found for all velocity ratios R in all the test cases. The exception was for R 10 at XID 30 where no
stagnation minimum values decreased (getting closer to measurements could be taken because the jet was too
Uc) for decreasing velocity ratio. close to the ceiling of the wind tunnel. The vabwi-i of Uj

and Ux in the absolute maxdmum increased for

.- .......... increasing velocity ratio, and Uj decreased faster
downstream relative tUx. Because of this Uj and lix

. .merged downstream for the absolute maximum. The
86 - - downstream distance X/D for the merging point

increased for increasing velocity ratio. It was found
-- between X/D 3 and 10 for R 4 and between X/D 10 and

.... .. 30 for R 7. At X/D 30 for R 4 no minimum or maximum
... . F could be found, and the velocity profiles was fully: 7-t-• -r.: . . . . . ............ G I

0. . . ----- ~o I merged for Uj and Ux.40 .. _ c•• : ,.. :.2.: • •'• ::"" "'-" ITG2i

.. .... T(3 No trend was found in the Y-position of the velocity

- " -3D profiles to separate the different test cases. A decreasing

j 4 total velocity with increasing turbulence intensity in the
free-stream could be observed at the absolute maximum.

.... .. = This trend was found at X/D 1 for all R with an
increasing effect for decreasing velocity ratio, and

1A.:j i therefore also could be seen at X/D 3 for R 4. The effect

was much stronger for TG4 than in the other test case-s
* .as shown in figure 1. The effect was not obvious further

o0 ' downstream for higher velocity ratio. No such trend
O0D 1.0 20o0 3D could be found for the velocity Ux in the absolute

UiYUc maximum.

Figure 3A. The local maximum value of Uj indicated the maximum
Mean velocity profiles Uj for R 4 at X/D I. of the vertical velocity component Uy. The value of Uy

was found to be of the same magnitude as Ux absolute
maximum. The same trend for increased frec-siream

160 ... .turbulence, as found for the total velocity Uj a tue

absolute maximum, was also found for Uj (or Uy) at theW . ..• . ......... .. . . . " "

14. - I local maximum. The value of Uv between the local
S..maximum and up to Y between the absolute maximum

and stagnation minimum was nearly constant. Except at
12. X/D 1 where Uy ipcreased as a result of vertical inertia

". TG0 forces from the jet exit momentum. The increase of Uy
10.0.

- TG2 in this region was stronger for increasing velocity ratio,
.: . -:: TG3 and could therefore also be observed at XID 3 for R I0.Y/D 8- ... t '.. . . . . .:• TG3

....... - -- T04 Typical results of velocity rms values from the hot wire

6.0 D.. +- TG5 measurements are shown in figure 4 A and B. The root
:: . .mean square values of the velocity fluctuations

4.0 " : measured with a horizontal and a vertical aligned wire
are called RMS and RMSx respectively. The values in

2 .0 .4 .. .figure 4 have been normalised by the free-stream
2................

velocity Uc.

0 -0 . The profiles for RMS and RMSx fully merged
O0D 100 2.O 3.00 4Wo downstream between X/D 3 and 10. The merged profiles

uJI•Uc had one maximum called absolute maximum, and was

always located in the share layer of Ux between the Ux
Figure 3B. local minimum and absolute maxinmum. The rms values

Mean velocity profiles Uj for R 7 at X/D 1. in the absolute maximum decreased downstream, and
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increased for increasing velocity ratio. At the same Y The value of the upper maximum was more unstable
location as the Uj local maximum the rms values and less than for the lower maximum called absolute
changed to increase more rapid up to the absolute maximum. An other local minimum closer to the plate
maximum. was found at the same location as the local maximum

for Uj.
At X/ID 1 the RMS had two maximum. The distance
Y/D between them increased with increasing velocity At X/D 1 the RMSx gave one maximum here called
ratio. The local minimum was centred between the two absolute maximum at the same location as the absolute
maximum pd was located at the Uj absolute maximum. maximum of RMS. The value of the RMSx at the

absolute maximum was less then the value for RMS.
71 . .Closer to the plate the RMSx curve gave a local

maximum and minimum at the same location as for Uj
" .......--. " "local maximum and minimum.

......... ..:....--"..... .. :.'.....-:6D
At X/D 3 the values of RMS and RMSx were located
between X/D I and 10. The local maximum for RMS

............ found at X/D I could not be observed clearly at X/D 3,

....... ." but the values at the absolute maximum was unstable.
41) The RMS and RMSx values increased for increasing!• • •: ii i•!:: :i ----- TG21 turbulence level in the free-stream for all the cases at all

TG3 locations i X and Y with strongest effect upstream.
•.:.L •• Ox .i. . :.. •.. - - TG4

Sj -X. TG4 5.2 Vortex Probe Measurements

Essential for the measurements was to define and locate
20 the centre of the vortices involved in the flow. Since

only time mean measurements were performed, only one
't:' '"side of the symmetry plane was investigated. In this

.- -work the centre of the main vortices was defined as
...........; flowing parallel with the cross flow (figure 2), which is

on ' where both the pitch angles ALPHA and the yaw angles
O0D 0.50 100 PHI change sign from positive to negative or vice versa

RMSIUc using a horizontal aligned probe.

Figure 4A. Typical results for ALPHA and PHI used to locate the
RMS profiles for R 4 at X/D 1. main vortices centres are shown in figure 5. It can also

be seen that the vortices were not rotational
symmetrical. Comparing all the results for ALPHA and

6D .. .PHI the shape of the vort.ices were raore narrow in the
MAI.. Z-direction relative to the Y-direction (more oval)

..•-..•. upstream than downstream.

................- Testcase X/D Y/D Z/D Uv/Uc Vorticity
12.0.. ., -.......... ........-..-

- TG0 TGO 1 1.4 1.3 0.92 400
'I•,..............-...-.. - --'T-- TGO 3 2.7 1.7 0.88 110

TGO 10 4.8 1.9 0.92 50
YID 8. + '.:! " : ::• '' " • TG3A-:.T. TG4 3 2.8 1.7 0.84 90

."-~--TG4 TG4 10 4.8 1.8 0.87 40
-+- TO5

Table 2.
. . .. Location and strength of the main vortices centres for

20 :;:,.+. ... .. velocity ratio R 4. Uv is the velocity located at the
2.0ii~~~..-•u-- centres.

0.0 ,........ At the Z-position of the vortices centres ALPHA and
ox 0o50 1.00 PHI had a maximum and a minimum. Comparing the

RMS1Uc absolute values of ALPHA in the maximum and the
minimum gave a larger angle in the maximum upstream

Figure 4B. at X/D I and equal values further downstream.
RMS profiles for R 7 at X/D 1.
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SFigure 5. maximum measured with the hot wire. The Y-position
Alpha (white symbols) and Phi (black symbols) for R 4 for test case TG4 was higher than for TG0, but was
at X/D 3. within the same variance as found in the test cases of the

i trajectory measured for Uj absolute maximum with the
SA similar comparison for PHI gave a larger angle in the hot wire. Further downstream (X/D>3 for N 27 and
l minimum upstream at X/D I and a smaller value (nearly X/D>I10 for N 74) the Y-position of symmetry plane
Sthe half) in the minimum further downstream. The maximum temperatures was found below the trajectory
!effect of increased turbulence in the free-stream could be for Uj absolute maximum. The distance between the two
Sseen for PHI as slightly less absolute values in the maximum increased downstream and also with
,.,.maximum and minimum. The vortices centres found are decreasing momentum ratio, but did not move below the

1 listed in table 2. centres of the main vortices. For N 27 at X/D 30 the Y-

l position was close to the main vortices centres and was
SThe main voitices centres were observed to be located at the only location where the kidney shape had nearly

*r the same Y-position as for the Uj local maximum where disappeared in the measurements.
! Uy obtain the maximum value. The results from the
I velocity Uv at the main vortices centres and the The position of the absolute maxinmum temperaturcs in
• measured vortices strength are listed in table 2. An the YZ-planes were found at the symmetry, plane for test
Sincrease in free-stream turbulence resulted in weaker case TG4 at all X-positions. But for test case TG0 the
Smain vortices, absolute maximum was located at the symmetry plane

' only at X/D 1, and approached the main vortices centres
SThe vortex probe could also detect the regions upstream as the jet was flowing downstream. The highest absolute

in the wake where the flow was reversed. In this area the temperatures was found in test case TG0, but the
i secondary vortices were measured aligning the probe difference between the two test cases was less then 1%
• vertically at XiD I. The secondary vortices centres were downstream X/D 3. Measured with the 1% temperature

found at Y/D 1.8 and Z/D 0.47 and are defined as a contour line the total width of the jet (in Z) was close for
vortex flowing parallel with the jet exit. These vortices both test cases at all X-positions. The total height of the
are the recirculation behind the jet caused be the cross jets (in Y) were larger in test case TG4 than in test case
flow shown in figure 2. No further investigations were TGO. Upstream at X/12 1 the differences in height were
performed for the secondary vortices, located in the upper half of the jets.

5.3 Temperature Measurements 5.4 Schlleren Visualisation
Typical plots from the temperature contours measured The photographs of jets in cross flow using the
are shown in figure 6 A and B. The temperatures in the Schlieren method gave the trajectory of the temperatures
measurements were normalised by T=(Tprobe- as well as the main and sccondary vortices. Turbulence
Tam bient)/(Tjet exit-~Tambient)*1I00 to be comparable length scales could also be directly measured and the
with concentrations (when neglecting heat transport at flow was always highly intermittent as shown in
the plate and buoyancy effects), photograph 1. The main vortices could be observed

S~initiating at the sides of the jet exit (Z/D<0,5) a distance
•.,For both test case (TG0 and TrG4) the highest up from the plate dependent on the mnomentum ratio.

temperature at the symmnetry plane upstream was found
to correspond with the mean Y-position of Uj absolute
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Figure 6A.
Temperature contours [%] for R 4 at X/D 10.
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Figure 6B.
Temperature contours (%1 for R 7 at X/D 10.

6. DISCUSSION
"The blockage of the wind tunnel can be seen in figure i Many of the hot wire measurements where taken in
from the hot wire measurements of the stagnating cross regions of the flow where a standard hot wire is not
flow. The velocity of the cross flow reached the free- suitable because of the RMS-values being too high and
stream velocity at relatively high distance above the jet ihereby interference with the probe support 19]. In these
flow, but can be seen not to interfere with the ceiling of regions the measurements should not be used directly,
the tunnel, For the highest velocity ratio 10 the jet was but will show relative values for the different test cases.
actually hitting the ceiling at X/D 30 and therefore no Almeida 112] has shown that a pulsed hot wire could
measurements could be taken there. improve direct measurements in such regions.

ilamlillllll •'r I : ' !' I ll• I I•' ME1N1'M "'
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The position of the Uj absolute maximum measured vorticity measurements with velocity ratio of 4 indicates
with the hot wire at the symmetry plane have been a constant reduction of about 20% downstream for an

*,compared in figure 7. Each X-position has between 5 increase in free-stream turbulence intensity of about
and 9 points for each velocity ratio tested. The mean of 20% at the jet exit. The effect was within the error level
these points have been drawn by a trajectory line. Many for velocity ratio 10, but could be registered for the
of the points does not show very well because they are highest free-stream turbulence tested.
located to close to each other, but give an idea of the
variation. The overall standard deviation for all points The measurements performed using the vortex probe
on the trajectory was calculated to 0.30 diameter in Y- confirms the effect of free-stream turbulence found

0position. No trend was found in the trajectory of the jet using the hot wire, The results did not show any
for different level of turbulence in the free-stream. difference for the trajectory of the main vortices, but

indicates weaker main vortices for higher level of
Inaccuracies could also have affected the results shown turbulence in the free-stream. The measurements of a
in figure 7 due to positioning the hot wire. About 2000 secondary vortex pair at X/D 1 confirms the
manual traversed readings were taken, and about 10 obsenrations in the Schlieren visualisation. This means
errors were corrected when they were done. It could the main vortices are not initiated by the recirculation
easily be one or two more. and the whole profile would behind the jet, but connected and located with the centre
jump in the Y-direction. However most of the traversing outside the secondary vortices. Hence the initiating of
steps was D/6 and therefore causing a variation less than the main vortices are. located at the sides of the jet (say
the calculated overall error level. The main cause to the X/D<0.5) and the strength is dependent on the exact X-
variation in all the results is therefore assumed to be the location and the momentum ratio.
reading error of the digital manometer used in the
measurements for the flow nozzle (deviation in velocity The error level using the vortex probe was much higher
ratio). than for the hot wire. The main reason is the calibration

error estimated to about 10% mainly due to

20.00 manufacturing of a relatively small probe. The error
level increased with increased pitch and yaw angles

18.00 .......... . G.found upstream the flow. Further downstream at the Z-
location of the main vortices centres the pitch angle was

16.00 . - Go small compared to the system and reading error, and
TG1 therefore less reliable. Hence the vortices strengths and

14.00 .. .. Z-positions listed in table 2 should only be used as an
indication showing a trend in the results. At the main

12.00 TG2 vortices centre the gradients aPHI/IY>>»ALPHAIaY
STG3 and aPHI/t5Z<<OALPHA/oZ in the measurements as

"Y"D 10.00 seen in figure 5. Therefore the error level in the Y-
T3 position of the main vortices centres was detected -with

8.00 TG4 much higher accuracy then the rest of the results using

6.00. . + TG5 the vortex probe.

The mechanism ,Z the main effect of free-stream
turbulence is most possibly a change in the initial point

- . -!of the main vortices at the sides of the jet. As a parallel
2.0 ........ to flow around bodies the separation point is triggered at

0.00 _different locations as a result of an increase in free-

0.00 5.00 10.00 stream turbulence. For a jet in a cross flow the location
x)U of the initial point seems to move downstream with

increasing turbulence in the free-stream, because this
can explain less vortices strength. It is also likely to

Figure 7. assume there is no effect of free-stream turbulence that
Trajectories of Uj absolute maximum for R 4, 7 and 10. can cause the initial point to move vertically in Y.
(Black symbols for Ux). Because this would have been detected in the analysis of

the trajectories.
The trend found in the hot wire velocity measurements
caused by the free-stream turbulence did seem to have a The temperature measurements also confirm less strong
connection with the strength of the main vortices. This main vortices with increased free-stream turbulence.
is because both the values in the local maximum and the The contours shows that the absolute temperature
absolute maximum shows decreasing Uy with increasing maximum moves towards the main vortices centres for
turbulence level. The trend was relative small compared less free-stream turbulence. The only reason for this
to the error level and therefore a conaection was lesfe-tamurlnc.Teoyraonorhi
difficultto theaerlevel a ther tefr e d aconut.ectin w must be that the vortices are stronger, and the same
difficult to calculate for the cases tested out. Direct effect could be seen regardless of velocity ratio tested.
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The rise in the trajectory with increased turbulence level change velocity parallel to the cross flow with changesSin the free-stream seen in the temperature measurements in free-stream turbulence, and therefore the drag forces
could be due to a higher level of error in velocity ratio. deflecting the jet remained unchanged. The trajectories

The reading error is considerably increased compared to for the maximum mean velocity and the main vortices
the hot wire measurements and is mainly due to use of centres did not change due to different free-stream

*,the digital manometer in conjunction with a pitot static turbulence.
tube in the wind tunnel to adjust the speed. In the hot
wire measurements the calibrated wire was used to set TURBULENCE AND INSTABILITY
the speed of the cross flow, and sampling lowered the RMS of all velocities in the jet at the symmetry plane
error to an acceptable level. The free-stream velocity Uc increased with increasing free-stream turbulence. The
used was about 2.5ni/s which was in the lower range for increase was less for higher RMS values in the jet. At
the digital manometer. Initial testing on the precision of the exit the deflection of the jet caused instability and
the digital manometer has shown an error of 13% in maximum peeks in RMS that was closer and interfering
pressure in this range witch could have caused the effect more with the jet centre for less velocity ratio. The
seen for the trajectory. However the measurements were instability and increase in turbulence in the flow did not
taken in two series without adjusting the velocity ratio, change the momentum (change the trajectory) for
and therefore one incorrect adjustment of the velocity different level of free-stream turbulence, and therefore
ratio cause the same result to show at all X-positions. did not change the vorticity.
Taken these errors into account the observed rise in the
trajectory is questionable, and also shown not to exist in HlEAT TRANSPORT AND ENTRAINMENT
the measurements carried out with both the hot wire and The heat transport was changing with the level of
the vortex probe. turbulence in the free-stream. The location of maximum

concentration in the jet was located at the symmetry
Also foumd in the temperature measurements was a plane for high free-stream turbulence and at the centres
temperature local maximum on top of the jet at X/D I of the main vortices for lower level of free-stream
for higher free-stream turbulence. The reason for this turbulence. This effect did not change the level of
could be explained by the local maximum in RMS found maximum concentration and was independent of the
in the hot wire measurements at X/D 1. Andreopoulos velocity ratio. Because of the higher vorticity for lower
and Rodi [21 has explained how the stability parameter free-stream turbulence the entrainment increased at the
S=(av/&x)/(oVu/y) introduced by Bradshaw can be used symmetry plane and caused an decrease of the
to show that the deflection of the jet at this location are concentration here. Higher free-stream turbulence and
de stabilising the jet. less vorticity should therefore caused less entrainment

and higher concentration, but this was balanced by more
It appears that increased free-stream turbulence could entrainment due to a higher turbulence level in the jet
amplify this effect for the jet to become more and more instability.
intermittent, and thus the occurrence of the local
maximum in the temperature. The local maximum The mechanism causing the reduction in vorticity could
teimperature seems to be smoothed out by the vortices be a displacement in the initial point of the main
further downstream. vortices, and is therefore recommended for further

investigation. In atmospheric boundary layer the lateral
Finally, the Froude numbers of 49 and 84 for the two instability is expected to be higher than in this
momentum ratios tested does not seem low enough to investigation, and therefore give different results.
have caused buoyancy effects in this study.
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Summary Nomenclature

a, q geometric quantities
Film-cooling air ejection affects the aerodynamics of ai coefficients in difference equation
turbine blades by the mixing of the coolant with h enthalpy

Sthe mainstream. as well as by the interaction be- p pressure
tween the jet and the boundary layer. In the present p density
paper, these effects are studied experimentally and u, v, w velocity components
numerically. The results show that the flow in the U, V, W contravariant velocity components
coolant channel is strongly affected by the main flow k turbulent kinetic energy
around the blade, leading to significant deflection of dissipation rate of k
the coolant air jets. uk, o,, C1, C2, C, Konstants of k - e model

dependent variable

To account for these interactions between the cooling x, y, z axis of cartesian coordinate system
jet and the main flow in the numerical predictions, a , axis of curvlinear coordinate system
multi-block technique is applied. With this technique J Jacobian of transformation
very complex but structured geometries can be mod- P turbulent viscosity
elled by simply attaching grids of the different sub- r effective viscosity
domains. For the present investigations, these sub- M blowing ratio (M = pj, l /p, V.)
domains are the two coolant channels at the leading Ma Mach-number
edge and the main flow around the blade. Re Reynolds-number

s surface coordinate
t pitch of the blade row

For adaption to the curved geometry of such a tur- flow angle
bine blade, a non-orthogonal body fitted grid is
used for solving the time average two- or three- y slot angle

dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations by
a finite volume method. The turbulence is taken
into account by the standard k, e-model. For dis-
cretization of the convective terms the Monotonized- Indices
Linear-Upwind scheme (MLU) is used. The pressure-
velocity coupling is achieved by the SIMPLEC- i coordinate direction
algorithm for compressible flows. i, j tensor indices

j jet
The calculated results are compared with experimen- I cascade inlet
tal investigation performed with a L2F-system at a 2 cascade outlet
large scaled turbine blade. Three typical blowing DS pressure side
ratios are presented. Due to the simultaneous calcu- SS suction side
lation of the coolant flow and the main flow, good s stagger
agreement was obtained. th theoretic

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and-Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, April, 1993.
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! test section data: supply units: wind tunnel data;

.Machnumber : 0.2 5 Ma ,i1.05 -evacuatlng unit P1 - 30kW .ACelectricmotor : P- 1300kW
* Reynolds nt nber : 0.2.106' MA $ e/l S 16.0.10 6 m" P2 - 20kW axlal compressor 6 stages
*.degree of turbulence: 0.4% , Tu •; 7.5% .boundary layer suction : P - 155kW aIr flow rate : -30 m3/s
• upstream flow angle : 251 s O3 , 155* (centrifugal compressor) total pressure ratio (Ptl/PK)mm " 2.14

* blade height 300 mm .additional ar supply : P , 1000 kW number of revolutlons: nlx= - 6300 min'
test section height : 235 mmt- 510 mm (screw compressor) tank pressure PK 0.04 - 1.2 bar

upsteatrbue mank bhydraulic
n 1c8on mta pt, film cl coupling

turbne ladsiataine by low tri mometumoet
thrug holesJ anTltsth dsg f im-oln

5 A

theco ohal ant near t war for bypass air
upstream flow path turbulence main bypass axial comprentof

generator flow cooler

Figure 1: High speed wind tunnel

In contrast, film cooling of combustor-chambers and
turbine blades is attained by low momentum jets
through holes and slots. The design of a film-cooling

Introduction configuration has to be optimized with respect to
the best suitable blowing rate in order to maintain
the coolant near the wall and with respect to the

The flow characteristics of a jet in a crossflow is optimal placement of the holes for the specific blow-
of general importance in a wide range, such e.g. ing rate to achieve best cooling efficiency. In gen-
dispersal of pollants, the aerodynamics of VSTOL- eral, the coolant flow of turbine blades is injected in
aircrafts, the mixing in combustors and the film- streamwise direction, except in the leading edge re-
cooling of turbine blades and combustor-chairbers e gion where jets are directed against the mainfpow. In
Besides the geometric conditions the momentum flux addition, the strong pressure gradients in the stag-
ratio respectively t e the flamenandatodiluthe mate pa- nation region have to be considered.
rameters which describe the flow. Many fundamental
experimental and numerical studies to the different co odytur in ad Detaie xerintest sapplications and therefore to the different geomet- carriedroutnwit a L eat Veroinetirarcom-

tionof sch ets n te prmar zon ofacobus or paredbithnemaerfihcaolirsuts Dre toudi the elipticrb-

ric boundary conditions are found in literature (e.q. otur oi he fla w fin the vcling iy fof hein meolina
Bergeles et al. (1976), Crabb et al. (1981), Noll tuewiheltondradteminpnmn.

(1992)).However, investigations of film cooling in the leading
edge of turbine blades rarely appear. The present

In the field of turbomachinery high momentum jets study of a large scaled model turbine blade provides
are used to stabilize the flame and to dilute the hot an important contribution to a better understanding
ga.,es. Due to the high turbulence intensities gener- of the flow-phenomena at the leading edge of a film
ated by the impinging jets excellent mixing as well as cooled turbine blade. Detailed experimental results
high intensity combustion is achieved. The interac- carried out with a Laser Transit Veloeimeter are com-
tion of such jets in the primary zone of a combustor pared with nuimerical results. Due to the elliptic be-
was studied by Noll (1992), Jeckel et al. (1992). haviour of the flow in the vicinity of the film-cooling

L.
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Mal 0.37 1 250mm 32 % of the chord axially downstream of the trailing
Ma2  - 0.95 t/l - 0.714 edge plane. From the surface pressure distribution,
Re1  = 3.7105 b, = 730 the surface Mach number distribution was evaluated
Re2  6.95. 10 sISS = 0.02 with the assumption of constant total pressure.133 slDS 0.03

= 1330 s/DS = 0.03 The flow field around the leading edge region was
A# = 28.30 //l = 0.01018 measured in detail by use of a Laser Transit Ve-
S7DS = 104.70 h = 300 locimeter (Schodl (1974)). This measuring technique

is non intrusive and allows measurements very close

Table 1: Design Data of the Turbine Cascade to the wall (about 50 microns) as well as in regions
with large velocity gradients i.e. in the jet boundary,
near the stagnation point or in the region between

holes, it turns out that the complete Navier-Stokes reverse flow and main stream.
respectively the Reynolds-averaged equations (Benz Due to the small probe volume (0.17.0.2.0.008mm3 )
and Wittig (1992)) have to be solved also for the flow a very high resolution of the flow field with., the jets,
inside the injecting holes. the stagnation area, the boundary layer, and even in

recirculation regions could be achieved.

Experiments

The high pressure turbine cascade (Fig. 2) was de-
signed for two dimensional turning of 104.7' and for
an isentropic Mach number of Ma 2t• - 0.95 . The
Reynolds number was Re2th = 6.95 .105. The cas-
cade consists of three large scaled turbine blades.
The leading edge region was fitted with slots in span-
wise direction close to the stagnation line as a two-
dimensional model of ejection holes.

Table 1 gives the aerodynamic and geometric data.

The experiments were carried out in the high speed
cascade wind tunnel of the University of the Armed 13 .0-
Forces Munich (Fig. 1). This facility operates con- X/1
tinuously and allows the independent variation of
Mach number and Reynolds number by changing the
pressure level of the surrounding tank (Scholz et al.
(1959), Sturm et al. (1985)). A turbulence grid was
installed upstream of the cascade in order to gener- 2
ate a design turbulence level of about 8 % (Kiock ct
al. (1985)).

To achieve a constant pressure distribution over the Figure 2: High presure turbine-cascade
inlet area, adjustable guide vanes are mounted at the
cascade end. Therefore similar flow conditions could
be attained for all three blades. The centre blade
was equipped with tappings in the midspan region of Numerical method
the blade. Glass windows were installed in the front
part of the side walls of the ciucade for Schlieren Governing equations and turbulence
observations and laser anemometry. modeling

The mainstream air had a total temperature of
313 K, while the cooling air temperature was about The Navier-Stokes-equations of a compressible tluid
30 K lower. 'The cooling air is delivered from a sepa- were used in the present study. For turbulent
rate screw compressor. The mass flow rate was mea- flow calculations the Reynolds-averaged e(Iiations
sured by an orifice plate (DIN). are solvwd. The governing equations can be writ-

For wake traverse measurements, a wedge probe ten in Cartesian tensor fori as:

was used (Scholz (1956), RItmer et al. (1988)) at
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Mass Discretization and numerical solution

The transformation of thL governing equations into
• a body-fitted-coordinate system (•, rY, () leads to the

- (pui) = 0 (1) following general linearized form of the governing

equations:

Momentum

0 0 .0, ,1
(Pui Uj)or + 0qO[ ( + J- S, + q13" )]
O ui Otj 2(Ouk (2)h)-f1 .- + - -- 6~ pu'u.)()o 9 _ _a~~, 0a~ r~ 3O0 +0 7 1 +q22LO + q23 8 )

Energy ~ _[_(q31 + +33)

-.. ughi =In Eq. 8 4€ represents the dependent variablesa9 ( p Oh) u,v,w,k, E, and h. J is the JaccOian of the trans-

' x\•rx,- push" + Sh (3) formation and F the effective viscosity. The con-

aa r

travariant velocity components U, L3, 0 which deter-

SGas State mine the convective flux normal to the volume face
are derived from the cartesian velocity components.
More details can be found in Benz et al. (1992),
Wittig et al. (1987) and Peric (1985)).

p = pRT (4) By the finite volume discretization method the
differential equation is transformed into an alge-

To evaluate the stress terms, two transport equations braic equation. For the discretisation of the dif-
for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its rate of dis- fusive terms a central-difference scheme is used,
sipation are solved, whereas for the convective terms high-resolution-

scheme is incorporated. The high-resolution-scheme
used here is the Monotonized-Linear-Upwind-scheme

-(px k =(MLU) proposed by Noll (1992). The MLU-schemeeis derived from the monotonized-central-difference

0 . + P)Oki G•-• (5) scheme, originally proposed by Van Leer (1977).

In contrast to the widely used QUICK-scheme the

MLU-scheme is free from over- and undershoots.
That means it is bounded and of second-ordern c-ae curacy in smooth regions of the flow and degener-

-fr u ic) e ates to first-order accura l at local extremes. The

rso wMLU-scheme was successfully used for a variety of
, l-( computations of combustor flows (Noll (1992)) and

a p +i( turbine flows (Benz et pl. (1992)).

Te ey v y is euIThe pressure-correction method used for the cou-corbc pling of the velocity and pressure field was originally
energy and the dissipation rate by developed (Patankar 1980) for staggered grid arrang-

ments to prevent 'checkerboard' pressure-velocity os-
cillations. In the present method all variables are o-

/ = , (7) cated at the same cell centered position. To avoid
non-physical oscillation of flow variables a similar
interpolation dian the practice of Hsu (1981) and

The well known k, -model is used in the standard Rhie and Chow (1981) is used here. To account
form with the wall-function approach. for the compressibility in the pressure-correction
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Figure 3: O-grid with two H-grids

algorithm the density-changes are incorporated in the prediction of very complex geometries becomes
the pressure-correction equation. The one step feasible which are impracticable using a single struc-
SIMPLEC-algorithm for compressible flows (Door- tured body fitted grid. The domain-decomposition
mal et al. (1984), Doormal et al. (1987)) is used method, rebpectively multi-block technique applied
here. here, is based in contrast to other methods on peri-

For the solution of the system of the algebraic equati- odic boundary conditions.

ons the generalized conjugate gradient (CG) iterative In the numerical code the periodic boundary conditi-
procedure, described in detail by Noll et al. (1992), ons are incorporated in a very general form to enable
was employed. The CG-method was tested in a va- the connection of any cell-surface of a control volume
riety of computations of typical complex gas-turbine- to another control volume. Therefore, for predicting
combustor flows and was found to be very efficient the flow in turbine- or compressor-stages all classi-
and robust. cal grids such as H-, C-, 0-, I-grids can be chosen.

For the present calculations, where the leading edge
region is of major interest, an O-grid was used to re-

Multi-block method, Grid attaching solve the blunt leading and trailing edges of a turbine
blade.

By the use of a multi-block method a complex geome-
try can be subdivided into simple blocks. Therefore, Due to the general implementation of the periodic

S. ._ _ . • . . _ - -. , - _• _a _• nm nn n w u i i il m . .,_A- - : ,_ .. . •: - - : - _ :
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Igure 4: Computational grid

connections, different structured grids can be at- slot exit strongly depends on the mass-flux raticý
tached (Benz et al. 1992). That means that this From fundamental experimental studies of a single
multi-block method resulting from the universal ini- low momentum ijet normal to the cross flow (Berge-
plementation of the periodic boundary conditions les et al. (1977), Andreopoulos (1982) and Crabb
needs no additional changes in the solution algo-. et al. (1981)j) the existence of a strong non-uniform
rithrn. velocity profile at the exit of the pipe due to the vari-

In Fg. thesinle -gri arundthe blade to- ation of the pressure field in the vicinity of the hole

gether with two attached H-grids for the discretiza- i eikon

tion of the film cooling slots is shown. The number of Therefore, it is not possible to find suitable boundary
gridpoints of the 0-grid is 211 *42. The three grids condition at, the slot exit when the prediction starts
consist of approximately 10.000 poii~ts. A detailed there. As mentioned before in contrast to other in-
view of the leading egde (Fig. 3) gives an impression vestigat ions in the present study the computational
of the fine resolution of the interesting region. In domain includes the film cooling slots where the jet
Fig. 4 a schematic of the computational domain is flow boundary conditions are. easily specified.
shown. The arrows are indicating the periodic con- In the present study in the slot a uniform velocity
nections. The left part represents the logical r--gion profile is specified, corresponding to the blowing ra-
of the 0-grid with its periodic connections. The two tios M=0.47, M=0.78 and M= 1. 14 which is a suitable
H-grids are placed on the right side. In addition sev- asupin
eral Neumann- and Dirichlet-boundaries are marked n f rice

rersntn aiosileotetrni wlobud aris pterfolloingfgrstepeitdadmaue

ofpesethe g do arin, neoultadwllbudre velocity vectors for the three mass-flux ratio are com-Spared. For reasons of clarity only every tenth grid
line of the predicted results in the slots is plotted and

Results also in measurements some vectors are not shown.

The measurements show, except for the smallest

eedsno aditinal hange in he slutin blowing ratio, flow sheepaaiotnc on th sutiog on-usideas

The aerodynamic behaviour of the film cooling ejec- well as on t expreride of the badte so the as

tion in the stagnation region nd its influence on thee he
eepressue side for the blowing ratio M = 0.47 no sepa-

loss coe thicients pe he d eiscus ed areay b r Beek ration occurs. Due to the acceleration on the suction
(92.n i paperd haterite, detailed coritnre- side, the separation there is much smaller than on the
itwee ine reatios an preditedresuts frreeo tY pressure side. The predicted oisults are an excellent
ishblowing rhatiows are pr ingthed peaggrement with measurements. Note, e.q. that for

It was shown in our last papers (Beeck et al. (1992), M=0.47 on the suction side also no .ow separation
Benz, Wittig (1992)) that the velocity profile at the on the suction side wt predicted.



As expected at the slot exit a strong distortion of the

velocity profile is to be detected. With increasing
blowing ratio the deformation of the profile diminis-
hes. For all blowing ratios the predicted non-uniform
velocity profile 3t the slot exit agrees well with the
measurements.

in addition, if the coolant mass-flux is low (M=0.47),
a blockage of the slot by the main flow occurs le*ading
to a strong acceleration on the downstream side in
the slot.. As shown by numerical calculations (Benz
et al. (1992)) and by experiments (Andreopoulos
(1983)) a smell separation on the upstream side in
the slot or hole is established due to the blockage of
the flow.

The vector plots and the isolines of the velocity in-
dicate that the measumred separation is thicker than
the calculated. This can be explainei by the three
dimensional flowpattern causing a flow below the jets
in spanwise direction of the blade.
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Figure 5: Predicted velocity vectors, NM=O.47 Figure 8: Measured velocity vectors, M=0.76
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20 MI

Figure 9: Predicted velocity vectors, M=1.14 Figure 11: Measured velocity vectors ,M=1 .14
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Figure 14: Predicted velocity contours M=0.76 Figure 16:, Velocity contours, M=0.76
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Conclusions Transfer in Turbomachinery, August 24-28, Athens,
Greece

The flowfield generated by film cooling injection in [6] Bergeles, G.; Gosmann, A.D.; Launder, B.E.
the stagnation region of a high pressure turbine blade (1976):
has been investigated experimentally and numeri- The near-field character of a jet discharged normal
cally. The measurements show for all blowing ratios to the main stream, J. Heat 'Transfer, Vol. 98c, pp.
separation downstream of the slots. Except for the 37,3-378
smallest blowing ratio M=0.47 on the suction side no
separation was found. For all blowing ratios the velo- [7] Crabb, D.; Durao, D.F.G.; Whitelaw, J.H.

city profile at the slot exit shows a strong distortion. (1981):
Additionally, for small blowing ratios a blockage of A round jet normal to a crossflow, J. J. Fluids Engg.,

Vol. 103, pp. 142-153
the slot by the main flow occurs resulting in an in-
creased distortion of the velocity profile. [8] Hsu, C. (1981):

A curvilinear-coordinate method for momentum,
Due to this distinct elliptic behaviour of the interac- A and aransfrdina domaisof irrulren -heat and mass transfer in domains of irregular geo-
tion of the film-cooling air and main flow it is neces-
sary, to use a fully elliptic Nacier-Stokes-code for the
prediction. Moreover, the coolant flow in the slot and [91 Jeckel, R.; Noll, B.; Wittig S. (1992):
the main flow has to be calculated simultaneously. Three-dimensional time-resolved velocity measure-
As shown, these are the conditions for predicting the ments in a gas turbine model combustor, Symp. on
measured flow phenomena of film cooling at turbine Appl. Laser Technologies Lissabon, 20-23 July
blades and the excellent agreement of the predicted [10] Kiock R., Laskowski G., Hoheisel H. (1•82):
results with the measurements. Die Erzeugung h6herer Turbulenz-

grade in der MeBtrecke des Hochgeschwindigkeits-
Gitterwindkanals Braunschweig zur Simulation tur-
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Navier-Stokes Analysis of a Swirling Jet in Crossflow
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Abstract
Flowfield of a subsonic swirling jet injected into a sub-

sonic crossflow was--computed by using a three dimensional momentum axis

Navier-Stokes code (LANS3D)I. Baldwin-Lomax2 turbulence
model and the algebraic curved jet turbulence model of Oh
and Schetz3 were used depending on the location in the flow-
field. Characteristic boundary conditions based on Riemann .,
invariants were utilised for the flow in and out planes. A ax

single block grid with a cavity at the jet entrance was used. A

Introduction
In this computational study a swirling subsonic jet in-

jectei into a subsonic crossflow was analysed. For compari-
son a test case was selected from the circular jet in crossflow
experiments of Kavsaoglu and Schetz4 . This test case was de-
scribed as the 58 % swirl case with jet to freestream velocity
ratio of 44. A three dimensional, thin layer, Reynolds av-
eraged, compressible Navier-Stokes solver (LANS3D) 1'5 was w
used. This program solves the Navier Stc.kes equations writ- 0

ten in strong conservation form by using an LU-ADI factor-
ization algorithm with diagonally dominant LU factorization. .
The algebraic turbulence model suggested by Oh and Schetz' Vi -"•
was used in the jet region. Baldwin-Lomax 2 model was used X
for the other viscous turbulent flow areas which are not cov-
erpd by the first model. For the flow in planec the Riemann
invariants based characteristic boundary conditions and for
the flow out planes inverse characteristic boundary conditions Figure 1. Flowfield description of a round jet in crossllow7.
were utilized. The detailed description of the application of
these boundary conditions were given elsewhere '. Out of by tangential air injection at a location upstream of th,' con-
experience gained from previous studies' it was decided to traction used before the jet exit. Swirl ratio was dlefined as
use a grid with cavity at the jet entrance for more realistic the ratio of the swirl component of velocity at r/D L- 0.A1 to
interaction of the jet with crossflow. In Figure 1 flowfield de- the average total velocity measured at the jet exit. Where r
scription of a round jet injected into a crossflow can be seen'. is the radius measured from the jet center at the exit and D is
This figure also describes the coordinate system used for the the diameter of the jet exit. Swirl ratio was mea.sured when
presentation of present results. the erossflow was off and with the above definition it was 58

%. Boundary layer on the flat plate was tripped before the jet
entrance and had a turbulent velocity profile around the jet

Experimental Data For Comparison entrance. Jet. exit velocity was about 67 in/sec. The exveri-
For the test case selected a swirling circular jet was in- mental jet entrance velocity profile which was measured when

jected from a flat plate into a crossflow perpendicularly 4. crossflow was off is given in Figure 4 in comparison with the
These experiments were performed in a uniform flow, low velocity profile used as boundary condition for the coml)uta-
turbulence, subsonic wind tunel of 1.8 m * 1.8 in test section, tion. Jet exit Machi number was about 0.2 ahd the Reynolds
Jet to freestream velocity ratio was 4. Swirl was introduced number based on crossflow velocity and the jet diameter was

about 51400.

Research Engineer

-Associate Professor

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow; April, 1993.
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I! Grid

A three dimensional perspective view of the ;rid used is 4s

shown in Figure 2-a. This grid was obtained by rotation of a
two dimensional half grid around the jet axis. This grid had a
"cavity at the jet entrance. In Figure 2-b the enlarged view of
the two dimensional half grid at the cavity location is shown
and in Figure 2-c the top view of this grid can be seen. The
grid was stretched and the grid points were more densely
located at the rear of the jet entrance. Additional figures
describing this grid was given in paper 25 of this symposium 6.
This grid was extended from -15 D to 20 D in x direction,
from -15 D to 15 D in y direction and from -0.5 D to 15 D in
z direction where D being the jet exit diameter. The size of

the grid was 42*55*45 points in , i, ( directions.

K2:41
Y

1O.OOD: Figure 2-a. Three dimensional perspective view of the grid.
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Figure 2-c. Top view of the grid.

Boundary Conditions o01 J-1 n 5D

Application of the boundary conditions are described in
Figure 3. At the bottom plane no slip condition was applied Figure 2-b. A two dimensional section view of the grid en-
from J=6 to J=37 (see Figures 2, 3 and Figure 28 of Ref. 6). larged around the cavity.
At the top plane freestream conditions were forced. At the
outer side surface (J=JMAX) inflow characteristic boundary
conditions were applied from K=l till K=15 and from K=41 specified infinity conditions. R_ was extrapolated from the
till K=KMAX=55, outflow (inverse) characteristic boundary interior of the flow domain. At oo, uj,o., v1,j, w1j,, were spec-
conditions were applied from K=16 till K=40 (see Figure ified according to the experimental jet exit velocity profile4 .
2-c). Inflow and outflow characteristic boundary conditions Jet to freestream velocity ratio was set as:
were described in detail in Reference 6. For the inner side wj,
surface (J=l) flowfield variables were interpolated from the 4.0.
neighbouring points as described in Figure 31 of Ref. 6 and
the related formulations given there. For the jet entrance Swirl component of velocity was defined as:
plane inflow characteristic boundary conditions were applied 2+ Vu ?

as follows. The R+ Riemann constant was found from the = .0 MO,
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S 2 w= 42

characteristic

u =U,,= 0.075 U2 U 0

V -- 0 
)2 V4

W= 0 =1W 2 = W4

a 2a= 3P L 1P

u,v, ,pp extrapolation J 6
Iu::--w.=. LI.

p ; extrapolation I u = ui,'. (profile)

p; extrapolation v v = vj,¢• (profile)
w = w2 ,co (profile), wea / Uo 4.0
P = Pijca = Pa = 1.0
a = aie = a, .= 1.0

Figure 3. Application of the boundary conditions.

Total velocity was defined as: From, ac, = 1 and pc. =,

Vj,T0-, W = + VPI I

aj ,=- 1.0 and pjco = 1.0 was accepted same with that of then,

crossflow infinity conditions. Alternatively from Figure 3. = PI

pj,¢, = p2 could also be written but, this was not done. From P 7
Figure 3. the boundary'conditions were set as follows. First

the + and - Riemann invariants were calculated. e- + 0.5p, V 0OTJ,1-' - 1

After obtaining the total velocity at point I the x, y, z
= V1. 2 components of the total velocity were obtained as follows;

2 U1= VToT,1* i j 0
=W 0)2- y- a1 Vj,TOT,.then, = 11TOT,1 * Vj,TOT,o.

then, v1 = VTOT,1 * Vjix•

VTOT,1 = 0.5 (R ý +R ) VR,"oT, 0

but, instead of wi = VTor,1 *
Vj.TOTr,e

a, = 0.,5 -( R+ - R) Indices:

1: first station in Z direction,
a1 = aj,0 = 1.0 2: second station in Z direction,

was taken. From isentropic relations, 00: infinity,
j: jet.

PI (a1 In Figure 4 the velocity profile given as the jet entrance

Pe a boundary condition is shown in comparison with the experi-

mentally measured one4. The solid lines show the conditions
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Figure 4. Swirling jet exit velocity profile in comparison with

the experimental profile4 , dotted lines show the profile spec-
ified as infinity condition.

I

at point 1, which is the actual computational boundary, and Computations were performed at the IBM 9021-500 vec-

the dotted lines show the conditions at point j. 0 (see Figure tor computer installed at the TUSA5 Aerospace Industries

3). It can be seen that the specified profile at j. was modi- (TAI). Results which will be presented were obtained after
fled at point 1 by the application of characteristic boundary 6000 iterations. For 6000 iterations L2 norm of the residual

conditions. was dropped from 10-2 to 10-1. For 42*55*45 grid points
one iteration lasted about 13 seconds CPU time.

Computational Details
The turbulence models were applied as follows. First the

Baldwin-Lomax2 model was applied over the flat plate up In Figure 5 the velocity vectors in jet centerplane (Y/D

till z/d = 2.0 excluding the cavity region. Then the curved 0), in Figure 6 the velocity vectors in the X/D = 1.026 plane

jet model of Oh and Schetz' was applied for the curved jet are presented in comparison with the experimental results4 .

region. No other turbulence predictions were made for the Note that the direction of the swirl component of velocity

regions which were excluded by these two models such as the is the same with the direction of the freestream for negative

wake behind the jet. Y/D values. This should he considhi• d particularly when

Same with the experimental case4 the jet to freestrean) viewing Figure 6. In Figure 7 the velocity vectors in the

velocity ratio was 4 and the Reynolds number based on free- Z/D=0.61 plane are presented. In general the agreement of

stream velocity and the jet diameter was 51400. However the the velocity vectors with the experimentaly obtained veloc-

freestream and the jet Mach numbers were taken as 0.075 and ity vectors are reasonably good. In Figure 8 comjputationaly

0.3 instead of the experimental 0.05 and 0.2. This was done obtained surface pressure distributions are presented in comn-

so by expecting better results when a compressible flow solver parison with the experimental data4 . In this figure computa-

used while keeping the flowfield effectively incompressible. tional Cp, consi. lines were drawn with AC, = 0.2 intervals

-A
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I 1 putationally obtained C, -0.2 line extended to a larger

region behind thle jet when compared to the experimental
one4 . A similar result was obtained after the computation
of a ncntswirling jet in crossflow using the same flow solver.
samne grid and similar boundary conditions'. This co~ild be
due to the turbulence modellierg. A more approp~riate modlel
for this wake region is needed. It should be mentioned that
experimentally obtained turbulence data is strongly needed
for test of turbulence models used for computation of jets in
crossflow.
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Etude expirimentale sur les interactions
entre un jet supersonique chauff transversal

et un kceulement supersonique externe

IL. Galillard., P. Geffroy, L. Jacquin et G. Losleld

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Airospatiales
Direction de l'Agrodynamlque ONERA,

BP 72 Chiftillon Cedex-France

1. 116s=6 Ce papier prdsente une partie des r~sultats obtenus,
Cc papier pr6sente les techniques mises en oeuvre tout en mettant l'accent sur les 616rnents techniques
ainsi qu'un ensemble de r~sultats obtenus lors d'une et m~trologiques pasticuliers qui ont Wt ddvelopp~s
exp6rimentation menee A la soufflerie S5ch de pour cette expdrience.
I'ONERA sur le cas d'un jet transversal do nombre de
Mach 6gal A 2, fortement chauiff, d6bouchant dans 3. Dispositif exp~rirnental
un 6coulement perpendiculaire. do mmem nombre de
Mach. L:6coulement est qualifi6 au moyen d'une Le dispositif est sch6matis6 sur la figure 1. Le jet, de
sonde 5 trous miniature, par des thermocouples et par nombro de Mach 6gaI A 2, d~bouche d'uno plaque
v6locim6trie laser tridirectionnelle. Les effots de la plane dans une demi-tuy~re ae meme nombro do
temperature sur les propri6tds moyennes et Mach. 11 est alinient6 par de l'air comprirn6 rdchauff6
turbulentos; du jet sont discut6es. Des strioscopies A l'aide d'uno canne chauffanto schematis6e sur la
6clairs sont dgalement pr6sent~es. Ellos mettont en figure. Cette canno contient un faiscoau de six tubes
6vidence la nature fortement instationnaire de cette m6talliques, r6sistants, mis sous tension 6dectrique,
interaction. dans lesquels circule P'air d'alimentation de la tuv~re.

L'alimentation 6ioctrique est assur~e. par un
2. Introduction transformateur fournissant une puissance nominale de

80 kW. La partie basso do la canne chauffa rie est
Dans le cadre des applications au pilotage par jet, refroidie par uno circulation d'oau.
1'ONERA ma~ne depuis queiques anndes des activitds
expdrimentalos et numdriques sur le th~me des jc~s Ce syst~mo pormet de r~guler continuement la
transversaux supersoniques. En particulier, plusiours tomp6rature d'arrdt du jet jusqu'A des valeurs
experiences ont Wt effectu~es A la soufflerie d'onviron 1200K. Los principaux param~tres de cette
supersonique S5 du centre do Chalais stir le cas de oxpdriencos sont r6sumds ci-dessous.
jets d~bouchant perpendiculairement de plaques
planes. Dans les syst~mes de pilotage, les jets sont ý:
constitu~s de gaz tr~s chauds issus d'impulseurs A
poudro. Dans los expdr~ences do laboratoire, ces jets - Diam~tre : d. = 11 mm.
sont souvont simul6s par des 6jections de gaz froid - Nombre de Mach: M- 2.
16ger (Mdlium par exomple). Cette d~marche s'appuie - Pression d'arret : pq 5 b
sur le principe d'une analogie entre los gaz chauds et - Temp~rature d'arret T- 310 620, 930 *K
les gaz Idgers, analogie qui n'a janiais W r~ellement - Densite:i 1.29, 0.65, )4*3 kg/rn3 .
valid6e. L'un des objectifs de cette nouvelle - Vitesse do sortie :U= 526, 744, 911 rn/s.
cxpdrience est do fournir des informations pr~cises
sur linfluence do la temp6rature sur l'interaction EgQkment ext~rieur:
entre des jets do mmem esp~ce (ici de P'air). Des
essais ult~rieurs sur l'interaction entre des gaz - Hauteur demi-veine :H = 150 mmn
diff6rents pormettront alors d'6valuer los limites do - Largeur demi-veine :L =300 mm
cette analogie. - Nombre do Mach M,.=2.

-Prossion totale : p.= 0.5 b
Au delA do ce probl~me particulier, 1'expdrience - Tompdrature totale : Tm310 *K.
ddcritc ici fournit de multiples 616ments sur los - Densitd p.= 0.129 kg/rn 3

propri6t6s a6rodynamiques gdn~rales du jot - Vitesse U 1J=526 rn/s
transversal supersonique [Ref 11.

Tablo 1 : Conditions gd6nratrices

Presented ait an AGARD Meeting on 'Computational and Experimental Assessmnent of Jets in Cross Flow'. April, 1993.
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Dans la slxite, 1--s trois jets cxpA-rimentds: se, ant d iincnses phdvoan~e instationnaires.
identifids par le rapport tic temperature RT=TiI/TiI..
qui varie del1A 3. Tout d'abord, des instabilites violciates se &iveloppcnt

dans la couche dec m~lange du jet. En comparant ]a
Coinme pour le mas d'une interaction incompressible, trajectoire des structures turbulentes associfts A ces

[e insprniae d'un jet transversal supersonique instabilit6s avec I'allure dui barillet tie zous-ddtcnte dui
(trjecoies ioennspar exemple) d6pendent jet, on couistate qecact~ agitation turbulenie

principalement dun rapport des flux de quantit6 die n'affecte que la partie amont tic la couche tie m6lange
mouvement. Dans notre exprience, les, nombres die initialement cylindrique. Cc devcloppemnent
Mach dtant .4gaux et les gaz tie m~me composition asymi~trique tie [a turbulence pourrait &re relid aux
(air), ce pararnItrc So r&Iuit an rapport des pressions effets centrifuges associ~s A la courbure dui jet. En
statiques: effet, dans la pantic amont die la couche tie m6lange

Ic moment angulaire de l'Ccoulement ti6crolit dans to
2 P 2 1) 10 sens positif du rayon tie courbure. 11 s'agit IA de

R2  conditions favorables pour le d~veloppenrcint
P..u2 P- dinstabilitds centrifuges. Par oppos~tion, le moment

J angulaire augraente dans. la pairtie aval tic la couche
L~e jet est saus-ti~tentn. tie mndlange. La turbulence est dione ici soumise A une

courbure stabilissante. Cette interpretation siniplifide
4. Visualisations considere le cas tie couches die melange planes. Elle

ne constitue donc qu'un element Wr~s partiel des
Les lignes principales de cette interaction sont m&inismes Lridimensionnels qui r~gissent l'volution
schdmatisdes sur la figure 2. Certains tie ces elements de la nappe tiu jet cylintirique ddfldchi. Par exemt-p,,
sont caracterises par la striosconic continue tic la la partie tie la couche tie melange situde sous le jet
figure 3 ainsi que par la tomoscopie tie la figure 4. La est ici fortement tridimensionalis~e par le
tomoscopie est effectu~e tans in plan transversal ti~veloppemenz ties tourbillons die sillage (cf. section
situti A x/ti1 =5 A l'aval tie l'6jectcur, on introtiuisant tie 5). L'absence tie turbulence sous le jet resulte
l'eau pulvdrisde uniquement dans l'coulement ce-tainement plus die ces effets tridimtnsionnels
ext6rieur. Les phdnom~nes observ~s, sont typiques tie complexes que ti'une *restabilisation" centrifuge.
ce genre d'dcoulement (cf. pa: ex. [R~ef 21). It s'agit ici
dui cas iso-6nerg~tique (RT= 1), mais le r6chauffemcnt Comme le montrent les figure-s 5 et 6, les instabilitds
ne modifie pratiquement pas les r6sultats (cf [Ref 11). amonts d%~, la couche tie melange sont coupl~es A une

propagation acoustique intense dans l'espace compris
Sur la figure 3, on identifie lc choc d~tach6, la entre le jet et If- choc detach6 (l'augmentation du
structure "en lambda" de l'interaction entre ce choc et contraste sur la figure 7 permet d'accentuer le champ
la couche limite, ;-t danis le jet liii meme, la turbulent, mais elie efface en m~me, temps les fines
focalisation des ondes tie compression termin~e par discontinuit~s qui caracterisent les ondzs). Ces ondes
un disque; de Mach. Sur la figuire 4, on observe la semblent proveriir tie la r6gion tie l'jccteur, juste
trace du choc. de tete ainsi que celle dui choc tie derri~re la partie droite tiu choc. On observe aussi
recompression qui se td~veloppe sous Ie jet. Ce choc, que le choc d~tachd est forternent pertub6 par
qui est vertical A x/d1 5, redresse l'6.coulement l'interaction avec les onde3. Un phdnom~ne equivalent
ext~.rieur apr&s Ia ti~tente consdeutive au a Wt observd dans un jet supersoniquc ti'hdlium
contournement dui jet, Ce tiernier est caract~ris6 par [Ref 31.
l'absence tie traceur. On peut aussi noter l'alhure
perturb6c de la couche limite ainsi que la pr~sence En comparant les deux figures, on voit que
des tourbillons en fer A cheval qui se ti6veloppent A l'accroissement tie la temp~rature diu jet
partir de la base dui jet. s'accompagnc d'une intensification de la propagation

acoustique. On note en particulier que les ondes se
Des strioscopies dciairs, ti'une tiur~e tie 2Ons, ont Wt propagent plus en aval et quc Ie choc d~tachd est plus
r~alis~es A V'itie d'un mat6riel Impuisphysic (cf. perturbC. Ces mndcanismes et leur d6pentiance vis A vis
[Ref 11). die la temperature peuvent s'interpr~ter comnme suit.

On peut supposer qu'on est ici en pr6sence d'ondes
La figure 5 mentre un cliche obtenu pour le jet iso- de Mach engentirdes par les structures turbulentes. La
6ncrgdtique (RT= 1)- Cette photo peut 6tre courbure tie ces ondes peut alors r6sulter tie celle ties
directement comparde A son homologue "stationnaire." trajectoires des sources turbulentes ainsi que tie la
de ia figure 3. Les figures 6 et 7 montrent deux variation die Ia cdl~ritd dii son tierri~re le choc
photos relatives au cas diijet chauffd A 930K (RT= 3). dUtachd. Dans Ie cadre de ce sc6nario, Ia propagation
Ces dcix photos correspondent A un r6glage diffdrent die ces ondes est alors rdgie par le nombre tie Mach
des couteaux strioscopiques. Les trois strioscopies convectif d6fini comme le rapport entre Ia vitesse tie
dclairs montrent que le jet transversal est souniis A convection ties structures et la cdl~ritd dii son dans
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respace compris cutre le jet et ic diocý Cettc ceIftft6 s6paration (point triple). A x/dp4O0, on observe la
i tant ind~peudante do la temp~rature du jet, le marqve verticale du choc de recompression
nomabre de Mach convoctif d6pend donc schftratMs sur la figure 2 et visualis6 sur Ia figure 4.
cssentiellemcnt do la vitesse do convection des Lidentification do cc choc de recomlpression dans los
structures. Cette vitesse de convection augmente ayec sondages plus aval est plus difficile (cf. [Ref 11).
la vitesse du jet, donc avec la tcmnp6rature. Ccci pout

* alors expliquer l'initensification du mkcanismL; Enfin, on voit que la tempfrature e'a pratiquenient
*propagatif entre le cas RT=1 et le cas RT= 3. Des aucuin effet sur It flux de quantite de nv)uvement.

ruesures sont en cours pour analyser plus en d6tail ces Scules de l6g~res diff6rences apparaissent dans le
m6canismes instatiomiaires. dernier plan~ de sondage (x/d-= 17.5) :on note un

ligtre d6formation des lignes iso-valeurs ainsi que It
5. Champ moyen retour plus pr6coct du dch M~ach6.

* Le champ moyea de ces tcoulements a Wt caractdris6 5.2 Tourblions
* a raide d'une sonde 5 trous miniaturis~e (d~un

dianitre de 1.5 mm) et avec des thermocouples. Les Sur la figure 9, l'allure des iso-valeurs do la
* prec~5dures d'dtalonrage do la sonide 5 trous sont composarite longitudinnie du rotationaet illustre la.

ddcrites dans la rt~forence 14). Des thermocouples transformatiott rapido de la nappe tcuirbillioonaire du
(Thermocoax) ventiles et non-ventilds out 0t6 utilisds. jet en un couple de tourbillons, contrarotatifs
Comme cxpliqu6 dans le r6ftdrence [1 1, dans un paifaitement d6fini. Lorigine et les mecanisxues qui
ticoulement aussi tridimnacsionnel et turbulent, les rf-gissent l'eablissement. do ces tourbillons n'ont
rdsultats fournis par la sonde non-ventil6e s'av~rcnt jamais Wt totaleinent clarifi~s. Conform6ment au
plus facile A analyser. sch~na do la figure 10, use interpretation possibli,

consiste A relict directement ces tourbillons A Ia
Quatres det-i-plans transversaux A l'aval do nappe tourbillonnaire issue do l'int6rieur do l'djecteur.
l'djecteur(%/'dj =5, 10, 1.5 et 17.5) ont Mt sondds sur La *visualisation" des tourbillons au moyen d'un
'in maillage fin (2.5 x2-5 mm2). Les sondagos no sout sondage tel quo celul do la figure 9, correspondrait
pas poursuivis au delA do xfdj = 17.5, car l'coulement alors A uric coupe effectude au travers d'un amnalgame
est alors perturb6 par le choc dotach6 quIi est r6fl6chi d'anneaux tourbillonnaires issus de l'~jecteur. Ces
par la paroi supdrieure do la veine. anneaux subissent un violent Otirement sous i'effet de

I'entrainemnent par l'&xoulement ext6rieur. Comnme
Des rdsultats typiques d~duits de ces sondages sout montr6 dans la r~f-fence [15, ce principe est
prdsent~s sut les figures 8 et 9 sous la forme d'une compatible avec I'6volution do. l'intensitd des
juxtaposition du cas iso-6nerg~tique. (RT= 1, partie tourbillons inesur6e dans certainos expA-iences. 11
droite des figures) ot du ma du jet chaufft A 9.30K semble compatible, aussi, avec los, analyses thdoriques
(RT = 3, partie gauche). La figure 8 niontre le flux do et nuxneriques des r6f~rcnces [6] et [7]. Notons quo
quantitd do mouvement, pU 2 0oA U0 ddsigue; le, la strioscopie fortemont contrastde do la figure 7
module de la vitesso; la figure 9 montro la montro une structuration horizontale de I'icoulement
composante axiale du rotatiounel, O,.. Cos doux qui n'est pas sans point commun avec le schdma de la
quantit~s sont normalisdes A I'aide do jaram~tres. figure 10, On note aussi sur Ia figure 9 Ia prdsenc-e
relatifs A l'dcoulement externe, p.U' pour la des tourbillons en "for A choval" qui r~sultent do la
quantitd do mouvemout, et 2U. pour le rotationnel rotation et do 1'6tirement des lignes tourbillonnaires,

a(2U~di 6alue la vorticiti asoi~e au contournemont autour do la base du jet (cf. figures 2, 4 et 10).
*~d'un cylindro do diam~te d1 par 'in dcoulement plan

do vitesso U.). Concernant l'effet do la temp~raturo, on voit quo
l'accroissemont do Ia vitesso du jet avec RT

5.1 Quautiti de zuouvement s'accompagne, logiquemont, d'une intensification do
LIX. Qu est cependant frappd par la similitude entre

Sur la figure 8 on observe 'in deficit do quantit6 do los positions et los formes des lignes iso-valeurs. On
mouvoment tres marqu6, sous le jet, dans la zone oti remarque seulemout ume lVg~e 616vation do la
so forment los tourbillons. Dans los plans x/d. = 15 et traje~ctoire, des tourbillons avoc RT.
17.5, on pent identifier la r6flexion du choc iLach6.
Au dolA do x/dj. 15, cette, onde r6fl6chie impacte Ia Enfin, on s'attend A ce quo los tourbillons do sillage,
partie sup6rieure du jot qui correspond A la zone oh annihilent progressivement los tourbillons en "for A
PU 0

2  atteint son maximum. Des lignes do cheval", qui sont moins intensos, et do signe oppos6.
discontinuit6 apparaissent stir cette figure. A x/d. = 5, Cola pout expliquor Ia diminution do l'intensit6 do ces
on identifie une ligne horizontale aux alentours do tourbillons secondaires lorsque RT augmonte.
z =20mm. Cette ligne pourrait correspondre A la
surface do glissoment associde A Ia ligno do L'influence do Ia lomp6rature stir los tourbillons
rattachement entrt; le choc do tate et le choc do contrarotatifs do sillage est illustrd do fagon



diff~ronte, sur la figure 11 A travers l'6volution nombre do Prandtl diff~re de l'unitd [Ref 11. 11 s'agit
longitudiaale do la circulation de chaque tourbillon, ici du nieme m6canisme que celui rencontrd dans, les
r(x), et l'6volution do l'impulsion du systbzne form6 couches limitos compiressibles.

par los deux tourbillons, I(x). Ces parambtros sont
d6finis do la fagon suivante.: 6. Alesure par vdinclui~trie laser

Nous avons 6galement sond6 le jet iso-6nergdtique et
(2) le jet chauff6 A 930K A l'aide dui banc de vdlocim~trie

[Xx) jdI =J f O~dydz laser tridirectionnelie de I'ONERA. Le principe, do ce
C banc est expos6 dans la rdf6rence [8]. Le syst~me

comprend deux sources laser argon de 15 W. Les
(3) longueurs d'onde verte et bleu do l'une des source

1(x = jj ydzsont utilis~es pour mesurer les, composantos
0-- longitudinalwes t verticales de la vitesse instantan~e.

Ces faisceaux suivent une direction perpendiculaire A
oiti y et z sont los coordonn6s transvorsales et l'ax do la veine. Quant A la mesure do la troisi~me
verticales. Sur la figure 11(b), I(x) est normalis par composanto, elie s'appuie sur l'utilisation d'un couple
l'impulsion verticale du jet, 6vahu6e idi par do faisceaux violets d6livr6s par la seconde source.

o=-2A/.avec 2~ ~d 3 4 'ipulsion d'un Ces faisceaux convergent vers le point de mesure w.'ec
syst~me contrarotatif plan no pout d6croitre que sous un angle do 45* par rapport A l'axe optique des autros
l'effet des flux turbulents A travers sa fronti~re (ovale faisceaux. Les signaux dalir~s par les
do Kelvin). lid, bien que lea tourbillons do la figure 9 photomultiplicateurs sont traitls analogiquement par
no soient pas pleinement: bidimensionnels, ce des compteurs DAN1'EC IX) 55 et par une interface
parambtfe pout permettre do caract6risor Ileffet global do simultan~it6 ONERA. Les principaux param~tes
do la diffusion turbulente sur le syst~me, form6 par los do fonctionnement du vdlodim~tre sont r~sum~s ci-
deux tourbillons. La circulation do chaque tourbillon dessous.
individuel d~croit sous l'effet do la. diffusion interne
des tourbillons puisque collecisacnpnodu Composantes blene verto Violette
transfert do rolationnel dc, signe inverse A travers lo 488nm Sl5nna 475nm
plan do sym6trie du systtme (y=O). Ce ph~noxn~ne Focale (in) 1 1 1.5
n'affocte pas l'ixnpulsion. Interfrange (lim) 16.67 16.67 18.75

Nbre do franges 24 24 16
La figure 11(a) montre quo Ia circulation r d6croit Dimension du
rapidemont solon x et quo son niveau auginente avec: Volume de mesure 400 400 300
RT.. Parall~lement, la figure 11(b) montre quo em
l'impulsion du sillage tourbillonnaire so stabiliso A une Fr6quence do Bragg 10 10 10
valour 6gale A environ la moiti6 do 10. On note quo, (MHz)
inalgr6 l'accroissement do Q., avec la tempdrature,
l'impulsion pr6sente un coinportement inverse : Table 2: Configuration dui bane laser
I'impulsion des tourbillons A R'= 3 est infdriiure
d'environ 15% A cello obtenue dans le jet iso- L'ensemencement ost effectu6 avec des particulos
6nerg~tiqlxe RT = 1. Conform6ment A la relation (3), polydispers6es d'oxyde do magnesium (MgO), de
cc comportonient r6sulte d'uno variation do la diam~tre moyen 6gal A environ 0,41im. La 3masse
distribution du rotationnel, et surtout do Ia voluniiquo do cc produit est 6galo A 3500kg/rn3 . Doux
d~croissance do 14 masse volumique do l'6couleinent syst~mes d'ensemencemcnt pormettent d'introduire los
chaud. Solon l'intorpr6tation do ce param~tre donn6e particules do fa~on ind6pendante A l'amont do la
plus haut, ce comportement traduit une intensification canno chauffante et dans lo convergent do Ia veine
globale, avec: l'6l6vation do la temp6rature, do la d'essai.
diffusion turbulente qui affocte Ie syst~rne
tourbillonnaire. 6.1 Limitations

La mesure par v6locini6trie laser 3D est ici soumise
Enfin, la figure 12 pr6sente le r~sultat des sondages a toutes los limitations hih6rentes A cette technique:
au thermocouple, sous Ia m~me forme quo los figures 1) p6n6tration optique et particules virtuelles, 2)
8 et 9. Ov note la forme initiallement cylindrique des domaino des vitesses, 3) probl~mes d'enseinencemeont.
iso-tenlpdratures d'arr6t pour RT= 3 et sa d6formation on trouvora dans la r~fdrence (11 un exposd ddtaiII6
progressive sous l'effet des tourbillons; do sillage. Le do ces limitations et des moyens utilis6s pour los
d6ficit do tempdrature d'arr6t observ6 dans la zone miniumiser. On so limitera ici A quelques principes
tourbillonnaire du jet iso-C-nergdtique est la g6n6raux.
manifestation du d6s6quilibro entre les m6canismes
diffusifs qui affectent l'dnergie dans lo cag oý le Concomnant le premier point, la disposition des



faisceaux 6voquee ci-dessus correspond A unf celui de la vdocimdtrie laser. Or ce maillage est deux

* munimisation du biais de mesure cons6cutif A la (5x5mm2). Ces diff6rences refltent donc l'influence
* creation de particules virtuelles (cf [91, [1]). Des du maillage de sondage sur le r6sultat du calcul du

hublots sp6ciaux ont Wt implant6s dans la veine S5 rotationnel.
pour faciliter le sondage des quatres plans 6tudi6s ci-
dessus avec cet arrangement optique. Enfmn la figure 15 illustre les difficultes que pose le

4 caracttre intermittent du champ turbulent dans
Le velocim~tre a par ailleurs 0t6 configure pour certaines zones de Pecoulement. On compare ici les
permettre de couvrir au mietix le domaine des vitesses niveaux de la composante verticale du tenseur de
A mesurer. 11 faut noter quo ce domaine peut 6tre Reynolds v? et celui de la composante croisdeew
localement tr~s 6tendu. C'est le cas notamment dans niesurees, sur l'axe de symetrie y= 0 A x/d = 5 en
le plan do symetrie y=O, pr~s de 1'djecteur, IA o-4 los ensemenqant separement ou simultanement les deux
vitessos, vorticales induites par los tourbillons peuvent 6coulements. Los ensemoncements s6par~s
6tre aussi importantes, que los vitesses longitudinalos. fournisssent des r6sultats tr~s differents: localement,
La mesure daus. cos conditions n6cessitc un contr~le v varie du simple au double et iiw change carrement

* strict du domaine do fonctionnement qui est de sigaie. Le r6sultat des onsemencements simultan6s
determine par le d6filement des franges, et la valeur se situe entre; ces deux limitos, A un niveau qui
des frequences du filtrage passe-bande. d6pend de la contribution relative de chaque

population do particulos. 11 est toutefois impossible de
L~e prob1kme do l'ensomencemont ost certainoment Ie contr6ler, et meme de d6finir, un 6quilibre entre les
plus delicat. Les particulos sont en effet sournises, deux populations (cf. [Ref 10]). L'ensemencement

*d'une part A des effets centrifuges violents dans Ia mixte reprdsente donc un compromis aldatoire. Ces
zone d'djection et dans le sillage tourbillonnaire, et differences ne sont dues quo partiellement aux effets
d'autre part A des m6canismes d'intermittence inortiols des particules. En fait, on peut montrer qu'il
turbulonto tres marques. Ces deux phenom~nes ont ne font quo traduire la nature intermittente du
Wt6 tudie en d6tail dana la r6f6rence [11, notamment melange turbulent, c'est A dire la coexistence locale do
grAce A une comparaison entre los r6sultats d6duits deux "farnilles" do fluido differentos. Co ph6noni~ne,
d'ensomoncemonts s6par6s ou sixnultan6s des doux d6jA present dana los couches de melange roctilignes
ecoulements. Queiques resultats typiquos sont (cf [Ref 10]), est ici accentu6 par los offots do
presentes sur les trois figures suivantos. centrifugation d6jA 6voques A propos des strioscopies

dclairs :conformement au schema simplifi6 do la
La figure 13, relative an jet iso-6enrgetique, illustro la figure 15, le fluide issu do l'deocteur, et les particulos
prseonto d'une zone non-ensemencee dans le premier qu'il transporto, sont soumnis aux: offets d'uno courburo
plan do sondage : quel quo soit le mode destabilisante alors quo Ie fluide issu do I'oxteriour est
d'ensemencemont utilis6 (par le jet, par l'coulement redress6 par une courbure stabilisante. Los mosures
exteriour, ou simultanmemnt par los deux refi~tent ces differences de comportement. En

* 6coulements), Hl existe une zone commune, situee d'autres termes, m~ine si le traceur possedait. les
"sous le jet", ott le traceur ne p$netre pas. lci, compte m~ine caracteristiques inertiolles que le fluide, on
tenu do* lour inertie, les particules interieures et pourrait s'attendre A observer le m~ine type d'ecarts.
ext6rieures sont centrifugees. De nouveau cette interpretation fait l'impasse sur le

caractrer tridimensionnol de lk.coulomont qui doit
La figure 14 niontre une comparaison ontre los iso- jouor un r8le tout aussi important, notamment A
valeurs de la composante axiale du rotationnol travers l'action des tourbillons.
deduites des mesures stationnaires et des mesures
laser dans le plan x/d- = 10. Les doux 6coulements Ces diversos limitations sont d'autant plus aiguos quo
sont ensemenc~s de faqon simultanee. Par rapport aux: l'on se rapproche de l'6ejcteur. Elles rendont vaines
resultats des sondages stationnaires, la v6locim6trie toutos tentatives; de sondage dans la region proche de
laser d~forme la distribution des lignes iso-rotationnel l'jecteur. On pout enfin montrer que los erreurs
et minimise le nivoau du maximum. On pout montror introduites par ces divers biais s'amenuisent
quo ces distorsions traduisent, d'une part une rapidement aui deli de x/d- = 10 (Ref 11.
centrifugation des particules dans les tourbillons, et
d'autre part un trainage excessif des particules A Ia 6.2 Risultats
traversde du choc de recompression identifid sur Ia Los r~sultats complets fournis dans la reference [11
figure par un trait vertical (voir figure 8). Le beur comprennent lea six composantos du tonseur de
attentif notera des diffdrences entre le r6sultat "sonde Reynolds. Nous nous limitorons ici A la figure 16,lui
5 trouse pr6sent6 sur cette figure et le r6sultat pr6sente tine confrontation entre los taux de
correspondant do la figure 9 (x/d1 = 10, figure de turbulence locaux q/U 0  (q2 =-Ul+-V+ -,
droite). En effet, pour effectuer la. comparison de Ia U0 

2 =U 2 +V2 +W2) mesur6s dans le jet iso-
figure 14, QX est calcui6 sur Ie menie maillage que 6nerg6tique et dans It jet chauff6 A 930K (par
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jensemencements mixtes). A x/dj=5, on retrouve la combustion). Le dispositif implant6 A la soufflerie S5,
znnn-enseec idnt6e sur la figure 13. Cette amnsi que les moyens de mesures mis en oeuvre,

zone est l6g~rement plus 6tendue dans l'coulement constituent un environnement exp6rimental privil4di6
chaud. On est de nouveau frapp6 par la similitude pour 1'dtude de cot 6coulement.
entre los deux 6coulements au niveau de cette variable
adimensionneile. On note le niveau important des Remwiz-ns: Cette itude a N rialisie grdc*' au
taux: de turbulence rtlev6s :des maxima d'environ soutien financier ae la DME/STSMT, au titre de la
25% s'dtablissent darn la zone tourbillonnaire et se convention n* 91-70-501.
conservent loin en aval. Ces valeurs, fortes en regard
des 6coulements cisaillds rectilignes usuels (jets, 8. References
couche de melange plane), refltent le brassage
intense imprim6 par los tourbillons de sillage. La [1] Jacquin L., Geffroy P., Losfeld G., Gaillard R &
vitesse moyenno locale U0 dtant une fonction Morelle R., "Etude exp~rinientale A la soufflerie
croissante de la tempdraturo, l'identit6 des niveaux de S5ch sur un jet transversal supersonique chauffd",
q/U 0 correspond donc A uno intensification logique RSF ONERA 3/24%6 AY, mars 1993.
de M'nergie turbulente avec la ternp6rature. Cela est
conformne avec la d6croissance de 1'impulsion relev~e [2] Spaid F.W. & Cassel LA., " A6rodynamic
pr~c6demment. interference- induced by reaction control",

AGARD - AG.173
7 Conclusions

[31 Papamoschou D., Hubbard D.G. & Lin M.,
Des visualisations et des sondages A la sonde cinq "Observation of supersonic transverse jets",
trous, au thermocouple et au v~locim~tre laser AIAA-91-1723.
tridirectionnel, ont 06t effectu6s dans une interaction
entro une jet transversal sous-d6tendu chauffd, do [41 Gaillard R., "Etalonnage et utilisation de sondes
temapdrature variable, et un 6coulement supersonique 5 trous", 7 th symposium on "measurement
perpendiculaire. Les nombres do Mach des doux techniques for transonic and supersonic flows in
6coulements sont dgaux A 2 et le rapport doedMonte cascade and turbomachinery", paper 19 pp 1-10,
est fix6 A 10. 1983.

Les rdsultats montrent quo les caract~ristiques 151 Jacquin L., "Phenomdnologie et mod6lisation
moyennes de l'dcoulement (trajectoiros moyennes, simplifi~o du sillage tourbillonnaire engendr6 par
chocs, d~tentos ... ) sont peu sensibles A la tempdrature un jet transversal", soumis A La Recherche
d'arr&t du jot. Une turbulence tr~s intense ost A6rospatiale.
mnaintenue par l'action de. brassage des tourbillons de
sillage. La turbulence s'amplifie avec l'accontuation [61 Coelho S.L.V. & Hunt J.C.R., "The dynamics of
des gradients cindimatiques rdsultant do N'16vation do the near field of strong jets in crossflows", Journal
la temp6rature du jot, mais m6me A ce niveau de of Fluid Dynamics, a~, pp 95-120, 1989.
description, le jet chaufft6 pr6sente une degr6 de
similitude romarquablo avec le jet de r6f6rence iso- [71 Sykes R.I, Lewellen W.S. & Parker S.F., "On the
dnerg6tique. vorticity dynamics of a turbulent jet in a cross

flow", journal of Fluid Mechanics, 168, pp 393-
Les mesures par v~locini6trie laser, soxxt 413, 1986.
particuli~renient d6licates dans co type d'6coulement.
On a 6voqu6 ici certaines difficult~s rencontrdes lors [81 Boutier A., "Laser Volocimotry", VKI Lecture
de la rdalisation de cette phase do 1'expdrience. Series on "Measurement techniques for

hypersonic flows", Rh6de-Saint-Gen~se, 28 mai-
Enfin, des visualisations rapides ont montr6 que cette 1 juin 1990,
interaction est fortement instationnaire. La turbulence
est d6sdquilibr6e par des effets centrifuges (d6flexion [91 Boutier A., Pagan D. & Soulevant D.,
du jet, tourbillons de sillage). On observe 6galement "Measurements accuracy with 3D laser
Ie jet et le choc de tate. 1I semble quo ces; ondes velocimotry", Int. Conf. on Laser Anemometry,
correspondent A des ondes de Mach engendrdes par Advances and Application, 16-18 december 1985,
los instabilit6 turbulentes convectdes dans la partie Manchester, ONERA TI' n*1985-171.

amon dela ouc e de m~l ngedu et.[101 Geifroy P., Blin E., Jacquin L., D'Humi~res
Cos divers rdsultats soulignent Ia complexit6 do cot C., Soulevant D. & Micheli F., "Mesures par
dcoulement fondamental, dont N'tudo rev~t une vdlocini6trie laser dans Ia couche do melange d'un
grande importance pour diverses applications jet supersonique do r6Nvolution", RT ONERA
adronautiqucs (pilotage par force directe, mdlange et 52/1147 AY, octobre 1991.
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Fig.7 Strioscopie eclair 2Ons A fort contraste
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INCLINED AIR-JETS USED AS VORTEX GENERATORS TO
SUPPRESS SHOCK-INDUCED SEPARATION

H H Pearcey
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Department of Mechanical Engineering and Aenuniautics
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Northampton Square
London BCI1V 01-B

UK

SUMMARY X~b position of the shock (see Fig 7)
0 angle at which the jet exit is skewed to

Experiments havc been performed to assess the the direction of the undisturbed stream
effetvns of air-jet vortex generators as 0, value of 0 above which a single vortex
alternative to vanes in suppressing shock- occurs instead of a pair (see Fig 2)
induced' separation. It is shown that a single jet 4) angle at which the jet exit is pitched to
inclined to the plane of the surface and skewed the plane of the surface
to the direction of the undisturbed stream
produces a single stro~ig vortex and can LIST OF CONTENTS
therefore be treated as %te equivalent of a single Itouto
vane. It follows that jets can be installed in . Itouin
arrays to correspond to arrays of vane vortex 2. The mechanism of vortex formation

3. Details of the experiments

genertors

4. The development of separation in the
A spanwise array of jets is shown to prodfMce absence ofnoundary-layer control
closely simiiar results to an array of co-rotating 5. The overall contrast with separation
vane vortex generators of the type that has now suppressed
been used in very many applications to suppress 5.1 With vane vortex generators
the effects of shock-induced separation. Air-jet 5.2 With air jet vortex generators
vortex generators should therefore be equally 6. More specific comparisons between the
effective in practice and may have significant effectiveness of airjets and vanes
inherent advantages for many applications. 6.1 Fixed shock position and

strength
Te vortex generators were effective for shock- 6.2 Shoek ressure rine
apstream Mach numbers up to and beyond 1.6. 6.3 Overall pressure rise and shock
The maximum effectiveness occurred close to movement
the generators but they remained reasonably 7. The influence of certain jet paramelers
effective for a range of shock positions of up to 7.1 Exit mass-flow rates (hence
50% chord. vortex size and strength)

7.2 Skew angle
Some initial pointers are given on the influence 7.3 Pitch angle
of certain design parameters and on what 8. Concluding remarks
considerations would apply in tailoring the jets 9. Acknowledgements
to specific applications. 10. References

LIST OF SYMBOLS I. INTRODUCTION

c aerofoil chord Boundary-layer control by an array ot
M Mach number longitudinal vortices trailing over the surface has
ML local Mach number upstream of shock been widely used for more than thirty -years as a

waves mteans of suppressing separation and its effects.
p static pressure on aerofoil surface
pt value of p immediately upstream of Small vanes normal to the surface have so far

shock been used as the vortex generators. These have
p2  value of p iskmediaten y downstream of been both convenient to apprly nd effective.

shoc k (see Fig 7) and, so, the alternative possibility of using
Pee v lue f p at the training-edge position inclined air jets has not been exploited in
PO stagnation pressure practice although it has long been kncown to
x chordwise eistance along the surface of .ave potential ad.intages over the vanesdý. For

the aerofoil example, the air.jhet vortex generators would
normallyrut den 16 b near the extremities of the

Themx mflight enrvelope, when separation was imminent;
drag penalties would hus be aveidn d for other',Z Now -with Airbus Indn strie. conditions. Also, air-jets would not become

Presentedat an AGARDi Ach engor Buoniiodatiwwl c? 4 .. ennietiiala4ysessmnent ojiets in arosr aow, April, 199.3
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ineffective, as vanes would, when submerged by Raop3) used an experimental hydtaulic analogy to
local regions of separation or extra thick shear study qualitatively the effects of jet skew
layers; the .lets could penetrate into the outer direction and exit velocity. His results are
regions of higher velocity to form their vortices, shown schematically in Fig 2. The pair of
Furthermore, the controllability of air-jets leads vortices is converted into a single stronger one
to opportunities of extending the application for all skew angles above a certain value 0,, but
from the specific suppression of separation to its the formation does depend on the exit velocity
more general active control for flight control being greater than a critical value which varies
purposes. with skew angle. The minimum occurs for a

The work described in this paper was skew angle of about 45'.

commissioned by British Aerospace plc to re- At any given skew angle greater than 0 , the
examine the possibilities for air jets and to strength of the single vortex is increased as exit
extend previous studies to include rectangular as velocity is increased above the critical value.
well as circular exits, and angles of skew
(downstream inclination) as well as pitch in the More recently both Henry1 5 ) and Zhangt6 ) have
cross-plane only. developed numerical models for the vortex

generation and have reproduced the observed
Attention was focused on the effects of shock- contrast between the vortex pair of the "in-line"
iiduced separation because these have been the jet and the single vortex of the skewed jet (Figs
sUbject of many of the practical applications of 3a and 3b).
vane-type -ortex generators; significant delays
of bulfet onset have featured in the benefits, as 3. DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
haxe control of stall development, elimination of" ~wing rocking and improvement it, controlwigrcking d p e It was felt that the ap licability of the results

would be best secured by reproducing as nearly
Tbas possible the approach that had been followedTht effectiveness of air-jits has been assessed in 'n he early tests on vane vortex generators atthe present experiments by direct comparison the National Physical Laboratory; these tests
with that of vanes and so can be related to the had provided the basis for design guidelinestt
extensive experience from the application of that had stood the test of so many practical
vanes. applications since then. In this way, the present

results on air-jet vortex generators could be
The research is (3) related directly to the extensive experience with
Rao in his PhD thesist31, vane vortex generators.

2. THE MECHANISM OF VORTEX A half-aerofoil, or bump (Fig 4) was fitted to
span one wall of the City University's 200 mm
x 250 mm induced-flow transonic wind-tunnelt7 ).

A jet inclined inpitch to the surface but algned The tunnel-wall boundary layer approaching the
to the undistur,wed flow in the plane normal to model was removed by suction just upstream ofthe surface is well known to produce a pair of the leading edge to al [ow a thin turbulent
counter-rotating vortices (Fig l(a)). The the la yer to develop ova th e t odent
vorticity is introduced by the initial deflection of boundary layer to dvlpoer the model itself.
thearoaching sitro ed by tes (which deflection is This together with the choice of aerofoil shapethe approaching streamlines wto ensure the development of Type A shock-
of course sheared in the boundary layer) and induced separation ype B (see

enhaced y th subequet enrainent y th indced epartionrather than TyeB(e
enhanced by the subsequent entrainment by the Section 4) should be sufficient, as it was in the

.let, early N.P.L. tests, to ensure that the results are
With the jet directed across the flow (0 = 900, relatively insensitive to scale effects and that the
Fig l(b)), it appears that the enhanced conclusions should therefore be relevant to full-
entrainment on the leeward side introduces a scale applications.
marked differential strengthening of the vortex
on that side which then sweeps the weaker one The aeiofoil shape was of the same derivation as
around and into itself. The net result is that a that used ir the N.P.L. tests but with thickness
single stronger vortex replaces the two counter- increased to yield higher local Mach numbers
rotating ones that are formed by the "in-line" jet. and hence more severe shock-induced separation

and more severe test for the vortex generators.
Unlike the counter-rotating pair of vortices that Two thickness/chord ratios were used, namely
transport each other outwards, the single vortex 10% and 14% based on the maximum thickness
trails downstream close to the surface keeping of the half aerofoil. The aerofoil chord was
much of the jet fluid with it. Each jet then 305 mm.
becomes the equivalent of a single vane vortex
generator and they can be used in rows to form The tunnel wall opposite the model was solid,
arrays of boundary-layer controlling vortices, again following the early N.P.L. tests. The

effects of blockage interference were by-passed
It was these fully cross-flow jets that were by confining the analysis to the local flow on
introduced by Wallis(21 as the air-jet alternative the aerofoil (see below).
to vanes and that Pearcey ,) and his colleaguesfound to produce similar but somewhat less The model was constructed with an internal
favourable effects than vane-type generators. plenum chamber to duct air to the jets. The jet

exits were formed in plugs inserted trom the

Subsequently, Freestone(t) at City University surface and rotatable to the required skew angle,
showed that the single vortex could be 0, from 450 to 900. The jet exits were
strengthened still fUrtf'cr if the cross-flow iet rectangular and either 7.6 mm x 1.6 mm or
was also turned part' ' the stream direction 12.7 mm x 1.6 mm. Two sets of plugs were
(see Fig 1(c), skew L. 900>0>00). He also made for the smaller exits, with pitch angles, •,
suggested that rectangular exits might be of 30' and 450 Only one set, ,30' were
preferable to circular ones. used for the larger exits.

2~T.
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Jet exit velocities were controlled (but not but recommences alter N, allow:,tg the local
measured) by control of plenum pressure, PB, supersonic flow to develop upstream. The
which was varied between stagnation pressure, maximum local Mach number increases to 1.51
p., (one atmosphere) and 1.8 p0. during the sequence, but the separation at the

foot of the shock restricts the pressure rise
There were 9 jets uniformly spaced across the through the shock to a near constant value. As
span of the model (Fig 4) all of the same a result, the shock downstream pressure falls
orientation to produce an array of co-rotating instead of rising as would be expected for a
vortices of equal strength, this being the sequence 'with increasing shock-upstream Mach
arrangement normally used to control shock- number (falling p,) in the absence of separation.
induced separation over a wide range of shock
positions as required in the present case. Three related but distinct effects of separation

are thus evident, namely,
The performance of the air-jet systems was
assessed against that of a co-rotating vane 1. an initial pause and subsequent
system chosen from the earlier work to perform resumption in the natural rearward
well in such circumstances. The individual movement of the shock;
vanes were rectangular, 3 mm high, 12 mm 2. a fall in shock downstream pressure, P2,
long, spaced at 25.4 mm and inclined at 200 to or a locus of P2 rising up the page;
the undisturbed stream (h = 0.01c, I = 4h and 3. a marked fall to near zero in the rate of
s = 8.5h in the notation of reference I). This pressure recovery downstream of the
spacing coincides with that of the air jets. shock.

Air jets and vanes were also located at the same These same features are present, Fig 6(a), but in
chordwise position, namely, 35% chord from the somewhat more severe form, for the 14% thick
leading edge and 5% chord upstream from the bump for which shock upstream Mach number
oint at which the shock first formed. By the increases to a maximum of 1.71.
ighest speed of the tests, the shock had moved

to within about 10% chord of the trailing edge 5. THE OVERALL CONTRAST WITH
and so the total range of shock positions was SEPARATION SUPPRESSED
from 5 to 55 vane heights downstream from the
generator position. 5.1 With vanc vortex generators

The contrast, Fig 5(b) (10% thick bump) and Fig
Surface static pressure holes were provided at 6(b) (14% thick bump), is marked in all three
close intervals along the centre span of the features noted above. The shock now moves
model. They were connected to an array of progressively over the surface, the pressure rise
tubes that could be clamped during the short run through the shock is significantly greater and
and then sensed sequentially using a Scani-valve the rate of pressure rise downstream of the
and transducer. The signals were recorded on shock is also restored.disc for subsequent analysis. 5.2 With air-iet vortex venerators
The interpretation of the shock-wave boundary- The results shown in Figs 5(c) tor the 0,o thick
layer interaction and vortices was assisted by bump, and in 6(c) for the 14% thick bump have
other flow observations not reproduced. These been selected from the range available for air-jet
observations included schlieren photography and vortex generators to show that closely similar,
detailed surveys made by a pitot rake located at and in some cases better, overall control was
60% chord from the leading edge and four achieved by the air jets.
spanwise stations in the interval between the
spanwise position of one jet exit and the next. 6. MORE SPECIFIC COMPARISONS

BETWEEN THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF AIR-JETS AND VANES

4. THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SEPARATION IN THE SENCE OF 6.1 Fixed shock position and strength
BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL Each of Figs 7 and 8 shows a group offthree

pressure distributions selected' respectively from
Distributions of surface pressure are shown in Figs 5(a), (b) and (c) and 6(a), (b) and (c). In
Fig 5(a) for a sequence of increasing tunnel each case, results are compared for a fixed
speeds starting from M, that for which the shock shock position (hence fixed shock strength) and
wave is located at 0.43 chord wth a local Mach show how the suppression of separation by
number immediately upstreanm of .34. A local boundary-layer control increases both the
separation bubble was already present at the foot pressure rise through the shock and the rate of
of the shock and this spread progressively recovery downstream. The air jets give a
rearwards with each of the first few stages of the slightly greater improvement than the vanes for
sequence - as the upstream Mach number the 10% thick bump (Fig 7) but almost identical
increased - to reach the trailing edge by stage N ones for the 14% thick bump (Fig 8).
in the sequence. 6.2 Shock pressure rise

This is the typical Type A development(') which The chordwise distribution of local supersonic
is not influenced by a rear separation spreading Mach number traced out upstream of the shock
forwards from the trailing edge, as in Type B, as it moves rearward over the surface, see Figs 5
and therefore not much subject to scale effects. and 6, is a function only of the aerofoil shape;

it is not affected by the boundary-layer control
The rate of pressure recovery downstream of the save in its extent. It thus forms a locus of
shock is significantly reduced from point N shock-upstream pressure, p•, that is the same for
onwards. all tests on each of the 10% thick and 14% thick

bumps in turn.
The rearward movement of the shock is halted
during the initial development of the separation Thus, the increases in shock-pressure rise
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V achieved by the application of vortex generators flow rate was proportional to both exit area and
are shown by the position of the P2 locus as in plenum pressure.

tFigs 9 and 10, respectively for the two bumps.
On this basis, the comparative exit mass flow

For the 10% thick bump, the initial increase in rates for the various configurations tested are as
p , (that is, for shocks near the generators) is indicated in the Table, where m is the lowest
sfightly better for the air jets than for the vanes, value.S~But for the 14% thic~k bump, the vanes give the
slightly grer zr initial improvement. In all 10% thick 14% thick
cases, for both vanes and air jets, the degree of bump bump
improvement begins to decrease as the shock
moves downstream away from the generators, Small exits
presumably as the vortex strength is dissipated. p/po = 1.2 m m
This decrease is noticeably less for the air jets 1.6 1.3 m 1.3 m
than for the vanes.

Large exits
The value of p for any given pressure I/Po = 1.0 1.4 m -
distribution is defined by the intersection of the 1.2 1.7 m 1.7 m
ra id pressure rise for (or the onward projection 1.5 - 2.1 m
of it~) with the much slower downstream rise (or 1.8 2.5 m-
the backward projection of it). For the vortex
generators, Figs 5(b), 5(z), 6(b) and 6(c), the
definition is less precise for the later stages of The influence of these variations is assessed
the sequence than for the earlier ones. This is from their effect on the movement of the shock
probably because a local separation is then with respect to pm, see Figs 13 and 14.
present at the foot of the shock with almost
immediate re-attachment; the re-attachment The differences are best displayed in Fig 14 for
pressure rise would thus be included in the 14% thick bump for which the vortices have to
definition of "shock-pressure rise". This is not counter the more severe separation. Overall,
thought to detract from the relevance of p, as an and in the main, the effectiveness of the air-jet
indicator of the effectiveness of the air-jet vortex vortex generators increases progressively as the
gene.rators. It has not done so in the past in the exit mass-flow rate increases, presumably
numerous applications of vane vortex generators. because vortex strength increases. This-

dependence has since been demonstrated by the
6.3 Overall pressure rise and shock numerical models of Henryo') and Zhangt6).

movement
Indeed there are some circumstances for which For the maximum mass-flow rate, the
the overall pressure rise from upstream of the effectiveness of the air jets is very similar to
shock to the trailing edge would be a measure of that for vanes except that a limited shock pause
the effectiveness of the boundary-layer control; occurs at 0.8 chord. The dependence on exit
it is, for example, an indication of the degree to mass-flow rate seems to become anomalous in
ithis bforuexamp-lae, an indicatonsofth greied this region in that, if anything, the systems withwhich boundary-layer growth is constrained, larger mass-flow rate are less effective. Raop 3),

The overall pressure rise could be displayed by with the assistance of detailed surveys through
plotting pm as a function of shock position, or the vortices deduced that this is because the
vice versa, again because the locus of p, is fixed diameter of'the vortices was initially larger and
for a given aerofoil shape. This has the that the spreading as they were convected
advantage, as in Figs II and 12, of illustrating downstream led to interaction and mutual
also the manner in which the shock moves over dissipation between adjacent vortices, much as
the surface as PTE is decreased. occurs for co-rotating vane vortex generators if

the vanes are too closely spaced").
For example, for both bumps without vortex
generators, the near fixed location of shock for Similar inferences can be drawn from the results
the initial range of p is clearly shown. This is for the 1 A% thick bump, Fig 13, with one
reproducing the initial pause in the natural shock qualification. All the results for air-jet systemsmovement that was noted in Section 4 to be one are grouped closely for the initial staiges in the
of the principal features in the development of sequence of shock positions; all are slightlyseparatin and that occure as the separation better than vanes. F or the larger exits andbubble at the foot of the shock spreads towards mass-flow rates), the effectiveness again fallsthbble atran theg foff, judging from the shock pause, when thethe trailing edge. shock reaches around 0.75c, presumably again
Both the vanes and the effective air-jets because of the mutual interaction of adjacent
represented in Figs I I and 12 eliminate the vortices. In this case, though1 for the largest
shock pause to give a pro1ressive shock mass-flow rate of all, 2.5 m (iarge exits, p /p,
movement towards the trailing edge. 1.8), effectiveness is restored over the fult

range of shock positions. It is not clear whether
this is because the vortices were initially tighter

7. THE INFLUENCE OF CERTAIN JET (smaller) as well as stronger or some of the jet
PARAMETERS momentum is somehow retained for this higher

exit pressure.
7.1 Exit mass flow rates (hence vortex

stren~th and sizel Two other features of the results for the 10%
Although mass Hlow rates were not measured, thick bump are noteworthy. For these shock
comparative values can be inferred from the fact strengths (local upstream Mach number of
that the pressure ratio from the plenum chamber around 1.45), ana shock waves within about
to the jet exit into the local supersonic flow was 40% chord of the generator position, relatively
never less than 3. The jet exits were therefore small exit mass-flow rates can be effective, The
almost certainly choked. It is thus reasonable to results for ram air (pb/p= 1.0, large exits, mass-
assume for present purposes that the exit mass flow rate 1.4 m) correlate with the others on the
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basis of mass-flow rate; although, if a long rates spread as they trail downstream causing
range of effectiveness is required it would seem mutual dissipation if they are too closely spaced
better to use smaller exits with higher exit initially. There is thus an important interplay
pressures. between spacing and vortex strength in

achieving effectiveness for a range of shock
7.2 Skew angle positioas.
Tests on the 10% thick bump with large exits
and p, = 1.8 p., Fig 15, indicated little The spacing, exit area and blowing pressure
difference between skew angles of 450 and 600 wouldpresumably be tailored to specific
but a slight deterioration at 75'. applications. For the present tests, the area of

the choked exits was either 0.0014c or 0.0024c
7.3 Pitch anl!e per unit span, with blowing pressure ranging
Tests on the 14% thick bump with small exits trom stagnation pressure to .8 times that. lam
and Pb = 1.6p0, Fig 16, suggested that a pitch air gave good results for shock upstream Mach
angle of 450 might give slightly better results for numbers up to 1.45, within a chordwise range of
the shock positions nearer the generators. There 40%. Judging from recent successful experience
was no difference at the larger distance. with very small vane vortex generators (sub

boundary layer vortex generators)(9) it is possible
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS that smaller exits and hence smaller exit mass

flow rates would be effective for specific
The results confirm that air jets inclined to the applications in which boundary-layer control
plane of the surface and skewed to the direction was required for smaller ranges of shuck
of the undisturbed stream can be an effective position and/or shock strength.
alternative to vane vortex generators in
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V GENERAL DISCUSSION

Professor Cantwell- Stanford University, US
It is a pleasure now to introduce Len Roberts. Len did his Ph.D. at the University of Manchester in 1955
where he was a student of Sir James Lighthill. He went on following that to a period as Instructor at
MIT. From MIT in 1957 he moved to the Langley Research Center where he worked on hypersonic
flows, problems of ablation and heat transfer, during the height of the rocket program, I suppose. That
was just before Sputnik. Len was a rising star and in 1969 he spent a year at Stanford University and in
1970 he became Director of Aeronautics and Flight Systems at NASA Ames. Then in 1980 he joined the
faculty of Aeronautics and Astronautics at Stanford University where I have since had the pleasure of his
collegiality. In 1983 he became the Director of the Joint Institute for Aeronautics and Acoustics. He is a
fellow of the AIAA and in 1978 he received the NASA Distinguished Medal. In addition, many people
here know him personally since he was a member of the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel from 1980 to
!986. From 1984 to 1986 he was the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel. It is a great pleasure to
welcome Len Roberts who will give the evaluation.

Professor Roberts. Stanford University, US
Thank you very much Brian. I see by the program it is my turn to evaluate what has just happened. I am
not in a very good position to do that just a half an hour later, but I will try. The Symposium consisted of
about 37 papers which have been grouped for the purpose of review. Following the general observations,
I will review the program in these categories and end up with some conclusions and recommendations.

The Symposium included papers which ranged from an understanding of the basic structure of the jet and
the cross-flow to those concerned with experimental and computational methods for determining the
inter- actions to papers which treated the more practical aspects such as thrust vectoring, impingement
and exhaust gas injection, vehicle control including hypersonics, and internal flows. A review of the
history of jets in a cross-flow was given in the opening paper by Rich Margason. This traces the
development of the interaction over the past 50 years with its application to such diverse fields as plume
dispersion, combustion fuel injection, reaction control of missles and aircraft, to its most celebrated
application, V-STOL aircraft in transition flight. Primary emphasis in this presentation was placed on
tracing our evolving understanding, experimentally and computationally, of the flowfield structure.
Many of the papers, particularly those on flow structure and on experimental and computational
"methods, and on turbulence modeling, were presented by researchers from universities, while important
contributions from the national laboratories and industry were made on the more practical problems
associated with vehicle development. While. substantial progress was reported on both experimental and
computational aspects of the steady flow, less was reported on unsteady problems and more effort must
be applied to this latter subject before a full understanding of future V-STOL vehicles or of the control
of jet flows can be claimed. In view of their historical involvement in the development and deployment of
the Harrier Aircraft and its derivatives, a preponderance of papers from the UK and the USA was found
with some papers from Germany, France, Belgium and Turkey and no papers from ocher countries in
NATO. Although much of the Conference was inherently oriented toward military aircraft application, it
should be realized that the future needs of civil aircraft will involve such subjects as aero acoustics in the
future and that they may influence the direction of research.

With respect to flow structure, the sessions 2, 5 and 12 comprised 9 papers covering both experimental
and computational studies of subsonic and supersonic jets in the cross-flow. In paper 3 the unsteady
pressure was measured at high Reynolds number for a supersonic jet including effects of the oncoming
boundary layer to identify variations in the soutid pressure level with jet pressure ratio and the jet mode,
(subsonic, under and over expanded jets), giving multiple mode surface pressure fields. The effects of
the oncoming turbulent boundary layer were not large in this paper.

Paper 4 is concerned with the unsteady generation and convection of vorticity in the wake using a
fluorescent dy'e and laser cross-sectioning techniques, allowing the concenitration field in the wake to be
reconstructed. The study confirmed and elaborated carlicr conclusions that the vorticity emanated from
the wall boundary layer.

In paper 5 the separated flow structure caused by a rectangular jet was investigated experimentally for
several parameters of the jet. The Reynolds number, Mach number, vector angle, upstream boundary
conditions and so on. The results are displaycd showing the separated wake behind the jet occurring
when the jet is pointed upstream and downstream, giving different frequencies for the flow. In paper 12,
two studies were reported; a visualization study, using colored dye, in a water tunnel, and a flying hot
wire study using a low speed tunnel, to investigate the counter-rotating pair that results from the

General Discussion held at Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on 'Conputational and Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross
Flow: April 1993.
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interaction of the jet with the cross-flow. They show the importance of the separation position in the jetexit tube to the subsequent development of the vortex flows. Jumping to paper 14, a completely different

application is investigated: the creation and diffusion of a phyto-plankton plume by large populations of
filter-feeding animals in estuary regions. The effect of bed clams was simulated by large numbers of
siphon pairs which alter the mixing characteristics of the phyto-plankton depleted fluid. Variations in
concentration were found as a function of size and height changing the effect of surface roughness and
results were explained in terms of jet-stream velocity ratio.

In paper 39 experimental studies of the heated supersonic jet flowing cross-wise to a suiersonic stream
was undertaken in the S5 tunnel at ONERA. The shock and vorticity structure were sh,.)wn at Mach 2
with emphasis on the effects of heating which are small, and of turbulence. The use of air jets to suppress
shock-induced separation on. aircraft wings or empenages was explored in paper 40 where a comparison is
made of vane-type vortex generators. It was found that the air jet allows a greater pressure rise through
the shock which now progresses continually over the surface and allows an increase in the downstream.
pressure recovery at high alpha. In attempting to summarize the sessions on Flow Structures, it should be
said that the CFD comparison with experimental measurements shows good agreement when the flow is
dominated by inviscid effects. However, when turbulence plays an important part agreement depends on
the turbulence model chosen and this can effect some of the inviscid features. For example, the position
of the horseshoe vortex in the impinging jets against a flat plate. Nevertheless, our understanding of the
flow structure for steady flows has progressed to the point of application to several problems in
aerodynamics in addition to the traditional V-STOL application. Furthermore, our progress and
understanding of unsteady phenomena continues and should be further pursued, particularly in the
context of the enhanced mixing. The sessions on Experimental and Computational Methods and on
Turbulence, Sessions 3 and 8, comprise 7 papers and also covered the subject of jets in a cross-flow,
which concentrated on techniques, both experimental and computational, and on turbulence modelling
required for a good description of this interaction. In paper 6 experiments conducted in a wind tunnel
with Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence using acetone as a tracer gave the scalar mixing of the jet
concentration and showe-d images of the structure not previously reported. The use of smoke illuminated
by a laser beam to visualize in real time and measure the twin jets flowing normally into the cross-flow
was reported in paper 7. Differences were found in the widely spaced twin jet configuration compared to
the single jet configuration. Measurement variations were found of the probability density, the energy
spectra and the interface location and gave a detailed mapping of the single and twin jet cases the tandem
and inline cases. Notably absent in the measured spectra was evidence of periodic vortex shedding, as
reported by earlier works. Paper 8 gave good examples of using LDV in a water channel to investigate
the behavior of twin jets. This research concentrated on turbulent measurements required for the
validation of CFD codes.

On the computational side, paper 21 reported a numerical investigation using different boundary
conditions and two turbulence models, the Baldwin Lomax and the Baldwin Barth models with the thin
layer Navier Stokes results showing good agreement with pressure measurements. The calculation used
two grids, a cartesian grid and a cylindrical grid for the far and near fields respectively, and successfully
showed the presence of a horseshoe vortex near the wall, and its influence on the pressure distribution as
well as the usual dominant features, the contra-rotating vortices and downstream circulation. In paper
23, computational results were obtained for a single and multiple jet with emphasis on the influence of
the turbulence model closure on the results. It was claimed that the results are in better agreement with
experiment if the Reynolds stress model, given by Gibson and Launder, is used in conjunction with a near
wall log-wall base model as opposed to the simpler k-E. The comparison shows that the use of the former
turbulence model produces a ground vortex in better agreement with experiment. Results are presented
for several fundamentally different 3-D geometries and underscore the importance of the choice of
turbulence model closure. Similar conclusions regarding the importance of choice of turbulence model
were shown in paper 24, which I believe was motivated by the behavior of gas turbine combustors. While
agreement with experiments was not particularly good, it appears that some improvement was obtained
when the second moment closure model was used for turbulence. The effect of grid geometry and
boundary conditions were investigated in paper 25, where 2-D and 3-D jets were considered. Results
were compared using algebraic turbulence models with previous experiments and good agreement is
claimed for the gross features.

To summarize these sessions, it is clear that we now have good techniques to both measure and compute
flows, certainly external flows. These are important tools, non-invasivef experimental techniques used
with good computational techniques. The long pole in the tent is still turbulence modelling. I suspect
that this will hold up final progress toward getting full agreement between theory and experiment.

Sessions on the practical applications to military aircraft comprised seven papers and concerned thrust
vectoring, jet impingent and exhaust gas reingestion. The empirical modelling of the interaction between
a thrust r'.'erser jet and an external flow was undertaken in paper 9 where the efficiency of the thrust
reverser was determined as a function of door design including its opening angle. The influence of the
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door and sideplates on the penetration of the jet and the vortex strength were determined. In paper 10
the jets were represented by a distribution of doublets, sources and sinks. The vortex path is described
empirically. The model was then incorporated into a panelling method to give the interference forces
and moments on wings and tails as functions of the jet placement, the jet velocity ratio and wing asrcoratio in the low speed transitional phase of flight. The control of thrust vectoring by injection was
investigated in paper 11 for a hypersonic aircraft. Two-D Euler calculations were carried out to
investigate subsonic and supersonic injection of the aircraft's forebody boundary layer into the nozzle
flow. This allows a determination of the effects of injection on thrust vector due to changes in pressure
and temperature in the nozzle. The stability of the aircraft with alpha is improved by injection. Paper 15
reviewed past and current experimental studies for the ground vortex produced by jet impingement using
fixed ground boards, moving ground belts and moving model tests to give the gross effects of the vortex
on the aerodynamics of a generic wing/body configuration. Large effects on forces and moments of
ground effects were observed. Paper 16 performed experiments to determine the scaling parameters for
exhaust reingestion for STOL aircraft and in particular, addressed the question of buoyancy on Mach
number scaling versus pressure ratio scaling in this context. It was concluded that for the descent mode
of a whole aircraft model the differences in flow field did not appreciably change engine face conditions,
thus confirming the scaling parameters originally derived by Cox.

In paper 17 the subject of hot gas ingestion was further pursued and the influence of the direction of
head-wind on engine performance degradation was addressed. The effect of buoyancy and pressure ratio
were considered for Harrier type and A-STOVL supersonic exhaust engines with a conclusion that hot
gas reingestion is head-wind dependent for some configurations, and increases with nozzle pressure ratio.
Importantly, for full-scale model comparisons ingestion is stochastic in nature and requires the use of
statistical methods in its analysis. In paper 18 for A-STOVL aircraft unsteady effects of reingestion were
considered and the use of statistical techniques was made to describe the presence of large-scale
unsteady streaks of hot gas entering the intake. The analysis has been applied to reingestion with under-
fuselage diverter arrangements and also provided some insight into flow mechanisms using model
conditions at nozzle pressure ratios different from full scale while maintaining dynamic similarity.

Sections 4 and 6 underscored the importance of good experimental testing in such practical problems as
combustion mixing or hot gas reingestion, as evidenced by papers 17 and 18, in conjunction with adequate
analysis of the unsteady effects of such phenomena on engine and vehicle performance. Although
substantial progress has been made on the numerical analysis of relatively simple geometries for the
purpose of conceptual design, experimental testing and the use of appropriate scaling laws together with
engineering analysis will continue to be important for the development of full-scale aircraft.

I turn now to vehicle control, including hypersonics. The sessions on the use of jets to control vehicle
motion, including hypersonic vehicles, consisted of 12 papers. Regarding the interaction of jet flows with
the hypersonic stream, sets of experimental data for trailing edge jets on a 60 degree wing, and for
transverse jets in a corner, were given in paper 19. For the delta wing experiment, two jets, symmetrically
placed on the wing, were used and the efficiency of the jets, which depend on the interaction with the
hypersonic flow, was determined in terms of the jet momentum and the jet position as well as the angle of
attack. An enhanced normal force and rolling moment were produced for angle of attack less than 20
degrees. For the corner flow, Mach 20, the induced wall pressures that result from interaction with the
control plumes was found by varying the stagnation pressure of the control jet. These induced pressures
result from separation of the corner flow. The investigation of interactions between the jet and a
hypersonic stream are continued in paper 20 which used a flat plate approximately 20 cm long in an
isentropic light piston tunnel of Mach number of about 7 and Reynolds number of about 4 times a million
meters. Results in 3-D for different injection gases showed a dependence on upstream separation and on
a local flow structure generally and on the ratio of specific heats for the gas. Comparison of these
features for the 3-D flow field were made with 2-D results previously roported. In paper 21, a unique
model mounting support for the ISL shock tunnel was described which allows Mach number, Reynolds
number and velocity of the hypersonic flow to be produced for millisecond force measurement. Typical
interaction coefficients in excess of two were measured, depending on the location and number of nozzles
used and the shape of the surface with which they interact.

Turning now to the lower Mach number flows, paper 26 gave a summary in the form of an historical
review of the use of spanwise blowing to produce an improvement in the post-stall aerodynamic
performance and the stability and control of wings. The conclusions are based on an empirical analysis
and the use of .panwise blowing on current and past operational aircraft. The blunting of the forebody of
-n ogive-cylinder at high angle of attack in low speed flow suppresses the tendencies to develop spurious
forces and moments. Proportional side force was produced experimentally by blowing small nose jets for
the purpose of control in paper 27 where it was shown that such blowing controls the vortex behavior.
Results were given for laminar separation for the blunted configuration in terms of a mass-blowing
coefficient and turbulent results were presented using boundary layer tripping techniques showing
greater blowing effectiveness for this case and particularly for forward blowing jets. This paper,
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although not presented, will appear in the proceedings. In paper 28 a delta wing rather than a blunted
cone is used with blowing at the leading edge of the wing, that is blowing tangentially around the blunted
leading edge. It was shown experimentally that blowing is similar at a high angle of attack to a reduction
in angle of attack, and a reduction in sweep angle in that both tend to reduce the effect of vortex burst on
loss of lift. Computation of vortex bursting was carried out using the thin layer Navier Stokes equationaind the effects of blowing as well as angles of attack and yaw on the flow over the delta wing were given.The experimental and computational work showed that control by producing a rolling moment is effected

so that wing rock can be eliminated.

In paper 29 a general numerical simulation was used with Navier Stokes codes to describe how jet
interactions can play a dominant part in the control of missiles and propulsive devices. A computational
scheme was presented which accounts for the presence of heavily laden particulates in the transverse jet.
A compressible dissipative k-. model, Cd(k.) was used. In addition, the simulation of helicopter plume
interactions with a downwash was considered using Lagrangian vortex tracking procedures with the
Navier Stokes methodology. In paper 30, the aerodynamics of lateral control jets on a missile were
determined. These were determined numerically for both subsonic and supersonic flow using
overlapping grids to conduct the Navier Stokes computation with generally good agreement with
experimental results. In paper 31 experimental results were presented on visualization tests of the use of
control jets for the Hermes spacecraft. Simulation based on NASA's momentum flux parameters for this
configuration was based on scaling laws derived from the Shuttle spa,.ecraft reaction control system.
Additionally, exploratory pressure measurements were made to des'.ribe the jet interactions with the
surface. Returning to the subject of vehicle control at low speed, paper 32 gives a numerical simulation
of powered flight on a simplified V-STOL configuration, including the lift loss that occurs during descent
and it's dependence on the behavior of the ground vortex that appears under the vehicle. Time accurate
simulations using the Cray supercomputer of both straight and level flight and descending flight are
presented. A set of overlapping grids was used, a ground jet and delta wing grids which required an
upgrading of communication between grids. In the descent case it was found that a number of flow
features could cause temporal variations in ground surface pressure, that is pressure waves and
oscillations in lift when the vehicle is in ground proximity. These include vortex shedding from the jet lip
causing jet oscillations, both laterally and streamwise, oscillations in the ground vortex height, and

t evidence of Karman vortex shedding behind the jet. Comparison of the Strouhal numbers, isolated the
cause of these oscillations as probably being associated with the variations emanating from the lip of the
jet. Fair agreement was found with the previously determined experimental lift coefficient, with the
primary effort made to understand the unsteady flow features. The practical problems of reducing
landing ground roll for 'Ie F-16 aircraft was reported in paper 33 which analyzed experimentally the use
of thrust reversers for this purpose. The effect on pitching moment was explored, particularly, and it was

* found that a large nose-up pitching moment was experienced on the wind tunnel model at forward
deflection of the lower thrust reverser vane. This effect together with the results using the short ground
board in the wind tunnel influenced the design of the control system used in flight. Subsequent flight
tests results showed that a nose-down rotation was produced during landing. These results of jet ground
forces were very different from those predicted. Control laws were updated to reflect these effects,

* particularly as they affected the thrust reverser operation. The experimental and computational methods
used in a STOVL takeoff study based on a cropped delta wing with tandem jets was reported in paper 34.
Experimentally, at a maximum of free stream Mach number of 0.2 and a maximum nozzle pressure ratio
of 3, forces and moments of steady and unsteady pressures together with surveys near the tunnel wall
were measured to verify the boundary conditions used in the computations. Comparisons were made for
particular set of flow conditions and with choked jets. Gross features such as coefficients of lift and
pitching moment were found and the computation evaluated through detailed comparisons including the
pressure distribution. LDV and Schleiren photographs were also used. The papers in the vehicle control
sessions indicate that the use of jets is promising for increased vehicle control and manoeuvering at all
speeds, but that near the ground, thrust vectoring involves more complex aerodynamic phenomena than
was first realized, despite the success of the Harrier operating partly in this regime.

Finally, Session 10, devoted to internal flows including turbine cooling, was concerned with experimental
and computational approaches to the effects of free stream turbulence, space averaging of multiple jets.,
flow inside cooling channels and swirling jets. Paper 35 on the effects of stream turbulence investigated,
primarily experimentally, its influence on entrainment and mean path of the slightly heated jet at low jet
Mach number. Results show that there are effects of free stream turbulence intensity and jet
development although the trends are insufficiently clear to suggest the primary mechanisms involved.
Paper 37 considered the application of turbine cooling by air injection. Experimental and tAomputational
studies indicated that flow inside the cooling channel was influenced by the main flow around the airfoil,
thus requiring gridding inside the channel. Good agreement of separation with the laser measurements
was found when simultaneous calculation of the airflow and the internal flows were carried out.
Paper 38 computed the effect of the swirl on a jet using algebraic turbulence models with the thin layer
Navier Stokes equations. I have some conclusions and recommendations. The first conclusion is a
general one;
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(1) Today's technology adequaiely meets the needs for the successful development of military subsonic
exhaust V-STOL aircraft; that additional technology is required for the application to aircraft control by
solely pneumatic means, and that other appAcations, for example, environmentally clean combustion,
may be equally important in the future.

(2) Agreement between experiment and computation in describing flow structure i:. generally go-od fcr
most gross inviscid features of simple flows. Agreement on the finer details depends upon th... choice
among several turbulence models; the unsteady interaction of the jet with neighboring surfaces and the

*. mixing process in combustion need more iesearch.

* (3) There recently have b=en ,n:ijor improvements in the use of LDV and in non-invasive techniques
more generally, and significant progress in the use of CFD. Detailed agreement may not always be
necessary, depending on the application, and further development of both techniques should be
encouraged.

(4) In practical applications, there is good agreement on th .mary effects on current vehicles, bui their
impact on future vehicles is not aFý well known, that is, parti.u. rly for supersonic exhaust vehicles.

(5) The use of jets for vehicle control appears promising at all speeds when conventional aerodyinamic
forces are not available. The interaction of the aerodynamics and the control laws is particularly
important to be pneumatic control of vehicles, and further attention must be given to a proper
understanding of this interaction.

(6) Further improvement in the understanding of internal flows, particularly the mixing process, is
needed and can bring about gains in propulsive efficiency of aircraft engines, but also can be applied in
other ways.

(7) Blade cooling seems to be modelled well, if adequate care is taken to include the internal channels of
the flow cooling system.

I think that is about as much as I have ii- the ,,:q of conclusions and I am not prepared to answer any
questions regarding this review.

Professor Cantwell
Now the meeting is open for discussion and i would like to remind you once again to say your name and
affiliation clearly and to try and speak as slowly and carefully as you can for the translators.

Professor Jimenez. Escuela Tecnica Superior de lng~enicros Aeronauticos, SPAIN
You mentioned several times that some of the computations are still not working, could you be a bit more
explicit of which aspects of the computation are missing something?

Prof essor Roberts
I have the general impression that the gross featues of the flow can be predicted using almost any
turbulence molel, the K-Z or perhaps one of the higher order turbulencu models, but the details of flow,
the degree of separation and the presence of thc vortical structure in detail is not given very well by any
turbulence model, and any turbulence model is no be.- •r than the K-Z ,.odel, although it is claimed to be
otherwise.

Professor Cantwdll
That is something to pursue; is the Reynolds stress transport approach better?

Professor Lilley. Southampton UniversityJUK
I would like to congratulate Len Roberts for his presentation of the conclusions ef this meeting. There
are, however, certain matters concerning jet:; in a cross flow, and, their applications in respect Io the
validation of the performance of full-scale vehicles which should be emphasised. My impression, gained
from this meeting, is that in part of this flow, where the flow is reasonably steady, we find that the
computed flow agrees very well with experiment. But in many of these particular flows there are gross
unsteady features, especially in th.- downstream wake. The problem then, and one which worrics me, is
how we can recognise these regions of gross unsteadiness from the steady flow computations, or how t,
introduce unsteady methods of computation. One point I would like to stress is that we have found this
unsteadiness from doing experiments. If we had been relying entirely on computation we probably would
not have realized that the unsteadiness was there. Theiefore, the message is quite clear, that in the
future wc must continue with experiment on at least some of these particular flow fields to really
understand the unsteadiness 2nd to investigate the nature of that unsteadiness. If we know that the flow
is unsteady, or part -.f the flow field is unsteady, it is quite clear that in computation we have got to have
unsteady methods. Siort of full Navier Stokes solutions it would seem that our only hope forward is not
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via current turbulence models, but possibly via Large Eddy Simulation (LES). We have heard at this
meeting of the large time scales that are required for such calculations. Short of computations with LES
we have got to rely on experiment. This is a very important conclusion. Certainly what I have said
applies to single jets, and of course once we get into the problem of tandem jets and spanwise jets, theproblem gets even more complicated, and the regions of gross unsteadiness increase. Again, as a final
conclusion, whatever we do in relation to improving our computational methods, we must have
experiments available for validation, and validation is one of the key words in this game.

professor CantwQj1
I noticed the other day on the technical tour they had a figure showing a plot of the turbulence level in the
fountain. I think I remember turbulence levels near the centerline on the order of 0.6, possibly related to
flapping back and forth of the jet. Maybe I could generalize that point and ask if we would like to discuss
whether, in order to make further progress on predictive methods, it is really essential to go to unsteady
calculations. Is there any more to be gained from using stationary mean flow turbulence models?

Professor Ciry. Middle East Technical Universil. TU
During the presentations, we have seen work done mostly on diagnostics. Th;s part was particularly
impressive since they were clearly showing the unsteady character of the flow. Indeed, as ha!' been
pointed out by Profes,,or Lilley and Professor Cantwell, this unsteadiness presently is one of the key
features that future im estigations may be oriented. The turbulence level of 60% that you have
mentioned, whether it should be called a turbulence or a rapidly fluctuating flow is something to be seen.
My thought is that an unsteady turbulence flow associated with LES (Large Eddy Simulation) type model
apparently is a need for understanding and deciding about these kinds of flows.

Dr. Dash. Science Applications International Corporation. US
I think that we are facing a very difficult situation because large eddy simulation involves many different
scales. f think that we are really talking about, in these flows, flows with two different scales, scales of
unsteadiness that might be acoustic unsteadiness and then turbulence scales that are quire different. I
think overall we will need a hybrid type of approach. We are using unsteady Navier Stokes methodology
and generally we seek time-asymptotic solutions that really never get to a steady state. The codes do
have the possibility if they will run. They will have to be run a little differently than we run them now. In
many ways of running these codes we run them to force them to steady state and we use accelerator
strategies. Now if instead of running the codes that way we do take a time accurate approach, we work
towards achieving steady-state solutions, I think that we will find some of the oscillatory behavior. As
long as we can separate frequencies, if it is low frequency oscillations, i think we can use conventional
Reynolds-averaged concepts and some of the other structure will be more wave or acoustic structure. If
we are into high frequencies, such as screech tones aad things like that, we have no way of doing it. I
think there is room both for Reynolds stress or k-. type modelling as well as unsteady simulations for
certain classes of flows. The CFD community has to be extrc.mely careful in how one looks at problems.
We have CFD codes, particularly the day that we put time into the codes is the day that we all have to
start becoming extremely careful in looking at what that time does. We have a lot of young and
inexperienced people working with CFD codes trying to get that solution to converge and yet there is
something that is bouncing up and down in the solution. Often we find that as we try to improve our
solutions by tightening up the grid, that a solut.ion that looked good and was nice and steady, suddenly
goes unsteady because we have hit those scales. We have lost the numerical damping. The other caution
is in how one puts in the turbulence modelling. If one puts it in brute force at the beginning of the
calculation, one can suppress the ability for the flow to actually go unsteady. There has to bc great care
in the application of CFD. There is room for both types of models in certain classes of calculations.

Professor CantwLll
People who do LES speak of using coarse. grain methods or under-resolved LES methods. They arc out
there, bui they also require extreme care and understanding as to whether what you are computing
actually has some physical meaning.

-Professor Ciray
If I may continue on the unsteadiness: from time to time, I and other people got the impression that the
unsteadiness is essentially due to the wake flow behind the jet. So this, in a sense, brings the idea of
Karman vortex street, and it has been mentioned in many places. Perhaps, the periodicity of th,: flow can
roughly be judged. This period or this frequency can be used in splitting the flow into what we call the
steady periodic plus the turbulence. This may be a point for future calculation basis.

Professor C•altwc.
A question is how clearly periodic is the Karman shedding in these cross flow jets? How clean a
harmonic, it looks kind of broad band to me.
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Professor Kind. Carleton University. Canada
My feeling is that we may be dealing with two or more kinds of, shall we say, unsteadiness, sometimes
periodic analogous to the Karman vortex street and sometimes another kind. I think that the periodic
and similar kinds of unsteadiness can be picked up with unsteady Navier Stokes methods with basically a
turbulence model, in other words, without the necessity for large eddy simulatiol.. I think there are other
problems, for example, where you have two jets impinging and producing a fountain, where the
unsteadiness is from a different source, perhaps from the large scale structures in the flow, the structures
that relate to intermittency. One jet may be on a low and the other on a high, they interact and the
fountain is driven back and forth, fluctuating in space because of the large scale more or less stoichastic,
as opposed to periodic, structures as opposed to periodic. There may be other phenomena; Dr. Dash
alluded to acoustic coupling phenomena. I don't think we can think in terms of only one source of
unsteadiness.

Professor Jimenez
I just want to point out that large eddy simulation is nothing else than non-steady the Navier Stokes
equations with a turbulent model underneath. I don't think there is any contradiction between using LES
and doing what you are saying, it is essentially the same thing. It is just a question of where you do your
filtering and at what side you do your filtering. You say, below this is turbulence, above this large scale.

Dr. Dash
It is quite a different type of filtering. In standard turbulence modelling or Reynolds averaged
turbulence modelling, we decompose into U + U'; U could be a function of X and t, but U' is supposedly
a fluctuating component that we then form Reynolds stresses from. In the other ýLES), it is a spatial. type
of decomposition. We decompose into resolvable and unresolvable and the feeling is that for many of
these problems with true unsteadiness, we do have to use an LES approach, but an LES approach is very
complicated. For example, we could have regions where we have wall boundary layers, but we may have
some jets as well, and it could be that we would like to use a conventional turbulence model in the
boundary layer and just restrict the full LES to regions that are truly unsteady. I think that we are going
to need hybrid methodo!ogy to try and do things from an engineering point of view. Full LES is very
problematic because LES involves other types of instabilities and it is a very sensitive type of
methodology. One would have a very difficult time trying to do a very simple shear layer problem with
LES because the whole instability process has to come through that LES methodology. It is not an easy
approach if one wanted to work a problem that truly was a steady problem and all the unsteadiness was
on a real turbulent scale. It is a very difficult problem. One has to force the motion to bring in these
eddys. There a conventional turbulence model would be a much easier approach. If one has a flow
dominated by large eddy structures, that is where a large eddy simulation approach would make more
sense. I think it is where one can see true unsteadiness, flapping, these types of motions, that we need
LES and applying a conventional turbulence model there would actually damp those motions. I think we
arc going to need ver) creative and zonal approaches and try to restrict LES to where we see true
unsteadiness. We try to say we will use full LES for full flow problems. I don't think that is ever going to
be feasible.

Professor Jimcnez
What you are saying is that you can't apply LES blindly. You cannot apply anything blindly. What you
are requesting basically, is LES applied with intelligence. The flow structures we want to resolve arc
different in different places, which is true of any flow; a wall flow, for instance, or any inhomogeneous
flow, as a jet or a boundary layer. It is a question of names, we shouldn't argue too much over that.

Professor Cantweil
Can I throw an added complexity into that. If you are going to go to the effort of doing LES, how
important is it to also resolve the acoustic field. Normally LES computations don't do that and acoustics
plays an important role. If you are going to make that kind of effort, probably you will have to anticipate
needing to do both.

Professor Lilley
I am pleased, Mr. Chairman, that the question has been raised about the need for the study of the noise
radiated from many of these particular flows. I would like to briefly mention that the structural engineer
needs to know the magnitude and spectrum of the fluctuating pressures on surfaces adjacent to these
flows. It is very necessary to have knowledge of the full ranige of the acoustic modes incident on such

: surfaces. It is only then that the structural engineer will be able to design the appropriate optimum
structure to withstand the acoustic loading. These acoustic modes are dependent on the flow geometry
and the exhausts are very hot when the design problem involves not only acoustic fatigue but also that
relating to heat lag. The unsteady flow problem adjacent structures is a very important one.

Professor MeGuirk, lmh U1niversity of Technology. UK
I just want to return to the original argument and support Dr. Dash s claim that what we need is a hybrid
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approach. I don't think 'that w.e needed to come to this conference to find out that turbulent flows areunsteady, the question is to what extent does that unsteadiness need representing in what detail in any
calculations that we should do which are then truly predictive. Before we all go off and do LES
calculations, I think we have seen a challenge to LES in this conference in terms of this turbulence
intensity in the fountain. It is quite clear that a k-Z model will give you a turbulence level of about 20% in
the fountain, a Reynolds stress improves on that and gives you 30%, but you are still a long way short of
what is measured when you average over all scales. But we don't know whether an LES will give you the
50 or 60%. Someone needs to do an LES calculation and time average the time dependent predictions
that the LES gives to see whether it will give a time averaged 60% level of turbulence intensity. That is
quite an expensive calculation to do. It think that this conference says it should be done, and if it is
successful, then for those circumstances under which one needs to know about that contribution to the
fluctuations to the unsteadiness from the large scale, then LES will be a tool that one needs to use. I
think that the reingestion papers show that that is not the only thing you need to know. Knowing what the
time mean ingestion is also very useful to a designer. I think that the time average models can give
already some useful indications on that.

Professor Cantwell
While you have got the microphone, let me bring another point into this. There was some discussion
during the talks about buoyancy parameterization. When and under what circumstances does buoyancy
play a role, in say hot gas reingestion. Are there circumstances where buoyancy in and of itself, that is
the rising of warm fluid in a quiescent flow in some way, becomes important in the reingestion problem.

Professor McGuirk
I will give you my opinion. The parameter which scales the buoyancy effects is the Froude number and a
derivative of that is what was used. First of all, I don't think that you should exclude gravitational
acceleration because that is the interaction between fluid density differences with the gravitational
acceleration that gives you your buoyancy effects. What the Froude number does is to scale that force
due to density differences and to weight differences essentially, against the inertia differences. I think
the velocities are always sufficiently high in reingestion - impingement type problems that in spite of the
density differences the buoyancy, in my opinion, is always negligible. Therefore, I don't see a point of
scaling an effect that is not actually there in practice.

Professor Cantwell
So what you are saying is a reingestion problem occurs close enough to the ground so that velocities are
high enough so that inertial forces dominate buoyancy forces, but if you had for example, an incredibly
quiet day higher up, the buoyancy dominates.

Professor McGuirk
I think that that is what has been described as far field ingestion. I think that it has also been said by
several people that that is not really the design limiting problem, it is the near field ingestion that is the
killer, as it were. Under those circumstances the buoyancy isn't really dominant or influential at all.

Mr. Curtis. British Aerospace. UK
Jim wouldn't expect me not to have a comment on this. I agree that in the time mean jet flow fields that
the velocities are too high. I think that you saw in some of our video footage that within the very
unsteady nature, within some of the large eddys which break off from some of these ground jet flows, that
we do actually have some very low velocities which are of the same order as the free stream velocity
which is very low. You get to the stage where the buoyancy probably does have an effect. I would like to
see some CFD calculations where they can model some of these pockets of hot gas and then switch off
gravity and then show me that there is no effect. When Jim can do that, then I will believe him, up till
that time I shall remain skeptical.

Professor McGuirk
I think that is challenge number 2 for the LES people because I think that what Peter is asking for which
is a fair request if he has got the money, is for someone to do an LES calculation which will predict the
small eddys and the one-off events and to repeat the LES calculation with and without gravity to see if
the behavior of the small eddys which are being reingested actually changes when you remove the
gravitational field. That is the only way I think that we will get a handle on that because Peter suspicions
are exactly that, they are suspicions. I don't think that you know that you have got the eddys which have
sufficiently low '-clocity and sufficiently low density, sufficiently high weight differences that they are
affected by buoyancy, it is a suspicion at the moment.

Professor Cantwell
So we have LES, acoustics, buoyancy.
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Professor Jimenez
I have to say that DNS people or LES people are not able to do that. It is still very far away. You are
asking too much. You are asking now for a calculation that has to worry about the near field, and then of
something that is far enough for buoyancy to be important. It is a challenge.

I wonder if I could throw out another more general question and that is, where is the future of this view;
where is the future of jets and cross flow. Should future research be predicated on applications to V-
STOL or should we be trying to take a broader view.

Professor Jimenez
Roberts said something about mixing and combustion and I think that should be discussed here. Whether
there are important applications to the problem of making things burn better.

Dr. Dash,
I think that the missile community is interested in these attitude control jets and getting fast response for
missiles so that is another problem area. That is still a fairly active problem area and an area that is
poorly understood.

Dr. Naumann. French-German Research Institute ISFR
I think it is as well the fast response of high velocity vehicles as the constraint that is imposed on those
vehicles from the aerothermodynamics, because in dense atmosphere aerodynamic heating is extremely
severe even for moderate flight velocities. At velocities above 1500 meters per second in main sea level,
you will even get steel almost to melt, and so you must clean your surface as well as possible. You must
try to dispose of thin structures, and side-jet control may be the only possible way to get those missiles
with a minimum of drag and with a maximum of heat resistivity to its aim.

Mr. Margason. NASA Ames Research Center, US
Having worked in V/STOL for the better part of the last 30 years, I think that there will not be a lot of
JICF activity related to V/STOL in the future given the change in the world political situation. We have
one activity, STOVL-Strike Fighter (SSF) in the U.S. that has been initiated by the ARPA, which will
probably be active over the next several years as a project for the defense industry to stress some new
concepts and perhaps replace some airplanes when they eventually wear out. For other opportunities, I
think that the JICF problem is related to turbine engines for several applications, to some environmental
problems, and to missile reaction controls. I also think that the JICF problem is interesting in that it
applies the computational procedures to very difficult flows where it may provide an understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of particular computational codes. There ere several numerical represntations
of turbulent flow before we get too wrapped around this large edd-.1 simulation application for turbulent
flow, I think that there is quite a bit of room to fully evaluate the computations that we are capable of
doing now, both from a time average and an unsteady point of view. We can obtain appropriate
experimental data to assess the usefullness of existing computational methods and use this as an
opportunity to determine limits on where they should be applied and where they shouldn't be. There are
a lot of relatively inviscid flow regions for the JICF problem where we can do a pretty good job. As we
get into the viscous regions immediately behind the jet, however, where there is a lot of flow separation, I

* think that there is still room for a lot of learning from the existing methods. Some systematic work would
be useful for many other applications as well.

Professor Cantwell
* Should we be pushing harder toward doing some full Reynolds stress transport modelling?

Mr. Sacher. DASA. PBM. GE
Addressing your last question, where is the future in jets in cross flows. I don't believe too much in V-
STOLs because this is something that we have explored in the past. What I was missing in the program
was the field of applications of thrust vectoring for manoeuvring. There are many attempts in developing
thrust vectoring nozzles used in flight, and this could really be seen as jets being in cross flow because in
V-STOL we have the jet but no cross flow. What was the reason for the program committee not to
include at least one session on those important applications?

Professor Cantwell
I don't think that we got any papers on it.

Did you make a request?

biewr CantwellI believe it was one of the areas we argued for to be included in the basis of the meeting.
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But in terms of engineering applications that seems to be one of the most important applications that
could be seen in the future.

Professor Cantwell
Item 2 in the announcement is Thrust Vectoring and Vehicle Control. We got papers on vehicle control
but nothing on thrust vectoring.

Mr. Sche.
Maybe we should have addressed the PEP community. I know that GE and Pratt & Whitney are
developing such type of vectoring devices quite heavily.

Professor Cantwell
Are there any other comments in that regard?

Professor Slooff. National Aerospace Laboratory NLR. NE
I was about to throw a similar pebble in the pond and perhaps cause a few ripples. I want to refer to one
of Len Roberts remarks. It seems that we have a deficiency in our knowledge in the area of the control
over vehicles with thrust vectoring. I am referring to incidents like with the YF 22 for example, where we
seem to have a situation of unpredictable non-linear instabilities in the combined aerodynamic, thrust
vectoring propulsion and flight control systems. I think there is a general deficiency in our knowledge
and capabilities in that area. This is, of course, a multidisciplinary problem, but with a very strong
aerodynamic aspect in it. I think the aerodynamic community perhaps should take the lead in trying to
solve this. I don't have any suggestions in how to address this problem. Can we and should we try for
experimental simulations with all those systems coupled in the windtunnel, is that feasible? Or should we
try to aim for numerical simulations? What is the feasibility of that and in what time frame. Or, perhaps
most likely, should we try to follow both lines? I would like to hear some comments and suggestions from
the audience on that subject.

Mr. Bowers. Wright Laboratories. WL/FIMA. US
I would like to suggest one way to go down that path, and it is not unique to this community. It is
characteristic of many communities. It is time once again to get the CFD and the design people together.
We can't afford 300 hours on a Cray for one solution. Some of these tools are applicable to shorter term
design projects, but they cannot be expensive.
Also, the CFD community needs to understand what the design community wants. There is still a gulf
between the two sides. Until they get closer together we are going to do large complicated computations
that can't be used by the people that are working on these control laws.

ProfessorCantwell
Are there any other comments with regard to Professor Slooff's remarks, or Peter Sacher's. I don't know
why we didn't get papers on that subject. The announcement was certainly circulated widely. As you all
know, you all get thick envelopes full of announcements to send to everyone that you know. Why we
didn't find some papers coming in on that is a little bit of a mystery, even if it was specifically spelled out
as one of the terms that we wanted to look at.

Mr. Selean. Wright Laboratories. WL/FIM..US
Probably one of the reasons that you didn't get responses is that right now in the US we are starting two
programs and planning a third. The first one is the GE thrust vectoring nozzle on an F-16. That will be
done by the Airforce. The second program is a complementary one with Pratt & Whitney on the STOL F-
15. Both of these programs are Risk Reduction Programs for the following program which will be called
PACIR, Propulsion Aerodynamic Control Program. I think that part of the problem might have been
timing. We were in the middle of a source selection and evaluation and we are going back to the table on
that so, probably you didn't get a response cause everybody is holding their cards close to their vest at
this time.

Professor Cantwell
Maybe to continue with this, if there are these programs coming up, should we look at this as a potential
area for a symposium. Maybe this is an area, thrust vectoring in and of itself. Would there be enough
material there for a symposium.

That may be in the future, and in fact the PACIR program is being somewhat touted and pushed as an
international program with international involvement. The details have to be worked out, but we are
working down that inte :national route for that program.
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Mr. Marirson
There is another thrust vector problemram that is being worked on using the F18 at Dryden where they
have paddles in the exhaust for manoeuvering at high angle of attack. That is another program, but it is
early in the flight program and sufficient data simply has not been generated yet to provide a story.
There was a considerable amount of wind tunnel work done in the 1970's and early 1980's, and most of
that has already been reported. Now there are a few new flight programs so it is again probably an issue
of timing on presenting results of the thrust vector application.

Professor Cantwell
* Any further comments about the future of this field? It looks like thrust vectoring is one area where it
* does have a future.

Professor Roberts
I have a question generally for the audience, rather than a comment. Does any organization have plans to
do work that is not V-STOL oriented, that is more oriented toward the environment or some other
application of the kinds of tools that we have now?

Dr. Smith. Stanford University, US
I am certainly no expert on funding, but my advisor Godfrey Mungal at Stanford University has just
received funds from the Gas Research Institute to study the mixing combustion of jets in crossf low.

Professor Cantwell
Someone, I think Len, may have said that we have good techniques for measurement and computation, is
that a fair statement, particularly with regard to measurement? Where should the experimental
techniques development be?

Mr. Margason
When I was looking at the data for the review paper, I was hoping that I would find quite a bit of laser
velocimetry data to identify that would be suitable for comparison with computational results as part of
evaluating current methods. The thing that surprised me was how limited the existing LV data is on the
jet. Of course, we have to recognize that LV data by its nature at least with current systems, is time
averaged data over days and days and days by the time you get a few decent cross-sections. There was a
several year effort at Ames in the 7x10 tunnel to get LV data, but it was really more of a development of
the LV instrument by the developers of that instrument rather than a fluid mechanics investigation of the
jet in cross flow. Out of that I could only identify about 6 cross sections that were taken at one jet
condition and that is hardly an extensive technique. There is development going on of Doppler global
velocimeters which would give you the promise of taking a light sheet across a jet flow like this and give
you instantaneous data at that point in time. The fact that there is so little experimental data available
out there of a detailed flow field nature leads me to the conclusion that either the methods are not
mature or we haven't adequately exploited them for this problem. I would say that there is probably
quite a bit of room for effort experimentally to get detailed measurements that are suitable for
comparison with computation.

Professor Cantwell
We have a couple of comments now. Let me go to the very back for the first one.

Professor Monismith. Stanford University, US
I am a little bit surprised in the review that PIV (particle image velocimetry) wasn't mentioned in context
for experimental measurement. I think it is something that is really exploding now and offers the promise
of very detailed instantaneous flow field measurements. The way it is proccediig you will be able to get
averaged data that is probably comparable to LVA data but now for maybe 1024 x 1024 fields in planes
and other people are doing holography and a variety of things. I think it is something that could really be
exploited for this flow. It is a good flow to test it on in fact.

S---mann
The main prublem that you have to face with laser Doppler velocimetry or even with particle image
velocimetry is, that you have particles of a certain size, and if you want to detect turbulence and rapid
fluctuations there is some indication that your measurements are not true. In our department there are
investigations to find out how the particles are influenced by the motion, and we have seen small vortices
in hypersonic shear layers which are completely depleted from particles. So you have regions where you
have no measurements, and other regions, where you can measure but the particles have another path
than the flow. A possible means to conic on with this is to use the laser Doppler velocimeter as it is
developed in the ISL, which uses the constant scattered light of many very small particles that are running
through the measuring volume, and which are surely better following the flow than few comparatively
large Mic scatterers. We have also another development on the way to make with these small particles
Doppler pictures; not particle displacement velocimetry, which also needs quite large particles, but
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Doppler pictures which give the velocity in a plane.

Professor McGuirk
In terms of measurements that are required, I think that there have been two suggestions emerging from
the discussion in terms of doing more calculations. One is to do more calculations using Reynolds stress
transport type turbulence models and the other is to do LES calculations. Both of these require different
kinds of measurements. To validate the calculations done with Reynolds stress transport models means
measuring the individual Reynolds stresses. It means not only LDV but the 3-d LDV so that you can
actually get the correlations out. I think it is only just in the last few years that the 3-d LDV systems are
starting to be used in anger. But I certainly would agree with Dr. Margason that there is certainly a need
to do more of that. Then I want to also agree with a comment made that PIV is probably going to be the
validation tool for LES that LDF is for the time-averaged turbulence models.

Professor Monismith
Regarding the difficulties of using PIV and LDA in these flows - I guess it is the advantage of low speed,
particularly water channel flows, at least as far as elucidating the structures present in the flow which
there seem to be still a lot of debate about what is actually going on from pretty basic standpoint. Low
speed gas or water tunnel experiments should be very good with PIV or LDA. I think it is maybe the
more engineering hypersonic and supersonic cases are going to be tougher.

Professor Cantwull
I have a comment about Reynch!ds stress transport models. The modeled terms in that approach involve
velocity gradients and products of the pressure with velocity gradienis. Measurements of velocity
gradients and pressure are going to be required to really check directly with the model terms in that
approach. We are a long way from that even using PlV.

Dr. Woodward. Defence Research Agency DRA. UK
Unfortunately I have not been fortunate enough to be present to hear most of these papers, but listening
to the discussion, I thought it might be interesting that I have just received from a UK membcr of the
FDP Working Group 14, which is the working group which is working on an experimental data base for
CFD validation, a proposal for another working group to work on providing a comparable data base for
time dependent flows, and talks about oscillatory flows, periodic flows, generally unsteady flows which is
the sort of categorization I have been picking up from listening from the discussion. My question really
is, listening to the later remarks about PIV and laser Doppler velocimetry is do we actually have the

* experimental capability to make the measurements which would provide a set of validation results which
we could rely on and secondly, if we can do that, what do we need to put in place? Do we have the data
already or do we need to do some new experiments? I wonder whether that would be a note on which to
cnd the discussion.

Professor Cantwell
So we are talking about DES, Direct Experimental Simulation. Do we have the techniques for doin!,
DES. We have measurements in a plane using PIV, but DES really requires a fully three dime.i.miuzal

* measurement, esoecially if you want to generate velocity gradient information. There are techn ques
people are working hard on, I would say, and they are mostly in the form of holographic particle imagery

0* and multiple sheet particle imagery.

Professor Onorato. Poliýecnico di Torino, IT
I think that we possess ,his technique, but the limitations are those techniques can be easily applied to
very slow motion fluid. The limitations are due to the, let me say, the cost of the few high speed
telecamcras that we can buy today and are due to light problems for such techniques. We need high
power, neodymium yag lasers, things like that, but in principle such techniques are under development.

Professor Cantwell
I think that is a good note on which to end tihe discussion. Before I finish though, I would like to say some
thanks. First, and really these are my thanks from the Program Committee, first to Len Roberts for the
hard work in being the Technical Evaluator. That really is a tough job to sit through every talk, take an
interest in every talk, write notes on every talk and then immediately after the last talk get up and talk
about the talks. That is not an easy thing to do and we appreciate your efforts. Finally, I would like to
thank all the authors. Some of you may or may not be aware that we actually set something of a record in
this meeting in that all but one of the papers which will appear in the proceedings are in hand. I don't
think that has ever happened before. Someone curlier said that that might be a record for AGARD. So
ou that basis let's give ourselves all a hand. Fi,ally, I would like to introduce Professor Slooff who will
close the meeting.

Professor Slooff
Thank you Brian. Well, ladies and gentlemen I am afraid that this really is the end of four days of
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intensive jet work. Judging by the general level of attendance and the lively discussion, I think that this
meeting was very successful, and clearly it would not have been possible without the help and dedication
of several people. In the first place we have to thank our UK hosts for inviting us to the charming city of
Winchester, with the excellent facilities here in the Guild Hall. In particular, we have to thank our local
coordinator Dr. David Woodward and the UK national coordinator Mrs. Sheila Martin who took care of
all the preparations including the impressive air display of the Harrier and the technical tour and
exhibition at Farnborough. David and Sheila, we thank you very much for all of that. We also thank the
city of Winchester, its Pubs, the Mayor in particular, for the hospitality and the fine reception we had
earlier this week in this Guild Hall. I am sure I am speaking on behalf of the ladies if we also thank Mrs.
Woodward for setting up such a splendid program for our companions and for providing such beautiful
weather with it. Now switching to the primary reason for our presence here, that is of course, the
symposium, I would like to thank the co-chairmen of the symposium, Professor Cantwell, Professor Ciray
and Professor Jimenez for their initiative and their efforts and compliment them on the success of this
meeting. We already thanked Professor Roberts for his on-the-spot technical evaluation; it has already

* been mentioned that you had the toughest job of all of us, but we also know that you gladly accepted it as
: an excuse for working again with the panel. Thanks again, Len, for your help and your skillful evaluation.

Thanks are also due for the indispensable help of a number of people who have done everything to run
this meeting smoothly, firstly the interpreters, Mrs. Day and Squadron Leader Smeeton. I am sure that
we must have driven you crazy with all of our technical slang words and with all the different accents that
we have exposed you to, and we thank you very much for taking care of your difficult job. Thle audio
visual aids have been taken care of by Mr. Moir, Mr. McComb and also we had secretarial support from
Mrs. Simpson and Mrs. Moir. We all thank you for your help in having this meeting run smoothly. Last
but certainly not least, we have to thank the panel executive, Dr. Winston Goodrich and his secretary
Anne-Marie Rivault for their very professional, efficient and friendly support. Winston, we know that
this is your last meeting as an Executive, and I am personally very sorry about it, as are many of us. You
have done a terrific professional job over the past four years, and last but not least, you are a very nice
guy. We wish you all the best in your new job with NASA.

it remains to thank you all for your interest in this meeting. We thank Drs. Margason and Perry, the
invited speakers, and all others authors for presenting their papers and all of you for your contributions
to the discussion. I call your attention to our future activities and ask you to communicate them to your
colleagues. I wish you all a safe journey home.
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